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TO OUR READERS. | 
In committing to public attention an en- 

terprise like that on which we now embark, 

it is proper to lay distinctly before our pat- 
rons and readers the motives which have 
induced us to undertake it, the ends we seek 

to attain, and the policy which will guide | 
us in their pursuit. We do not regard the | 
commencement of the Inz1vois Farwer as a | 

doubtful experiment, to be continued or not, | 

according to the precarious and uncertain 

promptings of personal inclination or caprice, 

and to be regulated by a policy easily dis- 

turbed by accident. On the contrary, we 

regard it as an undertaking strongly de- 

manded by the voice of public sentiment, | 

and one to which we are as much pressed 
by public necessity, as by any inclinations | 

of our own. The fact that the capital and | 

agricultural centre of a State, whose inter- | 

ests and pursuits are so pre-eminently agri- | 

cultural, has remained, to this day, without | 

a periodical devoted to the advancement of | 
that absorbing interest, is almost without a | 

parallel in the history of the press. We | 

feel that in the position we now assuine, we | 
only step into a wide field, which has been | 

left, by accident, untenanted, and which by | 

the well recognized law of supply and de- | 
mand, would soon be occupied by others, if 

not by ourself. 

More rapidly than at any former period 

in the history of this State, the energics of 

our population are being concentrated in | 

the work of developing its immense agricul- | 

tural resources. The flourishing condition | 
of the State Agricultural Society, which 
may be regarded as a faithful touch-sione of 

the popular feeling, is a pertinent demon- | 

stration of this fact. Theenthusiastic gath- | 
erings at its State and County Fairs ; 
noble specimens of native and improved 
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| stock ; the world-wide celebrity of its agri- 

cultural mechanism ; the immense exporta- 

tion of food, being constantly poured over 

its borders ; and the rapid rise in the price 
of arable lands, are proofs of the most stri- 
king nature, that this great public interest, 

will, in the future, much more than in the 

past, overshadow all others. The steady 

tread of a thronging immigrant host is 

The 

cheering results of our late census, shows 

how rapidly our wide prairies are becoming 

alive with an industrious and permanent 

population. This increase and concentra- 

tion of population must beget a spirit of 

| active and intelligent inquiry in regard to 

the great pursuit which must engage its 

attention. The railroad and mail facilities, 

which have received an impetus fully com- 

| mensurate with the increase of population, 
are encouraging a more rapid diffusion of 

information through the press. Thus, we 

only yield to an outward pressure, in estab- 
lishing at Springfield the Intixors Farmer. 

It will be a paper especially devoted to 

raising the standard of agriculture and hor- 
ticulture in the west. As all successful 

| agriculture is based upon sound theory, it 

will steadily furnish its readers with tbe 
latest discoveries in geologic chemistry, in 

a form especially applicable to the soil we 

cultivate. The character of the assistance 
which has been proffered us in its manage- 

ment, will render it, at the same time, emi- 

nently practical. Every successful agricul- 

turist in Illinois, and its neighboring States, 

must have observed how frequently his own 

experience, upon familiar points, is contra- 

veued by the published results of the same 
process in the leading eastern periodicals. 

This discrepancy has been suffered to con- 
tinue, because the old-established agricultu 
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ral literature has been the standard in the 
treatment of « soil lying under a meridian 

of longitude many degrees removed. All 

honor, we say, to those ancient land-marks 
to which American agriculture owes so 

much ; but the signs of the times convince 

us, thet the somewhat desultory chapters of 

Western agricultural experience should be | 
gathered in a code for Western guidance. 

The constant aim of the Farmer will be, to | 

become the useful representative of the class . 

we have named, os existing under the cir- | 

enmstances which we have briefly sketched. | 
We shall bring to the aid of our own en- 

terprise, a corps of co-laborers, whose con- 

tributions cannot fail to make the IarMar » 

all that can rationally be expected, and 
whose promise is 2 plede of faithfal fulfil- , 
ment. While it will be confined strictly to 

the diseussion of subjects appertaining to 

agriculture and its kindred aris,—leaving 

unnoticed no branch of information bearing 

upon the interest of the farmer and artisan, 

—it will be interspersed with whatever may 

refine and elevate the rural family circle. 

It will, in a word, be our steady aim, to 

issue @ paper which the farmer will accept 

as areliable compendium of the best agri- | 

cultural information ef the day ; which the 

moralist will indorse in its efforts to incul- 

cate a taste for pursuits which make for 
‘y 

peace and contentment ; and which ali will 

weleome who delieht ia the purer amenities | 

of social lif». 

The Wyandot Corn. 
The following article is going the rounds 

of the newspapers : 
Aenieurtrran Diviston oF tar Patent Orrter.- 

Tug Wyanpor Conx.—This truly siuguler production 
was first iutrodneed to the notices of the public in 
1853 by Mr. J. BP. Thomas, of Waverly, Mlinois, who | 

the Wyandot Indians | received nine grains froin 
through a California emigrant, which he pianted in a 
sandy soil, and the produci was fifty-eight full grown 
ears. 
graing, planied on the 20th of May, one hundred anil 
twenty-two ears, and from one-four!) of an aere thir- 
ty-two bushels and threa peeks of shelled corn. It 
only received the common ecnitivation given io other 
kinds of corn. 

This corn is represented io possess tho following 
peculiarities. We ccpy as follows from the cireuiar 
of Mr. Thomas: 

“First, it requires but one grain to he planted in 
each hill; more than ono is useless. Second, each 
grain yields from three to eight full grown stalks, 

In 1854 there wera raised from iwenty-five | 

equal in length and strength, being from nine to 
twelve feet high, and proceed directly from the grain. 

| Third, each stalk bears from two to four errs, of a 
large and beautiful pearl white corn, the meal of 
which is equal in appearance to flour manufactured 

from wheat. Each hill will yield from eight to twenty 
' ears. rom an equal quantity of sced planted, it 

will produce double the quantity of ears that can be 
raised from any other kind of eérn grown. The 
quantity of fodder which it benrs is immense, and 

| for stock-feeding it is superior to all other varieties 
| The kernelis shaped similar to the yellow-fint, the 
| grain soit, twelve-rowed, and small cob. Eer trom 
' tyrelve to fifteen inches long, 

“if planted five feet apart exch way, (and whichis 
near enough,) it will require about 2,500 grains, or 
one quart of the seed, per acre. Allowing each grain 

. to produce but six ears, (and my yield for the present 
year 1855, will average ten ears to the hill,) and the 
produes of 2,506 hills is 15,000 errs; andallowing 120 
gers to the bushel of corn, and the result will be 125 
bushels per acre. By actual measurement it has been 
conclusively proven that three of the average sized 
ears of the Wyandot corn will make one quart, or 
ninety-six ears to the hurhel—say one hundred cars 
~—and the result is chanyed from 125 to 150 bushe!s 
per aere, the latter being nearest correct.” 

My. Thomas had specimens of this Wyan- 
‘ dot corn at the Fair at Chicago, and re- 
ceived a premium therefor. Mr. Thomas, 

in his cireular, states what he knows of this 

corn. The question arises, however, is 

this corn worthy of taking the place of the 
| varietics we now depend on for crops ?— 
| There are many good farmers who have seri- 
ous doubts upon this point. My. 'T. has not 

| been alone the cultivator of this corn. Mr. 
‘Thomas, of Fulton county, said to the wri- 

ter, that “it was the worst corn he ever 

| planted.” Mr. Wm. F. M. Arny, raised 

some the last season, and the following is 

what he says of it ia a communication to 

the Bloomington “ Flas.” 
In your paper of last weel:, T find 2 notice of some 

corn which was exhibited at our Stete Fair, of which 
you say that you was informed, “hat ono eere of Hli- 
nois land would produce 200 bushels of it por annum.” 
The cora you allude to is the “Wyardot Prolific,” 
and-will probabiy produce the amount you specify, in 
a cliniate and sor! adapted to it, but as far north as 
M Lean county it will not pay to plant it. I write 
from experience, for U planted some of it last season 
and gave it extra culiure; it produced from nine to 
thirteen stalks to the grain, but the ears did not ma- 
ture, a sample of the best of which I send you, by 
which you will perecive that north of this place it 

' will not come to maturity. 
I also send you two ears of a variety of corn, which 

Teall the “Tennessee Flour Corn.” I procured tho 
seed somo years avo, when on a tour in Tennessee, 
and eultivated it for several years in Western Virginia, 
previons to emigrating te this State, and since IT hava 
resided here IT have raised some of it every year, and 
have furnished it north and south, and [ am fully 
snlisfied that it will eome to maturity in any portion 
of onr State, and will prodnee, with ordinary cultiva- 
tion ehout one hundred bushels to the acre. 

Teall attention to this matter, beeause [ feared that 
some of our northern farmers would be ied astray and 

, ineur loss, by planting corn, upon the recommenda- | 
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tion of others, that would not suit their climate.— 
New seed should always be tested in small quantities, 
say a half acre, before a crop is planted. 

W. FL M. ARNY. 

We have also a communication on the 

sudject, from James Wanxix, Coroner of 

this county. He says: 
“T sce a good deal in the papers xbout “ Wyandot 

Corn.” I was very familiar with that corn forty and 
more years ago, having seen it raised, and raised it 
myself, for green corn in my exrly days in North Car- 
olina and Tennessee. t 
roasting ears—none of the best. If it is now good 
corn for the field, end our farmers are likely to make 
anything by substituting it for the corn now in enlti- 
vation, f must say, that it has been greatly improved 

since I was acquainted with it. 
JAMES WALKER, 

Coroner of Sangamon County, Li. 

We have but a few words to add. The 
Wyandot Indian corn is of no value when 
ground into meal. It is destitute of oil, 

and the meal soon becomes sour. So 

we are informed in the Patent Office Report 

of 1853. We have given some attention to 

this subject, because we do not believe the 

Wyandot corn has received sufficient trial 

to justify our farmers in discarding the pres- 

ent corn and using that for a field crop. 

Peach Orehards, 

any price—in fact it was really good fer no 
purpose but torfeed eut to hogs,—while 

- those who had taken pains to replenish their 

When settlements were first made in the ; 
' varietios of frmit; and there is a fair pros- 
: pect that within the next three years there 

Sangamon country, peach stones of the best 

varietics were brought here, and planted, and 
the resuit was the production of seedling trees 

They 

retaiaed their high value, us a gencral thing, 

until the year after the great now (1820 
Thiah wit] ee ane bi Scarant 

mol), Whicn, with one or Uyo FUSE Guene 

Wiicn proauced Mgss CAC eliont ait. 

r a wnile Y unfavorable seasons, was fatal, generally, to 

It was then pretty good for | ling apple or peach orchards. 

orchards with budded trees, brought from 

nurseries, sold their fruit at almost fabu- 
lous prices. 

The time is past in Illinois, when men can 
rely on good and saleable fruit from seed. 

‘There were 

good reasons, years ago, for planting out 

seedling frait trees. ‘There were then few 

nurseries where the best varieties could be 

obtained ; and, indeed, if there had been, 

such was the condition of our markets for 
the produce raised in the country, that many 

farmers, now rich, could seareely then pro- 

cure, with all their labor, articles of the first 

necessity for their families. A few farmers 
succeeded in planting out orchards of valua- 

ble trees. These farmers, or their descend- 

ants, are reaping a rich reward for the in- 

vestment. 

We can congratulate ourselves and the 

country, that at this time, shrewd men, are 

meking arrangements, especially in our own 

county, to plant out orchards of the best 

will be bearing in this county, several valu. 
able peach orchards. We have heard 

_ that one will be planted at Chatham ; there 

: Which is 

peach trees. Our country friends ten 

mainly relied on “suckers,” wich sprang ; 
; Ma bine At tl etHarl trang fay their 

from the stumps of the killed trees, tor tier . 

oy ey | es Ta Lanne Pony imnonypod 
nev orcnards. hes LPees, :Vvou nyured 

i] 4 are alge 7 Ry ere 
1 } ha iNjuUveag Cre ¢ i LOH 

? 4 ja Ae eee Tarcat ane by subsequens severe winters and wet and 

S:GeKSs, and 

>] } | SaAnnaiwar= 
preauced poor ana aerener cold springs, 4 

ated fruit. Trees which were grown from 

the stones of this fruit also produced poor 

peaches, uidilat last but few peaches were 

beauty and exeeilence with the same fruit 

grown here previous to the rear 1S3l. 

Many loads of tiiis degenerated end miis- 

erable fruit, still produced here, ware brought 

to market last fall. It scarcely commanded 

is ene in Germany Prairie, (near this city) 

already planted ; and arrangements are being 

mece to plant out two large orchards on the 
light lands three miles north of this city— 

the soil of which is peculiarly fitted for 
, roo. 
Paracks, o ; 

' 
‘ orchards aud vineyards—much of 

uow lying vacant and can be pur. 

chased at reasonable prices. 

We would advise our agricultural friends 
to supply themselves the coming spriag with 

ibe best varieties of peach trees—a few at 

| Pe 

least:—and if the seedlings are still per- 

mitted to euniber the ground, let the liogss 

found iu the country that would compare in | have the frait. 

Beside the use of the peach as a dessert 
fruit, and for preserving—it ix one of the 
best fruits, i? not the best, for drying ; and 

zood varieties for this purpose are in- 

. comparably better than the common peach. 



FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE ILLLINOIS STAT? AGRI- 
CULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Hon. Jauzs N. Brown, resides upon his 

| farm fifteen miles south-west of Springfield, 
| in Island Grove, Sangamon County. It is 

| 
! 

| 
| Farm of Hon. J. N. Brown, 

| 

easily reached by the Great Western Rail- 

road—being about a mile and a half from 

the depot at New Berlin. The house is 

| geod—not aristocratic—and the yards and | 

| gardens in fine taste. The farm contains | 

| two thousand two hundred and fifty acres | 

| of ground. Of this about two hundred | 

; and fifty acres are in timbered land. Some 

| four hundred and twenty acres are cultiva- 

ted in corn, which, the past season, produced | 

an average from sixty to sixty-five bushels | 

anacre. About one hunared and twenty | 

acres were in wheat and oats. Wheat is | 
cultivated for the purpose of furnish- | 
ing the farm with bread ; occasionally there | 
is a surplus. 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 

| 

Grasses for stock are all of the cultiva- 
| ted varieties—biue-grass, timothy and clo- 

ver. From one hundred and fifty to two 
| hundred acres of grass are cut annually, 

| which is fed to stock, when they are preven- 
ted by snow or sleet, from obtaining feed in 
| winter pastures, where blue-grass and timo- 

thy are grown for this purpose. Mr. Brown 
| finds that young stock thus wintered, thrive — 

| nd do better than when fed on grain. He | 

| believes that our farmers, both darge and | 

| small, if they were to cultivate more grass | 

and less grain, would save much labor, | 

( which is money,) increase the profits, and | 
| greatly enhance the productiveness of their | 

| farms. 
| Mr. Brown devotes his attention princi- | 
| pally to stock. He has a flock of two hun- | 
' dred and fifty sheep for the purpose of keep- 

| ing his pastures clear of weeds. His breed- | 

| 
| 

ing cattle are Durhams. He has abont 

fifty cows, most of them thorough bred 

short horns. At this time, there are on his 

farm five hundred steers—-thres hundred of 

them will go to market in February, and the | 

remainder will be wintered on grass and | 

hay. Heis stall feeding four hundred beeves 
|| this winter. He fills up his farm with cat- 

| system, and we believe with profit. 

tle for the next year as he sells off in the 

winter. He feeds and sells from two hun- 

dred to three hundred hogs annually, which 

he raises upon the litter and offal of cattle. 
He also keeps about forty head of horses 
and mules, breeding for farm purposes—oc- 

casionally selling one. 

Mr. Brown thus rates the capacity of his 

farm : five hundred cattle ; seventy-five or 

one hundred head of breeding cattle ; three 

hundred hogs ; two to three hundred sheep ; 

forty to fifty horses and mules. 

Mr. Brown menesges all his affairs with 

In his 

farming, he is eminently progressive. He is 

not only successful co far as his own inter- 
ests are concerned, but with other stock 

breeders, has been of signal advantage to 

the farmers of the whole country. His aim 

is to keep the best breeding stock, and to 
accomplish this, he spares uo labor or ex- 
pense. Mr. B. is never more pleased than 

in welcoming his friends to the hospitalities 
of his home. 

We gather many of these facts from a 
communication by Mr. Brown to Ex-Gov- 

ernor REYNoOLps. 

The good work Progressing, 

We have a communication from Dr. §. 8. 
Coxnor, of Jonesborough, Union county, 

announcing that on Saturday, the 22d of 

December, there was a meeting of the Far- 

mers at Jonesborough, at which was framed 

| an Agricultural Society for Union county. 

| The following officers were elected for the 

current year, Viz: 

George Hunsucker, President ; William 
Green, Jacob Hileman, Moses A. Goodman, 

Vice Presidents ; Samuel Hunsucker, Treas- 

urer ; S. S. Condon, Recording Secretary; 

H. Watson Webb, Corresponding Secre- 
tary. 

On motion of S. S. Condon, a committee 

of three, viz: S. 8S. Condon, Charles Croul 

and Walter M. Willard, was appointed by 

the Chair to wait upon the citizens of the 

county at large, and solicit them to become 
members of the Society. 

We learn that the Society already 



numbers more than one hundred and fifty 

members, who have complied with the requi- 

sitions of the constitution, with a fair pros- 

pect of 200 or 300 more. 
At the meeting on the 22d, there were 

able addresses by Hon. John Dougherty 

and H. W. Webb. There was the best 

feeling among the farmers and mechanics in 

behalf of the objects of the Society. 
We rejoice to record this movement in 

Southern Illinois. It shows how mucn can 

be effected by a few able and devoted men, 

who apply themselves to the work. We 

respond the sentiment of our enthusiastic 

correspondent—" God speed the plow, loom 

and anvil.” 

U. 8. Agricultural Society. 
The late exhibition of this Society at Bos- 

ton, was most successful. The money re- 

ceived for entries and Visitors amounted to 
between $30,000 and $40,000, enough to 

pay the premiums and all other expenses. — 

The banquet on the occasion was most in- 

teresting. The speeches from different indi- 

viduals were excellent,—-all having relation 

to agriculture. Hon. H. C. Jouns, Presi- 

dent of the Illinois State Agricultaral So- 

ciety, and Wx. F'. M. Arny, Esq., of Me- 

society of this State on the occasion. Mr. 
Arny delivered a short address,setting forth 

the benefits which would be derived from 

educating men for their professions—espe- 

cially the advantages that would result to 
agriculturists by the establishment of insti- | 

tutions for the education of young men, who , 

design to be farmers. 

Hedging. 

must answer for the present. 

oughly impressed with the conviction that 

cultivation, a perfect Hedge. But this 
cannot be done without perfect cultivation. 

selves and without proper cultivation grow 

into a hedge. If he has that opinion, and 
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thus practices, he will find his Osage Orange 

a nuisance, which he will be glad to get 

rid of. 

It happens that the Osage Orange re- 
quires the most care when some of the lead- 
ing crops of the farmer need all his atten- 

tion to cut and secure them. When either 
are to be neglected, he will neglect his 
hedge. THenee it is, as we believe, a matter 

of policy and profit on the part of the far- 

mer, to employ persons to make his hedge 
who understand the business, who will attend 

to it, and who will agree not to receive 

their pay until the hedge is grown, and is 

made what a hedge should be—a perfect 

protection to fields. There are many per- 
sons now engaged in this business, who take 

contracts to grow perfect hedges, at what 

are believed to be fair prices. Most far- 

mers would save money by making con- 
tracts with these men. They would then 
be certain of good hedges. 

Under-Draining. 
A new and novel instrument for under 

draining has been in use in some parts of 
Macon and Piatt counties, in this State, for 
the last two years. We learn that itis now 

| about to be introduced into more general 
Lean county, represented the agricultural | 4 

A tolerably good idea can be had of 
this instrument by supposing that it is 
a wedge of iron; this is attached to a 
sharp coulter, some three or four feet long; 

' this again is fastened toa frame, so as to 
work above the surface of the ground. In 
lands inclining to be wet—in “swales” or 

ravines where, at times, water runs—this 
| instrument is plunged into the ground the 
| desired depth, and with two yoke of cattle 

We had designed to give in this number | 
an article upon Hedging; but a few remarks | 

We are thor- | 

attached tofa windlass, it can be forced 
1 the earth at the rate of 

one-half a mile a day. 

b 

readily throne] 

The cut made hy 

i the eoulter will close immediately, but the 

the Osage Orange will make, with proper | 
> opening made below by what is termed the 

‘mole plow,’ and which is madeby compress- 

| ing the earth being below the action of the 

No farmer should put out the plants with | 

an idea that they will take care of them- | 
frost, will not close soon. Several of these 

drains, made two years ago, before the in- 

_ strument was perfected, are still in perfect 

' order. 
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Hon. H. C. Johns, of Piatt county, twe 

years ago constructed such under-drains in 

“swales” on his farm in that county, which 

not only made the surface dry, but furnished | 

through that gry season a supply of water | 
for his large stock of eattle. 

Whatever may be thought of this instru- 

ment for under-draining, and its practical 
tical use, by those who have no experience 

in its use, it is certain, that there is but one | 

opinion aniong those who have used it, and 

that is entirely in its favor. 

We respectfully suggest to our agricultu- | 
: — j 

ral friends, whether associations of farmers 

inthe different precincts for gathering at | 

least two evenings in a month, in some con- 

venient place, during winter, for the purpose 

of discussing subjects connected with farm- 
ing, would not be attended with great 

advantages. Here would be collected the 

enjoyed by those who do not possess such 
advantages. 

The discussions by the members of the 

Farmer’s Clubin New York, published in 
the papers of the city, are usually interest- 

ing and useful. Wecannet pretend that 

here we have the science and knowledge to 
compete in the value of discussions with 

that institution; but we do say that much 

good may be done by the formation of such 
institutions as we have proposed. 

Growing Lorest Trees, 

The Legislature of Massachusetts has 
made ita condition on which the county 

agricultural societies may receive its boun. 

“ty, that “they shall offer annually such 
“premiums and encouragement for the rais- 

‘ing aud preserving of oaks and other for- 

“est trees, as to them shall seem proper and 

' “Best adapted to perpetuate in this state an 

young 2s weil us the more experienced | 

_ offered in accordance with this requirement, farmers, and their different processes by 

which they have made good crops, or failed 
in obtaining such, could be stated, examin- 

ed, and much valuable information be elicit- ; 

en. 

of others in regard to the raising of stock; 

the difference in value of the difisrent kinds 

of stock,—horses, cattle, sheep and hogs ; 
and the most successful modes of makiag 
the rearing cf them profitable. Here could 

also be discussed the vaiue of fruit, the best 
varieties of fruit, and the best manner of 

growing fruit trees. ‘The interest of euch 

Here could be learned tha experience | 

“adequate supply of Ship timber.” We 
are informed that although premiums are 

they are rarcly claimed. It is true, how- 

ever, that an effort has been madein some 

portions of the state to grow new forests; 
and in Barnstable some success has been 
achieved in the covering, with a thrifty 

i growth of white pitch pine, a large district 

gatherings would be increased by introda- | 

cing the subject of agricultural machinery, 

and ascertaining from each other the advane 

tages resulting from the use of the uiffer- 

ent kinds. In sueh localities there may be 
found men who have given sone attention 
to agricultural chemistry, and who can im- 

part information to all, and especially to 

the young, giving them new subjects for | 

thought, leading their minds into the great | 
field of agricultural science,—which will be 
likely to render them successful as farmers, 

make them proud of their calling, and thus 
give to labor a pleasure which cau never ba 

of worn ont sandy land. ‘This success has 
stimulated the inhabitents of other sandy 
districts to further enterprises of the sanie 
character. 

In the prairie portion of our owa state, 
forests can be grown to great advantage. 
There is no dificuity in making the seeds of 
forest trees germinate and the trees grow in 

luxuriance in our prairies, Wherever the 
experiment has been tried, it has been suc- 
cessful. ‘The value of a protection of trees 
on the mest exposed sides of a farm, and a- 
bont dwelling houses, can weil be apprecia- 
ted ; and while croves and skirts of timber 
can be wade thus to add to our comfort and 

beautify our prairies, they will in s few yeers 
furnish supplies of fuel and timber, when 
these articles will be much more valuable 
than they are now. 

We are aware that the planting of seeds 
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of forest trees, on a scale sufiiciently large 
to form groves and skirts of timber, will | 

to many be a novelty, and they may 

hesitate to engage in it; yet others, who 
believe in progress, may have their atten- | 

tion drawn to the subject, and with little 
labor, may meke trials which will result in 
success, and give them claims or the grati- 

tude of all who may come after them. We 
believe that a few succesaful efforts to grow 

groves of our native timber upon our preir- 

ies, would be followed by others until the 

great prairies of our states would lose their , 

distinetive character, as “vast tracts of 

land destitute of trees.” 

But how shall we grow groves and for- 
ests of our native trees? Simply by imitat- 
ing nature in planting the seed. We know 

when the sced of each particular class of 

trees matures. Let it be gathered and 
planted. Protect from fires and injuries 

by stock, and nature will do the rest. 

“Get a Home.” 
These three words are full of meaniag. 

No man can fill his proper place in society, 

or secure to himeelf the greatest blessings 

of life, without “a home.” It is there 

where virtue is sursed; where morals are 

protected; where nearly all the good left 

us of the fall, can be best enjoyed. The 
man who is without a home; who is tossed 

up and down on the excitements and follic 
of society, without the sympathies of friends 

in his welfare, interested in the thousand 

little incidents and circumstances which 
make up the history of humaa life,—must 

be a stranger to the sweetest comforts and | 
purest enjoyments which are placed within 

our reach. 

Especially in this country, where man has 

rest,” with health, industry, economy and 

perseverance, this object can be obtained. 

Let young men start right, and the end in 

their toil. The first step is the important 

one; The millionaire telis us that the accu- 

of thousands thereafter. In the west, a- 

mong our farming population, few young 

men of character and industry, need be long 

rithout 2 home. There are some, who, 

from peeuliar cireumstances, have been com- 

pelled to rent land, and they are good far- 

mers; but the mass of those who rent 

farms, are unthrifty, careless and negligent- 

You can usually detect evidences of a rent- 
ed farm in the slatternly appearance of every 

thing about it. The occupant has no in- 

terest in its permanent improvement; cares 

not for the weeds in the fence corners; the 

uathrifty appearance of the yards, the orch- 

ard, the buildings, the fences; his object be. 

ing to get the mest from the farm he can 

with the least possible labor. 

It is not necessary that a young man 

should have a large farm, expensive build- 
ings, and choice stock, to secure to him the 

comforts and enjoymentsof home. Let his 

grounds be contracted and his residence 

small; but let the whole be neatly managed, 

and his industry be well directed, and he 

will go on prospering until he will obtain 

all the blessings really required. 

We may add to these remarks that Aome 

embraces the idea of family. Men are bet- 
ter--women are better; both fill their pla- 
ces best when united with judgment and 

pure affection. God has amply testified his 
approvation of such unions. We rejoice to 
sce the sexes thus connected, even before 

the poetic or fanciful period of life has 
passed away. 

We have gone beyond our desi¢n in the 
commencemeut of this article; but the 

thoughts init seemed naturally to follow 

each other. We desire and aim to make 
| this publication useful to all classes of our 

; | Teaders. 
almost a world “where to choose a place of 

Take care of your Stock. 
The wet weather last summer caused 

' grassesto crow with great luxuriance; but 

view will cheer and encourage them in all | 

mulation of the first hundred dollars cost | 

him more labor than the gathering cf tens ‘ | mers. 

this growth lessened their natritious qualities, 
and the result was, that as a general thing, 

cattle were not in as good a plight for win- 
ter as usual. We have this from many far- 

It is therefore, necessary, at this 
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season, to take unusual care of stock. See | rows. He cultivated them as he did his 

that they are well fed, and as well protected | corn. When thecanes were 12 inches high, 

from the inclemency of the season, as possi- 
ble. Itis avast advantage to stock to go 

to the prairies in the spring in good order. 

e 

Raspberries. 
A few years ago there was cultivated here 

a variety of the Raspberry, called the Ant- 

werp, (not however the true Antwerp,) 

which produced fair crops. Latterly, it has 

not been so productive. Whether this may 
be charged to the seasons or to other causes, 

we are not able to say. Our opinion is, 

that all the fine raspberries are tender in 

this latitude, and that they cannot be de- | 

pended upon to produce goed crops, unless 

they are protected from the extreme severity 

of winter. This can be done,but it is trou- 

blesome. The canes should be laid down 

and covered with straw, or some material 

answering the same purpose. If this be 

done, the plants are likely to produce satis- 

factory crops. We have seen the Bromley 

Hill, the Franconia, the Fastolf, the True 

Antwerp, the common Antwerp, fail here 

from the severity of winter. 

It is not unlikely, in order to secure a 

full supply of this valuable fruit, that we mast 

have recourse to the native varieties. We 

doubt not that in examining the fruits of 

the wild plants, we shall find some supe- 

rior kinds. At ail times we prefer the 

flavor of the “black cap” native variety, to 

any foreign raspberry or their hybrids.— 
We do not suppose this taste to be general. 

Hereafier there may be hardy hybrids, pro- 

ducing fruit equal to any of the foreign 

kinds, which will be a great desideratum. 

Dr. Briakle, of Philadelphia, has originated 

some new varieties, but we do not learn 

that any of them have been cultivated in 

the western country. 

In the neighborhood of Albany, the com- | 

mon black raspberry is grown to a consid- 

erable extent. Judge Osborn, of Waterv- 

liet, informs the editor of the Country Gen- 

tlemna, that the last season he sold $176 

worth from 2,000 stools. The stools were 

jn rows six feet apart, and two feet in the 

he cut off a portion of the tops to make 
them branch out. The fruit by this pre- 
gress, is made of-a better quality, and is 
easier to gather. Judge Osborn states, 
that with this mode of cultivation, an acre 

will yield 6,000 pounds of fruit. 
No farmer need be without “a raspberry 

patch.” The plants can be gathered about 

his farm, be planted and cultivate as sug™ 

gested, and he will be certain to be well 

paid for his labor. 

Health. 
Heaith is of vast importance to farmers. 

Tn new countries we have a class of diseases 

which are particularly vexatious and trou- 
blesome. Thesé, in a good measure, can be 

avoided by prudence and care. At this 
ime, when large farms are being opened in 

every direction, we are more exposed to 

sickness than under a differeat state of cir- 

cumstances. The rotting of the prairie 
sward generates malaria, and the evils of 

this state of things are increased by a wet 

season. In the day, it is supposed that the 
heat causes this malaria to rise and diffuse 

itself in the atmosphere ;—at night, damp- 
ness condenses it, and it again falls to the 

earth. Hence the exposure to the night 
air is attended with danger ;—but how difli- 
cult it is to avoid it in our beautiful summer 

evenings ? 

The erection of suitable farm houses ean 
be made useful in securing health. Usually 
farm houses are placed near the ground— 

with loose floors--are of one-story—and 

when closed their sleeping apartments are 
filled with az atmosphere rising from below 

and around, in which it is a wonder if 

health car. be retained. Much of the sick- 
ness of the country comes from this cause. 

The loss of time and doctor’s bills, in such 

cases, would pay for better buildings, plan- 

ned and finished with a view to health and 
comfort. 

Farm houses should be erected on dry 

ground, away from ravines, should be ele- 

vated sufficiently to have a draft of air 

pass under them in summer, and should be 
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well ventilated. Where it can be done, 

they should be of two stories, with the 
H 
} 
| 

sleeping apartments in the upper story.—— | 

If these arrangements were properly carried 

out, much sickness would be avoided. 

Illinois, 
The census of Illinois for 1855, is com- 

pleted. The population of this State on 
the Ist of July last, was 1,292,917. The 

population of the State in 1850, according , 

to the U. S. Census, was 851,470. This 

gives an increase of population in our State, 

in five years, of 441,447. Accustomed as 
we are to the great changes now progress- 

ing in the valley of the Mississippi, this re- 

sult is wonderful, scarcely to be appreciated. 

Within five years the population of Illinois 
has increased more than the whole popula- 

tién of Connecticut !—more than the whole 

population of Delaware, Rhode Island, 

Florida, District of Columbia, and New 

Mexico (61,740) added together! and 

within 74,100 of the whole population of 
the city of New York, which numbered, in 

1850, 515,547 souls. 
It is thus that Illinois is marching on to 

greatness! Can it be a wonder, that intel- 

ligent citizens, looking to the future, should 

regard with an interest scarcely to be express. 
ed, the importance to our State of improve- 
ments in agriculture, in education, and in 

the arts that promote the highest and best 

aims of man ? 

Illinois Nurseries. 
In the matter of furnishing our farmers 

stocks of trees over them for sale? These 

trees may be true, and they may not be true 

to their name, and the farce of warranting 

may be given, but what of that, after five 

years’ time, when they may be found to be 

worthless, or other fruit than that desired ? 

We know that persons in this county have 

‘ been deceived in the purchase of trees, as 

and others with fruit trees, it would be well | 

to rely on our western nurseries. Trees 

grown in Illinois swit our climate and soil 

better than if grown anywhere else. ‘T’here 

may be more extensive nurseries at the east 

than are found here, but they are not man- 

aged better than nurseries in our own State. 

We have already such of high character, 
conducted by men, who regard their reputa- 

tion as nurserymen beyond price. Why, 

then, should farmers and others listen to — 

men who claim, rightly or not, as the case | 

may be, to be agents of eastern nurseries, 

who travel over our railroads, and bring 

also by men who come about in Spring to 

graft upon old orchards. One gentleman 

informed us that the past Fall he was ap- 
plied to by the professed agent of an eastern 
nursery, and he engaged of hima number 

of apple trees. They were received, but 
were not half as good trees as those fur 

nished from the aursery of Dr. Kennicort 
& Son, at less prices. 
We wish we had a list of nurseries in our 

State, which are extensive enough to supply 

large demands. We can give but few :-- 

Dr. Kennicott & Son, West Northfield, in 
Cock connty; M. b. Dunlap, Leyden, in 

the same county; L. Ellsworth & Co., Na- 

pierville, Du Page county; Dr. Pennington, 

Whiteside county; A. R.Whitney, Franklin 

Grove, Lee county; E. Harkness, Peoria 

county; Wm. Stewart & Sons, Adams 

county; C. & R. Overman, Fulton county; 

Curtis & Son, Edgar county; Verry Al- 

drich, Putnam county; Robert Douglas, 

Lake county; Small Brethers, Kankakee 
eounty; O. B. Galusha, Kendall ccunty; 
Arthur Bryant, Bureau county; J.T. Lit- 

tle, Lee county; Samuel Edwards, Bureau 

county; E. Ordway, Stephenson county.— 
Undoubtedly there sre others of which we 

have little knowledge. New nurseries are 

progressiry in almost every county. Some 

are alrealy able to supply large demands. 

The nursery of M. Doyle & Co., of this 

county, can fill large orders; as also the 

nursery of James Orr, near this city, a well 

known nurseryman, late of Louisville. - 

We have been induced to notice this 

matter, because we believe that the interests 
of purchasers is better guarded in the pur- 

chase of fruit trees, if made at our own nur- 

series, than in the purchase of trees from 

foreign nurseries ; that nurserymen in our 

State have a reputation at stake; that 



trees raised in our nurseries are more suited | 

to our soil and climate than those grown in | 

a different soil and climate ; and, we might | 

as well say it, we want our nurserymen pa- | 

tronized in their efforts to furnish us with 

the varieties of apple and other fruits that 

succeed best with us. 

Breadstufis, 
The prices ere still high. 

tinue to be so? This is an important ques- 

tion for farmers. Much will depend on the 

Wil that continue? We 
hat war 

Vill they con- 

war in furope. 

venture to say that all partics in 

would be very glad to make peace, provided | 

isan axiom with the Russian government 

never to make peace under defeat. France 

enough of the war; but 

England is indispozed to make peace until 

Can that be done? 

’ Py 5 has had about 

Russia is humbled. 

The prospect seems to be against peace. 

Bat should peace take place, it will require 

tivo years’ time, and more, to produce the 

usual grain crops in Europe, so as to reduce 
prices to the old staudard. On the whole, 
we think farmers would do well to raise all 

the wheat possible. The crop in the ground 

issaid to look tolerably well now. White 

spring wheat is nearly as valuable as win- 

ter wheat. Would not the raising of it pay? 

Pureasing Ntoek. 

The belief is becoming general among our 

farmers that there is a decided advantage 

in raising improved stock. Hence there is 

a disposition in almost every quarter among 

farmers to enhance the value of their stock 

by the purchase of improved breeds. And 

here we would speak a word of caution. 

While we have the best stock in our State 

--raised by men we know and have known | 

for years; who can be relied upon for pedi. | of the present winter has destroyed the an- 

grees of their stock, while we have this ticipated peach erop. 

stock here for sale, our farmers inexperi- 
enced in such matters, had better purchase 

of them, than of drovers who drive stock 

from other States, to ours, for sale. 

have in Illinois as good cattle as can be 

found in the United States. If experienced 

; 

We | 

| 
| 

each could secure for itself all it desires | all will regard with pride. 
Russia has met with some disasters, and it | 
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breeders wish to change or improve their 

stock it is well and safe for them to do it; 

but it is something of a risk for the inexpe- 
rienced to make selections from droves of 
stock where the owner has no greater objeet 

than to secure their sale. 

County Fair Grounds, 
A considerable number of County Agri- 

cultural Societies of our State have pur- 
chased lands for Fair Grounds. These 
grounds are selected near the county towns, 

and are in progress of improvement-—and 

the result will be, that in a few years they 

will become a feature in our country, that 

We believe San- 
gamon farmers were the first in the State to 

secure grounds for their fairs. This has 

been followed by ethers ;~-Morgan, Adams, 

MLean, Tazewell, Marion, and we do not 

know how many more. Now is as good a 
time as our farmers in the different counties 
will ever have to strike for this object.--- 

Lands are now cheaper than they will be 

again, and suitable sites for the purposes 

required, should at once be selected, It 

tells well for the farmers of the county, that 

they have grounds of their own where they 

ean hold their fairs ; where they can meet, 
with stock, bring specimens of their produce, 

farming implements ; where their wives and 

daughters can present their butter, cheese, 

needlework, home-made cloth, &e., &c., for 

admiration, exhibition and premiums. The 

grounds of the Sangamon Association, are 

already beautiful and the improvements will 

be made better as means increase, until the 

farmers of the county will be enabled to 

point to them with pride as the “ Sanga- 

mon County Fair Grounds.” 

The Peach Crop. 
We seriously fear that the intense severity 

This is said to be the 

fact at Alton; and we have heard the same 

statement from farmers in our vicinity. In 

examining a few peach trees in our garden 

last week, we found much of the wood 

killed, and no flowering buds alive. Small 

peach trees are killed nearly to the ground. 
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The cold has also killed many other 

plants. Most of the wood of roses is killed; 

the roots may be safe. 

The weather the last month was unpre- 
cedently cold in this section, and this cold 

weather was long continued. Here the 

mereury sunk to 29 deg.; at Quincy to 29 

deg.; aud on the Lake shore to 30 deg. 

We are apprehensive, that if Southern Illi- 
nois cannot furnish us with peaches the com- 
ing season, we shall have to dispense for one 

season With that delicious fruit. 

Railroads. 
There is not amore sclf-evident truth, 

than that the farmers of Illinois, are in- 
debted to the facilities furnished by rail- | 

roads for reaehing markets, for the great 

prosperity they now enjoy. Strike the rail 

roads of Illinois from existence, compel us | 

again to drag our produce to market over 

muddy and mirey roads, and we should find 

ourselves again subjected to low prices for 

produce, and our farms, instead of being 

worth from twenty-five dollars to fifty dol- 

lars per acre, would fall to less than half of 

their present value. 

When work on the railroad between 
Sprixgfield and Alton was first commenced, 

lands on the route were worth, in favored 

places, ten dollars per acre, and from that | 

down to less than than three dollars per 

acve. Now farms are sold on the route be- 

tween Springfield and Alton, which were | 

wild prairie lands two yearsago, and worth 

then less than five dollars an acre, at forty 
dollars per acre. Sales of farms have been 

made near Virden, within a few past weeks, 
at that sum. 

But words are useless in showing the in- | 
creased value given to land and its produc- | 

tions by the construction of railroads in | 

their vicinity. Even if the whole capital 
spent in constructing them is sunk, they will | 

{ 

give the additional value of the cost of their 

construction to lands within reach of their — 

influence. 

These truths should be considered when 

projects for new railroads are started, and 
the farming population are called upon for | 

| subscriptions to ae new roads. Whe na 

| 
| We have thus 

| 

| in the most unfavorable light. 

{ 

| 
' 

| pork rate at high prices,) and you are soon 

| 

| 
} 

Il 

mnnis subscribing for five hundred dollars 

worth of stock in a railroad, he should not 

consider what that stock will be worth in 

market, but what value it will be to himself 

: in the increased worth of his farm and its 

| productions. If it will add $2,000 to the 
| value of his farm, and increase the worth of 

his corn ten cents and wheat fifteen cents— 
would it not be a capital investment for him? 

Could he lay out his money better? Sup- 

posing that his stock would yield no divi- 

dend for ten years,-—-still it would be a cap- 

ital investment. Ultimately, as the coun- 
try improves, business increases, and popu- 

| lation becomes dense, the stock will be val- 

uable. 

spoken of this matter, in 

regard to farmers subscribing for stock in 

railroads, by which they will be benefitted, 

We desire 

| our farming friends to understand the whole 

matter in all its bearings. While the stock 

| in railroads may not pay directly in divi- 

dends, it will pay in advancing the value of 

your corn, your wheat, your oats, your hogs, 

and I may say, your cattle, (for when the 

prices of feod for stock is high, beef and 

repaid the money you have invested in rail- 

road stoek. Very likely in a single season 

this may be accomplished. 

We then say to our farmers that a regard 

for your own welfare should induce you to 

subscribe for the stock ef railroads passing 

near your farms, or which vill influence thie 

value of your property, according to your 

ability. In doing this, you will not only 
act the part of good citizens so far as the 

general interests of the community are con- 

cerned, but you will advance greatly and 

seasibly your personal welfare. The facts 

| are so apparent in the present case, that 

we ‘hink no further argument need be pre 

_ sented. 

These remarks, although their application 

may be general, are made with special refer- 

ence to the project of constructing a rail- 

| road from this city to Petersburg, contipuing 

fs thence to Havana and the Mississippj 

ya 
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river, and also, ultimately, continuing it from 

Springfield to the Central railroad, connect- 
ing with that road at the point where it is 

crossed by the Alton and Terre Haute road. 

Vive years ago who thought there was the 
least chance of constructing the last men- 

tioned road—-now on the eve of completion? 

Its prospect of success was less than that 

of the Petersburg and Springfield road 

and its continuations. 

The China Sugar Canc. 

a nt 

should be neatly taken off the plant from 
below for six or eight inches, and the cut- 

tings should then be planted out in a nursery 
ground, or where they are to stand. Cut- 

tiugs thus planted will not throw out suck- 
ers; they will become miniature trees; and 

_if in good ground, and well cultivated, they 
will bear profusely and excellent fruit, and 
the plants will be an ornament, instead of 
a nuisance to the eye of the man or lady of 

' true taste. 

We have a new plant under this name. | 

“Tt belongs to the broom corn specica,bears | 
: are | 

much analogy to the maize, and is similar- 

ly cultivated.” The 

Fiance four years ago by the French con- 

sulat Shanghai. “They were planted by 

distinguished gardeners, and the canes ex 

perimented upon, with the following results: 
“Qne stem, weighing 6,944 grains, gave om the first 

trial, made Oct. 13th, 2: 314 ie ns of limpi a juice, with 
LO other flavor than that of sugar and water. The Usat 

seeds were sent to | 

| progress, 

juice obtained from the whole stem yielded 10.8 per ; 
cent. of its weigiutin sug: 

“ Another trial gave reales varying from 
to 13.8 per cent. of sugar. In a@ poor soil there were 
17 stems per square yard, of sufielent size for the ex- 
traction of juice. At this rate an acre of ground 
would produce stems sufficient to imake 27,150 pounds 
of juices; and estimating the sugar at ten per cent. of 

the juices, the produce per acre would be 2.718 pounds 
of sugar.” 

These figures show that the plant promi- 

ses well, It is believed that it will succeed 

in our climate. But several years trial will 
. 2 4 

doubt! iCSS he ne cessary to aseertain Whether 

this 

the northern portion of the United States 

4 plant will produce sugar sufficient in 

to pay for its cultivation. 

position to give it an effective trial The 
a fab *. . - gale . “ _ Jl patent office is supplied with a large stock 

of seed for distribution. 

14.6 to” now passed 

ingamon Fair—For the Fall of 1855. 

The getting up of a county fair here, so 

soon after the state fair, was an enterprise 
of dimiculty, and some fears were entertained 
of failure. But among our farmers there is 
an abiding confidence in the principle of 

as applied to their profession, and 
a willingniese to unite in all proper measures 

to advance this progress. The Society have 
ful fair grounds, and the fixtures are 

‘ut for exhibitions. The fair has 

hy for some months, and we 

can only speak of it from recollection. The 

‘ious descriptions, was fine. If 
there was any thing lacking in this respect, 

we think it was in the exhibition of swine. 

We have but little of the Suffolk bleod in 
the county, tho’ we have excellent breeds. 
There was a large variety of agricultural 
implements present, which seemed greatly 

crest our farmers. There were many 

beaut 

econy cenit 

stock, of vai 

to int 

vegetables, but they were not as numerous 

There is a dis- | 
venture an observation : Large vegetables 

We have some of it, sent us for this pur- | 

pose by Hon, 

thanks. 

Currants.---We can tell but little about 

the size, excellence or bearing qualities of 

currants, as these shrabs are usually treat- 

ed. Like a good many other things in ihis 

world, success depends upon starting right. 

To begin, cuttings should be taken from the 

he 

the buds 

last year’s growth; the bottom should 

eat smoothly eff just below a tad: 

T. L. Warsts, who has our | 
_ only fit for cattle.) 

' specimens from the dairy. 

. Department. 

as they should have been. [Here we will 

are seldom the best for the table,—especially 
can this rule be applied to eabbages, beets, 
parsuips, carrots, and perhaps some others. 
The monster beets bronght to our fairs are 

There were but few 

The premiums 
in this department were high; but they did 

not call out such an exhibition as was de- 
sired. ‘There was a fine show in the Ladies’ 

Indeed it would well com- 
pete with that department at the state fair 
in 34. Such an exhibition was not antici- 

pated, end the premiums were insufficient 
the demands of merit. We hope to meet 



this error will be corrected the present | 
year. Ina word, the fair was eminently 
successful and gratifying to all concerned. 

The receipts during the fair were suffi- 

cient to mect the expenses and leave a 

small surplus in the treasury of the Society. 

——$ 
Immigration. 

An observing citizen of Ilinois who was 

in New York a few weeks ago, and who 

became impressed with the fact, that real 

estate was decreasing in value in parts of 

the city and in towns around,—asked why 
this was so? Trade appeared to be good 
—commercial business was telerably pros- 
perous—and many classes of mechanics had 

full employment. The answer was in sub- 

stance—‘‘ We nced not attempt to conceal 

the fact-—-the cause of the fall of property 

is the emigration of our people to the 

west. The facilities for reaching the vari- 

ous poipts in the west are so great, and the 
advantages which a new country offers 
to men of real enterprise, are taking our 

people thither, rather faster than we are 

willing to spare them. They, however, 

when there, will create a market for us— 

they will want our wares and goods—and 

we shall want the food they will be able to 

furnish us. And if they are our personal 

friends, they can go only about two or 

three days distance from us, and we recon- 

cile ourselves to their absence by knowing 

that this is the natural tendency of things. 

Some of our mechanics, and a good many 
laborers, not half as many of the last as 
should go, are taking their departure for 

the west, and these emigrations will result 

in the general benefit of the country.— 

While we want bread, why should millions 

of the finest land the sun ever shone upon, 

remain in its native wildness, the home of 

the wolf and the deer and other wild ani- 

mals?” 

The remarks of this New 

true and have a peculiar foree at this time. 

There is a greater disposition among the 
people of the east to emigrate wesi, than 

was ever before known. We are told, that 

go where you will, in the New England 

Yorker are 
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States, New York, or even in the Middle 

States, and you will find a great desire 

among the people to try their fortunes in 

the west. Especially is this the case in 

New England. There the farming popula- 

tion, with good farms—that is, with good 

farms for that section—can do little more 

than support themselves with the greatest 

industry; and as families increase, and es- 

tates are divided, the difficulty of making 

farming profitable is constantly on the in- 

crease. In some towns, half the people 

would leave, if they could dispose of their 

property and retain means to give them a 

start in the west. Indeed, the next season 

will show the fact, that large settlements 
and towns will be made by persons who 

were neighbors in the east. Such will be 

made the coming year on the whole line of 

the Central Railroad and the other Rail- 

roads of the State. We are entirely sin- 

cere in stating, that to farmers in the east, 

who desire to locate in the west, where they 
can enjoy good society, the benefit of schools 

and churches, who are possessed of means 

to make a beginning as farmers, with good 

health and a spirit of perseverance, now is 

the time to make a strike for Illinois !— 
Lands can be now had at reasonable prices, 

which they can improve into good farms in 

two or three years. Our railroad improve- 

ments, our good climate, our fertile soil, 

our good markets, all invite farmers to come 
and cast their lots with us. 

Adams County—Seeond Annual Fair. 
We have received a neat pamphlet, em- 

bracing the ‘‘ Report of the second annual 

fair of the Adams county Agricultural So- 

ciety, and list of premiums awarded : also, 

the address delivered by Rev. L. Billings.” 

We learn from the Report thet the So- 
ciety have secured beautiful grounds for 
their exhibitions, every way adapted to 

their purpose, and have fenced and well 

fitted them up in other respects. The 

grounds are said to be extensive enough to 

accommodate the State Fair, and the wish 

is expressed thaf it shall be held there ina 
year or two. We judge from the list of 
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premiums awarded that there wasa good ex- 

hibition at the Fair, of stock fruit, vegeta_ 

bles, grain, flowers, products of the dairy, 
agricultural implements, vehicles, boots, 

shoes, blacksmith’s work, domestic manu- 
factures, specimens in the fine arts, needle- 

work, ete. There are men interested in the 

Adams County Agricultural Society, who 
will make it successful. The principal du- 
ties connected with agricultural Societies, as 
a general thing, have to be performed by a 

few public spirited individuals. In due time, 

it is hoped, that farmers will realize the ad- 
vantages which can be derived from well 

regulated Agricultural Societies and become 

active in their behalf. 

Fhe Fair, last fall, continued for three 

days. The admission fees were sufficient 

with the money in the treasury, to pay the 

premiums and all the expenses incurred, 

leaving a balance to be applied to the im- 

provement of the Fair grounds. 

On the last day of the Fair, Rev. Mr. 
Billings delivered an address on “Thought 

and Labor.’ ‘The address is one of the 
best; and the Society have done well in 

publishing it. 

may egetables, 
To persons who grow vegetables for sale, 

it is important that they raise the best.— 

We saw in November last, potatoes sold in 

our market, by the wagon load, for 56 cents 

per bushel,—when inferior potatoes were 

sold at the same time at 35 cents. The dif- | 
ference grew out of the difference in the 

seed used. Central and Southern Mllinois 

will not produce the best potatoes, unless 

the seed of the best varieties, is provided. 

We deem it all importaut that the seed be 

occasionally changed. 

The same facts exist in regard to the 

beet, turnip, carrot, parsnip and cabbage 

crops, where the same are designed for the 

table. 

the varieties of these 

vegetables degenerate here if 

stoek is long used for seed. 

observation has noticed how the blood beet 

and the early turnip beet, become large, 

vegctables. Many 

There is an essential difference in 

the same } 

Every man of 
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stringy and coarse, if the same stock is 
used for seed from year to year. The same 
truth, though not to the same extent, takes 
place with the cabbage, carrot and parsnip. 
Great pains have bcen taken in Europe to 
multiply the varieties of turnip, and there 
is now found there, many new varieties pos- 

sessing superior qualities for the table and 

stock. 

In the article of cabbages there is also 
great improvement. There are large, heavy, 

coarse cabbages, fit only for cattle; and 

there are fine delicate cabbages for the ta- 

ble, rich, tender, sweet, almost equal in ex- 

cellence to the cauliflower, Professional 

gardeners understand, or ought to under- 

stand, the qualities of the different varic- 

ties. Our best cabbage seeds can only be 

had at those establishments where great at. 

tention is paid to the raising of pure varie- 

ties of the seed. In English catalogues there 

are some twenty kinds named, which, for 

different qualities and purposes, are deemed 

of great value. 

The subject of this article is worthy of the 
special attention of farmers and gardeners 

the coming year. Nor should their views be 

limited to the seeds we have named. The 

| principle of changing seed is worthy of gen- 
| eral application. 

. 
e 
| 
| 
' 

Grape Culture. 
When it is considered with what little 

trouble and expense a farmer can provide 

for himself an abundant supply of the 
grape, and the aeknowledged healthful- 

ness of this fruit; it is strange, indeed 
that so little attention is paid to its 

cultivation. Books upen the culture of the 

grape are numerous, and they abound with 

so many directions that to a novice they 

involve the subject in mystery. A man 

who knows how to raise corn, with a little 

exercise of practical sense, can raise grapes 

enough for his own use. 

A piece ef loamy ground, with a dry 
bottom, should be  seleeted. It should 

be tolerably rich, and be dug as deep and 
be as well pulverized as it onght to be 

for a garden. Get sound cuttings of last 



yaar wood, say fifteen inches long, hav- 

in regular rows, and 

ten feet between the rows. 

fifteen feet apart, 

Lay the cut- 

tings in the ground in an inclining posi- 

| tion, so that the lower part will be eight 

| inches deep in the ground, and the upper 

bud just above the ground. The cuttings 

should be of well matured wood and not 
injured by the excessive cold of the pres- 
ent winter. Put two cuttings together, 

so that you will be likely to have one 
growing plant. If both live, the second 

spring take one of them up, and you can 
| plant it in another place. Drive a stake 

| into the grouud beside each plant, and the 

| the second spring cut back the plant so 

| as to leave but one bud on the new wood. 

| The third spring, or in the previous winter, 

| make yourself acquainted with the process 
| of further culture by applying to some 

| neighbor who understands it,—practice ac- 

| cordingly, and you will thereafter have a 

supply of grapes, and probably be thank- 

‘| ful for the hints given in these paragraphs. 

Illinois Teaener’s Institute. 
| This Institute met in this city on the 26th 

| December. We are told that there were 
| seventy-five delegates present. Addresses 

‘| were delivered by N. W. 
| Prof. Turner, Prof. Bateman, President 

Sturtevant, President Akers, Mr. Powell, 

and some others. ‘The plan of establish- 

ing a Normal School by the State, for 

educating teachers, seemed to meet the 

views of the Institute. 

Ilinois State Agricultural Society. 
i| The Executive Committee of this Socie- 

ty met in this city on the 9th instant. Their 

'| proceedings will be found on a subsequent 
‘(| page. The committee appropriated $6000, 

| for premiums for the next Fair; and made 

| some arrangements in reference to that 
| Fair,—which is to be held for four days, to 
| commence onthe 30th of September next; 

| but did not decide upon a location for the 

| Fair. 
| the adjourned meeting of the committee, to 
| be held on the 2d day of April next. 

Edwards, Esq,, | 

| ing three buds. Plant them inthe ground | 
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Indiana State Agricultural Society. 
The Board of Agriculture of the State 

of Indiana, were in session in Indianopolis 

on the 11th inst. The Board appropriat- 
ed $6,000 for premiums for the next State 
Fair. They resolved ‘“‘to invite the compe- 

ition of the world.” [Harra! for Indiana! ] 

A resolution was adopted for the estab- 

lishment of an Agricultural College, and 

that the Institution should be opened by 

a course of lectures, from competent in. 

structors, on the sciences in their applica- 

tion to farming, to commence on the first 

of September next. No place was fixed 
upon for the next Fair. The Board ad- 

journed to meet again on the 4th of March 

next. 

“A Word in Season.” 
The business of small farmers in the coun- 

try is regular, systematic, occupying all the 

time of the farmer, his wife, their sons and 

daughters, and workinen and work-women, 

if they have them. It will be manifest, 

therefore, that any interruption that changes 

the general routine of their business, seri- 

| ously effects and disconceris them. This 

fact is also true in regard to small familics 

anywhere. 

Now we are far from desiring to discour- 

age social visiting, where it can be done 

without a serious inconvenience to all par- 

ties. In tlie country, families are generally 

pleased to receive visitors occasionally, 
where their reception aud accommodation, 

does not disarrange the usual routine of 

family affairs. To suppose that long visits 

can be made, and received without trouble 

and care, aud some anxiety, is all wrong. 

Families usually “put themselves out much” 

for the accommodation of visitors; and es- 

| pecially is this the case in winter, with our 

‘hat subject will remain open until | 

| 

generally unsuitable dwellings, for the ac- 

commodation of visitors. 
What we wish to say in this connection 

is, When you go into the country to visit, or, 

when you go from one part of the country 

to visit in another, make as little trouble 

as youcan. Wait on yourselves in every 
way possible. When you see any thing to 

a 
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plowed ten inches deep; planted two and a 

half fect one way, and three the other; from Help feed stock; help cut the wood; help 

your friends time to enjoy the visit. Espe- | of gypsum was put on each hill as it was 

coming up; hoed twice and plowed four 

| be done, and you can do it, “take hold.”— 

cially should this be the case with the fe- 

| 
make fires;—help all you can, so as to give | two to five stalks in a hill; a small pinch 

| 

males: “take hold,” lighten the work of | times. Mr. Coe, on another field, raised 

your entertainers in all the ways which | at the rate of 147 bushels of shelled 

your good sense will teach you, can be done, | corn to the acre, with the same cultiva- 

and depend uponit, your visit will be pleas- } tion. 
ant all round. Will not this beso? Ask Ontons—— Cuyahoga County.--John Kelly 

yourselves, good readers. raised 116 1-2 bushels on one-fourth of an 

——_——_—_————. acre of ground. Cost of production $23 

Premium Crops in Ohio, 50. Onions at 75 cents per bushel, $87 18. 

The crop season of 1854, was a very un- | Net profit, $63 58. 
favorable one in Ohio,—the weather was Sweet Porators—Cuyahoga County.—John 

dry, and the cre ps were generally short.— | Kelly raised on one-fourth of an acre of 
There were some cases, however, where | ground, 90 bushels of sweet potatoes, worth 
good cultivation overcame all the difficul- | $2 a bushel, $180, at a cost of $25 50.-- 

ties of the season. We notice in Transac- | Profit $154 50, on a quarter of an acre of 
tions of the Agricultural Society of Ohio, | ground. 

for 1854, recently published, that premiums | Jn ali cases, the tillage was thorough, 
were given in the following cases : the ground well prepared by deep plough- 

Oats.—Franklin County.—Henry Riden- | ing, pulverized, and crops kept clean. 
ow raised on a field of six acres, anave- | = = = -——--—— 

rage of 60 bushels an acre. Cost of cul- Cattle Premiums, 

ture $54 75. Value of the erop on the Ata late meeting of the Ohio Board of 
field, $122 85. Profit on the field, $68 10. | Agriculture, a committee of that body re- 

Swerr Porators—Franklin County.—Jo- | ported for the action of the Board the fol- 
seph Mock raised 76 and 3-4ths bushels on | lowing resolution: 

a quarter of an acre of ground. Soil black Resolved, That the State Board of Agriculture, be 
sandy loam, ploughed deep, furrowed three | requested to take into consideration the propriety of 

so regulating their premium lizt as to offer rewards for 
feet apart, each way; made in hills; plant- cattle according to their uses. Say for dairy, working 
ed one sprout in each hill, from the 10th and beef purposes, and not for different breeds; as 

May to the Ist June. 
heretofore. 

There wes much opposition in the Board 

to the adoption of this resolution, and it 

was finally laid on the table. It is said that 

in central and southern Ohio, in the corn or 

beef growing districts, Short Horn Durhams 

are considered only worth raising. In 

| 

Corn Fooprr--same County.—G. S. In- 
nis had in cultivation a field. His state- 

ment embraces,one acre. The expense of 

cultivating, including seed, saving the crop, | 

&e. was $1160. There were 12,250 Ibs. | 

of fodder, at $10 per ton, $61 25. Profit ; horthern Ohio, where grass is only relied 
per acre and one-sixteenth for the use of | on, and cattle are principally devoted to 

land, $49 69. The ground was in good or- | dairy purposes, the Devons are the favorites. 
der and had a crop of vegetables raiscd | A writer in the Ohio Farmer states that at 
on it the year before. | the last Fair of that state, animals of the 

Corn----Licking County.---Five acres, | Ayreshire stock took twenty-five dollars 
raised by C. H. Coe. Produced 130 bush- | more in premiums than they actually cost! 
els of shelled corn to aa acre. The corn The Ohio Board continue to offer equal 
was of the “Kentucky Club” variety; land, | premiums on the different imported breeds 
bottom, that had been kept in pasture ; | of cattle. 
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Adulteration of Food. 
A yoar or so ago the British Parliament 

appointed a committee to investigate the | 
reported adultcrations ef food, which were 

sold in the British metropolis. Their in- 

vestigatioas resulted in the detection of the 

most astounding frauds in almost every 

thing that constitutes the food of man.— | 

Flour was adulterated; coffee and teas were © 
among other questions that we have reco- adulterated; ground spices, ginger and such 

condiments as pepper, mustard, and other 

articles of similar character, were mixed, 

with worthless ingredients, ton great ex- 

tent. Wherever this adulteration could 

be done, without direct discovery, it was 

practiced. By these means, sellers could 
apparently, dispose of their articles at cheap 

rates, and persons were deceived into their 
purchase, and in adniterated mustard, gin- 

ger and spices, paid the highest rates for 

oatmeal! In teas, extravagant prices were 

paid for the leaves of the sloe and the haw- 

, mended the formation of farmers’ 

Few farmers W vith j immense fick js of w eat 

will resort to the sickle, (now an old 

fogy instrument,) to cut their crops. Me- 
chanical science has achieved 

the agriculturai line for the benefit 

farmer. 
Most ofthe reapers and mowers perform 

their work weil. No doubt some heve 

It is to 

wonders in 

oY the 

ad- 

vantages over others. settle this 

Inh 1s .— 

Farmers themselves are the best saneenar of 

' been effected in 

the value of agricultural implements. 
The use ofagricultural machinery for the 

cultivation of farme in the West; as well as 

in the practice of honschold economy, 

comparatively, just commenced. “hat has 

the past is some augury 

of what will be the future. We 

opiue that many ofour readers wiil live to 

on 
sc, 

done it 

see vast improvements made in tie agricul- 

thorn; in ground coffee, for chiekory root . 

and peas; in bread and flour, for hone dust, 

and sometimes gypsum ! 
Adulterations are not practiced to the 

same extent in this country; but, where 

ground spices, and black and Cayenne pep. 

per, and coffee and ginger, are sold ground 

at very low prices—-lower than the crude 

articles of which they are made can be pur- | 
| lowiug-articies shail be contracted for, cr chased,—-then the consumer may be pretty 

certain that he is purchasing an adulterated 

article. 

of a long list of unenumerated articles.— 

From al! which facts, we would infer, that 

purchasers, at all times, will find it true 

economy, as well as a security to health, to 

purchase for consamption pure articles when 

designed to be takeu as food, or as condi- 

ments with food. 

Agricultural Implemenis. 
There will be @ host of these articles be- , 

fore the public the present season for pur- | 
chase and use by our farmers.—Xcientilic 

mechanics have done a vast deal, within a 

few years, to lighten the labors and make 

profitable the business of the farmer, by the 

introduction of Agricultural Implements. | 
3 

' sold, 

And we might say the same thing - 

tural machines of the present day, scarcely 

nov to be conceived of. Every vear brings 

forth sone additional and vaivable improv 

ment. 

Advertisemtiits in reference to severe 

reapsrs and mowers will be fonud ou our 

nivertising sheet. 

Weights and Measure! 
Act of the last Illinois Lapinlature Bs it 

enacted, &e. 
rete \, -t a t i | 

. That whenever any of the ful- 

or delivered, and no special coniruct 

r agreement shall be made to the contrary, 
the weight per bushel shall be es follows, 

Buchel lbe., Bushel. ibe, 
WHER cescicsccdeciederciess 60. Biue Graas Seed .......... is 
Shelled Cora...............56, Buckwheat ..0..............5 2 
Corn in these nt ee TU Dried Peaches ............53 
RYO ..ccceeseseee ssseceereeeee OO Dried Apples...cseceeecees ud 
ORG hc cvecissteteceseceasesees S2IQGIONG <6. ccsencaassescovescs 57 
Barley ....... seaestcsodelssee AT Salt ...ccccosssccseescecseoeeO 
Trish Potatoes ............ 60:Stone Coal......... ce... 80 
Sweet Potatoes...... .....55) Malt ... cece cecesee eerste 
White Beans........ rire GOI BAN: Fi ccccccicesscccssacseses 20 
Cartor Beans..........0..--46;Turnips ......ccesecsscereeee do 

, Clover Seed wo... ee 60) Plastering Hair............ 8 
' 'Fimmothy Seed ............, 45; Unslacked Lime .........- 89 
Flax Seed .......... eee 55'Corn Meal ...............06. 48 

' Hemp Seed...............08- 44 Fine Salt ........... cece bd 

LaF We have been delay ed in getting out 

this number | by difficulties not anticipated. 

| We expect to get out the next number by 

| the middle of February. 
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Garden Roses. 
From an examination, we are satisfied that the 

wood of most of the garden roses above ground, 

is killed or greatly injured by the severe and long 
continued cold of the present winter. We find 

that this is the case with all the running roses, the 

Hardy Perpetuals, and the various classes (with 

the exception of the Scotch) called June roses.— 
So soon as the spring opets the dead and injured 

wood should be cut out, and if the roots are sound 
a streng growth ef wood will soon appear. But 

there will be few roses in June. The Hardy Per- 

petuals may blossom late in summer and fall. 
It weuld be well to start new rose plants. This 

can be done by using offsets or suckers from those 

roses which have a tendeney to throw up sboots 

from their roots. There are many beautiful hy- 

brid June roses that wil] not do this. 

Our lady friends will be well repaid the coming 

summer by planting out intheir gardens varieties 
of the Bengal, Tea, Noisette and Bourbon roses. 

A good many of the varieties of these roses will 

live out doors through the winter with a little 

protection. It is useless to endeavor to save the 

wood when they are to be left out. It can be 

cut down, earth thrown over the roots, crowned 

with turf; and this covering removed in Spring, 

streng shoots will be thrown up from the roots, 

and the plants will furnish blossoms ina few 

weeks and centinue to do so until the season of 

heavy frostsin autumn, We have had_ varieties 

of these roses remaining in open ground in our 

garden for the last eight years; —and they richly 

repay forall the care given them. 

Lectures on Agriculture. 

J. A. Wient, Esq., late editor of the 

Prairie Farmer, is about to deliver a course 

of Lectures on Agriculture, in Chicago.—- 

{ 
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Blood Stoek—What it is. 

Many farmers have most curious notions 
in regard to the meaning of the phrase 
“Blood Stock.” Many have an idea that 
it must be imported stock and held at a 

| high price, because it has been brought 
, across the ocean. 

| 
| ten at three or four years of age. 
| cattle are said to fatten at less expense, 

But in England there is a wide distinc- 
tion between what is called blood stock 
and the common stock of that country.—- 
Certain breeders of stock have been ex- 
tremely nice in regard to breeding. They 
have selected from the common herds of 
cattle the very best they could find, and 
have kept them apart froin the common run 
of cattle, casting off all the inferior indi- 
viduals that often show themselves in the 
best herds. 

By pursuing this course for years in suc- 
cession a race is produeed superior to the 
gommon run of cattle; and at length this 
race becomes so perfect that you can place 
much reliance on the progeny. Different 
courses have been pursued by stock breeders 
in England; but gradually the aim has been 
to produce large animals, and such as will 
fatten early, regardless of their merits as 
milkers. 

The Shorthorn Durhams meet the views 
of those who pride themselves in the growth 
of the largest animals, and such as will fat- 

These 

‘ also, than the promiscnous herds of our 
; country; but as reliable milkers the full 
' blood Durhams have failed to give satisfac- 
| tion to purchasers. 
' 
{ But a prejudice exists against what is 
| called “blood stock,” that is, imported stock, 
| 

We hail this as a new featureof the times. | : 
be imported? We have cows of no partic- 

Mr. Wight is capable of doing much good; 

and if farmers in the different counties 

could procure his services as a lecturer, they 

would, in‘our opinion, greatly benefit them- 

selves, and especially the youth, who design 

to follow the agricultural professsion. We 

wish Mr. Wight success in his enterprise; 

for he know we deserves it. 

receipt fcr mending China is said to answer ad- 
mirably: “Take avery thick solution of gum- 
arabie in water, and stir it into plaster of Paris 
until the mixture becomes a viscuous paste. Ap- 

ply it with a brush to the fractured edges, and 

stick them together. In three days the article 
cannot again be broken in the same place. The 
whiteness of the cement renders it doubly valua- 
ble.”? 

and the question is often asked, why is not 
our native stock as good as any that can 

ular breed that will excel the general run of 
imported cows, and why should we not rely 
on them in preference to what is termed 
“blood stock ?” 
Now we have no idea that the farmers 

of Britain are the only people capable of 
producing ‘“‘blood stock” They have taken 

' the lead in this business, and to them we 
‘look for information in regard to results; 

— : but we are bound, hand and foot to the 
MENDING BROKEN CuHINA.—The following old | opinions of foreign breeders. 

Let us examine this subject fairly. Is 
it best to breed promiscuously, and pick 
ont of the mass production the best look- 
ing individuals; or is it better to rear a 
race from the most noted mikers, and keep 
that race apart from the mean animals 
which are often reared as farm stock? 
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A drover who goes into the interior to 
buy cows will prefer such as are bred by 
an old farmer who has long been in prac- 
tice of raisiug his own calves, and breeding 
from the best of his cows. A farmer who 
bas pursaed this course for twenty years or 
more, has now, in fact, ‘‘bleod stock” of his 
own production, and can calculate with con- 
siderable confidence on the qualities of the 

| Why is a Thorough Bred better than a Com- 
H 

i 
{ 

| 
} 

mon Bred? 
We have received a few queries from one 

who subscribes himself a “Beginner,” and 
who wishes to know why a thorough bred 
animal, such asa thorough bred Durham, a 

. thorongh bred Hereford, or Jersey, or De- 

calves or young cattle that he has produced. | 
By pursuing this mode we can rear as © 

good blood stock as any foreigner who ever | 
lived. Time, patience, and strict attention 
are needed to come to the result which for- » 

eign breeders have. We can have as good | 
cattle as any that have been produced in | 
ingland, if we will have patience and con- 
tinue long in the right course. 

It often happens that an individual cow, 
of no particular breed, will yicld more milk 

What of it? Will her progeny do the like? 
If we cannot rely on her progeny we can- 
not account her of any great advantage to 
the public, though her owner may have 
made profits out of her. 

Drovers go annually into the interior to 

' ag much as the other. 
4 

von, is any better than common eattle. If 
says he, I have a» common bred, say native 
cow, if you please,equally as large and equal- 
ly.as fat as a thorough bred Durham cow, 
why is she not as good, and why should she 
not command as much money in the market 
as the thorough bred Durham, or Devon ? 
If you wish to obtain merely the beef, hide 
and tallow, to be sold in the shambles, per- 
haps the common breed cow may be worth 

Or if you want milk 
or work, you may perhaps find some of the 

, common bred valuable as the thorough bred 
and butter than the average of blood stock. , 

buy cows to supply a demand of people who . 
live on the seaboard, or near large towns | 
where young cattle cannot be raised with- : 
out great cost. 
thirty or forty of the best cows he can find 
in Vermont or in Canada. Well, he sells 
to those who canuot afford to rear calves, 

A shrewd drover picks up | 

the purchasers are benefitted by this course | 
of trade, but the State is not advanced | 
by this course of traffic. The best lot of | 
cows is transfered from Vermont to Rhode | 
Island; but not the least advance is made | 
in the improvement of stock. Rhode Isl- : 

and still cont'nues to make veal of all her | 
calves, and Vermont continues to rear all, 
good and bad. 

but here lies the difference ; if you wish to 
breed from them, you are not sure of get- 
ting the like from the common bred, while 
you may be very certain of getting the like 
from the thorough bred. The thorough 
bred of any breed, have had their peculiar 
characteristics fixed by a long and careful 
and thorongh course of breeding, it may 
be for centuries, so that they are pretty sure 
to produce a progeny possessing the charac- 
teristics of their parents. Not so with the 
common bred. If you have one of them, 
for instance, that is very good for milk, 
there is no certainty that her progeny will 
be good for milk. If you have one possess- 
ing a desirable color or form, you are not 
sure that its progeny will possess either ; 
while with a thorough bred you are. ‘Take 
2 Hereford for instance, with his solid, 
compact, mahogany colored body, and white 
face, and you may predict with much cer- 
tainty, that all their calves will possess the 

' same distinctive characteristics; so of Dur- 
And yet we hear croakers declaiming | 

against blood stock, or seleet stock, be- | 
cause a bastard individual 

blood stock or legitimate stock. 

is sometimes , 

found to prove superior to the average of | | 

Imported stock, and all bleod stock should | 
be judged by his real merits. 
will pay the same attention to breeding 
which foreigners have done, they can, with- 
out doubt, rear as good animals as any 
of foreign production. 
the trial?—Mas:, Plowman. 

eee ere 

Your Treus.—Farmers who apprehend danger to 
trees in grass, from being girdled by mice, should at 
once tread the snow firmly around the roots, near 
the body of the tree, and follow up the practice when 
necessary during the winter. 

If Americans | 

Will they not make | 

hams, so of Devons, so of Jerseys. 
Hence, a thorough bred is more valuable 

than the common, not for its amount of beef 

or bones, or hide or tallow, hut for the in- 
herent capacity they have fer producing their 
like to a great degree of certainty. 

But cannot our common breeds be bro’t 
to this capacity? Yes, if you have a gen- 
ius for conducting the business of breeding 
according to some model, of characteristic, 
and could live a hundred years, or could 
transmit your genius to some one that would 
continue the experiment to that period of 
time, you could; but since we have so many 
good breeds that are thorough bred, and 
handy to our hands, it would be wiser to 
adopt them, than to commence experimen- 
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ting for a new breed. There will be scope 
enough to exercise your talents in breeding 

piled itupon the floor. 

in keeping up the excellencies and charac- 
teristics of the breeds we Lave. They be- 
ing artificial, imnovations upon nature, would 
certainly deteriorate and go back again in 
tine, if great care was not taken to keep 
them up.—Maine Farmer. 

: Dairy Stoek. 
Editor Mlineis Farmer:—Some reflection has 

it duced me to come to the couclusion that our 
State Agriculiural Society shonld do more than 
they have done to encourage the saising of dairy 
stock in this State. ‘That Society has done much 
to exhibit the advanteges of the best breeds of 
beef cattle; but littie attention, comparatively, has 
been paid to another and very important inter 
est. 

‘The dairy business is sadly neglected by the 
farmers of Iitinois. We have iminense fields of 
natural grass meadows, with an abundance of oth- 
er food for milch cows; aad high prices are paid 
for cheese and butter;—and yet we are supplied 
with poor cheese froin the northern part of Ohio, 
and generaily buiter of country production, can- 
not be had here but at high prices. 

Little attention having been given to the dairy, | 
our milel:stock ts not of the best kind. No at- 
tempt has been made io raise a cistinct stock for | 
milking purposess—and though, oecasionailly, a 
Durtam cow may be geod for milk, there can 
be nu refiance upon them for this purpose. When 
We purehase Durham stock,we know what that 
stock is intended for—beef. It is a hazardous 
business to purchase milch cows. Some may be 
tolerably good aud others c? little eecount. 

Would it not be weil to encourage the raising 
of Avzreshure stock for dsiry purpasess and to 
five adequate premiums fo induce farmers to go 
into the making of cheese and butter. Isuppose 
that ene object of the Staite Agpriculuiral Sscicty 
is to encourage all agricultural enterpri-es which 
shail ke Jikely to develop the natural weaithof | 
our State, and to give profitable employment toils 
people. 

A Farmer's lee House. 
} weer ecm Ot he js ie we . } M.D. Evsrssi, inthe Osw Laermer, thus 

describes a cheap way of getting up and fill 

ing an jee Rouse 
“Having a barn unoccupied, Timeacured off a 

toom 12 feet souarein the nerth west cerner.— 
To fet the water drain immediately oil that comes 
from the ice, F put rails down on the ground, 
thers being no tloer, and cevered them two feet 
thick wiih sew dust, so that the ice would setile 
alike, end not make vacuums in mypile of ice. 
Aud as air inust not be admitied at the bottom,— 
for in such case the tee will meit, Tput the 
rcantling forming the inside walls, on which were 
nailed ineh boards, 12 inches from the inside of 
the barn boards, filling the space wiih saw dust. 
Height of wail s’x teet. The roof of theice house 
should net Lewery near the ice, and hence J left 
ail open upto the roof cf the bern, and took the 
ice out atihe tep. Having an ice heuse comple- 
ted, which tro men will make in two days, T 
procecded ta precura ice. 
the ise inoue day, end slidif on shore, where we 
lef it remain till the water was 
was dripping frem it. [ drew iito my barn and 

It being cold weather, 
I did not pack it until a fortnight had passed, 
during which time it became very transparent. 
I put a course over the botiom and filled the 
cracks With ice, and then laid anuther course ard 
so on, until the room was filled. When filled, I 
coveredthe {op course one foot deep with saw 
dust, stamped it down, and when the ice was 
wanted, removed just enough saw dust to take out 
as much ice as needed. During summer when 
the ice meited on the sides, I filled up with saw 

| dust and stamped it down clesely. We took ice 
out every day and sometimes four or five times, 
ard have quite a quantity on hand yet (Jan. 956.) 
My pile was 610 solid feet.” 

Transactions of the Ulinois State Agrieultural 

Noeiety, Vol. I, 1853--’54, 
OFFICE OF THEILL. STATE AG’L Soc’y, 

West Norturixcp, ILi., Dee. 1. 1855. 

This work is now ready fordeiivery. Itis an 
octavo voiume of 624 pages, bound in gilt and 
embossed muslin, [nn addition te the usual pro- 
ceedings of Stale and Ceunty Secieties, there are 
reports of surpassing volue, and meny original es- 
save, by the first writers of our country, of special 
and superior excellence; and also contributions to 
the Natural History of Lilinois,inthe shape of 
popular descriplive papers, and Scientific Cata- 
logues of the animals of ihe extreme south and 
north end of the State. 

The boole 1s net for sale. Weare indebted to the 
liberality cf the Legislature for its publication; 
and the members reserved for their individual dis- 
tribuiion one thousand copies of it. In addition 
to the three thousand ordered, one thousand have 
been printed under a “standing rule,” and bound 
“in boards,” like other tegisiative reports, and 
which, a3 near as we are informed, go into the 
County Cleri’s offices, and are sometimes used for 
lightene fires, rather than enlightening the people 
of the State. [tis to be boped, however, that 
those who read this notice willrescue there from 
suchafate. They are worth some pains in the 
altempt. 

On application to S. Francis, the Recording 
Secretary aud Librarian of the State Society, at 
Springfieid, each County Society will receive a 

' pro ruta share of copies; and individuals who do 

| certain number of copies 

Myself and man cut | 

wil frozen that | 

not procure them ef members of the Legislatura 
orthe County Clerks, had better apply to the 
officers of the State Society, in their several dis- 
tricts. Each and every inember of the Executive 
Comittee is charged with the distribution of a 

Jontributors to the 
volume will receive complimeniary eepies through 
the undersigned. 

Jonun A. KENNicoTrT, ° 
Cor. See, IN, State Agric’l Soe,y. 

CaF" Will the country Presa please notice. 

Putaioes---New mode of Culture. 
Mr. G. G. Shipman, of Hadley township fast 

wees brought uz a lot of Pinkeye potatoes which 
he recommended a2 being of a superior qualliy, 
their excellence being the result not of the kind 
of potaives but the manner id which they were 
raised. We sent them to our obliging hust of the 
Mansion house, who had them duly served up, 
botied, thenext morning for breakfast. We feund 
upon trying them, that they were superior to any 
potatoe we had tasted this season; most of them 
hed burstopen, were very dry, mealy and very 
fine grained; they were entirely free from all the 

{| 
i 
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harshress found in most potatoes, and would al- 
most melt like butter in the mouth. 

Mr. Shipman informed us that he planted them 
; 
{ 

inthe usual maaner, then covered them te the | 
depth of about six inces with straw; afier this no 
further cultivation was required—the straw kept 
down the weeds, and the potatoes was not distur- 
bed until they were dug. Not only has tis meth- 
od produced him a very superior potatoe, but it 
bas this year brought him an extraordinary yield 
—4 bushels tothe squarerod, or atthe rate of 
640 bushels to the acre ! 

He has tried this mode of eulture for three years | 
past, and has in every instance found it to bring 
results superior te the common method. This 
year he kas planted at .hree different times, with 
the following results: 

Early in Aprii he planted meshanocks in both 
ways, and pinkeyes under the straw; all were in 
the same kind of ground. Jhe mesnanocks cul- 
tivated yielded 2 bushels and one peck to the square 
rods those covered with straw 3 bushels and one 
peck, and the pinkeyes eovered, 4 bushels. 
Pinkeyes, planted on the 24th of May, covered 

with straw yielded 23 bushels and 4 quarts to the 
square rod. They were the smallest potatoes. 

Pinkeyes planisd about the last of June, cover- 
ed, brought 2 bushels and one quart to the square 
rod. These, although the smallest vield, were the 
largest potatoes, and of the best quality. 
We think that Mr. Shipman has deraonstrated 

that this methed cf covering with straw deserves | 
atfention and experiment froma onr farmers. If es 
Mr. S. thinks it will produce not ealy better but 
more potatoes than the common metiiod, its advan- 
tage is apparentto every one. We hope a num- 
ber of om farmers may try it next season and 
give the public the result of their experience. 
—— Pike co. Free Press 

Remepy ror Founpea ix Hsrsxs.—l! send you 
@ reeeipt for the founder in horses, which I have 
never seen in print. [have used and recomumen- 
ded it for fifteen years, and so farss my experi- 
ence gees, if is a sure and speedy remedy:—Take 
a table-spoonful of pulverized 
horse’s tongue out of his mouth as far a3 possible, 
and throw the aium down his throat; le! go of his 
tongue, and hold up hisheaa until he swallow.--- 
In six hours time, no matter how bad the founder, 
he will be fit fer moderate service. I have seen 
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"State Agricultural Socicty---Meeting of the Ex- 
ecutive Committee. 

SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 9; 1856. 

Present—H. C. Johns, C. W. Webster, J. Gage, 

Wm. Ross, J, Williams, 8. Francis, Fr. Arenz. 

J. Williams, Treasurer, made a verbal report of the 

Treasury. 
Adjourned till 8 o’clock to-morrow morning. 

January 10, 1855. 

Present—same as yesterday and Wm. Strawn. 

The subject of premiums for the next State Fair, 

was taken up. 

Mr. Arnez moved that $6,000 be appropriated for 

premiums for the present year—carried. 

Mr. Arnez nioved that the arrangements and prep- 

aration of the premium list be confided to the Presi- 

dent, with directions to call to his ossistance such per- 
son or persons as he may think proper—carried. 

Mr. Arenz moved that premiums be offered for the 

performances of the best band of music and best glee 

club which shail be presext at the next State Feir— 

carried. 

Ou motion of S. Francis, 

ResvLvep, That this Society award premiums for 
the best hedges in this State ;—no hedge to be entered 
for premium of a legs length than forty rods. 

On motion, the President sppointed Messrs. Fran- 

cis, Gage and loss a committee to maiure a plan for 

the examination of hedges to be entered for pre- 

' waiums. 

The rules and regulations of the last Fair wero 

adopted. 

The committee proceeded to arrange tho depart- 

ments for exhibition for the next Fair. 

Ist Department, Catth—W. Strawn, Superinten- 

dent. 

elum, pull the | 

this remedy tesied se often, with perfect suecess, | 
that Twould not make five dollars difference ina | 
horse foundered (if done recently) and one thet 
was net.--[Country Gent.] 

DiReEcTIONs For SLEEPING.-The Pirenolozgical 
Journal says, that in sleeping that posture should 
be chosen which is promotive of deepand full 
inspirations, because nature renders the latter deep- 
er when we are asleep than ewske, except in ac- 
tion. Henle a high head, by cramping beth the 
windpipe end the blood vesseis,is bad. 
sheuld rest on a line wilh the body. 

Tuz Gapzs in CHICKEENS.—A correspendent 
says :—‘*Tell those of your readers who are in- 

terested in raising chickens, that a small pinch 
of gunpowder, given to a cliicken with thegapes, 

The heed | 

2nd Departmont—Tloraes; C. W. Wobster, Super- 

inteudent. 

3rd Department—Sheep, Swine and Poultry; J, 

M. Blackburn, Superintendent. 

4th Department—Agricultural Implements; J. N. 

Brown, Superintendent. 

5th Deperiment—Farm and garden products, food, 

ooudiments, &e.; P. L. Ward, Superintendent. 

6th Deparitment—Fruits and Flowers ; L. Ellsworih, 
Superintendent. 

7th Departinent— Mechanical department—machi- 

nery, metalic work, cabinet ware, £c., &c.; J. Gage, 

Superintendent. 

Sth Department-—Musical Instruments, Paintings, 

éc.; F. Arenz, Superintendent. 

9th Department—Texitile Fabrics ; W. Ross, Super- 

intendent. : 

10th Department—Natural History, Geology and 

Botany; E. R. Roe, Superintendent. 

lith Departmen!—Miscellaneous department ; Wm. 

| F. M. Arny, Superintendent. 

will effect a sure and complete cure infrom one | 

to three hours time, and leave poor chick healihy 
ahd hearty. [speak from whati know having 

tried the remedy with perfect satisfacticn. 

Plowing Match ; Uriah Mills, Superintendent. 

Adjourned till 2 o’clock, p. m. 

Two o'cLocg, P.M. 

Present—as before. A 

Mr. Francis, from the committee to mature a plan 
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for examining hedges and giving premiums for the 

same, made the following Report : 

RESOLvED, That a committee of three be appointed 
to take into consideration the subject of hedging for 
this Prairie State, whose duty it shall be to examine 
the hedges in the different part of the State, and 
award premiums, as follows: 

1. For the largest amount of well set and culiivated | 
hedge on one farm, a silver medal. 

a silver medal. 
3. For the best hedge of forty rods and upwards, a 

silver medal. 

Each person receiving a premium shall be required 
to furnish a statement of tho manner of preparing the 

ground, setting the plants, and cultivating the hedge, 

aad all persous applying for the premiums shall be re- 

quired to furnish 2 similar statement. 

Said committeo shall examine and report on the 
practicability, value and general utility of hedging, 

for enclosures of land from the southern to the north- 

ern extremities of the State. 
On the various kinds of plants, and their durability. 

The said eommitiee shall pay special attention to 

the use of the hedge for enclosing railroads, taking 

into consideration its capacity for keeping snow off 

the track ; and any other information they may think 

important on the subject. 

The President of the Socicty be requested to give im- 

iwiediate notice through the State, inviting the entry of 

hedges for premiums, end persons desiring to make en- 
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models; one shed for the exhibition of musical instru- 
ments, painting, and other specimens of fine arts; 
these sheds to be arranged in the general manner of 
those on the lair gronnds in Springfield, Dlinois; a 
ring well inclosed with posts and two plank, 400 feet 
in diameter; a floral hall; a business office 25 by 60 
feet, with a partition across the centre, with two out- 
side doors, one middle door, a sufficient number of 
windows glazed; desks on each side of the building 

' its entire length, with a sufficient number of seata; a 
2. For the best hedge of 1,000 rods and upwards, © 

tries shall communicate the same to the corresponding | 

Secretary by letter previous to the 1st day of May next. 

The President shall fix upon the day when the commit- 

tee shall commence the examination of the hedges en™ 

tere? for premiums; and they shall make a report at 

the session of the executive committee at their meet- 

ir to be held during the next Fair. 

The Report waz accepted and the resolutions 

adopted. 

The following resolutions were then presented and 

adopted : ° 

Resorven, That each superintendent, on the re- 
ceipt of the list of awarding committees shall notify,tho 
members of such committees as belong to his depart- 
ment of their appointment, and ascertain from them 
whether they will serve or not; and if they will not 
serve, he shall be responsible that the committees are 
filled then the said superintendent shall fill their 
places, and in his department. 

Reso.vep, That on the Fair grounds the awarding 
committees shall be requested to report themselves to 
the superintendent of the department to which they 
belong. 

ReEsonvep, That the President be requested to 
have the premium list ready for publication at the 
next adjourned meeting of the Board. 

Resoivep, That the Fair Grounds, wherever loca- 
tod, shall embrace not less than twenty acres, all to be 
inclosed with a close board fence, not less than seven 
feet high—the boards running horizontally; fifty 
close stalls, 8 feet by 12; two hundred open stalls 8 
feet by 12; all stalls to be covered ; one hundred tight 
pens for sheep and swine, 8 by 10 feet, 4 feet high,— 
poards horizontal; 50 of these lasi pens to be covered 
by loose boards; and sufficient accommodations for 
poultry. The fence making one and of all the above 
fixtures. One show shed, 40 by 100 feet, arranged for 
tho exhibition of fruits; two show sheds for the exhi- 
bition of manufactured articles, of arts, skill and 

police office, and a ticket office, 12 by 16 feet each, 
with necessary fixtures; 4 privies; the grounds to have 
suflicient water for all purposes and at convenient 
points on the grounds. 

RESOLVED, That the President, Corresponding Sec- 
retary and Treasurer be a committee to contract for 
premiums necessary for the use of the Society at the 
next Fair, having speciel reference to the plate and 
diplomas now on hand; Provided, that no more shall 
be paid for than shall be actually paid out in premi- 
ums at the Fair, the balance to be returned to the per- 
son of whom purchased. 

Reso.vep, That the Society will hold its annual 
Fair, commencing on Tuesday the 3th day of Sep- 
tember next, and to continue four days. 
RESOLVED, That when the Board adjourua, it shall 

adjourn to meet in Springficld, on Wednesday, the 
2d duy of April next. 
Resouvep, That the President be authorised to re- 

ceive applications from citizens of such places as desiro 
the location of the State Fair; and that the subject of 
the location remain for the action of the committee 
at the next adjourned meeting. 

Adjourned till to-morrow morning at 8 o’clock. 

Fripay, Jan. 11, 1855. 

Present—H. C. Johns, W. Strawn, C. W. Webster, 

W. Ross, J. A. Kennicott, J. Williams, S. Francis. 

Mr. Ross moved to take up the unfinished business 

in relation to the premiums of last year; which was 

done and the premium list was examined, and premi- 

ums on field products decided upon. 

Reso.tvep, That the wine presented by Mr. Carpen- 
ter, Of Kelly’s Island, be entered upon our list, and 
that a discretionary premium of a silver medal be 
uwarded to him for the same. 

The yeas and nays on this resolution were— 

Ayes—Messrs, Johns, Webster, Ross, Francis, Ken- 

nicott-——9. 

Nays—Messrs. Gage and Strawn. 

On motion, 

ResouivepD, That this Board acknowledges its obli- 
gations for six cases of seeds from the Agricultural 
Ware Rooms and Seed Store of Elliott & Co., Cleve- 
land Ohio—embracing three hundred and sixty varie- 
ties of Farm, Garden and other seeds; and as a testi- 
monial of our confidence in the excellence of these 
seeds, as manifested from their appearance and the 
care with whieh they have been put up, this Society 
awards to Messrs. Ellictt & Co., their Diploma and Sil- 

- ver Medal. 

The Board adjourned. s 

PRopaGATION OF FisH.—Among the novel projects 

of the day, is the stocking of our rivers, ponds and 

small lakes, with valuable varieties of fish. The 

spawn is taken from fish, where they are plenty, and 

transported to great distances, and successfully 

“batched” in other waters. Success has followed this 

undertaking in several localities, we believe in Ohio- 

The operation is one of some difficulty but can be 

effectually and successfully accomplished by persone 
who make themselves familiar with the process. 
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Be kind to thy Wife. 

Be gentle with thy Wife; 
Husband, be gentle with thy Wife, 

Affeotionate and kind ; 
And bless her with a blissful life, 
A happy frame of mind. 

You know not all that depth of love, 
So constant and so true; 

Or how her loving heart doth move 
In sympathy for you. 

When health and fortune on you smile, 
And joy your heart doth thrill, 

Her presence every care beguiles, 
And makes it sweeter still. 

And when dark clouds shall hover near, 
And terror seize the heart, 

She will your drooping epirits cheer, 
And bid it all depart. 

In sickness, too, she’s ever there, 
To soothe the aching brow, 

And all your grief and pain to share— 
She loves you even now. 

Throughout the changing scenes of lifo, 
That love will never die, 

She’s ever true, a darling Wife, 
A soraph from on high. 

Oh try, then, Husband, to repay 
The aebt of love you owe, 

And strive to render sweet cach day, 
For ono that loves you go. 

New York, writes in the highest terms to the “Coun- 
try Gentleman,” in regard to the qualities of the 
Tea Spring Wheat. He says that “it can’t be beat 
by any spring wheat that he ever ground, for quality 
or quantity.” He does not like the Black Sea Wheat. 

Frenxon Cuxstnvt.—This tree is no bearing and 
producing well on the south side of Long Island, on | 

The cli- | 
mate and soil seom to suit the tree, and a little atten- | 
the Hudson, and in Berk’s county, Penn. 

tion on the part of the public in getting these trees, 
will, in a few years, secure us a supply of this valua- 
ble nut. 

Tur Vine 1x Georai14.—There are several oxperi- 
mental vineyards, in Wilke’s county. In Dr. Ander- 
son’s the slips were planted in the spring of 1853, and 
the last season they produced grapes of tho most ad- 
mirable quality. Each vine bore an average of 45 
clusters of the largest size, and of fine flavor. The 
Augusta Constitutionalist predicts that in “ten years 
more the wines of Georgia will meot those of France 
in our Atlantic ports, and soon thereafter they will 
make good the competition by going to European mar- 
kets.” 

New American Griapes.—The following statement 
is made in regard to certain new American Grapes, in 
the Country. Gentleman. “The Charter Oak, though 
large, is nearly a worthless variety. The Diana ripens 
two weoks before the Isabella—it has a sweet, very 
agreeable and delicate flavor, and is nearly free from 
the pulp which distiuguishes most American varieties. 
The Concord is very large, exceedingly spongy, pro- 
duces large bunches, is quite hardy, and said to be 
productive. Its quality is good, but is said to be in- 
ferior to the Isabella.” These grape plants can be had 
at many of the nurseries. 

TEE MAREETS. 

Prices of Food. 

Prices of food have been sustained in the more 

commercial portions of the world for several years 

past, by various causes. It may be that the influx of 

| the precious metal from California and Australia, in 

lessening the value of gold, may to a certain degree 

enhance prices. This, however, is disputed in highly 

respectable quarters, and in any event cannot exer- 

cise but a very moderate control over them. The 

war in Europe is acknowledged to be the more prom. 

inent cause of the increased action of the Food mar- 
ket, and we think the momentum thus given, has 

reached its culminating point, and will relapse into « 

more healthy state. An exaggerated condition of the 

markets, or of anything else, is never a wholesome 

one. Extremes follow each other,—the oscillation, 

putting our judgment to the mercy of chance. 

Europe is not to resign all pretension to feed herself, 

simply because she may have a war on her hands, or 

because this country shows evidence of ability to sup- 

ply her wants. ‘Necessitas non habet legem,” (ne- 

ceesity knows no law) is an adage of all languages 

and all time, and compels attention to the immediate 

necessities of existence, and those more nearly at 

hand are the ones chiefly to be relied upon. if there 

Again; 

| be truth in this, that Providence over a large exten- 

| of territory will generally meet deficiencies in the one 

| place by a superabundance in another,—if this be t- 

| ken in connection with the facilities of communica- 

Tza Spring Wueat.—Mr. Miller, at Battenville, | 

rn a 

tion hourly and miraculously opening over the civ:!- 

ized world, and the telegraphic intelligence so sup- 

pressive of speculation,—then we ought to expect 

® more rational and equitable disposition of prices.— 

If agriculture then has less to hope from Europe; if 

her wars, exercise less influence there than we suspect 

if peace comes, of which the rumors increase, there 

is still no cause of despondency to the farmer that 

prices are not remunerative. When bread is high, 

labor is cheap, and a corresponding inexpensiveness 

prevails in the other wants of life, that the farmer 

feels more largely perhaps than any other member of 

the community. The activity, energy, and enterprise 

of this country, will eeelk more exciting channels than 

agriculture, and we have faith that, peradventure all 
wars, this interest will maintain its ascendency with 

us as @ remunerative, rewarding, healtby, honorable 

vocation. 

A correspondent in New York writes, under date of 

January 19, “Pork will do a litile better soon. 

money market is getting a little easier, which will ena- 

ble holders to hold on. The tightness of money put 

the market down in the first place. The foreign de- 

mand will continue all through the season, and as 

goon as part can be realized the balance will do better. 

Pork is selling at $17a$17 12 to-day for mess, which 
is $1 30 above the lowest market price. Lard is 

worth 1l}al14 cents. Clear pork is worth $19 per 

barrel now.” 

Our 



THE PRODUCE MAR MARKET, 
SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 26, 1856. 

WHEAT—Is worth in this market, for good red, 

per bushel. 

CORN—Brings readily from 20 to 25c per busiel, 

PORK—Is a little better; $4 50 per 100 lbs. 

BEEF—is worth $5 per 100 Ibs. 

Sr. Lovis, Jan. 24. 

WHEAT—Of medium quality, $1 40 per bushel. — 

Superior wheat, an advance. 

CORN—In bags, 50c. 

OATS—In mixed gunnies, 40¢ per bushel. 
HOGS—Heavy hogs, $5a$5 25 per 100 Ibs. 

many coming in. 

Cuicaco, Jan. 24. 

WHEAT—Spring $1 28a$1 30; winter red, $1 5a 

$1 60; white, $1 652$1 SO per bushel. 

CORN---The gales are made to distillers, at 412420 | 

for 60¢ per bushel. 

New York, Jan. 24. 

FLOUR---$8 25a$3 75 for Western. 

VHEAT----Tennessea red, $1 Sia¢i 5 bu. 
CORN---Dull at 90a92e for mixed western; $2290¢ 

for southern. 

PORK---Is heavy: sales at $16 370$16 50 for mess: 
$14 50 for prime. Lard, llalije. 

Philadelphia Catt!e Market—Jan. 16. 
Small advance on last weeks prices. Beef cattle, $9 50 

Sli. Gheen, 2460. Hogs, $8 25to0 975 periddO lbs. Cows 

and caives, $25 to 60. 

New Work Cattle Market—Jax, 16. 

Beo? cattle, extraquality, per 100 ibs $11 50 to 12; good 

qualtty, $10 5 to ft: 

ane ealves, extra, $69 to 70; good, $45 to 65: common, 

$25 to35. Veal, 61-2 to6 1-2; extra,7te7%. Sheep and 

lambs, &3te 6; extra. $3 60, Swine, $6 25to7. 

Raltimere Cattle Market-—Jan. 16. 

Seven hundred head of Cattia were offered to-day, and 

all sold at prices ranging from $9 to 9 75 net, quality ine 

ferior. Hogs, supply emall, sales at $6 75 to 7. 

Chicago Live Stock Market—Jam. 22. 

Catile dull; sales of ordinary at $3@4 59; extra at $4759 © 
$5. Cows at $22G40. 

ably doing by packers; sales at $4 75@5 net. 

@33G375. 

New Orleans Catile Market—Jan. 12. 

Hogs, receipts largs and cenelder- 

Sheep $2 59 

Sales ef fine to choice beefcattie at 12@12%c; rough at7 | 

@ilOc. Hogs6@i4c. Sheep $3 56G5 50. 

@05. Veal $9@i3. se speusess 

Milch cows, $40 

Canada TristLes.—A writer in the Ohio Farmer 
says that fruit trees brought from New York are 
packed in straw and that the straw is full of Canada 
thistlos. If such bo the fact, portions of our State 
will in avery short time be covered with these this- 
tles,—an evil and a misfortune that can be estimated 
only by those who have witnessed the injuries in- , 
flicted upon farmers by this pest. 

Your Grape Vinzs.—Commence the winter trim- 
ming of your grapo vines, if the weather be fair and 
pleasant ; and prepare your cuttings of grapes.-—[Soe 
the Vine ‘Dresser’s Manuel.] 

Not | 

common, $10; Inferior $3. dors | 

3 eee 
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Caxnep Pracues.—A Cincinnati paper estimates 
that 600,000 cans of fruits and vegetables have been 
put up in Cincinnati the present fall. They will hold 
50,000 bushels, of which 40,000 were peaches. The 

$1 05 to $1 10; for good white, from $1 10 to $1 20 cost of these canned fruits is about $140,000 and it 
250 acres of peach orchards to supply the required | 

The best peaches fruit. This business will increase. 
for preserving are large freestones. 

F2-The Ohio State Fair for 1856, ‘will be held at 
Cleveland, Sept. 23d to 26th, inclusive. 
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Votume 1.] SPRINGFIELD, ILL., FEBRUARY, 1856. 

ADVERTISING DEPARTMNET. 

[NuMBER 2. 

ry Farmers’ Store! 
HE undersigned are maturing arrangements to 
establish in Springfield a Farmers’ Store for | 

the purpese of supplying farmers with 
Agrieniiural Implements ; 

Seeds for the Farmand Garden; 
Trees for the Orchard ; 

Varieties of Fruit bearing and 
Flowering Shrubs; 

Groeertes ; 
Queens, Glass cad Stoneware ; 

Bashkeis,of Willow & Soliniwork; 
Roper and Cords ; 

Bags and Bugging, and 
Bustahs for baling wool ; 

and many other articles used in the family and on 
the farm, too numerous to particularize: all of 
which will be sold for cash at reasonoble prices. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Journal Buildings. 

Egg Plant Seed. 
eee varieties to be had of 

| FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
Wethersfield Garden Seeds, 

ESIRING to furnish our farmers, and others 
who cultivate gardens, wilh fresh and reliable 

Garden Seeds, we have made an arrangement with 
the well known Seed establishment of Comsrock, 
Ferre & Co., of Wethersfield, Conn., for sup- 
plies of their Gagden Seeds. Messrs. S. & A. 
Francis had small swpplies of seeds from this es- 
tablishment for sale two and three years ago, and 
never, in a siigle instanee, did they learn of their 
failure, or in their nut being true to name. This | 
is an important matter to those who purehase | 
Garden Seeds, for very often, these from unrelia- | 
ble sources, fail to germinate, and the gardener 
loses his crop, a great loss ag well as a great vexa- 
tion. These seeds are put up in papers and contain 
much more than papers of seed usually sold. 

Ve have taken unusual pains thus to supply re. 
liable seeds and we ask those desiring to purchase 
to give us a call. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Journal Buildings. Jan 20 Journal Buil 

Bags, Bagging and Burlaps for ba- 
ling wool, 

\ E have these articles on band, and respect- 
fully ask farmers, wool growers, and others | 

They will be sold low. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Journal Buildings. 

to examine them. 

Jan 21 

Mammoth Sweet Corn, 
E have for sale this corn for seed. As its. 
naine imports, it is a very large variety, ex- , 

cellent for table 2nd for drying. We call the at- | 
tention of those who raise corn for these pur- | 
poses to this variety. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Jan 21 Journal Buildings. 

4 

. | Agency ‘for the Sale of ali kinds 

Agricultural Implements. 
fhe ol gtteay at Springfield, Mlinois, tender 

their services to the manu- 
facturers of all kinds of Agri- 
cultural Implements for their 
sale in this region. 

Such Implements are in great demand in this 
' region of country ;—and the demand will be large- 
ly increased. 
<3” Communications will be promptly attended 

to. FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Journal Buildings, Springfield, Ills. 

January 21, 1856, 

Apple Trees — 

50 Varieties, arge and Fine Thrifty Trees. 

EACH TREES of some fifteen varieties. 
APRICOT and NECTARINE Trees of sevy- 

’ eral varieties. 
PLUM Trees, soine choice varieties. 
Ornamental Trees—embracing among others, 

English ana Scotch Elm, European Silver Leaved 
Maple, French or Swamp Chestnut, &c; and choice 
shrubs in variety. For sale by 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Jan 21, 1856 Journal Buildings. 

LARGE SIZED APPLE TREES. 

HE subscribers will furnish to thosewho send 
orders soon, in the coming spring, largesized 

apple trees, mostly of an age to bear and of good 
varieties. To persons who are opening new 
farms, itis an object to obtain a few such trees. 
The trees are healthy and will be packed in the 
best order. FRANCIS & BARRELL, 

Jnn 21, 1856 Journal Buildings. 

Comstock’s Premiam Cabbage Seed. 
\ E invite attention to this article. This pre- 

mium cabbage is of good size, excellent 
quality, and with any chance, ninety-five of ever 
hundred plants will be sure to bring a good “a 

We have a variety of other fresh garden 
seeds for sale. FRANCIS & BARREL, 

Jan 21 Journal Buildings. 

Onion seed! 
ENUINE Red Onion Seed, from Wethersfield; 
fresh and good—for sale by the peed . 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Jan 21, 1856 Journal Buildings. 

EAS—-Fresh and fine;at wholesale and retail. 
FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

Jan, 26, 1856. 



Hold on Mr. Farmer ! 
Just the very Article you Want! 

TT IS IMPGRTANT 
_to examine the Heatth of 

your Horses and Cattle at 
this season of the yea so as 
to have them in good trim 
for the Spring aud Summer 
work. No Medicine ever used 

% stands so pre-eminently higt 
asthe 

Great Penusylvania 
REMEDY, 

The Improved German 
Horse and Cattle 

CONDITION POWDER. 
This powderis composed of Roots anid Merbs principally, 

and hasbeen found by LONG EXPERIENCE to be highly 
useful In the cure of the various ‘iseases to which horaeecs 

and cattle are subject. 
THIS VALUABLE MEDICINE 

Was introduccd into this country about fifteen years ago, 
and prepared from an original recipe obtained from au 

“OLD LANCASTER COUNTY FARMER, 
and hasbeen used by hundreds of farmers aud horse meni 
Sangainon and adjacent counties with 

UNIVERSAL SUCCESS 
The Pennsylvania farmers use ho ether medicine, and 

their Horses and Cattle have a wor'd wide reputation.— 
They consider ita sure and certalu core tor 

DISTEMPER, HIDEBOUND, 
Drowsiness, Loss of Appetite, Inwerd Strains, Vcllow Wes 

ter, Inflummaiion of the Eyes, Fatigue from 
Hard Evercise, &e., Se. 

Itcarries effall gross huutors,—preveuts Horses from be- 
coming Stiff or Foundered,and purifies and couls theblood 
In tactyit isjust what overy Farmer ought to have at this 
season of the vear. 

tead thadollowines and be convinced— 
SPRINGFIELD. 

Mess;s. Cornesu & Diller-—Gentiemen—As the season 
has already arrived for the use of your valuable Worse Pow- 
der, it atfords me great pleasure as a consumerof thissupe- 
rior medicine, to add niy signature tothe great number who 
havealready expressed their gratitude for the produetion of 
so valuable a medicine, bethas a cure and preventive for 
the numerouscomyiaints horses are subjecttoon the opening 
of spring. Sufficeit tosay,I have f@r several years past, jn 
the breaking up of winter, used it, and have invartablyfelt 
much mere than paid for the expense apd trouble attend- 
ant upon burying and administering it, and would, feeling 
well satistied of ite geod qualities, recommend it to al} stock 
raisers as being the Best remedy for all diseazes it professes 
to cure and prevent. [have thepleasurato be, gentiemen, 

Yours very truly, JONN COOK. 

SVRINGFIELDe 
Mesare, Cornear & Diller—Goentiemen—It is with much 

pleasure that I give my testimony in favor of ySur valua- 
ble Horse Powder called the ‘*German Horse Powder,’ in 
hope that others may derive the same adcantagofrom its 
usethat I bave done fors) many years. 

I know of mo preparation that is equal toitin producing 
a healthy action of the skin, a disease of which Ihave no 
doubt is more eommon than any other with which I am ac- 
quaiated and whichin my opinionis the cause of many ef 
the diseases to which the borse—the noblest animal of crea- 
tion—is subject, such as button faicy, big-head,opthalmia 
and stiff complaint. 

In conclusion I wontd state while engaged in transporting 
the m2‘ls of the United States, Ihave saved the lives of 
many valuable horses by a liberal application of the powder 
above referred to. Yours; 

ROBERT ALLEN. 

Messrs. Cerneau & Diller—Gentlemen—I seo you have 
commenced advertising your valuable German Horse condi- 
tion powder—a course you should have taken long since. 
for I consider it a very necessary article to every farmer 
who raises horses or cattle. Ihave used it for many years, 
and have no hesitatien in saying it is one of the best preven- 
tives as well as cures for all diseases to which horses and cat- 
tle are subject, I have ever tried. Yours, 

JAMESSTEWART 
Fancy Creek, Sangamon Co., Ills. 

Brush Creek, Sangamon Co., Ili 
The following gentlemen also attest their efficacy:—Roebt. 

Allen, Abner s‘ewart, Fancy Creck, 3. A. Jones, Rochester, 
John Kavanaugh, Street Commis’r,N. S. Bates, Stage Ag’t, 
4. B. Diller, R. F. Ruth and John Cook. Spriugfield, Ii). 

JHE ILLINOIS FARMER, 

| 

Ague. Y¥"For sale by the Wholesale and retail. 
CORNEAU & DILLER, 

Hastside public square jan22,1856 

UHLER’S PLOWS. 
THE DOUBLE CURVED UPRIGHT STEEL 

MOULD BOARD PLOW. 

THE proprietor of this superior plow stitl 
continues tosupply the greatdemand whit h 
itsmerits hauecreated. Its combinailon ¢ 

rare advantages has recommended it to the agricultural com + 

munity throughout the state of Illinois, itis now admitted tha 

ithasno equal. 
The following nete js but one of the many testimoniale 

which havebeen furnished the manufacturer o1 the working 
of his plows. 

Wecerilfy that wehavs lately used the above plows, manu- 
facturedby Mr John Uhler, and we would state that they are 
in ali respeets supertor to any other plows we have ever used, 
We ¢eheerfully recommend them tothe public. 
Wn. P. LAWSON; Wa. POFFINBARGER, 
J. J. SHORT, DAVID NEWSOM, 
JOHN W. BECK, URIAT MANN, 
JOHN KAVANAUGH, PHILEMON STOUT. 
Sangamon county, Jan. 17,1855. 
From the pecuiiar form ef Ubler’s ploavs they are not ex 

celled by any other uowin use. Tt scours very bright, shed 
off stubbles admiralily, aud ruus light and easy to the team 
The largest sized two-horse plow cfihis kind, has been use 
several seasons successfully tn breaking prairie. The limit 
of a newspaper advertisoment will not admit of an accurat- 

description of theseplows. Tosecthem is to be pleased wit! 

them. 
Tn addition to the above, the manufacturer is 

wrousxhtirou upright ones, ane two-horse plows. 

Also a superior Prairie Plow, warranted tobe equal toan: 
prairie plow nowinuse. Any size that may be wanted cai 
be hadatskort notice. A large number ofall sizes, kcopt on 
hand constantly. 
Manufacturep by John Uhler, Springfield, Illinois, atwhose 
esteblishment these favorite plowscan be had, froma siuglé 
ene toa number unlimited. febl6—wly 

making 

Family Groceries! 

J.N. WILSON 
HY opeued an establishment in the north store 

of Journal Buildings, where he has for sale a 
full supply of Faminy Groceries. He invites the 
farmers of Sangamon county to callon him. Al- 
most every article of produce is wanted at his 
store, for which good pay will be made. 

Springfield, Jan 21 : 

THE EVE, EAR AND LUNGS. 
R. HARPER continues to treat successfully 
all disease of the EYE, E.AR and 

LUNGS. Also,all Chronic Diseases {fp 
of the human system. The Lungs are 
treated by Medicated Inhalation, the only suceess- 
ful and rational method. ‘The success which has 
attended my peculiar treatment the pest many 
years is almost incredible to those unacquainted 
with its peculiar curative effects, having restored 
patients who were considered hopeless, and re- 
stored to sight cases that have been blind from one 
to twenty years. 
> Office west side of the square, Springfield. : 
Jan 1, 1856. , 

URE Ground Spices, Ginger, Pepper, Mustard 
Just received and for sale by 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
Jan. 26. 1856. 

1} ae and Bagging for sale by 
FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

ne ee 



&@We hope our friends, on the receipt of 
this number of the FARMER, will make a 

little effort to obtain subscribers, We need 
them to give the work its greatest efficiency. 
We shall be under obligations to those who 
will comply with this invitation. 

Premium Self-Raking Reaper ! | 
PALMER& WILLIAMY? Patent. 

fe machine has now been through three har- | 
The first pre- — vests, and comes off victorious. 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

| | 

| 

mium was awarded to this machine at the great | 
trial held at Bloomington, Illinois, in July, 1855, 
(for full particulars examine the report of the | 
State Agricultural Society, on pages 142 143, 116.) | 
A Silver medal was awarded to this leaper at the 
State Fair held at Elmira, New York, in October 
1855. Also—the first premium at the Wisconsin 
State Fair, in Oct. 1855. The above statement 
showing to the intelligent farmer of Cer,tral IIli- | 
nois, that this Machine stands the test in every 
State where introduced. The demand fer this 
Reaper is such that but few can be had so far south 
and to secure a machine they must be ordered at 
an early date. Price $160—$50 on delivery; bal- 
ance on Ist Dec. 1856—freight added. For par- 
ticulars, address J. H. Currier, Ap’t, 

Springfield Il. 
I. B. WHitmer and H. B. Gruze & Co.. are 

authorized agents, for receiving orders, can be 
found at their respective places of business. ° 

J. H.C. 

Testimony from the State of Illinois. 
VIRDEN, IIl., Oct. 6, 1855. 

We purchased and used Palmer & Williams’ 
reaper in the present harvest—have already cut 
fifty acres of wheat, some of it very heayy—it 

perfectly clean and layingit off to bind; doing bet- 
ter work than we ever had done on our farms be- 
fore. We consider the raking dene better than 
can be done by hand. 

J.C. VIRDEN, 
J. HH HENDERSON. 

One Dollar per acre saved over other Reapers. 
VirvEN, Ill., Oct. 6, 1855. 

T bought ene of Palmer & Williams’ self-raking 
reapers, for last harvest, and cut about 150 acres 
of grain with it. It was raked off better than caz: 
be done by hand. My grain was harvested clean- 
er than I ever had it done before. I think it sa- 
ved me onedollar per acreover any other harvest- 
ing I ever had done with reapers. My repairs 
did notamountto50cents. Icancut twenty acres 
perjday. 1 believe it to be the best reaperin use. 

JoHn L. Morne. 
— 

SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 1. 1856. 

| here, are fairly given in the circulars. 

Atkin’s Automaton : 
OR, 

Self-Raking Reaper and Mower. 
BEST MACHINE IN USE. 

PAS 

] the first used, in 1852. 
eneroecfylly 7 1QF9 successfully in 1853. {0 used 

300 in twenty different States in 1864. 
200 in all parts of the Union in 1866, 
3000 building for the harvest of 1856. 
HERE are six good reasons for this unparai 
leled increase and great popularity: Ist. It i 

strong and reliable, and easily managed. 2nd. It 
saves the hard !abor of raking. 3d. It saves at 
Jeast another hand in binding. ith. It saves shat- 
tering by the careful handling in raking; besides 
the straw being laid straight, it is well secured in 
the sheaf, and does not drop in the handling, and 
the heads are not exposed in the stack, so that the 
grain saving even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. 
It is a good Mower, being one of the best con- 
vertible machines in use. 6th. It has a knife that 

works admirably; cutting and taking up the grain | dees not cheke. Its other excellencies, too numerous to mention 
Its intrin- 

sic worth is also attested by the award [mostly in 
three years] of 

OVER EIGHTY FIRST PREMIUMS! 

PricE—Reaper and Mower, $200,—$75 first 
September, and $50 first December. Price of 
Self-Raking Reaper only $173. Considerable sa- 
ving in freight to those at a distance who or- 

| der prior to Ist March; alse Jiberal discount for 
advance payment. 

To secure a machine, order immediately. 
Though so little known the past season, and none 
ready for delivery till Ist May, yet not two- 
thirds of the customers could be supplied. The 
reputation of the Machine is now widely estab- 
lished, so that three thousand will not as nearly 

' supply the demand as twelve hundred did last year, 

I used one cf Palmer & Williams? self-raking | 
reapers in the harvest of ’55—cut badly lodge: 
grain well, and laid the bundles fair for binding. 
T think it th 
seen used. Joun W. Paizet. 

CwaTuaM, Il., July 1854, 
I have purchased and am now using the cele- 

brated Palmer & Williamsreaper. I have already 
cut 100 acresof grain with it. I consider it a per- 
fect self-raker, doing its work better than can be 
done by hand or ordinary reaping machines. 

Jan. 1856, 8. M. Pansons. 

. | 
e best machine I have ever used or | 

and we shall also be selling four months earlier. 
Ga Order early, if you would not be disap- 

pointed. 
Ev Orders for, or informatio. concerning the 

above Machines addressed to 
J. 8. WRIGHT & CO., 

Prairie Farmer Warehouse, Chicago, 
Or T. W.8. KIDD, Springfield, Atlanta, or, 
Lincoln, will be attended te promptly. 

Jan 1, 1856 

QUEENSWARE, 
ho designed fer country trade; for 

sale by 
Jan26 FRANCIS & BARREBL. 
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Boeks for the Young. lM. Mi. VANDEUSEN, 
pully | R. H. B E A ¢ H, West side of the Square, Springfield, Illinots, 

WEST OF THE STATE HOUSE 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEARER IN 

DRUGS , ‘ s 
Three doors from Freeman's Corner. MEDICINES oe P aints, Oils, 

Has on hand, for sale, a large variety of valua- = eS Eee VARNISHES, 
s Books, which can properly be put _ the CHEMICALS, 
ands of the young of both sexes. They embrace — 

history, hiegraghy, travcls, geography, and other Perfume ry, & 

"eo 
Bee 

Sieccols  Faney Articles, 
¥ 

subjects; the knowledge of which will make the ONTTCH TG QUINT TRTRN FT 
young wiser and better. He would say that these DRUSKES, GLASS . ARE, LE bes PAPER, 
books are got upexpressly with the design to fur- STATIONER Y, 
nish interesting aud valuable reading matter for And all kinds of GENUINE and Popular 
the young,--whieh cai be made useful to them in Pa tent Medicimes , 
that interesting period of lite, and also when they 
advance into mature age,—a fact which cannot be A complete asortment of the best quality, and at 
said of a theusand trashy fictitious trifles which the lowest prices. 
are now thrown upon the public, and which are Pr, Wim. Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs, and 
not only read without profit tothe young but Dr. Baker’s Pain Panacea. 
it to their injery. 

‘he books referred to are suitable for Sunday = WARES EY N Te WAN PAT 
school Libraries, and the subscriber intends to NOT ICE TO PARMERS! 
keep a a supply always on hand for that pur- , —— 
Lose, e respectfully invites parents and others | {ue i e 

to examine his stock of “Books forthe Young.” | ii. iB. GE ubDb & ia Ow R. H. BEACH. MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KTNDS OF 
tae: Sie 18SE, | AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMEFTS, 
= Sg eee AND GENERAL JOB SHOP, 

EXCELSIOR § SPRING FIELD pies 5es tainens,.avaseseies ccvacsvadesr I_nixels. 

re Lx Fic] £23 \ J OULD respectfully ask leave to inform the 
farmers of Sangamon, and adjoining counties 

_ thatthey are now manufacturing a superior arti- 

TRON FOUNDERY! ceo 
«a50 * REVOLVING HAY RAKES, 

William Booth, Tlarrows, of various patterns---several kinds 

books Pinaud TE oetern F of unproved Straw Cutters, &e., &e. 
One biock west of Great Western R. KR. Depot, We are the authorized agents for Palmer & Wil- 
HAs hig Foundery in readiness to execute all liams’ self-raking reaper, Danforth’s reaper and 

orders for Cas.ings in Iron and Brass. He inower, and can also furnish McCormick’s reap- 
wiil furnish new Engines, all castings required for | er and mower. 

buildings, and all wanted by farmers. Ina wore, Farmers wishing reapers or mowers will do well 
he is ready to do all work in his line, promptly — to viveusacail. We will deliver every machine 
and faithfully. He solicits public patronage, and bought of us in good working ordez, as well as ev- 
will aim to deserve it. ery other article in our line. 
<3" Wanted to purchase Old Iron, Brass, Copper Having recently increased our facilities by the 

and Pewter, for which the highest nrice will be — addition of a steatn engine, we are prepared to at- 
paid. ee tend prompily to all orders in our fine at reasona- 
Ge Recollect that this Foundery is one bleck bie rates. 

west of the depot of the Great Westeri Railroad, Ray Shop one doorsouth of E. P. Penniman & 
Springfield, Jan 1, 1836, Co’s Foundry. 

Clecks, Watches, Jewelry, &e. 
V7 WAR 

MAXCY & PHEASANT, crepe rh, D> WARD : a Nee ees : \ 7 ISHES toinferm the farmersof Sanzamon, 
Journal Buildings, sixth st.—Npringfield Einovs. | and ediacent counties, thet he keeps on rom 
TYNE undersigned have removed their auction bu- hand, for sale, different priced CLOCKS, % BY, 

siness to the commorliousrosm, being the (en. manufactured by Seth Thomas, Hartford asd 
tral Store of the Journal Building. ; where they Conn. These clocks are supposed to be superior 
will at all times receive goods to be sald atauction. to mostothers in market, being well made, of Jaz- 
Auctions take plsce every Cay when required, but ting material, and not liable to get out of order— 
inverlably on Saturdays, when persons desireus of an object of great importance to persons who live 

Auction Stere, 

purchasing furpiture, aud other useful articles can ata distance from shops where clocks ean be re 
purchase them at low prices. paired. 

Public sales of Lots, houses and farms are made; He has also for sale a variety of WATCHE®, 
as alse private sales when desired. silver and gold. warranted to he cood, He hes 

Steck sales are made at auction, both at ther silver watcbes at low prices, the runuive werk 
reoms andin the country. Having bad much ey. of which is equal to the hest class of zoldwateches. 
perience, they beheve they can give satisfaction Gar He attends to clock aud watch repairiug, 
te all these dispersed to employ them in ‘his line. and does the business premptly and well. 

MAXCY & PHEASANT, W. D. WARD. 
Journal Buildings, Springfield IN. fae” North side of the square is the front of 

Jan, 21. 1856. Messra Wateon’s confectionery. 

ieee DYESTUFFS, 
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General Views. 
It is a peculiar and important feat 

our social and political institutions, 

riculture establishes 

community. If is not made, as in oricatal 

ure in 

that ag- 

no distinet class in the 

an he 

sons must 

countries, reditary employn 

fathers and follow from yencra- 

tion to gencration; nor is the approach to 
it, asin still more favored countries, met 
] by roval restrictions, which cannot be easi- 

lv passed. 

it is protected by no bounties; it is 
1 : » 

poor The 

With us it cstablislies no caste; 

ham- 

pered by norestrictions. may live 

and the rich may play at it. by it, I 
dustrious man may draw from if Leth 

en, 

wealth 

for a 

in the werld while 

1 

and pleasure, and the idler may e 
time, fancy himself usefai i 

the implement of toil is held in his enfce- 

bled fingers. Ttisa neutral gro 

the politician may forget his 

Mn He where 

differences 
1 

i the divine his polemics, aud the lawyer his 

precedents. Yet, while it invites all to its 

domain, it demands a certain kind of talent 

to beconie fortunate in its pursuit. The 
carry into its pro- 

in their appli- 

cessful merchant may 

cesses the same rules, which, 

cation to commerce, have given hiin w valth, 

and be disappointed in infinitesimal divi- 

ful mereantile bro- 

sted avenuc 

dends; while his unsuecess 

ther may find init an unexpe 

to competence. 

There is no human employment which 

has not agriculture tacked to one end or 

the other. It bears the same 

b] 

“| ence would be 
rent, When | 

The ine , 

e suc: | 

and the 

| upon it. 

relation to | 

other pursuits that the main spring of a | 

watch does to the glittering work above it; of political and sectarian strife. 
—homely in itself, but the eause of motion | 

in allthe rest. While, like whist, in the 

estimation of the good Mrs. Battle, ‘“agri- 

culture demands the whole heart;” and yet 

all sorts of triflers do expatiate and experi- 

ment upon its wide domain. This is not 

by any means unfortunate. If all mankind, 
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of whatever calling or profession, were 
oblized, like the emperor of China, to pay 

annual homage to agriculture, by holding 

the plow on a certain specified day, the sci- 

better understood than it is 

But we are led by these reflections a lit- 

tlo from our purpose in this article, which 

that, in order 

acceptable to its read- 

ers, an agricultural journal should not con- 

fine itvelf strictly to the speciality it is de- 

signed to advocate. It should be the ex- 

ut of rural life in all its manifold rela- 
It should aid in the ‘cultivation of 

both the soil and the mind.” As agricul- 

isan employment that diffuses its in- 

ail others; so it gathers from 

aids for itself. Its 

e isolated and kept 

t from all sees than can farming 

ce made a distinct employment, ac- 

ble only to the few. 

is, to express our conviction 
ae 

to beeome perfectly 
i « 

pone 

tions, 

ture 

terosis among 

inortant 

ean be: 10 mo 

a7 2 

OLier at $1 

litera wure 

COessa 

The truly good agricultural journal em- 

braces within its range whatever advances 

the high interests of the classes among 

whom it circulates. Thelyceum, the school, 

domestic circle, all have claims 

Those great interests of social 

life, which, from time to time, demand the 

car of the public, have no forum so good 

and so proper as the columns of an agricul- 

There those claims can 

be heard and weighed, free from the discords 
We in- 

tend the Farmer to stand as the expositor 
of the general, no less than the special in- 

terests, of the class it is designed to serve. 
We open a rostrum which we invite any to 

enter who have a new ray of light to throw 
upon the interests of the Farmer and Me 

chanie. 

tural newspaper. 
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Come to Hlinois, ~ 
We have before said that there was nev- 

era time in the history of Illinois more 

favorable for emigrants from the east 

to settle within her borders, than the pres- 
ent. When wethus speak, we mean the 
emigration of persons to our state, who 
belong to the laboring classes, farmers, me- 

chanics, laborers. We have enough of 

speculators, whose simple object is to mo- 

nopolize the best lauds, and make fortunes 
out of the advance in their value. 

There isa class of good emigrants, who 

locate in Iowa, ctatn and stace and pass through our 

Wisconsin and Minesota, 

supposition, that, 

they can make most of it by entering lands 

in those ztates cr territory. So far as 

aimed at,—-to obtain 

on the mistaken 

possessing little meatus 

or 

peint is 

$1 

ing land warrer 

i aeagaenes! right 

there are but few 

ing to be entered at Cone 

another class, who will 

ble investments by putting their mon- 

igeatine them in 

territory uamed.— 

G5 cta. acre, or even less by 

.ts——-such emicrants are un- 

an 

i rm 
aaa their ee for, 

lands remain- 

And 

make 

in Thine 

reas priec. 

there is yet 

profttal 

and ey into Isnd warraats 

either of the states or 

Lands thus located, if well selected, will 

rapidly augment in value. 

Bat our purpose in this article is to state 

& fact well known and recognized here, that 
from the eastern states, w 

in Illine’s in ope: 

ed — second 

farmers ith 

means, can do better i 
; 

3 purchas farms on land: 

of — = Pr ~ 
e 
— £9 | L 

> i) = ~ Zi 
_ 8 

o, o eo — oO ) rm + el > ra eo or 

nnd of iene hetiee the accu 

mulation of property, or the enjoyment of 

ail the advantages of well regulated socie- 

ty, be the object. Farmers hy purchasing 

wild lands and improving them here, can 
double their value in two or three years, 

besides paying all the cost of improve- 

ments and supporting their families. There 

is no part of the United States, in our 
Opinion, that presents such opportanities 

for the enterprise of emigrating farmers as 

the lands lying on the lines of our rail 

roads. True, these lands will cost more 

c 
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position to yield, in cultivation, three times 

the profit, usually, of the last named lands, 

on the border territory. 

t is difficult to make eastern farmers un- 

derstand the great value of Mlinois lands, 

—their surprising fertility, the ease with 

and the facility of 
Wet ls ae q 
With these ad- 

which a farm is opened, 

sending crops to siadte t. 

vantages, our farmers in the production of 
? 

. af ha. far Fee] one the various products of the ferm, rival suc- 
° , Cars 

cessfully farmers on the best farms in. the 

east. With ouo « terof the capital, they 

can make thy 1oney, and they live in 

a community anda state which are “coing 

a-head,” most ran , in all things which 

unite to m : PEOMLe PTGS s rarm- 
pe nik i f 

ers who have been delviag in ton 
1 form 7 ‘ ‘ wide Mig T2PNS, il ely i » ends 

> . ; ae 
of the yoar meet W tue same capital 

and Jaber here, can rapidly unulate 

money. 

An incident came to our knowledge 4& 
¥ ryt ot 

few dars avo, teat walls » 4 | US i Tave 

a eee oy t y fives : sAssCc OUOnANnre Mi 
What ean be Go vy © TV Beious « purse. of 

Foo sees pce l1e ten SAA tnren yanre nen an 
TQrTmipe were. mome Tres year Since an 

eastern ian, who had com? into possess 
. : i 
1on ¢ three eigi: ty-acre tracts, iying side 

county, and not by side, in a neigt ‘ 

desiring to hold them, sold tha Iands toa 

citizen of that county, at eight dollars an 

acre, on several years time, without inter- 

est. The purcheser immediately fenced th 

lend with pine plank and cedar posts, broke 

it up, procured a fine variety of white 
7 nth whieh the lend vee Taba } Wheat, with which the lend was sowed, and 

1) : thawnat 
haa Se ptembe rune Ca f 

7? , 

Whole business, the 

sult :—ithe crop of wheat sold for cnongh 

to pay for the land, the fencing, all the 

expense of seed land : raising, cutting, thresh- 

ing and marketing the wheat, and left in 

the hands of the preprietor $1,860 in 

sh, and the farm, then worth in his esti- 

mation, six thousund dollars. 

Every thing concurred favorably to pro- 

duce this result. We do not suppose that 

the same ends could be attained by cvery 

but we do believe that there 

the presext more 

new farmer; 

is no an gt time 
Y ’ , . in aie ce A 
than Cengress lands; and they are in a | profitable than judicious farming. 



We repeat to our eastern friends, that | 

now isthe tirue to strike for Illinois! To ‘ 

the enterprising, there is no field more fa- 
vyorable. Youisy, and undoubtedly will 

fay, y “| tureerh So yt ewee PF +} be, for a time, deprived of seme of the 
sy tl yyese aa ' 14 e e % ws } 4},? H comforts 6f your present & x, Dut this! 
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Gou’s own chemistry, vegetation, unJess he knows 
something ef the gierious art, which would teach 
him fo understand the soul be tills and the air he 
breathes and how to separate or combine their 
compouent paris, to neutralizea bad ingredient or 
Stimulate a goed one into fruitful action. And 
how ean lia wisely select and profitably use the 
implement and machinery necessaiy to hrs daily 
business, i? he ba Whelly ignorant of mechanical 
science? dn short, } venue theepinion that there 
Is nO art or sclence befitting a genlieman to know, 
which msy not be made, Insome form o7 in same 

s!rvienl to the interests and the pleas- 
ui i} encyclope- he whole 

Ble vocation. 

£9; jepartinent of indust-y, is by 
i all, and cucht to exer 

fn , 35 
POrsis. Use OOK 

7 ae. bo Oa 

ne of the ¢ 

various Inna 
“i, When tl 

all have been fully and fairly 

wWilltake its proper relative po ‘ 
cise Ks just share of influence in the country, 
aid then ite members will rejoice in the eanscious- 
ness ibst they areas strong in knowledze as in 
numbders.”? 

eXer= 
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Value of Fruit, 
We find ina New York paper, a letter 

from Toledo, Ohio, from which we inake the 

foilowing extract : 
“Much has been said of the sickness uniformly 

pervading the West, and these unfavorable re- 
ports have doubtless deterred thousands from set- 
tling upon and cultivating its rich fields. The in- 
habitants of every new country are liable to bil- 
ious disorders, and these prevail toa greater ex- 
tent in countries possessing a soil remarkably rich 
and susceptible of a high state of culfivation 
than in those which are elder and less productive. 
The pzst season has been a very wet one; and 
these complaints have spread over a larger extent 
of territory than usual, but are not confined tothe 
West. Indeed, these ciscases rarely prove fatal, 
and the percentage of deaths to the entire pop: 
tion of this Siate is much below that of Ma 
chusetts, Connecticut, New York, Rhede Island, 
or almost any cf the Southern States. Writers 
upon that subject say that a prolific source of bil- 

is the scarcily of frucd in new coun- 
tries, This is undonbiedly true, and it is a grati- 
fying fact that the attention of farmers in this vi- 
cisity, and throughout the entire West, is being 
very generally turned to horticultural pursuits.— 
A company of men in this city are sottin: 
orchard of over three hundred eeres of the elici- 
cest varicties of fruit. The investment mustprove 
an exceedingly remunerative one.?* : 

It is undoubted!y teue, that the 

ing up of larve 

oo 
Can 

tracis 
1} 

es bill to prevail; and these fe- 

vers were more fencrat > 

ous fevers 

’ , © Syahle ny a ‘eenit tz ~ “¢ al, probably on account of the wet we: 
: he } nad: wean RSs Be ee Sint © jen of the S€2son 5 but we think it fs an unce- 

. 
viakin fiynt dAhat the AS . ~t he 
Nlaule talc, cat tie per Eent. GF Bix at 

Se An’ AGtth dive eel ead eps 
even With the unusu Ppreverenee OF UCU 

fevers in some districts, was less-than in a- ww 

ahead W 
StGles, +e 

past, and from returns in the late concns 

=) 21 c = | iy 

uy of ihe castern iMdsre 

RA nw a o a aie .* 

HLAABSV Cf ONT Mcaica ‘ 

- linge al Me Sener | en aaae: Ina 1 we belicve all, unite in the opinion, that the 
4 

oo 

= C sant Port oe sa ts An waar r 
use O1 cood {rt it, Wail in Sieken ¢ | the ameunt ol 

sickness in the west. The reasons they give 

for this opinion, have creat foree. We re 

gard them as conciusive; and we ere rot 

surprised, that 

do, regarding this matter inits proper licht, 

are turning much atieution to horticuitur- 

al pursuits. 

The same ¢ 

nois, 
years lived upon them, without making any 

efforts to secure apple orcherds. They 

were satisfied with growing peach orchards, 

which produced fruit bountifully in three 

opie 7 z= . rine 
Patiiving far iz ¢parn TN ft = 
acvhving tact is seen in Li . o 

Formerly men opened farms and for 

and four years. There is a manifest change 
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now in this respect, in the views of farmers. 

Every man who opens a farm, plants out 

an orchard, the second year, if possible ; 

_and those who purchase improved farms, 
engage at once in enlarging the old or in 

making new apple orchards, 

The apple isthe great and reliable fruit 
of our state. It grows herein entire per- 

fection. Hastern pomologists, who have 
visited our fairs, admit that western apples 

are far superior to eastern apples, of the 

| same varieties, in size and beauty, though 

intelcent citizens of Tole- 

hey claim that theii’s have a better flavor. 

It 
1 
0 

is 

ut ? 

possible that this claim may be just, 

f eastern fruit, 
Al ae a ee oer ee ee ee Ree ee 

we are not satished of its justice. J 

There is 

with some knowledge 6 

now every opportunity of ob- 

the 

reliable nurserics. No man should purchase 

pedlars. You may get 
h 

from most lojtrans 
eek Sh Os) 

ony cheaper, and with less ys 
4k ue z 

¢ 
t 

’ a7 Pe Wego Veawo pW AT sh] <7} | yuble than fro nurseries, but when they 

arrive at a hearing age, 'they may produce 
worthless fruit. ‘Phe evil then is past rem- 

ecy, atloast, for years, Esnecial attentioa, 
“ a 

therefore, shoul] be observedin purchasing 

apple-trecs, to prevent such disappointment, 
vexation and lose, 

The Weather. 

still contin ws cold, and the cold is almost 

without abatement. Woe are becoming so 

accustomed io alow state ef the mercury, ) 
at y:- nek ft site relay Whasce fo es +? that we attend to our usual business _with- 

- ene: POR YT AT hee Pea, antes out regarding it. We have never known so 

tine of continued cold weather.— 
oT des t fs habitent” h: Tey rane lar 

GCST Lila viele iaQ@s Lo recolection 

Near Cincinnati, where a me- 

kept for a 

he mereury has 

ef the ke. We 
rolnot } tonrno] 4 a teorclovical, journal lies been 

? 7 
yy t ereat humor 

=e never suuk in the time but 14 degrees be- 

low zero unlil the prescut winter, when it 

went down to 21 deerecs 

Tue season, however, has Lecn good, and 

remains so, for getting about and doing out- 

door work, making rails, getting wood for 

next scason, going to market, and doing up 

all the jobs which can be dene, so that when 

spring opens cycry man will be ready to at- 

tend to spring work. 

baat end 
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Alabama Agriculture. 

Some months since Hon. C. C. Clay, jr., 
delivered before a Horticultural Society in 
Alabama State, an address, from which we | 

take the following extract, as showing the 
results of the present system of growing 

cotton in thet State: 
“We need net go, for proof, to Georgia or 

South Carolina, which, for some years, were al- 
most the ouly cultivators of cotton, aid as late as 
1820, grew more than half the entire crop of the 
Union, but now produce only about one-fifth of 
it. Tecan show you, with sorrosy, in the older 
portions of Alabama, and in my native county | 
of Madison, the sad memor ials of the artless and 
exhausting culture of cotten. Our small plan- 
ters, after. taking the cream off their lands, una- 
ble to restore them by rest, manures, or other- 
wise, are going further W est and South » in seareh 
of other virgin lands, which they ma y and will 
degpoil and impoverish in Jike manner. Our 

All thie i is no doubt true. Moderately 
fertile soils can soon be despoiled by grow- 

ing for years one kind of grain or vegeta- 

ble upon them. In our own State, on our 

heavy and black soil, many years must pass 

before it will cease to yield good crops of 

corn. It will not be so on lighter soils.— 
The fertility cf such soils will soon be de- 

stroyed if no return is made to them.--- 

But the best interests of any country are 

advanced by varied industry. To be per- 

manently prosperous our own State should 

_ furnish consumers as well as producers.— 

wealthier planters, with greater means and no | 
more skil!, are buying out their poorer neighbors, 
extending their plantations, and adding to their 
slave force. The weaithy few, who are 
live onsmaller profits and to give ticir blasted 
fields some rest, cre thus pushing eff ihe many, 
who are merely endepes dent. 
lions of dollars annually realized from the sales 

able to | 

The leading interest of our State is agri- 
cultural, but that interest would be greatly 

benefitted if there were consumers on our 

n soil; if all the erticles of mechanism 

required in our State, were manufactured 

among us. It is thus only can we build 

jupa permanentl y prosperous community. 
Of the twenty mile | 

of the cotton crop of Alabama, nearly all not ex- | 
pended in supporting the pr: oduecrs is re-invested 
in iand and necroes. Thus the white population 
has decreased and the slave increased almost pari 
passu in several counties of cur State. 

“In 1825, Madison county cast about 3,000 
votes; now she cannot cast exceeding 2,300. In 
traversing that county one will discover numez- 
ous farm houses, once the abode of industrious 
and intelligent freemen, now ocei ipied | by slaves, 
or teaantiess 3, deserted, and dilapidated; he vill 
observe fields, once fertile, now unfenced, aban- 
doned, and covered with those evil harbingers, 
fox-tail and broomsec he will sce the moss 
growing on ihe moul: iene walls of once thrifty 
villages, and will find “one only master 

i that “even the rz 

| has 

' of her inland tow 

grasps the | 
doraain’ > that once furnished homes for a dozen 
white families. Indeed, a country, in its infancy, 
where, fifty years ago, scarce a forest trea had 
been felled by the exe of the pioneer; is already 
exhibiting the painful signs of senility’ and decay, 
apparent ‘in Virginia and the Carolinas; the fresh- 
ness of its agricullura glory is gone, the vigor of 
its youth is extinct, and the spirit Of desolatien 
seems bro The prospect is calcu- oding over it. The 
lated to fill the patriot’s heart with painful emo- 
tions, and to impress upon the sensitive mind the 
truth of the poet’s reflection: 

“Tll fares the Iand, to hastening ills a prey, 
Where wea'th accumulates and men dee ay.’ 

If the pl lanters of Alabaina would prevent the 
shameful decadence of agriculture so palpabl jen 
Virginia and the Carolinas , they must banish a 
wild illusion which holds them speli-bound tot 
changeless, artless, exhausting culture of the Rg 
ton plans. ay must abandon a sysiem which is 
at war with nature snd condemned by experience, 

ell 

The St. Louis Evening News has some per- 

tinent remarks upon this subject. It says, 

roads which cross an ex- 

clusively agricultural State, do little more 

than bear away its wealth, without bring- 

ing back in return anything that adds to 

its permancnt prospe rity. New York has 
encourared AeTrt iculiure and conmmer¢ 7€, and 

manufactures; and in so doing, 

to decrease the population 

and build up huge 

ecmmercial depots through viich flow the 

vurrents Which drain her of her substance. 

berun 

ns, 

' Pennsylvania has reared factories and forges 

‘ and furnae 

a opul it ion, 

and acopt such improvements in their meade of | 
tillage, and such restoratives of their worn-out 
lands, as science may suggest and skill may de- 
vise. They must learn the phy sical fact that all 
nature loves a change, and diversify their field la- 
bor by the introduction ef other plants.?? 

1 es among her iron aud coal beds, 

and is rapialy augmenting her permanent 

by filling them with well paid 

laborers, who consume what the farmer pro- 

duces, eis Isaving to him the profit which, 

in case of shipment of the produce, would 

go into the pockets of speculators. Illinois 

is making a great show in the way of “pro- 

ercss,” just at this time; but it is by simply 

raising enormous crops of grain, the trade 

d profits on, which go to build up 

Hlinois is 
in, an 

large cities without her borders. 

pursuing the same course as New York, and 

before Jong, unless a more varied industry 

is introduced, will find that her citizens 

_ will be leaving their farms in the interior, to 
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settle on cheaper farms in tlie West.— 
Where agriculture is the all-engrossing 

pursuit, it thrives es long as lands are rich 
and cheap; but when lands become peor 

from excessive cultn 
restrain the tide of e 

the people at home. 

re, there is nothing to 
emigration, and keep 

£ Jabor, and invites 

couraging depopulation, by offering a re- 
ward for labor, multiplying cheap comforts, 

and diminishing the cost of getting produce 

to market.” 

In connection with this sebject, we would 
xpress our high gratification that a com- 

pany has been forined to engage in the 

manufacture of iron, in Southern Hilnois. 

Tron ore and coal abound there, 
dently hope the enterpr’s 
ful, and that it will ty: 

of enterprises of a similer character in the 

Tron region. manufactori-s i: Southern UL: 
7 
Lf 

and we ate 

ise will be sueccs 

the bgeonvin: 

give a stimulus to 

, and other branches of industry, which 3 

e Vv: 

@2PiCuUlenre 

will tel! ina few years on the prosnerify o 
that resion. As much as i 

the proiuce of the country consumed in the 
country by its Ishorer 
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represent themselves as agents galore) 

to solicit orders. They obtain them and 

then fill them with whatever trash they 

can buy cheapest. 
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Gor. Wright ecnteuded that we mould 

always find superior stock in those districts 

Where the cultivation of grass was mort 

carefully followed. This was clear'y prov- 

ed by the cxamples of Great Britain and 

Hiollaad, as well as Jamaica, where the 

cultivation of a single kind of grass bas | 

ased beyond computation the value of 

and commerce of the island.-— 

shad done for Kentucky what 

turnips had done for Flanders, and portions 

of England and Scotland--not only arres- 

ted the eld process, but restered the soil, 

brought large profics to graziers. A- 

long the banks of the Merrimac, grass sane a 

inere 

the trade 
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the demands for the sced diave been beyond 

his ability te supply: but promises that in 

July, whea the new crop will be ripe, to 

furnish seed for trial on our prairies. The 

gress is properly named the ‘Iverson 
Gracs,” and if it answer the hopes of the 

discoverer, it will carry his name down to 

future ages. 
a en | a ree 

Pears, 
The disease, blight, which affected our 

pear trees, a few years sinc, has dis- 
couraged many of our people from further 

attempts at their cultivation. This should 
net be. The pearis a most delicious and 

Diseases which effect par- 
pass away and do not 
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Latterly, 

excellent peare 

in great numbecs. 

attained in their 

grow- 

though pot 

enough success laa heen 

cultivation to encouraze tis, in again 

ing this valuable fruit. 

The variety of pears is greater than of 

anples. hove varieties have mostly origi- 

nated in the Netherlaude, and many of the 

ee rr en Se REE een + 
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trees are extremely tender. “We “should 
commence with the most hardy and ap- 

proved varieties. Many of these will be 
found to have originated in the United 
States, and are more likely to stand the vi- 

cissitudes of our climate and the different 
characters of our soil, than those of foreign 

origin. 

Formerly, pear trees were a great ium- 

ber of years in coming into bearing; and , 

many varietics have the same characteristic | 

i ble, lying about a ¢ now. but there are others that produce 

fruit at a less age than apple trees. The 

Bartlet, which is an 

pear, we have scen loaded with fruit the 

second year from the bud. A man is not 
now required to wait fifteen years for fruit , 

_ houses, from pear trees 

The pear tree requires about the same | 

_ See these improvements. cultivation as the apple tree. The ground 
should be a mellow loam, rather dry, and 

trenched deep. Almost every farm fur- 

nishes suitable grounds for the pear. 

hope to see this fruit more extensively cul- 
tivated. 

Geological Surves v8, 
We are glad to Jearn that there will soon 

be published a report from the State Geel- | 

ogist, of the Surveys of the State, as far as 
he has progressed. 

for and the demands 

respect, we hope will be speedily "satisfied. 
The surveys ia Southern Illinois have re- 

sulted in valuable discoveries of mincrals of 

various kinds, and individua!s have and are 

likely to ohtain kuowledge of these discov 

ries, and to secure their bencits, when 

these should be extended to all our people, 
Reports are rife that purchases of Jands 

have been made by speculators, where min 

erals are’ supposed 

of which did not know their value. 

to exist, 
Shrewd 

men, who have such objects 

«4 thousand ways of ascertaining snch dis- | 

coveries, and securing the benefits 

should he open to all our people—-for ail 
our people pay for the surveys. We reg ret 

that we cannot state when this report w 
be published; but we hope it will be done 
speedily. 

excellent autumn | 

| forward, 

This is loudly called , 

of the public in this 

' male breast a taste for the beautiful. 

the occupants la 

in view, have | 

a 
which | 

Wi 

it 

Country Residences. 
The time has now arrived when our far- 

mers, if they do not intend to be bchind the 
times, must pay attention to the ornament- 

ing and making pleasant the grounds about 

their residenees. The time has gone by 

when the back parts of houses can be in 

the most exposed portions towards the road; 

the stable in front of the dwelling, and all 
kinds of broken wagons, plows, logs, weeds, 

chips, ash heaps, and everything concciva- 

lwelling, without draw- 

ing observation and causing remark. Such 

things are not commen now, but were some 

Steadily has improvement gone 

and numerous farms now have 
comfortable houses, fine yards, neat out- 

well cared for gardens, and are 

beautiful and desirable homes. We like to 

It shows that the 

people have become attached to the soil, 

years ago. 

| love their homes, are good citizens, thrifty 

We | families have taste 

a situa- 

farmers, and that tlieir 
and intellizence. No man can pass 

tion in the country, without judging from 
the appearance of things about, somethiag 

of the cccupants. Is it not so ? 
We have said that great improvement is 

manifest in the country. This is strikingly 

true. The the country, we ap- 

prebend, are the cause of most of if. Con- 

fined preity mach at home, why should they 

women of 

not desire to have it ploasant, neat, com- 

fortable 2? Nature has planted in the fe- 

There 

fernale child that did not love 

flowers. ‘There never was a female of true 

that did not love She will al- 

ways feel a pleasure and pride in having 

the improvements =roune her dwelling in 

good order—grounds well rrranged in yards, 

with beautiful and ‘eroful shrubbery scatter- 

ed about uponthem. Oftentimes she makes 

ereat efforts to have a!l these matters in or- 
der—taking unusual pains to sccure and 
niant out ornamental trees and flower and 
fruit bearing shrubs, in which labor she 
is not, in every instance, 2 as 4 by those 
who really have as much inte rest ja the im- 
provements as herself. But we shall refey 
to this subject again. 

never Was a 

it, aq tay 

aste buen, 



“Essay on “Hedging with Osage Orange. 

BY HENRY SHAW, TAZEWELL COUNTY, ILLS. 
Germination of the Seed. The seed should 

if possible, be of the previous season’s 
growth; older seed being much less cer- 

tain to grow. About the first of March 

wet the seed by putting them in sacks and 
letting them remain about forty-eight hours, 

after which they are to be spread, not 

more than six inches in depth, in some 

cool place secure from mice, and kept 

moist: by spreading over them wet sacks 

or moss iu sufficicnt quantity to confine 
the moisture, but not so much a 

danger of heating or fermentation. 
them in this state until they c¢ 

sproutins, when they should be sown imme- 

‘ived too late for diately. ree 

above process may be surouted by wetting 

s to cause 

Keep 

ee | 
YPeed the 

frequently in warin water, pouring the snme 

off immediately. In a few days if the 
weather is warm they will commence sprout- 

ing. The water uscd may be near the boil- 
ing ene Ihirt yi! 

asee 
temper erature of 100 degrees. 8 
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be sow 
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advantage, ali things considered, by the use 

of Parson's wheat Mis 

ternate tooth, so that the 

age about c¢i 

planting, 

to prevent a 

proceeds in the sai 

make if much easier 

an uniform: depth. 

on a lara 

dune 

ret = 
eQ Mey J 

. {*f at ~pnensl |} 
Seale (i tne rround | ¢ 

< 

}i 
ed to a mclow conciticn) 

drill-- raising every al- 

rows will aver- 

apart. 

dried sufficiently 

The driver then 

tort tee nehag Be arial gnreen inches SCi0TC 

minus! be the seeds 

all clogging. 

manner as when sov- 

ing wheat, except that more pains are taken 
to have the rows straight thet in common 

wheat culture. In this manner three men, 

orone man and two boys will 

ine 
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mmence | 

bushel of seed per day. Where the land is 

too rough or in any way unfit for the use 
of the drill, sow by hand in the following 

manner: Stretch a line, and mark by the 

lines, two drills one foot apart and two inch- 
es decp, with a broad toothed rake made 

for the purpose; repeating the operation at 

the distance of every four feet. Cover say 

two inches in depth. At the distance of 

one rod, each way, all over the seed beds, 

sow one or two 
oe 

eastor beans, te keep away 
Cultivate with a plow and harrow, 

or cullivator, in the wide spaces, and hoe in 

the narrew spaces. Keep the ground en- 

rely fice from weeds. In the fall 
plants will be one foot to tweity 

inches high, wnen they may be dug. 

8, 

the 

from 

Digving the glants.—The tops are thowed 

within six inches of the ground with @ com- 

mon ceythe. ‘Phe portion taken off is re- 

moved with a revelving hay rake. A coul- 

ter, simflar to the eld fashioned bull-onened 

plow, is sth en run on hothsides of every row 

to break or loosen the side roots. A sub- 

soil plow (invented for the purpose by C. 

IR. man, and manufactured at Can- 

| ton, Iinois) is then ren under each row, 

cutting the main rect, when if only remains 

to pell out cll inferior plants and threw 

thom away, and to pull the good plants 

(counting them in each) end bury them in 

dirt ina good cellar, or they may be buried A ) 
in the munncr of potatces on a dry spot of 

LG, f not dug inthe fall thev cen- 

erelly stand till spring without much injary. 

enous 

plant ten cs 

a 

be 
is uw 

| each 

Sul, the fallis preferable, becanse It is a 

sceron of greater leisure, aud because it af- 

forcs an opportunity to prepare the plants 

for setting, during the winter 

Cultivation of the hedge row.—The ground 

that 

ch and mellow cnough to raise a ¢ 

crop of corn. If it is new 

s best) prepare in the same manner as 

I 

e preparing il; find exactly where you 

the hedve to stand, put a tall stake a 

several between, if it 

,» OTy 

ood 

(which 

must be in good condition; is 

cround 

for 

ting seeds. ave your line surveyed 

end, and perhaps 
2 long line; plow first out from the row 

i rb eth sides, , then finish by back-fu TOU Zhe 
o 
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so as to leave the the row a trifle bigher 

than the surrounding surface, to throw off 
standing water. Harrow and roll the 

ground well, and set stakes in a straight 

line with those at the ends, every five rods. 

Stretch a line (made of cotton cord) six 

sae to one side of foe 
setting the plants. Prepare 

stakes for a guide 
7 ’ 

tue plant 

as setting by thinning off all side roots and 
! 

| 
| cutting back the min reot to 

| 

about eirht 
1 

| inches in length. The ie oe enient used in 

| setting isa dibbie, made by sharpening the 

|, Upper half of an old shovel hand! and 

i covering it with tin or iron to prevent dirt 

1 from adhering. Tnser i i it 

i| deep, end on withdrawing it you heves 

i} -spape to receive the root; put the int 

1, Gowan two inches deeper than it vrew ;] 
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| ground too large. It is hy 
| 
| plan to thicken the hed 

far the best 
Innine hedge by clipping, 

' eix for $6. 

if | yageteble, 

commenced in season; and even in some 

cases where not commenced so early as it 
should have been, it may be best to cut all 

down and commence anew. 
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Millet. 
The stalks and leaves of this plant re- 

semble those of Indian corn, though the 

leaves are much smaller. It grows to the 

height of three or four feet. A sandy soil 

suits it best, though it grows finely in the 

ordinary prairie soil. It bears drought | 

well. It is said to produce as large a quan- | 

__{ mers 

tity of grain as Indian corn, when cultiva- | 
ted in drills three feet apart and six inches 

to the difficulty o 

of birds, it is 

road-cast 

Lene) in the rows; but owing 

saving the crop on account 

gencrally thought best to sow it 

andcut it in the milk for fodder. 

It is constantly sown in Pennsylvania in 

May, with one peck of seed to the acre; 

and it has produced as high as 20 bushels 

of seed to the acre and half of 

fodder. Cases are stated i 

bushel of seed to the acre on the 5t 

May and har 

5th of July, and which yield four tons of 

fodder to the acre. A can 

be raised if sawa as late 

of 

vesting the crop as car 

crop of fodder 

as July. 

There is quite a disposition ameng our 

farmers to 

season. Those who have ra 

fied that it a well. 
quantity of valuable fodder, 
tle it is said, ne pa horses, 

Sraamental Grass Plats. 
We I'ks to see 

the front and about dwellings. 

nothing more ornamental in such places 

give :nillet a trial 

2ised it are satis- 

It gives a large 

better for cat- 

the coming 

There is 

than well-set and well-trimmed grass lawns. | 

There is a good deal of judgment to be | 

used in such cases. In a smail yard, tall 

growing shrubbery is out of place. Roses 

can alwars be kept of tke proper size hy 

the free use of the knife ia cutting them 

back in spring, and most roses are all the 

better for this treatment. A crowded lawn, 

even with choice plants, will be any thing 
but beautiful. 

In small front yards dwarf plant: are 
mest appropriats. Persian lilachs, dwarf- 

ed syringas, Japan quinces, and some of 

the small spireas, do well; but the perpet- 
ual roses are a great deal better. A few of 

these, blossoming through tke whole sum- 

mer, will alw ays give satisfaction. A coup- 
le of thick growing evergreens, add much 

by contrast, and in winter or summer, are 

always bean If you choose, a running 

rose or twining honey-scklue on the build- 

| ing, isin good taste. But the main ides 

is not to crowd a small yard, with numer- 

thatthey are deprived of the 
ht and stun, and have no 

ie for proper developement. Sucha 

gTRsS retinds one very much of an 

ver-dressed beauty,—ingtead of exciting 

i nduces its counterpart. If 

cultivate a large amount o 

must have ample grounds 

nt it. A few well selected 

“ifn. 

ous p! ants, 

: 
plat 
a 

ared fo yr surubs, add great beauty 

to the snece in front of a dweling. 

“Phe Greve Tree.’ 

fh ornia Farmer contains a de- 

scription nis great tree. Tt grows in a 
narrow basin of the Sierr Nevada, con- 

taining not 200 acres, and is 

found in no other place on the globe. The 

| grounds are very Camp and retain pools of 

beantif:] grass plats in | 

i¢ snap } the rings, the ¢ 

| 

£ yy rr 
here are more than two hundred 

apparently, have theso trees, which, 

reachod the greatest size of their species: 

One has fallen, which shows a length of 

350 feet from the roots it meas- 

At the root it 

ia circumference. 

ree must Hare been 3 

450 feet 
ured 10 feet in diameter. 

94 feet Counting 

g 3 i800 

emote ages of antiqi iy This te £2y8 

untry Gentleman, if standing in the 

Niagara chasm, would rise 200 feet above 

the top of the Suspension bridge; its top 

would reach 160 feet above the spire of 

‘Trinity church in New York, and 239 feet 

higher than Banker Hill monument at Bes- 
ton. If cut into fuel, it would make 3,000 

cords of wood, or as much as sixty acres of 

goed wood land woald yield. If sawed, it 
would make about 3,000,000 feet of plank, 

or enough to furnish three inch plank for 

thirty miles of plank road, The tree would 
weigh 5,000 tons. It is only by furnishing 

these figures that the mind can embrace the 

} 
i] 

| 
| 
{ 

‘ 
‘ 

| 



immensity of this tree, which our countr 

insists, and with right, shall be called the 

“Washingtonia Gigantea.” As Washing- 

ton iselevated above all men, so does 

this tree stand elevated above all its fel- | 

lows. 

Plowing by Seam. 

We doubt whether this can be done any 

ean, it will be oa the Western Prairies. 

Mr. Obed MWusscy, of Baltimore, has how- | 

ever, made a very fair beginning. He ap- 

peared at the Maryland State Fair, last 
fall, with an invention called the “Loco- 

motive Steam Plowing it was 

attached to three large plows by log chaius, 

each plow being handled by one man.— 
The movement was about equal to a fast 

Of its performance, the 

Machine.” 

walking horse. 

committee who had it in charge, in their | 

report, asy— 

“The ground was thorongily broken to a depth 
varying from seven to fourteen inches, and an 
average width of fourteen inches to each piow. 
The engine proceeded across the entire length of 
the area inside the horze track, being adistanee of | 
about two hundred yards, encountering a hard road 
and and several large siones, but without eny di- 
miuution in the speed. The power required to 
perform the same amount of labor was estimated 
by the plowmen at that of sixteen horses. It was 
followed by adense crowd of spectators, who were 
attracted from all parts of the grounds to witness | 
so novel and interesting an exhibition. Tiree 
cheers which made the welkin ring proclaimed 
the triumph of this noble effort of genius. The 
crowd were then requested to retire sufficiently to 
allow the committee to view the operation, when 
the engine was turned short round and plowed 
back to the place of beginning; a right hand plow | 
was then substituted for the left hand ene, andthe | 
engine traversed the ground a third time, passing 
close along the edge cf the ground previously 
plowed. It is proper to remark that the engine 
was exhibited by the invertor merely to show the 
pewer of draught and the facility of backing and 
turning in any direction. The ground had been 
much trampled during the exhibition, and at one’ 
end there was a considerable ascent. The plows 
were all so far apart thet each one had to break a 
separate furrow.” 

Froit 1x OreGox.—Thoro are but few bearing or- 

chards in Oregon. 

and pear trees. 

there, at nurseries, at 75 conts each. The apple trees | 

seem to be at home in Oregon. At the last dates 

green applea, from the few orchards in bearing, were 

worth from $8 to $10 per bushel, and ready sale at 
that. 

| it should be. 

There are sevoral narseries there, | 

which havo for sale a good variety of apple, peach | 
Apple trees, three years old, are sold | 

Winter Management of Lambs. 

The necessity for making ample provision 
of pasture for lambs from their weaning un- 
| til the approach of winter has already been 
urged. This, however, is not properly at- 
tended to by many, and when winter is at 

| hand, their condition is by no means what 
It may be cet down as a rule 

never to be transgressed with impunity, 
; that all animals when growing should be 

Py ry a ee a | niify Pad ong we ac PAralive 4 + . 
where with suecess and profit; but if ig | bountifally fed, as well as receive all other 

| proper attentions conducive to his welfare; 
otherwise, it will be in vain to expect, when 
at maturity, they will exhibit the per- 
fection of their species. The general qual- 

| ities of any domestic animal, however per- 
i fect nature may have done her work, can 
| always be further improved by ert, or oth- 
, wise, or by judicious feeding, and strict at- 
| tentions in every other regard. It is very 
| much from this cause, that celebrated breed- 

ers have gained their renown for hmprove- 
ments effected in breeds of cattle, as well 
as sheep. If we would have perfect ant 

/ mals, we caunot commenee too carly to lay 
| the foundation of their excellence. 

{ It is a custom with quite a large majority 

i of sheep farmers to celay graining their 
lambs uati] the approach cf spring, when 
they are sometimes far gone in poverty. Is 

| this wise? Would it have been thus if 
they had been prain-fed at the beginning 
and through the early part of winter? Is 

' it not better to begin ss scon as this, in 
order to furnish them with the necessary 
stamina to withstand the severity of north- 

ern Winters, Which is always ereatest In the 
| 

| re | v 

| months of vanuary end Febraery ? Put 
| them early in a condision to pass through 
‘ those terrible mouths, and subsequently all 

vill be well. Traly the course of flock- 
| rnasters, in this regard, is like giving the 
{ pationt his medicitie when he is on the con- 
| fines of death! Therefore, viewing the 
| matter in this light, the writer has no hesi- 
' tation in saying that a single peck of grain 
| fed in December is werth the bushel fed in 
| March. 

| As we remarked at the couclusion of 
| summer management, the grass at the be- 
| ginning of November loses much of its nu- 

| and elassed relative to size and condition, 
| divided into flocks of about 100 each, and 
| feeding them grain should forthwith com- 
; mence. As it is sometimes impracticable 

to call them into the sheep-folds without 
considerable trouble, the feeding troughs 

{ 
| 
{ 
j 
' 
\ 



farmer. We, however, will venture to add | whicn disables them from labor, they may be con. 
| 2 
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should be removed to the field in which | 
they are confined; then the flock-master may | 
begin feeding them about four quarts of | 
oats daily, which he should be careful to | 
distribute the entire leugth of the troughs. 
They will be very shy tor a day or two, 
bat the examyle of approaching them by | 
the tame sheep which were placed among , 
them at weaning time, will be the meansof | 
soon overcoming it. After the lapse of a 
week, the quantity of grain may be gradu- | 
ally increased to half a bushel, which should | 
be the miaimum quantity for the residue of 
the season. When the major portion have | 
partaken of the oats the troughs may be | 
removed back to the sheep-yards, and the | 
time fixed for feeding should be about sun- | 
down, after which they can retire to the 
shelters, should the weather require it.— 
At this time, a little hay should also be | 
given early in the morning, which may be 
pursued until circumstances demand a | 
change wholly to fodder. | 

About the middle of December, or be- | 
fore, let the feed be somewhat changed, by 
mixing with the oats a portion of pea-meal | 
or wheat shorts; at all events, let it be | 
meal of some kind which they may fancy, 
for to induce them to eat potatoes it will 
be necessary to cut them into delicate 
pieces and sprinkle the meal well over | 
them. If sheep are whoily unaccustomed | 
to potatoes their aversion to them will not | 
be overcome without the adoption of this | 
course. Beets and rutabaga may be sub- 
stituted for the potatoes; but the reader | 
has been informed that they are better | 
adapted to the purpose of the sheep-fat- | 
tener. If it is our wish to grow wool aud | 
not fat mutton, it will be wise in us to use | 

those means which will afford the largest | 
returns. Jialf a bushel of potatoes given | 
at intervals of twice a week will be the | 
right quantity, which it will be well to | 
continue to sprinkle with meal, as well as | 
with! a small quantity of salt. On other | 
days the pea-meal and oats may be fed. | 

The hay given them should be of fine | 
stalk and of the choicest quality; but in 
its place may be substituted once or twice 
a week, for a single foddering, oat or bar- 
ley straw. If the lambs are thus provided 
through the winter, and have the benefit 
of warm shelters, their size at shearing | 
time will equal the majority of two-year 
olds, whose treatment has been only ordi- 
nary. 
| ree, foregoing from Morrel is 

timely and should be attended to by every 

| and timber. 

our Own experience on the same subject.— 
If you wish to keep your lambs in good 
health and condition, get some of the large 
round oil cakes, the larger the cakes the 
better, though they are generally of about 
twenty-five to forty pounds weight each. 
Take a slab or plank and put short legs 
into it say a foot long. Bore an inch 
hole through the cake and plank and 

' put in a good strong pin, and place it un- 
der the sheds where the lambs run. About 
ten such cakes to a flock will do very 
well. if the lambs do not begin to lick 
them within a day or two, put a little 
salt on, it will not be long before you will 
find them at the cake, and they will work 
at it until it is all consumed. They can 
not get off enough to injure them, but 
they will get enough to make a manifest 
improveientin their condition. The cakes 
must be renewed, of course when used up. 
—- Wool Grower. 

~ Working Cattle. 
The patience, meekness, and urcomplaining 

i toil of the working ox ought, although it does not 
| always, to endear him to his master, and ensure 

for him kind usage and protection. @ | he writer 
| has a very vivid recollection of the successive 
| yokes of oxen, wnich, during the years of his 
| childhood (up the valley cf the Genessee,) were 
owned and worked Ly his father. ‘The country at 
that time was comparatively new and much of it 
of course covered with adense growth of wood 

These cattle had abeut as distinct 
and: marked features and chasacter, as different 
men; but ali of them were similar in one thing, 
and that was in doing to the best of their ability 
the lasorrequired of them. Amid legsand stumps, 
on side hills and swamp3, over rough roads and 
through bridge:ess streams, we have seen them 
piod, where horses could rot, or would not go.— 
Some of their drivers were kind, others were harsh 

; and cruel. One,in particular is remembered, who 
was eternally wielding the whip, and seemed never 
to be happy unless belaboring his team. He was 
a good teamster in some respects, and took good 
cave of his cattle, but this defect in his manage- 
ment spoiled all. ; 

Working oxen, although far more patient and 
enduring under ill treatment than the horse, yet 
are themselves susceptible to the influences of 
kindness, and respond quite as readily to the en- 
couraging efforts of the driver, as to the lash — 
One yoke of beoutiful red cattle is now recol- 
lected, which scarcely knew what it was to be 
beaten, and were so well trained as to be driven 
side by side around a field, hawed end geed, and 
backed, without so much as a tow string to bind 
them together, These cattle were sub-equently 
sold at auction, in order to settle an estate, and 
their admirable training run them up full twenty- 

' five dollars above the market price. 
Oxen are much better in many respects for 

working than horses; some of which advantages 
may be summed up as follows: They cost much 
less in the first instance, and are therefore more 
within the reach of moderate means. They are 
less liable to disease; and if an accident occurs 
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verted into food. If a horse should happen to 
break a leg, a bullet might as well be put through 
his head at once, for he is worthless ever after; 
but if the same accident fappens to an ox, he can 
be converted immediately into beef, provided he 
is sufficiently in flesh; or if this isnot the cage the 
wound can generally be so far cured as to enable 
the animal afterwards to fatten. 
The ox will eat less food and of a coareer kind 

than the horse, and needs less attention in order to | 
thrive. He will work in localities impossible for 
the horse, and go forward patiently with labors 
which would chafe the other into utter intracta- 
bility. 

No man who has ever witnessed the two kinds 
of animals at work around a saw mill yard, for 
instance, ean fail to have been struck with this 
difference in their character. Hitch a span of 
horses to a log which is ioo heavy fer them to 
start at once, and in nine cases out cf tenafterone . 
or two efforte, they will either break their har- 
ness, splinter a whifile tree, cr balk, and refuse to 
draw at all. Nowtry it with a yoke of well bro- 
ken oxen, and they will lay out their utmost 

“strength with the same gentleness and geod will for 
the twentieth time, as they did at first, 

There are a great variety of duties to be per- 
formed upon the farm, where horses are of supe- 
rior advantage; and there are othera in which 
working oxen are aifegether preferabie. Whera 
the business is sufficient for the employment of 
both, it is advantageous to combine them; but 
where a farmer can own but a single teara, espe- 
cially in a new country, oxen ere usually much 
the best. © 

A small farmer frequently maxes up a very effec- | 
tive team with a yohe of oxen and a aingle horse. 
Fer many purposes the exen rione are sufficient, 
but in breaking up and other heavy work, the aid 
of the horse is all important. Besides, the ser- 
vice of the single horae is invaluable on the road, | 
fer plowing out corn, &c., and he ia sure in these 
serviees to pay his way. 

In this fast ase, working oxen are too much iz- 
nored by our farmers; and their value as laborious 
and willing servants is teo much overlocked.— 
Wool Grower and Stock Reg. 

Progress in Pear Culture. 
We have just (Oci. 19,) taken a trip to the 

fruit stalls, stores and confectioners of Broad- » 
There is | way to make note of their contents. 

abundant evidence of a bountiful fruit harvest, and 
that the Jabors of cur horticultural societies, of 
amateur fruit growers, and of the press, are hay- 
ing a very happy influence upon our gardeis and 
erchards. We have never scen so much fruit in 
the market or so great a variety. Grapegare very 
abundant, and Dr, Tinderhill 11 in the ascendent 
from Chambers-si., to Astor-place. They are very 
fine, and retail for cighteen cents # pound. They 
have usually sold, we believe, in former years, for 
a shilling a pound, The Ceinand fer them doubt- 
less increases as they become known in the mar- 
ket, and he finde no difficulty in marketing his 
whole crop at any reasonable price. Any one 
who knows good fruit, would prefer to send for 
Underhill’s grapes at eighteen cents, rather than a 
chance article ata shilling. This is a very in- 
couraging feature in fruit growing. The more 
you eularge the cultivation of a first rate quality 
of fruit, the more remunerative does it become. 

Late varieties of plums are atill in market and 
apples are very abundant and beautiful. We no- 
ticed with pleasure the enterprise of the salesmen 
in putting up a variety of fruits in a small basket, — 
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| just the thing for a present or for the desert, at so 
much per basket. ‘The peaches are nearly gone, 

| but the few on sale ave very fine. 
' The most striking feature of the fruit stores, is 

the large increase in the varieties of pears offered 
for sale. Formerly the only varieties noticable 
were the Virgalieu and Seckel, beside the cominon 
cooking pears, which were nameless. For a few 
seasons back one could get, at Thompson’s and at 
Taytlov’s, the Duchess d’ Angouleme, andthe Beurre 
Diel, in their season, for a trifle less than their 
weight in silver. Boston was the only market 
where pears of the finer varieties could be pur- 
chased by their names, We noticed this morning 
ata number vf places. besides the varieties men- 
tioned, the Flemish Beauty, the Napoleon, the 
Louise Bonne d? Jersey, the Onondaga; and other 

' varieties, and at prices that did not taste of the 
silver. These are cheering indications that our 
labors and thoge of kindred journals are not with- 
oul their influence upen the country. They are 
inaking fruit far nore abundant and at prices with- 
in the reach of all. We hope tosee their influence 
extended unul the luxury of good fruit 1s found 
upon every isan’s table within our borders. 

[Rural New Yorker. 

How to feed Horses. 

The adult horse docs not require so much of the 
flesh-muaking principle as the young and growing 
animal, but he seems to require a greater variety. 
Tne adult merely requires enough to replace the 
waste—the wear and tear of hissystem. If he 
obtains more than this, the surplus ia either ex- 
creted from the body, or else stored up within 
the same inthe form of fat; and everybody knows 
that a fut horse, or a fut man, ere not best adep- 
ted fora race, nor hard laber; but of all others 
(exeept these in a state of debility,) they are 
most subject to acute disease. With the young 
and growing animal the cage ts different. Here we 
require bere, muscle and serve. Oats, corn and 
pollerd furnisk the same, ‘The colt obtains from 
its mother’s milk all the elements of its own orga- 
nization in a concentrated form—ell that seems 
necessary for developing bodily proportions and 
hereditary traits—-therefore, when weaned, the 
colt must be furnished with the same equivalents 

' in the form of fodder: ground oats, wheat bran 
and meal, 

It is the young and growing animal that requires 
our greatest attention. I? our readers desire to 
raise colts that shall remunerate them for the 
trouble and expense incurned, they must feed the 
sane, during their minority with a liberal hand. 
Any neglect at thie period can never be made up 
in after life; the subject will always remain lank 
and lean—living monuments of their master’s folly, 
or ignorance as the case may be. In addition to 
the food required for the celt’s growth, we must 
also furnish enovgn to supply the waste incurred 
by expenditure of muscular power. We ell kaow 
that the young are very active and playful. Every 
muscular inovement involves an expenditure cf 
vital force, and thus exhausts the system; there- 
fore in view of developing their full proportions, 
and promoting the integrity ef the living nechanism 

, they must have nutritious food and plenty of it. 
They are not, however, to have a large quantity 
at a time, but little and often; their stomach is 
smali, not larger then that ef a man. Should it 
be over distended with coarse and inutritious food, 
the organs of respiration and circulation become 

, embarrassed, and the blood loaded with carbon. 
They require food often, bacauze the digestive ur. 

q 

i 

tara anomie 
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gans are very active, and soon dispose of an ordi- 
nary meal; then comes the sensation of hunger, 
which every one knows is hard to bear.—.#meri- 
can Veterinary Journal. 

The Cultivation and Preservation of Forests. 
BY B, F CUTTER, ©sqQ. 

The first thing to be taken into consideration in 
thé cultivation of forests is the means by which 
they are propagated, whether ‘from seed or trans- 
planting young trees. I prapose first to netice 
the propagation from the seed. 
The seeds of all the oakz, hickories, butternut, 

black walnut, beech, chestnut, hornbeam, and net- 
tle tree, are ripe, and may be gathered at the time 
of the first hard frosts of October, and all require 
the same treatment, viz: they may be planted di- 
rectly after ripening, or may be kept in some 
moist place until spring, and then planted. It in- 
jares all of the above kinds to dry them. 

The scarlet and siiver maples, cance sid river 
birches, and elms, ripen their seeda early in June, 
and should be planted immediately withont dry- 
ig. In good land they will grow from 3 inches 
to 3 feet the first year. They may be also dried 
ane Kept. 
The sugar maple, white pine, hemlock, spruce, 

arborvile, white cedar, larch, black and yellow 
birches, ripen their seeds in August and Septem. 
ber, and may either besown directly or dried and 
kept till spring before pianting. 

The piteh pine and white birch ripan trom Ne- 
vember to March, apd of course should be plant- 
edin the spring. 
Whenseeds are nor table to be destroyed by 

birds, mice or squirrels, if is beat te plant themn 
the fall,as that is the time designed by nature; 
and a most shady place is much ihe beat, especi- 
ally if they are to be transplanted. Tie arborvi- 
te, While eedar, larch, spruce and hemlock will 
seldom wegetate unless they are sown in wet and 
shady places. 

Ail seed trees need but a thin covecae of earth, 
if the ground is moist; but if the ground is dry, 
there should be sllowance made and the seed cov- 
ered a little deener as the ground isdryer. One 
of the best rules that can be given is to foliow 
nature, a¢ near as possible, in the time and man. 
ner of planting and also in the selection of jancs. 
All the lighter kinds of seeds, that are seatiered 
by the wind, need but very sligut covering, and 
generally succeed withont anything more than 
the rains will do. 

itis a very good plan aad is 
he old eountries—to saw several kiads toraiber, 

the practice in 

as the oak and pine,or the pine and white birch, . 
as they protect each other, and one may ceme up 
if the other fails. 
The red cedar, mountain ash, and the thoin ri- 

pen their seeds late in the aulumn,and requiretwo 
years lo vegetate—they should be gathered and 
kept in some shady place under ground one year 
previeus to planting. 

All the oaits, nut-bearing trees, maples, bass, 
&c., require warm, moist soil, while the ever- 
greens, white birch, &c., will generally succeed cn 
the lightest soil, The white pine probably ad«pts 
itself to all kinds of jand better than any other 
tree, grewibs equally well from the quagwire of 
our swamps to the top of the highest hills. 

If the tre:s are to be transplanted from the for- 
ezt, care should be taken to select good, strong, 
growing young trees from places where they bave 
net been too much shaded—should be taken up 
carefu ily and set out as soon afterwards as possible. 
They may be set at first from 3 te 6 feet apart, and 
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the trees may be of any size from 1 to 12 feet high 
| or mere, according ta the taste; and care should be 
taken not to have them set much deeper in the 
ground than they formerly grew jn the woods. 
A growth of wood could probably be obtained 

in this Way, sooner than by sowing the seeds; but 
the first cost would be much the mest. If seed- 
ling trees from the seed bed were to be trans- 
planted, [ should recommend to transplant them 
when uch smaller; say from 1 to 3 feet high. 

‘The protection of our forests might all be 
summed up ina very few words, viz: keep out the 
catile, fre, and the speculators, and let the birds 
live, especially the woedpeckers. 

Every man knews what would be the conye- 
quence if the fire should run threngl his wood 
lot; but it is not every man thet is aware of the 
damage his caitle do to his Jot by being allowed to 
run in it; and atiy one would hardly be able to 
mnake hima believe that a herd of cows would de- 
stroy more wood in a few daya or weeks than 
they were all worth, and yet it is frequently the 
Case. 

In regard to birds, itis well known that sll 
kinds that live im the woods, subsist, at times, 
almost Wholly on insect, and it is also very weil 
known by naturalists and others, that insects are 
injurieus to trees, hence it should be the duty of 

every tian fe do all in his power to save the birds 
from hari. J have never known but one kind of 
hird that ever injures a trec, that oneis the sap- 
sucker, a species of woodpecker, which sometimes 
eats the tender bark; and he, probably, does ten 
times more good than mischief. 

lios thought by very many of cur farmers thet 
he forest does best 1% let alone and net pruned, 

ux the work lias generally been dane, this is 
iie Leet way; but fren twenty years experience 
in the huginess, theve come toa diferent conclu- 
3ioi. IT know of no goed reason that can be given 
why a wood jet may not be as much benefited by 
pruning as an orchard, Every good cultivator or 
irnit knows that it injures his orchard very much 
io Jet sn inexperienced maa prane it with an axe, 
as people generaily have done their wood tots, and 
the game rule epplies ae Well to one as to the 
other. 

In ordey to have a vrowth of trees start in good 
shape, it is necessary to have tham very much 
thicker at first than they can grow wheu thev be- 
come larger, and snost fariners argue that they wiil 
die ont and thin themselves best if let alone, and 
refer you to the old growth, and talk of the clear 
fniaber they make where the limbs have retted oil ; 
but they do not consider that our climate is very 
diferent from what it was when the whole face 
of the land was covered with wood, and that those 
old tress that made the clear lumber hed been two 
hundred years in growing from one to two feet in 
diameter 3 uor that thedry winds iow sweep through 
and between our scattered wood-lots, and have a 
tendency to preserve the dead limbs from decay, 
so that they remain on the tree in a dry state, aud 
make what the carpenters call pin knots, so that 
the oniy way by which we can clear Jumber is to 
prune the timbs off when the trees are small. It is 
well known to every observing man that the lum- 
ber of cur second grewtb grows much faster, and 
comes to maturity in much less time than it took 
for the original growth, ard that there is @ vast 
difference in the value of lumber, some of it being 
wore valuable and some of it less--the ash and 
white pine, for instance—the former being more 
valuable and the latter less. 

In regard to the length of time that a lot of wood 
should be left to grow, people differ very much; 
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but where wood is for the fire, and dollars and 
cents are the only objects in view, from 25 to 30 
years is long enough. But if this process were 
followed vut, the question would be asked, where 
is our Jumber for bu Iding and mechanical purposes 
to come from? and the answer, will and must be, 
lat yonr wood Icts stend longer, and prune and 
continue to thin out, and you will soon have lumber 
enovgh. 

In conclusion, it may not be eut of place here, 
to give afew instances of the growth of some 
trees on my own Jand, io show at what age of the 
tree we may expect good size lumber. [| have twe 
white pines, one of which was trimmed about 50 
years ago to the height of 23 feet, and a may who | 
Was presentat ihe time raid that it was just the 
right size to hew for a six inch square stick. The 
other was prune! 5 years later and was just about 

same size; they stand in thick woods and are 100 . 
feet high, and girt, 4 feet from the gronad, 8 feet 
3 inches each, and are estimated by zood judges to | 

| applied, end the corn and potatoes gave a good contair more than 1200 feet each of merchantable 
lumber. 

Tinches at four feet from the ground, are not so 
tall as the others, but grow much faster, as i can 
remember the time that I could carry off on my 
back. the whole of a tree, and my age is52. An- 
other lot which came from seeds of the first men« | 
tioned tree, and cannot be more than 40 years old | 

| we cultivated but six varieties—the Harvest apple, are now 60 feet or more in height, and long 
enough to make timber 40 feet long and from6 to | 

From the aboveit will be seen | 
that the trees gain in quantity much faster after | 
16 inches square. 

they are 40 years of age than they do before. 
The study of nature, as seen in the growing | 

forest, is a very profitable and pleasing one to me, | 
and it seems strange that there are not more who 
pursue and enjoy it.—Granite Farmer. 

Raising Fruit Profitable. 
Much has been written upon the profitableness 

of fruit culture, yet we think this matter is gener- 
ally toe much neglected and its importance teo 
little appreciated. (nereason of this is, that rel- | 
atively quite too much attention has been be- 
stowed upon raising fancy fruits. Almost every 
one who has written upon the subject has devoted 
himself to describing a new variety, or to the best 
means of raising a smal‘ quantity of a great number | 
cf fruits. Take apples for example. We have in 

upon chapter describing the hun ireds of varieties, 
while little isaaid upon the importance of producing 
an abundant supply of some of the leading and long 
established kinds, such as the Greening, Spitzen- 
burg, Baldwin, Newtown Pippin, Scekence-further, 
&c. If public attention has been rightly directed 
in this matter, why even is it at this present time 
as Well as in all past seasons, there is and has | 
always been a scarcity of these fruits in the mar- | at Cos . 

y y ; : to plant and rear it, will for many years yield, ket, even when they 5ring prices four limes more 
than would amply pay for their production 
No one cansit down and carefuily estimate 

the cost of raising apples, compared with the 
amount yielded by other products from the same 
ground and laber, without being convinced that | 
no branch of industry 1s so highly remunerating as 
this, and yet few enter into it as a business. 

ground occupied by one apple tree can in no way 
be made to 

tree, even if the fruit be used for feeding only. 
In addition to the causes of this state of things’ 

First, | above mentioned, two others may be given. 
it has been feared that everybody else was going 

Oe 0 eer enna a mer ree + a en 
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Avother lot of six trees, where the old | 
as, more 2n cut out, measured 7 feet | growth has, more of it been cut out red 7 feet 

ield for the same outlay more (hana , 
fourth of the value that can be gathered from the . 

into the business; and second, the time required to 
raise a bearing orchard has led most persons to 
seek for a more immediately remunerating busi- 
ness. 
To the first, it may be said that when we take 

into account the value of fruit for feeding stock 
there can be no limit to the quantities that may 
be profilably raised fer home consumption 3 and 
to the second, that thecost of rearing an orchard 
is very trifling, before it begins to yield returns. 
‘The ground vecupied by growing trees is not lost, 

; wor macerially injured for other purposes ; on the 
coutrary, as we know by profitable experience, 

| trees will flourish quite as weli om greand that 
annually preduces oed crops. We raised a 
thrifty orchard of six acres, containing three 
hundred trees, and yet every year gathered from 
the same ground large crops of corn and potatoes 
alternately. The trees thrived ail the betier from 
the consiant cultivation of the ground around them, 
A few loads per acre of goed manure was annually 

protit, over and above the entire expense of culti- 
vation, in addition to the cost of plants, gratting, 
and the annual caie required by the trees. At 
the end of eight years, our orchard was producing 
au anoual crop of more than a thousand bushels 
of choice apples, requiring oniy to be gathered 
and taken to market, and yielding a clear profit of 
more than fifty dollars per acre. In this orchard 

August Sweet, Fall pippin, Spitzenburg, Greening, 
and Seek-no-further. Each in its season, found 
a ready market, at remunerating prices. ‘The pre- 
duce of that orchard of six acres, now eighteen 
years o!d, is to-day worth more than eighty dols 
lars an acre, annually for feeding purposes only. 
The soil was not unusually favorabie 3 indeed, it 
was so ro’ky that it could with difficulty be tilled 
except with the hand hee. 

Tue process pursued was very simple. The 
natural trees raised from seeds ty ourselves, were 
planied out and ailowed to grow a year or two, 
and then grafted upon the stock or larger limbs ; 
many of them were grafted by inoculation, and 
a few days spent each year in pruning, has been 
the chief care requiredby the trees. Each spring 
they were formeriy well whitewashed and the 
leaning trees tied upto a stake. To guard them 
from being barked by the traces, four white oak 

, Stakes, split out like rails, were driver around 
our agricultural and horticultural journals chapter tna trees When first set out all the trees were 

leaned a little to the southwest, so as to brace 
, thein against the winds prevailing from that direc- 

tion, There are few or no soils that will not pro- 
duceappletrees with a little carein manuring. <A 
cart load of stable manure applied ence in ten 
years toa plot of ground ten feet square—no 
maiter how poor—will fit it to support a good tree. 

An apple tree that costs less than two dollars 

without afier expense, an average preduce of ten 
bushels a year, worth for feeding alone, two dol- 
larga year, and fifty to eighty such trees may 

| stand upon a single acre. 
While on this subject, we will mention a young 

orchard that we visited laat spring Several hun- 
dred trees planted upon a sot] so barren that it 

If we take fruit at its lowest market price, the Would berely yield grass, but the trees were 
quite as large and thrifty as any we have secn of 
the same age. We learned thatthe only wanure 
used was about a quart of urine each, annually, 
though when first planted, a large deep hole was 
dug for each tree, and filled up with surface soil, 
mingled with a smali quantity ef chip manure.— 
American Agriculturist, 
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Domestic Economy. 

Cuear aNd ExcetLtent CanpiLes.—The fol- 
lowing recipe I have tried twice, and find it all 
that it is cracked up to be. I have no doubt that 
it would have been worth more thaa $200 to me !f 
I had known it years ago. Mosi farmeis have a 
surplus of stale fat and dirty grease which can be 
made into candies at a trifling expense. 

1 kept both tallow end lard candies through the , 
Jast summer, tl:e lard best, und burning quite as 
well, and giving as good light astallowonos. Di- 
rections for making good candles from lard:—For 
12 pounds of jard, take 1 pound of saltpetre, and | 
1 pound of alu; mix them and pulverize them; | "se. 

! 

dissolve the saltpetre and alum in a gill of boiling 
water; pour the compound into the lard before it | 
is quite all meited; stir the whole until ii boils, 
skim off what rises; let it simmer uniil the water , 
iz all boiled cut, or till it ceases to throw off 
steam; pour off the lard as scon 
aud clean the boiler while it is hot. 

diately; if to be dipped, iet the lard cool first to a 
cake, and then treat it as yeu would tallow.— 
Cor. N. E. Farmer. 

Recipe ror Cuatnc Mrar.—Those who will | 
carefully adopt our methoc of curing pork and 
beef, will be enabled to enjoy as fine liams, tongues, 
‘dried beef? and rounds, as the Emperor of al! 
the Russias can command, always providing that 
the meat cured is of the best quality. It is this:— | : 

ae : “| cobs I would prefer, but broken ones selected wil! To one gallon of water, 
Take 1 1-2 Ibs. of salt, 

1-2 lb. of sugar, 
1-2 oz. of saltpetre, 
1@2 oz. of pearlash. 

In this ratio the pickle to be increased to any 
quantity desired. Let these be boiled together, 
until all the dirt from the sugar, [which will not 
be a littte,] rises to the top and is skimmed off. — 
Then throw it into a tub to cool, and when cold, | 
pour it ever your beef or pork, to remain the usual | 

The meat must be | 
weil covered with pickle, aud should not be put , 
down for at least two days after killing, during , 

time, say four or five weeks. 

which time it should be slightly sprinkled with 
powdered salipetre. 
Several of our friends have omitted the boiling 

of the pickle, and found it to answer equally as | 
well. It will not however, answer quite so well. | 
By boiling the pickle, it 1s purified. 

Care oF Hens 1N Winter.—Farmers, as a 
general rule, neglect their hens in winter. They 
are left to pick up what they can find about the | 
barn yard; if they get sufficient food, well; if not, 
no matter. This is cruel and decidedly unprofit- 
able. If it witl not pay to keep them in good 
condition, it will not pay to keep them at all.— 
They should have a warm, clean place to roost in, 
and the farmer should see that they never suffer | 
from the want of food. A little light grain or 
buckwhea‘, with afew boiled potatoes, turnips, 
mangel wurtzel, or other succulent food, will gen- 
erally be paid for by the eggs laid during winter, 
and in spring fourfeid. Hens starved during wine | 
ter will not furnish many eggs the coming spring. 

To Curr a Feton.—TVake a lump cf rock salt | 
the size of a hickory nut, pulverize, add equal | 
quantities of brown sugar and bar eoap, spirits of | 
turpentine enough to make a saive, apply enough | 
to cover the swelling, and after an hour or so, 
make a second epnlication.— Ohio Farmer. 

as it is done, | 
; If the | 

candles are to be run, you may commence immes | 

The Art of Cattle Breeding. 
Every reflecting mind will clearly perceive, 

and at once admit, that within the last few years 
| science has rapidly advanced the art of feeding 
: cattle. Let us view the British homestead a short 
period back. See the innumerabie inconveniences 
to which the farmer was then subject; while on 

| the other hand, he has at the present day every fa- 
' cihty afforded him. 

The importanca of properly maintaining our 
horses and cattle is well understood; to effect 
which their food must be properiy prepared, 2ad 

| this will doubtless become general, as ali the re- 
sources of science are directed to economise its 

It is universally admitted that when the grass is 
cut, the corn crushed, cake broken, the turnips, 
chaff, &c., also cut and steamed, not only an im- 
mense saving in first cost is thereby effected, but 
the animal is incredibly improved both in health 
and appearance; and these are considerations well 
worthy the attention of the practical farmer. In 
short, it is to those several processes of cutting, 
bruising, steaming, &c., that he must look for the 
crowning of his labors with auccess.— American 
Asriculiurist. 

How To KEEP SmokeD Hams.—Hams c2n ke 
secured and sweetly preserved through summer 
by packing them in cobs; first, a layer of cobs in 
the bottom the cask; then hams and cobs, until 
you finish the whole. Be particular that they do 
not come in contact with each other. Unbroken 

answer. It would be necessary to take them out 
once in summer, and give them a dry rubbing.— 

' Your cas!: should stand upon a bench, in a dry, 
| cool cellar. Having packed in this way, the cobs 
absorb the heat and air sufficient to keep them 
fresh and fine. It has been my practice for more 
than teu years to treat my hams in this way, and 
Inever loatone, You take them out perfectly 
clean, not plastered, not ashed, not greased; nei- 
ther is there any chaff to beswept off. Cesk tobe 
covered.—Mick. Farmer. 

PFNN8YLVANIA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE -The 
Trustees of the State Agricultural Society have 

| selected Gen. Jas. Irvin's farm, in Centre county 
for the State Agricultural Co'lege—it having been 
given as a donation for that purpose, with a bonus 
of $10,000, by the cit:zens of the county. Several! 
liberal offers were made in addition to the above, 
showing a spirit of liberality worthy of imitation 
in every State of our Union. 

Tootuacns RemMepy.—The Dublin Hospital 
Gazette states that diseased teeth have been ren- 
aered insensible to pain by a cement composed of 
Canada Belsam and slacked lime, which is to be 
inserted in the hollow of the tooth, like a pill.—' 
It is stated that such pills afford immediate relief 
in all toothaches but chronic eases of inflamma- 
tion. This remedy is simple, safe, and can easily 
be tried by any person. 

To MARK SHEEP WITHOUT INJURY TO THE 
Woo.i.—Tfo thirty spoonsful cf linseed oil add two 
ounces of litharge and one ounce of lampblack; 
unite them together by boiling, and mark the sheep 
therewith. 

Aprre Pupprxc.--Sweet apple, prepare and 
chop fine one part, milk, to parts, a little salt 
and spice or ginger; putin an iron vessel; while 
boiling stir in fine Indian meal, then bake from 
one to three hours. 

' 

H 



Tue Aprre Oncnarn.—An experienced writer | 
has said, ‘* Better throw your tmoney away, than | 
fant trees in a careless manner.” This seyirg 
as been verified so often that further comment | 

would beuseless. The first thing tobe taken inte | 
consideration isthe soil, and although the apple 
adapts itself te almost any kind, yet it has a-pre- 
ference—*it seldom thrives on dry sands, or soils | 
constantly saturated with moisture-~its favorite | 
séil is loam, of limestone nature. A deep, strong 
gravelly, marley, or clayey loam, on a strong 
sandy loam, or a gravely subsoil, produces the 
greatest crops and highest flavored frnit--such a 
soilis moist ratherthan day. Too damp soils ma 
often be rendered fit for the apple by thoroug 
draining, and too dry ones by deep subsoiling, or | 
trenching.” The apple flomishes and is less pro- 
ductive on soils which are so etony and rock cov- 
ered, as to unfitthem forany other crop. After 
having chosen the site for the orchard, have the 
holes dug 40 feet apari—they should be 18 inches 
in depth and 2 feet in width--the bottom should 
be filled with good surface soil, and if there is 
not enough left to complete planting, some thor- 
oughly rotten manure may be incorporated together 
with some lime to finish. 

Prune ofi ali the ends of the roets,so as to leave 
them fresh, and free from bruises ; place the tree 
m1 the hele, pul in theearth, pressing if gently with 
the joot from the centre to the circumference, 
uotil nearly full--put on a bucket of water, and 
goon as it has penstrated the earth, level it. —fowa 
Parmer. 

Situation for an Orehard.—-The greatest draw- 
back to successful fruil-grovwing in this seetion of 
the West is the late spring frostz, which kill the , 
fruitinembrye. To obviate this the most eleva. 
ted situation should be chosen for en orchard, 
and, when practicable, upon the northern slope of 
the hill, where trees are less subject to the inilu- 
ence of the sun in winter aad early spring. 

Distance for Setting the Trees.—Tf the soil is thin 
23 feet for apple trees and 20 feet for peach trees 
are proper distances for planting them. [i the soul 
be suff clay, the earth shouid Leraised two or three 
inches above the common level around each tree, 
in order to throw the water oif from the roots of 
the tree. Inthe spring this earth should be re- 
moved toa level, and its place supplied with 2 
mulehing of old jitter, straw, or leaves from the 
woods. 

To Preserve CATTLE FROM DISEASE IN WIN- 
Ter. -When cattle are kept out in winter, it is 
recommended as a usefit] practice? to rub some tar 
at the root of the horn. which prevents the wet 
from getting between the root and the skin, and, 
if is said contrioutes to preserve the health of the 
animal, and to keep i: free frem various diseases 
to which it may ctherwise be liable. 

A Goon Cow.—Wathaniel Baker telis the Graa- 
ife Farmer that he besa ** native’? cow whieb in 
seven and a haif months gave 2559 quarts of mil 
—thet each seven quarts of milk makes seventeen 
ounces of butter, equal te 358 pounds, worth 25 
cents per pound—equal io $97, 

Cacumert SHAWL Goats.—Dr. D.C. Ambler 
New York, has left at the rooms sumples of Wool 
of full blood and half blood Cashmere gouts, of 
great fineness and beauty ; also engravings of full 
blood male and female goais. There can be no 
coubt that the introduction of these goats will 
prove very profitable and of great utility. * 
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Regularity in Feeding Cattle. 
Stephens, in his ** Book of the Farm,” gives 

| the following illustration of the necessity of reg- 
alarity and method of agrictitural duties : 

In thus minutely detailing the duties of the cat- 
tle mau, my object has been to show you rather 
how the turnips and fodder should be distributed 
relatively than absolutely; but whatever hour 
and minute the cattle-man finds from his experi- 
ence, he can devote to each portion of his work, 
you shall see that he performs the same operation 
at the sume time every day. iy paying strict at- 
tention to time, the cattle will be ready for and 

_ expeci their wonted meals at the appointed times 
and will not complain until they arrive, Com- 
plaints from his stock should be distressing to every 
farmer’s ears, for he may be assured they will not 
complain until they feel hunger, and if allowed to 
hunger they will not only lose condition, but ren- 
der themseives by discontent, less capable of ac- 
quiring it when the food happens to be fully given. 
Wherever you hear lowings from cattle, you may 
safely conclude that matters are conducted there 
in an irregular manner. The cattle-man’s rule is 
a simple one, and easily remembered— Give sood 
and fodder ta cattle at fixed times, end dispense 
thon in a fixed routine. Thad a striking instance 
of the bad effects of irregular attention to cattle. 
An eld staid laborer was appointed to take charge 
of cattle, and was quite able and willing fo under- 
take the task. He got his ewn way at first, as I 
had observed many laboring men display great in- 
genuity in arranging their work. Lowings were 
soon heard from the stock in all quarters, both in 
and out of doors, which intimated the want of 
regularity ia the caifle-man; while the poor crea- 
ture hiraself was constantly ina state ot bustle and 
ui easiness. ‘Co put end to this diserderfy state of 
things, | apportioned his entire day’s work by his 
owr wateh ; and on implicitly foilowing the plan 
lic net only satisfied the wants of every animal 
committed to hiz charge, but had abundahfleisure 
fo lend a hand to anything that required his tem- 
porary assistance. His old heart overilowed with 
eratttude when be found the way of making all 
his creatures happy, and his kindness to them wes 
so undeviating, they would have done whatever 
he liked. 

Suecessful Culture of the Japanese Petatoe Plent 
in New York. 

A few months ago we called attention to the 
fact that Mr. D. Boll, the well-known florist, cor- 
ver of SOth street and Broadway, had planted some 
of the roots of the Dioscorea Jupontca or Dioscorea 
bulatas, a 2ubstitate for the potato, in his garden. 
He first planted them in May, we believe, in pots 
in his hot-house, They grew rapidly, and as soon 
as warm weather set in, be transferred them to his 
garden in the open air. Here they flourished and 
spread during the summer, and gave indication that 
the florist should reap a harvest, 

Mr. Boll had between twenty and thirty roots 
in the ground. During the first week in October 
lie conciuded his Dioscoreas were quite large 
enough, and so hedug themup. To his great de- 
iight, he found that some of them were two feet 
long, and all had grown finely. In tact he was 
satisfied that he had been amply repaid for his 
trouble and expense in importing the roots from 
France last spring. 

Some of the roots were exhibited by Mr. Be ll 
at the recent faiz of the Americai Institute, at the 
Crystal Palace. They grow long, similar in shape 
to the sweet potatoe, but much greater in size. 
One of the roots measuring over two feet in length, 
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was boiled by the florist’s wife. She says it pos” 
sessed the flavor of the common potato, and is «n 
exceedingly nice vegetable for the table. 

Mr. Bol 
where he intends to keep them during the winter. 
to see how they will stand our weather. He is 
sanguine of succeeding in winter 2s well as in the 
summer in raising these roots. They are the first 

has new afew roots in his garden, | 

and only Dioscoreas that have yet been raised in | 
the United Siates. The demand for the roots has 
been so great, that Mr. Boll sent to France for a 
large quantity to supply his friends. The vessel : 
having them on board is daily expected to arrive 
at this port. 
The Dioscorea, it is thought, may advantageously | 

replace the common pose. It grows fast, can 
be cultivated in any cli mate, and, itir said, will do | 
wellin any soil, though sandy loam > sandy soil ! 
is preferable.--Am. Agriculturist. 

THe Propuct or A Lake Surerion Faru.— | 
Messrs. Carson & Close have just completed the 
harvesting of the crops raised on their farm the 
ecg sevson, and through their kindness we have 
een favored with the year’s product. They have 

dug 5000 bushels potatoes, and 1000 bushels turnips, 
and have cut 100 tons of oats The market price 
of these articles at the present time is—potatoes 
$1 per bushel. turnips 75 cents per bushel, oats $30 j}.6 ground to perfect maturity. 
per ton. At these rates the crop figures up the 
nice little sum of $8,750. ‘This we consider doing 
very well, when we take into consideration the 
fact, that only ten months since this 110 :cres ef 
land was a dense forest. 
The yield, we are informed, would have been 

much larger, but for the lack of rain during the 
spring, which considerably reduced the anticipated 
crofis of our farmers. 

The above is only a sample of what may be re- 
alized the first year from farming in this country. 

and we are in hopes of soon being enabled to pre- 
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EDITOR'S TABLE. 
‘Cultivation of Barley. 

The use of machinery in cutting this 
crop and threshing it out, presents induce- 

ments for its cultivation in our State. It 

has been raised here, occasionally, and has 
often yielded a heavy crop. The crop 

would be more certain by good cultivation. 

It is very desirable that the previous 
crop from the ground should have left it 

clean of weeds, Barley cannot be cnitiva. 
ted to advantage upon stiff, heavy and wet 

grounds, or such as are of cold and tena- 

cious quality. It delights in a dry, light, 

mellow soil, so that it ean grow rapidly, 
and its roots extend, to obtain the proper 

supply of nutriment to bring the grain in 

‘ the three months that the crop occupies 

“be of great 

As in the case of most crops, so in this, 
the gronud should be well puiverized and 

in good order to receive the seed. If the 

spring be dry, a roller, after sowing, will 
bencit. The usual time of 

| sowing is in April, depending a good deal 

sent to our readers some facts in our agricultural | 
preducts which will prove this region one of the 
most lucrative farming countries in the world.— 
Ontonegon Miner. 

Extraorpinary YretD oF Corxe—Major W. — 
§. Mellinger, near Monongahela City, Washington 
county, Penn., informs us that about the 1st of 
May, he sowed 1 3-4 bushels broad cast, on one 
acre of ground, intending to cut it up for fodder. 
Finding during the summer that it was growing | 
about as rapidly as his corn planted and worked 
in the usual manner; he concinded to leave it to 
mature. When the time arrived for harvesting, he | 
found it to yield 150 bushels of eare of good corn | 
and five tons of fodder. He says that he had, be- 
sidea, about 30 bushels cf nubbins, not counted in 
the above, If such results could always be antici- | 
pated from sowing broadcast, we see no reason 
why corn intended fer feeding purposes should ' 
not be planted inthis way or in drills, which 
would be more scientific. It would not do, how- 
ever, to rely on this method of planting for seed, 
as we think there ig no doubt but it would degen- 

| upon the season. 
On older farms the crops have been much larger, | 4 ; 

of secd are usually sown on un acre, aecor- 

From <ix to eight pecks 

ding to the richness of the soil and for- 

wardness of the season; the poorest ground 

and the latest sowing requiring the most 

seed. If grass seeds are sown on ground 
occupied by barley, it should not be done 

until after the barley has come up, and it 

then should be covered with a light harrow 
and roller. At least, this is the practice 

in some of the Atlantic States. 
Barley is known to be ripe by the disap- 

pearance of the reddish cast on the ear, or 
what English farmers term red roan, by the 

ears beginning to droop, and bend them- 

. selves round against the stems; aud by the 

erate. We suppose however, that no reliatice | 
could be placed on this mode, except when a wet 
season like Jast summer would prevail, or where 
the land can be properly irrigated.— Western g- 
riculturist. 

A Horricutturar Noverty.--The agricultural 
branch of the Patent Office has taken measures to 
procure seeds of the Bunyabunya, a trce of the 
fir tribe, growing in Australia, where it flourishes 
in a region of not much greater area than thirty 
miles square.— Washington Star. 

| 
| 

stalks becoming brittle and of a yeliowish 
color. This is the particular period for 

cutting, as if suffered to stand longer, the 

heads break off, and the grain wastes with 
the slightest tonch. Sixty bushels an acre 

is not an extraordinary yield. The article 
is now quoted at St. Louis at $] 35 and 

$1 40 per bushel. This grain will pay well 
for cultivation. 
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The Garden. 
Spring will come. We have His word 

for it, who never fails in His promises. 

is not too soon to begin to think of the gar- 
den. To support the farmer’s family,—-to 

| 
\ 

It | 

| May; and, indeed, there is usually, in Cen- 

secure the most healthy and delicious food, | 
there is no part of his farm which pays such | 

rich returns. If, then, you have not set off 

in a suitable place, having proper. soil for | 

the purpose, a picce of land for the garden, 

it is time you should be thinking about it. 
We all desire early products of the garden, 

henee it should be located in a warin spot, 
protected if possible, from the north-west, | rons of taking it. 

The soi! should | nort’), and north-east winds. 

egg plant, Indian corn, melon, ockra, pep- 

pers, squashes, tomato, and herbs in general. 
It is not perfectly safe to sow these before 

tral Illinois, frosts about the tenth of May, 

which cut down early beans. A small patch 

however, can be protected. 
We shall continue this subject in our next 

number. 

‘ Farmer's Boys.—Take the Farmer! 
In the little experience we have had in 

| publishing this paper, we have observed one 

| gratifying fact,—farmers’ boys are quite de- 

be light, warm and rich. With these pro- | 

visions, you willbe likely, if you putin your 
seeds at the proper time, to secure vegeta- | 

bles a fortnight or more, sooner than your | 

more negligent neighbors. 

We do not suppose that many of our 
farmers will have their hot beds ; though 

these could be made so as to cost but little, 

and would hasten the early maturity of many | 
valuable vegetables. There will be little 

use in planting garden seeds before the last 
of March unless the weather and condition 

of the garden grounds should be favorable. 

In such case make a bed the south side of 
a building or tight fence, or in some protec- 

ted place, for sowing cress, cabbages, let- 

tuce, radishes, tomatoesand spring turnips. 

These may be easily protected, by spread- 
ing clean straw over the bed at night, to 

remain on during frost, aud taken offin the | particular modes of cultivation, accidental 
You may set morning in mild weather. 

out top onions and small onions for “early 
rareripes.” You can plant a row of early 

potatoes in a warm border. English beans 
(broad windsor and mazagan) will only 

produce by very early planting. You can 

plant your peas as soon as the weather is 

suitable and the ground dry. 
It is well to understand the character of 

seeds. The following are hardy: asparagus, 
English veans, beet, cabbage, carrot, cauli- 

flower, celery, parsley, parsnip, peas, radish, 
salsify, spinach, sage, turnip. These are 
the safest kinds to sow early. Among ten- 

We like to see this in- 

quiring spirit among them. They have taken 

hold of a profession for life, and they desire 

to understand it ir all its details. Though 
agriculture has existed as a profession since 

the appearance of Adam in the garden of 
Eden,—and though we are told that “there 

is nothing new under the sun,” yet we doubt 

if Adam knew any thing about a good plow, 

a seed drill, a mower or areaper. Neither 

are we of opinion that these instruments 

were ever perfected, as they now are, in 

the numerous centuries which have interven- 

ed between Adam’s expulsion and the ia- 
ventions now offered to our farmers. The 

truth is that mechanical genius as applied 
to instruments of agriculture, is effecting 

wonders for the farmer—saving labor, mak- 
ing many of the duties of the farmer light, 

and the basiness of the farm profitable — 

| The experience of farmers in raising crops, 
4 

discoveries in various processes of agricul- 

ture, condensed and recorded as they are 

in agricultural journals, cannot but be use- 

_ ful to those who are willing to profit by in- 

_ scribing for agricultural papers. 

Farmers’ boys are right in sub- 

The spirit 
of inquiry manifested by them will result in 

struction. 

- elevating their views of their profession, will 
make them feel that they are not drudges 
for the benefit of others, but that they are 
engaged in the most noble employment of 
man. Boys, you are right—go ahead—snb- 
scribe for the Farmer. A single chicken, 
well cared for, during the coming season, 
will pay all the “Illinois Farmer” will cost 

| der seeds are—kidney beans, cucumber, | you. | 
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News of the Month. 
s@-We are compelled to apologize for 

the late appearance of this number of our 
paper and for the work itself. Our access 

to the markets for a good article of paper 
and ink, has been prevented by the severe 

cold weather of the winter. We hope all 

will come right in a few days. 

Our last news from Nicaragua, left the 

party of Col. Walker in power, and there 
appeared no immediate prospect of his be- 

ing driven from his position. 

Mr. Dallas, of Pennsylvania, has been 

appointed to succeed Mr. Buchanan, as 

minister to England. 

Late letters from Washington territory 

state that all surveys have been suspended 

on account: of Indian hostilities. The war 

is said to be general. It is thought that 

at least 6,000 Indians are in the field.— 

Most of the settlers have gone into villa- 

ges or block houses. 

The Indians have become troublesome in 

the south part of Florida. Some murders 

have been committed by them. Troops 
were sent in pursuit but could not find the | 

Indians. There is not supposed to be over 
100 Indians engaged in these outrages.— 

They are Seminoles. 
The South Carolina Southron, says that 

the injuries of the ice to the pine timber of 
that State can only be estimated by mil- 

lions. 

The Linden trees on Boston common 

have been split to their centre from top to 
bottom, by the frost. It is said, however, 

that this happened to them once before, 

and that no injury resulted from it, as they 

closed up and grew thrifty afterwards. 
It is understood that trains are now run- 

ning on the Alton and Terre Haute road, 
between these points. 

We believe that an examination of 
young apple trees will show that much of 

the wood of the last year’s growth, has 
been killed by the excessive cold of win- 

ter. If this should prove to be the case, 
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Should this have the effect of making low 
headed trees for our prairies, it will be no 

loss to our farmers. 

Large numbers of dressed hogs, in a fro- 

zen state, are still sent off by railroad from 
this city, for an eastern market. 

The premiums on domestic animals, to be 

awarded at the next Ohio State Fair, are 

much changed from last year. Best bull 

over three years, of Short Horn, Hereford, 
Devon and Ayreshire stocks, $50. Best 

ten yoke of working oxen from one county, 
$100. Best pen five fat steers, $50.— 

Best pen five fat steers fed on grass, $30. 

Best steer three years old, stock cattle, 

$20. Best stallion, thorough bred, $50.— 
Best stallion for draught horse, $30. Best 

match horses, $20. Best gelding, for light 
harness, $10. Best five colts, 3 years, 
sired by one horse, $100. Best jack, 3 

years old, $40. Best pair of mules, $20. 

Fine wooled sheep, best buck over two 

years, $40. Long wooled sheep, best buck 

over 2 years, $20. Best pen of five fat 
sheep, over three years, $20. Best boars 

of different breeds, $20. Best pair of 
China fowls, $5; do game fowls, $5; do 

dorkings, $3. The fair as we have already 

stated, is to be held at Cleveland, Septem- 

ber 23d, 24th, 25th and 26th, 1856. 
In Knox county, Indiana, there is a pear 

tree, which was plantedin 1802. It is now 
seventy feet in height, girths ten feet six 

inches at the smallest place below the 
limbs, and its top spreads over an area of 

4,200 square feet, or nearly one-tenth of 

anacre. In 1834, it bore 180 bushels, of 

pears, and in 1840, 140 bushels. 

The birds suffered much in the recent 

cold weather. Many of the quails and 

prairie grouse have been killed. A Cleve- 

land paper says that recently more than 
150 robins appeared in Professor Kirtland’s 

yard, five miles from thatcity. They came 

to be fed, and were promptly provided for. 
Mr. Banks was finally elected Sepaker 

of the House under the plurality resolu- 

tion. 
the trees will not be essentially injured if We hear of heavy snows in New York 
| cut back, in the spring, to the sound wood. | and other Eastern States, which have 

3 
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greatly checked business on the railroads. 

A late arrival from San Francisco brings 
news that the fort at Walla-Walla, high 

up the Columbia, was in possession of the 
Indians; and that a force from Vancover, 

sent to re-take it, had not been heard from, 

and much anxiety was felt for its safety. 

We are threatened with a batch of banks 

in Nebraska,—-probably of the order of 
wild-cats. , 

An attempt was made to burn the chapel 
of the Illinois college at Jacksonville, on 
Sunday the third inst. Several of the seats 

were burnt, but the fire was quickly extin- 

guished. President Sturtevant states in a 

publication that it was the work of an in- 

cendiary. 

The railroad connecting Quincy with 

roads passing to Chicago, has been com- 
pleted; and the citizens of Quincy are now 

turning their attention to the subject of 

completing the northern cross railroad to 
Meredosia, so as to connect with this city. 

We hope they will be able to accomplish 
this scheme. 

Aspects of Foreign Affairs. 

We have no confidence that peace will be 

made immediately in Europe. The Czar 

has accepted the proposition of the Wes- 

tern powers as the basis of negociations!— 

That is all. There is no evidence that the 
beligerents anticipate peace. There is talk 

that the Allies may leave the Crimea and 

make war upon Russia, where they can 
bring into action their troops to better ad- 

vantage than in the Crimea. 
suppose that any great advantages can be 

obtained by a further contest in and about 

Sebastopol. 

We do not regard, therefore, the present 

aspect of affairs in Europe as likely to les- 
sen the demands for provisions from the 

United States. Years must pass after war 
closes before the soldier can well become 
the husbandman and gather the fruits of 

his labors. We may look, under any cir- 
cumstances, for good prices for provisions, 

especially for breadstuffs. These seem 
to be the convictions of our farmers, and the 

They do not - 

coming spring they will put all their lands in 
cultivation so far as they have ability. They 

even propose, many of them, to introduce 
the cultivation of spring wheat to. a large 
amount. Under common circumstances 

that crop pays well, and with an ordinary 

yield here, will give a profit of some fifteen 
dollars an acre. 

We repeat that there is no cause to be- 

lieve that prices of wheat will rule low the 
coming year, or that there will be less than 

the usual demand for beef and pork the 

coming fall. We say to our agricultural 
friends in the coming spring, take held of 

the season’s work with good heart, and 

you will find a sure reward—in good crops 

and good prices. 

He is a Reliable man! 
Farmers, as well as others, seldom call 

for work to be done by mechanics until they 

need it. It is promised to be completed by 

acertain time. The parties engaging the 
work arrange their business so as_ to have, 

and use it, at the time stated. Usually, the 
farmer, or other person provide workmen 
for the occasion, and to be disappointed 

seriously injures all concerned; it is a vex- 

ation, a wrong and loss to those who em- 

ploy the mechanic ; and it as seriously in- 

jures the reputation and business of the me- 
chanic himself. Ifa mechanic is unable to 

complete a job at the time required, he had 

better say so at once; he then would pre. 

serve his reputation, and secure the confi- 

dence of those who employ him. On the 
other hand, if he promises and does not per- 

form, he destroys confidence in himself and 
does wrong to his neighbor. 

These remarks are upon a subject of com- 
mon interest. They are so just that no 

one will complain of them; and we only 

think it necessary to call attention to the 
matter, to cause improvement wherever it 

is needed. When one becomes “a reliable 
man,” his welfare in a manner, is secured; 

he has a capital won by truth and industry, 

on which he can operate with success, 

yeh. We solicit communications on sub- 

jects within the scope of this work. 



ye. By reference to advertisement, it will 
be seen that a meeting of the Sangamon 

County Agricultural Soeiety is to be held 

the first day of March, to consider the pro- 
priety of holding a county fair in Sangamon 

for the year 1856. 

The exhibition of 1855 was good, but 

the people do not feel entirely satisfied with 
it. There is a general feeling that Sanga- 

mon county can do better. We do think 

she can improve much on her last exhibition. 

The burthen and responsibility of the last 
exhibition was not so generally shared as it 
should have been and it is hoped that every 

citizen will feel it to be his interest and 
pleasure to take a hand in the matter. It 

surely is his right and will be esteemed as 
a favor by the officers to have all engage 

in the matter. We know that we have ex- 

hibited good stock and very good assort- 
ment of products, &c., but every one knows 

that something else could have been added 

from his neighborhood to make the fair more 

entertaining. We have not had that inter- 

change of views and sentiments that the 

matter calls for, and we want men of ex- 
perience to come forward and make known 

their belief, founded on experience of the 

most profitable management of various 

kinds of stock, and the proper method of 
rearing stock, and such matters as they may 

think of benefit to the public respecting 

farming. Our county fair should be looked 

forward to as an annual jubilee, when the 

hearts of all shall rejoice to be able to ex- 
hibit the best type of their efforts, and at 

the same time to shew forth the manner in 

which their labor has been blessed. 
As we all have an interest in the matter, 

let us as citizens meet and take part in the 
meeting. Sangamon county is large and 

productive; the development of her re- 
sources is a matter of common interest, and 

it should be our pride and pleasure to con- 

tribute our portion towards her exhibition. 

Suggestions on the subject of premiums will 
be gladly received, and the aid of the active 

and industrious. duly appreciated. 
Remember the subject of agriculture is 

not the sole one this society is intended to 
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promote. Mechanics and every branch of 
industry are embraced—and it has been 

much regretted that the mechanics of our 

county have not manifested more interest. 

We trust they will awaken to their interest 
and be with us on the first of March, and 

will not forsake us at the time of our fair. 
Agriculture and mechanics go hand in hand, 
and let not one atiempt to rise without the 

other. They are help to each other, and 
every mechanic must know this. 

sa@-Wo should fail in our duty did we 
not express to our friends our obligations to 

them for the kind manner in which they 

have welcomed the “Illinois Farmer.” Our 
subscription list, though not as large as we 

desire, is increasing constantly, and we feel 

a confidence that if the friends of agricul- 

ture in our State, will give it a helping 

hand, it can be rendered a valuable publi- 

cation to them. What we wish now is, to 

interest our friends in procuring a further 

subscription to the Farmer. A little effort 
can do much for the work—can greatly ia- 

crease the subscription—and we assure the 

public that all the patronage received will 
be expended upon the work. We think the 

Illinois Farmer is not in the way of any 

publication in the State. The price is lit- 
tle, and every farmer can, if he cheoses, 

possess it. We hope that it will richly re- 

pay the investment of $1. If it does not, 
we shall be greatly disappointed. Give us 
another lift, good friends. 

Cure ror Frostep Ferr.—My son severe- 

ly frosted his feet a month ago. I made a 

composition, consisting of one half honey 

and one half spirits turpentine. I saturated 

cotton with the composition, and applied 

the cotton to the frozen part at night, 

(which embraced his toes and which had 

turned black.) Late in the morning the 
cotton was taken off, the discolored parts 

had resumed their natural color, and from 

that time to this he has made no complaint. 
I think the remedy is a valuable one, and 
if it proves a cure for frosted feet in other 
cases, as it has in my own family, I shall be 
more than paid for sending to the Farmer 
this simple recipe. M. P. 



sep Last fall, N. Ellington, a most re- 

spectable citizen of Coles county, IIl., was 
murdered by his son-in-law, Monroe, under 

the most aggravating aircumstances. He 
was tried and convicted of the murder, and 

sentenced to be hang last Friday. Power- 

-ful representations in favor of a reprieve 
were presented to the Governor, and the 

Governor sent a respite of the sentence un- 
til some time in May next. A large mass 

of people assembled in Charleston, on the 

day fixed for the execucion, broke into the 
jail, took out ihe prisoner, placed him in a | 

cart, he was drawn to atree, arope was put | 

round his neck and fastened to a projecting | 

limb, the cert driven off, and he was left | 

suspended for some thirty minutes; his body 

was then taken down and delivered to the 

sheriff, altogether a most shameful affuir.— 

Mr. Ellington was one of the old citizens of 

the State, extensively known, and beloved | 

by all who knew him. 

| 

yea‘A merciful man is merciful to his 

beast.” This is a capital text at this time. | 

We commend it to all who have the care | 
of stock. 

“Let Every Farmer Speak His Thonghis!’ 
We give below a communication from a “Small 

Farmer.” He refers to an impressiou which seems 

to be held by his friend, that premiums are given by 

our agricultural societies to MEN, 2nd not for tho mer- 

its of animals. We say to this friend—attend the 

meetings of our County Agriculiural Society—szecure 

men as judges, in whom you have all confidence— 

bring your best animals to the fair, and abide the re- 

sult. It is seldom that men are satisfied with decisions 

against their stock. Perhaps sometimes wrong de- 

cisions are made. ILuman julgement is imperfect.— 

But the true spirit was manifested by the late Presi- 

dent of the State Agricultural Society at the late fair. 

He said, “If I am beat, I will not stay beat.” 

is a noble feeling, and its exercise is what we want to 

bring out by our fairs—and thus we will secure the 

highest improvement cf stock. 

We commend what our correspondent says in regard 

to getting a “ good stand for corn,” to the attention 

of our readers. 

THE SGRIOUL TURAL SOSETE,-BATRUS G 

A few words from a “Small Farmer” may,be of use. 
He can study while holding the plow, the best manner 
for raising produce, as well as the large farmer, whose 
business is only to superintend. There is some pred- 
judice in my neighborhood against the Agricultural 
Society, although I got ten names for it without 
trouble. Some of them say, “if I have the best stock, 
some advantage if rightly understood. He can think 

That | 
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it makes no difference: it is the man that takes the 
premium.” I have attended every fair that has been 
held in Springfield; and I know that I have seen 
some as good stock left at the homes of our farmers, 
and as good specimens of produce as I saw at the fair. 
Task my neighbor “ Why do you not take the colt to 
tho fair?” He answers, “Iam not the man to go to 
‘the fair. Itislost time. Itis the leading men who 
‘get the premiums.” I know this is a wrong feeling, 
‘but it is true that it exists. We must do what we 
ean to change these wrong impressions. 

I will offer some suggestions for raising corn. I 
have followed the plan here presented for twenty-five 
years in Illinois. I have found that in raising corn, 
the main point is “to get a good stand;” and to se- 
eure this I have tried diferent ways, and have found 
that the plan of covering with a small shovel plow is 
the best. Then let one hand follow and “ split the 
middles,” and if your ground is flat, it will save the 
corn; if it is rolling, it is sure to save it from the 
waste. 

The first time I ever tried this plan, the following 
things occurred. I toldmy boy ‘we must split the 
middies.” “ What for?” he asked; “to throw off tho 
the water? It’s not going torain.” The weather was 
fine and the ground dusty. Iteld him to listen.— 
“Don’t youhear the sound of the voices of boysa mile 
off? It denotes a big rain.” He went to work—split 
the middles deep—and sure enough the big rain 
came. Itfellintorrents. My boy gotup in the morn- 
ing and went to the field, and saw the furrows full 
of water and passing off. On his return, said he, 
“we haven’tlost our work on that field.” I told him if 
it had never rained that furrow would have been of 
great use in fooling the moles. In two weeks from 
that time, when our neighbors who had planted their 
corn and lost it, went to planting again, WE WENT TO 
PLOWING our corn; and my boy enjoyed himself much 
in teasing them, by asking why “they didn’t split 
their middles, as we did.” He had forgotten when he 
looked at the pleasant sky, and said—“O, father, it 
will not rain !” 
When we commenced working our corn, it had rained 

too much to use the harrow, and we went to work with 
our Uhler plows, aud ran the bar to the corn, and run 
the plow deep and close to the corn, and threw the 
dirt into the furrow, which had been full of water, and 
that left no chanee for the ground to bake, 
My plan is to plow deep the three first plowings ; 

then the last one not so deep. Leave the ground as 
level as possible. 

I may herenfter give my experience in raising wheat. 
“A SMALL FARMER.” 

ka@=-The season will soon arrive for the 

use of the horse medicines advertised by 

Messrs. Cornrav & Ditizr, in this paper. 

These will be found of essential service to 

that valuable animat, in the summer season. 

They have been used for years by the 
| farmers in our vicinity, and the best evi- 

dence of their worth is, that the use of them 
is constantly increasing. 

barrit will be seen by an advertisement 
on our advertising sheet, that Mr. John C. 
Crowder, residing two miles from this city, 
on the Jacksonville road, offers to sell a por- 
tion of his valuable stock. Mr. Crowder 
for many years has been engaged in raising 
blooded stock, and purchasers of him will 
be likely to be well satisfied. 



Premiums for Hedging by the Illinois State 
Agricultural Society. 

Entries of Hedges may be made under 
the following regulations, until the first day 
of May next, by sending their applications 
to Dr. John A. Kennicott, Corresponding 
Secretary of the Society, at Chicago. 

1. For the largest amount of well set and 
cultivated hedge on one farm, a silver 
medal, 

2. For the best hedge of 1,000 rods and 
upwards, a silver medal. 

3. For the best hedge 
upwards, a silver medal. 

Each person receiving 
he required to furnish a 
manner of preparing the 

a premium shall 
statement of the 
ground, setting 
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St. Lonis Market—Feb. 16. 

New Orleans dispatches of the 15th quote Flour $7 50: 

extra do $9; Bran 750; Corn 65c; Wheat $1 60; Oats 48c; 

| Mess Pork $16; Ribbed Sides 9%c; Shoulders 9c%. 
Fiour is dull at $7 25. Wheat $1 20@$1 40. 100 bags 

mixed and yellow Corn In new guantes at 45c. Oats 40c, 

, Backsincluded. 150 sks Rye at 85c,sks returned, Hemp 

; weed sold at 90c, Whisky 27c per gallon. 

Mess Pork is held at $14. A lot of 700 tierces prime leaf 

Lard offered yesterday at &%¥c, to arrive, was taken to-day. 

| Offersof 6%: for bulk sides del'vered on Illinois river, are 

of forty rods and | 

ref@sed. No Bacon except at retail on the market. 

Chicage Market—Feb. 15. 

We quote prices as follows— 

Flour-~Couutry brands of best quality range from $7 te 

$7 60 at wholessle. Buckwheat Flour $3 69 per 100 lbs,— 

| Rye Fiour $6 per bbl. 

the plants, and cultivating the hedge, and | 
all persons applying for the premiums shall | 
be required to furnish a similar statement. | 

Said committee shall examine and report 
on the practicability, value and general 
utility of hedging, for enclosures of land 
from the southern to.the northern extremities 
of the State. 

On the various kinds of plants and their 
durability. 

The said committee shall pay special at-— 
tention to the use of the hedge for enclos- 
ing railroads, taking into consideration its 
capacity for keeping snow off the track; 
and any Other information they may think 
important on the subject. 

H. C. JOHNS, President. 

_ THE MARKETS. 
SPRINGFIELD, Feb. 28, 1856. 

The last European news has tended.to stop specu- 

lation in provisions and breadstuffs. If peace should | 

be the result of the present negotiations between the | 

belligerent powers of Europe, it will not lessen the | 
number of consumers for the present, yet it will be 

likely to have a temporary influence in depressing 

prices. We have few figures to change in our quota- 

tions. 

FLOUR--Extra, $$a$9, retail. © 
WHEAT—dEales of fair to prime, $1 1%a$1 20.— 

A very superior article of white wheat is worth $1 25. 

Some farmers, dissatiefied with the preesnt prices, are 

storing their wheat in the city. 

CORN—In the ear, 20a25c.; in sacks, 30a55. 

POTATOES—70a80c per bushel. 

HIPES—Dry flint, 19allo. 

MARKETING—Chickens, $1 75 a dozen; turkiss, 

Tae per lb.; butter, 15a2%c,—a superior article 24; 

eggs, 20a25¢ per dozen. 
ROCERIES—N. O. Sugar new crop, 94¢; old, 10 , 

allc; coffee, Rio, little to be had, 14c; old Java, 18 to 
200; salt, per bbl., $2 75; New York, per bbl., $3a 
$3 25; molasses,, New Orleans, 50c; Belcher’s, 80c; 
Golden Syrup, -——; Rice, 9al0c. 

Wheat—Spring to store $1 25; do to mill $1 28 te $1 30; 

red winter $135 to $1 45; white $1 50 to $1 60. 

Oats—&0c to livery stables; 29c tostorc. 

Mess Pork—Held at $14 50to $15 per bbl. No demand. 

New York, Feb. 20 

CATTLE MARKET—Receipts of beeves, 2,740; 

sheep, 6,726; Swine, 6,000. Beeves rather scarce 

and prices improved a half cent, ranging from 8} to 

12¢.; mutton slightly declined; demand good; swine 

firm, and sales at 74a7Z. 

Contents of the February Number of the 
Illinois Farmer. 
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ILLINOIS STOCK The Vermont Windmill. 
AND 

Grain Farms for Sale. 
t be consequence of impaired health, the partner- 

ship betwixt myself and brother, in 
Farming and Steck raising, will be closed Fu 
by mutual consent at an early day. Weg § 
have made partition of a portion of our real es- 
tate, and now oiler the remainder forsale. We 
will sell about ° 

IGSGO A.cres, 
(including Timber, &c., thereto, appertaining,) 
of the north part of the farm upon which I reside, 
of the tract offered for sale, about 1486 acres are 
in the highest state of cultivation, and has uponit 
4 Boarding House, Barn, Feeding Lots, &c., be- 
sides three : 

iP Brae TRAP, P2c > PAL SOVI23 
eligibly situated, (:n reference to use or sub-divia: 
10n,) upon different parts of the farm. There are 
rows and groves of trees, scattered over the lands, 

Poa) 

| ‘‘ Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks: rage, 
blow.” —King Lear. 

Wind is at once powerful, inexpensive, and 
blows everywhere. Just the thing for Farmers 
and Mechanics—just the thing for a thousand uses; 
to grind grain, paints, apples; to turn lathes, 
grindstones, scour, polish, cut, saw; in the high 
lofts of buildings, over city and country, on moun- 
tains, in villages and on prairies: To work on 

| marble, cut slate, straw, thresh grain, and pump 

| hold use, fountains, ponds, etc.: 

which are highly ornamental, and aiford shade for | 
stock In summer, and protection in winter. 

ries. The main stream traverses it two miles, 
from west to east, and about 1,000 acres of it are 
set withtame grasses. About five milesof (Osage 
Orange) Hedge Fence are growing upon the 
premises, 
The tract, composed of high, rolling prairie, is 

compact in form, and susceptible of advantageous 
division ints four or more, or less, farms, adapted 

The | 
tract is w yvatered { t ga i -? < 

eH rateres by ® HrOok and tte. teihule WE have now received and opened for sale, 

water for railroad stations, for stock, for house- 
To drain land 

and to do the work of a thousand muscles every- 
where. The Vermont WINpMILL will do all this 
and more. It will] adjust its own sails tothe wind, 
is strong, cheap, and durable, beautiful in theory, 
certain in action. Manufactured by the inventor’s 
Manufacturing company. 
AGENTs WanTED for the sale of the new motive 

Town, County, and State Rights for sale: 
FOWLER & WELLS, 

308, Broadway, New York. 
We will receive orders for the above Wind-mill. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

Fresh and Genuiue Garden Seeds. 

power. 
Address, 

a stock of fresh garden seeds, and war- 
ranted true to their names. Among them are~- 

| Giant Asparagus, Windsor (English) Beans, seven 
varieties of Dwarf Beans, early Dutch Case 

» Knife, Horticultural Cranberry, large Lima Pole 
| Bean, six varieties of the Beet, fifteen kinds ef 

either to grain or grass, and each with water and | 
timber conveniently situated. The 
are situated at 

foregoing 

Island Grove, Sangamon County, Is., 

and midway betwixt Jacksonville and Springfield, 
and within a convenient distanee of Island Grove 
Depot; on the great Western Ratiroad. 
To a gentleman wishing the finest stock farm in 

the west, or 10 a number of gentlemen, wishing 
smaller farms adjoining each other, these lands 
present a rare chanee. 

Possession cap be delivered of most of the 
lands, at such time as may be convenient to pure 

Cabbage, Carrots, variety, five varieties of Celery, 
Cress, varicties, elght varieties of the Cucumber, 
81x varieties of Corn for roasting, some very early 
and others very late, seven varieties of Lettuce, 
seven varieties of the Cantelope Melon, eight 

| varieties of the Water Melon, large green and 
short white Okra, five varieties Onion, common 
and double Parsley, seven varieties Peas, large 

| squash, bull nose and sweet mountain Pepper, 

chasers, and of the whole at an early day. Pay- ; 
ments made easy. As to the farm, reference is 
made to Dr. KEnnicotr, Secretary Illinois State 
agricultural Society, aud to occasional notices 
thereof, in former numbers of the Prairie Fare 
mer. We also offer for sale 

SGO Acres 
of unimproved Prairie; about 14 miles east of 
Jaeksonville and about 2 miles south of Great 
Western Railroad. 

the improvement and breeding of 

DURHAM CATTLE, 

early Tobolsk and Wyatt’s Victoria, eight varie- 
Radish, summer, fall and winter Squashes, variety, 
choice varieties Tomato, varieties of early and 
fall Turnip. Sweet Herbs, &c., Caraway, Cori- 
ander, Rosemary, Sage, Sweet Basil, Sweet Mato- 
ram, Sweet Thyme, Sweet Mignionette, Summer 
Savory, &c. 
These seeds are for sale whoelsale and setail. 
February, FRANCIS & BARREL. 

PREMIUMS. 
W. CHATTERTON, manufacturer of Silver 1 

| G. Ware, will furnish State and County Societies 

' 
{ 

with premiunis at eastern prices, and at short ne- 
tice. Silver pure as coin. 

Keeps constantly on hand a large stock of 
Watches, Jewelry, and silver ware. Springfield, 

: Illinois, West side of the Square. 
The undersigned will! still continue hia residence | 

as heretofore, and will devote special attention to | 

He invites all who may wish to buy Fine Stock : to call and exami superiorherd i Meas pte ‘seer superior herd belonging to 

Persons Wishing further knowledge touching the lands aforesaid, will call at my residence, or upon WiLtram Brown, esq., Jacksonville. 
feb25 JAMES N. BROWN. 

Blooded Stock for Sale 
THE subscriber, wishing to reduce 
his stock on his farm, two miles 

PAY west of Springfield on the Jackson: 
geemvVille roud, will sell low for cash er 

approved credit, 25 head of Durham and Devon- 
' shire cattle. Also, cows, heifers, Berkshire hogs, 

Irish Bull, Grazier pigs, very fine. Also, some 
very fine colts. Great bargains may be had by 
applying soon. feb20 JOHN C. CROWDER. 
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es. 
W E would particularly invite the atttention of | 

those Societies, who are about te make up 
their Premium Lists for 1856, to our large eollec- 
tior of Agricultural Books, whieh are peculiarly 
adapted for Premiums. 

The awarding of Agricultural Books in the 
place of small money premiums has been exten- 
sively adopted, and has given the highest satisfac- 
tion. 

Advantages of this Plan. 
_ It promotes the dissemination of much needed 
unformation among farmers. 

it combines the advantages of a diploma with a 
premium of intrinsic value. 

It substitutes a permanent and expressive token 
of honor for the pittance which is frequently bu- 
mniliating to the recipient. 

It avoids the fosteriug of a mercenary spirit 
among competitors, and Sathas comports with the 
dignity of an honorable emulation between friends 
and neighbors. 

C. M. SAXTON, 
Agricultural Book Publishers, 

140 Fulton street, New York. 
We have received a supply of these books, 

which will be subject to the examination of all 
and especially of the officers of agricultural and 
horticultural socicties. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

C. M. SAXTON & €0.’S 
Agricultural Book Rooms, 

140 Furton Street, NEw York. 
C. M. Saxton & Co. have removed to their new 

and commodious rooms, No. 140 Fulton street, 
‘where in addition to their large stock of Agricul- 
tural Books, may be found 

FARMERS’ READING ROOMS, 
supplied with all the Agricultural and Horticul- 
tural Periodicals of England, France and Germany; 
the free use of which they tender all their friends. 

for Young Gentlemen. 
f Ngan undersigned will continue to instruct, in 

any of the departmente usually taught in acad- 
emies. 
the various branches of study, and brings io the 

He has numerous facilities for illustrating | 

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTCULTORAL 
Societi 

4 
H 

Farmers’ Seed Store. 
Canada Club Spring Wheat. 

We are at present supplied with Canada Club 
Spring Wheat for spring sowing. ‘This is 

a white wheat, and yields remarkably well. Our 
seed is from De Witt county, and originally came 
from Canada. <A great amount was raised in that 
county last season, averaging 30 bushels to an 
acre. The wheat that was sown in the latter 
part of March yielded best; but that sown as late 
as the middle of April made a fair yield. The 
wheat we have for sale was grown on new prairie 
broken up tie year before, and harrowed in in the 
spring without plowing. 

Wheat is undoubtedly the most profitable grain 
crop that our farmers can raise. 

FRANCIS & BARREL, 
Teb. 12. : 7 Journal Buildings, Springfield. 

Produce Wanted 

At the Farmers’ Store, 
W° want to purchase Butter, Cheese, White 

Beans, Turkies, Chickens, eggs, Dried ap- 
ples, Dried Peaches, all Family Marketing, for 
which we will pay groceries et cush prices or cash. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
Springfield, Feb. 12, 1856. : 

Notice to Farmers. 
b ipeeer the frequent calis wo have had for grass 

seeds, spring wheat, and seed potatoes, for 
sowing and planting, we are apprehensive that 
there will be an unusual demand for these articles 

; and to prevent disappointment in any way, we 
suggest to these who will be in want of them, to 

| leave orders for the amount they will need at the 
| Farmer’s Store. 

an eee nen enn OER AR STR ERET neenne as = 

work the results of a long and careful experience. | 
For more than twenty years he has made it a 
prominent object, to discover or devise the best 
means of developing the youthful mind. To this 
end, he adapts his instructions with the greatest 
care. To insure success, and also preserve the 
best moral influence, he devotes his personal 
labors to a limited number. The right heip at the 
right time is of priceless value to the industrious 
and inquisitive pupil. Fer the benefit of such the 
subscriber offers his aid on the lowest practicable 
terms. 

Tuition in Common School studies $8, and in 
any other studies $10 per quarter of ten weeks, 
and-no extra charge. 

As only a limited number can be received, ap- 
plications for admission are requested early. 
A new quarter commences Feb. 11, 1856, at his 

Seminary Building en South 5th Street, Spring- 
field. JOHN F. BROOKS. 

ae a ee 

We shall then be able to forma 
pretty accurate idea of the amount of seed wanted. 

FRANCIS & BARREL, 
Journal Buildings, Springfield, Illinois. 

Feb. 13, 1856. 

Orange Water Melon. 
TS is a new variety of melon. The rind can 

be peeled off, and the inside divided into sec- 
tions, like the orange. In light, warm soils, it 
bears well, and produces a fine fruit. We have 
but little of this seed. “ First come, first served.”? 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Journal Buildings, Springfield, Il. 

Feb. I0, 1856, 

Comstock’s Extra Early Dwarf Pea. 
a pea is very early, grows about ten inches 

high, requiring no supportfrom sticks or 
For city gardens it is just the thing. 

FRANCIS & BARREL, 
Journal Buildings, Springfield, Il. 

Feb. 10, 1856. 

bushes. 

- WYANDOT PROLIFIC CORN. 
This corn is for sale at the store of 

W. W. Watson & Son, 
SeuTtu SIDE oF THE SQUARE, 

and at Francis & Barrel’s Farmers’ Store, Journal 
Buildings, Springfield, Illinois. 
Much has been said of this corn in the publica- 

tions of the day. Farmers are invited to try it. 
Feb. 12, 1856. 



| FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Feb, 20, 1856. Journal Buildings. 

CLOTHING FOR THE MILLION! 

R. H. BEACH, 
West of the State Heuse—three doors from Free- | 

man’s Corner. 
| ee always on hand a large supply of men’s 

and children’s Clothing, suilable for all classes 
—and especially for the hard service of the farm. 
He respectfully invites the farmers of Sangamon 
county, who want Clothing, to examine his stock. 
He will sell at as low prices as possible and live. 
His motto is, “Live and let live.” Come on far- 
mers, and see my stock. R. H. BEACH. 

Jan 21, 1856 

MEAT MARKET, — 
A few Doors South of the American | 

House, Springfield, Uz. 

Fuller & Blackliow 
7 eep constantly on hand, at their market house, 

for sale, 

Fresh Meats of the Best Quality, 
and will make every exertion to render their shop | 

They re- ; worthy the patronage of our citizens. 
spectfully invite their {ownsmén to give them a 
call. 

They are always in market to purchase 
the best beef cattle, veal. hogs and sheep for 
slaughter; and invite the farmers of the country 
who have stock for gale, to cali upon them. 

Feb. 10, 1856. 

«J. A. MASON, 
Manufacturer and Dealer in Cabinet Furniture, | 

AS on hand a large stock of Chairs SEE 
of all kinds; Bedsteads, Bureaus, <e 

Cases, Presses, Tables, Mattresses, Look- ; 
ing Glasses, Clocks trom the Factory, Willow | 
Ware, &c., &c. 

It is my intention to sell as good articles and on : 
as reasonable terms as any other shop in the city. 
je Repairing done at all times. 

Opposite the Journal office ; also in the | 
Journal Buildings. 

Springfield, Feb. 14, 1856. 

SANGAMON COUNTY = 
Agricultural Society. 

HE regular annual meeting of the Sangamon 
Agriculturaljand Mechanical Association will | 

take place on Saturday, the first day cf March, | 
at the office of the Secretary. The election of 
efficers will take place. 

Also atthe same time and place, the members | 
and friends of the Sangamon County Agricultural | 
Society will meet to consider the propriety of | 
holding a county fair—electing officers, and pre- 
paring a premium list for the year 1856. 

T. G. TAYLOR, Sec’y. 

Straw Cutters—many varieties, Field 
Rollers, Grain Cradles, &c. 

ANUFACTURED by H. B. Gruss & Co., 
Springfield—all for sale at mancfacturers | 

prices, at the Farmer’s Store. 
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The Moline Plows. 
RANCIS & BARRELL are appoinjea agen's 

| A for thesale of these Plu-vs,* 
| which are manufacture {by 
, Joun Derre, Moline, Kock 
| Island county, Illinois. It is not deemed necees- 
| gary to med anything in praise of these plows. In 

the neighborhood where they are manufactured 
few others are used. Farmers who will purchase 
plows the coming season, are invited to examine 
them. They will be found at the Farmer’s 
Store, Journal Buildings, near the northeast cor- 
ner of the public square. They embrace No. 1 
German Steel Clippers, iron land side; No. 2 Ger- 

' man Steel Clippers, iron land sida; No 1, with 
' Rolling Coulter; No. 3, German Steel Plow; No. 
| 4 English Cast Steel Plow; No. 6 American Steel 
Piow, iron land side; No. 9, German steel deep 

| Tiller; twelve inch mold board breaker (extra, )-- 
| These comprisea series of plows which have giv- 
| en great satisfaction to those farmers who have 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Journal Buildings. 

used them, 
febdi6é 1856 Journ 

Plows’ Piows" Plows 
AT THEI 

Farmer’s Store, 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS. 

In great variety, of most improved pat- 
| terns, Premium kinds, made of the best ma- 

terials, just received and for sale, by 
FRANCIS & BARRELL, 

Journal Buildings. 
We invite all farmers to examine these 

plows. feb20, 1856. 

A WORD TO FARMERS 
OUR cry has been heretofore, “Why = 
eannot we get carriages and wagons ; 

as durable and cheap here as elsewhere.” ‘The 
i can be satisfactorily answered, by calling 
at the 

Carriage and Wagon Manufactory of 

Withey & Brothers, 
ONE BLOCK BAST OF THE COURT H@USE, SPRING- 

FIELD, ILLINOIS, 
Where can be found constastly on hand, every 
variety of Carriages,such as Rockaways, Buggies, 
Sulkies, and Wagons, of the best werkmanship, 
and at the shoriest notice. As we employ none 
but those who have a thorough knowledge of their 

| business, we can warrant all work leaving our es- 
| tablishment. 

N. B.—Particular attention paid to repairing 
in all its various branches. 

Orders respectfully solicited, and aitended 
to, at our shop one block east of the Court House. 

Feb. 20th, 1856, 

Wanted to Purchase, 
T the Farmer’s S‘ore, Potatoes, Butter, Eggs, 
Chickens, Turkies, White Beans, Lard, Dried 

Apples and Peacies. 
FRANCI8 & BARRELL, 

Feb. 20. Journal Buildings. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 
RASS and Clover Seed, Flaxseed choize Po- 

H tatoes for seed, and Beans for seed. 
| feb20 FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
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Farm Houses. 

In the series of works published by Sax- 

SPRINGFIELD, MARCH, 1856. 

ton & Co., New York, there are two spe- | 

cially devoted to Village Residences and 

Farm Houses. There is no part of the 

United States where these works can be 

rendered more useful than in Illinois. Many 

of our farmers are now in a situation to prt 

up farm houses, and these can be made con- 

venient, appropriate, and even ornamental, 
without any increase of expense over the 

old plans. Itseems to usto bea great 

piece of folly, as well as bad taste, in the 
erection of country houses, to follow the | 

plans and general appearance of city dwell- 
ings. A farm house, though it may not be 

expensive, if built in good taste, with its 

proper surroundings, will always command 
admiration,— marking the character of its 

occupants,—adding greatly to the interest 
of the farm aud the beauty of the country. 

We confess that we regard this subject | 
The | as of very considerable importance. 

erection of farm buildings and village resi- 

dences in a comparatively new and modern 

style, is a striking feature in the progress 

of the times, , 
We are not about to suggest plans for 

farmers’ buildings. That subject has 
been ably handled by perscns competent 

us the work of Lewis F. Auten on “Rural 

Architecture.” Every farmer who contem- 

plates the erection of a farm house, would 
be well paid for its examination. Itis an 

unpretending volume, compared with heavy 
works on architecture, but is a most valu- 

able one for the objects designed. 
“Why should a farmer, becanse he is a 

farmer,” says Mr. ALLEN, “only occupy an 
uncouth, outlirdish house, any more than 
a professional man, a merchant, or a me- 
chanic? Is it because he bimself is so un- 
couth and entandish in his thoughts and 

| 
' 

| 

| 

| 

| 
| 

| 
| 

| 
| | 

| 
| 

} 
| 
| 
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NUMBER 3. 

because his occupation is degrading, his in- 
tellect ignorant, his position in life low, 
and his associations debasing? Surely not. 
Yet, in many of the plans and designs got 
up for his accommodation, in the hooks and 
publications of the day, all due conveni- 
ence, to say nothing of the respectability 

| yo the elegance of domestic life, is as en- 
tirely disregarded as if such qualities had 
no connection with the farmer or his occu- 
pation. We hold, that although many of 
the practical operations of the farm may 
be rough, laborious, and untidy, yet they 
are not, and need not be inconsistent with 
the knowledge and practice of neatness, 
order, aud even elegance and refinement 
within doors; anc, that the due accommo- 
dation of the various things appertaining 
to farm stock, farm labor, and farm life, 
should have a tendency to elevate the so- 
cial position, the associations, thoughts, and 
entire condition of the farmer. As the 
man himself—-no matter what his occupa- 
tion-~be lodged and fed, so infiueaced, in 
a degree, will be his practice in the daily 
duties of his life. A squalid, miserable 
tenement, with which they who inhabit it 
are content, can lead to no elevation of 

| character, no improvement in condition, 
either social or moral, of its occupants. 
But the family comfortably and tidily, al- 
though humbly provided in their habitation 
and domestic arrangements, have usually a 
corresponding character in their personal 
relations. A log cabin, even,-~and I speak 

to the purpose. We have now lying before | of this primitive American structure with 
profound affection and regard, as the shel- 
ter from which we have achieved the most 
of our prodigious and rapid agricultural 
conyuests,--may be so constructed as to 
speak an air cf neatness, intelligence, and 

| even refinement in those who inhabit it.” 

“The character of the farm should be 
carried out so as to express itself in every- 
thing which it contains, All should bear 
& consistent relation with each other. The 
farmer himself is a plain man. His family 
are plain people, although none the less 
worthy, useful, or exalted, on that account. 
His structuie3, of every kind, should be 
plain, also, yet substantial, where sub- 
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stance is required. All these detract no- 
thing from his respectability or his influ- 
ence in the neighborhood, the town, the 
county, or the State. A farmer has quite 
as much business in the field, or about his 
ordinary occupations, with ragged gar- 
ments, out at elbows, and a crownless hat, 
as he has to occupy a leaky, wind-broken, 
and dilapidated house. Neither is he any 
nearer the mark, witha ruffled shirt, a 
fancy dress, or gloved hands, when follow- 
ing his plough behind a pair of fancy 
horses, than in living in a finical, pretend- 
ing house, such as we see stuck up in con- 
spicuous places in many parts of the coun- 
try. All these are out of place in each ex- 
treme, and the one is as absurd, so far as 
true propriety is concerned, as the other. 
A fitness of things, or a correspondence of 
one thing with another, should always be 
preserved upon the farm, as elsewhere; and 
there is not a single reason why propri- 
ety and good keeping should not as well 
distinguish it. Nor is there any good 
cause why the’ farmer himself should not be 
i man of taste, in the arrangement and 
architecture of every building on his place, 
as well as other men. It is only necessary 
that he devote a little time to study, in 
order to give his mind a right direction in 
all that appertains to this department. 
Or, if he prefer to employ the ingenuity 
of others to do his planning,--which, by 
the way, is, in most cases, the more nat- 
ural and better course,---he should possess 
sufficient judgment to see that such plans 
be correct, and will answer his purposes.” 

Mr. ALLEN then gives in a volume of 
878 pages,—price $1 25,—-suggestions upon 
the style of building, position of houses, 

home embellishments, material for frame 

buildings, color of houses, construction of 

cellars, ventilation, interior accommodations, 

a large number of designs, &c. 

possession of this work, at small cost, by 

farmers who contemplate the erection of 
farm dwellings, will be likely to improve 

their taste, secure them many comforts, 

beautify their homes, and probably save 

them much expense. We have specimen 
copies of this work for examination. 

Newspapers.—Dr. Johnson, when in the 
fullness of years and knowledge, said: “1 never 
take up a newspaper without finding something 
I would have deemed it a loss not to have seen; 
never without deriving from it instruction and 
amusement.” 

The | 

Progress in Illinois. 

We find the following article in the Vin- 

cennes Gazette, of the 20th February, ult: 

“Tt has been very lately mentioned in 
our columns, that a mammoth company of 
foreign capitalists had been formed for the 
manufacture of salt at the Saline works, in 
southern Illinois; and also, that very ex- 
tensive arrangements are about being com- 
pleted in the northern part of that state, 
for the mining of coal and other minerals. 
It is likewise a well-known fact, that about 
eighteen months ago, an association of cap- 
italists, with means to the amount of one 
hundred thousand dollars, was formed in 
Louisville, for the purpose of mining coal in 
the southwestern part of that state. <A 
number of companies have also been organ- 
ized with a view to mining coal along the 
line of the Central Railroad. We have 
not the precise amount of capital now em- 
ployed, or that will be employed in a very 
short time, in this branch of business; but 
we are safe in saying that it is very large, 
and that four-fifths of it must come from 
men that reside in other states. Very 
likely some considerable portion of the 
stock in these mining enterprises is owned 
by citizens of Indiana. We know two in- 
stances, wherein wealthy and valuable citi- 
zens of our own statc, have sold out ex- 
tensive real estates, and carried the pro- 
ceeds—thousands of dollars—into Illinois, 
to be invested in coal and other mineral 
lands. 
“Why is this? Indiana is supposed to 

have coal lands and stone quarries, equal in 
tichness ard convenience to market, to those 
of any other state inthe Union. She is 
second to no western or central state in her 
railroad facilities. Her river and lake 
navigation afford ample facilities for com- 

; mercial intercourse. Her population is in- 
dustrious, thriving and increasing. Her 
agricultural resources are inexhaustible.—— 
Her churches and schools are equal to those 
of any of her sisters. Therefore, the ab- 
sence or inferiority of any of these clements 
in our state, can not be made to answer the 
question. But the reason why so large an 
amount of capital, so large a number of that 
desirable class of citizens, as capitalists and 
manufacturers, have gone over and around 
our state, may be found in a certain short- 
sighted, narrow policy, which has been 
manifested in our legislative history.” 

The statements thus made by the Vin- 

cennes Gazette are undoubtedly true.—- 

} 
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Companies are organizing, and have organ- 

ized, for the purpose of making money by 
bringing out the hidden treasures of our 

state. Such are the prospective advanta- 
ges that capitalists, almost everywhere, and 

in Indiana as in other states, are embark- 

ing in these enterprises. This has been 

caused, most unquestionably, by our geo- 
logical surveys, made by public and private 

enterprise. We are constantly advised of 
new discoveries of coal in our state, in im- 

mense amounts. The coal lands in eligible 

situations, are taken up by capitalists; and 
money is not spared to purchase them.— 

We haye been apprised of several cases of 
this kind lately in Vermillion county, where | 

agents of companies, under pretence of ; 

buying farms, have purchased extensive 
coal fields. 

We hail the prospective development of 

our mineral wealth—coal, salt, iron, mar- 

bles, lead—as securing the rapid growth 

and permanent prosperity of our state.— 

Our farmers can raise, and when they are 
paid for it, will raise an amount of provis- 

ious almost beyond estimate. What we 

want are reliable markets. We cannot al- 

ways depend upon Europe as a market for 
our surplus provisions. We want markets 

at home. The bringing out of our mine- 
ral resources will cause to be located among 

us manufactories of various descriptions, 

which will employ large numbers of people, 
building up our towns, increasing our popu- 

lation, adding vastly to our wealth. These 

advantages will act on the country, caus- 
ing all our prairie lands to be taken up and 

by the development of the mineral resour- 

ces of our state. 
We are glad to see our neighboring state 

of Indiana bestirring herself in the great 
work of progress. Illinois, the central 

| State of the Mississippi valley, we are cer- 
tain is now in a way to lead all the others 

about her. She will be the leading star in 
the constellation of the west. Nature, art, 

| her institutions, the energy of her people, 
| her enlightened state policy, will insure this; 
| but we feel no jealousy. The great race of 

} progress is open to all the western states. 
| Illinois had a late start, but she possesses 
| advantages which will enable her to win. 

The Yellow Locust for our Prairies. 
We have, until within the two last 

‘years, been a sanguine believer that the 

_ yellow locust would be made a most profit- 
able timber for growing on our prairies. 

| The destruction of some groves distant a 

| few miles from our city, within the last year, 

' by the borers, and the destruction by these 

| insects of solitary trees, in different parts of 
; the country, has led us to doubt success in 

| their culture. Another year will probably 
| furnish us with facts for a more clear and 
| decided opinion upon the matter. If the 
| borers are to destroy our locusts, the sooner 

| we are satisfied of the fact, the better will 
i it be for our farmers, who will in that case 
| turn their attention to the cultivation of 
some other forest trees, likely to answer 

| the purposes desired. 
| The belief was formerly general that the 
| locust would make a most valuable and 
| lasting timber. We know that its growth 

is most rapid. But there are conflicting improved by enterprising, intelligent, go- | 
ahead farmers. What has been done in ! testimonies in the West, in relation to the 

this respect within the last two years, is | value of the locust here as timber. At the 
scarcely the beginning of what we shall see | meeting of citizens in Springfield, during 
in coming years. We would not depreciate | the State fair of 1854, among the subjects. 

the advantages of Indiana; they are many: 
but we realize those of our own state.— 

Capitalists who have looked over the whole 

| discussed was “ the durability of timber.” 

The yellow or black locust being under con- 
sideration, Mr. Shaw of Tazewell, Mr. Ells- 

country, understand them; and hence the ; worth of DuPage, Mr. Shepherd of Put- 

measures which have been taken by them 
in the east, west, north and south of our 

state, by a combination of capital, energy 

and business talent, to increase their wealth 

nam, Mr. Brown of Sangamon, and Mr. 
Arny of McLean, expressed themselves 

convinced by facts which had come under 
their observation, of the great durability 
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and value of the locust for timber. 

other hand, Mr. Arenz statcp that he had | 
planted a grove of locusts twenty-two years | 
ago; ten years since he cut and split a part 
of the trees and used them for fence posts. 
The previous spring he had removed the 
fence and found part of the posts rotten. — 

Some of them had been cut in winter, the 

rest late in summer; but he could not say 
which had rotted most. Mr. Hilton, of 

Sangamon, said he had on his farm a lot of 
locust posts sct out two years before, which 
were then badly rotted, and would not last 

more than five or six years. They were 

On the | 

weil seasoned when set, and he had been | 

careful to strip tre bark from them. There 
_was other testimony of this character. 

The value of the locust for timber in the 

West, may therefore, not be entirely settled, 

It is most excellent timber in the East.— 
There the tree is of much slower growih. 
Timber grown on poor land, with a slow 

growth, is said to be best. Locust timber 
raised on the sands of Long Island, is al- 

most indestructible. Much may depend on 
the particular season of cutting the timber. 

On that point we have not satisfactory in- 

formation. We know that in some cases, 

the locust makes lasting timber here; and 
in others, that it is of but little value.— 

Is thisso? Here ‘s a point that needs in- 
vestigation, and upon a 

may rest the value of the locust for timber. 

| rotation—-of doing the right th 

satisfactory solution | 
| paid for their trouble. 

Perhaps, if cut at a particular season, it will | 

answer al: our hopes; while, if cut at an- 

other, it will be comparatively worthless. 

These last remarks are based on the sup- 

cease. If these are to be continued and 

extended, we have a sure resource in other 

trees, for prairie cultivation. 

Books for Premiums. 
While we insist that knowledge is essen- 

tial in advaccing the highest interests of 

agriculture, we are as certain that the free 
circulation of the valuable works on the 
various branches of the science among our 

farmers, cannot but be eminently useful. 

The series of works published by Saxton & 

' the land 

, Stand upon it; if n 

tye Ay ol owill wtih th setthand 
position that the ravages of the borer wil! | Wil go through it without 

| The rolling 
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Co., New York, embrace a vast amount of 

knowledge which we would be glad to see 
in the hands of our farmers. They make 
an agricultural library which, in the hands 

of those who will read them, will be a great 
magazine from which valuable stores of 

knowledge can bedrawn. There are works 
too, in this series, most interesting and usc- 

ful to the ladies. 
wrees ene 

{mproved Farming. 

Why is it that some farmers get a third 
more in crops from a piece of land than 

other farmers do with an equal quantily of 

laad of the same quality ? This question 

is easily answered—-it is done by better 

farming~—better working the grouud—hbet- 
ter seeding the ground—beiter system of 

ing in the 
Cc 

right time. 

Farmers often make discoveries of the 
best manner of securing the largest crops, 

almost by accident. Tho knowledge thus 

obtained, given in agricultural publications, 
and improved by results in great 

benefits to individuals and vast advantage. 

to the community. 

Some farmers in this state uniformly get 

larger crops of wheat than some of their 
neighbors. They plough their ground deep. 

er, they Crain it, thes are more perticular in 

sowing and cultivating, and they are richly 

If the land is de- 
signed for wheat, the seed is put in well, 

is draincd so that water will 

it is rolled, and 

made smooth, so that the ‘reapinie machine 

ot! he rs, 

not 

ecessary, 

obstruction. — 
wit 
Via often prevent, by maki: 

the earth compact, wheat 

out. This was the experience of a distin- 

tinguished farmer in this county, now de- 

ceased, and who informed the writer that 

he had never lost a wheat crop here but 

once, and then he did not roll the ground. 
The season will soon be upon us for com- 

mencing spring work. Let us all bear jn 
mind, (the editor, the farmer, the mechanic, 

the laborer,) the old adage: “what is worth 
doing at ail, is worth doing wry.” 

se from freezing 
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Seeding Meadow and Pasture Lands. 

The farmers of the country are becoming | 

satisfied that the cultivation of grasses for | 
stock is more profitable, and quite as sure, | 

as growing corn for the same purpose. The | 

coming spring an unusual amount of land | 

will be put into grass, and this should be | 

done well. Complaint is often made of the | 
seed when the fault is alone in those who | 

sow it. The Valley Farmer has an article | 
on the subject, which we consider entirely | 
practical. 

Timothy is mainly relied on by our farm- | 
ers for hay. The amount raised upon the | 
acre depends much upon the manner of pre- 
paring the land. If wet, it should be | 

drained—should be plowed deep, thoroughly | 

done, and its surface finely harrowed. If 

sown in the spring with grain, it should be 
doue as early in March as possible, so that 
the young plants shall become sufficiently | 
rooted, before the dry hot weather comes | 
on. Never sow less than one peck of seed | 
to the acre; for, unless the field is well set | 
with timothy, weeds will come in and occu- | 

py the groun@ much to the injury of the | 
grass. In England and the eastern states, | 

| 
| 

it is nsaal to sow from half a bushel to ove | 

bashel of timothy seed to the acre. 

Blue grass has succeeded very well in our | 
state, and must become a great feature in | 
our system of iarming It can be made to — 
produce good pastures, both in timber and | 
prairie land. In tke timber the ground 
must be perfectly cleared of leaves before 

the seed is sown, and it may be sown from 

November to April. When sown upon 
cleared land, a mixture of timothy and clo- 

ver seed, in the proportion of three or four 
pounds of each, to ten or twelve pounds | 

of cleaned blue grass, is preferred in Ken- 

tucky. The advantage of this plan is said | 
to be, it secures at once a well cov- 

ered pasture, that will bear considerable 

grazing the first year; the blue grass will . 
soon expel the clover and timothy, and take_ | 

full possession of the ground. Open grounds | 
are usually sown in March, upon wheat, 

rye or oats. 
Our farmers are now making arrange- | 
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ments fur sowing grass seeds. A knowledge 
of the modes by which their culture is made 

' successful in other states, as well as our 

| own, may be useful to those who have not 

experience on the subject 

Poultry. 

Hitherto little attention has been paid 
| by the generality of our farmers to the 

raising of poultry. A stock of poultry is 

procured, let loose on the farm, and they 

are then required to take care of them- 

selves. They lay in the grass, in stacks, 

under the barn, almost any place, hatch 
their chickens, and the little broods, if the 

vermin do not take them, have a hard time 

in reaching to a brotling condition. Now, a 

little pains in providing poultry houses, 

where fowls can roost securely, have their 

nests, and where their young broods can be 

taken care of, would pay well. Chickens 

can be raised, pound for pound, as cheap as 

beef, and always find a good market. Eggs 
are also always in demand; and both chick- 

ens and eggs are seldom a drug on the farm. 

Chickens have been so nearly a spontaneous 

production in Illinois, at least in this sec 
tion of it, that, as a general thing, little 
attention has been psid to the breeds.— 

Now it is just as important, if you would 

secure good layers, large and vigorous 

fowls, that you should occasionally cross the 

stock, by those not nearly related, as it is 

in the case of animals. By thas crossing 

them you will improve their size, increase 
more rapidly their numbers, and of course, 

make the business of raising poultry one of 

more profit. We know of an instance in 
this county, where the same stock had con- 

tinued on a farm for some twenty years.— 

The fowls had become small, sickly, laid 
few eggs, and raised few chickens. The 

truth we wish to impress upon our farmers 

is, that the raising of poultry can be made 
- to them, by little expense, 3. source of much 
. profit. If the production of fowis aud egg: | 
was quadrupled, they would find a quick 

market. 

Baym A State Agricultural Society has be’ u 
chartered in Kentucky, with an appre pri co 
of $5,000. 



The Peach Trees. 

The peach trees in Ohio, as here, have 

been greatly injured by the excessive cold , 

of the present winter. Many of our friends 

suppose that all their young, and many of 
their old, trees are killed. We hope that 

this will not prove to be the case. Ina 
former year, the winter injured peach trees—— 

some farmers supposed their trees were | 

killed had cut them down---others left them 
standing, and if finally proved that the trees 

were not as much injured as they appeared | 
to be. Many recovered and made good 

trees afterwards. 

We find an article to the point on this 

subject inthe “Ohio Farmer.” It is by 
Mr. Bareman, a distinguished hortieulturist 

of Ohio. He says in this article; 

“To the owners of injured peach trees, 1 
wish to say de nei Le too kasty in concluding 
that your trees are killed. tis very proba- 
ble that on euttiug beneath the bark, you 
will find that the wood looks very dark col- 
ored, almost like mahogany, and you think | 
the injury must be fatal; but examine the 
bark itself, and if that seems alive, or does 

not show dark color on being scraped with 
the knife, you may conclude the tree will 
live. After waiting a few weeks longer — 
say by the first or middle of March----the 
extent of the injury will be more clearly in- 
dicated by the extcrnal color of the bark, 
then will be a good time to decide on the 
hest mode of pruning injured peach trees. 

Few persons ii this country, devote any | 
attention to the pruning of peach trees; 
hence we find most of those that have borne 
several crops of fruit, are prematurely old, 
ill shaped, and often broken down; the 
limbs suffered to become too long, and the 
weight of fruit and leaves, being too far 
from the trunk, as the natural tendency of 
the sap is to flow to the extremities of the | 
large braueches, which should be counter- 
acted by judicious annual pruning. 
this having been neglected, and the fruit 
buds being killed, so that no less of a crop | 
can be feared from reducing the branches, 
the present is a favorable time for remov- 
“ng the tops of bearing peach trees, even 
though the wood may not be injured by the 
winter. And whereit is evident that many 
of the branches are killed, it is quite impor- 
tant that the tops should be shortened 
pretty severely, so as to force out a new 
growth as near as may be to the trunk, as 

But | 
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| this is the surest way to restore health, as 
well as improve the shape of the tree; and 
at the same time, improve the size and 
quality of the fruit, for succeeding years— 
as good fruit is only produced on young and 
threfty wood. 

The amount or proportion of the limbs, 
it is advisable to cut off, must be left to the 

| discretion of the operator, as it depends on 
| the shape, size and condition of the tree. 
A good sized bearing tree in fair health, 

' with the branches too few and long, should 
have its branches reduced full one half their 
lenzth, which will commonly remove more 
than one half of the entire top. Quite old 

| trees will hardly bear so much reduction, 
as they cannot so readily produce new wood. 
Younger trees will bear still greater sever- 
ity, if from ill shape, er injury by the win- 
ter, it seems necessary to decapitate them. 

In cutting off large limbs, it is desirable 
that one or more small branches should re- 
main just below the cut, as new shoots 
come out more readily from young wood 
than old; it is also important that some 
small branches, say to the amount of one 
quarter of the original top, be left upon old 
trees, to furnish leaves for the early growth 
and recovery of the tree in spring; but 
these remaining twigs, or small branches 
should be on the lower parts of the limbs, 
from which the tops were ent away, 

| then the new top to be prodaced, will as- 
sume a regular and compact form. 

Young peach trees, transplanted the past 
fail, or taken from the nursery the coming 
spring, will probably be found to have a 
large portion of their tops killed by the 
winter; but where such trees are of but 
one year’s growth from the bud, as is gen- 

' erally the case, this injury is very small, 
| provided the roots are very healthy, and a 
foot or so of the stem or trunk remains 
alive ; for all experienced peach growers 

| are aware that cutting off the entire tops 
of such trees, when planting, is the best 
method of securing a good thrifty growth 

, the first season; and in stems of one year’s 
growth, it is not very material whether the 

' cut is one foot, or four feet from the ground, 
as one or more strong shoots will immedi- 
ately start from below the cut, and form a 
better tree at the end of the year, than if 
the old top had been allowed to remain.— 
Of course, when the stem is uninjured, the 
cut should be made three or four feet from 
the ground, or where it is desired the head 
should be formed; but if done lower, it is 
only necessary to see that only one shoot is 
allowed to remain the first summer, and 



pinch off its top when at the proper height 
for the head.” 

The Wool Trade. 
It is understood that an effort will be 

made at the present session of Congress to 
repeal the duties on foreign wool. It is 

contended by those who are in favor of this 
change, that it will benefit the wool grow- 

er. We cannot well see how the introduc- 
tion of foreign wool can do this; but it is 

a subject we do not profess to well under- 

stand. Messrs. Goodale & Go. of Cleve- 
land, heavy dealersin wool, have recently 

issued a circular, giving their views on this 

subject, which we lay before our readers. 

Office of Cleveland Wool Depot, ? 
February 4, 1856. § 

Dear Sir—There has been during the 
last two weeks more activity in domestic 
fleeces than for some months past, which 
has caused increased firmness on the part 
of holders. 
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exchauge of ideas might have caused all to 
view this question of, free trade and wool, 

in the same light. 
3d. As to what extent the proposed re- 

peal would afiect American wools, we are 
not fully prepared to express an opinion. 
We think it must have the effect to materi- 
ally depress the price of extreme coarse 
wools. 

4th. Wools of a peculiar and healthy 
growth, taken from our Nos. 1, 2, 3 
and 4, (or to use terms often employed 
but very imperfect in their application, 
1-4, 1-2, and 3-4 blood,) embrace the 
grades that are now being used largely 
for DeLaines. 

This bravch of manufacturing is of rc- 
| cent origin, and a repeal of duty on dye 
stuffs, will aid those engaged in it to com- 
pete successfully with foreign manufacturers. 
This, together with the fact that we grow 

| wools better adapted to their use than for- 

Many speculators do not offer their | 
stocks, but thinking the supply on the mar- | ; Ape 
ket small. as ‘eiupaced wit te years, | bloods will produce the most desirable and 

, e profitable style of wool?” can be answered are waiting a further advance. To any of 
our friends still holding their Wool, we 
would say we regard the present a favora- 
ble time for disposing of the same. 
We propose to occupy a little space in 

this Circular, in answering a few of the 
many questions that have been addressed to . 
us since Secretary Guthrie’s Report, in 
which he recommends a modification of 
the Tariff, repealing the duty on Wool 
and Dye Stuffs, and should any find their | 
inquiries not fully answered, they will at- 
tribute it to a want of space and inability | 4 

| eign manufacturers; and so long as our 
' manufactnrers can procure domestic fleeces, 

to give reliable information. 
Ist. We have the best authority for pre- 

suming that such a modification will be | 
made during the present session of Con- 
gress. 

2d. There are arguments in its favor on 
one hand, and objections on the other, ei- | } €, 10 

_of the proposed change in the Tariff, we ther of which would not come within our 
province to discuss, as it is our business to 
promote the interests of our patrons; and 
to do this most effectually, we should not 
seek to depress our interest, or encourage 
the other, at the expense of either, for the 
two great branches of industry, wool grow- 
ing and manufacturing, are inseparably 
blended together. And we regret that 
there was not, as proposed last summer, a 
Convention held by the two interested par- 
ties, which, by giving opportunity for an 

eign wools, we think, be evidence to all that 
may cultivate the growth of this character 
of wools, without fear of being affected by 
foreign competition. 

5th. Those asking the question, ‘What 

by breeders. Any cross might be made 
that would produce a soft, healthy fleece 
with the quality described, the length of 
the staple for DeLaines should be 2 1-4 to 
81-2 inches, of a plump, uot a spindling 
growth. 

6th. All the wool grown in the United 
States, of a grade above our No. 1, would 
at this time, be required by the fancy Cas- 
simere manufacturers, who have acquired a 
skill with regard to durability, style and 
finish, that is hardly surpassed by any for- 

although at higher prices, they will not 
abaudon their use. 

Those wools best adapted to Cuassinieres 
have the same properties essential for De 
Laines, but of finer quality; hence, in view 

. cannot see that wool growers need change 
their flocks, or diminish the quantity of 
wools, but should seek to adapt the growth 
to the wants of the maunfacturer. 

ith. Free trade, in wools, will at least, in 
one respect, have a favorable bearing on 
our domestic wool market, viz:--To create 
more uniformity in prices. This will pre- 
vent the fluctuations now incident to wool 
growing. Another advantage that domes- 
tic wool growers would enjoy over foreign, 



is in reference to exchange and freight, | The 0x Team. 

amoonting ot less bret per cent. in Our Western people usually prefer horses 
avor. Yours very Goopate & Co. | for farm work. We apprehend that 

| something would be gained by using i 

The Holtyhoek. | oxen for various purposes of the farm. The | 
Within a few years past, German Flor- | ox, trained well, is patient, kind, gentle, | 

‘| 

| 
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ists have been engaged in improving the and will accomplish much labor. By obtain- 
Hollyhock, so that it is now, with them, ing the right kind of stock, they are spright- 

a flower of great beauty, nearly equal- | jy ctive, and will travel quite as fast as a 
ing the Dahlia. It is a hardy plant, and | man wishes to walk. The short horns make ~| 
its culture is attended with little trouble. | good working oxen; and it has been found 
The ‘Gardener’s Chronicle” says that the | that the Devons, being lighter, in the long 

i} seed are to be sown broadcast in a shel- journeys over the mountains, were a very 

| tered border in March or April. As soon | superior stock for work. In regard tothe | 
(; as the young scedlings will bear handling best stock for this purpose however, there | 

they shoal? be trauaplanted into, rich is a difference of opinion. What we mean 
| soil in rows two feet apart, and the plants t. is that for many kinds of farm 
| should stand one foot asunder in the rows, "0 sugges i y 

in order that they may not be spoiled by work, sy would he economy. $0 “ube Oxs0.--- 
being too crowded. The following season They live on “een food than horses, cost I 
they will bloom, when a selection should be less, require little care, are easier managed, | 

and when past work, they can be made in- | 
| 

made and all the best varieties marked; | ; ’ 
such as are finely shaped and brightly | t° capital beef. Just think of these sug- 

| 
| 

colored should be cat down and planted | 8¢stions, those of you who have not been in 1 
| 

| 

where they are to remain and bloom; the | the habit of working oxen. | 
others may be thrown away. The varieties Winn Muis—A Peoria paper states 

are readily increased and perpetuated by | that a wind mill, to propel three ran of 
| division; good strong plants with plenty of | stone, is to be erected in that city the com- 
| shoots may be taken when they have done | ing season. We had never much faith in | 

blooming, and divided either with a spade | wind mills, until we witnessed the perform- | 

or sharp knife, taking care that each part | ance of one on the fair grounds at Chicago, | 
| has a good supply of roots, and then they | last fall. Tt was used to pump water, and | 
| may be planted where they are to remain | was regulated by machinery. It worked | 
4 and bloom. When the blooming season is | wel) with a light wind. On one of the | 
| over and the seed gathered, where seed is | nights of the fair, there was a heavy wind, 1 
| required, the old flower stems should be cut nearly a hurricane. It blew down one of i 
'| down. Dig the ground among the plants, | the great tents, and the others were saved | 

and give them a good quantity of rotten ma- ; With much difficulty. We anticipatad || 
| nure. To some this attention may appear | trouble for the wind-mill; but in the morr- | 

tedious, but it will be amply repaid; for, as | ing, we found it at work, as usual, en- | 
a back row plant, extending along a flower | tirely uninjured. We made up our mind 
border, or intermixed with Dablias, the then, that a wind mill, on the same princi- 

Holly hock stands unrivalled. | ple, on a much larger scale, would succeed; 
i We have seeds of the German varieties, | and are not at all surprised to hear of the 
i| which we are distributing to our lady- | project of erecting a wind mill for flouring 
| friends, who do us the honor to cali at | purposes, at Peoria. It is scarcely ever 

|| the Seed store. | the case that winds are not passing over 
BGP Gen. Wool has returned to California | our prairies sufficient to propel wind-wills; | 

from Oregon. He says that the accounts about | and it will be a vast economy when it is 
|| ~ the Indian war are much exaggerated. employed for propelling mills for various | 
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purposes: We may be mistaken, but we enemy would be on that coast, harrassing 
believe that it will be found entirely prac- our settlements. Europe, with the excep- 
ticable to use the winds of our prairies for tion of a few genuine republicans who have 
amotive power. The state of Illinois has nobleness and discernment enough to un- 

a great stake in the experiment at Peoria. derstand our faults, would look on the war 

Ifa wind mill, on an enlarged scale, can | with callous indifference, and deem it but a 

stand and be made to operate in the heavy | fair fight. We have not left an impression 
winds that sweep over the elevation at | of our modesty or forbearance on the sense 
Peoria, they will be found to succeed any | of mankind. The South American States, 
Wherein Illinois, with Mexico-—we cannot say mach of Cen- 

War with Great Britain. _ tral America just now—never republican or 
War with Great Britain is talked of. It | understanding its spirit, would assist the 

is needless to say that war between two | enemy rather than ourselves; and Brazil, 
such countries is fratricidal, unless waged | With her monarchic institutions, would in- 
for deeper rights than are at present inva- | sult us by her hatred. Each State, again, 
ded. But we may speculate on the conse- | at the termination of the conflict, would 

quences, economic or otherwise, that may have its batch of heroes to take care of. 
ensue to the respective nations. The Uni- A hrighter side would, however, dawn.-— 
ted States to the American idea, is too | We area rising nation, and progress is with 

strong to be whipped by all Europe com- | us. We are mainly, in the right, in 
bined; but the more reflecting among us | all that constitutes man’s higher and bet- 
perceive that there are blows to receive as | ter hopes, and we would trust that Provi- 

well as blows to give. Manvfactures | dence—if we may invoke her in this con- 

would be nourished into being, and this | nexion—-might bring us-—through its trib- 
would be the strong indelible mark that war | ulations at least---to the close of the war, 

would leave behind it. Pennsylvania, in | wiser and better than when we entered it. 
her iron interests, would not thereafter have | Farming in this connexion would suffer no 
to complain that she had not been snfficiently | more than other interests, if as much; man- 

protected. Our foreign commerce being | ufactures would claim the most attention 
destroyed, or laid up in port, we would live | and consideration. As to our enemy, 

more within ourselves, and domestic trade | we think the consequencé® of war would 
would assume more importance;—we should | be more baneful ; her limited territory, 
be a more united people. The Canadas, | that is to say Great Britain proper, depends 

having been loyal to the British crown, | on foreign céuntries for many of her neces- 
through two successive wars could not be | sitics. Privateers would prey upon her 

depended upon for us in the third;~-they | commerce, and there would be little to choose 
would probably cleave to their ancient | between her own and ours. Her want of 

sympathies, and the frontiers would again be | cotton for a number of years, would em- 
the chief scene of carnage. On our sea- | barrass her, or until other fields for its 
board we should suffer severely. | growth had been fostered. Her debt would 
We may think beforehand that we should | be augmented by a strictly offensive war, 

be very brave, but a war steamer of the | waged at a great distance, in the face of a 

enemy would cause us much trouble, and |! stormy, wiudward ocean. She would, in the 

commit much depredation before we, vol- , long run, lose more than her competitor; a 

unteers, militia or other force, had become crash in her government might ensue, a 

sufficiently organized for effectual resistance. | general bankruptcy take place—but Great 
Republics in the nature of things are not | Britain has been many times on the verge 
the best prepared for emergencies. Cali- . of ruin; many times about to be killed, — 

fornia, like all incompact territory, would be — but still survives. 
a trouble to us; an annoying fleet of the | Of the matter at a between the two 
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nations we may say a word. As to the en- 
listment dispute we do not think it worth 
the breath expended upon it. The Central 
American Question is one of more impor- 

tance. English intervention in those States 

is annoying to us, simply because our in- 

tercourse with them is far greater than her 

own. We are a neighboring people, are 

united in the same aims and interests—all 
of a purely American or local type—are 

brought in immediate contact with each 

other by force of circumstances, that can- 

not be controlled, and to have these con- 

nexions and sympathies thwarted for no , 

other than mischievous purposes, is sufficient 

cause for hard feeling; but not as we think 
_for war. We consider the Musquito Protec- 

torate a sheer fiction, the king as mystic a 
personage as Briarens or Juno and the 
British Balize, the product of buccancering 
and piracy. As to fillibustering let us com- 
pare notes. British India has been merci- 

lessly plundered from Clive and Hastings 
down to this day, as witness Burmah and 

Scinde, and she is making these provinces 
subservient to the growth of opium and 

forcing it in defiance of all conscience, and 

at the point of the bayonet upon the Chi- 

nese. Has American fillibustering, we 
could ask, been stained with such crimes? 

and our own fis been near at hand, in inti- 
macy with our own people, and not at a dis- 
tance, as with Great Britain. 

Hoventon’s Srepurnc GoosEseRRy.— 
The public hear much of this gooseberry. 

It is about the only gooseberry that will 
succeed every where. It is an American 

variety, and was originated by Mr. Abel 

Houghton, of Lynn, Mass. It is supposed 
to be a cross between a native and English 

| 
} 
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The Flower Garden. 
The ladies will not neglect the flower 

garden. Besides the gratification of taste, 

there is pleasure and health to be found in 

it. Many a man would do much to secure 

the health of the female part of his family, 

especially in towns, by some small attention 
to this matter. Out-door exercise, in some 

degree, is all important to the health of fe- 
males. Why is it that American women 

are less robust and less healthy than Eng- 

lish women ? Why is there so much com- 
plaint of delicate health among them, so 

that health is scarcely a rule, but an excep- 
tion? 

It is to some extent for the want of proper 

out-door exercise. Confined in houses, 

heated by stoves, rooms so tight as io be 

wholly unventilated except when a door is 
occasionally opened, is it a wonder that fe- 

males grow up like tender hot house plants? 
—Not exactly like hot house plants, for 

these can scarcely exist in a vitiated at- 

mosphere. Give them pure air or they will 
die! Is the human subject, with their fine 

organizations, less sensitive to the influen- 

ces of a pure atmosphere for breathing 
than the plant? 

But we have another purpose at this 
time than the discussion of these questions. 
We have known delicate females become 

healthy by moderate out-door exercise, es- 

pecially in gardens. Attention to this sub- 
ject, soon creates a taste for and makes a 

pleasure of the employment. What can be 
more interesting than to see a female super- 

intending the rearing, pruning and dressing 

of shrubbery---to see her, trowel in hand, 
planting seeds, transplanting plants, or 

La- 
sort. It never mildews. The plant is of | dies, with very little experience, do this 

vigorous growth, and a great bearer. 

fruit is of a pale red color, rather below 

medium size; of good, rich flavor. The 
berries grow in clusters, and may be gath- 
ered by handfuls. The bushes can be thin- 
ned and trained to a trellis with advantage. 
They pay well fur good cultivation and deep | 
mulching about them. ‘They are probably 
the best gooseberry for this section of coun- 
try. 

The | thing better than men. They seem to have 
an intuitive taste for the beautiful, much 

superior to men. 
The season of garden preparation will 

soon be upon us. Preparing the ground, 

that is the business of the man; and should 

be done by some one who understands the 

work. There is ro use in undertaking to 

make a flower garden or a vegetable garden 
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in a shady place, or where there is not a 

free circulation of air. Plants and vege- 

tables require sun, air and room for devel- 

opment. The aumber of plants that will 

grow well in the shade is very few—though 

there are some that thrive when they are 

shaded a part of the day. 
There is a long list of seeds of annual 

flowering plants to be found. As a gene- 

ral thing perennial flowering plants are most — 
desirable. When once planted, they con- 

tinue to flourish from year to year with 

very little care. Most of these plants can 

be had of nurserymen. 
Of the Annual flowering plants, we have 

thought the following among the most 

beautiful: Varieties of the China or Ger- 
man Aster; varieties of Chrysanthemum ; 

Dwarf Coxcomb; Everlasting, varieties; 
Forget-me-not; Gilia, varieties; Hearts’ ease 

or Pansies, English varieties; Larkspur, 

dwarf and tall violet; Mignonette; Candy- 

tuft, varieties; Peas, sweet, varieties; Phlox 

Drummondi; Pink,—Spauish, India, Chi- 
nese, white ; Poppy, varieties; Didiscus ; 

Sensitive plant; German Gilli-flowers; Vio- 
let, sweet; Escholtzia, or Califoraia poppy. 

Many others will be found worthy of culti- 

vation. 

Of the Biennials and Perennials, the fol- 
lowing are very desirable: Alyssum, yellow 

and white; Canterbury Bells; Carnations; 

l 

| 
| 
| 
| 

! 

at the adjoarned meeting of the Board in 

April. The subject is an important one.— 

The extensive prairies of our State cannot 

be fenced unless by hedging. We believe 

that a plant, possessing all the qualities 

necessary, has been discovered, and which, 

by proper treatment, will make an impassa- 
able hedge—the Osage Orange plant. We 

wish that opinion to be impressed on the 

public mind; and also a knowledge of the 
means by which the Osage Orange can be 

made to answer all the purposes desired. 
In our opinion there is not @ more un- 

questionable truth, than that an impassable 
hedge can be made of the Osage Orange. 

The Colt. 
A few days since there was brought in 

front of the ‘Farmer’s Store,” a beautiful 

colt, to be sold at auction, by Maxcy & 
Pheasant, who do a large business in the 

way of selling stock. It was a beautiful 

| colt, a fine bay, with an eye like a gazelle’, 
lofty carriage, and apparently as gentle as 

alamb. He was about two years old; 
but bad the appearance of having been 

worked. He seemed to be sad. Was it 
fancy?—-It was, we suppose; but we thought 

of the hard service that he was immediately 

to be put to; that before he had the 

strength of the mature animal, he would be 
| compelled to do the work of one; that he 

Columbine; Fox Glove; Hollyhock, Ger-— 
man varieties; Snap Dragon; Sweet Wil- 

liams, &c. 

These seeds are usually found at the Seed 

stores. Their culture is not difficult. The 

small seeds should be lightly covered, the | 

earth slightly pressed upon them, and when | 

the plants come up, if they should be shaded | 
a few days, it would be of advantage to | 

them. In all cases the plants should be | 
thinned so as to give them room to grow. 

Premiums for Hedges. 

At a meeting of the executive committee 

of the State Agricultural Society in Jan- 

uary last, premiums were authorized for the 
two best hedges in this State. The com- 
mittee of examination are to be appointed 

would be broken down in spirit and in 
strength, and instead of being the prond, 
spirited, yet gentle horse, he would become a 

mere drudge, to be whipped and kicked 
about like a slave. To us it appeared like 
the putting of a man’s work upon a boy of 

thirteen, which was sure to break his spirits, 

to injure his physical constitution, and to 

bring on premature decline. 
We like to see the animal “‘bear the yoke 

in his youth’—that is, handled, made gen- 
tle, and’ gradually inured to the duties 

which he will thereafter have to perform. 
In this way he will become kind, use- 

ful, and a reciprocal feeling of regard, we 
may say, affection, will grow up between 

the man and the animal, which will last for 

ears. 
We thus offer a plea in behalf of the 
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colt,—a regard for which is likely to bene- | 
{Maxcy sold the | 

| Him whose word never errs. 
fit all parties concerned. 
animal, which went into good hands. | 

A Word. 

as understood, by most people; yet religion 

cannot exist without morality. ‘Faith 

without works is dead.” 

feeling of kindness, of bearing and forbear- 
ing, of aiming to make those happy around 
them; as the opposite of querulousness, 
crossuess, disregard for the feelings of oth- 
ers, rough language, rough manners, which 

are sure to cause strife, hatred, quarrels and 
the like. A rough word is likely to be fol- 

lowed by a rough word in return; and a 

kind word turns away wrath, prodaces kind- 
ness in return. 

A wrathful, querulous, fault-finding man, 

or woman, can have no credit for picty. 

Can picty exist in the heart always under | 
excitement, always aiming to bend others 

to its wishes, always aiming to control, al- 

any one be deceived in regard to the pro- 

fessions of such persons? Every human be- 

ing is entitled to his or her rights; the pub- 
lic man, the private citizen, the wife, the 

husband, the child, the employer and em- | the cow, but to stock in general. 
ployed. Every oue should know his or her | 
place. This is reason and it is the doctrine | 
of revelation. A bad father or mother is 

likely to make had children. 

or mistress will make a bad servant. 

The truth we wish to inculcate is, that 

true religion is kind, charitable, overlooks 

the faults of others, seeks to make others 

happy; the heart sends up the inspiration-- 
Teach me to feel another’s woe; 

To hide the fau!t I see; 
That mercy [| to others show, 

That mercy show to me.’’ 

If we desire to yain credit with others 
for goodness, we must exhibit it to those 

around us in a light that cannot be mista- 
ken. “A good tree bringeth forth good 
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ey 

are false; but others will will not think so,. 

or believe so, and they are the words of 

Let us there- 

| fore attend to small things that make for 

| the comfort of all, and ‘not omit the weigh- 
Morality is not in 2 true sense religion, | 

Men or women | 
: eat ee a cow 
cannot possess religion withontexhibitinga 14 usaf) cow, which lives and moves and 

tier matters of the law—justice, mercy and 
truth.” 

The Cow. 
The good, gentle cow—the faithful cow— 

has her being just to gratify our taste and 
gives healthful sustenance to the famiiy.—- 

| There is no other animal or thing that can 

take her place. Mark the wry faces as the 
coffee is handed about the table where 
there is no cream; where the place for the 
plate of butter is vacant; and when it is 

known there is no milk for the children, 

none for the pudding, none for the custard. 

Ah, how essential to the comfort of the 

civilized man is the cow? See! she comes 
with her udder full of milk, contented.— 

She seems to understand her importance in 

| domestic economy; and she cheerfully per- 
, forms her part. 

ways desirous of saying the hardest things, » 
always seeking to have the last word? Can | 

No wonder the family have an affection 

for the good cow. And if they should give 
her ali the attention she needs; if she is fed 
well and lodged well, if she has food suited 

_ to her taste, she will repay all the care given 

A bad master | 

her. Now is the time, not only to sec to 

“A mer- 
ciful man is merciful to his beast.” 

THe Viremia Lutea—An Ornnamentar 

Tree.—This is a beautiful tree, a native 

| of Kentucky, grows sixty feet in height, has 

| the general appearance of the locust, but 

the bedy is smooth, the icaves more round, 

and the flowers yellow. It is sometimes 
called Yellow Wood, and at others, Ameri- 

ean Laburnum. In Europe it is considered 
and cultivated as a beautiful tree— 

In this country it is seldom seen except in 

its native forests. In the season of flower- 

‘ing it is most beautiful; its long pendulous 

fruit---an evil tree bringcth forth evil fruit.” 

We may flatter ourselves that these rules 

racemes of yellow flowers mark it as one of 

the handsomest of our native trees. 

B@P Washington’s Birthday was quite general- 

_ ly celebrated in the Eastern cities, 
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We sometimes, though rarely, mect with | 

a farmer who thinks, that in farming, there | 

is “nothing new under the sun.” The be- | 

lief of such men must be strong, indeed, if : 

it is not shaken by the great improvements | 

| made in plows within the last few years. 

| At any rate, we do not sce in such any dis- | 
‘| position to go back to the use of the plows | 

of 1881 and 32. For many years after the 
first settlement of this section of Illinois, 

our farmers had no plow which would scour 
in working. Eastern plows were of no 

account in our soil. The great “ bar- 

shear” plow, some two yards long, was the | 
best instrument of the kind to be had. 

The ‘‘Cary Plow” was invented, and a good 

many made and sold in this place. They 
were an improved plow; the “mould board” | 

was so arranged as to spring, and thus clear | 
itself. Mr. Jewett improved on this plow 

so as to make the best plow then known in 

the country. Other plows arc now in mar- 

ket, amoung them the Uhler, the Diamond, | 

the Moline, the Peoria and various others. | 

No farmer need now work with a poor plow, 
if he has the means to buy a good one. 

The improvement in plows since 1836, has 
been most marked. Mechanical skill, 

brought to the aid of the farmer, has | 

achieved wonders for him. | 
| 
| 

| 

| Plows. 

} 

| 

| 

Tue new Unperpraininc Macuine.--Tho 

Decatur Chronicle copies our notice of the 

new “Under-draining Machive,” ir the first 

number of this publication, and says: 
“We desire to add our testimony as to | 

the efficiency of the under-draining machine 
above alluded to, which is the invention of , 
Mr. Marguis, of Piatt county, and has, we 
believe, been patented by him, in connec- 
tion with Judge Emerson, of Macon. We! 

' have seen its operation, and are confident 
that it will not only provo an effective in- 
strument of drainage, but will, as stated, 
produce a good supply of stock water, in 
summer, from lands where the surface is 
dry.” 

LarcE Catr.— Young Vance, of Edgar coun- | 

ty, recently sold to Wm. B. Vance a calf which, 
at seven days old, weighed i20 pounds, and at 
one month old, weighed 167 pounds. Beat it , 

| who can. | 

{ _— 

i 
14 

{ 

| a distinguished citizen of soutkern Illinois, 

, would certainly justify, the measure. 
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COMMUNICATIONS, | 
Where will the State Fair be held? 

We have received a business letter from 

' which contains the following paragraphs in || 
relation to the State Fair. Wecan see no 

objection to their publisation, We would 
be glad to see the whole of southern IIli- 

nois aroused on this subject. \| 
“IT do not know what offer may be made 

to your society by our friends in Vandalia 
for the next State Fair. But whatever it 
may be, or whether anything at ail, the per- || 
manent interests of the society, andthe |. 
progress of agricultural improvement in Il- | 

| linois, require that the Fair should be held 

Southern Illinois is generally known by 
_ the name of “Egypt,” and it has been so 

| 

| 
at that place. i 

| 

| termed because supposed to be inhabited by 
a race of people, upon whose benighted vis- 
iun the light of science has rarely shone. I 
have a right to say this, belonging as I do 
to this region, where I have been domesti- 
cated for nearly forty years. We need light, 
and being all farmers, the influence of a 
grand agricultural show would excite an in- 
terest, and a salutary spirit of emulation 

_ which would be immediately and powerfully 
felt throughout every county. This imme- 
diate effect of awakening the spirit of im- 
provement throughout so fine an agricultu- 

| ral region would seem to demand, as it 
It 

would demand and justify it, because the 
| Fair held at this point, would directly ad- 
minister to the greatest agricultural need. 
Yet considered simply as a means of ex- 
tending the influence, increasing the moral | 

| 
| 
i 

} 

| 
| 

| 
| 
| 
| 

! 

| 

_ power and adding to the pecuniary resources 
| of the society, this location should be cho- i 

sen. The state of Illinois in its legislative | 
capacity should contribute largely by pecu- 
niary grants to the funds of this institution. 

| Other and adjoining states have taken this | 
| into consideration. The state of Missouri | 
_ has recently appropriated five thousand dol- 
lars to the support of agricultural institu- 
tions. With the strength of population || 
that Illincis enjoys, her intelligence andag- — 
ricultural need, an annual appropriation of || 
$25,000 to the encouragement of agricul- 
ture should be expected, and with judicious 
efforts may be secured. But with thirty or 
forty neglected counties in southern Illinois, 
hanging upon every legislative effort in be- 
half of agricultural improvement like a dark 
cloud, but little may be hoped for. Could 

a a 
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it indeed, be reasonably expected, constitu- | 
ted as human nature is, that men will con- 
tribute to the maintenance of an institution, 
ostensibly formed for the common benefit, 
that dispenses its favors to the locality best 
able to pay? 

May [, my dear sir, ask of you the favor 
to offer these brief considerations to the no- 

| afterwards returned to England. 
from England by General DeLancey, and 

He was a 
| grandson of the Godolphin Arabian. 

tice of the committee of the State Agricul- | 
_tivator for 1842, 745, ’46 and ’47; and N. tural Society, at their April meeting. I 

have confidence in their judgment, no less 
than in their motives, and shall cheerfully | 
acquiesce in their decision. I only ask the 
privilege of briefly urging the views of an 

The dam of the Church horse was an im- 
ported Wild-Air mare, owned by Samuel 
Burt, of Springfield, Mass. 

The above is the genuine pedigree of the 
original Morgan horse.—See Albany Cul- 

E. Farmer, 1849. 
An account of some of the descendants 

of this horse may be given in another pa- 
R. 

old farmer upon their attention, feeling as-— 
sured they will receive them kindly, and 
give them all the consideration which they | 
merit.” 

For the lilinois Farmer. 

Morgan Horses. 

The improvement of our breeds of horses 
is an object which deserves attention. Of 
the whole number of horses reared in our 
country, the proportion of good ones is very 
small. The origin of our most valuable 
horses is not only a subject of interest to 
the curious, bnt it is also one of great im- 
portance, aud a course which has produced 
improvement may be safely relied on for 
the continuaxce of similar resuits. 

The stock of Morgan horses is so gen- 
erally known and admired throughout New 
Engiand, that it is hardly necessary to re- 
peat their merits. For a seller of horses it 
is only necessary to establish the fact that 
his horses are of Morgan blood, and he 
meets with a ready sale at good prices, and 
the purchasers are more than satisied.— 
They excel in great endurance, carrying 
weight a long distance;—and as roadsters 

per. ee 

From Southern Tilinois, 
Jonessoro, Union Co., 

March 1, 1856. 
The weather is still cold and disagreea- 

ble, and this morning was ushered in by 
quite a snow storm. Our farmers have 
cone but little as yet, towards the next 
crop. But we heve three horticultural 
gardens close to Jonesboro’; where the 
plants iv the hot beds are in a handsome 
state of forwardness, and Union county will 

_ again supply the Chicago market with the 
earliest vegetables the coming season, as 

, she did the last. 
I think we shall have a considerable crop 

_ of peaches, in spite of the late cold weather, 
aud a plenty of apples. 

This place would be a capital location 
for a Fruit Nursery, inasmuch as there is 
nothing of the kind nearer than St. Louis, 
and the climate and soil are both adapted 
to the development of all kinds of fruit, and 
a great amount of young trees would be 

required by our farmers, who are bhegin- 
ning to turn their attention to the im- 

they excel all horses in this or apy other | 
country;—are full of noble and generous 
spirit, with sueh docility that the mosttimid | 1 : 

: | of the Wyandot corn, raised last year by myself. I can drive them; but if put to their mettle, 
are a full hand for any driver. It cannot 
be denied that there has never been astock ° 
of horses in New England which has proved | 
as useful as that of the original Morgan 
horse, raised in 1793 in Springfield, Mass., 
and in 1795 taken by Justin Morgan to 
Randolph, Vt. 

He was sired by the True Briton, a beau- 
tiful bay, raised by General DeLancey, of 
Long Island, and sired by his imported 
horse Traveller, a direct descendant of the 
Godolphin Arabian. 

The dam of the Justin Morgan horse was 
sired by Diamond. Diamond, raised in E. 
Hartford, Ct., was sired by the Wild-Air, 
known as the Church Horse. The Church | 

| ‘stalks and eleven ears. 
| kind of corn in the open ground about the middle of 

provement of their orchards. 

Wyandot Corn. 
Epiror ILtinois Farswer:—I send you some ears 

planted two kernels of the corn with some tomato 
seed in a box in the house, about the 15th March last. 
I set the plants out in my garden, in May, and pro- 
tected them from frosts. One kernel produced THR- 
TEEN stalks and THIRTEEN ears; the ther eleven 

I planted some of the same 

April, but that failed to mature a single ear. 
This is my experienco with the Wyandot corn. 

A SANGAMON FARMER. 

Iowa State Agricultural Society. 

The officers of this society for the ensuing year 
are: President, Thos. W. Clagett ; Vice Presi- 
dent, Legrand Byington; Recording Secretary, 
J.H. Wallace; Corresponding Secretary, Wm. 
Duane Wilson; Treasurer, J. Gordon. The 
next State Fair, by a vote of the Board, is to 
be held at Muscatine, commencing on the second 
Wednesday of October, 1856. 

| 
1 
| 
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The Garden. 

the Garden, and the mode of their cultiva- 

tion. There are many varieties in these 

classes, the seed of which can be had at the 

seed stores. 

AsparaGus.—Soak the seed 24 hours in warm 
water, and sow very early in spring, thinly, in 
rows 1 footapart, and keep clean by frequent 
weeding and hoeing. At1 or 2 years old, trans- 
plant to permanent beds. The ground should be 
trenched or dug over 2 feet deep, burying plenty 
of manure, and mixing it thoroughly with the soil. 
Lay out beds 4} feet wide, and draw 3 drills, 6 
inches deep and 14 inches apart, lengthwise of 
each bed; place the roots in them, 1 foot apart, in 
their natural position, and cover 4 inches deep. 
A rich sandy loam is most suitable. Every 
autumn, after clearing off the stalks, spread on a 
covering of manure, to be forked in, with a good 
dressing of fine salt, very early in the spring. 

ENGLISH BEans.—Plant as early in the spring 
as the ground can be worked, 2 inches apart, in 23 
feet drills. When they are in full bloom, and the 
lower pods set, pinch off the tops. This will in- 
sure the filling of the pods and hasten maturity. 
A strong, heavy soil, with a considerable propo. - 
tion of clay is preferable. 
Kipney Dwarr on Snap Beans.—These are 

so extremely sensitiveof frost and cold that it is 
useless to plant them before the middle of spring, 
when the ground has become warm and light.— 
Hoe often to stir the ground, but only when dry, 

| moist day, without checking ‘heir growth. When 
| the weather is hot and dry, the roots of the plants 

We give a list of the best vegetables for | should be dipped in a puddle of loam and water, 
| and transplanted just at evening, giving each plant 
' a gill of water at the root. 

because earth scattered ou the leaves when wet | 
with dew or rain, will rust them and greatly in- 
jure the crop. Plant 2 to 3 inches apart in 2 1-2 
feet deep. They do bestin light, rich soil. 

PoLe ox RunnineG Beans.—All described under 
this head require poles 8 or 10 feet long. They 
are planted at the same time with the dwarf beans, 
and, like them, require a warm, mellow soil. 
Stick the poles 3 feet apart each way, raise a hill, 
a plant around them 6 or 7 beans; cover 1 inch 
deep with light, meilow earth. 

Brets.—For esrly Beets, sow as soon as the 
ground will admit, in drills 14 inches apart and 
thin to 6 inches. For winter, sow about the middle | 
of spring, in drills 15 to 18 inches apart, and thin | 
to8 inches. All the varieties succeed best on a 
deep, rich, sandy loam, and require to be thinned 
when small and kept clean from weeds. Soak the 
the seed for the fall and’ Winter crop 24 hours in 
warm water; drain it off and keep covered till it 
begins to sprout; then roll it in plaster, and sow 
immediately in fresh preparedground. ‘The weed- 
ing will be half saved. 
CaBBAGE.—The early sorts are sown very early 

in the spring in hot-beds, or later in the open 
ground. The Late, autumn and winter varieties 
may be sown in seed beds from the middle to latter 
end ef spring, (from the first to the middle of 
May, in New England,) and transplanted when 
abuut 6 inches high, to 28 inches apart, each way. 
Shade and water the late sowings in dry weather, 
to get them up. It is important that the plants 
should stand thinly in the seed-bed, or they will! 
rm up weak and slender, and be likely to make 
long stumps. If they come up too thick, prick 
them out into beds 4 to 6 ihches apart, which will 
cause them to grow low and stocky. Treated in 
this manner, the plants will form lateral roots, and 
they can be removed with the earth attached, in a 

Cabbages should be 
hoed every week, and the ground stirred deeper as 
they advance in growth, drawing up a little earth 
to the plants each time, until they begin to head, 
when they should be fairly dug between and hilled 
up. 
Carrot.—The Carrot succeeds best on a hight, 

saudy loam, made rich by manuring the previous 
year. Infresh manured land, the roots often grow 
pronged and i!lshaped. If it is to be sown late in 
the spring, soak the seed a day or two in warm 
water, and mixit with plaster er ashes. It will 
then come up, in fresh prepared ground, before the 
weeds, and the first weeding may be done with but 
little labor. 

Cerery.-—Tor the principal crop, sow early in 
the spring, very shallow, in a seed bed, which 
should be beaten lightly with the back ef a space 
to settle the earth about the seeds. When the 
plants are 3 inches high, thin or prick them out 
to 4 inches apart, aud when about 6 inches high, 
transplant them 6 inches apart into trenches for 
blanching. Dig the trenches 4 feet apart, a foot 
Wide, aid 10 incaes deep. Fill in 5 or inches of 
well rotted manure, and mix it thoroughly half a 
spade deep with the earth at the pottom. The 
tops and rosts of the plants should be shortened, 
and the suckers, pinched off before they are set. 
Earth up to blanch 2 or 3 times during their 
growth, holding the leaves close with the hand 
while theearth is drawn up, taking care tha’ none 
of it fails into the center of the plants. A slight 
sprirkling of salt applied to the surface of the 
soil just before earthing up, is decidedly beneficial 
to this crop. Celery, like Asparagus, is wonder 
fully improved by superior culture. 

Cress, on Peppercrass —A well known small 
Salad. Sow thickly in shallow drills as early in 
the spring as the weather will admit, and every 
fortnight for a succession as long as wanted. 

CucumBer.—Cucumbers for early use may be 
planted in the open ground as soen as the weather 
becomes settled and warm, in hills 4 feet apart, 
manured with a shovel full of werm manure or 
well rotted compost in each hill. Tread the man- 
ure and cover it with an inch or two of earth, and 
scatter 8 or 10 seeds to ahill; cover half an inch 
deep with fine earth and spat it down with a hoe. 
Hoe frequently to keep them grewing, and when 
out of danger from insects, thin the ptaats to 4 in 
abil. From the middle of June to the first of 
July is the right time in this latitude to plant for 
pickling. 

Ees Pranr.—The Egg Plant is a very tender 
vegetable, requiring a hot bed to bring it to per- 
fection in the Northern States. Sow in hot beds 
very early in the spring, and transplant to 2 1-2 
feet apart each way, in very rich, warm ground. 
Draw earth to plants as they advance. For the 
want of a hot-bed the seeds may be sown in win- 
dow pots early inthe spring, or later, on a warm, 
light bed made in a sheltered part of the garden. 

Ixpran Corn.—This excellent vegetable, when 
planted at proper intervals, may be had for the table 
from early summer until hard frost. Plant in 
hills 3 to 31-2 feet apart each way for most 
kinds, and leave 4 plants to a hill. 

Lettuce.---For the first cutting, sow as early 
in the sprirg as the ground can be worked, on a 
sheltered bed, made light and dry; and at intervals 
throughout theseason, fora succession. Thin or 
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transplant to 1 fool apart for heading. Thehardy 
kinds may be sown in the fall, and protected | 
through the winter by a light ceveritg of straw, 
or of cedar branches when they can be obtained, 
whieh are less liable to smother the plants. 
covering should be removed gradually in the 
spring. The best soil for Lettuce is a very rich, | 

It is useless to undertake to grow | sandy loam. d 
good heads on poor ground, or thickly together. 

ME Lon.—-Plant late in the spring, in hills 5 or 
6 feet apart each way, well manured with old rot- , 
ton compost; scatter a dozen seeds to a hill, and 
after they ere out of danger from bugs, thin to 3 | 
or 4 plants. When they have 4 cr 6 rough leaves, 
pinch off the end of the main shoot, which will 
eanse the lateral branches to put forth sooner. — 
It will strengthen the growth of the vines, and the 
fruit will come earlier to maturity. A light, dry, 
sandy soil, and dry atmosphere, are most suitable. 

Warer-Msion.—Plant in hills 8 feet apart, in 
a sandy soil, well mapured im the hills, as early cs 
can be done with safety from frost, so that the 
fruit may come to maturity in the warm season, | 
when they are the most agreeable. 
Mustarp.—For salad it is sown thickly and 

used like common Cress. The cuiture for seed 
appertains more to the farm than to the garden. 
Sow early in the spring, in 2 feet drillz, and thin 
te 6 inches. 
Nasturtium.—Sow early in thespring, in drilis 

1 inch deep, the Tail variety by the side of a fence, 
trellisework or some other support to climb upon; 
and the Dwarf to form borders for the alleys. 
They will thrive in good round in almost any sit- 
uation, but are most productive in a light soil. 

Oxra.--Plant late in the spring, after the 
ground has become warm, in hills 21-2 feet apart, 
and thin to 3 plants in a hill. Hoe ofien and earth 
up a little to support the stems. 
be gathered while quite young and terder, 

Onion. —Onion seed is sown in Wethersfield | 
from the first of April to the middle of May, the 
earlier the better, provided the ground is dry | 
enough to work light and fine- After preparing 
the land by manuring heavily, and harrowing and 
raking fine, draw drills 14 inches apart, with a | 
marking rake, and sow at the rate of 8 pounds 
per acre, if wanted for bunching. For large bush- | 
el Onions, 6 pounds will be sufficient. The sow- 
ing is mostly done with machines, which can be 
graduated to sow vg desi ed quantity to the acre. 
If convenient, it is better to goover the giound 
with a light roller, immediately after the sowing. 
Itis customary to weedthem three times. At the 
tmo first the earth is drawn a little to the plants, 
and at the third or last weeding it should be 
brushed clean away with the fingers, to give them 
an opportunity to bottom entirely above ground. 
Ouions are no exception to the theory of rotation | 
of crops. They succeed equally well any number | 
ef years on the same ground, if kept highly en- 
riched. 

ParsteEv.—Soak the seed a few hours in, warm 
water, and sow very early in the spring, in 1 foot 
drills. 
ularly if sown late in the season, when it often 
fails entirely in dry weather. 

ParsNnips.—Parsnips require the deepest and 
richest soil. Sow early in the spring, in 15 ineh 
drills, and thin to 8 inches apart. 
Peas.—The planting for the early crep sheuld 

be made in the spring, as soon as the ground can 
be workeJ, in a warm, dry situation, and covered 
about 3 inches. At the south, where they will 

The | 

The pods should | 

Parsley seed is slow to germinate, partic: | 

endure the winter, the planting for the first crop 
is made in October and November. The ground 

| should have been manured the year previous, or 
| the Peas will be apt to grow too much to straw. 
| Use thoroughly decomposed manure if any, im- 
' mediately before planting. They are usually 
planted in double rows, from 3 to 4 feet apart, 
and those requiring it bushed when about 6 
inches high. The large and better sorts do better 
at a greater distance apart, leaving a broad space 
for planting low growing vegetables between the 
rows. They should be kept claan, and earthed 
up twice in their growth. 

Peprer.--Sow early, in a hot bed, or in the 
open ground, in a seed bed, about the middle of 
spring, in light, warm ground. Transplant when 
3 inches high, 1 foot apart in 18 inch drills, and 
earth up a little at 1 or 2 hoeings. Guano, hen 
dung, or any other bird manure, applied upon the 
surface, and hoed in, when the plants are about 6 
inches high, will be found to increase the product 
wonderfully. 
RapisH.—For the first crop, sew as early in 

| the spring as the ground can Ye worked, and every 
| two weeks throughout the season, for a succession. 
| A warm, sandy loam, made rich and light by some 
; good strong manure, will be most likely to afford 
them brittle and free from worms. Sow in 12 
inch drills and thin to 2 or 3 inches apart. It 
should be borne in mind that radishes must have 
slenty of room and be grown quick, or they will 
invariably be tough and wormy. In the heat of 
summer, they ought to be watered very freely. 

RuHvBARB.—Sow early in the spring in a seed 
bed. In the fall, transp!ant to 3 feet asunder each 
way, in hills enriched with halt a bushel of well 
rotted manure. The stalks should not be plucked 
till the third year, and the plant never allowed to 
exhaust itself by running to seed. 

'  Sprnacu.—For the early spring crop, sow about 
| the middle of autumn, thinly, in 14 inch drills; 
| and at the approach of winter, cover with a light 

| 
layer of straw or cedar branches. For the suc- 

| ceeding spring and summer crop, sow as early in 
| the spring as the ground can be put in good con- 

dition. To grow Spinach in perfection, the 
| ground must be made very rich with strong ma- 
nure. | 

| Sausiry, on VecetTaste Oyster.—Salsify 
| closely assimilates to the taste and flavor of the 
Gyster when properly cooked; and by many per- 

| sons ig esteemed as a very delicious vegetable.— 
The roots may be taken up late in the fall, and 
preserved in moist satid, or allowed to stand out 
all the winter. Sow in the spring in 14 inch drilis, 
and thin to 6 iuches. Cultivation the same as for 
Carrots and Parsnips, 

SquasH.—Being all very tender and sensitive of 
cold, they cannot with safety be planted in the 

|; Open ground tefore the middle of spring. The 
hills should be manured and prepared ‘he same as 
for Cucumbers, and all sorts thinned to 2 or 3 
plants in a hill. Plant the late running kirds 8 
feet apart. 

|  Tomato.—Sow very early in the spring, in win- 
| dow pots, for the want of a hot bed, and in the 
| open ground as soon as it can be worked, in a 
| warm border on the south side of a tight fence, 
| and thin the planis to 3 or 4 inches, to keep them 
low and stacky. When severe frosts are no lon- 

| ger to be feared, trafsplant to 2 by 3 feet apart. 
| Hoe often, and earth up a little till the plants are 
| afoot highs they may then be supplied with sup- 
| ports, or allowed to spread upon the ground. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS, 

FrencH SHerp Doags.—An English traveler 
speaks of the dogs which are used in Norimanéy, 
in the management of sheep, as being uncommonly | 

| slucents, several, we are glad to see, are devoting valuable. He thus describes one: 
“The animal was some cress of the breed com- 

monly known in England es lurebers; and the 
quick sparkle of the eye, and the ready and eager 
intelligence of his face az he watched his master, 
and flew round the flock at the slightest gesture, 
or merely mumbled word of direction, were really 
beautiful to see. Tha shepherd told me he was a 
inest valuable dog; he would not sell him 200 | 
franes. 

EartH ALMonD.—We learn that numerous re- 
ports have been received @n the successful growth 
and prolific yield of the chufa in varieus parte of 
the United States. One gentleman in Maryland 
eslimates that an acre of this plant, both grass 
and tubers, would support a hundred hogs during 
the season; also, that the tops are greedily de- 
voured by horses, sheep and cows. Another gen- 
‘leman reports that he raised six quarts of tubers 
froma gill of seed. A third reports from Ohio 
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INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURE.—It appeors by 
2 recent catalogue of Amherst College, that the 
winter term of that institution will commence on 
the 9th of January, and is to continue fourteen 
weeks. Of the large and increasing number of 

theraselves to the study of agriculture, under the 
direction of Professor Nash; and there can be no 
doubt that young men having an eye to the farm, 
as their fieid of future action; can acquire, by a 
trifling expense of time aad money, knowledge, 
— will be of essential service to them through 
life. 

Besides instruction in practical agriculture, in 
connection with a liberal course of reading, and a 
free use of the geological and other cabinets, there 
is tobe, we understand, during the coming term, a 
very fulland complete course of chemical lec- 
tures by Professor Clark. In chemistry as taught 

| by experimenta! lectures, with apparatus ample for 

that they grew fuxuriantly, but were seratched | 
out of the ground and devoured by the hens.— 
{ Agricultural Division of the Patent Office. 

Important Discovery.—Jean Blane, of New 
Orleans Price Currant, represented to be an agri- 
culturist of considerable scientific attainments, 
has secured letters patent from the United States 
for the discovery of a procets of converting thirty 
different varieties of plants, which grow wild in 
enormous quantities in various sections of the 
Union, into flax, of great strength and beantiful 
texture. Specimens are now in New York, end 

| than the mer. who raise them. 

among them are said to be the flax made from the | 
stalks made from the cotton plant, large quanti- 
ties of which are burnei on the southeri: planta. 
tions to get them out of the way; the ceatury tree, 
er wild Manilla, which prows in abundanee in 
Florida; the wild hoilyheck, with a fibre of ten or 
fifteen inches long; the gold nankeen, of a natural 
nankeen color; the vegetable silk, and the vegeta- 
ble wool. 

A VatvaBLe SuGeestion.—Mr. Prinee the 
well known nurseryman of Flushing, L. 1, rece 
ommends the culture of Liquorice, as one of the 
most importent plants that can be added to Amer- 
ican agricniture, A deep sandy loam. or other 
light soil is adapted to it, and the plant is propa. 
gated by cuttings from the root. It yields an im- 
mense@ crop, is quite valuabe, and now largeiy 
imported, 

ProFrits or Broom Corn.—A Virginia paper 
states that Mr. H.S. Owen, who recentiy pure 
chased Winchesier’s Island, containing 80 acres, 
for $6 000, has realized haif that sum for his crop 
of broom corn this season. Mr. O. had 60 acres 
under cnitivetton, from whicir he has realizea 40.- 
000 pounds, of broom siraw, end sold it at prices 
ranging from $7.50 10 $10 ner hundred. averaging 
fall $3. In addition to this, he gathered about 
3.000 bashels of seed, worth twenty-five cents per 

bushe!, or $7 0 for the lot—or $1,000 for the pro- 
duce of only 60 avress whieh, deducting for cost 
of cullivation, leaves $3,000 net. 

fas” Se Commissions for the Rock Tsland and 
Alton Railroad will meet at Beardstown on the 
15'h of March next, for the purpose of apening 
books for subscriptions to the capital stock of the 
road, 

illustrating and making plain its difficult poirts, 
we have long thought is the key to many of the 
farmer’s most earnes: inquiries; and we should 
think that this course of lectures alone would be 
worth more to a young farmer, or one wishing to 
become a farmer, than the expense of the whole 
term.—N. E. Farmer. 

TRAINING oF TreEs.—The editor of the Horti- 
cultural Review says: 

Trees with low heads do bear sooner and better 
and will bear longer, than whip stalks and bean 
poles. In our prairies Jow headed trees are the 
enly ones that ean hold up their heads and hold on 
their fruit. They are naturelly shaped fruit bear- 
ers, and they are miserably unpopular with that 
class of purchasers wno know more about trees 

This is a most im- 
portant subject and fruit growers will never re- 
pent but onee. if they prune their trees up high. 
Like most tyros, we began so, too, and it_has tn- 
flicted one perpetual sorrow upon us. The low 
tree is healthier, not subject to affections of bark 
or insects, not injured by winds, the fruit is easier 
gathered; in fact every reason is in favor of a low 
growth. We now trv to form a head not higher 

| than three feet frem the ground, for apples, let- 
ting the branches grow out. 

Warertnc CATTLE.—mmong the many causes 
of stock not thriving as much as might be desira- 

| tle during the winter, is theirtoo seanty supply of 

| fering for want of food, water or shelter 

water, A few have running water in their cattle 
yards, and their stock drink as nature requires it; 
but most farmers water their stock either by the 
pump or driving them to a running brook twice, 
or ofien but once a day. Watering is done by 
rule from fall to spring, rerardless of weather 
or food. I have observed stock so dry as to 
refvee to eat dry food, bat after being watered 
they eat voraciously, Now it is a well settled 
fact that no animal will thrive well while euf- 

Let 
those who want to turn out their stock in the 
spring in good condition, attend to these things, 
and letthem see that the poorer and weaker of 
the stock get as much as they want. 

An E.epyant Swimmire Tuirty MILes.— 
The Charleston Evening News understands that 
the elephant that was lost overboard frets a vessel 
bound to that port made its way ssfely into Mt. 
Pleasant harhor. The vessel was thirty miles out 
at sea.ania heavy gale was blowing when the eie- 
phani went overboard. Its frat of riding out the 

storm is, we suppose. the most remarkable instance 
of animal strength and endurance on record. 

a 

3 | 
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Fancy DisHrs or Horse FresH.—A Man- 
chester Englishman named Renaud, a Director in 
the Imperial Veterinary School—in plain Saxon, 
a horse doctor--invited a Professor the chef de 
clinique, that is, the nurse of the-horse hespital, 
the editor of the Bulletin de Therapentique, proba- 
bly a pastry cook’s paper, and sundiy other 
guests, to dine froin horse flesh. As all good 
jadges of beef would do, a twenly-three year old 
horse was chosen, and each guest was furnisbed 
with a dish of horse meat, and also one of good 
plain beef. Also, a dish of soup made of each 
kind was handed round. As it 
dinner, the soup probably came first, aithough we 
do not know the stabie etiquette of such repasts, 
The account says: 

Thevictory was unanimously given to the horse | 1 : ; | " 
side withou; medical treatment, or a few mashes flesh, which was declared to be precisely of the 

same taste, but richer, stronger, more gelatinous, 
and more capable of concentration. 

The conclusion of the repast is thus described: 
The banquet closed with a fine, fat, thick fillet 

of horse, |:rded and dressed as they dress here roe 
venison, namely, plunged for a few days into a 
preparation of salt, spices, herbs, oniovs, Madeira 
and a dash of vinegar, and then roasted; a most 
“delicate device,” be it noticed, and one which no 
real gourmand ever forgets when he has once tried 
it. The fillet of horse was triumphantly wel- 
comed, and voted super-excellent. Tender, juicy, 
fat, high flavored, more delicate than the stag, 
sore melting than the roe, more *gamy’ than beef. 
lt was unanimously pronounced to be a great dis- 
covery; an immense addition to the pleasures of 
the tables; a sort of mixiure between venison, 
hare, and butcher’s meat. 
it seems, begged thatthe cook might have orders 
to cut off a gondslice, and that each person might 
earry it home into his own family, and make the 
female inmates of his house judges in their (urn 
of its excellence. 

£1ze or SwWINe --A writer in the Ohio Fariner | 
makes some seusible remarks about swine He | 
argues. and we think eorrectly, that many Wes- 
tern farmers regard gieat size as of too much im- 
portance, He quotes the opinion of an experi 
enced pork merchant as fullows: 
Joh: Mahard,an old and extensive pork packer, 

in Cincinnati, in speaking of jarge, vs, medium 
sized hoga, prefers ihe medium He says it is | 
fully as much to his interest, and that of every 
one else engaged in curing pork for market, as to 
the interest of the farmer, that the very best breed 
of hogs should be scatiered over the country. 
He says he can make no use,in that market, of 
hogs weighing from four to seven hundred pounds, 
even thougi they may be well fattened. A hog 
of proper form end quality of meat, that matures 
at ten or twelve months old, so as to fatten prop- 
erly, and that weighs from two to three hundred 
pounds, is the sort for which they will give the 
highest price, because it yields tnem the greatest 
profit, and most assurediy it will pay the farmer 
the best. A spring pig, killed in the fall, weigh- 
ing two hundred pounds net, will certainly pay 
better than if the same pig had been kept over 
winter and killed the second fall at five hundred 
pounds net. 

Tue Grave oF Manison.---A bl has beenres 
norted in the Senate of Virginia, providing for the 
erection of a plain tomb of granite or marble 
over the grave of James Madison. It is a some- 
what singular and morlifying fact that up to this 
time no stone has marked the place where rest the 
remains of this illustrious man. 

| soon be effected. 

was 2 fashionable 

| caused by inflammation. 

Every guest: present, | 

Broopy Murrain 1n Carrre.—The Prairie 
Farmer publishes the following as a cure fer this 
disease: ‘Take of white oak bark, newly peeked 
from the tree, as much as you can easily encoms 
pass with the thumbs and fingers of both hands. 
Boil this in one gallon of watea for a short time; 
then pour off the water and dissolve in it a lump 
of alum of the size of a hulled walnut, and a 
lump of copperas of the same size. With this 
mixture, drench the sick animal, and the cure will 

Mr. C. Heggs is the author of 
this prescription. 

Lampers 1n Horses.—The bars cccasicnally 
swell and rise to a levei with the teeth. This is 

“ina majority of cases, 
Youast says, ‘the sweiling usually will 300 sub- 

and gentle alterative wili relieve the animal. A 
few slight incisions will cause the swelling to 
subside. The brutal custom of burning with a 
red hot iron, is most objectionable.” 

{In the Minnessota copper mine, near Lake 
Superior, is an immense mass of native coppers in 
fact, its extent has not been determined. Fiom 
<0 to 25 men are constantly engaged in cutting it 
up into pieces of 5,000 pounds weight. Occa- 
sionally in cuttirg, they pass through pure copper 
a foot anda hali thick. 

(9° The root of the wild plant catled Solomon’s 
heai, mashed up and put on to bruises, will take 
the discoloration ont and relieve the pain. An 
old English writer seys, that {his plant should be 
cuilivated by all those families wiere fist work 
is done.?? 

4 Means have been previded to extend the 
Oquawka and Peoria road froin the latter city east 
io the Chicago and Mississippi road. 

fas" To show how mechanical skill and labor 
add to the value of raw material, the British 
Quarterly R view gives this instructive caleula- 
tion: A bar of iron valued at $5, worked into horse 
shoes, is worth S10 50; needles. $355; penknife 
blades, $3,285; shirt buftona, $29, 80; balance 
springs of watches, $250,000. ‘Thirty-one pounas 
of iron have been made into wire upward of one 
hundred and eleven miles in length, and so fine 

was the fabric that a part of it was converted, in 
lieu of horse hair, into a barrister’s wig, 

Gag" The Frederick (Md.) Examiner states that 
many persons in that cily felt what they supposed 
to be the shock of ar esrthanake. about 4 o'clock 
on the morning of the 26th ult. Itappears to have 
been experienced in a line from southwest to 
northeast, or paraliel with the Blue Ridge. 

Venison vs. Beer —It is something unusual 
(says the N. Y. Times.) to find in our market good 
Venison cheaper than ordipary Beef; but such has 
heen the case for several days past. We raw ex- 
cellent Venison steaks and saddle cuts retailing 
yesterday at the Washingion markets, for 1244 
14c per ib., with poorer Beef at 14al7c. 

fe" The Terre Haute Conrier gives the total 
hog business of that place, for the past season at 
54,562 heads cettle, 4,041; sheep, 2,515. ; 

ka Counterfeit five: on the Commercial 
Bank of Burlington, are in circulation. ‘The 
bill is bungingiy made, though calculated to de- 
ceive those unaccustomed to handle money. 
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VALUABLE RECIPES. 

How To MAKE Goop Cream Custs+0.—Take 
one cup ef sweet cream, oe egg, beaten well, 
one table spoonful of sugar, two table spoonsful 
of fiour, and nutmeg to the taste. 

Motrasses Cake --Take one cup.of molasses, 
one cup of cream, two eggs, and a tea spoonful of 
saleraius; mix in flour till itis thick, and then 
bake ina quick oven. 

Recive ror Baking Cares.—Take two cups 
of sugar, three cups of flour, one cup of creuin, 
and butler the size of a beekory uu; take four 
eves, beat the white toa froth, add a tea spoonful 
of soda; bake in smali pans in a quick oven. 

Mountain Caxe.—Slirto a cream oue cup of 
buiter, and iwo of white sugar; add the while of 
six eggs, beaten to a stiff f-oti, one anda third 
cups of mik, three and a third cups of sifira 
flour, half a tea spoonful of soda, a tea spoonful 
of cream-tariar, flavor with le:znon, bake in a mcd- 
erale oven; it looks well cut in slices. 

Vatirey Caxe.—Siix one cup of butter with 
twe cf browu sugar, add the yolks of six eggs 
Well beaten, a cup and a third of milk, three and 
athir cups of tlour, one tea spoonful of soda, 
two of cream-tatter, half a nutmeg, a smati iea 
spountul of ground cinnamon, atea cupfal of 
seeded. raisins; bake in deep, round tins. 
TREATMENT oF Crovr.—Wheu a child is at- 

tacked wilh croup, or raties, apply to ihe throat , 
a plaster of lard and snuif—any kind of grease 
will do as weil, and if you have nu souff, fine to- 
bacco inay be used in its place; care must be (aken 
in plecing it above the pit @f the stomach, or it 
Will produce teo great nausea, pive a tew dropeoft | 
sweet o} levery half, or quarter of an hour, andin | 
most cases, the patient is entirely well in a few | 
hours. 

Sore Lips.—Camphor is an excellent thing to | 
keep the chaps away froin ladies’ lips. 

Foracut wirt A Kyeirs.—Bind the wound 
while the biood ts flowing, with brown sugar, 
thoroughly wetin spiriis of campher; do vot re- 
moveit tul:he wird or fourth day .Oaio Farmer, 

MocuH Honey FroM A LITTLE.—Those who 
wish to increase the quantity of their honey, and | 
also improve its flaver, can do so by following 
these directions: 

“jlissolve two pounds of the purest white sugar 
in as inch hot water as will be just necessary to 
reduce it {o a syrup; take one pound of the micest 
white clover honey, any other light colored honey 
of good flavor will answer, ani afler warining it, 
add it to the sugar syrup, and stir the contents, 
When cool, this compound will be pronounced by | 
the best judges or honey, to be one of the most | 
luscious articles which they ever tasted, and will 
be, by almost every one, preferred to the unmixed | 
honey. Refined loaf sugar is an inodorous sweet, 
and one pouud of honey will communicate its odor 
to two of sugar.” 

Cuarrep Hanps.—A salve made of beeswax. 
and sweet oil, is as good as anything; a piece of 
wax of the size of a hickery nul, melted with an 
ounce of oil;apply after a thorough cleansing in 
soap suds, just before going to bed, 

InFLAMED Eves.—A strong decoction of green 
tea, sweetened with loaf sugar, and made smooth 
with thick sweet cream,is often an effectual cure 
for common inflammation of the eyes; in severe 
cases, bind the tea lecves on fora poultice; it is 
soothings-cooling, and at least harmless, 

| every one knew it. 

| drilis, and thin to 5 or 6 inches. 
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To MAKE OysTER Brotu oF Coprisit.—Pick 
into bits a piece of codfish, the thick part is pref- 
erable;toa tea cupful of the fixh, put two quarts 
of boiling water; season with butter, pepper and 
salt, and eat it hot with crackers; it is almost equal 
to oysters, and much cheaper fuod,and is a harm- 
less and palatable sisi for invalids. —O. Farmes. 

Crirar Soap.—A correspondent of the Southern 
Banner gives the following receip for soep ma- 
King, and adds that it would be worth one thou- 
sand doflars in the hands of a seifish person, and 
the world would have fo untie the purse string to 
get it, but here it is gratis: 

Take a'X pounds Of PotarDzeecceeccscccscoesecssses ID 
Four pounds of Lart sess ccecccccccecrcecsecesees OF 
FOUr PBULGS OF Kusibsesescceseccccecscsecsceseess <9 

All BRIOURLIDE iCrenveeccerecececcsecesreseoer Si iO 

Beat up the rosin, mix all together well and set 
aside for five Gays, thea put the whole into a ten 
gallon casi of warin water and stir twice a day 
tor ten days; at the expiration of which time, or 
sooner, you wil have 1UU pounds ef good soap for 
$1 50. 
The wriler does not say hard soap; so don’t be 

disappointed if it sheuld be soft. 

To keep LAxD Sweet. ~ Instead of putting it 
into large vesseis, pul ic into stone crocks or jars, 
ot from eneto tour gallous each; when cooi:g, 
or thickening, put in your Salt, wnich will mx 
through ihe dard insiead of selling on Lhe botiomn 
or the crock. The next dey take clean bits of 
cotton cloth, rather lereer than tue top of the ves- 
sei, and afler pulling 12 suouthly dows, and press 
ing the edges snugly arcund so as to exclude ail 
air, pack in a Close layer of salt, then tay over 
another piece of coiton eloh and turn over il a 
plate or a cover woich will fit ugiuy, then tie 
over two thickursses of paper, anc set in a cool, 
ary place. In this way 1 uave kept lard pe:tecily 
sweet eixhteen nonths.— Michigan Fariner. 

Frozen Feet.—bdomevody gives the following 
as a sure remedy for fresicd feet. Prebadly the 
same recipe would be és effi: ecious applied io the 
hands or any other part of the body. 

At this ume of (he year many persons are trou- 
bied with frosted feet, and have no means of ie- 
lieving themseives, though they wonlu give a!- 
most anything for relief. I beg leave, through 
your journal, to make known a most efficient 
reinedy. 

Many persons have tried it to their satisfac- 
tion, and i heard one person express the wish that 

It is this. 
Heat a brick very hot, and hold the foot over it 

as closely as tt can be held without burning. Cut 
an onion in two, and dippiug it repeatedly in 
salt, rub it all over the foot The juice of the 
cnion wili be dried into the foot, anc effect a 
cure in avery shoritime. If this be dove for a 
few times, it is almost certain to cure your feet 
entirely. 

Turnip.—For the spring crop, sow the Early 
White Dutch, or the Strap-leaved gerts, as early 
as the seed can be got into the ground in 14 inch 

Keep them per- 
fectly clear from weeds, and when the bottoms 
begin to enlarge, brush away the earth from avout 
the roots to the depth et half an inch or more, and 
give them a light dressing of wood ashes. It is 
important to get them started very’ early, so that 
they may have time to grow to sufficient size be- 
fore very hot weather, when they will soon be- 
come tough and strong. On fresh new iand, a 
fine spring crop may occasionally be obtained by 
the ordinary mode of culture. 
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EDITORIAL 

County Farirs.—We venture to say in 

advance, that the County Fairs of Illinois, 

the coming fall, will be far superior in inte- 

rest to those which have preceded them.— 

We shall be disappointed if they do not. 

reach more than serew/y intumber. Al- 

ready measures are beirg taken by many 

societies for the full fairs, with the bie t of 
encouraging production the ensuing season; 

of giving notice to farmers and mechanics, 
and the ladies in time, of the articles for 

which premiums will be given, so as to pro- 

duce a competition which shall bring ont 

the skill of farmers in cultivation, mechan- | 

s, and artists, ia their various professions, 
sm the ladies in their especial departments, 

which adds a decided feature to exhibitions. 
This is right. We cannot begin too early. 

The Sangamon County Agricultural Society 

is already moving. 

teen hundred doliars,—a pretty fair sun, 

The time of the 

It will take place at 

some psriod, which will enable our farmers 

to atiend the State Fair, aud elso the Alo:- 

gan County Feir, and if possible, others in 

our neighborhood. We 

which may be increased. 

fuir is not fixed upon. 

display of stock than heretofore; a far | 
greater display of vegetables; of the pro- 

ducts of the dairy; of the skill of mechauies; 
and the wondrous productions of tuste aud 

skill, wrought by the fairy fingers of the 

ladies; and, if the Exuibitiou is early enough 

iu the season, Floral Hail will present a 

more beautiful array of flowers 

bery than it bas ever yet done. 

aud shrab- 

We want all farmers to bring some of | 

their productions to the Fairs, and so of me- 

chanics, artists, and ladies, who can thus 

contribute to render these occasions such as 

shall do honor to all concerned. We may 

not all get premiums. What of 
We shall contribute to a display that will 

do credit to durselves, to our Counties and — 

to our State, and will show straugers, who 
are ranging over our state, with views of 

curiosity or desires to settle among us, the 

That society is in the | 

field with premiums to the amount of fi/- | 

shall have wa finer | 

end that it brings in the 

that? | 

NOTICES. 

productions of our soil and the skill and 

taste of our men and women. 

sure to hear from us Our readers will be 

againon this subject. 

Fine Srock—Geop Prices.--We learn 

that a few davs since, Wm. M. Warren, 

Esq., of Island Grove, sold to Stephen Dun- 
[ lap, of Morgan county, a yearling Durham 

Bull, for $100. At the same time, he sold 
to Col. James Dunlap, of the same county, 

a bull calf, of the same stock, five months 

old, for $200. ‘These sales, and te such 

persous as the Messrs. Duulap, show the 

value of this stock. They are us good judges 

of stock es can be found in the west. 

We give these fucts to show the advau- 

tege to farmers of buying fine Durham stock 

as fine stock can be had 

aud it can 

nour state. Here 

the country, 

reliable and 

as can be found in 

be purchased of 

nen, considerations of much acre 

Mr. Warren bas a stock of Togs, 

responsible 

fine 

ported stock, which was re- 
ety) Just f fall. They 

Liverpool 
are of the 

‘AY hites, 2 

evived at his / 
; : 

stock kuown as the 

a stock ve ty wa in of peland. 

Caxapa Critp Spring WHear.—We have 

been uae eslled on for a cription 

of this wheat. We avail ourselves of oie 

given in 2 comuiunication from Gustavus 

Foud du Lac, Wiscor- 

“Canada Club,” is 

among the farmers in his 

De Nevue, Esg., of 

“yo tuat tae 

yoy } ar} 
2r%GeG 

vicinity as the most profitable spring 

wheat, considering the ease of raising it, 
market the highest 

market price. it was brougat to the United 

States from Canada, where it was formerly 
extensively cultivated; but not so much now 

on account of the extensive ravages of the 

introduced into Canada 

this day, tle 

weevil. It was 

from Franco, whara w+ te at 
wWoere 10 iS, ab 

kind most raised. This wheat was known 

in Franee as the “small white March 

wheat,” as March is the mo 

wheat is usually sown 

The ‘Canada a held wheat, 

grows remarkabiy even and straight. The 
straw is uncommonly stiff, and its height 

bth in whick the 

Clab” is 
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rather below medium, for which reasons it Faas AnD Stock FoR Sate.—The adver- 

is less liable to Le laid low by the winds and | tisement of J. N. Brown, Esq., of I-land 
storms than any kind of spring wheat with 

which tie writer was acquainted; a quality 

of great value to farmers. The flour made 

from it is not very fine, but good, and its. 

quality heavy. The wheat commonly 

weighs more than sixty pounds to the bushel. 

A farmer had raised in Fond du Lae county 

37 bushels to the acre. The Canada club 

wheat has nothing of the flinty appearance; 

it is as soft as fall wheat; indeed, it is diffi- 

cult to detect the difference between the 
Canada club enda fine variety of fall wheat. 

The usaal quantity of -eed sown to the 
acre is one and a half bushels, few farmers 

sowing less, and some going as high as two 

bushels, 

.C. Crowder, two 

had a sale of stock 

Srock Sanes.—Mr. J 

miles west of this city, 

some days since. Amgng the sales we 

noticed that of a fine mare at $299; one 

Gazzam mare, $201; one two year old 

hlack Morgan colt, $200; one 1 year old, 
$125; oue do. $140; one yearling do. $70; 

oue Devon cow and calf, $103; cue Durham 

cow, $30. Several common cows and calves 
cold at prices between $30 and $40 

ovk of Dur- 

ueifers, end 

for sale. 

Mr. Crowder has still a fine st 

ham cows, very fine colts and 

HEDGE Gnowens W ANTED.—We have 

frequent calls from farmers, who desire to 

the growing of hedges 
They hear that there are 

make contracts for 

upou their farms. 

ersous engaged in this business, but cannot | : ‘ ‘ 
r a= | shoes having soles of the thickness of brown 
learn where they are to be fouad. We 
know of several persoas who raise the plants 

for sale, but have not understoodthat they 
grow hedges on contract. The season is 

now at hand for setting ont hedge plaats, 

and we give this notice for the benefit of all 

parties schceniel: 

Wit Cress turn to Waeat?—The cor- 

respondents of the Michigan Farmer are 

engaged in the discussion of this old ques- 

tion. When the discussion is concluded, to 

the satisfaction of ail parties, we 

the results. When will that be? 

Grove, in our advertising sheet, will arrest 

the attention of the reader. 

Island Grove are amoung ‘he best in the 

state, and the country about has good rail- 

road facilities. The population is com- 

posed, mainly, of wealthy and intelligent 
farmers, who form an excellent society; hav- 

ing churches of several denomiuatious and 

schools of a high order. We know of no 

part of the State which offers more advan- 

tages to the farmer than the country in and 
about Island Grove. The post office ad- 

dress of Mr. J. N. Brown, is “Berlin, 

Sangamon county, Illinois.” 
—_— 

ses A connoisenr in such matters, just 

from the east, says, ‘‘the ladies there are 

now wearing their bonnets on their heads, 

and though the fashion of the bonnet is 

still small, the wearing them on the head is 

a great improvenient in appearance and 

comfort.” How doeshe kuow about the 
| “comfort” of the thing? 

be=Colds, coughs, consumptions, are dis- 
eases brought on by exposure. ‘The season 

of mud, wet side walks, chilly damp winds, 

is now upon us, and ladies, young and old, 

should have their thick soled shoes or boots, 

end should cover themselves up well when 

they gocut. Ladies, like every body else, 

like the credit of possessing good sense. 
| Bot what good sense is there in going out 

' to the vitals? and also 

on wet sidewalks and into the mud with 

sends a chill 

with a chest so 

paper, and every step in which 

| lightly covered that every palpitation of 

ill give | 

the heart ean be witnessed? 

We hear that many places will be in the 

field as candidates for the location of the 
next State Fair. Among them Vandalia, 

Centralia, Salem, Jonesboro’, Jacksonville, 

Alton, and probably others. It is an im- 

portant matter, and will undoubtedly he 

well considered by the Executive Commit- 

tee at their adjourned meeting in April. 

The lands of 

a) 
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News.——Our latest European news leads 

to the belief that a peace may be patched 

up between the Allies and Russia. It is 
conjectured, and not without strong rea- 

sons, that Louis Napoleon is intriguing 

for peace, having secured for France most 
of the glory of the Crimean war, and that 

others are to follow. 
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Indeed, it appears 

that no further opposition is made to emi- 

grations to Nicaragua from this country.— 

The Nicaraguan goverument, by decree, has 
re-annexed the Musquito territory to Nicar- 

_ agua, and Col. Kinney has been directed to 

England will be compelled, from circum. | 

stances, to unite with France in making 

peace. The peace projects are intended to 
settle all the affairs of Murope, and to fix 

upon the people, with the iron power of 
despotism, the principle of “the Divine right 

of kings.” 
English papers are still publishing brag- 

gadocia threats of war upon the United 

States. War is always an evil; but in this 
case it will be a greater cvil to England 

than to the United States. If England is 

very anxious to fighi us, she is yy to come 

on. We shan’t ran any low. She hus al- 

ready got the worst of it in two wars, end 

would be likely to come out of the third 

second kest. 

Ia India, British fillibustering continves. 

Any pretense is seized upon to rob the na- 

tive authorities of their provinces. The 

province of Scinde, containing some mil- 

lions of people, is the latest robbery. 

On our own continent, there have been 

no very remarkable occurrences the few 

weeks past. The Indian wars continue in 

Oregon, and our troops are generally sue- 
cessful. In Mexico revolutions and counter 

revolutions. are constantly ocenrring.-- 
Nothing better can be expected there.—-- 

The people have no proper idea of self-gov- 
ernment. All is anarchy. When that 

country assumes its just position in the 

world, it will he under anglo-saxon control, 

In Central America, we find that Walk- 

er’s government is regarded with jealousy 

by all the States except Nicaragua; and 
they have leagued against him, with the ob- 

ject of driving him out of the country.— 

This it will probably be hard to do. He 

is constantly receiving accessions to his 
forces from California and the United 

States. Two hundred men left New Or- 

leans to join him a few days since, and 

| when they set 

leave the country. 

At home we have no startling events to 

record, Congress has not yet transacted 
eny business of great general interest. 

bap Has any one of our readers over nscd 

the meal made of Wander corh, Or any 
other Sana corn? The Bostou Cultivator 

says that the “meal of this corn, when 

cooked, has about the taste of nothing.” 

—— 

we. The uatural history of birds has 

furnished important facts for the considera- 

of farn With all varieties, it will 

ind, that in the destraction of injurious 

ts, they do a hundred times the good 

that they i injury in taking a slight toll 

i our crops of grain and fruit. The 

Ohio Cuitivator recommends that in clear- 

ing up grounds we should spare the fruit 
shrubs and vines, for the 

birds, and that iu plauting ornamenta! 

trees, we shonid have regerd tu those which 

furnish food for the birds, aud theréby at- 
tract 

ieVs. 

bearing trees, 

them to our prem ises. 

Japan SHEEP. —Thist is a new variety, re- 

cently imported from China. They are said 

tobe of good size, and t.cir fleeces good 

for coarse fabrics. But theiv most remark- 

able quality is that of their rapid propaga- 
tion. The ewes have lambs twice a year, 

and from two tofonr at atime. The sheep 

are said to make fine mutton. 

Earty Tomatoss.--Sow some seed ina 
flower pot, put 2 pane of glass over the pot, 

and set in asunny window. When the 

plants get into rough leaf, put them off into 
small pots, and again, as they grow, into 

larger. In May, set them ont on tlic 
sunny side of a fence and train them up; 

sufficient fruit, cut off the 

the tops. 

BaPThe Cincinnati papers have again com~- 

menced a war upon the Indiana Free Banks. 



Crops in Madison County. 
Epwarpsvitir, March 4th, 1855. 

The undersigned, citizens of Madison 
county, Illinois, regarding the dissemination 

) tions » country, both profitable roductions of the country, both profitable 
and interesting, would submit the following 
facts in regard to this county, as having been bet J D> 
derived from information in their judgment, 
entirely reliable. 

Jesse Renfro, of Silver Creck, in this | 
county, had 28 acres in wheat in the year 
1855, from which he gathered and sold | 
1068 bushels clean wheat, averaging 38 
bushels per aere. 
a very reliable man, states that the land re- 
ceived only ordinary cultivation, withont 
manure. Wheat sown by the drill. 

AT, anfr x is 9 + ePiyes wn ° . Mr. Renfro, who is a , John Wiiliains, Treasurer, in part payment of 

Joseph Shaffer, of this county, raised on | 
11 acres of land, 500 bushels of wheat, in | 
1855, ordinary culture, no manure, 

John J. Scott, of Madison county, IL, 
raised in 1855, on Gueres of ground, 43 
bushels of wheat per acre; cultivation or: 
dinary, no manure. 

William Baird, of Madison county, Tlls., 
had 6 1-2 acres of corn ground, from which 
he gatliered and sold 728 bushels, in 1855. 
The cultivation was only ordinary, and no 
manure was used on the land. 

Heury T. Bartlett, of Madison county, 
Iils., had 22 acres in wheat, from which he 
harvested, in 1855, nine hundred and seven 
bushels, averaging 41 1-4 buslels per acre; 
cultivation ordinary and broad cast sown, 
no manure used, 

Mrs. Daphine Brown, of Medison county, 
Ill., harvested in 1855, from 40 acres, 1323 
bushels, sveraging 33 1-3 bushels per acre; 
cultivation ordinary, no manure. 

A large number of cases approximating 
very nearly to the above yields, have come 
to our knowledge; but for want of specific 
data they are omitted. We can assure you 
that the above statement may be relied on 
implicitly. 

Thinking that information from this part 
of our state, which has hitherto been almost 
overlooked, might not be unprofitable or 
uninteresting to your readers, we have 
transmitted the above statement. If you 

. . * ali | Mareh } of information in respect to the agricultural | Maret, 
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Sheeting of the Association of Farmers and Me- 

chanics of Sangamon County. 

The regular annual meeting of the above 

Association was held in the city of Springtield, 

The President, Jaurs M’Cox- 

,?n the chair. 

1856. 
NELI 

‘The Treasurer presented his report, showing 

accounts due the Society of $253 32, and ac- 

counts against the Society, unpaid, of 3506 48. 

The report was received and accepied. 

J.C. Crowder presented an account of $10, 
for a pump—ailowed. 

The claims of the Association against H. 

Crowder and M, M. M’Coy were assigned to 

his claim against the Society. 

‘he Secretary was reqnested to make out and 

report ut the next meeting the amount of shares 

of stock of the Association sold. 
The Association chen proceeded to elect offi- 

cers for the ensuing year. ‘The following per- 
sons were elected by unanimous vote to the 
cffices named: 

H. Jacopy, President. 
©. W. Vanperty, A. B. McConnenn, 

Presidents. 

S. Francis, Secretary. 
S. M. Parsoxs, Treasurer. 
Resolved, that aa exhibition and fair be he’iq 

next fall; and that the President and Secrets ry 

V ice 

| be a committee to confer with the Morgan © oyn- 

think it of snfficient importance we would | 
be glad to have the facts made public 
through the columns of your paper. 
We take a deep interest in every thing | 

appertaining to the development of the ag- 
riculcural resources of the country. 
We remain obedient servants, 

J. GILLESPIE, 
JACOB J. KINDER. 

ty Society in regurd to the time at whir.y the 
iairs of the respective counties shall be } jelg. 

Resolved, That the Association cf or firteen 
hundred dollars as premiums for the pext fair. 

‘he Associnlion then elected the 
dents of che several Departineuts 97, 

James N. Grown, for cattle. 
Josep) Stoexdale, fur horses, J’ yeks and mules. 
Juha M’Connell, for sheep @ pq poultry. 
Join C. Crowder, for hogr ,. 
Henry B Grabb, for mg .chinery end imple- 

Superinten- 
‘the fair: 

plements. ; 
A. B. Cast, for tarm p’-oducts and dairy. 

Ubas. W. Matheny, for mill fabrics, needle 
work, paintings, ¢rawi' pes &e. 

Jas, M’Conneil, for preserves, pickles, bread, 
cake, &. 

Resolved, That te Superintendents be requi- 
red to make out the list of premiums for their 
departments, restoectively, and the names of the 
judges of the sd departments, and report the 
same for the ation of the next meeting of the 
Association, 

Resolved, Thet H. Jaesby, John Williams, 
and 8S. F rancis, take charge of the grounds of 
the Association as Trustees under the constitu- 
tion. 
_ Resolved, That the Association do now ad- 
journ, to meet at the office of the Secretary, in 
the Journal Buildings, on the last Saturday in 
April next, at one o'clock p. m. 

Resolved, That the papers of this city he re- 
spectfully requested to publish these proceedings. 

T. G. TAYLOR, Sec’y. 



Mason County Agricultural Soelety. 
Below are the proceedings at the annual meeting 

of the Mason County Agricultural Society, held at the 
Court House in Havana, on the twelfth of January, 
with the result of the election of ils officers. 

Article first was amended so to read one doilar for 
members’ fee, instead of fifty eents as heretofore. Al- 
so the annual election “shall take place on the last 
day of the fair.” The secretaries shall keep an accout | 
of the time actually employed in transacting the busi- | 
ness of the society, and they shail receive a fair com. 
pensation for the same. 

OFFICEBS ELECTED. 
President, J. D. W. Bowmen, Havana precinct; Vice 
Presidents, Col. A. S. West, Bath precinct, John Bow- 
ser, Quiver precinct, Wm. Hibbard, Allen’s Grove pre- 
einct; Recording Secretary, John Covington, Havana 
precinct; Corresponding Secretary, If. C. Mefntire, 
Havana precinet; Tressurer, A. D. Hopping, Havana 
precint. 

Our society bas purchased fair grounds. It con- 
tains five acres, and lies within the corporation of 
Havana. Our fair last fall was held on the grounds. 
We have a tight board fence, seven feet high, on two 
sides of it, end intend to fence the balance of it the 

coming summer. One half of it is prairie, and the 
balanee is timber, furnishing a nice shade, with a fine 
blue grass sward. The grounds are better adapted 
for faits than I think can be selected any where else 
in th county. Yours, Respectfully, 

Hi. C. McINTIRE, 
Cor. See’y Mason co. Ag. Society. 
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

There is a general depression in Breadstuffs. The 

state of affairs in Europe is undoubtedly the cause.— 

We anticipate « rise hereafter, though we apprehend 

preduce will not reach the figures of last year. 

Tho season thus far has been peculiar. We have 

passed through a winter of unusual severity. The 

snow, to appearances, lias protected the wheat; but 

the cold hag seriously injured the prospect of coming 

fruit crops. Of peaches, plums, spricots,—there will 

be none in this region; and we are told that most of 

the fruit buds of the apple tree are killed. The wood 

| of last year’s growth on the perch is all dead, and 

| many of the trees. If we have fruit the coming sea- 

| gon, it must come from southern Tilinois. 

' Oats, 30a324¢; sacks included. 

Our quotations can hardly be relied on in the pres- 

ent state of the market. 

FLOUR—Extra, $8, retail. 

WHEAT-—Sales of fair to prime, $1 O0a31 16. 

CORN-—-In the ear, 20a25e.; in sacks, 30035, 

POTATOES-—90ce to $1 per bushel. 

HIDES—Dry flint, 10alle. 

Sr. Lours, March 6. 

Roate are arriving from New Orleans with Groce- 

Changes in prices not material: but so far in 

favorof the buyer. Grain is declining. Flour, coun- 

try, $750; fancy, $7 75; superfine, $6 50, Wheat, 

$1 40, prime, sacks returned. Corn, mixed, 35c; 

white and yellow, 374¢; white, 49¢;—sacks returned: 

Rye, 206c. 

mess, 314; prime Lard, 83; in bbls., 84. 

rise, 

Pork, 

Cixerxxati, Mareh 7. 

Flour, country, $5 50 to $5 90. Pork, bulk sides, 

at 63c; sides, 73. Mess pork, $14. 

Cutcaco, March 7. 

Flour, city mills $8; superfine, $7 50. Buckwheat 

fiour, $3 per 1001bs. Wheat, red winter, $1 2021 25; 

white winter, $1 35al 45. Corn, 3!a40c per 60 lbs. 

Oats, 22a30c. Barley, ranges from $1 20 to $1 30. 

New York Cattle Market Feb. 27, 

Sales of Beeves—premium cattle 12 to 14¢; Ist 

quality, 10all4e: medium quality, 9210¢; poor quali- 

ty, 8a8}; general selling prices, alle. There was a 

large increase in the number of cattle in market, and 

they wore, gencrally of superior quality. 

Wool Tr:de—N. York, March 1, 
Wool—The demand for Fleece continues active, 

part speculative, and with a diminished stock, prices 

are 2a3e highor on most descriptions, A number of 
holders have tsken their stocks out of market in view 

of a higher range of prices on the opening of wade 

the coming senson. The sales are not all for manu- 

facturing purposes, but a great many lots bave been 

taken by manufacturers to keep, should prices rise, as 

many owners think they will. Pulled is in fair re- 

quest and not plenty. Sales of 220,000 Ibs. Fleece, 

in lots, at our range of quotations, and 50,000 do 

Pulled at full prices. ; 
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we, 
(linois Farmer. 

7 AGRICULTURAL AN) HORTCULTURAL 
Societies. 

E would particularly invite the afttention of 
those Societies, who are about io make up 

! 
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their Premium Lists for 1856, to our large collec. | 
tion of Agricultural Books, which are peculiarly 
adapted for Premiums. 

The awarding of Agricultural Books in the 
place of small money premiums has been exten- 
sively adopted, and has given the highest satisfac- 
tion. 

Advantages of this Plan. 
_It promotes the dissemination of much needed 
information among farmers. 

it combines the advantages of a diploma with a 
premium of intrinsic value. 

It substitutes a permanent and expressive token 
f honor for the pitt yhich is tly bu- | : 

. pittanes which 26 Dtequently | ander, Rosemary, Sage. Sweet Basil, Sweet Mato- | miliating to the recipient. _ 
It avoids the fosteriug of a mercenary spirit 

among competitors, and better comports with the 
dignity of an honorable emulation between friends | 
and neighbors. 
We have received a supply of these books, 

which will be subject to the examination of ail 

' ram, Sweet Thyme, Sweet Mignionette, Summer 

“THE EYE, EAR AND LUNGS. 
and especially of the officers of agricuitural and | 
horticultural societies 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
C. M. SAXTON, 

Agricultural Book Publishers, 
140 Fulton street, New York. 

Farmers’ Store ! 
HE undersigned are maturing arrangements to 
establish in Springfield a Farmers’ Store for 

the purpese of supplying farmers with 
Agricultural Implements ; 

Seeds for the Farm and Garden; 
Trees for the Orchard ; 

Varieties of Fruit bearing and 
Flowering Shrubs; 

Groeeries ; 
Queens, Glass and Stoneware ; 
Baskets,of Willow & Splintwork; 

Ropes and Cords ; 
Bags and Bagging, and 

Burlaps for baling wool; | 
and many other articles used in the family and on 
the farm, too numerous to particularize: all of 

FRANJIS & BARRELL, 
Jan 21 Journal Buildings. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 
RASS and Clover Seed, Flaxseed choice Po- 
tatoes for seed, and Beans for seed. 

feb20 FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
4 

LUNGS. 
| of the human system. The Lungs are 

Wethersfield Garden Seeds, 
We have now received and opened for sale, 

a stock of fresh garden seeds, and war- 
ranted true to their names. Amongthem are— || 
Giant Asparagus, Windsor (English) Beans, seven =|; 
varieties of Dwarf Beans, early Dutch Case | 
Knife, Horticultural Cranberry, large Lima Pole || 
Bean, six varieties of the Beet, fifteen kinds of | 

(ncaianiseniceatnionni 
Cabbage, Carrots, variety, five varieties of Celery, | 
Cress, varieties, eight varieties of the Cucumber, | 
six varieties of Corn for roasting, some very early = || 
and others very late, seven varieties ef Lettuce, | 
seven varieties of the Cantelope Melon, eight 
varieties of the Water Melon, large green and 
short white Okra, five varieties Onion, common 
and double Parsley, seven varieties Peas, large 
squash, buil nose and sweet mountain Pepper, 
early Tobolsk and Wyatt’s Victoria, eight varie- 
Radish, summer, fall and winter Squashes, variety, 
choice varieties Tomato, varieties of early and 
fall Turnip. Sweet Herbs, &c., Caraway, Cori- | 

Savory, &c. 
These seeds are for sale whoelsale and retail. 
February. FRANCIS & BARREL. 

R. HARPER continues to treat successfully | 

Also, all Chronic Diseases | 
all disease of the EVE, EAR and S&S 

treated by Medicated Inhalation, the enly success- 

' attended my peculiar treatment the past many 

Agency for the Sale of all kinds | 
0 

| cultural Implements for their 

| d lye subscribers, at Springfield, Illinois, tender | 

which will be sold for cash at reasonoble prices. | 

, Such Implements are in great demand in this 
' region of country ;—and the demand will be large- 
| ly increased. 
|  &3Communications will be pp attended 

ARREL 

years is almost incredible to those unacquainted 
with its peculiar curative effects, having restored 
patients who were considered hopeless, and re- 
stored to sight cases that have been blind from one | 

| 
ful and rational method. The success which has | 

to twenty years. 
Te Office west side of the square, Springfield. 
Jan 1, 1856. one 

Agricultural Implements. | 
their services to the manu- 

facturers of all kinds of Agri- 

sale in this region. 

to. FRANCIS & 
Journal Buildings, Springfield Ils. 

January 21, 1856. 
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NOTICE TO FARMERS! 

H. B. Grubb & Bro. | 
AGRICULTURAL iMPLEMEFTS, 

AND GENERAL JOB SHOP, 

\ OULD respeetfully 
farmers of Sangamon, and adjoining counties 

le of 
REVOLVING HAY RAKES, 

Harrows, of various patterns--several kinds 

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KTNDS OF 

SPRINGFIELD,...... seseeeee LLLINOLS. 

thatthey are now manufacturing a superior arti- 

of umproved Straw Cutters, &e., &c. 
We are the authorized agents for Palmer& Wil- | 

liams’ self-raking reaper, Danforth’s reaper and 
mower, and can also furnish McCormick’s reap- 
er and mower. 

Farmers wishing reapers or mowers will do well 
to giveusacall. We will deliver every machine 
bought of us in good working order, as well as ev- | 
id eta article in our line. a 

. Having recently increased our facilities by the 
addition of a steam engine, we are prepared to at- 
tend promptly to all orders in our line at reasona- 
ble rates. 
fa¥ Shop one doorsouth of E. P. Penniman & 

Co’s Foundry. 

Clocks, Watches, Jewelry, &e. 
W. D. WARD 

\ ISHES to inform the farmersof Sangamon, 
and adjacent counties, that he keeps on 

hand, for sale, different priced CLOCKS, 5 
manufactured by Seth Thomas, Hartford. 
Conn. These clocks are supposed to be superior 
to most others in market, being well made, of las- 
ting material, and not liable to get out of order— 
an object of great importance to persons who live 
at a distance from shops where clocks can be re- 
paired. 

He has also for sale a variety of WATCHES, 
silver and gold, warranted to be good. He has 
silver watches at low prices, the running work 
of which is equal to the best class of goldwatches, 
(ae He attends to clock and watch repairing, | Pp 

and does the business prompit!y and well. 
W. D. WARD. 

(ar North aide of the square i. the front of 
Messrs Watson’s confectionery. 

M. WM. VANDEUSEN, 
West side of the Square, Springfield, Illinois, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEARERIN 

DRUGS, _uzené? Paints, Oils, 
MEDICINES, ¥ -? VARNISHES, 

CHEMICALS, DYE STUFFS, 
Perfu mer y, @iieco% Fancy Articles, 

BRUSHES, GLASSWARE, LETTER PAPER, 
STATIONERY, 

And all kinds of GENUINE and Popular 

Patent Medicines, 
A complete asortment of the best quality, and at 

the lowest prices. 

Dr. Wm. Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs, and 
Dr. Baker’s Pain Panacea. 

ask leave to inform the | 

Boeks for the Young. 

R. H. BEACH, 
x WEST OF THE STATE HOUSE 
Three doors from Freeman's Corner. 

| Has onhand, for sale, a large variety of valua- 
| ble Books, which can properly be put into the 
hands of the young of both sexes. They embrace 
history, biography, travels, geography, and other 

| 
subjects; the knowledge of wiich will make the 
young wiser and better. He would say that these 

| books are got upexpressly with the design to fur- 
| vish interesting and valuable reading matter for 
{ the young,-—which can be made useful to them in 
! that interesting period of life, and also when they 
advance into mature age,—a fact which cannot be 

| said of a thousand trashy fictitious trifles which 
are now thrown upon the public, and which are 

; not only read without profit to the young but 
| greatly to their injury. 
| The books referred to are suitable for Sunday 
school Libraries, and the subscriber infends to 

| keep a good supply always on hand for that pur- 
pose. He respectfully invites parents and others 
to examine his stock of “Books for the Young.” 

R. H. BEACH. 
Jan. 21st 1856. 

——— 

EXCELSIOR 
BRASS 

AND 

IRON FOUNDERY! 
William Booth, 

One block west of Great Western R. R. Depot, 
H4s his Foundery in readiness to execute all 

orders fer Cas tngs in Iron and Brass. He 
wiil furnish new Engines, a!! castings required for 

| buildings, and all wanted by farmers. In a wore, 
he ia ready to do ail work in his line, promptly 
and faithfully. He solicits public patronage, and 
will aim to deserve it. 
&F Wanted to purchase Old Iron, Brass, Copper 
ae for which the highest price will be 
aid. 
- Ge" Recollect that this Founadery is one bleck 

west of the depot of the Great Western Railroad. 
Springfield, Jan 1, 1856, 

J J A. MASON, 
Manufacturer and Dealer in Cabinet Furniture, 

AS on hand a large stock of Chairs 
of all kinds; Bedsteeds, Bureaus, 

Cases, Presses, Tables, Mattresses, Look- 
ing Glasses, Clocks from the Factory, Willow 
Ware, &c., &c. 

It is my intention to sell as good articles and on 
as reasonable terms as any other shop 1n the city. 
faa” Repairing done at all times. 

Opposite the Journal office; also in the 
Journal Buildings. 

Springfield, Feb. 14, 1856. 

HORSE REVOLVING HAY RAKERS, 
Straw Cutters—many varieties, Field 

Rollers, Grain Cradles, &c. 
Meee by H. B. Gruss & Co., 

Springfield—all for sale at mancfacturers 
prices, at the Farmer’s Store. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Feb. 20, 1856. Journal Buildings. 
ee ee 



' Plows" Plows | Premium Self-Raking Reaper ! Plows! Plows! Plows | iiimere Wittians pases 
. AT THE HIS machine has “oe been reees three har- 

ts, and comes off victorious. he first pre- 
F armer : 8 S t ore 9 ber thtgges awarded to this machine at the : great 

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS. trial held at Bloomington, Illinois, in July, 1855, 
In great variety, of most improved pat- (for full particulars examine the report of the 

: ; . | State Agricultural Society, on pages 142 143, 116.) 
terns, Premium kinds, made of the best ma A Silver medal was awarded to this eaper ‘at the 
terials, just received and for sale, by State Fair held at Elmira, New York, in October 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 1855. Also—the first premium at the Wisconsin 
Journal Buildings. State Fair, in Oct.1855. The above statement 

showing to the intelligent farmer of Cer.tral Iili- 
Os aed invite all farmers a nois, that this Machine stands the test in every 

State where introduced. The demand fer this 

CLOTHING FOR THE MILLION! 

| 

| 

| Reaper is such that but few can be had sofar south 

R. H, BEACH, | an early date. Price $160—$50 on delivery; bal- 
ance on Ist Dec. cantata “S added. For a 

| 
| 

{ 
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| 

and to secure a machine they must be ordered at 

West of ihe State House—three doors is Free. | ticulars, address J. H. Currier, Ag’, 
man’s Corner. Springfield Il}. 

I. B. WHitMER and H. B. Gruss & Co., are 
authorized agents, for receiving orders, can be 
found at their respective places of ba a3 6 

H. 
Testimony from the State of Minots. 

VirDeEN, Iil., Oct. 6, 1855, 
We purchased and used Palmer & Williams? 

reaper In the present harvest—have already cut 

EEPS always on hand a Jarge supply of men’s 
and children’s Clothing, suitable for all classes 

—and especially for the hard service of the farm. 
He respecfully invites the farmers of Sangamon 
county, who want Clothing, to examine his stock. 
He will sell a‘ as low prices as pussihle and live. | 
His motto is, “Live and let live”? Come on fare 

Soir oe PEALE Atty acres of wheat, some of it very heavy—it 
orks admirably; cutting and takirg up the grain 

A A WORD TO FARMERS. TO FARMERS sectec: ly clean and layingit off to binds doing bet- 
s | ter work than we ever had done on our farms be- 

OUR cry has been heretofore, “Why | fore. We consider the raking done better than 
Y eannot we get carriages and wagons Ge can be cone by hand 
as durable and cheap here as elsewhere.”? The J.C. VIRDEN, 

question can be satisfactorily answered, by calling | J. H. HENDERSON. 
at the Gne Dollar per acre saved over other Reape's. 

i VirnDEN, Il! , Oct. 6, 1855. Carriage and Wagon Mannfactory of |: LVedeht aoe 6t Patener & Willian? sett: raking 

Withey & Brothers, | reapers, for last harvest, and cut sbout 150 acres 
ONE BLOCK RAST OF THE COURT HGUSE, sPRING- | Of grain with it. It was raked off better than ca. 

FIELD, ILLINOIS, be done by hand. My grain was harvested clean- 
Where can be found constautly on hand, every | er than I ever had it done before. I think il sa- 
variety of Carriages, such as Rockaways, Buggies, ved me onedollar per acreover any other harvest- 
Sulxies, and Wagons, of the best workmanship, | ing I ever had done with reapers. My repairs 
and at the shoriest notice. As we enploy none | did notamountto50cents. Icancut twenty acres 
but those who have a thorough knowledge of their per,day. I believe it to be the best reaperin use. 
business, we can warrant all work Jeavirg our es- Joun L. Morre.v. 
tablishment. SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 1. 1856. 

N. B.—Particular attention paid to repairing I used one cf Palmer & Williams’ self-raking 
in all its various branches. reapers in the harvest of ?55—cut badly lodged 

Orders respectfully solicited, and aitended are well, and laid the bundles fair for binding. 
to, at our shop one block east of the Court House. | I think it the best machine I have ever used or 
Feb. 20th, 1856. seen used. JoHN W. PRIEST. 

Blooded Stock for Sale Cuatuam, Il. s July 1854. 
Ihave purchased and am now using the cele- 

brated Palmer & Williamsreaper. I have already 
cut 100 acresof grain with it. I consider it a per- 
fect self-raker, doing its work better than can be 
done by hand or ordinary reaping rig pee 

Jan. 1856. S. M. PaRsons. 

| 

THE cabecret wishing to reduce | 
his stock on his farm, two miles 

wa YY west of Springfield on the Jackson- 
saeemvVille road, will sell low for cash er 

approved ered: 25 head of Durham and Devon- 
shire cattle. Also, cows, heifers, Berkshire hogs, —-—--- 

Hit Grasiee pigs vay See. Ee, oe | Fruit Trees and Paneer 
very fine colts. Great bargains may be had by HE subserider has just received a choice Jot 
applying soon. feb20 JOHN C. CROWDER. T of Apple Trees from his well known Nur- 
~ PREMIUMS sery stock, formerly at Louisville, Ky., which he 

® warrants to be what he sells them for; likewise, 
W. CHATTERTON, manufacturer of Silver | Standard and Dwarf Pears, Grapes. Gooseberries, 

e Ware, will furnish State and County Societies | Balsam and Spruce Firs, Arbor Viles, &c., for 
with premiuws at eastern prices, ard at short no- | sale at his Nursery, on the road to the new Ceme- 
tice. Silver pure as coin. tery, one mile north of the Chicago and St. Louis 

Keeps constantly on hand a large stock of | Depot, Springfield, III. 
Watches, Jewelry, and silver ware. Springfield, JAMES ORR, Nurseryman, 
Illinois, West side of the Square.- marll Late of Louisville, Ky. 
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MANNY & CO. 
ROCKFORD, ILLS., 

MA NUFACTURERS OF J. H. MANNY’S 
PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

REAPER & MOWER, 
COMBINED, 

SINGLE MOWER! AND 

Combined Machine 
THE IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1856, 

EMOVE every objection which could be 

az seen mm fiowing, 

brought against the machine. The new Di- 
vider enables it to work in the worst condition 
of lodged grain, grass, clover, or even peas. The 

{ 

j 

new castor wheel und the reach removes ali side | 
draft and weight from the horses necks, making 
the tengue perfeetly limber like a wagon. The 
machine is drawn by two horses, and managed by 
one person for mowing, two persons for reeping; 
and is also warranted to cut from ten to fifteen 
acres per day. A larger machine for four horses | 
is also manufactured. 

Gur extensive mannfactory is located on Bock 
river, in the city of Rockford, [il.; and, having an 
unsurpassed water power, and every facility ne- 
cessary fos the manufacture of Manny’s Patent 
Adjustable Reaper and Mower, we are enabled to 
supply all orders for the same with promptness 
and with a perfect Machine. We shall endeavor 
to keep constantly on hand from three to five hun- 
dred machines, to meet single and wholesale or. 
ders; yet it is preferable that orders should bs 
given in season to secure Machines. 

Our Factory is counstantly turning out from ten 
to twenty Machines per day. and with which we 
supply the following States and Territories, and 
ship Machines to any place where ordered, on any 
vileeed. canal, navigable stream, or lake, in Illi- 
nois, Wisconsin, Michigan, northern Indiana, 
Iowa, (except the two southern tier of couuties.) 
Minnessota, California, Oregon, Nebraska, Ar- 
kansas, Texas, the Canadas, and Kansas. 
The prices of Machines, besides transportation, 

are— 

For Two Horse Machine, about five feet cut, 
Cash, $135, or, $50 0c delivery, $50 Nov. Ist, and 
$45 January Ist. 

Four Horse Machine, about six feet cut, $145. 
Or, $60 on delivery, $50 Nov. Ist, and $45 Janua- 
ry Ist. 
Vsingle Mower, about five feet cul, $120, 

A WARRANTY 
Is given to each purchaser that the Machine is 
well built, and of good materials; that it will mow 
as well as can be done with the scythe, and reap 
as well atcan be done with the cradle; and excel 
every other harvesting implement. 
A full descriptive pamphlet of the Machine, con- 

taining a list of First Premiums, testimonials from 
all parts of the country, and much valuable in- 
formation, sent promptly by mail to any appli- 
eant gratis. 

FIRST CLASS 

’|Grand Silver Medal! 
Af THE PARIS WORLD'S FAIR 
AWARDED TO MANNY’S CELEBRATED 

REAPER AND MQWER 
COMBINED, 

AND MACHINE PURCHASED BY 

PRINCE NAPOLEON 
IN PREFERENCE TO ALL OTHERS. 

Reaper and Mower eas seen in Reaping. 

TEN TEOUSAND 
Of MANNY’s MACHINES have been made, 

sold and used in the United States 
within three years past. 

SIX THOUSAND 
Manutectured the past season and used with the 

utmost success. 

Cue Hundred and Twenty-Kight First 
Premiums awerded to Manny since 1852. 

A large number of these valuable Machines, 
with all the new and important improvements, are 
being manufactured for the next harvest. They 
are so well known as to need no further recom- 
inendation, They stand as they always have stood, 
the only suceessful and perfect combination of a 
Reaper and Mower in the world, besides being the 
best single Machine for either purpose. 

Its superiority over every other machine‘s estab- 
hished by the great fact that it has received more 
first premiums than any other in every State of the 
Union where it has been presented i competition 
with every other machine of distinction, and still 
further by the fact that in every county where 
evena few have been introduced, it has always be~ 
come ina short time the favorite machine among 

| all intelhoent farmers, 
Over Thirty Thousend Dollars have been expen- 

ded by Mr. Manny in bringing the machine to its 
present perfect state. And we are determined 
that neither pains or expense shall be spared to 
enable us to present the farmers with the vest ma- 
chine that cana be made for either mowing or 
reap'ng. 
The following extras are furnished with each 

Maciiine: Qne fork, one oi! can, one wrench, one 
guard finger, one sickle section, one smooth edge 
section, and one bevel pinioa. If more extras are 
wanted they sho. Id be ordered. A full supply iz 

| kept consiantly on hand, end also in the hands of 
Agents. Two knives—one a sickle, the ether a 
smooth edge—are farnished with each Machine, 
either of which may be used as required. 
(la Orders must be sent aig a to secnre a 

Mechine. = [marll.3t}. NNY & CO. 

BASKETS.—CLOTHS AND CORN BAS. 
kets. . FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
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The Wind and Weather. 

The attention of the inquisitive has at vn- what weather we may expect at any given 
rious times been called to the efforts of Licu- | time, by comparing notes witho ther places. 
tenant Maury “‘on the laws that govern the | The sagacious mind of Dr. Franklin ob- 
Winds and Currents of the ocean.” This | serred that north-east storms on the Amer- 
gentleman has mapped the sea into physical | joan eoast commenced earlier in Philadel- 
divisions almost as marked as those of the ! phia than they did in Boston; and we 
land. From data of the broadest kind, — believe this ‘old cood with that descrip- 
searching into the records of countless ships, / tion of gales. The lower animals are en- 

of the past and present, over every track _dowed with great insight into the changes 
that they can swim, he has gathered infor- of the weather, and a gale has beea pre- 
mation that now begins to be woven into | gicted at sea by the ar.tics of a stupid goat 
the practical purposes of the mariner. Mr. | about the decks. Why, then, cannot man 
Redfield, an eminent philosopher, had dem- | throw off his grossness, his dim perceptions, | 

onstrated pretty clearly that tempests, hur- | ong interpret the Maker’s designs, in the 

ricanes, were like the little whirlwind that | elements around him, with a little more in- 

eddies through our strects, sometimes assn- terest than he has yet shown? Lieut. 
ming destructive force in the forest, and | Maury proposes to assist the farmers and 

then upon the sea, magnified into much lar- | other investigators of this country in these 
ger dimensions, sweeping with its majestic | researches. His purpose is simply, we ima- 
power over vast spaces of the ocean. | gine, to create an interest, to gather facts, 

Mr. Espy, another eminent investigator | trace effects, determine results, by which 

in the same field, held that these tempests, | the book of nature may be better elucida- 
instead of being whirlwind, rotary, moved | ted. In the west of Europe, the British 
—that is, the wiad of which they werecom- | Islands, Norway, the westerly winds, charged 

posed, and not the body of the gale—di- with the vapors of the ocean impinge 

rectly toward the centre; and there was not | against the cliffs and headlands and dis- 
much of practical effect, like the overthrow- charge themselves in copious showers.— 

ing of trees or dismasting of ships, that | The general configuration of the land, deep 
could disprove the theory. Still we think | inlets with bold sides, rapid tides drawing 
it has been generally abandoned. If upon | with them the different air currents, all fa- 
the sea large storms caa be resolved into | cilitate fickleness and change, in the 

their definite shapes; if their approach can | weather and frequent rain. In Oregon, the 
be foretold; the direction from whence they | climate is of much the same character, modi- 

come; the preparation, either of escape or | fied, however, by a more even outline of 
the more snug security of the ship, be pro- | country. The mercury in the barometric 

vided for, then why not apply this knowl- | scale, in these regions, more especially in the 
edge to atmospheric changes on the Jund? | former countries, will subject itselfto a change 

Lieut. Maury is endeavoring to do this, and | of several inches in the 24 hours. In the 
we may hope that human insight will ulti- eastern U. States, the south-east winds in- 
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volve the greatest amount of atmospheric 

disturbance. In these gales, two conditions 

of atmosphere of most opposite character 
come together, and the conflict that ensues, 

to restore the equilibrium, is both grand and 

interesting. 

At the westward of the Allechanies the 
weight of the atmosphere is more uniform, 

and the barometer ceases to be an instra- 

ment of attention to the common observer. 

Nature is full of observation, the sea, the 

air, the earth. The clouds, the wind, the 

rain, the frost, the dew, are a handwriting, 

and as man gocs forth to his work, may he 
not discern it, and help exalt his toil out of 

the curse to which it was doomed? No 
tree, or shrub, or plant, or flower, is a silent 

spectator of the universe. The sun and 
light have unknown powers. The human 

frame wilts in dark and shaded rooms, and 

narrow strects and cellars. Houses should 

not be screened from the sun, and light, 

and wind, but the trees and shrubbery, 

placed at a little distance, is better. ‘The 
moon, the long autumnal harvest moon, 

that sweeps her lengthened arch over the 
northern regions, ripens their grain, and 

bleaches the housewife’s linen,” says Robert 

Mundie; but philosophers, fond of exact 
science, look with disdain upon this planet, 

and her emanations as regards action on the 

~ weather. 

Educate the Woman. 
It is regarded as a fixed fact that there 

are few cases known to the world where a 
man has become eminent in any calling who 

had not for his mother a superior woman. 
The exceptious to this rule are few and far 

between. How important then that wo- 
man should be properly trained and eda- 

cated? 
Education is not merely to learn the va- 

rious branches taught in schools,—-her own 

native language, foreign languages, music, 

and painting. These are all well enough in 

their places; some of them are essential ;— 
but especially should she be taught that 

kind of education which would enable her, 

if Providence should so decide, that in after 

years, she would be able to see and know 

that the business in which she might be in- 
terested, was well and properly conducted, 

so that she woald not be at the mercy of 

others. In a word, if she had an incompe- 
tent husband, she could lend to him a help- 

ing hand, in advice, in judgment and in 

fiuancial matters; and farther, if it should be 

her fortune, in after years, to be a widow, 

with children, she would be able to perform, 

all the duties that would fall upon her in 

taking the charge of their education. 
These things are essential. The founda- 

tion of this knowledge must be obtained in 
early years. And there ia still another 

These remarks are rather discursive; and | branch of education of equal importance to 

we regret we cannot, in this number, pub- | her, and to those who look. to her for the 
lish a synopsis of Lieut. Maury’s plan or | performance of those duties which belong 
modes of procedure; but we are clear in this, 
that a knowledge of natural phenomena, 

of the effects of temperature and pressure 

of the atmosphere, of heat and moisture, on 

which the life of man, and brute, and plant 

depend, would enable us to provide more 

confidently for the exigencies of our condi- 

tion, and intellectually and morally lift us 
in the scale of being. 

weq-The Pension Office has recently received 
eight bundred and seventy-six dollars and forty- | 
two eents, collected by the Marshal of the Eus- 
tern District of the State of Virginia, on an 
execution in favor of the United States, for 
money illegally obtained from the office upon 
forged or fraudulent paper. 

to a competent mother—we mean physical 

education. While we educate and train the 
immortal spirit that inhabits this earthly 

tabernacle, we must not forget the im- 
portant-part which belongs to our bodies, 

to give to that spirit its greatest and ne- 
cessary power of usefulness. 

Much of the frailties of our physical sys- 
tems are chargeable to others than our- 

selves, and much of those remaining, to our 

own improper physical education. Some 

of the fashions of the day in dress—ev- 

ery day habits of living—entail many of 
those evils which follow during the whole 

course of our lives. We need not particu. | 

eeipeetememememeennesnennn ee 
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larize. The intelligence of our readers does 

not require it. 
While the mind is educated, no pains 

should be spared to produce a full physical 
development. Children can be made use- | 

ful and habits of industry fixed upon them, 
without overtaxing their physical powers. 

This latter thing should never be done. Ob- 

serve the girl in the country, who performs 

certain household duties, who runs about 

the farm and the gardens and the yards, 
who places herself on the horse and canters 

away toa neighbor’s or to church, who is 
useful at all times at home, and who has a 
healthful system that enables her to give | 

the powers of her mind to any subject re- 
quired; and say whether there can be too 

much attention paid to the physical system? | 
Do our best in cities, there cannot be 

too much out-door exercise for females.— 

Let them enjoy the pure air as it comes 
upon our cities from the prairies. Let them 
not be afraid to know how to cultivate the 

flowers iu their gardens, as well as learn the 
names and habits of the plants. Let them | 

not be afraid of a little earth upon their 
fingers, or a little perspiration on the face. 

The last is needed for health, and to the 
first we are all tending. 

But we cease this short essay. Woman, 

it issaid, and especially when young, desires 

to render herself beautiful and estimable in 

the eyes of man. There are men who know 
how to value the high qualities we are con- 

tending for in woman; they have sense 

enough to observe them, and woman’s am- 
bition and happiness, are best consulted 

when they can secure the admiration and 
love of such men. 

One way To KEEP Kees. —Eggs can he 
kept, itis said, by packing them in raisin 

boxes, and turning them over once a week. 

This keeps the yolk in the middle of the 
albumen. So long as this is done the eggs 
will be likely to keep, at least for some 

months. Hens understand this fact, for 

when setting, they turn over their eggs daily. 

ba@s-There are now living in Massachusetts 
eighteen clergymen whose ages range from 73 
to 92 years. 

1 or 

Annual Flowering Plants. 

Coxrure or THE Pansy.--The Pansy or 
Heart’s Ease, is a most beautiful flowering 

| plant, when a good stock is cultivated in 
perfection. This is not difficult to be done. 

In the first place it will be borne in mind 
that the varieties which spring up and grow 

wild without care in our gardens, are no 
more to be compared to the improved va. 

rieties, than the wild rose of the prairie with 
the best cultivated variety of the garden. 
To begin right, good seed should be obtain- 

ed. These can usually be had at the seed 
stores. The best seed comes from France 

and England. Having procured seed, in 
order to have the plants come into flower 
early, it can be sowed in pots, in nicely pre- 

pared mould, and placed in a sunny window, 
with a pane of glass laid over the pot — 

This can be Gone about the middle of March. 
When the weather is suitable, the plants 
can be transplanted into borders or beds, 

where the ground is shaded a part of the 

day, and the plants should be covered with 
a pot for a few days to protect them from 

the burning sun. The plants should be 
placed about a foot apart. When they 
commence growing well, you have only to 

keep the ground clear of weeds. Save the 

seed of the best and most beautiful plants. 
This is a favorite annual flowering plant 
among florists. 

Paicx Darvuvonpi.—This is an annual 
Phlox, from Texas. It was named in honor 

of Drummond, 2a distinguished botanist.— 

The fate of poor Drummond has often been 
referred to. In pursuit of his profession in 

Sonth America, he slung his hammock, and 
went into it to repose for the night. In 

i the morning his almost naked skeleton was 

found, he having been killed and eaten by 

some animal of the forest. The Phlox 

Drummondi is of easy culture. The com- 

mon varieties have been cultivated in our 

gardens, New and better varieties have 

been introduced by florists, These have 

furnished seed which will produce flowers 
of equal beauty. The seed can be sown 

and plants reared, and planted out, as rec- 
ommended for the pansy, if early flowers 
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ars desired. The plants should be trans- tion in the autumn months, seed must be 
planted so as to be atleast six inches apart. | 

Rocker Larxspur.—The double Rocket | 
Larkspur, which grows some 12 inches high, | 
with its varied tiuts, from white to the | 

darkest purple, is one of our most beautiful | 

annuals. The Larkspurs are among the | 
hardy annuals—-that is, the seed can even | 

be sown in autumn, when it is desired that | 

they shall come into flower early. In order 

flower, the seed mnst be put into good 

ground and the plants should be thinned to 
at lJeast six incbes apart. They may be 

transplanted from seed beds; but as they 

have ouly a single root, this is a work of 

some uncertainty, and they do better when 
the seed is sown where it is intended the 

Canpyturt.—A great many colors have 
been produced from the Candytuft, and the 

flower in later years has been much im- 

proved. For early flowers, the seed must 

be sown early; but to prolong the fluwering 

to a full development of the beauties of this | 

| purposes 
| young trees taken by him from the bottoms 

| are thriving well, and he has found that 

| the seed of the Ash can be gathered with 
| little difficulty, and that wheu planted, it 

| perimeut,--if experiment it be. 

season, they may be sown from the middle | 

of April to the middle of June. As in all 

| 
| 

| 
plants shall remain. 

{| 
(| 

| 

| 
|| cases of flowering plants, should be thinned 
|| Out so as not to be nearer each other than 

| six inches. By gathering seeds carefully, 
the varieties may be increased, and the 

| flowers improved. 
| | Perunias.—These plants have been intro- 

duced but for afew years. 

| were whiteand red. By hybridizing, a good 

} many varieties have been obtained, and the 

flowers increased in size and heauty.—~ 
There are many handsomely striped with 

white and red. These plants are most ap- 
propriately placed in clumps. They should 

at least be not less than eight or tea inches 

apart. They will even then soon cover the 

season. 
| woody, and will last two years or more. 

PortuLaca.——This is now a very common 

| flower. It is almost a nuisance in some 
gardens. It is, however, beautiful, when 

| properly managed. The self-sown seeds | 
| will produce plants for early flowers; but if | 

you desire to have these flowers in perfec- | 

| ground. The petunia blossoms the whole | 

The originals | 

| 

} 7 4 the oak, the black walnut, the beech, the | 

| 

In green houses, the plant becomes | i | improve them; if moderate abilities, indutry will 
| sapply the deficiencies. 

' to himself as to others—and it is onl 
, quent trials attended with success, that he dare 

sown late. The plants should not be crowd- 

ed. There are now several varieties—-white, 

pink, scarlet and yellow, and some interme- 

diate shades. 

We shull continue this description of fine 

annual flowering plants. 

The Ash as a Prairie Tree. 
From some experiments made by Mr. 

Johii McConnell, near this city, we are im- 

pressed with the belief that the common 
Ash tree of the country, will grow well on 

our prairies. They are beautiful trees, 
grow as fast as the locust, and for many 

are a valuable timber. Some 

will sprout and grow readily. He has col- 
lected a quautity of the seed, and the com- 

ing season designs to make an extensive ex- 

We cannot but believe that onr nursery- 

men would find it a profitable business to 

grow forest trees, in large numbers, forsale. | 

The Ash can be raised as cheaply and easily 
a3 the Osage Orange. How many tens of 

thousands uf ash trees would be purchased, 
_ and pianted out on our prairies the coming | 
_ season, if they could be bad at $2 and$2 50 
per thoasand? | 

But we would by no means confine our 
prairie farmers to the ash tree for groves 
and timber. The yellow poplar can be 
propagated easily; and so can the chestnut, 

inaple, and many other trees. 
There is a deep interest felt in this mat- 

ter all over the prairie portions of our state; 
and our readers will hereafter hear often 
from us on the subject. 

| 
ie | 

: 
yeRIf you have great talents, industry will 

Nothing is denied to 
well directed labor; nothing is ever to be attain- 
ed withont it. Remember a man’s genius is al- 
ways in the beginning of lifeas mach uaknown 

after fre- 

think Limsel! equal to the undertakings in which 
those who have succeeded have fixed the admi- 
ration of mankind. 
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Fruit. 
Apples are the great and reliable fruit 

crop of this state. The interest taken by 

our farmers in planting out orchards, sug- 

gests the question—Is the raising of apples 
likely to be overdone in Illinois? 

We think not, and for these obvious rea- 

sons: There are not at present in Illinois 

a tenth part of the number of bearing orch- 

ards required; and of these a good many 
are seedling orchards, and their fruit is of 

little value. There is at this time a great 
demand for good fruit. Last year there 

were fair crops, and at this time through 
all Central Illinois the prices of apples 
range about one dollar per bushel, for 
those of good varieties and in good order 

The population of our state is increasing 
at asgreater rate than one hundred thou- 
sand a year, and it is scarcely possible that 

orchards can be increased faster than the 
wants of our increasing population will de- 

mand. When there is a surplus of fruit, it 
can be made a profitable business to farmers 

to feed it out to stock. But it will be 
long before good fruit need be used for this 

purpose. We repeat that apples are the 

great and reliable fruit of Illinois. It sel- 
dom or ever happens that this fruit is en- 

tirely cut off in any extensive part of our 

state. Apples seem to bein a soil and cli- | 

mate peculiarly fitted for their fall devel- | 
opement in Illinois; indeed, the apples of Il- 

un re 

ing them at this rate in large quantities, to 
selling them in lesser lots of a few bushels 
at higher prices. Manifestly this farmer's 

orchard, was the most profitable portion of 
his farm. 

The present is the proper time for ma- 

king arrangements for work the coming sea- 
son, and, to many, one portion of that work 

should be the planting of orchards. And 

in the first place, the proper site for the or- 
chard should be selected. It, at least, 

should be dry, warm ground, where the 
roots of trees would not be likely to stand 

in water during the winter season. Tech- 
nically, “the land should have a dry bot- 

tom.” A moderately high and rolling piece 
of ground would be the best for the orchard. 

The trees for planting should be of good 

size; three or four years old; with s rong 

and stout bodies, and good roots. Bruised 

and broken roots should be cut off; and the 

tops should be trimmed to correspond with 

with the loss of roots. Care should he ta- 
ken to plant out the trees well. A hole 

larger than the ground to be occupied by 

the roots of the tree, should be dug; the 
surface earth should be made fine and when 

the tree is put into position in the ground, 
it should be carefully thrown upon the roots 

so that every fibre should come in contact 

with the fine earth. The hole should 

be partly filled, and the earth pressed on to 
the roots. The filling should then be com- 

linois cannot be excelled for their beauty | pleted, and mulching about the tree, with 

and size, and we think for flavor, in any | coarse manure, or other proper article, 

part of the United States. A fruit grower | would finish the work. Water weed not 

in New York informed the writer that the be put about the roots when transplanting, 
varieties of apples grown here were twenty | unless the soil is dry. The work of trans- 

per cent. larger than the seme varieties in | planting thus done,—the trees being good 

that state; but he contended they were not | and perfect,—they will be almost certain to 

equal to those of his state in flavor. This | live and flourish, and to pay the farmer for 
point we will not discuss. Our convictions | all the extra trouble he may give himself in 

are different, and, at least, the flavor of the | planting them. 
fruit here satisfies us. | The nursery lists farnish the names of a 

Apples are as profitable frit for cultiva- | large variety of apple trees. Bat we would 
tion and sale. A farmer in this county, the | suggest, that while for family purposes the 

last fall, had some trees which bore fifty | farmer may grow a large variety of apples, 
bushels of apples cach; and he readily sold | that for purposes of sale he should limit 
them, (the purchaser furnishing barrels,) at | himself to the cultivation of a few va- 
forty cents per bushel. He preferred sell- ' rieties, and those of the best for that pur- 

I 
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days, and which are connected with inter- 
esting recollections. This taste should be 

indulged to some extent; but it ought to be 

borne in mind that there are some eastern 
varieties of the apple that do not produce 

satisfactorily in the western states, and 

pose. The very largest apples are not the 
most saleable, nor are they the best. The 

trees which produce apples less than the 

medium size, bring the best and largest 
crops. Mr. Pell, living near the North 

river, has an orchard of 20,000 trees in 

bearing. They are all of the Green New- | where they do, the fruit does not possess 

town Pippin variety. He exports the fruit | the same qualities that it does in eastern 

largely to Europe. | localities. The Rhode Island Greening, a 
One hundred apple trees will make 2 good | good late winter apple east, becomes a fall 

farm orchard—designed for the wants of a | aud early winter apple here. Some eastern 

family, and when they produce weil, for | apples, however, preserve here their dis- 

feeding stock. Planted at forty feet apart, | tinctive character. 
it will require twenty-seven trees for the Rarsine or Ontons.—There is too small 

acre. So that 100 trees will occupy about | an amount of this valuable esculent raised 

four acres of land. Of these some should | to meet the demands for home consumption. 
be early summer apples, some jate summer, | In our own city, there bave been few on 

some early autumn, and late winter, even | sele for the last six months. They are un- 

carrying the fruit seaon into June, or when | doubtedly, for most persons, a nutritious and 
the new crop comes in. This can be done | healthy vegetable. Cultivated properly 

by a proper selection of trees. If well taken | and on suitable grounds, they are cheaply 

care of; if the ground is cultivated about the | raised. In localities in the eastern states, 

trees; cattle not suffered to injure them; | they have been raised for more than a cen- 

the ground kept in good order; such an tury for market purposes, aud in large 
orchard in a few years will yield rich re- quantities. Fifty cents per bushel—even 

turns;—and if the supply of fruit should be | thirty-seven and a half cents per bushel— 
greater than needed, our towns and villages | there, is considered a good price; and that, 

will furnish a ready market for the surplus. too, where the ground is worth from one to 
An orchard designed to produce fruit for | two hundred dollars au acre, and where the 

sale, should not embrace too many varieties. , land must be annually aud heavily manured. 

Purchasers prefer to have different varie- Onions, different from most vegetables, can 

ties in separate lots. Medium sized apples , be raised on the same ground, always, provi- 

are most profitable for the farmer to raise, ded it is kept constantly enriched by ma- 
as well as for the purchaser to buy. And, | nure in sufficient quantities. 

indeed, there are varieties of appleslessthan | We conld give the peculiar mode of 

the medium size which we should prefer io | growing onions in the east; but our readers 
large fruit. We know of no better fruit | will be content with a few particulars. A 
for our taste than the Detroit Red. It | piece of light loamy ground is chosen; it is 
is of high sromatic flavor, and of a size | made very rich by rotten manure from the 

somewhat larger than the fruit known here | cattle yard or hog pen. It must be entirely 

as the ‘Little Romanite.” It is in our | “rotten,” when it will be free from grass 

opinion, much superior to that fruit, and | and other seed. It is carefully and evenly 
also to the Milam. But there are differ- | spread. We have seen it spread on the 
ent tastes, and twenty varieties will be am- | ground four to six inchesdeep. The ground 
ple, and we would say more than sufficient | is then we]! plowed and the manure covered 

for a large orchard, the fruit of which is de- up at least six or eight inches deep. It is 
signed for sale. There are varieties which | well pulverised with the harrow, Then the 
are favorites in localities in different states; | beds are laid off three and a half feet wide. 
and immigrants here are desirous to obtain , The process of “making the garden” thus 
fruits which were familiar to them in other ‘ proceeds. The earth from the edges of the 
Te 

| 

| 
| 

| 

| 
| 



beds is thrown into the centre; the clods 

are broken with a wooden instrument made 
for the purpose. This is followed by an 
iron tooth rake and the soil made very fine. 

The rows are then marked out. This is 
done by a four tooth wooden rake. 

teeth of this rake are made quite large,, 

|| 

| 
il 

! 
1 nearly as large as small harrow teeth, 

it 
I 

| 
i 

| 

1 

1 

j 
i 

| 
{ 
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placed eight inches apart, and the rake is | 

sufficiently heavy to make a drill or impres- 
sion in the ground an inch or more deep. 

The rows are made across the bed. The 
sower then proceeds to sow the seed by 

sprinkling it in the drills. He can cover it 

| with the hand, or with the head ofa rake. | 
| All this is done as soon as the gronnd is in , 

| fit order for sowing--about the first of April 
| -—not later than the last of April. 

When the onions are about two inches 
' high, they are hoed and wed by hand. | 
| The small and young weeds are picked out | 

| from among the onions, and fresh earth 

' brought up tothem. This is repeated at ; 
| intervals of a fortnight or more, three times, 

| when wed the last time onions are in the 

| 
| 

way of maturing. 

When the tops become dry and fall, the 

onions are ready to gather, and soon will | 

be ready for market. This gathering is 

done by hand, and their tops are cut | 
| off so as to leave but abont an inch and | 

| half on the onions. They are divided | 

| 
into sorts. The most beautiful and well , 

shaped are selected for seed, the smaller 

| are selected to be planted for early oni- | 

| ons the next spring, the ‘‘scullions,” 

| (those which are green and do not form 

| the onion at the bottom,) are cast away, | 
| and the rest are made ready for market.— 

| Immense numbers of onions thus grown, are 

sold in the New York city market. 
| This statement of eastern culture will be 

more curious than useful to western readers. 
In our prairie country, we can grow 
the best onions with very little labor. They | 

will grow well on prairie land the second 

year after breaking it, making large yields, | 
with comparatively small cost. The land | 
will then he free from weeds. ‘The seed 

| 
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last winter. 
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onions are four inches apart, the better.— 

| But the seed must be covered. Much pains 

must be taken to do this; and without fur- 
ther culture, usually, there will be immense 
crops of large, tender, well-flavored onions. 

The seed to be used ought to be that de- 

_ nominated “Large red Wethersfield Onion.” 

Other Onion seeds no donbt will arswer.— 
When the onions are ripe, which will be 

known when their tops become dry, they 
must be gathered, sorted and taken from 

exposure to the weather. Thereafter they 
must be kept cool and dry, to prevent 

sprouting in the winter. To keep them in 

good order will require a well ventilated, 

cool cellar, or some room above ground 

| which does not freeze. 

Onions, in large quantities, can be made 
| a profitabie crop in the west, and no better 
ground can be found in the world on which 

to grow them, than onr prairies. Six han- 
| dred and fifty bushels of onions have been 

grown to the acre. 

Testimony for the West. 

The venerable Dr. Hircucocx, Proferssor 

of Geology in Yale College, visited and lec- 

turned in several of the western cities the 

On his return to the East, in 
a communication to the Boston Congrega- 
tionalist, he gave his impressions of his west- 

ern tour. Passing over his description of 
western scenery —the gorgeous appearance 

of the frozen lakes, and of “the frost work 

on the prairies’—“the freshness and airiness 
_ of western cities,” “their finished aspect,” — 
|“ the extent of elegant private and public 
mensions and enormous hotels, not inferior 
to any found in the East”— “‘the broad scale 

end wide-awake energy that charecterizes 
' western men”~~he proceeds to remark in 
reference to the cities he visited—Buffalo, 

Cleveland, Chicago, Milwankie and Cincin- 
nati:— 

‘And what shall we say of the future of 
these cities? I could not see, as I passed 
over the vast plains of the West, why al- 
most every rod is not capable of high culti- 
vation. How dense, then, may the popula- 
tion become, one or two hundred years hence! 

can be sowed broadcast, very thin; if the | I do not believe that any country on the 
Ripe RNN i nen Ree AIn 
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globe can snstain more. And the cities 
must keep pace with the country, 

I confess that the grand scale on which 
nature exhibits herself in the West, and the 
correspondent progress of human improve- 
ment, gave quite an expansion to my ideas. 
Never before had I visited any region where 
I did not feel that it would be out of place 
and of harmony with existing rature, to 
find alive any of the old monsters of geolo- 
gical times, such as the Iguanodon, the 
Ichthyosaurus, the Otoroum, or the Dino- 
therium But it would hardly have sur- 
prised me to see them start up along some 
of the lakes and rivers of the West. 

I believe that character is powerfully in- 
fluenced by surrounding scenery as well 
as moral agencies. When any thing is on 
a grand scale in nature, and human enter- 
prise corresponds in magnitude, it is much 
more difficult for a man to be mean, dishon- 
orable and tricky, than in reversed circum- 
stances. This is my theory to explain the 
fact, that during my tour of 3,000 miles, 
I met with no instance of meanness, or a 
disposition to filch from me more than was 
reasonable, till I had nearly reached home, 
when the dirty imp, inordinate selfishness, 
again thrust forward its harpy fingers. I 
do not doubt that there are unprincipled 
and low lived men at the West; but Prov- 
idence spared me the pain of meeting them, 
and did allow me to meet a great many 
Christian gentlemen.” 

On his reception in the West, the Rev. 
Professor thus handsomely remarks: 

“T ought to add more, and say that I 
have not met anywhere else with such gen- 
erous hospitality. In Buffalo, Cleveland, 
Chicago, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Co- 
lumbus, I accepted invitations to stay wit 

to meet, and ever anticipate my every want, 
showed such warm hearted kindness and 
generosity, as is given only to intimate 
friends, but which was to me most grate- 
ful, especially in such severe weather, and 
in feeble health. And similar kin’ness was 
shown me by all with whom I had inter- 
course, so that I could not but inquire, have 
the most liberal minded and generous heart- 
ed of New England’s sons and daughters 
left us and gone West? (most of those I 
met were from New England,) or is there 
something at the West that tends to devel- 
op kindness and liberal hospitality? I tried 
to believe in the latter theory.” 

We hope that the venerable Professor 

will be spared to visit the West again. We 

| 
| 
| 
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would be glad to see him introduced to cities 

of less note than those he has named. He 
would find them scattered over our prair- 
ies in every direction; and the sight of 

them, and their rapidly growing importance, 

would impress him more deeply, if possible, 

than he now is, of the great future of the 

West. 

Ayrshire Cattle.. 

The cows of this stock of cattle, are fam- 

ed for their milking qualities. They derive 

their name from the county ‘of Ayrshire, 
in Scotland. They are supposed to be a 

cross between the Durham and the Alder- 
ney. They are now scattered over England 
in large numbers. There are but few com- 

paratively in the United States. It is esti- 

mated that a good Ayrshire cow will yield 

two or three months after having her calf, 

five gallons of milk daily; for the next three 

months, three gallons daily, and a gallon 
and a half for the next three months. This 

milk is calculated to afford about two hun- 
dred and fifty pounds of butter annually, 

or five hundred pounds of cheese. This es- 

timate is made for cows of the best class. 
The Ayrshire is by no means handsome 

stock; but still, for the dairy, is just the 
stock needed here; and we are glad to say 

there is an importation of this stock in 

Sangamon county. Mr. S. Spanauzr, 
who has recently purchased a farm in Round 

Prairie, six miles east of Springfield, has 
cee oe : some of this Ayrshire stock. His object is 

, s h 4 | refined Christian families, ayd their efforts | to improve the breed of milch cows. We 

welcome such spirited and intelligent farm- 

ers to our state. They will be eminently 
useful in advancing her agricultural inter- 

ests. 

A Macaztne or Deatu.—The grounds to the 

United States Arsenal, at Baton Rouge, La., 

embrace an area of twenty seven miles. In the 

three magazines there are 30,090 pounds of pow- 
der and 9,000 rounds of cartridges for small 
arms and connon. The storehouses contain 35,- 
000 muskets, rifles, carbines and pistols. 2,500 
sabers, 100 cannons. 600,000 cannon balls and 
shells, 30,000 pounds canister, and accoutre= 
ments for 100,000 men. The total value of the 
on building, with contents, is over $61,000,~ 
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“Boys! Stick to the Farm!” 
A fine looking, robust lud, some sixteen 

years of age, came into the “Agricaltural 

Implement and Seed Store of Francis & 
Barrell,” a few days ago, and wanted a 

situation as clerk. On conversing with this 

lad,—who was from the country,—in which 

conversation he frankly explained to us his 

motive for leaving the “hard work of the 

farm for the pleasanter business of selling 

goods,” we said to him, as the result of con- 

siderable experience and some observation, 
in the sincerity of our heart, “Boy! stick to 

the farm!” 
These words are suggestive of several in- 

teresting reflections: 
That the children of farmers evince a 

strong inclination to break away from the 
profession of agriculture, and betake them- 

selves to some mode of life by which they 

may be enabled to reside in the town or city. 

This is a fact of almost daily observation. 

Tg it right that this spirit of discontent | 
with the pursuits of rural life should be in- 

dulged in? In general, the answer to he 

given is, no. The rule is, “Boys, stick to 

the Farm:” the exception is, ‘“‘Boys, leave 

the Farm.” 
The reason for this rule is, that farming 

is not less remunerative, not less honorable, 

nor less useful, virtuous and patriotic than 

any other calling of life. 

But another suggestion offered by the 

above injuction is, can anything be done to 

render the sons of farmers more inclined to 

handle the plow and subsist by the labors 

of the field? The answer is, give them 

books, periodicals, schools, aud in general, 

a sufficiency of all the appliances by which 

the sons of other people are instructed, er- 

lightened and elevated in the scale of hu- 
man honor and excellence. Some men 

think of no other means of honor and re- 
respectability for their children bnt money; 

and to acquire the desired treasure, the 

children are early put to work, without 
even time enough to obtain a decent educa- 

tion in the neighboring common school; and, 

more fully to carry ont the great idea of 
hoarded treasures as the highest good, no 

2 

money must be spent for books, no news- 
paper or literary periodical must invade the 
circle of the farmer's family. O no! noth- 

ing of the kind; nor must any of the house- 

| hold be allowed to read the history of his 
| country, or hsi race; much less, the cur- 

| rent transactions of commerce, mechanics, 

| politics, philosophy, and the stirring activi- 
| ties of the millions of mankind around him. 

No wonder, farmer's boys become restless 

| amidst the monotony of their unenlightened 

| homes in the country, uncheered by the 
| lights of literature and learning everywhere 

| 

| 
| 

else so highly prized. If farmers would 
keep their boys in the noble pathway of 

honorable tillage, they must not strive to 

make mere earthworms of them by dooming 

| them to hopeless intellectual death and 
| darkness. 
| Another reflection is, that when a far- 

| mer’s boy evinces a strong taste and a deci- 
; ded aptitude for the mercantile, mechanical, 

: legal or other pursuit, he should be allowed 
to follow the “bent of his genius.” 

It is not desirable, under a government 

like ours, that trades and professions should 

| become hereditary. A mixing up and dove- 

| tailing, together of all the social elements, 

physical differences, and professional pur- 
suits among our people, will tend to a far 
nobler civilization than ever was produced 

by the caste-ships of Hindostan, ancient 
| Egypt, Carthage or Greece. Not shame 
| of his calling, nor a morbid ambition for 
' some other; but peculiar aptitude for a dif- 
| ferent calling, may incline the youthful fol- 
| lower of the plow to seek a change of pro- 
| fession. Gop was the first caltivator:— 
“He planted a garden eastward in Eden.” 

Plow Deep! 
! 

| A great revolution is taking place in the 

| public mind in regard to deep plowing. A 
' newly settled farmer in this country, who 
| purchased a farm that had been in cultiva- 

| tion for several years, found that the earth 
| at the depth of about five inches on his 
| plowed land, had never been disturbed by 
the plow. It was soft above, but below it 

was so hard that neither roots of corn or 

81 - 
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grass could penetrate it but with difficulty. 
He found that when there were heavy 

rains, the surface would be soft, ‘a loblol- | 
ly,” and when the drought reached be- 

low where the earth had been stirred, the 
ground appeared to be of the consistency of 

dried brick, and vegetation showed the 

effects of it. 
It should be the policy of tlie farmer, in 

our humble opinion, so to prepare his 
grounds, and put in his seed, as to place, as 

yond the casualties of weather. 
this to a considerable extent. 

The objection made in some parts of the 
conntry to deep plowing, that it throws 

up a worthless sub-soil, cannot well apply 
here. Dr. Roe, eminent as a geologist, 

says that our sul-soil, will make as fertile a 
soil as the surface earth, when exposed to 
the action of the weather; and besides, it 

will require very deep plowing, in the gen- 

erality of cases, to reach the sub-soil. 

have known of instances of deep plowing 

on our prairies, where the land had been in 

eultivation for years, attended with the 
most profitable results. 

Deep tillage has this advantage. If the 
season should be dry, the roots of plants 

will run down to reach moisture. If the 

season be wet, the moisture is likely to 
sink into the ground, and be less injurious 

to vegetation than when near the surface. 

Culture of the Strawberry. 
We have seen no better plan than the 

following, which is copied from the Ohio 

Farmer, for the cultivation of the straw- 

berry. The article was first published in 

that paper in 1852. Strawberry plants 
can be had at most nurseries. See adver- 

tisements of nurseries in the advertising 

pages of this paper. 
Seven or eight years since, I made three straw- 

berry beds in the month of April, using chip ma- 
nure pretty plentifully, but no other kind. The 
soil wasa clay loam. The beds were made about 
36 inches in width, and the plants set about ten 
inches apart each way, three plants making arow 
aeross a bed. I left a space between the beds of 
about 15 inches for a path and made the beds nar- 
row, that one might reach to the middle easily to 
pick the fruit without trampling the vines. 

About the time the vines were well growing, I 
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far as he can, the suecess of his crops bee! 

He can do | width, and sawed them of a length to just reach 

— 

had completed some house building, and having a 
uantity of short boards of little or no value, 1 

thought I would try if they could not be made 
useful in preventing the running and matting of 
the strawberry vines, as I was aware they were 
prone to run “before they were sent.”? The beds 
were made and planted thus, as in Fig. 1. 

0.1. 

PATH. 

FHAEEELE | 
No. 2 

I then selected boards of about eight inehes in 

; across the bed, and placed them between the rows 
as in Fig. 2, leaving the plants standing in a two 
inch space running crosswise of the bed. 

I had a more than medium crop the first season, 
and before the summer was over the creepers had 
taken root in the two inch spaces and formed a 
drill across the bed every ten inches, and to this 
day continue the same, growing so cempactly as 
to keep out grass and wees, and yet with a space 
of ten inches for the roots of each drill to run 
under the boards, flourishing as finely and bearing 
as abundantly as the second season, and far more 

| abundantly than any other vines I have ever seen 

We | 
upon the same space ef ground. 
The only labor the beds have required since is to 

| hoe out the creepers from the paths every spring, 

ee 

and even that might be avoided by placing a board 
in the path. One hour’s labor has sufficed per 
year so far to keep the beds in peifect order. 

After May, there is nothing seen of the boards 
for the vines are nearly ten inches high, and fall 
each way from the drills, covering the beards 
completely. 

e had an excellent crop, as abundant as ever, 
“the dry summer,” the boards keeping the ground 
underneath always damp. Frost has never de- 
stroyed, and seldom injure the crop, as the boarcs 
obtain heat from the sun during the day, which 
thev impart during the night. 
The boards gradually decay and furnish the ma- 

nure the plants most like, and last though not 
least, one can go after the hardest thunder storm 
and pick clean fruit, free from sand or soil. And 
such a beautiful sight it is to part the vines when 
they meet over the boards in miniature arches, 
and reveal the rich clustering fruit! 

64 The Price Current Cincinnati publishes 
full returns of the pork trade in the West, and 
also of the shipments East. The increase in 
the number packed up to the present time, as 
compared with last year, is 343,000: and the in- 
crease in the shipment East, 155,000. 

B@> The land sales of the Illinois Central 
Railroad Company for January and February 
amounted to $251,000, notwithstanding the un~ 
favorable state of the weather. 

Bey The construction of the Alton and R. 
Ieland railroad is still agitated along the propo- 
sed route. 

3a>-The wool clip of Michigan, last year, was 
2,948,821 pounds, worth $1,035,398,59. 



Hints on Transplanting. 
|

 

| Messrs, Lewis Extsworto & Co., have 

| an extensive nursery at Napervi!le, DuPage 

| county, Illinois. Their advertisement will 

1} 

| 

| 
| 
| 

be found in the advertising department of 

this paper. They have a very extensive 
stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, 

Shrubs and Plants, for sale. 

ey recommend the following plan for 
transplanting out young trees for orchards. 

To those who are putting out apple trees for 
orchards the present spring, the plan thus 

recommended, if followed, will be worth 
twenty times the yearly subscription of this 

periodical. The old adage that “what is 
worth doing at all, is worth doing zeli,” 

cannot be applied to any matter with more 

truth than that of planting out trees. 
First, The soil for planting an orchard skould 

be well prepared, by deep and frequent ploughing. 
Too many, in transplanting trees ure indifferent as 
to the manner in which it 1s done; saving of time 
is the great consideration, a “penny 

| unless carefully set out. 
Second, It requires two persona to plant a tree 

properly; one to hold it in its place, the other to 
place the dirt around the roots. 

| Third, The hole for setting a tree in, should be 
| dug from eighteen inches to two feet in depth, and 
| from two to three feet broad, depending on the 
| sub-soil, which, if clay, shouid be deep. Small 
| stones, or what is better, bones, if you have them, 
| should ,be thrown into the bottom of the hole, 
|; from six to ten inches in depth; fill up the hole 
| with rich, mellow earth so as to fit the roots.—- 
|| The trees should stand about as deep as in the nur- 
|| gery. 

Fourth, Prune off all the ends of the rcots, by 
a smooth sloping cut from the underside outward; 
immerse the reots in water, and place the tree 
where you wish it to stand, with the roots in their 

|| natural position. (Trees, except dwarfs, should 
|; not be planted in the o:chard, deeper than they 
|| steod in the nursery; most orchards are injured by 

planting too deep. For a guide observe forest 
! trees, their reots near the top, and the color above 
H the ground.) Cover with rich pulverized earth, 

and pregs the dirt around the roots with the fin- 
| gers, filling all the cavities. The practice of some 

to work the tree up and down, is very objectiona- 
| b e, as it draws the root up, and in pressing them 
‘| back, the smaller ones become more or less dou- 
| bled up. When the hole is two-thirds filled, pour 

on trom one half to one pail full of water; wait 
until it settles away, then finish filling up with 
earth, pressing it firmly with the foot from the 
outside of the hole towards the body of the tree, 
then throw on half a wheelbarrow load of long 
manure, loose litter or bones, extending from the 
tree each way, from twelve to twenty-four inches, 
according to the size of the tree. is will pro- 

; tect the roots from the action of the frost, if 
| planted in autumn, and drought in summer, if 

lanied in the spring. In no case should manure 
be mixed with the earth placed around the roots. 
Manure placed upon the top of the ground, will 

wise, and | 
pound foolish ceurse.”? A tree will not thrive, ; 
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7 pe its fertilizing qualities to the roots, by the 
aid of rains. 

Fifth, Trim up a tree to four or five limbs, suits 
able to ferm a head, and then cut back one half 
last year’s growth; where there are no limbs, the 
tree should be cut back to a heighth proper to 
form a top, remembering that in this western coun- 
try, low ele are preferable. Trees planted in 
autumn should not be pruned until spring. 

Sixth, If trees arrive during frosts they should 
be put under cover, or in a cellar is preferable. — 
If they are dry lay them down in a trench, wet 
and cover them with earth; keep them in this situ- 
ation from six to twelve days, according to cir~ 
cumstances, when they will be restored. 

TABLE showing the number of Trees required to 
plant an Acre. From 1 to 50 feet apart. 

Feet. Trees.;Feet. Trees.| Feet. Troes.!Feet. Trees. 

Lae. 43560/14.0.0.00... 999196 cscs) 64/38......... - 
2.00, 10890}15......004 193|27......... 59/39......006 28 
Sieeee. 4840 16.......... 170) 28......... 55/40.....2008 7 
ee 2871 ee 150|29..se.ccee SUA scscccese 26 
Basncs 1742\18.......05 130'30......... AB AS css ysesxs 24 
6.00... 1210/19... 120 /31....0002 45/43 .......4. 23 
Misses 889/20.......... 108 32......... 43 44.0.0... 22 
Bs vsaze 0) 98'33......406 40/45 ,....000. 21 | 
G.ciace 537 |22...es000.. 90/34......05 BT 46...ssees 20 | 

TO ssssee 435 23 82:35 oy ig | 
I1...... 360 24.......... 75 36 32,48.,....... 1s } 
> ee 302/25 ..cccsores 69187 cessseess i | 
Isic. 2571 Brine At |] 

Potatoes—Culture in the East. 
A writer in the Country Gentlemen, af- 

ter giving an account of an experiment in 

growing potatoes, states the following as 

the plan he will adopt for the purpose the 

present year. We have no idea that IIli- 
nois farmers will follow the “improved plan” 

proposed. It is curious enough; and fur- 
nishes some evidence of the labor and cost 

of making a crop of potatoes in some parts 

of the country known as “down east.” 
“<T will now state the mode of culture 1 intend 

to pursue next season. Ido it in time, so that if 
any objections be made to it, I can have an oppor- 
tunity to correct my plan before planting time. 
I have a field of five acres—an old pasture the 
clover pretty much run out. The stone have all 
been taken off, having dug it over with the crowbar 
some 7.or 8 years since. Iintend to plow deep 
early in the spring, and turn the furrow as flat as 
can be conveniently be done, so as to destroy all 
vegetation. Soon as the top of the furrows be- 
come dry and loose, to harrow the field with a 
short tooth harrow, so as net to invert the sod, 
and to do this as often as once a week until I got 
ready to plant. Then roll the land with a light 
two horse roller, so as to obliterate all the marks 
of the drag teeth. Then with a one horse marker 
to mark it out both ways in rows 2 feet 9 inches 
asunder—plant one piece about the size of the 
butternut in the angles—turow in She hill at the 
same time, a small handful of plaster, ben ma- 
nure, guano or ashes, whichever I may have en 
hand at the time—cover with a hoe not to exceed 
11-2 inches in depth, making the hill broad and 
flat, taking care that no roots of grass or weeds be 
brought round the hill, and a}; such on the sur- 
face to be carefully destroyed. This kind of care 
would lessen the work of heeing very materially 
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—“‘a stitch iu time saves nine. 
have fairly broke through the hill, give them an- 
other small hancful of plaster or other fertilizer, 
80 as to give them the start of any weeds that may 
chance to have escaped the hoe in plauting. As 
soon as the tops are of good size, and indry 
weather, run a shovel plow both ways between 
the rows; lastly, with the hoe stir all the ground 
between the rows left by the plew, and the fieid 
js done until time to dig. My experience is all in 
favor of early digging. Observations on this part 
of the subject must be left till another time. The 
variety that I cultivate, are just as good for cook- 
ing, dug early as late. G. W. Durant. 

Renssellaerville, N. Y. 

The Osage Plant for Hedging. 
The Osage Orange Plaut for hedging, is 

rapidly making its way in the confidence of 
the people. We do not believe that a sin- 
gle instance can be found where it has failed 

to answer the purpose of the cultivator, in 

which there has not been neglect in its 

cultivation. It is one of the ten thousand 

things that succeed with proper attention, 

and fail when that attention is not given.— 

we shall often refer to it. 

It will be soon time to prepare and plant 

the seed for the coming crop of plants.~- 
How shull that be dove? is the first ques- 

tion to be asked; because a failure in‘ this 
point, is a total failure. 

James M’Grew, of Dayton, Ohio, is an 

experienced cultivator of the Osage Orange. 
His experience, however, is like that of 

others. 
simple, short, to the point, and we avail 

ourselves of it; and his after cultivation is 

given in language which can be compre- 

hended by all. We copy from the Patent 
Office Report of 1854-5. ; 

OF THE SEED. 
In cultivating the Osage orange, great care 

should be taxen in the sel-ction of good seed.— 
The most certain way of testing it is to take a 
tumbler anc fill it two thirag full with warm wa- 
ter; then put sufficient cotton in it to keep the seed 
you put on it ju-t above the surface. The cotton 
in this way will keep the seed moist, which will 
also have the benefit of the air; and if keptin a 
warm roem, it will soon vegetate. It may be 
necessary to change the water in the tumbler sev- 
eral times in the course of the process. 

PREPARATIONS OF THE SEED FOR PLANTING. 
The best method of sprouting the seeds is as fo!- 

lows. Soak them in warm water from thirty to 
forty hours; then put them into shallow boxes, 
not more than 4 or 5 inches deep; to every bushel 
of seed, put half a bushel of sand, (smaller quan- 

Soon as the tops 

' 

| 
| 

| 
{ 
' 

But his mode of propagating is | 

| 

| 

| 

| 
{ 
i 

| 

| 

| place, with the roots covered to keep 

ly, keep it ina warm place,and wet it as often as 
twice a day with tepid water, stirring it well as 
often as three times in twenty-four hours. The 
seed should be put to aoak from the 15th to the 
20th of April, in thislatitude. Ido not know the 
precise temperature, but should think from 65 deg. 
to 75 deg. F. would be about right. Seeds attend- 
ed to as above, and kept in a warm piace a! a prop- 
er temperature, would sprout sufficiently in ten 
days, to put into the ground, It willbe necessary 
however. to have the seeds wel: separated from 
each other before planting. 

OF THE PROPER GROUND FOR THE NURSERY BED. 
Much care shoul:! also be taken in the selection 

of » good niece of grounc for the nursery, er 
place of sowing the seed. It should be new, fers 
tile, and as free as possible from the geeds of grass 
and weeds. It should be mellow, rather inclined 
to moisture, bnt not subject to “‘bake.?? Good 
prairie land, wnich nas been ‘roken up the year 
previous, i: urdeubtedly preferable. It should be 
well ploughed, harrowed, end rolled, if necessary. 

OF THE PREPARATION OF THE GROUND. 
When the ground has been prepared as described 

;| above, and well puiverised, the seed nay be sown 
by hand in dibbles, or drills, 16 inches apart, at 

| the rate of a quart to each 3 or 4 square rods, 
| which would amount to from 5 to 6 peck: to the 

acre. The covering of the seed can best be doe 
with light steel rakes. The hands employed in 

| this operation should walk upon ihe side where 
So satisficd are we of the great value of | 
the Osage Orange plaut for hedging, that | 

the seed is covered, in order that they may draw 
all the earth one way, fo fiil the holes or drills.— 
ihe spaces bet ween the drills should then be boed, 
after which all weeds anc grass that may be among 
the plants should be pulled out by hand. This 
process of boeing the spaces hetween the rows, as 
well as ihe weeding should be repeated as often as 
necessary, in order to keep down the weeds, and 
the ground loose and ia goed condition. Then, if 
the soil be rich, the season favorable, and proper 
cnitivation given to the plants, they will be euffi. 
ciently large for removing the fol owing spring. 

OF THE MODE OF TAKING UP AND PREPARING THE 
PLANTS. 

In removing the plants a subsoil plough may be 
used to cut ihem off, the share of which should 
be of steel, quite !arge. and as flat as possible.— 
The depth of its running may be regulated by a 
wheel in front, at theendof the beam. Theplants 

| should be cut off about 8 or 10 inches below the 
surface of the ground. Tiey may then be gath- 

| erea in bunches, stored away in some suitable 
them moist, 

in order thatthey may afterwards be taken out, as- 
sorted, tied into bundles of from fifty to one hun- 
dred, with their tops cut eff upon a block with a 
hatchet or an an axe, when they will be in readi- 
ness for boxing or shipping. {fu packing them, the 
boxes should not be too tight, as some air ig ne- 
cessary to prevent the plants from moulding[?] 
Small boxes, or those of mederate size, are the 
best, say about 3 feet long end about 18 or 20 inch~ 
es deep and wide. 

OF PREPARING THE GROUND FOR THE HEDGE. 
Preparatory to setting a hedge, the ground 

should be thoroughly broken up to a depth of 12 
or 14 inches, tie “lands”? being at least 10 feet 
wide. By setting the plants in the centre of the 
“lands’? there would be left spaces 5 feet wide on 
each side to cultivate. When a hedge is to be set 
along the site of an old fence, the latter should be 
removed the year previous, and the land broken 
up and cultivated. After the ground has been 
fully prepared, the row should be staked off, and 

' a line stretched along its length to worg by. The | tities in the same proportion,) then mix thorough- 
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holes for inserting the plants should be made with 
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| 
a pivoted iron, 12 inches in fength, and 3 1 2inche | 
es in diatneter, at the top, with a socket into which | 
is inserted a handle, with a pin atthe top of the | 
socket, to bear the foot upon in forcing the in- | 
strument into the ground in making the holes.— 
These bole: shoula be about 8 inches apart, into 
which the plants should be inserted about an inch 
deeper than they originally grew in the nursery. | 
This being done, ihe eurth should be wel! packed 
about the roots. 

OF CULTIVATION 

HEI GE. 

FOR TIE FIRST YEAR OF THE | 

Next comes the operation of cultivating, hoeing, | 
ploughing, &c 
hedge require thorougt: cultivation, and the ground 
kept clear of grass and weeds during the season. 
No stock shou a be allowed in the enclosure where 
the hed:e is set nutil after barves!, and not even 
then, if it can be avoided. After first year the 
growth will be sufficiently robu.t for the hedge to 
protect itself. 

CF THE AFTER CULTIVATION. 

The spaces on both sides of the | 

The nex: spring, or oue year efier the hedge is | 
set, the plazts inust be cut off pear the ground, bes | wi} become subscribers to, and readers of 
low all the buds, just above the top of the roots. 
The roots will thea swe and put out a number of 
strong shoots near the surface of the ground.— 
The hedge then needs thorough cullivating until 
about the middle of June, wher it should have an- 
other trimming, within two inches of the former 
cut, and again culiivated as before. 
cess of culling, there is formed a’ once a strong, 
firm base, whics, if properly carried out, will rene | 
der success certain. The secund spring efter 
transplanting, the hedge may be trimmed 6 er 8 

admiration of all. 
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They have stood all the 
vicissitudes of the seasons unscathed—the 

extreme wet of spring and summer, the more 
extreme drouth, and the excessive cold of 

winter. e 

~ COMMUNICATIONS, 

The Illinois Farmer—Effects of Winter on 
Nursery, Trees, &e. 

Napiervitts, March 10, 1856. 

S. Francis, Esa: 

Dear Sir: 1 have received the first num- 
ber of the “Illinois Farmer,” with which 1 
am much pleased; I congratulate the farm- 
ers of our state, especially the central por- 
tion, that a Beacon light has sprung up in 
their midst, and hope that generally they 

| it, and from the store-house of experience, 
_ they will contribute their mite to its pages, 
, Which with its conducting ability will make 

By this pro- | 

it highly interesting and useful. 
The weather this winter, is without its 

_ precedent for the sudden, extreme and long 
continued cold. Up to the night of the 

| 22nd of December, we had but very little 
inches above the former cutting, and again in June, | 
8 inches higher, after which, the jatier part of the | 
summer’s growih will make it sufficiently strong | 
to answer the purpose of a good fence. After 
this, trimming once a year will be all that is 
needed, which shoul: be done in the latter part 
ef suminer or eariy in autumn.£before the harden- 
ing of the new wood. ‘Tne first cutting, which 
will be cne year after the hedge has been set, 
can best be done with a patr of shears made for 
the purpose. 
ashort neavy bush scyihe, hung upon a strong, 
stiff snate. The cutting of the second year can 
also ‘be done with ascyihe. ‘The best way is to 

The second culting can be done with | 

walk along the row wiih 1¢ at the right hand and , 0 
| mometer has been above 32 deg. Six other eut half way to the centre of the row. When ar 

rived at the end, turn about to the sight and come 
back upon the other side of the row and trim off 
the other half as before. In so doing, the hedge 
will be cutin an oval shape, Then, by ‘aking a 
large corn cutter, it can be trimmed into proper 
form. Great care should be taken to secure a 
close, strong, firm base. This can be done by al.. 
lowing the lower branches to extend out in all 
instances, so as to form a base at the end of the 
second season, ai least 4 or 5 feet wide. The 
trimming of the third vear can be dcne in the 
same manner as that of the second. The fourth 
and subsequent years’ trimmings will have to be 
done monthly with the knife, preserving at all. 
times the,shape above uescribed. 

We advise our readers to preserve this 

statement of “the mode of cultivating the 
Osage Orange for hedges.” Mr. M’Grew 

has upon his farm specimens of Osage Or- 
ange hedge which are entirely impassable 

to stock, most beautiful, commanding the 

freezing weather, at niae o’clock that even- 
ing the thermometor stood at 32 deg., or 
at the freezing point, at6 A. M.; on the 23d 
at zero, at 7, 3 deg., below zero, and at 
it stood at 5 deg. below, and continued be- 
low zero all that aud the next day; on the 
morning of the 25th 6 o’clock, at 21 deg. 
below zero the highest point reached that day 
was 6 deg. below zero; the mercury bas been 
as low as 28 deg. below zero. It is now the 
79th day since severe cold weather set in. 
Five of those days for afew hours the ther- 

days it has been for a very short time in 
each day at 32 deg., and good sleighing 
constantly, with the exception of here and 
there where the wind blew the snow off.— 
Many of the 79 days bave been as bright 

| asa clear sky and shining sun could make 
them. 
We have experienced a heavy loss in our 

Narsery by the destruction of many young 
trees and shrubs; and I predict that in some 
cases, large orchard trees will be destroy- 
ed. It will have one beneficial effect, z. e. 
to indicate the most hardy varieties, ena- 
bling the tree planter to judge what varie- 
ties will be the most safe to plant. All 
overgrown trees will suffer the most serious- 
ly. Tree planters must learn by experience 
that it is not for their interest to purchase 
overgrown fruit trees; a thrifty. healthy 
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growth is the safe mode. It will also. test 
the hardiness of the osage orange for a 
hedge; if that comes out safe this year, there 
need be no fear of it hereafter. 

I may, if desired, give some observations 
on the particular cause of the destruction 
of trees, so general this winter; other causes 
than simply freezing have to do with it. 

Please send me the Farmer. I think we 
shall get up a small club in this place before 
long. Respectfully yours, 

LEWIs ELLSWORTH. 

~ Raising Wheat. 
Epitor [ui1noi1s Farmer.— There has been 

considerable said on the subject of raising 
wheat, and the question is asked by our 
Eastern friends, why we do not raise as good 
wheat in Illinois, as the farmers do in the 
eastern States. If we do not do this, there | 
can several good reasons be assigned for the | 
failure. It has only been a few years that 
wheat would pay for raising. We used to 
haul our wheat to Springfield and sell it for 
25 and 30 cents per bushel, and take the 
pay in store goods. We sometimes hauled 
it to St. Louis, and got for it there, 40 and 
50 cents, and made the trip in eight or ten 
days, and then thought we were doing well. 
‘That day is past and gone. 

It has not been but a short time since 
the large farmer has bought his own flour, 
rather than raise wheat. He turned all his 
attention to raising corn and stock, and the | 
little farmer had to do the best he could to 
make both of the ends of the year meet.— | 
But that time is also past, If our eastern 
friends knew how our wheat was put in the 
ground, and on the ground, they would won- 
der that we raised our own seed. 
We have wheat put in, in every fashion 

that a man can think of, but very seldom 
in the right way. Some plow in corn, two 
furrows in a row, and leave half of the seed 
on the top of the ground; then in the spring 
it thaws and freezes tiil it slips out. Well, 

mes [gates 

they get a halfa crop. Some cut up their | 
corn, and harrow in the seed without plow- 
ing; and I have known some to sow their 
seed in corn and do nothing to cover it.— | 
Now what can we expect to reap when we 
farm in this way? That is what has given 
a wrong impression in regard to our wheat 
crops. It is the fault of the farmers, and 
not of the soil. 

I would just ask my Ohio friends what 
crop they would expect to raise if they were 
to sow wheat on land that has been in corn 
and oats 30 or 40 years? 

If we would summer fallow our grounds 
and put the same labor on our wheat crops 

that farmers do in the east, then we might 
expect a full crop. It will do to put wheat 
in new ground almost any way, and you will 
have a good crop; but the same practice 
will not answer in old ground. 

The present season I raise my twenty-first 
crop in Illinois, and have never failed to 
raise enough to pay me for my labor. Last 

| year my wheat averaged twenty-five bushels 
to the acre. 

I would be glad to see some capable per- 
son take up this subject of raising wheat, 
and do it justice; it has been neglected long 
enough. We lose considerable wheat by 
not cutting it before it gets too ripe. Last 
season I tried the experiment of cutting 
wheat when it was very green, and the grain 
soft and in the milk; the hands all said I 
would lose my wheat. I sold the wheat to 
the Premium Mill of the state, and told the 
miller to take notice when that wheat flour- 
ed. He ground it, and he said it was just 
right for making g good flour. 
We may expect that wheat will be dum- 

aged this year with rust, for some fields 
were not sown until the ground was frozen. 
Wheat sown late in rich soil is more loth to 
rust than when thus sown in poor soil.— 
Wheat looked well when the snow left it. 
March is a hard mouth on wheat. 

I think if an eastern farmer would pass 
hy a farm in Illinois, and see a man sowing 
wheat on horseback, among corn, and filled 
with weeds and grass, he would never ask 
the question again why we don’t raise better 
wheat. The only trouble I see in Illinois, 
is, that a man who has lived here a long 
while, can’t keep posted up in regard to all 
the improvements in farming. When our 
heavy trade was carried on by means of ox 
teams, it was an easy matter then to keep 
up with the times, to keep posted up with- 
out an agricultural paper. But is is not so 
now. I take three papers, and yet I have 
not too many. A SMALL FARMER. 

~The Blue Bird. 
Epiror oF THE Itunors Faruer:—Wil- 

son’s ornithology contains an interesting ac- 
count of this bird. It is one of the first 
messengers of spring, bringing the charming 
tidings to our very doors; he bears his own 
recommendation always along with him, 
and meets with a hearty welcome from every 
body. Though generally accounted as a 
bird of passage, yet, as early as the middle 
of February, if the weather is open, he an- 
nually makes his appearance. Storms and 
deep snows succeeding, hedisjappears for a 
time; but about the middle of March, if the 



temperature is at all favorable, he is again | 
to be seen “When he begins his amours,” | 
says a curious and earnest observer “it is } 
cheering to behold his courtship, his solicitude | 
to please and gain the favor of his beloved 
female. He uses the tenderest expressions, 
sits down by her, caresses and sings to her 
his most endearing warblings. When seat- 
ed together, if he espies an insect delicious . 
to her taste, he takes it up, flies with it to | 
her, spreads his wing over her, and puts it | 
into her mouth.” If a rival makes his ep- | 
pearance,—for they are ardent in their love | 
—he quits her in a moment, attacks and | 
pursues the intruder as he shifts from place 
to place, in tones that hespeak the jealousy . 
of his affection, conducts him with many re- | 
proofs beyond the extremities of his territo- | 
ry, and returns to warble out his transports , 
of triumph beside his beloved mate. The 
preliminaries being thus settled, and the spot ' 
fixed on, they begin to clean out the old 
nest, and to prepare for the reception of 
their future offspring. 

The female lays five, and sometimes six . 
eggs of a pale blue color, and raises two 
and sometimes three broods in a season; the 
male taking the youngest under his particu- | 
lar care while the female is again setting. 
Their principal food are insects, particularly 
large beetles, and others of the coleopterous | 
kinds that lurk among old, dead, and decay- | 
ing trees. Spiders are also a favorite repast | 
with them. They also regale themselves | 
on berries and seeds. 

The usual spring and summer song of the 
blue bird is a soft, agreeable and oft-repeat- | 
ed warble, uttered with other quivering | 
musings, and is extremely pleasing. He | 
destroys a multitude of insects. In October | 
his song changes to a plaintive note, as he | 
passes over the yellow covered woods; and ! 
its melancholy air recalls to our minds the 
approaching day of the fall of nature. Even | 
after the trees are stripped of their leaves, | 
he still lingers over his native fields, as if | 
loth to leave them. About the middle or | 
end of November, few or none of them are | 
to be seen; but, with every return of mild | 
and open weather, we hear his plaintive note 
amidst the fields, or in the air, seeming to | 
deplore the devastation of winter. Indeed, | 
he seems scarcely ever totally to forsake us; | 

| 
} 

but to follow fair weather through all its 
journeyings, till the return of spring. 

As the blue bird is so regularly seen in 
winter, after the continuance of a few days 
of mild open weather, it has given use to 
various conjectures as to the place of his 
retreat; some supposing it to be hollow trees, 

| planting out an orchard? 

37 

caverns and the like. But this is not the 
case. He passes tp the south; and is seen 
in Louisiana, Mexico, and even in Central 
America, in winter. 

“A Yankee Question.” 
Mr. Epitor:—-I am a new comer from 

down east, and have located on the Central 
Railroad. I went on to my land witheut 
any improvement, and have been “busy as 
a nailer” for the last seven months in get- 
ting my farm into a condition so that I can 
pass through the next two years with as 
little inconvenience as possible. Like all 

' new comers from a great way off, I have 
been used to all sorts of comforts and super- 
fluities, and you may wonder why I left 
them! And I could tell you if I chose to 
do so; but I will not doit now. What I 

; aim at is, to get a good farm, with a gar- 
den, orchard and other improvemeats as 
soon as possible. And now I want to ask 
@ question, and would be glad if some of 
your experienced readers would answer it. 
On a portion of my ground the wild grass 
is tolerably well eat out: Now, can I break 
up this ground with a common prairie plow, 

, turning the sward down flat, and follow this 
prairie plow by another plow, going to the 
depth of eight inches, and turn this sub- 
soil over the turf, and thus secure at once, 
suitable land for a good garden, and for 

I am used to 
plowing deep; but whether in this particu- 
lar case any advantage would result from 

| it, I have not the experience to determine. 
We are a fast people, and I confess that I 
am so far in this fast way as to desire at 
once to make a good garden out of what I 
have heard called raw prairie. 

There are thousands who are similarly 
situated with myself on the lines of the Cen- 
tral and Central Branch Railroads; and 
some information oa the “special point” of 
this communication would be of service to 
us all. A NEW COMER. 

Corn Planted in Drills. 
Mr. Edttor:—Last season, in traveling 

over some parts of Logan county, I ob- 
served large fields of corn planted in drills, 
that is, the rows seemed to be about four 
feet apart, and the stalks in the rows some 
eight’ to ten and twelve inches apart. It 
appeared tome that the corn thus planted 
did not grow as large as the corn planted 
in the usual way. It might have been a 
smaller variety of corn; but the stalks were 
well set with ears. My present purpose is 
to enquire of some of your readers if there 
is any advantage in planting corn in the 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 
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“The Farmer” is and will be useful in my | they devour in summer, they will lay all 
| family. My boys and girls look for its | winter, when fresh eggs are wanted, and 

Se ee 

‘his power. ENQUIRER. 

way I have described? Does it produce | coming with more anxiety than any publi- 
more corn than if planted in the common | cation I receive. Ut goes at once into their 
way? | employments, and it has caused more in- 

These are questions of some importance | quiry, more asking of questions in regard to 
to me; and I hope to hear from one of those | our every day business than is usual with 

us. Iam inclined to think that they are 

| 

persons who have experimented on this sub- | 
ject, in your next publication. Every far- | more satisfied with their prospects in being 
mer should be willing, and I have no doubt | brought up as farmer’s boys and farmer’s 
will be willing, to contribute to the stock | girls than they have been. They seem to 
of agricultural knowledge whenever it is in | desire to make improvements about our 

| home; to make it, as*they say, more pleas- 
ant, more neat, more comfortable, than it 
has been before. My boys taik about ag- 

Eprtor or tHE Iturnots Farwer:—I find | Ticultural machinery, plows, horse-rakes, 
that the wood of my June Roses, as well as | barrows, corn shellers, as if there was an 
the Hardy Perpetual Rose, is killed. The object in having and using these things. — 

crowns of the roots, however, look well, and | They talk, too, about seed of new varieties 
I have no doubt will send up strong shoots; of grain, of corn, of garden vegetables, and 
but the June roses will not flower the pres- _ they have already collected scious for graft- 

entaseason. The Perpetual roses will blos- | ing our old seedling apple trees, and they 
som in the fall;—-perhaps they will do so in | Will this spring, if they can get the trees, 
mid summer. But is there no way of ob- | set out a small! new orchard of selected fruit. 
taining roses to blossom in June? They have been sometime talking of the 

Syringas, the Scabras, the Spiraes, Li- | Osage Orange Hedge, and though they 
lachs, some of the Altheas, Japan Quincie | were at first opposed to theso hedges, I. 
and Honeysuckles, are a good deal iajured, | 2m sure I shall have to get some seed for 
not. seriously I think. I an: in hopes the ; tlem this spring, to grow plants to be set 
herbaceous flowering plants have stood well; | out the next spring. 
—some of them I am sure have done so.— The girls, too, are not behind the boys, 
Some of the Strawberries are killed; Rasp- | they have already their plans made for buy- 
berries not protected, Nave suffered a ing out a frout yard aud a garden, for their 
good deal. A few days of warm weather, fowers and vegetables; and Dick and Tom 
will, however, tell the story of the degree | have been forced by them to begin to clean 
of injury which all plants have suffered. —upand make things snug and cozy about 

The dwarf pears,and most youngpears are | the honse, by removing all the trash, and 
{ 

| 

What Shall We Do for Roses. 

all killed. A good many of the peach trees , jogs, and broken farming tools away out of * 
are killed; Young peaches set out last fall, | sight; und they say they will have a milk 
are mostly dead. Ido not intend to cut | room, 80 that they can make buiter and 
down mine until I learn the extent of the cheese fit for the Fair. They say, too, that 

injury. A few years ago many farmers cut they must have a home for their fowls, where 
down their peach trees, supposing them they can keep their chickens, and where 
killed by asevere winter. Others left theirs, | their fowls can roost, and where they can 

and they made good bearing trees after- have their nests; and they have already 
wards. China, Tea, Bourbon and Noi- | engaged the eggs of half breed shanghai 
sette roses can be obtained at the Nurseries, | fowls for setting their hens, for their neigh- 
and they will blossom during the whole sum- | bors tell them that such fowls are a great 
mer. | improvement on our present stock, which 

| have almost run out “by breeding in and 
Agricultural Papers and other Matters. in,” as we farmers say. The half-breed China 
Mr. Editor:—{I own to you that when it | fowl is of good size their flesh is good for 

was first suggested to me to take your pa- | eating, they will bring more than com- 
per, I hesitated to do so. I already was | mon fowls dressed to market, and what 
taking several papers, and I thought that is better than all, they are great layers,— 
ther? was no way of making another paper in fact, where they havea good house 
useful to my family; yet, having been the | for their nests, warm in winter, plenty 
reader of the paper you published many | of feed, with gravel and _ occasionally 

| 

years, I concluded totake it for ‘auld lang | a little meat cut up fine, to answer the 
syne.” But [am agreeably disappointed. | place of worms and other insects, which 
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bring the high price of 30 and 35 cents « 
dozen. 

But I find I am writing you a long let- 
ter, and must now cut it short, by just say- 
ing, that the education that we hed when 
we were boys is not now what is needed for 
the rising generation; they must have bet- flannel bag, leaving plenty of room for it to 
ter education or they will be behind the | 
majority in general intelligence, and espe- 
cially that intelligence which is, and willbe , 

I teli my bovs so, | necessary for farmers. 
and my girls too, and I think that our 
country schools, improved by good teachers, 
ure improving rapidly our children. I do 
not like, however, the present school !law.— 

Corree MADE CLEAR.—Clear coffee may al- 
ways be had with little trouble or expense, by 
theroughly stirring into the coffee after being 
roasted and nearly cool, the white of an egg: in 
the proportion of ene egg to a pound of coifee; 
keep it in warm, but not a hot piace, an hour af- 
ter to become brittle. 

Another way is to tie your coffee in a loose 

swell. 

ONE WAY To Cook Curckens.-— The following 
ing is highly recommended: “Cut the chicken up, 
put it in a pan and cover it over with water; let it 
stew as usual, and when done make a thickening 
of cream and flour, adding a piece of butter. and 
pepper and salt; have made and baked a couple of 
short cakes, made as for piecrust, but rolled thin 
and cut in small squares. This is much better 
than chicken pie, and more simple to make. The Iu many particulars it is unequal and un- 

fair, and I hope will be so altered as to make 
it more satisfactory to the people generally. | 

I have written you a jong rambling let- 
ter. Do what you please withit. E. P. 

erust should be laid on a dish, and the chicken 
gravy put over it while both are hot. 

To RAISE AND KEEP CELE*y.—Celery must be 
sown early in the spring. As soon as the plants 
are four or six inches high, then dig a treneh one | 
foot deeps put in some good barn yard manure 
mixed with good earti:; then set in your plants | ~~" WISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. | 

To xeera Stove Bricut.—Make weak alum 
water, and mix your “British Lustre” with it; 
put two teaspoonfuls to a gill of elum water, let 
the stove be cold, brnsh it with the mixture, then 
take a dry brush and lustre and rub the stove until 
itis dry. Should any parts before polishing, be- 
come so dry as to look gray, moisten with a wet | 
brush and proceed as before, By two applica- | 

out four inches; so cuntinue on till the box is full; tions a year it can be kept as bright as a coach 
body. 

Best Coven Mixture.—The best cough mix- 
ture that has ever been made, consists of a pair of | 
thick boots, mixed with lots of fresh airand plen- | 
ty of exercise. People who hug the stove and 
grow lean, will please take notice. 

Starcy For Linens.—I have seen much saia 
about different ways of preparing starch, and have 
tried many with different success. I like the fol- 
lowing as well as any:—Allow one teaspecnful of | 
starch for each bosom, and dilute with cold wa- 
ter, til it is just thick enough to stir well, then 
pour in boiling water till it is cooxed. B 
from twenty to thirty minutes, and itis ready. I 
sometimes add a smail piece of butter or clean tal- 
low boiling. 

Scrence IN THE KitcHen.—Prof, Liebig, in a 
letter to Professor Silliman, says: The method of 
roasting is obviously the best to make flesh the | 
most nutritious. But it does not follow that boil- 
is to Le interdicted. If a piece of meat ba put 
into cold water, and this heated to boiling, and 
boiled until it is ‘done,? it will become harder, and 
have leas taste, than if thrown into water already 
boiling. In the first case, the marters grateful to | 
the smell ane. taste go into the extract, the soup; 
in the second, the albumen of the meat coagulates 
from the surface inward, and envelopes the inte- 
rior with a layer which io impenetrable to water. 

= Bakep Inpian PuppinG. - Take three pints of 
sce!ded milk, one handful of wheat flour, three | 
eges, and as much Indian meal as will mike the 
whole thick, like batter for pancakes. Add one 
gill of molasses and salt toyour taste. Bake three 
hours. a 3 , 

oil st | 

Care should be taken not to makeit | 
first, with cold water.—American Agriculturist. | 

about nine inches apart; cover them froin the sun 
three days through the day; as they grow keep fill- 
ing in earth occasionally unil the dich becomes 
full, and hy this means you can bleach it from 
twelve to fourteen inches in length. 

It must taken up in November, and then pre- 
nare a box in your cellar, and put in good earth 
at one end of box; then lay in your celery, siant- 
ing, in rows; then put in earth, so the tops stick 

water it occasionally during the winter. By this 
means it can be kept until spring. 

Aprre Bread. Take some good boiling ap- 
ples, boil the:n tell quite sofi, pulp them through a 
sieve, put inte a ‘owlor tub four times their 

| weight of flour, add the yeast, and mix up as for 
bread, set the sponge twice, bake in tins. This, 
when nicely done, makes a good, short, sweet and 
wholesome bread. Tney will also mix very nicely 
with a soda cake for tea. ’ 

To TELL Goop Eccs. If you desire to be cer- 
tain that your eggs are good and fresh, put them 
in water; if the butts iurn up they are not fresh. 

| Tnis is an infallible rule to distinguish a good egg 
from a bad one. 

Sort GINGERBRrAD. One cup of butter; two 
of mulasse:; one cf milk; three eggs; one tavle 
spoonful of ground ginger, and one teaspoonful of 
saleratus; beat it well, and bake in a quick oven. 

To Make Goop Rusk. Take a piece of bread 
dough large enough to fill a quart bow!, one tea- 
cup of melted butter, one egg, one teespoonful of 
saleratus knead quite hard. roll out thin, lay It to- 
gether, roll to the thickness of thin biseuit, cut out 
with a biscuit mould, and set it to 11se in a Warm 
place. From twenty to thirty minutes will gen- 
erally be sutficient. Bake them, and dry thor- 
oughly through and you will have an excell: nt 
rusk to eat with your ccffre. You can make 
them with hop yeast, and sweeten them, too, if 
you please; I use milk yeast. 

—_- 

To MAKE YouR OWN “Yeast PowpeErs.— 
Make your own yeast powders by sifting two 
spoonsful of cream of tartar, and one of soda. 
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- berries not protected, have 

way I have described? Does it produce | coming with more anxiety than any publi- 
more corn than if planted in the common 
way? 

These are questions of some importance 
to me; and I hope to hear from one of those 
persons who have experimented on this sub- 
ject, ia your next publication. Every far- 
mer should be willing, and I have no doubt 
will be willing, to contribute to the stock 
of agricultural knowledge whenever it is in 

ENQUIRER. 

What Shall We Do for Roses. 

Eprtor or tHe Itiurnots Farwer:—I find 
that the wood of my June Roses, as well as 
the Hardy Perpetual Rose, is killed. The 
crowns of the roots, however, look well, and 
I have no doubt will send up strong shoots; | 
but the June roses will not flower the pres- 
entyseason. The Perpetual roses will blos- 
som in the fall;—-perhaps they will do so in 
mid summer. But is there no way of ob- 
taining roses to blossom in June? 

fyringas, the Scabras, the Spiraes, Li- 
lachs, some of the Altheas, Japan Quincie 
and Honeysuckles, are a good deal iajured, 
not. seriously I think. I an in hopes the 
herbaceous flowering plants have stood well; 
—some of them I am sure have done so.— 
Some of the Strawberries are killed; Rasp- 

suffered a 
good deal. A few days of warm weather, 
will, however, tell the story of the degrce 
of injury which all plants have suffered. 

The dwarf pears,and most youngpears are 
all killed. A good many of the peach trees 
are killed; Young peaches set out last fall, 
are mostly dead. Ido not intend to cut 

cation I receive. Ut goes at once into their 
employments, and it has caused more in- 
quiry, more asking of questions in regard to 
our every day business than is usual with 
us. Iam inclined to think that they are 
more satisfied with their prospects in being 
brought up as farmer’s boys and farmer’s 
girls than they have been. They seem to 
desire to make improvements about our 
home; to make it, as*they say, more pleas- 
ant, more neat, more comfortable, than it 
has been before. My boys taik about ag- 
ricultural machinery, plows, horse-rakes, 
harrows, corn shellers, as if there was an 
object in having and using these things.— 
They talk, too, about seed of new varieties 
of grain, of corn, of garden vegetables, and 
they have already collected scious for graft- 
ing our old seedling apple trees, and they 
will this spring, if they can get the trees, 
set out a small new orchard of selected fruit. 

, They have been sometime talking of the 
| Osage Orange Hedge, and though they 

down mine until I learn the extent of the | 
injury. A-few years ago many farmers cut 
down their peach trees, supposing them 
killed by a severe winter. Others left theirs, 
and they made good bearing trees after- 
wards. China, Tea, Bourbon and Noi- 
sette roses can be obtained at the Nurseries, 
and they will blossom during the whole sum- 
mer. 

Agricultural Papers and other Matters. 
Mr. Editor:—1 own to you that when it 

was first suggested to me to take your pa- 
per, I hesitated to do so. I already was 

were at first opposed to thess hedges, I. 
am sure I ahall have to get some seed for 
tliem this spring, to grow plants to be set 
out the next spring. 

The girls, too, are not behind the boys, 
they have already their plans made for buy- 
ing out a frout yard and a garden, for their 
flowers and vegetables; and Dick and Tom 
have been forced by them to begin to clean 
up and make things snug and cozy about 
the honse, by removing all the trash, and 
logs, and broken farming tools away out of 
sight; und they say they will have a milk 
room, 80 that they can make butter and 
cheese fit for the Fair. They say, too, that 
they must have a home for their fowls, where 

taking several papers, and I thought that — 
ther? was no way of making another paper 
useful to my family; yet, having been the 
reader of the paper you published many 
years, I concluded to take it for “auld lang 
syne.” But Iam agreeably disappointed. 
“The Farmer” is and will be useful in my 
family. My boys and girls look for its | 

they can keep their chickens, and where 
their fowls can roost, and where they can 
have their nests; and they have already 
engaged the eggs of half breed shanghai 
fowls for setting their hens, for their neigh- 
bors tell them that such fowls are a great 
improvement on our present stock, which 
have almost run out “by breeding jin and 
in,” as we farmers say. The half-breed China 
fowl is ef good size their flesh is good for 
eating, they will bring more than com- 
mon fowls dressed to market, and what 
is better than all, they are great liyers,— 
in facet, where they havea good house 
for their nests, warm in winter, plenty 
of feed, with gravel and _ occasionally 
a little meat cut up fine, to answer the 
place of worms and other insects, which 
they devour in summer, they will lay all 
winter, when fresh eggs are wanted, and 
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bring the high price of 30 and 35 cents « 
dozen. 

at } { ; é 
But I find I am writing you a long let- | roasted and nearl cool, the white of an eggs: in 

ter, and must now cut it short, by just say- 
ing, that the education that we had when 
we were boys is not now what is needed for 

' 
i 

; 

t 

the rising generation; they must have bet- | 
ter education or they will be behind the , 
majority in general intelligence, and espe- 
cially that intelligence which is, and willbe . 
necessary for farmers. 
and my girls too, and I think that our 
country schools, improved by good teachers, 
ure improving rapidly our children. I do 
not like, however, the present school law.— 
{u many particulars it is unequal and un- 
fair, and I hope will be so altered as to make 
it more satisfactory to the people generally. 

I have written you a long rambling let- 
ter. Do what yon please withit. E. P. 

—_ MISCELLANEOUS TEMS. 
To Keer a Stove Bricut.—Make weak alum 

water, and mix your “British Lustre” with its 
put two teaspoonfuls to a gill of elum water, let 
the stove be cold, brnsh it with the mixture, then 
take a dry brush and lustre and rub the stove until 
itis dry. Should any parts before polishing, be- 
come so dry as to look gray, moisten with a wet 
brush and proceed as before, By two applica- 
tions a year it can be kept as bright as a coach 
body. 

Best Coven Mixture.—The best cough mix- 
ture that has ever been made, consists of vay of | 
thick boots, mixed with lots of fresh air and plen- 
ty of exercise. People who hug the stove and 
grow lean, will please take notice. 

StarcH For Linens.—I have seen much said 
about different ways of preparing starch, and have 
tried many with different success. I like the fol- 
lowing as well as anv:—Allow one teaspecnful of 
starch for each bosom, and dilute with cold wa- 
ter, till it is just thick enough to stir well, then 
pour in boiling water till it is cooxed. Boil st 
from twenty to thirty minutes, and it is ready. I 
sometimes add a smail piece of butter or clean tal- 
low boiling. Care should be taken not to makeit 
first, with cold water.—American Agriculturist. 

Scrence IN THE KitcHEeNn.—Prof. Liebig, in a 
letter to Professor Sillitnan, says: The method of 
roasting is obviously the best to make flesh the 
most nutritious. But it does not follow that boil- 
is to Le interdicted. If a piece of meat be put 
into cold water, and this heated to boiling, and 
boiled until it is ‘done,’ it will become harder, and 
have leas taste, than if thrown into water already 
boiling. 
the smell ane. taste go into the extract, the soup; 
in the second, the albumen of the meat coagulates 
from the surface inward, and envelopes the inte- 
rior with a layer which is impenetrable to water. 

I tell my bovs s0, | 

In the first case, the matters grateful to | 

= Bakep Inpian PuppinG. —Take three pints of | 
seeided milk, one handful of wheat flour, three | 
eges, and as much Indian meal as will make the 
whole thick, like batter for pancakes. Add one 
gill of molasses and salt toyour taste. Bake three | 
hours. ® 

3 

Corree MADE CLEAR.—Clear coffee may al- 
ways be had with little trouble or expense, by 
theroughly stirring into the coffee after being 

the proportion of ene egg to a pound of coifee; 
keep it in warm, but not a hot place, an hour af- 
ter to become brittle. 

Another way is to tie your coffee in a loose 
ti bog, leaving plenty of room for it to 
swell. 

ONE WAY TO Cook CHICKENS.-— The following 
ing is highly recommended: “Cut the chicken up, 
put it in a pan and cover it over with waters let it 
stew gs usual, and when done make a thickening 
of cream and flour, adding a piece of butter. and 
pepper and salt; have made and baked a couple of 
short cakes, made as for piecrust, but rolled thin 
and cutin small squares. This is much better 
than chicken pie, and more simple to make. The 
erust should be laid on a dish, and the chicken 
gravy put over it while both are hot. 

To RAISE AND KEEP CELE”Y.—Celery must be 
sown early in the spring. As soon as the plants 
are four or six inches high, then dig a treneh one 
foot deeps put in some good barn yard manure 
mixed with good earti:; then set in your plants 
about nine inches apart; cover them from the sun 
three days through the day; as they grow keep fill- 
ing in earth occasionally until the di.ch becomes 
full, and hy this means you can bleach it from 
twelve to fourteen inches in length. 

It must taken upin November, and then pre- 
pare a box in your cellar, and put in good earth 
at one end of box; then lay in your celery, siant- 
ing, in rows; then put in earth, so the tops stick 
out four inches; so cuntinue on till the box is full; 
water it occasionally during the winter. By this 
means it can be kept until spring. 

AprpLe Breapd. Take some good boiling ap- 
ples, boil thein tell quite soft, pulp them through a 
sieve, put inte a ‘ow! or tub four times their 
weight of flour, add the yeast, and mix up as for 
bread, set the sponge twice, bake in tins. This, 
when nicely done, makes a good, short, sweet and 
wholesome bread. Tney will also mix very nicely 
with a soda cake for tea. : 

To TELL Goon eccs. If you desire to be cer- 
tain that your eggs are good and fresh, put them 
in water; if the butts iurn up they are not fresh. 
This is an infallible rule to distinguish a good egg 
from a bad one. 

Sort GINGERBReAD. One cup of butter; two 
of mylasse:; one cf milk; three eggs; one tavle 
spoonful of ground ginger, and one teaspoonful of 
saleratus; beat it well, and bake in a quick oven. 

To make Goon Rusk. Take a piece of bread 
dough large enough te fill a quart bowl, one tea- 
cup of melted butter, one egg, one teaspoonful of 
saleratus knead quite hard. roll out thin, lay It to- 
gether, roll to the thickness of thin biseuit, cut out 
with a biscuit mould, and set it to tise in a Warm 
place. From twenty to thirty minutes will gen- 
erally be sufficient. Bake them, and dry thor- 
oughly through and you will have an excell: nt 
rusk to eat with your ccff-e. You can make 
them with hop yeast, and sweeten them, tee, if 
you please; I use milk yeast. 

To Makr Your owNn Yeast Powpers.— 
Make your own yeast powders by sifting two 
spoonsful of cream of tartar, and one of soda. 

| 



Death of Francis Arenz. 

While the executive committee of the 
state agricultural society were in session, on 

Wednesday, of which Mr. Arenz was a 
member, they received a dispatch, announ- 

cing his death at the residence of Dr. O. 

M. Long, in Jacksonville. Mr. Avenz had 

been for many months in ill health; yet his 

demise was sudden, and the news of it will 

earry a pang to the hearts of his numerous 

friends everywhere. We have known Mr. 

Arenz for many years, and well. He wasa 

gentleman, an intelligent and useful citizen, 

‘and “an honest mau.” This is the highest 

eulogium we can offer—as it embraces eve- 

rything good that can be said of ian. 

State Fair. 

We have kept our paper back for a few 
days to enable us to announce the place for 

holding the State Fair. The Executive 

Committee of the State Society, met in this 
city on the 2d instant. Present--H. C. 

; Johns, President; Jas. N. Brown, Wm. 

Strawn, C. W. Webster, J. M. Blackburn, 

John Gage, Wm. Ross, Vice Presidents; 
John A. Kennicott, Corresponding Secreta- 
ry; S. Francis, Recording Secretary; and 

John Williams, Treasurer. 

Three places made propositious for hold- 

| ing the State Fair in their localities, to-wit: 

| Salem, in Marion county; Jonesboro’, in 

| Union county, and Alton, in Madison coun- 

| ty. After a number of ballotings, Alton 
| was selected as the point for holding the 

| Fair by a majority of the votes given. It 
may be proper to say that Alton, fully met 

the requirements of the committee in the 

propositions for holding the State Fair in 
that city. Our own feelings were in favor 

of holding the Fair in southern Illinois, for 

reasons which were satisfactory to us. Oth- 

ers believed that the objects of the society 
could be best svccomplished by selecting Al- 

ton for that purpose. We submit to the 
majority becausie in no other way can mat- | 

|| ters of this kind be properly decided. We 
| shall do our best: to make the Fair all that 

EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
i can be expected from our growing, flourish- 
ing, ambitions state; and though disap- 

pointed in her hopes, we trust southern 1I- 
linois ‘will do her best to sustain the efforts, 

i and carry out the objects of the society. 

Preparations for Spring. 
{We should be careful not to put off the 

| preparations for gardening and for farming 

too long. The season of planting and sow- 

| ing will soon be upon us. We cannot be 
too early in procuring our seeds for both. 

We should obtain reliable seed in all cases 
where it is possible. These can be had at 

regular seed establishments, where the pro- 

prietors have quite as much interest in sup- 

plying good seeds as the purchasers have in 

buying them. 

In gardening, it should be well under- 

| stood that many of the common esculents 
degenerate in the Western country. Asan 

evidence there is scarcely a house-wife that 

does not know that seeds procured from 

beets here, degenerate in a few years so as 

| to produce worthless roots for the table. 
The cabbage also degenerates, and many 

other vegetables. Great benefits result 
from changing seed, both in farming and 

gardening. 

The most profitable spot on the farm is 
the garden. It furnishes delicious and heal- 

thy food, exactly suited to the season when 

itis best obtained. Physicians say, and 

with truth, that a substitution of a veget- 
able diet, in some degree, for that of pork 

in various forms, and heavy saleratus bread, 

would be of vast advantage to health. Get 

your seed for vegetables early. There are 

now many new varieties of peas, the excel- 

lence of which is known to but few. There 
are early cabbages, almost equal in richness 

to the cauliflower—early, less early, and 

indeed, varietics that continue in perfection 
| from June almost to June again. There 

! are pole beans in great variety, some of 

The 

improved varieties of the radish are deli- 
cate, sweet, tender and healthful. There 

' 

them far superior to the old sorts. 

= 
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are many other vegetables that have been 

greatly improved within a few of the past 

years, worthy the attention of those who 
desire to have the best of the kinds. 

It is about to bea busy time with our 

farmers and gardeners. The usual work of 
two months will be thrown into one, on ac- 

count of the backwardness of the season. 

All hands be ready ! 

Potatoes—Premium Crop. 
O. B. Gatusua, Esq., of Kendall county, 

obtained the premium of the State Agri- 

cultural Society for a crop of potatoes, 

grown last season. He describes his man- 

mer of cultivation in the Prairie Farmer.— 
In the first place, he selected for his “pota- 

toe patch,” a piece of clean ground, that 

had been broken up the previous year; 

ploughed ten inches deep as soon in the 

spring as it was in a proper state; harrowed 
it thoroughly; dropped the seed in the an- 

gles and covered it with hoes; if the tubers 
were no larger than hickory nats, two were 

dropped in a hill, six inches apart; if as large 
as butternuts (“white walnuts”) only one in 

a hill, and that cut leagthwise, and the 

halves dropped as before—making about 
three bushels and a half of seed to the acre. 

Planted thus on new land, they were plowed 
out each way before the potatoes blossomed, 

with a shovel plow, and the remaining 
weeds pulled up before they went to seed, 

by hand. ‘The yield was 280 bushels to the 

acre, and only one in twenty was too small 

for use. Mr. Galusha states as the result 
of his experieuce, that “the size of the tu- 

mode of cultivation, rather than upon the 
size of the tubers planted.” He has found, 

too, that frequent hoeings increase the num- 

ber of tubers without producing a corres- 

ponding increase in the yield of the crop. 

Planting Early Potatoes. 
Soon as the weather is open, and the 

frost is entirely out of the ground, is the 

time to prepare your ground for and to 
plant potatoes for an early crop. Select the 
very dryest and most exposed part of your 

i 

_ and the sced sown in sufficient quantities 

garden, a light, sandy mould, if possible. — 

Lay off the rows four inches deep, three 

feet apart; place the sets ten inches apart 
in the rows and cover. The potatoe must 
be kept clean of weeds and grass and the 
earth loose from the time that the plants 
are three or four inches high until they are 

laid by. The early kidney is the best va- 
riety of potatoe for early planting. 

Blue Grass for Lawns aud Yards. 
Sometimes turfing vards with blue grass 

sod, answers the design very well; but a 

good growth of blue grass from the seed is 
better. If the ground is properly prepared, 

and raked in, the grass will soon appear 

and the ground be covered with it. 

In the country, where new farms are be- 

ing made, front yards and pastures can be 

well set with blue grass without much la- 
bor. The seed can be sowed on the wild 

sod, and if harrowed over, it will be all the 

botter. 

It will astonish many to notice, how 
soon, with a little care, a new prairie farm, 
can be made to appear beautiful in its im- 

provements about the dwelliugs, as if it had 
been occupied for years. 

What is more unsightly than a large 

yard about the house, either naked or filled 
with various kinds of weeds? What does 

such a yard say for its owner? 

Sates or Srocx.--The Island Grove is 

becoming famous for its fine stock. Re- 
cently many important sales have been 

made. The last noticed is of a valuable 

Short Horn Durham Bull, from James 

N. Brown’s herd, to be sent to California; 

and two valuablecalves, which have already 
gone to Callaway, Missouri. The stocks in 
the grove are able to supply all reasonable 

demands. 

sexJ. M. Day, of Cook county, states 

in the Prairie Farmer that “the apple 

trees, set from the Rochester Nurseries last 

fallare killed. That thisis wholly owing to 
the hard winter, he says he is not convinced, 
for his own trees, raised in his own neigh- 
borhood, are in fine condition. ‘A word to 
the wise is sufficient.” 
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Tus News.—European affairs have not | war between Great Britain and the United 
changed their aspect. 
Western Powers, with those of Russia, are 

in conclave in Paris. The impression is yet 

that peace will be the result. 

been of Jate no active movements in the 

territories on the Black Sea. 

English papers do not appear 80 anxious | 

for u war with the United States as they 

hare been. Probably they were merely 

blowing off steam. If they really waut 
war they can have it without so muck un- | 
necessary bluster. 

In India, British fil.busterism is progress- 
ing. 

dom of Oude, to the British dominions.— 
“That country only contains some five mil- | 
lions of people. The British should be the 
last people ou this carth to complain of fili- | 

busterism, 
In South America, there seems little 

change. Our government has been in trea- 

ty with Paraguay for the opening of her 

rivers ‘0 our commercial veasele. Brazil 

has given our govefument notice that she 
will not permit the execution of such treaty. 

In Ceatra! Arerica, we -find that there 
has been a union of all the States except 
Nicaragua, to drive Walker from power. 

His ininisters to Honduras and Costa Rica, | 
have been sent home. Walker says that 
Nicaragua is for peace and tranquility, but 

if the other states want war, they can have 
it. Inthe meantime, for some alleged in- 
fraction of their charter, the property of 

the Vanderbilt transportation company has | 
been seized, the charter declared forfeited, 

aud a charter given to a new company.— 

British men of war are in the neighborhood 

watching Walker’s movements. It would 
not be strange if our government should 

take possession of and open the Nicaragua 
overland route. 

The civil war in Mexico has not closed, 

though the government party claim great 
success. It is of little consequence to hu- 
manity or liberty which party succeeds. 

In Canada, it is said, that a large organ- 
ization has been discovered in favor of an- 

nexing Canada to the United States in case 

The mivisters of the | 

There have | 

They are about annexing the king: | 

States should take place. That event would 

| certainly be followed by the annexation of 
the Canadas to the United States. It would 

cause the expenditure of much blood and 
| treasure, but the thing would be done. 

| There has been but little change in do- 
mestic affairs. We have no news of the war 

in Oregon. In Kansas, the state govern- 
; ment has been organized, and the legisla- 

_ ture have held a session. The new govern- 
ment is awaiting the action of Congress.— 
| The House of Representatives have ap- 
| pointed & committee to investigate the pro- 
ceedings of the late election in Kansas for 

, delegate. They are immediately to pro- 

ceed to the territory. 

| Of commercial business we have little 

| change to note within the last’ month.— 

The opening of the rivers did not affect the 
prices of sugars, molasses, coffee and many 

| other leading articles of groceries, as was 

expected. It is anticipated that these will 
rule high the present season. Wheat and 

| flour are still depressed; as also pork, lard 
and bacon. We anticipate, however, a 

small rise ia these articles in the leading 

| markets. At this time bacon, pork, lard 

| and flour can be purchased at the leading 

commercial points in the west, at lower 
rates than in this city. 

Diller, of this city, have for several years, 

: been dispensing a medicine for horses which 
_ has attained 2 most deserving popularity.— 

It is of special value in the spring season of 
| the year; and is said to be a most certain 
cure for Distemper, Hide Bound, Drowsi- 
siness, Loss of Appetite, Inward Strains, 

| Yellow Water, Inflammation of the Eyes, 
| Fatigue from hard exercise, and many other 

| diseases, arising from impurities of the blood 
and other causes. The value of this medi- 

| iene is so well known by most of our far- 
mers, that names seem to be unvecessary to 

attest to its value. The advertisement 
will be found in the advertising department 

of this paper. We feel no hesitation in 

, recommending this medicine to the favora- 
‘ ble notice uf our farmers. 

| ii! EE 
Horse Mepicinz.—Messrs. Cornean & 

} 

’ 
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The Honey Bees Killed ! | 
It is even so. The winter bas destroyed, 

we apprehend, most of the bees in the 
| country. One of our citizens who had a 

| number of swarms, has lost them all.— 

! 

His bees were somewhat protected by a 
fence and trees from the severity of the 

/ weather. We have the same news from | 

' several parts of the country. This is a | 
| misfortune we had not anticipated. A | 
| work on bees that we have looked in, says, 

| “Bees never freeze;” a sad mistake. 

| State Fair. 
There are evidences of progress in the 

| proceedings of the state agricultural society. | 

| All thorough bred cattle are thrown into | 
| one class, and competition is opened to the | 

| 
' 

citizens of the states in stock as well as iu 
all other articles embraced in the premium | 
list. 

Seep Pianrers.—These are becoming 
| plenty. Many of them, apparently, will do 

‘| their work well. The greatest objection to 
| those we have seen, is their cost, placing 

| 
| mers. This has led to some experiments 

|, in getting up a sower, which should cost 
| but little, and which would answer all the 
| purposes required. Mr. C. Sampson of this 
| city, has been very fortunate in an attempt 

this way. He has invented a sower, to he 

} 

| 

| 
t 

placed upon the running gear of a wagon, | 

|, which will sow twenty acres a day with | 

|| great ease and regularity. We judge its | 
| cost will be about twenty dollars, perhaps | 

| fifteen dollars. 
ent; and hopes to be able to manufacture a | 

He has applied for a pat- | 

'| number this spring. This sowing machine, | 
| weare of opinion, will be of great value to 

| farmers. 

i Jersey County Grounp. —The agricultu- 

i! yal society of Jersey county, have pur | 
1 chased a very eligible tract for their fair | 
| grounds, a short distance south of Jersey- | 
|| ville. It contains eight acres, and there is | 

on it a house, garden and orchard. The | 

society are to pay $1200 for it. 

per-Wm F. M. Arny is our authorised 
|, agent in every part of this state. 

| 
| 
| 

them hepond the means of the smaller far- 

| necessary tothe acre. 

| grasses, six on the first, and cight to twelve 

| on the last, will suffice. 

FARMER. 

Cutrivation oF THE GraPe.--The culti- 
vation of the grape is rapidly extending in 

this country. We do not now speak of vine- 
yards, but they are increasing. Few men 

who have lots of their own, are satisfied 

without cultivating more or less grape vines. 

The fruit is healthy when ripe, and can be 
used when green to advantage. The cul- 

ture is not difficult, and the crop, with good 

management, is quite sure. A wholesome 

aud pleasant wine can be made of cither the 

Catawba or Isabella, with no more trouble 
than the making of current wine. If men 
must drink liquor, light wines and western 
cider will do less harm than any other li- 
qnors we know of. 

It will soon be time to put oat grape 
plants. One year old plants are the best. 
The ground should be well prepared, be 

| Tich, and dry, and the vines should have « 

fair exposure to the sun. It would he well 

when the plants are put oat to cut the 

wood back to two beds. 

Ciover anp Grass Seep to THE AcRE.—~ 
Allen’s American Farm Book says, that clo- 
ver may be sown either in August or Sep- 
tember, or in the spring, with most of the 

cereal grains, or the cultivated grasses; or 
it may profitably constitute a grop by itself. 

a 

| The quantity of seed per acre depeids upou 
| the kind of soil. On well prepared loams, 

‘ten ortwelve pounds good seed will fre- 
quently give a good covering to thie land, 

while on clay twelve to sixteen pounds are 

When sown with the 

The covering, like 

that of grass seeds, should be of the slight- 
est kind; and when sown very early in the 
spring, or on well puiverised grounds, and 
followed by rains, it will germinate freely 
without covering. 

Trwotay.—In well prepared soil ten 
pounds to the acre, will be suflicien’. Some 
sow fifteen pounds and some less thaw ten. 
Buve Grass.—From ten to fourteen pounds 

of clean bine grass should be put on an 

we%.Tbe United States Agricultural So- 
ciety will hold their next Fair at Philadel- 
phia, commencing on the 7th dey of Octo- 
ber next. 
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Meeting of the Executive Committee of the State 

Agricuitural Society. 

SprinarieLp Int, April 2, 1856. 

Members present-—H. C. Johns, President; J. | 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

7 o'clock. The President announced to the 

' committee that Francis ARENz,a Vice Presi- 
} 

} 
{ 

; 

N. Brown, J. Gage, J. M. Blackburn, C. W. | 
Webster, Vices Presidents; John A. Kennicott, Mr. Gage were appointed by the President a 

Corresponding Secretary, and S. Francis, Re- 

cording Secretary. 

The unfinished business of the Premium list 

for the next State Fair, was taken up. 

The Corresponding Secretary reported that 

ten dollars had been deposited with him by C. 

R. Otis, as 2 donation to the State Agricultural 
Society, to add to the premium on the best bee 
hives. 

On motion, said donation was accepted en the 
terms specified. 

The reported premium 
AL, Cattle. 

Mr. Brown moved that the classes of all thor. 

ough bred cattle be merged into one class and 

number, and that perfect pedigrees be furnished 

for all animals competing for premium in this 

class. Carried. 

The premiuns list in relation to cattle, was 
amended and passed. 

On motion, 

Resolved, That the American and English 
Turf Register and Stud Books shall be the 
standard of reference for awarding committees 
on through bred horses. 

list was read, Clags 

ident of this society had just deceased at the 
residence of Dr. O. M. Long, in Jacksonville. 

On motion, Mr. Strawn, Mr. Kennicott, and 

committee to draft resolution expressive of our 
regard for his worth, and sorrow for his death, 

The premium list in relation to muies, was . 

read, amended and puassed. 

Adjourned till 2 o'clock, Pp. ». 

2 O'CLOCK, P.M. 

Mr. Strawn, Vice President, and Mr. Wil- 
jiams, Treasurer, took their seats with the com. 

mittee 

The business of fixing upon a place for the 

State Fair, was taken up. Applications and 
propositions were presented from Jonesboro, 
Salem and Alton. Explanations were made by 

gentlemen who were delegates from these local- 
ities. 

The committee resumed the consideration of 

the premium list. Aiter some progress it was 
laid aside, and the 'l'reasurer made his report. 

On motion, Col. Williams was directed to cal! 
upon Isaac Spear, of Chicago, for moneys di- 

rected to be paid into his hands for the use of 

the Fair grounds, or on other persons who may 
be in possession of the same. 

The business of locating the State Fair wus 

made the special order for this evening. 
Further progress was made in the premium 

list, and the committee adjourned till 7 o'clock. 

and directed to report to the committee on to- 

morrow morning at 9 o’clock. 

The Board resumed the the consideration of 
the premium list, when it was laid aside, and 
took up the special order for locating the State 
Fair. 

After several ballotings Alton received a ma- 

jority of the votes given. Adjourned till to- 
morrow morning at half past seven o’cluck. 

Wepnespay Mornino, Apriz 3. 

Present— Messrs. Johns, Brown, Webster, 

Blackburn, Strawn, Gage, Kennicott and Fran- 

cis. 

The committee resumed the consideration of 

the premium list. The subject of hedges being 
hefore the committee. 

On motion, 

Resolved, That the Society chauge their pre- 
miums Offered at the meeting of the committee 
in January last, for hedges, so as to provide 
that— 

1. For the largest amount of weil set hedge 
on one farm. the Society’s special gold medal 
aud diploma shall be awarded. 

2. For the best hedge of one thousand rods 
and upwards, there shall be awarded a diploma 

' and the Society’s silver medal. 
o 3. Tor the best hedge of forty rods and up- 

wards, there shall be awarded a silver cup of 
the value of ten dollars. 

4. The said hedges to be of not less than two 
summers’ growth. . 

Mr. Gage moved that the committee unani- 
mously declare Alton to be the place for holding 

’ the next State Fair; which was done. 

The Corresponding Secretary presented to the 
committee the folowing letter from Lieutenant 
Maury: 

University or Virornta, } 
; September 18, 1855. 

My Dear Sra :—I have taken the liberty of 
inclosing the copy of a piece from the American 
Farmer, that | might go further and solicit your 
co-operation in giving effect to the plan of which 
it treats. — 

‘Lhe outlines are general, but sufficient, it is 
hoped, to enable you to comprehend the main 
features of the pian. Should it strike you fa- 
vorabiy, 1 would be glad if you would give it a 
helping band, by bringing it before the proper 
society or societies in your State, for consider- 
ation. 

As suggestive of the action of the society, and 



to accord with this resolution. 
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also as indicative. of the means by which the 
plan may be forwarded, be pleased to see the ac- 
companying rough draft of a resolution. 

I would not I am sure waste words in argu- 
mentation on one hand, or in apologies on the 
other, upon an oceasion like the present. All 
that I have to add is simply to submit the pro- 
position to you that I have made to the agricul- 
tural interests of the country, and to ask such 
help in bringing it to a favorable issue, as in 
your judgment may seem good. 

With very great respect, I have the honor to 
be, Yours, &c., 

M. F. MAURY. 
Dr. J. A. Kennicort, Chicago, Ills. 
On motion, 
Resolved, That this society cordially approve 

of the plan proposed by Lieut. Maury in the 
August number of “the American Farmer,” and 
of Prof. Henry of the Smithsonian Institution, 
for extending to the land for the benefit of Ag- 
riculture, the system of meteorological obser- 
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vations which has done sv much for theimprove- | 
ment of navigation and commerce. 

Resolved, ‘That we commend the plan to the 
favorable consideration of our brother farmers 
in other States and request the members of Con- 
gress from our own State to procure that degree 
of encouragement for agriculture and sanitary 
meteorology which has been so wisely and bene- 
ficially extended to the meteorology of the seas, 
and tiiat the President of this soviety be and is 
requested to forwari a copy of this resolution to 
each member of the Congressional delegation 
froin this State. 

The committee after further examination of 

the premium list, examined and ordered sever- 

al bills to be paid and adjourned till 2 o'clock. 

2 o'clock rp. x. 
tee on that subject reported the following reso- 
lutions: 

Resolved, By the executive committee of the 
Illinois State Agricultural Society, that in the 
decease of Francis Arenz, late member of the 
Board, it has lest a co worker, kind, courteous, 
able, and always in his place;—the seciety, one 
of its most talented, energetic and ardent friends; 
—the State and country at large, one of its most 
honorable, respected and revered citizens, and 
that while we bow in humility and awe before 

Mr Strawn from the commit- , 

the will of ALaicnTy Gop, we tender our most © 
sincere and heartfelt sympathies to the family 
and friends of the deceased, hoping that their, 
and our loss, is his gain. 

Resolved, That a copy of these proceedings be 
gent to the family and ‘friends of the deceased, 
to the Prairie Farmer, Illinois Farmer and to 
the papers in Beardstown, Jacksonville and 
Springfield, with a request that the same shall 
be inserted in the papers indicated. 

These resolutions were unanimously adopted. 
The premium list was again taken up, 

Mr. Brown moved that competition in al! class- 

es be open and tree to the citizens of all the | 
States, and that the premium list be arranged | 

Carried. i 
i 
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_Srven O’cLock, P. M. 

Un motion, 

Resolved, That the Corresponding Secretary 
prepare a report of the transactions of this So- 
tiety, to be presented to the next Legislature. 

The examination and amendment of the pre- 

mium list, and the naming of awarding commit- 

tces, Was continued and concluded. 

On motion, the President, H. C. Johns, John 

Gage and 8S. Francis were appointed 2 commit- 

tee for the examination of hedges, under the 

resolutions of the committee. 
Adjourned. 

S. FRANCIS, Rec. See. 
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The MARKETS. 

Spr3INGFIELD, April 4. 

Wheat, from $i to 

1, Flour, sup. $7 per bbi. Corn 202 pef 

bu, Potatoes, 75c perbu. Bacun—Hame, 9aic per lb; 

Shoulders Ga7c: Lard, 8c. Butier, goe’,20c. White beans 

$2 60 per bushel. 

Prises of produce are changeable. 

Si 25 per bus 

CRICAGOs March 31. 

Corn, 38c perbu. Oats, 

Butter, 18a20:. Lard, 9c. 

Wheat, winter, 1 20 perbo. 

30c per bi. Potatoes, 75a80c. 

Str. Levis, April 2. 

Fiour, sup, &7 50 per bbl. Wheat $1 50a$1 60 per bu. 

Corn, 38¢ perba. Oats, S5c per bu. Barley, $1 50 per 

bu. Potatoes, G1 80 per bu. Hides, dry, 16Me per ib — 

Vans, Tac peribe Bacon shoulders, 6c per 1b; ribbed sides, 

74 ¢ 1b} clear sides, O3c per Ib. 

NEw ORLEANS, April I. 

Flour, $7 25; extra, $8 560ag9 per bbl. Corn, 52c pei 

bn. Oats, 40cperbue Mess Pork, $15 60 per bbi. 

Sc per 1b. Bacon shoulders, 7e per ib; sides 9c per 1b. 
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Seymour & Morgan’s ; 
PATENT IMPROVED NEW YORK 

| 
SELF-RAKING REAPER, | 

WITH MOWER ATTACHMENT. 
TPE success of our Self-Reking Reaper has in- — 

duced us to manufacture for the harvest of : 
is .f,a larger number of Machines than we have | 
built in any previous year. 

Experience has proved that our Self Raker not 
only saves the hard !abor of a man, but does the 
work much better, leaving the grain in better 
shape than the best hand rakes, and without per- 
ceptible increase of Draught. 
We have mide any improvements to our mas 

chine of last year, such es Spring Seat, and the 
making the Gear Frame cf Iron, &c, and have, 
after inany experiments, succeeded in attaching a 
short Cutter Bar to our Gear Frame, with smooth 
edged knife, and higher motion for mowing, which 
makes it the best Combined Machine before the 
public. 

a FOR SALE BY 
Francis & Barrell, 

Agents—Springfieli, Ils, 
We invite the attention of those interested to 

the foliowing pots of excellence in our machine: 
1. The Geariug Frame is mede of fron, and not | 

liable to spring or pecome misplaced, thus impair= | 
ing the working of the machinr. 

2 The simplicity, durability, and perfect work. | 
ing ef the gearing, including that which drives the | 
Rake. 

3. The perfect manner of laying the grain for | 
the binder, better than the best haud-rakers. | 

4. The ease wilh which the operator may regn- 
late the size of the bundle, a slight pressure of the | 
foot upon the pedal, stopping the Rake at any 
point, without interfering witn the cutting. 

5. The lightness of draught for the team; the 
absence of side pressure, and the ease with which 
it passes over uneven ground, for the large size 
of the ground woeels. 

6. ‘The ease with which it may be backed or 
turned. 

7. The width of cut, with good driving 6} feet. | 
8. It leaves the grain outside the track of 

horses, so that any amount may be cut without 
binding. 
The Reaper is so constructed that the Mower 

Bar may be uitached at any future time at a cost 
of $2.. 

Genera AGENTs.-—= Wm. Bosworth Esq., 
Bloomington, lilmots, is our General Agent for 
the West, except Michigan, occupied by Wiilard 
Fisher, Ypsilant:, Michigan, and are authorized 
to appoint sub Agents. Orders received by them 
will be filled in due season, Gay We again offer 
our acknowledgement toour friends, the Farmers, 
for thei: liberal patronage, and shall endeaver by 
promptness im executing erders, and the use of 
none but the best material, and the best mechan- 
ics, to merit its continuance. 

REFERENCES. 
P E Uanalstyne, Kinderhook, N V3; 
Mayher & Co., i987 Water st., N Y City. 
lion E B Holmes. Brockport, N Y. 
Jesse H Fisk, Stafford, 68 
J. A. Tyler, Hector. “ 
Sylvester Harman, Wheatland, “ 
Reeve Brothers, Allowaystown. N. J. 
Wm. Crane, Goshen, Ind. 
J. G. Taylor, Lafayette, Ind. . 

ere re ee 
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| A. Harwood, Elgin, Illinois. 
H. L. Rogers, Kendall, * 
J. B. Gillett, Peoria, << 
W. M. Carroll, Jacksonville, Nis 
L. M. & S. M. Howard, Girard, lils. 
G. Terry and G. W. Cory, Jerseyville, Ills. 
(a Price of Reapes at the Factory, with usual 

' extras, $150,—Mower Attachment, additional 
$25. SEYMOUR, MORGAN & CO. 

Brockport, N. Y., aprill,1856. 

Another Triumph of American Genius ! 
Henderson’s 

GRAIN AND GRASS HARVESTER, 
SANDUSKY, OuI1O. 

MOWING MACHINE, Patented to J. E. Hesth, Septem- 
ber 11, 1855. 

AUTOMAMIC RAKE, Patented to A, H. Caryl, Februa- 
ry 5, 1856. 

f eee Harvester has been practically tested 
throug) several seasons, and the unanimous 

verdict of those who have used it has been high in 
its favor—so much so, as to have already given it 
an envieble notoriety. 

Its simplicity, beauty, lightness, durability and 
efficiency, in all uf which it excels, may be truly 
said to stamp it 

HE MACHINE OF THE YEAR! 
Many certificates of its superiority have already 

been received; and the Indiana State Board of Ag- 
riculture awarded it the First Prize as a Mower, 
at the State Fair in 1855. 
The following are some of the principal char- 

| acteristics: 
1st. The motion imparted to the Cutters is ob- 

tained withouc Gear, by zigzags in the face of the 
| main wheel. 

2. Tne Cuttersare made like the best edge tools. 
3. The cutting is done upon the principle of 

| shears. 
4, There is no ‘side draft.’ 
5. The Machine can be started ahead without 

backing up. 
6. A single span of horses can operate a Ma- 

chine throughout a day, cutting from 8 to 12 acres. 
7. The Reel is of great service when the grass 

or grain Jean from the machine. 
8. The Lever is at fu'l command of the driver, 

by which the cutters can be raised to pass over 
any ordinary obstacle, without stopping the cut- 
ting operation. 2,000 Machines are being 
manufactured this vear. @gTo make sure or- 
DER EARLY, and give plain directions for shipping. 
Price of Mowing Machine.............0.000 .- $125 
Mower ard Reaper combined with Seit- 

akery ........000- sSeateccee aus ssascscsecseaee 150 
One haif and freight and charges frem Chicago, te 
be paid on delivery; one fourth by note payable 
Sept. 1; one fourth y note payable Nov. 1, or 
K2°S10 eff for Cash Down. 

D. C. HENDERSON, 
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Sandusky, O. 

The farmers of Sangamon county are re- 
spectfully invited to examine the Reaper and 
Mower above advertised,—one of which will be 
found at the Farmer’s store of Francis & Barrell, 
Journal buildings, Springfield. Farmers are de- 
sired to examine all Reapers and Mowers before 
they purehase. We believe in ==1 competition, 
and that they have sufficient judg--——~ discover 
the merits of our machine, Francis & Barrell are 
the agents for this machine in Sangamon and Ma-~ 
con eeunties. aprill, 1856 

(NANADA Club, Mediterranean and Zimmer- 

Buildings. aprill FRANCIS & BARRELL. | 
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VOLUME 1. 

Innnigration. 

Immigration from all countries has fallen 

off within the last year, partly owing, it is 

supposed, to the Europenu war, and partly 

to other causes, The arrivals during the 

last ten years averaged nearly one hundred 

thousand annually. The causes are, a bet- 

ter demand for labor at home, and the bet- 

ter disposal of those unwieldy estates 

through the ‘encumbered estates courts.” 

Formerly the letting, sub-letting and reé-let- 
ting of these farms bore mercilessly on the 

poor tenant, who had no security that his 

improvement would not be overbid og taken 

from him on the next year by rental. The 

new system provides better tenantry rights, 

besides bringing in a better class of own- 

ers. : 

The immigration in the month of March 

was large, accumulating by the long passa- 

ges and non-arrivals of the preceding 

months. It consisted mostly of Mormons 

from England, Scotland and Wales, who 

are chiefly from the mines, the least elevated 

of the population of Great Britain. They 
probably have very little conviction on the 

subject of religion, but are attracted by the 

socialistic and community sentiments of this 

new people. From Germany we believe 
immigration wil! continue, and probably 

augment. There is nothing in the condition 
of the continemt flattering te the poor, or the 

lover of liberty. The late war has done noth- 

1} 

SPRINGFIELD, MAY, 1856. 

ing for humanity, and Europe will still groan | 

under the tyranny of Russia, Austria and 

France, about to act in concert, we fear, until 

God in his merev, unites the hearts of all the 
oppressed in one mighty effort of resistance. 

England lost her great opportunity te be- 

come the head of a gigantic movement that 

ARMER. 
BAILHACHE é& BAKER, Printers. 

NUMBER 5. 

might have liberated Europe from this dam- 

nable oppression. 

The character of the Germans is as yet 

to be found out, but it appears favorable. 

Great attention paid to 
throughout the German Principalities, and 

we seldom wieet a man who cannot read or 

is without some intellectual research. They 

are supposed to be irreligious and there is 

doubtless much scepticism among them, but 

they come from a country where the inten- 

tious of Providence in regard to rest and 

recreation have been frustrated through the 

week, and they use, the Sabbaths in this 
more favored land, where there is no neces- 

sity for it, in the same way they were ac- 

customed to at home. Itis quite « new 

thing for them to be restrained on the Sab- 

bath, or be restrained in.much of anything 

that concerns their personal habits, and in 
our large cities they have been indurated to 

the moral infiuences that have surrounded 

them. Nothing shakes our faith in God so 
much as our want of faith in man, and this 

latter has been their misfortune from time im- 

memorial. We have a grestdeal of leniency 

for this condition of character, and must bear 

and forbear until we can teach it better. 

We are rejoiced for ourselves—without, as 

we think, undue national laudation—that 

there is a land where the low, the weak, 

the oppressed, the despised, way comme and 

be lifted up. 

is education 

Since the establishment . cf the Emi- 
gration Office in Castle Garden, New York, 

it has been found that the average capital 

of the Germans per head who have landed 
there, amounted to over sixty-one dollars. 

It will be seen by this what a vast amount 
of money comes into the country by emi- 
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gration, and when it is considered how 

actively ramified through the various chan- 

nels of locomotion, trade and labor this is, 

we may the better estimate the amount of. | 

There 

were over one hundred and seventy-nine 

thousand persons left Germany for the Uni- 

ted States in the year 1854, when the num- 

ber reached the maximum. ‘The heavy tax 

benefit accruing to the country. 

of $1 50 per head paid by the ship on their — 

arrival at our ports, covers the hospital and 

any charges incident to the voyage, and | 

their new circumstances, leaving the coun- 

try little to complain on this score. The 

railroads take them into the interior ata 
diminished fare, they are saved froin the 

pilfering of the runners and boarding house 

men, and their more affluent countrymen 

have been active in receiving, providing for 

aad disposing of them. A large number of 

these people go to Wisconsin and Pennsyl- 

vania; a lesser proportion to Ohio and Illi- 

nois. There is supposed to be four million 

Germans in the United States, forming an 

important element in American life. The 

Germans are Saxons, or more properly 

Teutons, another distinctive family from the 

Celt. Without entering into a disquisition 

of the relative merits of these two races, 

we see the English and American character 

more potent in the former. Less impulsive, 

more enduring and deliberative, they change 

our national features very little by their 

admixture. Physiologists assert that the 

mixing of the Celt with the Saxon makes a 

very superior race. We are not advised 

as to its truth ; but as yet, the Irish and 
southern European clan together much 

more than their compecrs of the other 

family. 

Our Politics. 

We are, asa people, more than usually 

beset with the evils of party strife. Our 
institutions, by giving to every man a voice 

in the councils of the country, favor freedom 

of opinion, expression and action on politi- 
cal matters. But our zeal once awakened, 

we go all lengths in the acrimony with 

which? we follow up and enforce our views. | 
sine qua non of their life. 
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| Sides are taken in the social intercourse of 

life that are subversive of its best feelings, 

' infuse into the character a narrowness and 

bigotry that suppress evrey patriotic emotion. 

Meu are seen at the eaucus and ballot box 

that are known no where else; like appari- 
ritions, they appear here for a time and 

then vanish. Doubtless the moderate men 

of either party approach very near each 

other, but they are few in comparison with 

those who entertain extravagant opinions. 

The worst feature of this is that the less 

| informed portions of the community, espe- 

cially the foreign born, believe there is too 

| much at stake, too momentous consequences 

| pending, on these political issues; whereas 

public opinion, the pressure from without, 

ever keeps actual legislation very near the 
average of these aggregated forces. 

| President of the United States can force 

No 

an extreme opinion upon this people ; he 

cannot overturn anything that has been 

_ sanctioned by Jong usage; nor can he give 

undue preponderance to a course of action 

| that is below the average demand of the 

times. He cannot declare war at the clam- 

or of the unreflective, the selfish, or those 

who have nothing at stake; nor will he be 

permitted to degrade the country by mean, 

unworthy concession. He cannot force ex- 

_ treme Free Trade or Protection, be his own 

| views what they may. True enough, there 

is an ultraism, an enthusiasm, that verges on 
| the right; but the world will gravitate com- 

fortably onward, until the masses perceive 
it and its enforcement will not distract or 

| disturb existing things. France has attemp- 

ted a Republic several times through vio- 

lence; but the antecedents of the people 

were not equal to its establishment, and an 

awful retrogression ensued. 
At our own firesides it is questionable 

whether we ought to enforce any very rigid 

opinions, whether it does not weaken, over- 

throw and cramp the independence of our 

children, the liberality, grasp and compre- 

hensiveness of their minds, by making any 
political or even religious Shibboleth, the 

Good men for 
oflice we consider more necessary than || 

\ 
4 



measures; the one is equal to any emergen- 

cy, the other becomes but the hootings of a 

party. Our local legislation seems to be 

peculiarly afflicted with these rank party 

divisions. ‘The interests of the town or city 

are dropped, forgotten, swallowed up in 

the national, distant and worthless broil for 

one ambitious partizan or another, and the 

best men in the community are disgusted 

and retire from the profitless strife. 

As to the newspapers, this fetid meel- 

strom, drags the greater part of them into 

it. Men of excellent powers, and otherwise 

attractive in their characters, are soured 

and perverted in their souls and understand- 

ings by contact with these political agita- 
tions. Their papers, instead of being a fair 

and impartial comwuentary on passing events, 

are but the vehicles of party tirade and 

They sow the wind and reap the 

whirlwind in their own personal enmities 

and dissatisfactions, and in the sectional 

and civil strifes, discussions and discord, 

they sow broad cast over the land. Intel- 

ligent foreigners say that we “are the least 

free of all people. We are ostracized for 

opinion’s sake. At the south we dare not 

speak openly for fear of personal violence. 

At the north a narrow estimate is taken of 

other institutions and usages. In what, 

they ask, ‘are you better than Austria or 

France.’” And there is some degree of 

truth as well as irony in the criticism. 

The State Pair. 
We had barely time in our last Farmer 

to state, that the next State Fair would be 

held at Alton, and that a free competition 

was open from every part of the United 

States for the premiums offered by the State 

Agricultural Society. This last is a new 
feature, and we trust will secure a competi- 

tion in stock, in machinery, in manufactured 

articles, in a word, in all the articles for 

which premiums are offered, in numbers 

and excellence beyond anything which has 

us yet been witnessed in the western coun- 

try 

abuse. 

mules, sheep, hogs, in other states, than we 

have in ours, we wish to see them, and our 
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If there is better stock, horses, cattle, 

farmers wish to see them, and to purchase 

of such stock. And the same principle is 

involved in regard to other articles, for 

which premiums are offered. The great 

object of the society is improvement; and 

this, it is believed, can be best improved by 

free competition. Consequently there are 

no premiums offered for classes of foreign 

stock. They enter the lists for premiums 

on the same terms as do our own. We do 

not banter, but we desire honorable compe- 

tition from all the states. If we are beat- 

en, we shall rejoice that the enterprising 

owners of stock in other states, have supe- 

rior stock to ours. We shall then know 

where to obtain stock to improve ours. The 
remark of one of our distinguished stock 

breeders last fall, is indicative of the feeling 

wmong all our stock breeders. “If 1 am 
Deaten,” said he, “I will not be beaten here- 

after if better stock than mine can be had 
in the country.” 

We anticipate « triumphant exhibition at 

Alton. No expense will be spared in get- 

ting up the proper fixtures for the conven- 

ience of the Fair. The citizens of Alton 

are going into this measure with a spirit 

and energy that promises entire success. 

Let the word pass round in all parts of 

Illinois that the farmers’ great gala days of 

the year will be held at Alton; let them be 
prepared to bring their stock, the produc- 

tions of the farm of every form; let the 
mechanics of our state see to it that the 

articles of their handiwork are brought to 

the fair; let artists, and chemists, and nat- 

uralists, and geologists, and all other kin- 

dred professions, be ready to contribute 

means to sustain the high character of our 

young and ambitious state, in all the scien- 

ces and arts that contribute to its pros- 

perity. Let this be done, ard well done. 

Sangamon County Fair. 

This Fair will be held in the week preced- 

ing the week of the state Fair, commen- 

cing on Tuesday, September, 23d, and con- 
tinue four days. As we have already sta- 

ted, the society have offered premiums to 

the amount of fiftcen hundred dollars; and 



they have also ‘Opened the fair to fre ee com- 

petition from the whole couutry—-we mean 

all the states—-and the people, wherever 

interested, -ia exhibiting their stock, their 

fruit, their vegetables, their grain, their 

corn, their manufactures, their butter and 

| 

cheese, aud needle work, and paintings and | 

daguerreciypes, and lloweve, and their condi- 

inenis, ay wud bread and hams—- 

are invited to be present with their articles 

and We hope 

that there will be no holding back. We 

often hear it said, after Matrs—‘‘I could 

have besten” such and such articles. There 

is now suficient time to prepare articles for 

i cakes P 

eoniend for the preminius. 

our ta 

grain and corn—-- 

of butéer nud cheese-—and 

county fair STOW 

to urrange ror the making 

called for. The premium list will soou be 

published. Preserve it! cood frienus— 

Ww here: 

every 

and as this fair pre 
Be tag 7 eam ae Pee fair but ove week, any articies designed 

for exhibition at that fair caa be exaibived 

at the Sangamon Pair, saa may 4 
the plate at both fairs, Let this be cone— 

if it Sangamon county will 
rejoice 

“at OU 

. 5 | H 

ean be Gone. 

to see a fall and fair competition 

uot only from Ulinols, sur from every state 

in the Union. 

Cnitivation of Beaus. 

‘The last year dried beans bave rated high 

15 to $2 00 

was generaily of 

~ 
< -— tf in market, averaging 

per busnel; nnd the article 

very inferior quality. The small white bean, 

with a favorable season, produces well: bui 

our soil is too rich for it as a general thing, 

the plant spreads, and not sustaining its 

vegetables aud | 

whatever elise Is | 

ceges the state | 

weight, falls to the evouud--henee a wood | 

portion of the beaus are discolored and 

much injared. 

We find the following communication on 

the subject of raising heans in the Cowatry 

Crentleman : 

“T have been a vrower of beans more or 
less for the last twelve years—have tried all | 
sorts, but have never had any to equal the 
euclosed for profit. Ll got them py accident, 

diseases of our time, were 

and do not know the name of them; per-— 
haps you or some of your friends do. They 
are very early, so much so that I have been 
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first i in Batfalo market with diem aS 2 a string 
bean; they yield well; the pods are all ripe 
together, a very good property for a hand- 
some s sample, and are off the ground in good 
season for wheat. Had only two acres of 
them last vear, manaced as follows : 

Ashed the ona with leached ashes at the 
rate of loads per acre; put on two 
hushels of sced to the acre, with Emery’s 
drill barrow, the drills two ‘and a half feet 
apart; worked the cultivator between the 
rows, and followed by the hoe. Valied and 
thrashed them, aud bad eighty-oue bushels 
of good beans on the two acres, and left 
perhaps four bashels in the straw as I was 
not particalar, it being saved for sheep. 
They left the land ina fine mellow condi- 
tion; sawed it to wheat without plowing, 
cultivating it in.” 

Six 

alluded to is unquestionably 

that known as the ‘White Cranberry Bunch 

Bean.” Last int, 

The bean 

seeing the 

the field bean eros in this section of the 

country, and believing that the ‘White 

a better bean, 

wonld suit our 

Cranberry ean,” was more 

certain in prodnetion, and 

nd viel ereater crops than the 

recoramended our 

partners to send to Connecticut for 
“White Beans,”’ to 

dispose of to our farmers. ‘The tirst sapply 

meet the demand, 

soil better, a 

congo white bean, we 

bnsiness 

a lot or ‘ei o) ad cranberry 

yas insufheieat to and so 

was the second, and before this paper is 

issued another and larger supply will be 

What ihe writer in the Country 

undoubtedly 

they produce weil, ripen at the same 

early, and are beautifal when 

received, 

Gentlenan says of this bean is 

true: 

tine, Come in 

prepared jor market. 

It is uot necessary into an analysis 

know it is niost nue 

and 

li years 

un jinpor- 

t oo 
LU BY 

tre 
as 1) 

nean. Ad 

tritive of our vegetable productions, 

desivable and lealthful as food. 

that have lone past, beans were 

tant article of tood. They were regularly 
served several times in the week, Our 

ancestors Were quite as healthy, aud proba- 
bly were capabie of more jabor than we 

are, and dyspepsia and some other common 

unknown at that 

We zecommend the moderate cuiti- 

of beans as a profitable and useful 

day. 

vation 

crop. 

condition of 



Onions! Onions ! 
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Corn—As a Preminm Crop. 

“Have you onion sets?” Ta the Seed and | The Sangamon County Agricultural So- 

Agricultural Lnplement store, (in which the 

editor hereof is a partner,) we have within 
| 

w few days heard this qnrestion probably | 
There are but few 

ountry. ‘There were 

asked a thousand times. 

top onion sets in the c 
| know 

none a few days since on sale iv Louisville, 

Cleaveland or St. Louis, and it was by the 

merest chance we found a few barrels at 

Chicago. What we want to say to those 

who depend upon onion sets for onions 

hereafter is this: that from the scarcity of 

the variety of onion known as the top | 

! 

onion, whieh came to maitnrity the last , 
season, and which was preserved to ob- 

ain seed the growth of the present sea- 
son—-top onion sets for the spring af i857, 

will he likely to be quite as searce as they 

are the present spring. In order, therefore, 

iv secure small onions for spring plantiug, 

the aext season, recourse must be had to 

sowing onion sced of the differcnt varicties 

which grow from seed the present spring. 

The red onion is best, and if sown on clean 

und well put in, will produce large 

for fall and 

for setting out the following spring 

wrod, 

wpion: winter use, and 

onions 

Late 

ONIONS So 

also bring small 

B Pl nating. 

sown seed wilt 

itable tor sei 

small } 

These smait onions will produce markei- 

able onions, berore che top onion seis, and 

will also make good sized onions with a! 

little a Their t 

up seed stalks. 

itention. 

When these « stalks get up 

some ten inches, and wiile te nee , they 

should be broken of Gown as low as possi- 

ile, 

experience. They are brittle aud break 

easily. This forees the 

plant into the growing bulb, 

un early crop of good onions, celled in Oid 

Wethersfield, “‘Raveripes.” 

We have been a little particular in this 
description, because, if heeded, it will pre- 

off 

the 

ad pr nduees 

strength of 

vent the necessity of relying altogether g 
upon top onion sets another year. We 

have thus given a chapter on “Onions ! 

Onions! have you any onion sets?” 

This can be rapidly done witha little ; 

ciety have offered a premium for the best 

crop of corn on five acres of ground. We 

trust that many of our young farmers will 

compete premium. We want to 

of cultivation and the 

The 
best seed nydoubtedly would be that which 

produces a large ear, a small cob, and a 

kernel of great depth. Sach ears will pro- 

duce much more shelled corn to the bushel, 
than large ears, large cob and short ker- 

nels. Let our farmers stady upon this pro- 

position. ‘The sabject is worthy of thought 

and care. The eulture, whether in rows, in 

the hills a large di 

for the 

the best more 

best seed to he used for this crop. 

drills, stance or nearer— 

ion. ‘fle plowing, too, is 

The double Michigan 

has been 

all require reflect 

@ poiut of importance. 

in Michivan 
ha oyaa fect 

Tue 5 reatest 

Piow v, used, where 

crops have been secured. This 

donble plow--the first going to 

perhaps, of three or four inches, 

is really a 

the depth, 

and the other following, going to the depth 

of eight or ten (We have one of 

examined by the 

inehes. 

these HAWS, whier e|[an be 

curious.) This will turn up the soil eae 

than it hes heen done before, and may be 

called trench plowing. 

We hope the ee aime? at by the 

society will ae ceomplished in offering a 

premium corn—and that the 
result will cme the best mode of cultiva- 

as of 

tiok co seeure great best the greatest yield of the 

Corn is t COTh, reat 

Wnois, aud the 

the yr crop of Central 

increased yield of even ten 

Yushejs to the vere, Will make a vast ¢ Byere- 

Sate increase of the crop. 
We he HP ths hora +7 } . We hope that there will be a spirited 

cormpeution for the Saas for the best, 

tive acres of corn. Boys! do you hear that? 

Sampsoit’s Broad Cast Sewer. 
It was a happy conception of Mr. Samp- 

on, that a cheap Broad Cast Sower might 

be invented, to be placed on the rauning 
of a at small which 

would do the work of sowing grain better 

than by hand, and with little labor. We 

stated in our last that Mr. Sampson had 

Wagon, cost, 



succeeded in his Broad Cast Sowing Ma- 

chine. On the Sth of April, instant, we 

saw it work. It sows with great regularity 

and certainty. The whole 

not weigh a hundred pounds; is easily at- 

tached to the running gears of a wagon; 

and two horses can draw it, with a light 

harrow attached, doing up the whole work | 

of sowing and harrowing, without difficulty. 

This is one of those improvements which 

will be of great advantage to farmers of 

purchase expensive sowing machines. Mr. 

Sampson will have them for sale during the 

summer and fall. 

Wool, 

Messrs. Goodale & Co., of Cleveland, 

announce in a circular, that runners from 

the east are now in the west ior the pur- 

pose of buying the coming clip of wool, 

that wool shall 

not sell their wool while it is on the backs 

of their sheep. 

and recommend erowers 

The probability is that the 

wool manufacturers have despaired of get- 

ting a law through Congress to reduce the 

tariff on wool, and at the same time to | 
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| 

machine will | 

reduce the price of the article in the hands | 

of our farmers. 

entirely for their own interests. 

no anxiety to reduce the cost of imported 

cloths by lessening the duties. Their object 

is to cheapen the price of wool and other 

articles used in manufacturing cloths, so 

that they can monopolize the cloth market. 

The indications are that wool will be likely 

These manufacturers go | 

They show | 

to’ bring a fair price, and we trust our wool | 

growers will think twice before they sell | 

their wool to itinerating wool merchauts. 

Early Flowers. 

Some of the byacinths are already in 

blossom, though the coldness of the season | 
’ z 

has admonished them to reserve their bean- 
ties for warmer days. 

our garden, now in blossom, from the nur- 

We have some in 

sery of Kennicott & Sons, which are most | 
beautiful. Persous who desire to obtain 

bulbs, have the opportunity of making their 
choice while they are in flower. 

moderate means, who cannot well afford to | ¢xpect this loss. 

Evergreens. 
We do not believe that one of fifty evergreens 

which are transplanted into our gardens from 

the forest, live and thrive. If all the evergreens 
which have been brought to Springfield, from 

the woods—generally pines—sold and planted 
here, had lived, our city would have been a “pin~ 
ery,” at this present writing. Nurserymen, who 
collect large numbers of evergreens from the 

woods, see to their transportation, and plant 

them with great care in the nurseries, and usually 

lose a heavy per cent on the number. They 

But thus transplanted, if they 

live, they form new roots, and if thereafter, they 
are raised and again planted with care, they are 

not likely to die. 
The old plan of putting rocks or gravel or 

sand about such trees, in transplanting them, is 

useless. What should be done is this: they 
should be raised from the nursery with care; all 
the earth which can be made to adhere to the 

roots while raising them, should he kept on them 

much as possible; on no acconnt should the roots 
be suflered to become dry; they should be kept 

moist until transplanted, and when the hole is 

half filled, a bucket of water should be poured 

about the reots. It is a good plan, and has been 

found entirely successful in this city, when the 
tree is planted out, to drive three stakes about 
the tree, the tops rising above the tree, and a 

plank or barrel head nailed on the tops of these 
stakes so as to shield the young tree from the 

direct and burning rays of the sun for the first 

summer. As we have said before, this plan has 

been entirely successful in the early cultivation 

of various evergreens in this city, as can be seen 
on the grounds of Tuos. CampBeE.y, Ksq. 

Evergreens are a great ernament about a 

home. ‘They are particularly pleasant in win- 

ter. Indeed, they are always beautiful. But 

in order to have them, our people must take the 
proper care in their cultivation. If they follow 

a few obvious rules, they need not fail in secur- 

ing the growth of these beautiful trees apon their 
grounds. 

Potatoes. 
The people of this country can scarcely get 

along without a supply of this article; and there 
is a vast difference in the value of the potato 
used for the table. Much of this difference 

depends upon the soil in which they grow; but 
more upon the variety cultivated. There are 
now several valuable kinds in cultivation, greatly 

superior to the mongrel breeds usually found 
upon our tables. Informer years, there were 



ems 
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distinet varieties cultivated in this part of Mli- 
nois—pink eyes, Irish greys, and Neshanocs. 
Most of the seed was lost last spring, and sup- 

plies were procured from every part of the coun- 
try; and little attention was paid to the quality 
and kind of seed used. Hence, as a general 

thing, the last year’s crop of potatoes in this 
region, were a poor and mixed articie, scarcely 

fit for market, and should be got rid of, and 

other good seed used. Persons using seed po- 

tatoes should examine well the seed used, and 

see to it that it is of the kind it purports to be. 
This is absolutely essential, in order to secure 
valuable and merchantable stocks. Many of 

our farmers were deceived, to their loss, upon 

this point last spring; and the result was that 

many of them had worthless potatoes for the 
table. 

The best varieties that first come to perfection 

and the seed of which can be had here, are early 

kidney, Hall’s June, and the pure Neshanoc. 

The Carter and Purple Chili, are highly prized 
potatoes in New York. 

Grapes. 
No garden or farm ought to be without one 

or more grape vines; a dozen would not be too 
many. The varieties, Catawba and Isabella, 

will produce heavy crops with a little care. 

They are a delicious fruit, and .in Europe, when 

grapes are ripe and freely used, it is regarded 

as “the healthy season.” The cultivation of 
grapes is rapidly extending; and the fruit, when 

not wanted for desert, preserves, or for long 

keeping, can very easily be converted into a fine 
wine; and if the manufacturer is careful enough, 

he can keep it in an unfermented state, which 
does away ail objections to drinking it. Wine 

from the grape can be made as casily as cider 
from the apple. A good many are discouraged 
from raising grapes becanse they seem to sup- 

pose that there is a mystery attending their cul- 
tivation. 

case than there is in cultivating the currant well. 
The wood should be cut back and trimmed, so 

as to give a chance for the growth of new wood | will secure young wood always—will cause 
With the old growth of wood run- | and fruit. 

ning at random, the vine would exhaust itself in 

growing, and of course could pruduce little 

fruit. Now is the time to attend to the pruning | 
and planting out of grape roots. 

Purple Chili Potatce. 
“T procured through a friend in Boston, | 

a potatoe of the above variety, and planted 
it in deep rich soil, two eyes ina hill. It 

There is not more mystery in this | 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

| 
| 

produced at the rate of 537 bushels an acre. | 

It is a purple or peach blow skin and white 
inside. I consider it equal, if not superior, 
to our celebrated Carter, on account of its 
table qualities, healthiness, and great pro- 
ductiveness. J never saw a diseased pota- 
toe among them. I harvested over a quar- 
ter of an acre last fall. A. Wittap, jr., 
New York.”—Couwntry Gentleman. 

Seed potatoes of this new and valuable 

rariety and also of the Garter can be ob- 

tained at the Farmer’s store, of Francis & 

Barret, in this city. 

isabella and Catawba Grape Vines. 

in this section of the country the bear- 

ing wood of the Isabella and Catawba 

Grapes is mostly, if not, entirely, dead. 

The Fox Grape seems to have withstood 

the severity of winter. 

The roots of the Isabella and Catawba 

do not appear to be seriously injured; and 

will no doubt throw up strong shoots the 

The best treatment un- 

doubtedly will be to ent down the old wood, 

and when the new sprouts come up to prune 

them so that only one or two shall remain, 

and then to be more particular in training 

them than heretofore. It is usual to see 

long leafless vines, and the fruit, when the 

Vine is in bearing, near the end of the vines. 

By proper training and cutting back, the 

vines can be made to fruit near the ground, 

and the vine beautiful instead of an unsight- 

ly object. 

coming spring. 

The usual plan in vineyards is 

to permit one vine to grow the first year 

and the next year have this the hearing 

vine, at the same time while this vine is in 

fruit, to encourage the growth of another 

vine to bear fruit the next year—when the 

fruit bearing vine of the preceding year 

must be entirely taken away. This system 

the vine to bear near the ground—and be 

likely to produce a supply of good fruit. 

We pretend to no particular science in the 

cultivation of grapes, and these brief hints 
are given from conversation with an exten- 

sive vine grower of Cincinnati. New vines 

can be put out at any time in this month, 

and even in May, if they have kept back 

from growing. 



The Deciduous Cyprus, as as a a Prairie Tree. 
Mr. Puoenix, of the Bloomington Nur- 

sery, recommends the deciduous Cyprus, for 

planting on our prairies. This tree grows 

in great perfection in southern Illinois. It 

is there a beautiful and magnificent tree, and 

its green feathery foilage makes it x most 

conspicnous object in the heavy forests of 
the south. But we felt some hesitation in 
adopting Mr. Phanix’s views until we had 

examined 2 tree in our garden, which had 

been in a most exposed condition the last 

winter. We found that the cold had not 
injured it. From which we jadee that it 

ean be introduced’ for prairie cultivation. 

But how are the young trees to be had 

in sufficient numbers and at prices which 

will justify farmers in planting groves on 

our prairies? Will our nurserymen obtain 

the seed and propagate them, so that year- 
ling trees can be had for $15 or $204 

thousand? This can be dene, and 

profit made by nurserymen. Ash trees can 

also be propagated by them and sold at low 

rates. Here is 2 fine field for the enter- 

prise of nurserymer. 

Artificial groves on our nae Hh be 

made. In a few years the rule will be that 

every prairie farm wii! have its grove, and 

there will be few exceptions to the ruie. 

The spirit is done. 

2 rood 

aes ne 1 it W ill be ¢ 

Trial of Renyers and “Mowers, 
The importance to the farming community 

of understanding the relative value of the 

mowers and veapers, offered for their patro- 

nage, will be readily acknowledged. To 

secure this object, the Executive Committee 

of the State Agriculiural Society, at its 

recent meeting in this city, arrange- 

ments to procure @ full and fair trie! of th 

reapers aud mowers which shal! he entered 

for that purpose, under the direction of 

Hon. James N. Brows, one of the Vice 
Presidents of the society. The society offers 
the following premiums: 
For best Reaping Machine...... 
Second best Reaping Machine. ---SMedaland 25 00 
Best Mowing Macnine.ecece -Diploma and 59 00 
Second best Mowing Machine..........Medaland 25 00 
Best Combined Reaper and Mower....Biploma and 60 00 
Second best Combind Reaper aud Mower. Medal and 26 00 

Exhibitors of machines must enter them 

made 

++e-Biploma and $50 00 

places north, 

Committee of three 

'tendent Agricultural Implement 

"ment, 

(| govern 
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with Dr. ions A. Kennicorr, Correspond- 
ing Secretary, Chicago, on or before the 15 

of May; and on entry they are required to 

pay $100 each, in order to defray the expen- 
ses of the Board, and the Committees, etc. 
The trial is to begin with the harvest in the 
south part of the State, and go to various 

us the grain ripens. The 

Superintendent of the Agricultural Imple- 

inent Department, shall select an Awarding 

at each place of trial, 
from sveb persons as may be recommended 

by the citizens of the piace, where the trial 
ig to be held, who will make their decision 

aecording to the seale of points fixed upon. 

The committee will seal up their decision 

and deliver, it to the superintendent or his 

assistant, und after the whole trial from 

south to north, the decisions will be opened 

by the Executive Board at their meeting 
during the State Fuir. All the implements 

on trial must be exhibited at the fair. The 

whole trial to be ander the charge and 

direction of Ex-President Brown, Superin- 

Depart- 

such assistants as he may ap- and 

point 
It is understood that this trial shall not 

be entered into unless six entries are made 

previous to the 15th of May next. 

The scale of points adopted by the State 

Agricultural Society of New York will 

in this cese, and a copy of this 

scale, with explanations, can be obtained by 

application to the Corresponding Secretary 

of the State Agricultural Society. 
We trust that this trial will embrace all 

the machines offered for sale in this State. 

We regard the movement highly important 

to our ‘agricaltaral interests. 

Agricuitural Implements. 
We venture to say there is no point in 

the whole west where establishments for the 

manufacture of Agricultural Implements 
would promise to be more successful than in 

the city of Springficld. With all that are 

manufactured here, and all that are brought 
_ here, it is impossible to meet the demands 

of our farmers promptly. 
i 

i 

This business 

requires capital. We have young men who 



would be glad to engage in it, but have not 

the means, Cannot stock companies be 

got up for the purpose of furnishing means? | 
The establishment of John Deere, Esq., 

Moline, Rock Island county, shows the im- 

point. His Plow is the celebrated “Grand 

de Tour Plow,” with important improve: 

ments. He commenced the mannfacture of 

these Plows at Grand de Tour eighteen | 

years ago; but his business increased to | 

| level country and would answer all the pur- 

| poses of the heavier horses common in 

such an extent that he was compelled to 

remove to Moline on the Rock River, where 

he has the advantage of an unlimited water | 

power and is in the immediate vicinity of 

inexhaustible keds of bituminous coal. His 

mould boards dre of German and cast steel 

and he imports them from Sheffield, Eng- 

land. He makes at this establishment every | 
week more than two hundred plows of all 

An examination of his plows will | sizes. 
test the excellency of the workmanship. 

Augustus Guibor, at Peru, has a more 

modern establishment, and is manufacturing — 
fact accounts for the great namber of knee extensively all description of plows, and is 

unable to supply with his present large 

force, all the demands for his work. 

There are other plow establishments*in 

various parts of the State, though probably 

not one that equals the amount of work 

turned off at Moline. And there is room 

for more of these establishments. Five 
thousand plows can be sold yearly in this 

city. 
wee, Mr. James Heapry, of Chatham, | 

has called to inform us that his Prairie 

Breaker, made at Moline, works like a | 

charm, and that his boys are delighted with the load to dry ground. Every farmer in IIli- 
: _hois is constantly meeting with unpleasant 

adventures of this kind, and his experience 

; ga ‘ Ss | soon teaches him that it is this which lames 
The increasing interest tuken in pomological | 

and floricuitural matters in this country, is a | 

it. 

Fruit and Flower Culture. 

hopeful sign. The gardens of the weaithy, filled 
with choice fruits aad beautiful flowers, and the 
nurseries and hot beds of those who make gar- 
dening a business, have greatly improved during 
the last ten years. Train the vines upon the 

patches by your door—rear the trees, and vege- 
tables, and nurse the flowers. Their fragrance 
will be at your windows, the birds will come 
and sing to you, and the melon, the plum, the 
pear, and the apple will be in their season. 

| be found in our prairie districts. 

' er starts with a moderate load for the near- 

| Improvement in the Breed of iiorses. The 
Canadian and Norman. 

For many years it las been apparent to 
the farmers upon our prairies that the hor- 

| ses in use are wanting the size and muscle 
portance of Plow Manufacturing at a single | requisite to the hauling of heavy loads 

through our deep sloughs, and, in the rainy 

| Seasons, over muddy roads. The light 
breeds which prevail here were chosen in 

preference to others under the erroneous 

impression that they were adapted to this 

Pennsylvania and other mountainous por- 

tions of America. Experience has proved 
conclusively that we need even more power- 

ful horses than do the teamsters of New 
| England or Pennsylvania, inasmuch as our 

soil is cemposed of deep mold,.and, though 

we have excellent roads during most of the 

year, there are frequently recurring periods 

of deep mud far more trying to the bone 
and muscle of draft animals than the steep- 

est roads over rocky and hard soils. This 

sprung, half hipped and spavined horses to 

The farm- 

est market town; the road is perfectly 

smooth nearly every step of the way and 

the tine English bred nags move along with- 

out difficulty, on a trot. Presently a mud 

hole, perhaps not more than twenty feet 

wide (the only one ou his route) is encoun- 

tered, and the horses plunge through a 

baked upper crust into soft muck below and 

every nerve and sinew is exerted to drag- 

and prematurely wears out and kills his 
teams. 

The horses of Illinois are confessedly of 

| very fine blood, but they are mostly of the 

: ; i, | racing ; i S - canny side of your bouss—diy up the ils | g stock common in Tennessee and Ken 
tucky. They are active, kind and very 

muscular, but they lack weight to propel 

heavy loads and overcome the obstructions 
of sloughs and wet loam. They make very 
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desirable saddle and carriage horses for city 
use and rate very high as dragoon horses. 
Hence the large profits that are made in 

raising them for sale abroad. 
But fine as these races of horses are they 

might be greatly improved by crossing with 

approved breeds of more powerful build. 

These Illinois horses are exactly adapted to 

a profitable cross with the Canadian or the 

Norman horse, and we learn that in Wis- 

consin, Michigan, Iowa and northern Iili- 
nois the Canadian stock has been introduced 

with the most favorable results. It is said 

press it, that the light race breeds common 

in central and southern Illinois, when eross- 

ed-with the Norman stock, or their descend- 

ents—the Canadians, produce a breed simi- 

Vermont, with this exception, that the 

Morgans are small, while the Norman cross 

is large. 

In speaking of the Canadians, we do not 
mean the ponies bearing that name. There 

are in Canada two kinds of horses—the 

large Norman and the small “Cannuck,” 

the latter being a very excellent but dete- 

riorated descendant of the former. 

both would make a good cross with our 

spirited dragoon stock—the Norman is pre- 

ferable on account of size and action. 
It is supposed by many not acquainted 

with this stock tuat they are deficient in 

speed; but this is a great mistake. 
records of the Canadian turf show extraor- 

dinary trotting, and the breed is noted for 
very rapid traveling. They are remark- 

ably sure footed and tough to the last de- 

gree. They will grow fat on “roughness” 
and keep their flesh where a mule would 

almost starve. Those acquainted with the 

St. Lawrence river valley will subscribe to 
this. statement. In hauling heavy loads, 

they have no equals in the world. Even 

the English dray horse is. inferior to them, 
as may be shown by the publications of the 

best authors, among whom we may mention 

Mr. Youatt, the best English authority, 

who says that “a compact muscular horse, 

approaching to sixteen hands high, would 

by those versed in horse culture, so to ex- | 

lar and equal to the famous Morgans of | 

Though | 

The | 
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| acquit himself much better” in a London 

dray. 
| As the Canadian and Norman breeds are 

not common in this part of Illinois, we will 
here give some extracts explaining their 

qualities. 
Mr. Randall, one of the most eminent 

writers upon the horse in this country, 

speaks of the Canadian as follows: 

| 
| 
| 

} 

“The Canadian horse, found in the Cana- 
dian provinces, and somewhat in the north- 
ern United States, is too well known to 
require any particular description. 

He is mainly of French descent, though 
many so called, and doubtless some of the 
fleetest ones are the produce of a cross be- 
tween the Canadian and the English thor- 

_ ough bred. "They are a long lived, easily 
| kept, and exceedingly hardy race, making 
| good farm and draft horses, when suffici- 
ently large. In form, many of them dis- 
play in a marked manner the characteristics 

| of the Norman—so too in their general 
qualities—but they are usually considerably 
smaller. The results of crossing in New 
York and other northern states have been 
decidedly satisfactory, particularly in giving 

| compactness and vigor and constitution 
| where the dam does not excel in these par- 
| ticulars. The prices for which the colts 
| sell are far above the average.” 

The same author gives the following ob- H 

servations in relation to the Norman breed 

| which is occasionally to be found in its puri- 

| ty in Canada as will be seen before we con- 
| clude this article: 

| “Tn connection with the Canadian— 
| though not so old a variety in the United 
| States, as some of which we have presently 
| to speak—we will advert to the French or 
| Norman horse, from which the Canadian is 
| descended. We cannot do this more satis- 
| factorily to ourselves or more usefully to 
the reader than to quote from an interest- 
| ing and admirably candid letter from Mr. 
| Harris, of New Jersey, as follows: 
| These horses first came under my obser- 
vation on a journey through France in the 
year 1831. 

I was struck with the immense power dis- 
played by them in drawing the heavy dili- 
gences of that country, at a pace which 
although not as rapid as the stage-coach 
traveling of England, yet such a pace, say 
from five to nine miles per hour, the lowest 
rate of which I do not hesitate to say, 
would, in a short time, kill the English 
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horse if placed before the same load. In 
confirmation of this opinion, I will give you 
an extract from an article on the Norman 
horse in the British Quarterly Jaurnal of 
Agriculture, which T quoted in my commu- 
nication to the Farmer’s Cabinet of Phila- 
delphia, in 1842, as follows: 

The writer, in giving an account of the 
origin of the horse, which agrees in tracing 
it to the Spanish horse, (of Arabian ances- 
try) with the account which I have given 
above, which I procured from French sour- 
ces, says, ‘The horses of Normandy are a 

capital race for hard work and scanty fare. 
I have never seen such horses at the collar, 
under the diligence, the post-carriage, the 
cumbrous and heavy voiture or cabriolet for 
one or two horses, or the farm-cart. They 
are enduring and energetic beyond descrip- 
tion. With their necks cut to the bone, 
they flinch not; they put forth all their 
efforts at the voice of the brutal driver, or 
at the dreaded sound of his never ceasing 
whip; they keep their condition when other 
horses would die of neglect and hard treat- 
ment. A better cross for some of our hor- 
ses cannot be imagined than those of Nor- 
mandy, provided they have not the ordinary 
failings of too much length from the back 
dewnwards, and a heavy head. I think 
that all who paid attention to this particu- 
lar breed of Norman horses (the Percheron, 
which stands A No, 1,) will bear me out in 
the assertion that the latter part of this 
quotation will not apply to them, and that, 
on the contrary, they are short from the 
back downwards; that their heads are short, 
with the true Arabian face, and not thicker 
than they should be to correspond with the 
stoutness of their bodies. At all events 

| 

| 

you can witness that the diligence has not | 
these failings, which, when absevt, are. | 
Englishman (evidently, from his article, a 
good horseman) thinks, constitutes the 
Norman horse the best imaginable horse 
for a cross upon the English horse of a cer- 
tain description. Again he says, ‘They are 
very gentle and docile; a kicking or vicious 
horse is almost unknown there; any person 
may pass in security at a fair at the heels of 
hundreds.’ ” 

“Those who are acquainted frith the thor- 
ough bred Canadian horse, will see in him 
a perfect model on a small scale, of the Per- 
cheron horse. This is the peculiar breed of 
Normandy which are used so extensively 
throughout the northery half of France for 
diligence and post-horses, and from the best 
French authorities I could command, (I 
cannot now quote the precise authorities, ) I 

learned that they were produced by the 
cross of the Andalusian horse upon the old 
heavy Norman horse, whose portrait may 
still be seen as a war horse on the painted 
windows of the Cathedral of Rouen, sev- 
eral centuries old. 

At the time of the occupation of the 
Netherlands by the Spaniards, the Andalu- 
sian was the favorite stallion of the north 
of Europe, and thus a stamp of the true 
Barb was implanted, which remains to the 
present day. 

The bone and touscle, and much of the 
| form of the Percheron is derived from this 
horse, and he gets his spirit and action from — 
sides. On the expulsion of the Spaniards 
the Andalusian. Docility comes from both 
from the north, the supply of Andalusians 
was cut off, and since that time in the Perch 
district in Normandy, their progeny has 
doubtless been bred in and in; hence the 
remarkable uniformity of the breed, and the 
disposition to impart their form to their pro- 
geny beyond any breed of domestic animals 
within my knowledge. 

I feel very confident that another cross 
from these on the thorough bred will give 
you the Morgan horse on a larger scale. 
I still hold to the opinion I expressed to 

you years ago, that the action of our com- 
mon horses woald be improved by the cross. 

I may safely say they are universally do- 
cile and kind, at the same time spirited and 
lively. They break in without any diffi- 
culty. 

As for speed in trotting, we cannot doubt 
its being in the breed, when we look at the 
instances among the thorough bred Cana- 
dian ponies. . 

Perhaps some part of what I say above 
will he more clear to yourf [ say, that I hold 
to the oprmen that the Percheron blood stil 
exists in Canada in all its purity. 

I therefore am decidedly of opinion, that 
we cannot do better, if we wish to produce 
in any reasonable time a most invaluable 
race of horses for the farm and the road, 
than to breed from the full sized Norman or 
Percheron horse.” 

Mr. Youait, in speaking of the French 

horses, says: 

“The best French horses are bred in Lin- 
colnshire and Normandy. From the former 
district come excellent saddle-horses and 
hunters; and from the latter a stronger spe- 
cies for the road, the cavalry, or the car- 
riage. The Norman horses are now much 
crossed by our hunters, and occasionally by 
the thorough bred; and the English road- 
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| 
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a) eee 
ster and light draft horse has not suilered | our farmers to the importance of improving 

; by a mixture with the Norman.” upou the light breed of horses predomi- 
rt In his remarks on the coach horse, Mr. | pating among us. In a future number we 
i Y. says: _will give a chapter upon other breeds of 
| “The Normandy carriers travel with © horses and an essay upon the treatment and 
|| team of four horses, and froin fonrteen ‘© management of this best friend of man in 

earl aud ba pee om” ay, with 2 load ot the animal creation. For years to come 

The Norman horse as here described {5 | the price of horses must rule high and our | 
farmers can make money by selecting the |; 

best breeds. But upon this point we will | 
speak more fully hereafter. 

; Quebec mua satisfy ae OF the same Bah COMMUNICATIONS. 

We nave seen iu specimen af tie race in asi cp eerste ecmecaamiaseaaas 

Saae Salem, Marion Go., tis, — ¢ 1} 
ra SEES TO possess ale Lie April 14, 1856.5 | 

characteristics of tue diligence hors: of Ep, Pramre Faruer—Dear Sir: 

France. How far he may be mixed with i was mach pleased with the tenor of 

undgubted!v found in Canada in yreat per- 

fection. 2Bir. Llavris bes jitormed himself 

of the fact and any one visiting Montrea! or 

this city wh 

the American stoc Lave ne means of . Your notice of the location of the State Fair 
Lae AIC, sak Pm ove date F i") tae re rS -p r ' - . 

| eee ene eae ashe 4 , _. tor 1856, at Alton. Yet there is a single 
judging, but ins puimis ne presents are suc ae ae : . 
Judging, ate 3 - sentence to which i wish to eall attention, 

| as certalay to cainmeng dam to th Douce lestit mislead some not conversant with the 

of onr farmers. ie is now at tue stable of | facts. 

Butler & Erother, (strother Jones’ old | « You say, “it may be proper to say that Al- 
stand) where we understand be wil make a | ton fully met the requiremeuts of the Com- | 

bo sea, ro. eo mttce in the propositious for holding the 
aeasote oie wae HELE a) -- — plein “State Fair in that city.” Is this not equal- | 
products are remarkahle for all the qnaities jy true of the propositions from Satem? | 
lauded by the autiors we have cited. Neither responded to the specifications in 

It seems to us that he is just the detail, as set forth in a former resolution of 
thot our farmers should look at and if nos- | the Executive Committee. ach subscribed 

; : a gross Suu, eitner being sufficient to deiray 

| ali wecessary expenses in fitting up the 
posseses all Haye, | yrounds, &c. Each proposed to furnish a 
strength, endnranee and rapid action. | police force sufficient for the occasion and 

Thoveh heavy. he mores lightly with @ | Salem proposed to do all hauling for the 
me eas i society to and from the grounds, free of 

' charge—the President pronounced in open 
} meeting the Salem proposition amply sufli- 

his collosal proportions. His headis remark- | gjgut in form aud suustance, and tu pretend 
ably well made; broad brain; large eyes; tbat it is noi, is merely to quibble. 

: ; 1 Lave been thus particular, because, to 
southern Lliinois the lecation of the State 

: coh | Bair, for the fourth time, beyond her real 
large lungs; rather Jong neck, held High | joundaries and withont uny sort of refer- 
under motion; powerfn! shoulders and arms; | ence to her interests, is felt as 2 very serious 

€ c =) 

ee ~ 1. i, 

Sipie seenre stock 

the clement 

square trot and fast. At firs simat he 
VW } t LAA thorn Shy — ea 

it appears stmina, ont a ciose mspeetion reveais 

larce nostrils; full throat; polited ears and 
-_— Pcie aes Pepe tk ay cu ete gt 

amall for the size of the torse; dee p cnest; 

round barre); perfect withers; short coup. | matter. i} 
Serious, because it has been done and 

, assented to, by those to whom, more than | 
to all others the agricultural interests of || 
the WHOLE state are committed and from || 

hundred pounds. His color is bay roan with whom the southern portion had aright to || 

coal black legs, mane and tail. He passes ; look for more eqnal justice, a wider and | 

by the name of the “Canadian Roan,” | wore liberal policy. i 

1 though his points are Norman—the breed iar 7 ee eile eae ihe gene | 
|| from which the Canadian descended. =a Oty reas ee hostile to the present organization of the 

We have thus enlarged upon this subject | state society, and that her agricultural in- | 
for the purpose of drawiug the attention of — terests may not be for ever disgraced, to in- | 

ling, large hips; muscular stifles—and_ per- 

fectly faultiess inall his joints and feet. Ho 
1 
I is sixteen hands high aud weighs iwvelve 
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sist on the division of the state into two 
agricultural districts. This seems to be the 
only course which promises a ray of hope— 
unless the principle, in voting for members 
of the state society from each county, onLy 
ONE voTE be adopted. 

Give each county in the state but one 
vote for officers; so that Sangamon county 
voters may not be made at $1 per head, 
while others cost from $5 to $25, or divide 
this long, very long state into two districts, 
organize a society for each, hold union fairs 
where desirable, but in some way dispense 
the legitimate benefits of a State Agricul- 
tural Society to the extremes of her terri- 
tory. Very respectfully, 

MARION. 

The Robin. 

Epiror or tHe Farmer: 
The Robio is a most welcome and early 

spring bird. All know him. There are none 
of us that do not have an affection for 
“Robin Red Breast.” He was a familiar 
bird with me in early life. But long a resi- 
dent in this portion of the West, I recollect 
when I first saw him here. His notes, 
though late unheard, were not fogotten; 
and when they again struck upon my ear, 
“the days of other years” came in review 
before me—past scenes—-past loves-—past 
hopes; all those long cherished remembran- 
ces that sometimes steal over the heart. 

I need not describe the Robin. Heis a 
bird of passage, but his migrations are sin- 
gulariy erratic. During fali and winter he 
is frequently found in sheltered places in 
the Atlantic states, 

to avoid the snows and the severe cold. 
The Robin loves to build its neat on an 

apple tree. It plasters the inside of the 
nest with mud, and lines it with fine grass. 
The female lays five eggs, of a beautiful 
green color. ‘the principal food of the 
Robin is berries, worms and caterpillars. 
Of the first he prefers the sour gum, a tree 
common in the east, and the savage sports- 
man need only to take his stand near the 

tree, load, take aim and fire, (one flock | thought that raises him far above the base succeeding another, with little interruption 
during the whole day) to kill prodigious 
numbers of this bird. Such is the reckless- 
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states laws have been enacted to preserve 
the poor Robins. 

The song of the Robina is heard soon after 
the cheerful notes of the blue bird. Some- 
times flocks are even seen in spring when 
the snow partially covers the ground. Early 
in April, they are only to be seen in pairs. 
We listen with pleasure to the song of this 
bird. Even his nest is more sacred than 
that of other birds. He seems even con- 
scious of our regard, for he almost always 
seeks shelter for his young, and subsistence 
for himself, near the habitations of man. 

The Robin inhabits the whole of North 
America—from Hudson’s Bay to Nootka 
Sound, and as far south as Georgia. 
They are also common in New Found- 

‘land. The Robin can be domesticated, 
and his song improves in confinement. 
He suffers much in molting time, yet often 
lives toa considerable age. A lady near 
Tarrytown, on the banks of the Hudson, 

| raised and kept one of these birds for sev- 
enteen years; which sung as well and looked 

| as sprightly at that age as ever; but at last 
was unfortunately destroyed by a cat. The 

| morning is their favorite time for song. His 
| early song, as a welcome to spring, while 
sitting on a prominent branch of some 
neighboring tree, is most sweet and cheer- 
ing to the lovers of the beautifal in nature. 

“The Moral Sense of Flowers.” 
This is a beautiful little volume, published 

at St. Louis, and written by Mr. Tarver, 

We have not seen it, but find a most favor- 

' able notice of the work in the Belleville 

and he moves from east | 

to west, and from the north to the south, | says: 
Advocate, by Governor Reynolds. He 

“No one can read and contemplate this 
classic essay, Nut will rise from the pleasing 

| task a better man, and his views refined and 

ness of man, in destroying this beautiful, | 
interesting aud most useful bird--whose | 
whole life is devoted to the benefit of bis 
persecutors, in ridding them of insects most 
fatal to the crops on which almost the ex- 
istence of man depends. Such has been the 
devastation, that in several of the eastern 

elevated; he will, at least for a season, soar 
into the elevated region of refinement and 
intelligence, and enjoy the pleasure and 
happiness that are created for the enjoy- 
ment of man in his most exalted state of 
existence. This work prepares the heart of 
man with that purity and elevation of 

and sordid passions of the vulgar, and in- 
structs him to commune with more pleasure 
and happiness with his Creator. It also 
gives to him that moral and intellectual 
excellence of which his nature is suscepti- 
ble.” 

BaF Superior coal, by some called Cannel, has 
just been discovered in Montpelier township, 
Muscatine county, Iowa. 
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MISCELLANEOUS TENS. 
How Tro WasH FLANNEL.—bS5ome women pos- 

sess quite a knack in washing flannel, so as to pre- 
vent its fulling. {tis not the soapsuds nor-rinsing | 
waters that thicken up flannel in washing, vut the | 
rubbing of it. Cloth is fuiled by being ‘pounced 
and jounced” in the stocks of the fulling mill 
with soapsuds. The action of rubbing flannel cn 
a wash-board is just the same as that of the fulling 
mill. Fiannel, therefore, shoulda always be washed 
in very strong soapsuds, which will remove the 
dirt and grease by squeezing better than hard rub- 
bing will in weak soapsuds. It should also be 
rinsed out of the soap in very warm waiter, and 
never in cojd; as the fibres of the wool do not 
shrink as much in warm water as in cold after 
coming out of warm soapsuds. Great care should 
be taken to rinse the soap completely out of the 
flannel. This advice will apply to the washing of 
blankets the same as it does of flannel.— Scientific 
American. 

Broopy Murrain in CatTtir.~~The Prairie 
Farmer publishes the following as a cure for this 
disease. Take of white oak bark, newly pecked 
from the tree, as much as you can easily encompass 
with the thumbs and fingers of beth hands. Boil 
this in one gajlon of water for a short time; then 
pour off the water and dissolve in it a lump of 
alum of the size of a hulled walnut, and a Jump of 
copperas of the same size. With this mixture, 
drench the sick animal, and a cure will soon be 
effected. 

ScrentTiric DeTecTion oF PRAUD.-—Some days 
ago one ef a number of barrels that should have 

To Maxe Excrentent Soap ror Common Use, 
you must have good ashes, and put them in hop- 
pers, or barrels, on a thick layer of straw, adding 
a half bushel of lime to a common sized hopper; 
wet the ashes daily for several days, to let them 
rot; then run it through, and it will be strong; 
put it in your kettles, and boil it, and fill up for 

' two or tnree days, or till you can skim up thick 

contained coin was found, on arrival per rail at | 
Berlin, to have been emptied of its precious con- 
tents and refilled witlisand. Professor threnberg 
was consulted, and he sent for samples of sand 
from al] the stations along the different lines of 
railway that the specie had passed, and, by means 
of his microscope, identified the station from which 
the interpolated sand must have been taken. 
station once fixed upon, it was not difficult to hit 
upon the culprit in the small number of employees 
on duty there. 

How To vo up Suirt Bosoms.~—-We often hear 
ladies expressing a desire to know by what process 
the gloss on new linen shirt bosoms, &c., is pro- 
duced, and in order to gratify them we subjoin the 
followiug recipe: 

Take two ounces of fine white gum arabic, pow- 
der it in a pitcher, and pour ona pint or more of 
water according to the degree of strenzti: you 
desire, and then, having covered it Jet it set all 
night. Inthe morning pour it carefully froin (he 
dregs into a clean bottle, cork it, and keep it for 
use. <A tablespoonful of gum water stirred in the 
usual way will give lawns, either white or printed, 
a look of newness when nothing else can restcre 
them affer washing. 

To Krerp Mik Sweet. the Scientific American 
says can be effected by placing a piece of newly 
hammered iron, or three ten penny nails in each 
tin pan, then peore the warm milk on them. It 
is believed that electricity has something to do 
with the result in this case. 

To Cure Broken Horns.—Remove the muti- 
lated horn, and bind the stump with a cloth well 
tarred and pitched; any fabric will do to bind 
with, if the wounded part be first well covered 
with warm pitch. 

The | 

potash, that looks like dirty salt; then take out 
one fourth of the lie and potash, and set it aside. 
Now get your grease, and put in the coarsest skins 
of bacen, bones, &c., you have, and tke lye will 
soon eat them up. If clear grease rises on the 
top, lade it off till it eats up all the bones, &c.; 
then, if there are any left, take a large fork and 
pick them out, and throw them in the other kettle 
of potash; then add the pure grease you dipped 
off, to make the soap so mild that it will not quite 
take the skin eff your tongue; try and see if it 
lathers well; then stir it an hour, and make the 
other kettleful in the same way, and it will be 
hard, so you can cvt it out when cool. If you 
now wish to refine some, putin a pailful of brine 
in aclean kettle, and dissolve ten pounds or so in 
it, stirring it till it boils; then let it cool in the 
kettle, and cut out and dry. 

To prevent “pouting” in oxen, put on thema 
jong yoke. Another remedy is, to take a strong 
cord and tie it to the end of the inside horn of 
each ex, 

Zo cure hoof wil.—Many of the diseases to which 
the legs and hoofs of horses and oxen are subject, 
such as scratches and hoof ail, grow out of work- 
ing infall seasongin mud. ‘This should be avoided 
2s much as possible. Great care should be taken 
to keep their limbs clean—cleanliness is essential 
to the health of the animal. 

To Cure Foor Ror 1n SHeer.—Take about 
ten ounces of nitric acid and put ten copper cents 
into it, The acid will generally eat one copper 
cent to the ounce. The composition is to be put 
on with a feather after the hoof is well pared 
down. Mr. W. J. Whitney, of Du Page county, 
Illinois, cured a flock of 200 with this remedy. 

EXCELLENT Biscurr.—To Make Biscuit, 
sift two spoonsful of cream of tartar, and one of 
soda, in three pints of flour; mix with sweet 
milk, and it needs no lard, and is white and de- 
lightful bread. Try it. 

To MAke Nice Crackers.—Put about a tea- 
euptal of butter, and a teaspoonfnl of salt, in 
about two quarts of flours mix with cold water ; 
beat them well, adding on flour till they are brit- 
tle; then roil thia as pie-crust, and cut out with 
a large round catler, and bake hard in a hot oven; 
they answer as well as baker’s crackers, for oys- 
ters, soup, &c. Jf you wish them for invalids, 
put very litte butter in. 

An Excctient Remepy For a Burn.—Take 
| strong lime water, and put in a bottle, with linseed 

oil, one-third oil, two-thirds lime water; keep it 
always ready, and if the skin is off, powder flour 
on, tie up in cotton, and do not open till it sappu- 
rates; ‘hen wash with cast-steel soap; dress with 

_ mild salves. 

To CLEAN Spring WHEAT oF OaTs,—Fill a 
large tub nearly full of water—put in salt enough 
to make a weak brine—then put in a quantity of 
the wheat, and the water being made heavy by 
the salt, will floatall the oats, which can be skim~ 
med off. The salt water will not injure the wheat. 



EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
The Wool Question. 

The eastern manufacturers have been 

laboring for sometime to induce Congress to 

take off the duties upon wool, so as to se- 

cure to themselves the home market for the 

cloths they manufacture. The Secretary of 

the Treasury has yielded to their desires, on 

the ground of a wish to reduce the amount 

of revenues from importations. It is con- 

tended by the manufacturers that the taking 

off of the duty will not lessen the demand 
for native wools, or reduce their prices. 

Now if this reduction of duty induces 
importations of foreign wool, we cannot 

conceive why this should not lessen the de- 

mand and the prices for native wools. It 

seems to us that the case is so clear as not 

|, to admit even of the shadow of a doubt. 

By reducing tke prices of the wool grown 

by our farmers, the manufacturers, protected 

by twenty per cent. duties on foreign cloths, 

they can monopolize the home market, we - 
believe to be true, and probably they will 

be enabled to furnish their cloths to ‘our 

people at low prices——but will that compen- 

sate the losses that our wool growers must 

experience? We think not. 
Judge Cheever, of New York, in an ad- 

dress on this subject, says that in 1850, that 
state produced more than ten millions 

pounds of wool, which is probably now in- 
creased to twelve and a half millions. This 
was in value more than five millions of dol- 

lars. Thirty per cent. on this, is one mill- 

ion and ahalf of dollars; and this now is 

to be taken from the pockets of the farmers 

of one state for the benefit of manufacturers 

—while the census of 1850, gives returns 

that show that forty-three per cent. profit 

has been made upon capital invested in 

manufactures in this country, and that agri- 

culturists have only realized seven per cent. 

The plan of the Secretary, if carried out, 
will greatly benefit manufacturers of wool 
and at the same time injure the growers of | 

| not.” 
| business?” 

wool in this country. 

Antiquity of the Rose. 

According to Professor Agassiz, no fossils of | 
| 
! 

| 

the rose have yet been discovered by geologists. 
He thinks the creation of the plant was cceval 
with that of man. 
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For the Illinois Farmer. 

The Farmer. Y 
Of all pursuits on earth invented, 

The Plowmen are the best contented; 

Their calling good, their profits high, 

And on their labor they rely. 
Their hands give meat to all around 

Up from the beggar to the crown; 

The milk and honey, corn and wheat 

Are by their labor made complete. 
Our cloths from them first arise, 

To deck the fop and dress the wise; 

We then by vote may justly state 

The Plowman ranks among the great. 
More indepeudent than then: all, 

Who dwell upon this earthiy ball. 

All hail ye farmers, young and old, 

Push on your plows with courage bold. 

Your wealth arises from the sod; 

Your independence from your God. 
If then the Plow supports the nation 

And men who rank in every station— 
Let kings to farmers make their bow, 
And every man procure a Plow. 

Learn a Trade. 
It is a great mistake in boys not to learn 

trades. ‘‘He that has a trade, has an es- 

tate,” is an old saying. When you see 

young lads, hanging about stores and corn- 

ers, with their hands in their pockets, and 

segars in their mouths, without any steady 

employment, you may make up your mind 

that the day will come when they will be 

likely to see hard times. They have no par- 

ticular purpose in life—but calculate to take 

hold of some profitable business hereafter, 

of which they know nothing and will be 

likely to know nothing until they engage in 

it. Such lads will be a tax on their parents 
until they are of age, and be of little ac. 

count afterwards. 
Learn a trade—have some purpose in life. 

A few days since, a young man from the 

east called at the Farmer office, and wanted 

employment. “What can you do?” was the 

question. “Iam willing to work at almost 

anything.” ‘‘Have you a trade?” “I have 

“Was you brought up to any regular 
‘“My father was tolerably wel. 

off and it was unnecessary.” ‘Can you 

work on a farm?” “I don’t know, but I am 

willing to work.” 



- went away with a sad heart. 
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What could we say to this young man? 

FARMER. 

| i 
{ 

We did say to hin—‘‘Had you a trade, did | 
city, in the middle of April, from the east, you understand farming, there would be no 

difficulty in getting employment; but in the 
west we are all industrious —we all have a 

purpose—I don’t know what I can do for 

you.” It was manifest that the young man 

ty for him. He should have learnt a trade. 

A short time after, a full breasted, stout 

young man, entered our sanctum. He wanted 

employment. “What can you do?” “T have 

worked at farming four years in Vermouat, 
and six in New York.” ‘‘You want to work 

on a farm?” “Yes.” “Well you are just 
the man wanted—and I would like to en- 

gage half a dozen more like you. 
give you a letter to James Crrtis, Esq , at 

West Urbana, Champaign county. He 
wants several good farm hands. Can you 

go to him--and when?” “I will goin the 

first cars.” We gave him a letter, and he 
was off in two hours. Now this man, if 

we mistake not greatly, will have his own 
farm in two years. 

These incidents are common enough, yet 

we should not lose sight of their importance 

because they are common. “Learn a pro- 

Mowers and Reapers. 

We have advertised on our advertising 
sheet several Mowers and Reapers. The 

advertisers tell their own stories of their 
machines and their peculiar merits. First, 
there is Manny’s Mower and Reaper; next 

Danforth’s Mower anc Reaper; next Atkin’s 
Mower and Reaper; next Seymour and 

Morgan’s New York Self Raking Reaper, 

and Mower Attachment; and finally, Hen- 

derson & Co.’s new Mower and Reaper, 

which run’s without gearing and is of very 

light weight. 

All these Mowers and Reapers have their 
friends. Weronly say to our farmers, exam- 

ine them well ‘and be fully persuaded in 
your own minds,” before you make a selec= 

tion. They are all at hand for examination 

as well as the published evidences of their 
value. 

We were sor- | 

Coming to the West. 

A eastern gentleman who arrived in this 

expressed his great surprise at the avalanche 
of emigration he witnessed coming to the 

west, as he leisurely pursued his journey to 

this city. There are several trains a day on 
the Central New York road and on the 

, train in which he passed were thirteen cars 
crowded with emigrants. He was told by 
_ an officer of the road that every train would 

| and before. 

average an equal number of cars filled with 
persons moving to the west, and this had 
heen going on ever since the first of March, 

The Southern New York road 
is also crowded with emigrants. We sup- 

| pose that emigration from New Jersey, as 

I will , 
well as that of Pennsylvania, passed over 
the Pennsylvania road. There are no pres- 
sent means of estimating the number of 

. emigrants from the eastern states who have 
, and will come to the west and settle in the 
new territories and states the present year; 
but it must double, if not triple, that of 
any former year. 

Even in the older settled portions of Ili- 
nois, new farms are being opened and old 
farms are being extended, beyond anything 
before witnessed. Wherever the wild lands 
can be purchased at any reasonable prices, 
there improvements are being made. __IIli- 

_nois is rapidly marching to her high des- 
~ | tiny. 

fession—have some fixed purpose in life,” is | 

our text, and needs no further application. — bas Nursery peach trees, and those plant- 
ed the present fall, are probably mostly 
killed by the winter down go within a foot 

| or two of the ground. But if the trees are 
of but one year’s growth from the bud, as is 
commonly the case, this destruction of the 

| tops is but little real injury; as ali experi- 
enced planters are aware that the top of a 
young peach tree is of little consequence, 

| provided the root is healthy, and the great- 
est peach growers always recommend cut- 
ting off the tops entirely when planting 
young trees, as the stems put out young 
shoots very readily, and a better top is se- 
ccred in that way at the end of the year, 
than when the original one is allowed to 
remain. 

Of course when the stem is injured, the 
cut should be made as high as two or three 
feet from the ground, where it is desired the 
head should be formed; but if cut nearer 
to the ground, it is only necessary to see 
that but one shoot is allowed to grow dur- 
ing the summer, and to pinch off its top at 
the proper height for forming the head of 
the tree.-—-Ohio Cultivator. 
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The Crops, Weather, Xe, 

The season in this part of Tilinois, (April 1) 

is very dry. Wheat has suffered and is now 

suffering greatly from drought. We must 

have rain within a few days or there will be 

ashort crop. We already notice that papers 
published in some of the towns on the Illinois 

river, are advising farmers not to sell off 

their present stock of wheat too close before 

they shall be satisfied that there will not be 

a failure in the coming crop. 

It is a bad plan, we think, for farmers to 

rely wholly on one staple crop. If one crop 
should fail, they ought to be able to fall hack 

onanother. If wheat fails, they should have 

corn, oats, baricy, potatoes, buckwheat, &c. 

If the meadows fail, they should be able t 

fall back on corn sown broadcast and on 

millet. Both will do to sow late, and yield 

heavy crops. 

Some of our farmers will try carrots as a 

field crop the present They yield 
well in our rich and deeply pulverized soils. 

The turnip is an important crop in England. 

The climate there is better adapted to its 

culture than ours. To insure a crop of tar 

whether of the Swedish or 

Norfolk variety, we ere constrained to be- 

lieve that the seed should be sown earlicr 

than is usual here. 

season. 

High prices are paid for flax seed at the 
oil mills. The price must he high for years 

tocome. Little seed, how ever, can be ob- 

tained. We have lately procured some from 
Chicago. 

We hope some of our farmers will recollect 

the ‘sufferings of the country” last winter 

on account of the scarcity of buckwheat flour. 
It sold readily at six cents a pound. We 

have no idea that the country will be likely 
to have an over supply of this article. There 

is but little seed to be had. 

We hope that before this number of our 
paper is issued, we shall have a supply of 

rain, ‘Summer end winter, seed time and 

harvest shall not fail.” Let us keep to work 

and do our best to make crops. Poor Rich- 
ard says “God helps those who help them- 
selves.” 

Agrieultural Fairs. 

There seems to be great disappointment 

in Southern Hlinois on account of the loca- 

tion of the State Fair. 

on the subject from a citizen of Union coun- 
iy. We have the proceedings of a meeting 
held in Marion county on the same subject. 
The executive committee are severely cen- 
sured for the decision they conceived it their 
duty to make. The main point in the pro- 
ceedings of the meeting referred to, seemed 

to he to get up a fair in Southern Illinois, 
aud a committee was appointed to act in 
concert with other commitees to be appoint- 

ed in the southern counties, for this object. 

Let the 

We give an article 

We are in favor of this measure. 

' fair be held at the best point, a week, or 

tio wecks, after the State Fair, and we be- 

lieve that much good can be effected. We 
are for it, and will do all we can to carry 

out the project. We believe in the benefits 

of agricultural fairs, and especially have we 

_ confidence that such a fair as is contempla- 

ted, will benetit Sonthern Illinois. Go to 
work then, good friends—-stir up the people 

in the “fifteen counties’--we are “heart 

aud haud” with you in this undertaking. 

VexBenxas.—So soon as the present cold 
storm passes over, we can plant out Verbe- 

nas in our gardens. Many persons fail to - 

bring out t the beauties of this plant. The 
requisites to effect this object, are—the 

_ plants must be young, strong .and healthy. 

They must have a full exposure to the sun, 
_ from sun rise to sun set, if possible; for they 

| will not thrive in a continued shade. The 

soil should be light and deep, and if heavy 
should be made light by the use of sand and 

rotten manure. 

Encourage the plants to spread on the 

‘ground. Take ont old and decayed shoots. 
' Prevent them from overlaying each other 

so much as to prevent a full developement 

of the flower. A! few plants of striking 
: difference in color and appearance, will be 

| 

sufficient to make a handsome bed, that will 
continue in blossom until winter. 

garden can be well without a Verbena bed. 

No good | 



News or tar Montu.—Peace has taken 
place in Europe, All parties seem to have 

had fighting enough. 

of the fight with the most glory. There 

must be commercial changes as the result 

of peace. Some three hundred ships will 

be thrown out of employment as transports, 

and then seeking other business, will 

reduce the profits of the shipping interest. 

ing out of France. Nothing has been 

gained for human freedom by the war just 
closed. 

The news from India is not of much in- 

. British dominions. 

sion in relation to the exportation of labor- 

ers from China to different parts of the | 

_ slowly. 

| the elections in Kansas. 
| propositions for the admission of Kansas 

_ into the Union, the first under the present 

world. This business has been managed 

with great inhumanity. China has an over- 

burthened population, but this does not jus- 

tify the brutal treatmeni, the reckiessuess 

in regard to human life, evinced towards the | 

constitution to be formed at a future time. 
The House Kansas Committee have pro- 

ceeded to the territory. 

poor expatriated Chinese. It is well knowu 

that Chinese female children are often thrown 

into rivers to avoid the trouble of raising, 

and men frequently starve to death for want 

In South America, the contest bas been 

progressing between Nicaragua and Costa 

Rica. A party of Kicaraguans were sur- 
prised by a large force of Costa Ricaus, and 

defeated with some slaughter. it is said 
fifty of the former were killed and sixty 

were missing. Subsequently the Costa Ri- 

cans invaded Nicaragua and captured Rivas 

from Walker, which he was compelled to 

abandon for want of amunition—after kill- 
ing some 400 Costa Ricans. The accounts 

yet seem favorable for Walker’s success— 

though it is found that the British are fur- 

nishing arms and ammunition to the Costa 

Ricans, who are led on by British officers. 
There has been some disturbances on the 
Panama route —the natives having attacked 

Francisco, killing and wounding some thirty 
persons. We have no idea that there will 

be permanent protection to property and 
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until the United States have possession of 

| them. 

France has come out | 

tinue without any serious Indian fights 

: lately. 

The Judiaa disturbances in Oregon con- 

But the affairs of the country are 

unsettled—men are drawi from agriculture, 

as well by the war as by the gold mines at 

: Colville, and times arc hard; but a change 

| for the better is anticipated. 

Peace does not seem to cause much rejoic- The domestic wars continue in Mexico. 

It would be a blessing to that country if 

| the United States should take control of it. 

| The country is not as prosperous as it was 

| under Spanish dominatiou. 
terest. Oude has been formally annexed to the | 

There is much discus- | 

Any change, 

almost, would benefit the people. 

There have been no remarkable events in 

the United States since our last publication. 

Congress is proceeding with their business 

Tie House have not decided on 

There are two 

State Constitution, and the other under a 

The bridge at Rock Island, across the 

Mississippi, was so far completed on the 9th 
instant, that cars passed over it. It was a 
grand sight, big with future events, to sec 

the steam horse passing in triumph over the 

‘father of waters.” That great work is 
accomplished. We shall next hear that 

the steam horse has passed over the Mis- 

souri, and that he is working his way to the 

Rocky mountains ! 
“Westward! the Star of Empire leads the way!” 

Corn Piauters. 
Our farmers are invited to examine the 

Corn Planters left with Francis & Barrell, 

for sale. First, we have the Wakefield, a 

single Corn Planter; then Randall & Jones, 
a double ditto; then Woodward’s, by horse 
power; then Barnhill’s, to plant in drills; 

and last, (which has just come to hand,) a 

new double planter. We venture to say 
that we can prove by the testimony of the 

inventor of each of those machines, that 

his is the best! But experience must deter- 

ee | 

life on the routes of Panama and Nicaragua | mine this. 

r 
| 

i! 
i 

| the passengers over the route from San 
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The State Fair. 
The Alton Courier of the 2lst ultimo, 

Says: 

“On Saturday last, Dr. H. C. Johns, the , 
able President of the Illinois State Agrical- | 
tural Society, in company with a committee 
of our citizens, visited the different localities | 
around our city, which had been mentioned 
as suitable places for holding the next an- , 

_ All produce white or red ‘flowers, 
nation of each tract, and duly weighing the | 

$ finally | 

nual State Fair, and after a careful exami- 

advantages of each, the decision wa 
made in favor of the Hopkius tract, imme- 
diately north of and adjoining the northern 
boundary of the city, and heel one mile back 
of the river. The piece sele 
about thirty acres; Sxelve acres of which 
are entirely clear of timber, the balance 
being a fine open grove, wit ha firm blue 
grass sod, and in point of natural beaniy 
far surpasses, so we are informed by Dr. 
Johns, any piece of ground he has ever 
examined with the same view. 

“J. A. Miller, Esq, asrehi tech, ef this 
sity, has been employed to lay out the 
grounds j in handsome style, and draw plans | 
for the necessary buildings, to be submitted 
to the Executive Committee of the Society 
for its approval. Mr. Miller’s acknowledged 
skil! and taste are gurrentees that in the | 
laying ont of the grounds and the erection 
of the buildings, there will be much to ad- 
mire and approve. 

“The supply of water will be abundant, 
and excellent in quality. Fine roads, (plank 
and pike) lead directly to the grounds. 
They can be reached on foot, from the steam- 
boat landing, the hotels, and the business | 
part of the city, in an easy walk of fifteen — 

sitizens are con- | minutes, and so far as our 
cerned, whatever relates to the beautifying 

of the grounds, to the accommodation of | 
the thousands of our feilow-citizeus whom | 
we expect to see here, and to the means of | 

| mon ground, an average of three minutes 
getting away, by carriage, steamboat cr | jy driving a post. 
rail, everything in their power will be done | : 
to make the Fair a pleasant one, honorable | 

transport to this place, while here, and in 

alike to the State, advantageous to its 
great agricultural interests, and beneficial | 
to our city in the exhibition of the courtesy | 
of our people, the natural resources at our 
command, and the advancement we are 
making in commercial and mechanical pur- 
suits.” 

We further learn that the citizens of Al- 
ton are taking hold of this matter with a 

spirit and determination, that promises every 
needful preparation for the coming Fair. 

ted comprises — 

_are very beantifui. 

| placed on wheels. 
_ bers give bim the desired information? 

115 

Indeed, we are encouraged to believe that 

the preparations for the Fair will exceed 

the expectations of the public, and that they 
will compare with those at any Fair which 

has been held in this State. 

Sprreas.—These are all beautiful dwarf 

shrubs, quite hardy and very ornamental, 

The 
“Douglas” spirea, has beautiful, deep rose 

colored, spike shaped flowers, which appear 

in July and August. The “Prunifolia,” or 

Pinm Leaved, from Japan, is a new plant, 

and has flowers like white daisies. They 

The “Ulmifolia,” or 

Elim Leaved, has large round clusters of 

white The “Taunceolata,” has 

pointed leaves, with clusters of white flow- 

ers that cover the whole plant. The “Salici- 
folia” has beautiful white flowers. The 

“Sorbifolia,” Ash Leaved, has long elegant 

racemes of white flowers in July. 

These shrubs are all of the easiest cniture 

flowering covers 2 space of three 

flowers, 

and ti 1eir 

months. 

J. C. Shannon, of Louisiana, Missouri, 
desires information in regard to the best 
machine for driving posts into the ground 
for feucing. He desires one that can be 

Can any of our subscri- 

| Valley Farmer. 

Junius Sampson, Esq., (whose post office 
is Waynesville, Logan county, Illinois, ) has 

invented a machine, which, we are sure, will 

meet the wishes of Mr. Shannon. It drives 

posts rapidly—perhaps occupying in com- 

nea. We have the well-got up nursery 

catalogues of trees, plants, &c., of John A. 

Kennicott & Son, West Northtteld, Cook 

county; and of Lewis Ellsworth & Co., 
Napierville, Du Page county. These nur- 
series are very extensive—the articles they 

have for sale will be disposed of at reason- 
able prices—and they will be found true to 

name. The catalogues referred to can be 
examined at the office of the Farmer. 
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Officers of the Du Page (0, Acriculturat and 
Mechanical Socicty for N56, 

President, Lewis Ellsworth. 

Vice Presidents, C. E. Kinney, S. € 

Vaughn, T. W. Smith. 

— 

Recording and Corresponding Secretary, , 

James G. Wright. 

Exccutive Committee, A. W. Coit, N. 

Crampton, cage C. H. Goodrich, W. 
B. Green, Lisle; W. N. tices, Daniel Kelly, 

Milton; W. R. Patrick, C. H. Mosely, 
Bloomingdale; A. Kershaw, [fra Albro, 

Wayne; 8. Pierce, Daniel Lester, Addison; 
Russel Manyjlie, G. N. Roundy, Win‘eid; 

H. M. Lyman, H. Martin, Downer’s Grove; 

J: B. Hall, C. Litchfield, York. 

Frozen Cherry Trees. 
What can be done with them ? 

VER, @ distinguished nurseryman, 

swers this question, in 2 con:muuieation to 

the Ohio Farmer : 
“‘T would advise you to leave your cherry 

trees alone, until after the time the cherric 
are in leaf, when, if there is any life in them, 
it will show itself. Should the main tran! 
be killed nearly down to the stock, allow ail 
the sprouts above the origi: 1a] inserted bud, 

to grow until they attain the ‘length of ten 
or twelve inches ; then select the stoutest 
shoot, and secure in a perpendicular position, 
to form the futare trunk of the tree 
about half an inch of the tep of the oth- 
er sprouts, and continue nipping them back 
as long as they continue to grow th 

Wau. Hra- 

euelh| 
dau 

the season, allowing them to wake from four 
to five inches of growth each time. Select 
the strongest bud for your leader, whether 
it may be the upper bud or not, and let it 
grow uuchecked. By pursuing this course 
you keep the vital principle in motioa, by 
the healthful action of root and top. 

By following the course recommended, I 
last year had fine fruit from some cherry trees 
that were killed down nearly to the bud in 
1852. 

; Dip off | 

thus an- | 

Experience has satisfied me that the sur- 
est and easiest way to have hardy and heal- 
thy cherry trees, in the latitude of Southern 
Ohio, is to allow the irees to brauch low. 
By growing cherry trees in this mode, I have | 
succeeded in restoring trees to a healthy and 
vigorous state, after they had been so badly 
injured by winter-sun scalding, as to appear 
past hope of recovery; so far gone, as to 
have large fungi growing from the diseased | 
wood; and in — fatal winter, I believe I | 
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pas not lost a single searing cherry tree. 
Grow cherry trees to a clean trimmed, 

naked stem, aud they will 
us (Cincinnat!) in comparatively mild win- 
ters. Of some tweuty or thirty cherry trees 
set ou it from ten to twenty years ago, scarce- 

ly three have escaped being so affected, kill- 
ing the hark an a sap wood on the southwest 
ide of the tre 2eS 

Niate ¢ Fal at Alton. 
\t the adjourned annual meeting of tie 

Bo: nd county agricuitural society, “held at 

Greenville, April 21, 1856, Gon. Benjamin 
éubnson, president, in the chair, it was 

Resolved, That this society have learned 
with mueb regret that the executive com- 
mittee of the agricultural society of the state 
oi Sortie have chosen Alton as the place 

holding the next state fair. 
‘rhe disregard to the interests and feelings 

of all soutnern Illinois in sach selection, is 
perhans less to be deplored than its injurious 
effect upon the influence of this society in 
the z abject of its institution, to pro- 
mote agricultural improvement throughout 
the state. 

Not only by failing to encourage this im- 
provement in quarters where such improve- 
ment is most needed, and where the influ- 
e1ce of its exainple would prove most salu- 
tury and eilicieni, but by tius giving just 
cause for sectional jealousy, all hope of uni- 
ting the farmers of the whole state in one 
harmonious aud general effort for mutual 
improvement is losi, and all just expectation 
of legislative aid to extend the useful action 

of the society, effectually cut off. 
It is due not only to southern Illinois, but 

to the success of agvicultaral improvement 
throughout the state, that this glaring perver- 
sion to local intiueuces, of an institution cre- 
uted for the beuefit of Hiinois farmers and 

should be rebuked. And in per- 
this unwelconie duty which the best 

i rericuliure demaud, we are 

prompted by a sense of justice to a portion 
of the executive committee, to say, that this 
wrong is conunitted against the expressed 
wishes Of a respectable minority of that bo- 

rant 
tlc 

a 1rtisaus, & 

i orming 

sts of 

: We cast no censure upon any individuals, 
yet the fact is apparent, that the farmers of 
southern Illinois have nothing to expect 
from the justice or favor of the & state institu- 
tion, under its existing organization. 
gee The State Register, Ulinois Farmer, 

and other journals friendly to the best inter- 
ests of agriculture throughout the state, are 
respectfully requested to publish the forego- 
ing resolution. 

soon seald with ° 
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Calture of Carrots, 

Epiror Inuinors Farmer: 

As this is the proper season for sowing the » 
Carrot, a few remarks about its value for | 
stock feeding and the mode of culture, may 
be of use to those who are unacquainted 
with the mode of managing that crop. (I 
will hereafter give the mode for keeping it 
in the winter season.) 
no root that is known is of more value. 
The milk and batter from cows fed on it is 
of superior flavor, besides increasing the 
quantity in winter, and at the same time 
they will fatten on this food. 

The three first weeks of May is the best — 
The soil most suitable is | time for sowing. 

a deep sandy loam, but they will yield a 
jarge crop on deep black loam. The ground | 
should have, at least, two deep ploughings, 
and then weil harrowed; lay off the drills 
about two feet wide so as to admit of horse 
hoeing, and if the land is in poor condition, 
some well rotted manure will be of great 
benefit. After covering over the manure 
with the plow, if you should use it, take a 
stick or the garden rake and make a track 
about one-half inch deep; get a bottle and | 
put the seed into it, and if the bottle is too 
wide, shape a piece of cork to fit the mouth 
of the bottle so as to sow the seed of the | 
thickness wished, shaking the bottle in going 
along. This makes a good substitute for a 
drill machine. The Orange Carrot requires 
about three pounds of seed to the acre, and 
the Altringham two pounds; soime allow 
three pounds; if they come up too thick they 
must be thinned out as soon as practicable, 
as they will not come to a good and profit- 
able size if left thick. Thin them out to 
four inches apart. They must be left clean 
of weeds and well worked among during the 
summer. 

The Orange Carrot grows the largest, 
but the Altringham has more substance— 
and produces well. 

good plan is to grow a proportion of each 
kind. Hoping that the farmers will pay 
some heed to my suggestions in reference to 
the cultivation of the Carrot, as a useful | 
and profitable crop. Tam, &c., 

A FRIEND TO AGRICULTURE. 

CHINA ROSES. 
blossom all summer; Verbenas and other 

Farmer’s Store. FRANCIS & BARRELL- 
May 1. 

For the dairy farmer | 

And as some people | Sad 60 si 26 per bbl. 
are very fond of Carrots for the table, per-— 
haps the Altringham is to be preferred. A | 

| without important change. 

_THE MARKETS. 
: "Springfield Market, 

We have but few changes to note in our market 

the past month. Wheat and Flour have fallen, and 

may yet even lower. There is little wheat, but an 

immense amount of Corn in the country. But few 

Oats are in market. The recent heavy rains have 

greatly improved the fields ofswheat and oats—tho’ 

sore of the former are lost beyond recovery. Pota- 
toes still rule high in market, and good potatoes are 

searce. The farmers seem to be more particular in 

regard to the seed potatoes to be used the present 

season, than usual. Farmers are busy preparing 

their ground for corn, and many are already planting. 

Butter and Cheese are scarce articles in our market. 

For smali farmers the dairy business must be very 

profitable. A few cows well attended to, would give 

a family a certain and profitable employment. Our 

market is nearly bare of garden vegetables ; but from 

the number of persons in the neighborhood of the 

city who have engaged in the gardening business, 

we shall expect hereafter a good supply. It is mani- 

fest, however, that those who succeed in gardening 
here, must furnish the best vegetables of the different 

kinds, and bring them to the market in the best and 

most inviting order. 

Our city ig now well supplied with Bacon—hams, 

shoulders and sides—and with a variety of Butcher’s 

meats. These latter bear a good price, while the 

former can be had at rates thet will insure the con- 

sumption of large amounts. 

Wheat—From 90c to $1 I0 per bushel. 
Flour—Extra fine, $7 50 per bbl. 
Corn—From 15 to 20c per bushel. 
Corn Meal—Retail prices 40c per bushel. 
Potatoes—From 75c to $1 per bushel. 
Butter—From 20 to 25c per lb. 
Eggs—From 3 to 10c per dozon. 
Hominy—20c per gallon. 
White Beans—From $1 75 to $2 50 per bushel, 
Rice—Se per Ib. 
Hams—Best 124c; inferior 10al1 per 1b. 
Shoulders—-74 to 8c per Ib. 
Ribbed Sides—Se per Ib. 
Clear Sides---9c perlh. 

New Orleans Market—April 26. 

Flour—Demand limited. Sale of 250 bbis superfine St. 
Louis for shipment at $6 371-2; 160 extra Illinois at 7 60, 

QOats—Good deman4, in bulky at 35c per bushel. 
Pork—One lot of 9C bbis uninspected mess sold at $16 26, 

which is the ruling rate. 
Lard—9 1-2 refused for 300 bbls and tierces prime. 
Bacon—-Steady. Sales 30 casks ribbe2 Sides at Sc, and 

16 clear (one jot) at 10 1-2c. 
Coffec— 150 bags solid at 11 3-8. 
Green Meat—A sale of 30 casks dry-saited Sides at 71-2c 

per Ib. 

« New York Market—May 3. 

Flour...There is less doing in fiour, but prices are 
The demand is chiefiy 

for home consumption ; sales 5,000 bbls at $5 75 to 6 
for common and state, $6u6 374 for extra do, 5 62 

7 : | for mixed to good western, $6a7 for low grades me- 
Ko planting in the garden, and which will | dium extra do, 7al0 for the whole range of extra 

| Genessee and St. Louis, the market closing dull, and 
plants for bedding out, &c. &c., for sale at the | holders taking 6d off for lots exposed to the storm. 

Corn Meal dull and drooping. Rye Flour steady; 
sales 200 bbls at $3 75a4 75 for fine and superfine. 



St. Louis Market.—May 3, 1856. 

A despateh received to-day from New Orleans, and 

of this date, quotes Mess Pork at S16 50; Lard 94e; 

Flour $6 50; Baeon Sides 94a94c per lb, 

Flour—Sale of 1,690 bbis city superfine $5 75; 
country superfine and fancy do 200 bbls at $5 50 on 
beard. 

Wheat...Several lots damaged T5ea$1; 452 sacks 
common fail $i 05; 227 do spring 974¢; 154 do red 
1 20; 260 do prime Jd 25; 350 do choice 1 274; 
small paree! choice white 1 40 per bushel. 

Corn...Sales of 600 bags in lots, mixed 35e; 1200 
do white, in lots, 86e, new-gunnies included. 

Oats...Sales of $50 sacks in lots 35e; 1100 do 36e, 
part on board; 250 do 36$¢, saeks ineluded. 

RYE...168 savis 8c, including packages. 
Barley Malt...100 bags winter 1 80 per bushel, 

cacks returned. 
Baie Rope...Sale of 120 coile country handspun 8e 

per lb. ; 
Whisky...Sale of 70 and 100 bbls at 23¢ per gallon. 
Dried Fruit...Sale of 100 sks Apples 1 10al 13; 20 

do peaches 1 60 per bushel. 
Hlides...Sales of dry from Levee at 14ge per lb. 
Pork...Mess nominally 15 50; Rumps $10; M. 0. 

14 75 per bbl. 
Bacon...Sales of 14 casks country Shoulders and 

Hams, 64 and Se: 26 do country Sides 84e; 58 do at 
same; 50 do porkhouse 84; 50 do city 84e; 50 do 
clear $3¢; 5 do plain Hams %¢; 14 do Shoulders Ye; 
10 do Bageed Tams Yte; 1800 Canvasaed do 9c; 
700 Shoulders, loose. 62e 6000 sugar-cured city Can- 
vasssd Hams, packed, lie per ib. 

Bulk Meat...Sale of 30 onsks Shoulders 6e per |b. 
Lard...700 pkgs prime S3a3 81; steam do S8e; 200 

kegs prime Ie per ib. 
gone enon and white selling at 74 and Se per 

Ib, 
Groceries...Sugars, eonmon to strictly prime, 64a8 

4c: Rio Coffee do 10Zal24c; Plantation Molasses 42c; 
Rice 4¢e; G. A, Salt, $1 874 per bag. 

Cattle... Ashbrook & Co, report sales and shin. 
meni of about 500 head at 6a Ghe net. Butchers pay 
6 to 7#e, as in quality. Small extra lots sold this 
week as high as 7 50a8 624 per 160 lbe. The supply 
is fair, aud but few unsold at tho close. 

Hogs...Good supply and liberal seles at 4 
per 109 lbs. 

Sheep...Supply fair, prices ranging from 2 50 to 3 
79 per head. 

50a5 25 

Chicago Market—May 2. 

Fieur-—Market quiet excerct for city trade. We quote 
nominal at 82 75@4 for Fine; &85@5 25 for No 2 Superfine; 
$6 5005 75 ter Nel do; $5 25 for Fancy, and $6 50@7 
for Extra; Chicago City Mills Superfine $7 25; do Extra 
$7 75. Rye Flour $5 25@5 $71-2. Buckwheat Flour $3 
per 100 ibs. Cora Meal $1 121-21 25 per 100 Ibs. 
Wheat—Bather firmer, Cammona sprig in store $1 038@ 

105. Milling samples $l 08@1 10. Winter $1 2u@1 50 
for Red and White. 
Corn—Market a shade lower, closing quiet. 

36c per 56 las on board? sellers ask 86 1-1@87e. 
Oats—In fair demand for city trade at about 80@8le, 

delivered. Very littie doing torexport. We quote nom- 
inal at 28@29¢ on board. 
Rye--Moderatedemand at 85@90c, 
Barley—In good demand at $1 30 to 1 S),and 1 60 to 

1 70 for very choice. 

Bursers offer 

Cincinnati Market—April 309. 

Flour and Grain—The market for Flour continues dull, 
and prices are declining. The oniy salea heard of were 125 
bbls at $5 25, and160 do at $5 10. in Grain, 700 bushels 
red Wheat sold at 81 10. 
Provisions—Market firm but not active. The only sale 

heard of to-day was 10,000 ibs, Bulk Sides, deliverable 
in all May, at 7%c, 
Whisky—Sates of 900 bbis at 19\%c, and 286 do from 
— at 193-8. Themarketis steady, with a good de- 
mand. 
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Sales of Property at Auction, 
MAXCY & McALLISTER, 

T ALL TIMES READY TO SELL, BY 
. auction, real estate and personal preperty, in 

the city and country. 
Auctioa room, centre room of the Jour- 

nal Buildings. 
They also attend to the private sale and pur- 

chase of farms and lan@s in the country, and Jots 
and houses in the city. 

' Journal Buildings, May 1, 1856, 

The Springfield Woolen Factory, 
| be Prepared to Card, Spin, or Manufacture Wool 
| into Cloths and Blankets in good style and 
| with despatch. : : 
, ‘They have added to their Carding Room, new 
| and improved Custom Cards, which enables them 
| to Cardin first rate order 

1000 pounds of wool 
per day. . 

Customers from abroad can have their wool 
attended to without delay. 

CASH PAID FOR WOOL. 
May 1. ARMSTRONG & CO. 

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS. 
| OR Sale by 
| May 7, 1856 FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

‘FAMILY GROCERIES, 
| b denny and good, of almost every variety, for 

sale by FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
May 1. 



WAKEFIELD’S CORN PLANTER. 
THE WESTERN CORN PLANTER COM- 
PANY, have over five hundred certificates 

as to the utility of this implement, from persons 
in different parts of the Union, who used it last 
Spring. Read the following: 

Working Farmer Office, 143 Fulton Street, N. 
York. To whom it may concern—I have exame 
ined Wakefield’s Hand Corn Planter and operated 
with it. I cheerfully recommend it is a practical 
and useful implement. The recommendations 
shown me by the Agent, are fully sustained by | 
the working of the planter. 

JAMES J. MAPES. 
American Institute —Farmers’? Club, New York, 

August 21, 1856.—Wakefielc’s Hand Planter was 
exhibited. This very handy implement weighs 
about six pounds. It is readily adjusted to plant 
at any depth, and to deliver accurately the nume 
ber of grains desired, and to cover them at the 
same time, It is considered to be a very useful 
implement for the farmer, and is a cheap one; its 
price being only five dollars. The club are much 
pleased with it. H. MEIGS, Sec’y. 

These Corn Planters can be found at the Farm- 
ers’ Store, Journal Buildings, at $5 each. 
May 1. FRANcIS & BARRELL. 

To Persons Visiting Springfield to 
Purchase Goods, 

NE OF THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST, 
and most desirable stocks of Merchandise in 

Central Illinois, is to be found at 

Joseph Thayer & Co’s., 
South side of the Public Square. 
Their stock contains the richest fabrics as well 

as the more useful, of Dry Goods, Bonnets, Para- | 
z , ? Shoes | Cholera, all are speedily checked and cured by sols, Cutlery, China and Giassware, Boots, Shoes 

and Gaiters, Clothing, Teas and Family Groceries, | 
Trunks, Looking Glasses, Hats. 

The second story of their store is devoted ex- 
clusively to 

Carpets and Oil Cloths. 
They would call the attention of Miose in want 

of stout woolen goods to their stock, which they 
manufacture themselves of unmixed Sangamon 
county wool and warrant to wear well. 

All persons in want of any of the above articles, 
are invited to inspect our assortment. We guar- 
antee prices as low as the lowest. 
May 1. 

Agricultural Imp!ements, Hardware, 
Cutting, &c. 

B. F. FOX. 
AS ON HAND A GREAT STOCK OF 
these articles fer sale. His Agricultural 

Implements embrace everything that the farmer 
wants in that line. 
not be excellec in the western country. He sup- 
plies ali kinds of Mechanics with Hardware and 
tools in their line. 
the lowest and fairest prices. Call at his old 
stand on Fifth Street, just North of the Square. 
May 1—*t?. 

Cochin China Fowl Kggs, 
ARRANTED fresh and true—for sale at 
FRANCIS & BARRELL’S Store. 

And everything he sells is at | 

HOSTETTERS’ 

Celebrated Stomach 
BITTERS. 

NE WINE-GLASSFUL TAKEN THREE 
times a day, before meals, will be a sure cure 

for Dyspepsia, will remove all flatulency or heavi- 
ness from the Stomach, keep you free from cos- 
tiveness, assist digestion, give a good appetite and 
impart a healthy tone to the whole system, and a 
certain prevention of Fever and Ague. 
FACTS cannot be questioned, when the people 

of any country bear testimony in mass, as in Lhe 
case of 

Dr. J. Hosietter’s Stomach Bitters, 
not only have we the individual evidence of the 
land, but almost every paper in the Union is com- 
menting upon the great benent derived from the 
use of these Celebrated Bitters, besides various 
Diplomas awarded igem, among which is one from 
the Ohio Mechanics?’ Institute, at their Thirteenth 
annual exhibition at Cincinuati, where the com- 
mittee was composed chiefly of Physicians of the 
city. These are ail weighty facts that cannot 
help but convince the most incredulous that it is 
at least worthy of trial. We therefore advise all 
who are not proof against three sudden transits 
from cold to hot weather, to be provided with a 
supply for family use, as it has been attended with 
the most beneficial results, when administered to 
ladies or children before meals, as per directions 
on the bottle. Once tried, their virtues will be 
realized in a very short time. It is not necessary 
for us to enumerate all the diseases prevailing and 
arising from the stomach, but suffice it to say thet 
any derangement arising either from change of 
weather or diet, which is generally the cause of 
Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cholic, Cholera Morbus or 

the use of these bitters. 

SPRINGFIELD, April 14, 1856. 
Some months since, while recovering from an 

attack of Remittent Fever, I was requested to try 
Dr. Hostetter’s Bitters, as an article peculiarly 
suited to the coudition of couvalescents frem fe- 

| vers, 

His stock of Hardware can- | 

| mar 30 DANIEL SCOTT. 

: 
; 

It is but simple justice to say, that it rapidly 
restored the powers of my digestive organs,and at 
the same time kept my bowels gently open. ; 

Ihave no hesitancy in saying that hitherto, in 
using it in my practice, it has in every case where 
I have erdered, it acted like a charm, 
In thus speaking freely of it, I yan from{puff a 

patent medicine, an article it by no means claims 
to be. SANFORD BELL, M. D. 
May 1. 
For sale by ali of the Druggists in Springfield. 

CLOTHING STORE. 
M. Hirschfield, 

OUTH SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE, HAS A 
Complete stock of Clothing for men and 

boys, coats, vests, pantaloous, shirts cravats, 
drawers, pocket kerchiefs and everything in the 
clothing line. Prices very low. 
May 1—3m. 

FLOWER SEEDS, | 
SPLENDID stock, just received and for sale 
by FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

mar 30. 
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W.'0. JONES & W. V. GREENWOOD, 
AVING associateu themselves together under 
‘the name and style of Jones & Greenwood, 

fer the purpose of conducting a general retail 
trade in the town of Chatham, Sangamon county, 
beg leave to say to the citizens of that town and 
surrounding country, that they are now in the 
receipt of a large, entirely new and carefully se- 
lected stock of seasonable 

Dry Goods, Hats, Caps, Bonnets, Hardware, 
Queenswsre, Clothing, Groceries, 

And all articles kept by the general trader, which 
they pledge themselves to sel] as low as they can 
be bought in the west. (All kinds of country 
produee taken in exchange for goods. 
(a They will occupy the house known as the 

Norton Store House, Chatham. Don’t forget to 
call. (aprill) JONES & GREENWOOD. 

RANDALL & JONES 
CORN PLANTERS. 

af et in want of this celebrated labor saving 
machine can be accommodated by calling 

upon the undersigned or at the Agricuitural and 
Seed Store of Francis & Barrell. These machines 
have been thoroughly tested and can be relied 
upon. ‘Three different and valuable improvements 
have been made in the Planters since last year 
which renders them perfect in every respect. Cer- 
tificates have been obtained from numerous per- 
sons who have used the Planter‘last year, among 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

GOOD NEWS!---NEW GOODS! | Premium Self-Raking Reaper ! 
PALMER& WILLIAMY? Patent. 

H1S machine has now been through three har- 
vests, and comesoff victorious. The first pre- 

mium was awarded to this machine at the great 
trial held at Bloomington, Lilinois, in July, 1855, 
(for full particulars examine the report of the 
State Agricultural Society, on pages 142,143, 116.) 
A Silver medal wes awarded to this 1eaper at the 
State Fairheld at Elmira, New York, in October 
1855. Also—the first premium at the Wisconsin 
State Fair, in Oct.1855. The above statement 
showing to the intelligent farmer of Central Illi- 
nois, that this Machine stands the test in every 
State where introduced. The demand for this 
Reaper is such that but few can be had so far south 
and to secure a machine they must be ordered at 
an early date. Price $160—$50 on delivery; bal- 
ance on ist Dec. 1856—freight added. Fer par- 
ticulars, address J. H. Currier, Ag’i, 

Springfield Ill. 
I. B. WHitmerR and H. B. Gruss & Co., are 

authorized agents, for receiving orders, can be 
' found at their respective places of business. 

J. H.C. 
Testimony from the State of Illinois. 

VIRDEN, Iil., Oct. 6, 1855. 
We purchased and used Palmer & Williams’ 

reaper in the present harvest—have already cut 
fifty acres of wheat, some of it very heavy—it 
works admirably; cutting and taking up the grain 

| perfectly clean and layingit off to bind; doing bet- 
| ter work than we ever had done on our farms be- 
| fore. 

which, ene from a well known citizen of Sanga- | 
mon county will be given. 

Springfiel¢, May 1. J.G. P. PARKER. 

This is to certif 
of corn with Randall & Jones Corn Planter; the 
corn came up well. I can recommend it to farm- 
ers who have. corn to plant: 1. For its speed in 
planting. 2. For its placing the corn where the 
moles are bothered to find it. And 3. For its 

that I have planted 100 acres 

We consider the raking done better than 
can be done by hand. 

J.C. VIRDEN, 
J. He. HENDERSON. 

One Doliar per acre saved over other Reapers. 
.  VirpeEn, Ill., Oct. 6, 1865. 

I bought ene of Palmer & Williams? self-raking 
| reapers, for last harvest, and cut about 150 acres 
| of grain with it. 

| er than I ever had it done before. 

placing the corn where it is not likely to be washed | 
up. Lintend planting my corn this Spring with it, 
but I see they have a decided improvement on 
those machines. All who want to plant corn right 
can come to Francis & Barrell’s Store, where they 
will find them. H. W. OWEN. 
_ po a cr = oa ee en ae? 

CHEAP GOODS. 
R. FONDEY, ON THE SOUTH SIDE 

e of the Square, Springfield, is offering bar- 
gains in 

Dry Goods, 
Hats and Caps. 

Boots and Shoes, 
Hardware, 

Carpets & Oil Cloths. 
Glassware & Queensware, 

Nails, 
Liquors, Wines, &c., 

for Cash. 
Springfield, May 1. 

LAND BROKERS. 
ERSONS HAVING FARMS OR FARMING 
Land for sale can find purchasers by applying 

to the subscriber. 
CAMPBELL & FONDEY, 

Land and Insurance Agents, 
Springfield, May 1. 

| seen used. 

It was raked off better than cau 
be done by hand. My grain was harvested clean- 

I think it sa- 
ved me onedoliar peracreover any other harvest- 
ing I ever had done with reapers. My repairs 
did notampuntto50 cents. Icancut twenty acres 
per.day. I believe it to be the best reaperin use. 

Joun L. Morreé tt. 
SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 1. 1856. 

l used one of Palmer & Williams’ self-raking 
reapers in the harvest of %55--cut badly lodged 
grain well, and laid the bundles fair for binding. 
I think itthe best machine I have ever used or 

Joun W. Prikst. 

CHATHAM, Ill., July 1854. 
Thave purchased and am now using the cele- 

brated Palmer & Williamsreaper. I have already 
eut 100 acres of grain with it. I consider it a per- 
fect sel?-caker, doing its work better than can be 
done by hand or ordinary reaping machines. 

Jan. 1856. S. M. Parsons. 

E. 3. PEASE. W. W. PEASE. 

Esiablished in 1839, 

} E. B. Pease & Brother, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS 

in Iron Nails and Steel, Carpenters, Coop 
er’s and Blacksmith’s Tools, Build- 

erss, & Cabinet Hardware, Chain 
Pumps, Agricultural Imple- 

ments, &c. 
Springfield, Illinois. 

May 1—3rn. 
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AGRICOLTORAL AAD HORTLCOLTORAL 
Societies. 

\\7 & would particularly invite the atitention of | 
those Societies, who are about io make up | 

their Premium Lists for 1856, to our large collec- | 
tion of Agricultural! Books, which are peculiarly 
adapted for Premiums. 

The awarding of Agricultural Books in the 
place of small inone; premiums has been exten- 
sively adopted, and has given the highest satisfac- 
tion. 

Advantages of this Plan. 
_ It promotes the dissemtuauion of much needed : 
information among farmers. 

It combines the advantages of a diploma with a 
premium of intrinsic value. 

It substitutes a permanent and expressive token : 
of honor for the pittance which is frequently hu- 
miliating to the recipient. 

It avoids the fostering of a mercenary spirit 
among competitors, and better comports with the 
dignity of an honorable emulation between friends 
and neighbors. 
We have received a supniy of these books, 

which will be subject to the examination of all 
and especially of the officers of agricultural and 
horticultural societ es 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
C.M.SAXTON, ° 

Agricultural Book Publishers, 
140 Fulton street, New York, 

Saies of Property at Anction, 
MAXCY & McALLISTER, 

T ALL TIMES READY TO SELL, BY | 
auction, real estate and personal property, in | 

the city and country. 
ir Auction room, centre room of the Jour- | 

nal Buildings. { 
They also attend to the private sale and pur- | 

chase of farms and lands in ihe country, and lots 
and houses 1n the city. 

Jourral Buildings, May 1, 1856, 

Blooded Stock for Sale 
THE subseriber, wishing to reduce | 
his stock on his farm, two miles 

< ys’ » west of Springfield on the Jackson- 
csmecceee ville rozd, will sell low for cash er 

approved credit, 25 head of Durhem and Devon- 
shire cattle. Also, cows, heifers, Berkshire hogs, | 
Irish Grazier pigs, very fine. Also, some 
very fine colts. Great bargains may be had by 
applying soon. feb20 JOHN C. CROWDER. 

ae 
diy) Nae 

po RY \ 

he Hllinois Farmer. 
SPRINGFIELD, 

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

| have the best ef Timber for the wood work; and 

! assortment will be found. 

_ Townsend’s Separator with Cuming’s im- 

JUNE, 1856. 

7 MOLINE PLOWS. 
HE subscriber would call the attention of all 
persons interested in that main Pillar of Agri- 

cuiture, a good Piow, to his large and varied as- 
sortment, made from the best Eng. Cast, German 
and American Steel. No pains have been spared to 

none but good and experienced workmen are em- 
ployed in their manufacture. The following list 
comprises some of the kinds marufactured: 

Two qualities of the Imperial Clipper Flow. 
Five se « gold style Stubble “ 
Two “ce if9 Corn cc 

The Michigan Double Plows, for Sand or 
Stubble. 

Breaking Plows from 12 to 30 in., every style. 
Double and Single Shovel Plows. 
3 and 5 Steel Tooth Cultivators. 
Guage Wheels. 
Full. riggea Trucks, Cast Iron Wheels, and 

Wrought Iron Axle. 
Rolling Coulters (cast steel) with clasps. 
Hanging and Stengding * 7 

Messrs. Francis & Barrell bave the exclnsive 
sale of my Plows in Springfield, [ll., where a good 

Orders for any partic- 
ular kind of Plow or Plow fixture, can be left with 
them and wili meet with prompt attention. 

Moline, feb20, 1856 JOHN DEERE. 

XN 2 2 

Threshing Machines. 
ag oohtatrade would notify the Farmers of 

Sangamon and the acjoining counties that 
they are now prepared with increased facilities to 
furnish them. 

proved Tub Power or Pelton’s 8 or 10 
Horse Power. Also, Pitts’ Sepa- 

rator and Double Pinion 8 
Horse Power. 

We shall make both geared and band machines. 
Having superior facilities for the business, em- 

ploying only first class mechanics and using the 
choices! stock, we shall make it for the interest of 
the farmers in Central Iil., to buy our machines 
in preference to all others. . 

Our Machines are well known to be the best in 
use both for their capacity to do work WELL and 
FAST, as for their DURABILITY, we would refer te 
the following gentlemen who have used ‘Lem the 
past season: Preston Breckenridge, esq., Sangamon 
co.3 James Virden. Sangamon co. 

CUMINGS & MATTHEWS, 
Dubugqne, Iowa, mar11, 1856. . 

JOHN WILLIAMS & CO., Agents, 
Spriegfield, Ill. 



THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

Manufacturer and Dealer in Cabinet Furniture, 
AS on hand a large stock of Chairs 
of all kinds; Bedsteads, Bureaus, 

Cases, Presses, Tables, Mattresses, Look- 
ing Glasses, Clocks from the Factory, Willow | 
Ware, &c , &c. j 

It is my intention to sell as good articles and on | 
as reasonable terms as any other shop in the city. | 
aw” Repairing dene at all times. | 

Opposite the Journal office ; also in the | 
Journal Buildings. gap 
Springfield, Feb. 14, 1856. 

The Springficld Woolen Factory, 
bb Prepared to Card. Spin, or Manufacture Wool 

into Cloths and Blankets in good style and 
with despatch. | 
They have added to their Carding Room, new | 

and improved Custom Cards, which enables them 
to Card in first rate order 

1000 pounds of woel 
per day. . 

Customers from abroad can have their wool 
attended to without delav. 

CASH PAID FOR WOCL. 
May 1. ARMSTRONG & CO. 

ILLINOIS 
Mutual Fire Insurance Company. 

Located at Alton. Iilinois. 
CHARTERED FEBRUARY 230, 1839—OR- 

GANIZED APRIL 4th, 1839. 
BF Neen fr of premium notes in force Feb. ist, 

1856, constituting a fund for the payment of | 
losses, $679,537 41; secured by a lien on property 
insured, valued at over $7.000,000. 

houses, manufaciories, mills, barns, stables, and | 
the contents of each, to-zether with every other 
similar species of property within the state, from 
loss or damage by fire 
fied in recommending this Company to the favora- 
ble consideration of the citizens of Iinois. Eve- | 

This Company insures dwellings, stores, ware- | 

| 
' 

rv one insuced becomes a member—the Company | 
being an association of customers—each of whom ; 
is concerned in inguring his neighbor. As the | 
indemnification fund augmeats in exact ratio with | 
the inerease for risks, the capital of the Company | 
is comparatively exhaustless; and the entire safety | 
of the institution must be apparent to every one | 
who reads the charter. 
The cost of insuring in this Company is so fow | 

va to render it almost inexcusable for the owners | 
of insurable property not to avail themselves of | 
its protection. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, | 
Lyman Trumbull, 
Ben. F. Long, 
M. G. Atwood, ' 
L. Kellenberger, | 

Timo. Turner, 
H. W. Billings, 
Samuel Wade 
John James, 
Rotert Smith Henry Lea, 
Elias Hibbard, Alfred Dow, 
Jehn Bailhache, 
Jonn Atwood. 

B. K. Hart, 

| 

| 

B. F. LONG, President. | 
M. G. Atwoop, Sec’y. 

| 
L. KE,cexnsercer, Treasurer. aprill ly 
wa plication for Insurance may be made to | 

JA EST. HILL, Agent at Sprit gfield. 

| as durable and cheap here as elsewhere.” 
| question can be satisfactorily answered, by calling 

The Dirctors feel justi- | 

| and at the shoriest notice. 
| but those who have a thorongh knowledge of their 

| His metto is, “Live and let live.” 

Farmers ana all those interested in 
MORSES AND CATTLE. 

FTER THE 
h rdest wiuter known to 

- the eldest inhabitant, we 
y again ofier you our Improved 

? sf German Horse and Cattle 
Powder— 

PANNSYL- fy we OPN STHE GREAT 
be ms VANIA REMEDY.’ 

ire ot It's every man’s duty not 
only tu tage care of hisfamiiy 
bntof hishorses. He bas been 
fiven tyus for onr ser ices 
nsefuiness and pleasure; itis 
tnerefore higoly essentisi 

that we -.e: id protect so willing and devoted a servant. 
The spring adi suinmer campaignis near at hand, the 

horse must do the labor. Thousand ardtens of thonsaitds 
doliars depend on that noble animal. 

TAKECARE OFA'M mR. FARMER! 
As yon value yourcrop see .hat he is in gvod condition; 
let him go forth to they low, head and taii up, hav.1ga 
food appetite, 

NOT HIDE BOUND, 
| hut full of energy to da the guod werk,every hair on his 

hide in the rignt place. 
The above may be ascomplished by u ing our celebrated 

horse powéer. ané without further ad , we refer vu to 
the f llowing gent:eman who have throvghiy tested its 
efficacy. 

Abner Stewart. Fancy Creek; S A. Jone: Roche-ters 
N.S. Bates, stage agent: M. Wickersham, atrest commis- 
s‘oner: Sam’! Shoup, Jorn Kavanaugh. R. F. Ruth, |i. R. 
Ditler. John Cook and many others. 
R.A Pricz, Azent, Island Grove. 
re We have always on hand, Neata Foot Oll, Brown 

Tan:er’s Oll, and Frank Miler’s Celet-rated Bla: king ior 
harness. Cal at CORNEAY & DI’ LER’S 

Fast side public sqvare, 
lusrs-wtt __ Springfield, il. 

A WORD TO FARMERS. 
OUR cry has been heretofore, “Why 

Y gannot we get carriages and ‘vagon: Se 
‘The 

at the 

Carriage and Wagon Manufactory of 

Withey & Erothers, 
ONE BLOCK 2AST OF THE COURT H¢USE, SPRING- 

FIELD, ILLINOIS, | 
Where can be found constantly on hand, every 
variety of Carriages, such 2s Rockaways. Buggies, 
Sulkies, and Wagons, of the best workmanship, 

As we employ none 

business, we can warrant all work leavirg our es- 
tablishment. 

N. B—Particular attention paid to repairing 
| in all its various branches. 

fa Orders respectfully solicited. and aitended 
to, at our shop one block east of the Court House. 
_ Feb. 20th, 1856. 

CLOTHING FOR THE MILLION! 

R. H. BEACH, 
West oy the State Housc—three doors from Free- 

man’s Corner. 
i KY always on hand a large supply of men’s 

and children’s Clothing, suitable for all classes 
| —and especially for the hard service of the farm. 
| He respec’fully invites the farmers of Sangamon 
county, who want Clothing, to examine his stock. 
He will sella as low prices as pussitle and live. 

Come on far- 
mers, and see my stock. R. H. BEACH. 

Jan 21, 18.6 



THE ILLINOIS FAR 

Seymour & Morgan’s 

pareNT anhoves NEW YORK | 

SELF-RAKING REAPER,| 
WITH MOWER ATTACHMENT. | 
HE suceess of our Seif-Raking Reaper has in- 
duced us to manufacture for the harvest ot | 

186, a larger number of Machines than we have ' 
built in any previous year. 

Experience has proved that our Self Raker not | 
only saves the hard labor of a man, but does the | 
work much better, leaving the grain in better 
shape than the best hand rakes, and without per- 
ceptible increase of Draught. } 
We have mide any improvements to our mas 

chine of last year. such as Spring Seat, and the | 
making the Gear Frame of Iron, &c, and have, | 
after many experiments. succeeded in attaching a | 
shert Cutter Bar to our Gear Frame, with smooth ‘| 
edged knife, and higher motion for mowing, which 
makes it the best Combined Machine before the 
public. 

FOR 8 AE BY 

Francis & Barrell, 
Agents—Springfield, Ils, 

UHLER’S PLOWS. 

THE DOUBLE CURVED UPRIGHT STEE} | 
MUULD BOARD PLOW. 

THE proprietor of this superior plow stil | 
on. ‘hues tosupply the greatdemand whieh | 
iismerits hauecreated. ‘ts combination ¢ { 

rere advantages kas reculnn Ddew it to the agricultural cou + 

munity throughoul the state of Hlinols, itis new admitted tha | 

ithas no equal. sf 

The follow ng nete is but one of the many testimonial: | 

which have been furnished the manu_acturer oi the working | 

of his piows. } 

Weceriify that wehavs lately used the above plows, manu- | 

facturedby Mr Jobo Uhier. and we wouid state that they are 

in all respects superior to any other plows we have ever used; 

! 
; 

- 

We cheerfuily recommend them to the public. 
WM. PuFFINBARGER, 
DAVID NEWSOM, 

SOUN W. BYCK; URIAH MANN, 
JOHN KAVAN3SUGH, PHILEMON STOUT. 

Sangamon county, Jan. 17,1855. H 

From the pecviiar form ef Uhbler’s plows they are not ex } 

celled by ay other vow in ure. It scours very bright, shed { 

off stubbles admirah y, aud ruus light and easy to the tean 

The largest sized two-horse plow cfihis kind, has been use , 

several seasons successfully in breaking prairie. The limi! | 

of a newspaper adve tisomeni will not admit of an accurat | 

descriptios of theseplows. Toseethem is to be pleased witi | 

hem. 
: ia additiou to the above, the manufacturer is makin; | 

wrought lrou upright ones, ane two-horse plows. 

Also a superior Prairie Plow, warranted tobe equa! to an: 

prairie plow nowinuse. Any size that may be wanted cai 

be had atshort notice, A large number of 2}! sizes, Kcptov 

hand cons antly. 

Manufacturepby John Uhier, Sprin=field, Tllinois. atwhose 

Wn. P. LAWSON, 
J. J. SHORT, 

| 
‘ 

} 

esteblishment these favorite plowscan be had, from a single 

ene to a number unlimited. tebl6—wly 

MTR 

Atkin’s Automaton : 
oR, 

Self-Raking Reaper and Mower. 
BEST MACHINE IN USE. 

1 the first ased, in 1862. 
4) used successfully in 1853. 
JU) in twenty different States im 1854. 
1200 in all parts of the Union in 1866, 
3000 bulging for the harvest of 1856. 
ae are six good reasons for this unparai 

leled increase and great popularity: Ist. It is 
strony, and reliable, and easily managed. 2nd. It 
saves the hard labor of raking. 3d. It saves at 
jeast another hand in binding. ith. It saves shat- 
tering by the careful handling in raking; besides 
the straw be.ag laid straight, it is well secured in 
the sheaf, and does not drop in the hanaling, and 
tne heacs are not exposed in the stack, so that the 
grain saving even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. 
It is a good Mower, being one of the best eon- 
vertible machines in use. 6th. It has a knife that 
dees not chelze. 

Its olher excellencies, too numerous to mention 
here, are fairly given in the circulars. Its intrin- 
sic worth is also attested by the award [mostly in 
three years] of 

OVER EIGHTY FIRST PREMIUMS! 
Price—Reaper and Mower, $200,—$75 first 

September, and $30 first December. Price of 
Self-Raking Reeper only $173. Considerable sa- 
ving in freight to those at a distance who or- 
der prior to Ist March; aiszo liberal discount for 
advance payment. ° 

To secure a machine, order immedia'ely.— 
Though so little known the past season, and nune 
ready for delivery till Ist May, yet not two- 
thirds of the customers could be supplied. The 
reputation of the Machine is now widely estab- 
lished, so that three thousund will not as nearly 
supply the demand as :welve hundred did last year, 

| and we shall also be seliing four months earlier. 
(a Order early, if you would not be disap- 

pointed. 
v7 Orders for, or informatio. concerning the 

above Machines addressed to 
J.S. WRIGHT & CO., 

Prairie Farmer Warehouse, Chicago, 
Jr T, WS KDD, Springfield, Atlanta, or, 
Lincoln, will be aitended to promptly. 

Jan 1, 1856 . 

FAMILY GROCERIES, 
| F RESH and good, of almost every variety, for 

sale by FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
May 1. 



Farmer’s Store. | FRANCIS & BARRELL- 
May 1. 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

For Seale. 
Cahoon’s Seedling Pie Plant, Gooseberries, 

Currants, Grapes, Shrubbery, Bulbs, 
Tubers, &e. 

I WILL secnrely pack in Boxes and forward 
according to directions, Ten Roots for $5; Five 

Roots for $3; One Root for $1; by the hundred 
$40; by the thousand $350—cash in al) cases, to 
be sent with the order. 

TESTIMONIALS. 

Association for the Exhibition of 
the Industry of all Nations. 

New York, July, 4, 1854. 

B. P. Cahoon, Esq.—Dear Sir:—This is to cer- 
tify that specimens of your “Seedling Pie Plant,” 
are now on exhibition at the Crystal Palace, and 
deserving of special approbation for mammoth 
size and excellence of quality. They are superior 
to any production of the kind on exhibition. 

Yours, Truly, P. T. BARNUM, Pres’t. 

MammoruH Pir Puant-~B. P. Cahoon, of Ke- 
nosha, Wisconsin, has just sent us three Pie Plant — 
leaf stocks that out go anything we have ever seen 
of the kind before; as after perfarming the long 
journey from their place of growth—in what way 
we are not informed—the stalks weigh eleven and 
a quarter pounds. —New York Tribune 

To the Cincinnati Agricultural Society— 
Being on a tour through Wisconsin, I ca'ied 

upon Mr. B. P. Cahoon, of Kenosha, who has a 
remarkable variety of Seed!ing Rhubarb. I exam- 
ined his plantation of about 9,‘C0 plants, and its 
wonderful properries have not been overrated.— 
The Victoria I saw growing alongside of his Seed- 
ling and subject to the same treatment, soil identi- 
cal, would not weigh one fcurth as much as the 
Cahoon Seedling. I can, through your Society, 
recommend the plant to the notice of amateurs 
and cultivaters as the best plant known. His 
stalks for market would measure from three to feur 
inches wide, two te three inches thick, and two 
feet long, and so tender that many leaves I saw 
broke down with their own weight. It isa chance 
seedling, originated by Mr. Cahoon, from the seed 
given him at Chicago, and was the only plant 
from the seed that was worth cultivation. 

Respectfully Yours, 
Cincinnati, Aug. 24, 55. JULIUS BRACE. 

which the longest was two feet in length from 
root to leaf, and would girt eight inches or more. | 
The others were of all sizes down to fifteen inches 
in length, and an inch in diameter, though the av- | 
erage would be twenty inches long and four or | 

This root was not an un- . more in circumference. 
usual size, and was only an average of those which 

ft - 2 >: ; have stood three years and are allowed a fair | of the human system. The Lungs are 
chance, Mr. C. showed us a stalk preserved in 
spirits which is tive and a half inches wide by 
twenty-seven inches long.-Prairie Farmer for Sept. 

B. P. CAHOON, 
marl, 1856 Kenosha, Wisconsin. 

CHINA ROSES. 
OR planting in the garden, and which wil! 
blossom all summer; Verbenas and other 

plants for bedding out, &c. &c., for sale at the 

| april 

| pose, 
We counted on one root fifty-five stalks, of | 

:  my20 

Farmers’ Store! 
Mees undersigned are maturing arrangements to 
establish in Springfield a Farmers’ Store for 

the purpese of supplying farmers with 
Agriculiurai Implements ; 

Seeds for the Farm and Garden; 
Trees for the Orchard ; 

Varieties of Fruit bearing and 
Flowering Shrubs ; 

Groeeries 3 
Queens, Glass and Stoneware ; 
Baskets,of Willow & Splintwork; 

Ropes and rds ; 
Bags and Bagging, and 

: Burlaps for baling wool ; 
and many other articles used in the family and on 
the farm, too numerous to particularize: all of 

| which will be sold fer cash at reasonoble prices. 
FRANCIS & BARRELL, 

Journa} Buildings. Jan 21 

| Exceisior 
BRASS AND IKON FOUNDERY, 

One block west of G. W. R. R. Depot, 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. 

Devotes most particular attention to 

Castings for Buildings 
And wili make all patterns this year 

FREE OF CHARGE! 
“J AVING now had considerable experience in 

that line, and also having a foundery peculi- 
arly adapted for that work, with all the impiove- 
ments of the 19th century, we are now erabdled to 
say {0 those needing such work,that we can make 
it to their advantage to patronise this establish- 

' ment, both as regards price, the speedy completion 
of urders and neatness or design of patterns. 

WILLIAM BOOTH. 

Books for the Young. 
: % r i ‘ 

it. H. BEACH, 
WEST OF THE STATE HOUSE 

Three doors from Ereeman’s Corner. 
‘The books referred to are suitable for Sunday 

school Libraries, and the subscriber intends to 
keep a good supply always on hand for that pur- 

He respectfully invites parents and others 
to examine his stock of ‘Books for the Young.” 

R. H. BEACH. 
Jan. Qist 1856. 

THE EYE, EAR AND LUNGS, | 
R. HARPER continues to treat successfully 
all disease of the EYE, KAR and 

LUNGS. Also,all Chronie Diseases eS 

treated by Medicated Inhalation, the only success- 
ful and rationa] method. The success which had 
attended my peculiar treatment the past many 
years is almost incredible to those ula: quainted 
with its peculiar curative effects, having restored 
patients who were considered hopeless, and re- 
stored to sight cases that have been blind from ona 
to twenty years. . 

<> Office west side of the Square, Springfield. 

PIE PLANT. 
FINE SUPPLY, AN EXCELLENT AR- 
t'cle, for sale br 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 



THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

WAKEFIELD’S CORN PLANTER. 
THE WESTERN CORN PLANTER COM- 
PANY. have over five hundred certificates 

as to the utility of this implement, from persons 
in different parts of the Union, who used it last 
Spring. Read the following: 

Working Farmer Office, i143 Fulton Street, N. 
York. To whom it may concerr—I have exame 
ined Wakefield’s Hand Corn Planter and sperated 
with it. I cheerfully recommend it is a practical 
and useful implement. The recommendations 
shown me by the Agent, are fully sustained by 
the working of the planter. 

JAMES 1. MAPES. 
American Institute —Farmers’ Club, New York, 

Angust 21, 1856.—Wakefield’s Hand Planter was 
exhibited. This very handy implement weighs 
about six pounds. It is readily adjusted to plant 
at any depth, and to deliver accurately the num= 
ber of grains desired, and to cover them at the 
same time. It is considered to be a very useful 
implement for the farmer, and is a cheap ore; its 
price being only five dollars. The club are much 
pleased with it. H. MEIGS, Sec’y. 

These Corn Planters can be found at the Farm- 
ers’ Store, Journal Buildings. at $5 each. 

May 1}. FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

To Persons Visiting Springfield to 
Purenase Goods, 

NE OF THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST, 
and most desirable stocks uf Merchandise in 

Ceutral Hlinois, is to be found at 
r X . Joseph Thayer & Co’s., 

South side of tne Pubiic Square. 
Their stock contains the richest fabrics as well 

as the more useful, of Dry Goods, Bonnets, Para- 
sols, Cutiery, China and Glassware. Boots, Shoes 
and Gaiters, Clothing, Teas and Family Groceries, 
Trunks, Looking Glasses, Hats. 

The second story of their store is devoted ex- 
clusively to 

Carpets and Oil Cioths. 
They would call the attention of those in vant 

of stout woolen gocds to their stock, which they 
manufacture themselves of unmixed Sangamon 
county wool and warrant to wear well. 

All persons in want of any of the above articles, 
are invited to inspect our assortment. We guar- 
antee prices as low as the lowest. 
May 1. 

Agricultural Implements, Hardware, 
Cuiting, &e. 

B. F. FOX. 
AS ON HAND A GREAT STOCK OF 
these articles for sale. His Agricultural 

Implements embrace everything that the farmer 
wants in that line. His stock of Hardware can- 
not be excelled in the western country. He sup- 
plies ali kinds of Mechanics with Hardware and 
tools in their line. And everything he seljs is at 
the lowest and fairest prices. Call at his old 
stand on Fifth Street, just North of the Square. 

May 1—tf. ° 

Cochin China Fowl Eggs, Vv 

mar 30 

ARRANTED fresh and true—for sale at 
FaxANCIS & BARRELL’S Store. 

DANIEL SCOTT. 

HOSTETTERS’ 

Celebrated Stomach 
BITTERS. 

NE WINE-GLASSFUL TAKEN THREE 
times a day, before meals, will be a sure cure 

for Dyspepsia, will remove all flatulency cr heavi- 
ness from the Stomach, keep you free from cos- 
tiveness, assist digestion, give a good appetite and 
impart a heaithy tone to the whole sysiem, and a 
certain prevention of Fever and Ague. 
FACTS cannot be questioned, when the people 

of es country bear testimony in mass, as in the 
case 0 

Dr. J. Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, 
not only have we the individual evidence of the 
land, but almost every paper in the Union is com- 
Inenting upon the great benemt derived from the 
use of these Celebrated Bitters, besides various 
Diplomas awarded them, among which is one from 
the Ohio Mechanics? Institute, at their Tnirteenth 
annual exhibition at Cincinnati, where the com- 
mittee was coinposed chiefly of Physicians of the 
eity. Theee are all weighty facts that cannot 
help but convince the most incredulous that it is 
at least worthy of trial. We therefore advise all 
who are not proof against three sudden transits 
from cold (o hot wecther, to be provided with a 
supply for family use, as it has been attended with 
the most beneficial resulis, when administered to 
ladies or children before meals, as per directions 
on the bottie. Once tried, their virtues will be 
realized in a very short time. It is not necessary 
for us to enumerate all the diseases prevailing and 
arising from tne stomach, »ut suffice it to say that 
any derangement arising either from change of 
weaiher or diet, which is generally th- cause of 
Diarrh@a, Dysentery, Cholic, Cholera Morbus or 
Cholera, all are speedily checked snd cured by 
the use of thes» bitters. 

SPRINGFIELD, April i4, 1856. 
Some montha since, while recovering from an 

attack of Remittent Fever, I was requested to try 
Dr. Hostetter’s Bitters, as an arttcle peculiarly 
suited to the condition of convalescents frem fe- 
vers, 

It is but simple justice to say, that it rapidly 
restored the powers of ty digestive organs,and at 
the same time kept my bowe!s gently open. ; 

Ihave no hesitancy in saying that hitherto, in 
using it im my practice, it hes in every case where 
I have erdered, 1t acted like a charm. 
In thus speaking freely of it. I rar from puff a 

patent medicine, an article it by no means claims 
to be. SANFORD BELL, M. D. 
May 1. 
For sale by all of the Druggists in Springfield. 

CLOTHING STORE. 
M. Hirschfield, 

OUTH SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE, HAS A 
Complete stock of Clothing for men and 

boys, coats, vests, pantaloons, shirts cravats, 
drawers, pocket kerchiefs and everything in the 
clothing line. Prices very low. 
May 1—3m. 

nee ee ~ ae 

FLOWER SEEDS, | 
SPLENDID stock, just received ard for sal 
by FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

mar 30. 



THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

GOOD NEWS!---NEW GOODS! | 
W. 0. JONES & W. V. GREENWOOD, | TTVHIS machine has now been threugh three har- 

AVING associateu themselves together under | 
the name and style of Jones & Greenwood, | 

for the purpose of conducting a general retail 

beg leave to say tothe citizens of that town and 
surrounding country, that they are now in the , 
receipt of a large, entirely new and carefully se- 
lect::d stock of seasonable 

Dry Goods, Hats, Cans, Bonncis, Hardware, 
Queensware, Clothing, Groceries, 

And all arlicles kept by the general trader, which 

be bought in the west. 
prodnee taken in exchange for goods. 
fe” ‘hey will occunv the house Known as the | 

Norton Store House, Chatham, Don’t forget to 
eall. (aprill) JONES & GREENWOOD. 

RANDALL & JONES’ 

CORN PLANTERS. 
HOSE in want of this celebrated labor saving 
machine can be accommodated by callin 

upon the undersigned or at the Agricultural an 
Seed Store of Francis & Barrell. ‘Fhese machines 
have been thoroughiv tesied and can be relied 
upon. Three different and valuable inaprovements 
have been made in ine Planters since last year 

lificates have been obtained from numerous per- 
sons who have used the Planter last year, among 
which, ene from « well known citizen of Sanga- 
mon county will be given. 
Springfielé, May 1. J.G. P. PARKER. 

This is to certify that I have nlanted 100 acres 
of corn with Randall & Jones Corn Planters the 
corn came up well. 
ers who have cornto plant: 1. For its speed in 
planting. 2 For its placing he corn where the 
moles are bothered to find it. And 3 For its 
placing the corn where it isnot likely to be washed 

will find them. 

CHUAP GOODS. 
Hi. W. OWEN, 

gains in 
Drv Goods, 

Hats and Caps. 
Boots and Shoes, 

Hardware, 
Carpets & Oil Cloths. 
Glassware & Queensware, 

Nails, 
Liquors, Wines, &c., 

for Cash. 
Springfield, May t. 

LAND BROKERS. 
ERSONS HAVING FARMSORFARMING | * 
Land for sale can find purchasers by applying | 

to the subscriber. 
CAMPBELL & FONDEY, 

Land and Insurance Agents. 
Springfield, May 1. 

| State Fair, in Oct 1850. 
| showing to the intelligent farmer of Certral Illi- 

St where introduced. 
they pledge themselves to sell as low as they can | a %é 

flag” All kinds of country | 

| ticulars, address 

IT can recommend it to farin- | 

| ing I ever had done witn reapers. 

up. Lintend planting my corn ihis Spring with it, | a ye age Kea aries aon twenty acres 

bat I see they have a decided improvement on | i SHENG Te AO RODD: Beet FORNEY Hh USP: 
those machines, All who want to plant corn right | 
can come to Fraacis & Barrell’s Store, where they | 

\ h. FONCEY, ON THe SOUTH SIDE | 
VY. of the Square, S,-ringfied, 1s offering bar- | 

Premium Self-Raking Reaper ! 
PALMER& WILLIAMS? Parent. 

vests, and comesoff victorious. The first pre- 
mium was awarded to this machine at the great 

| trial held at Bloomington, INinois, in July, 1855, 
trade inthe town of Chatham, Sangamon coun’‘y, | i (for full particulars examine the report of the 

State Agricultural Society, on pages 142 143, 116.) 
A Silver medal was awarded to this 1eaper at the 
State Fairheld at Elmira, New York, in October 
1853. Also—the first premium at the Wisconsin 

The above statement 

nois, that this Machine stands the test in every 
The demand for this 

Reaner issuch that but few can be had so far south 
and to secure a machine they must be ordered at 
an early date. Price $160—$50 on delivery; bal- 
ance on Ist Dec. 1856—freight added. Fer par- 

J.H. Currier, Ag’t, 
Springfield Ill. 

I. B. Wa:tmMer and H. B. Gruss & Co., are 
| authorized agents, for receiving orders, can be 
. found at their respective places of business. 

.H. 
Testimony from the State of Illinois. 

Vinpen, Iil., Oct. 6. 1855. 
We purchased and used Paimer & Wiliams?’ 

| reaper in the present harvest—have alreedy cut 
| fifty acres of wheat, some of it very heavy—it 
| works admirably; cutting end taking up the grain 
| perfec.ly clean and layingit off to binds doing bet- 
| ter work than we ever had done on our farms be- which renders them perfect in every respect. Cer- | Pele 

we consider the raking dene better than 
can be done by hand. 

J. C. VIRDEN, 
J. H. HENDERSON. 

One Dollar per acre saved over other Reape:s. 
Virpen, Il! , Oct. 6, 1855. 

I bought ene of Palmer & Williams? self-raking 
| reapers, for last harvest, and cut about 150 acres 
of grain with it. It was raked off better than ca.. 
be done by hand. My grain was harvested clean- 
er than I ever kad it dune before. I think it sa- 
ved me one dollar per acreover any other harvest- 

My repairs 

Joon L. Morre ru. 
SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 1. i836. 

T used one of Palmer & Williams?’ seif-r: king 
reapers in the harvest of 755—cut badly lodged 

grsin weil, and laid the bundles fair for binding. 
| [think itthe best machine I have ever used or 

Joun W. Priest. 

CHATHAM. III. July 1854, 
Ihave purchased and am now using the cele- 

seen used, 

_ brated Palmer & Williamsreaper. I have already 
cuf 100 acresof grain with it. I consider it a per- 
fect self-caker, doimg iis work better than can be 
done by hend or ordinary reaping machines. 

Jan. 1836. S. M. Parsons. 
——— 

E B. PEASE. W. W. PEASE. 

. Established in 1839, 

BE. B. Pease & Brother, 
WHOLE-ALE AND RETAIL DEALERS 

in Iron Nails and Steel. Carpenters, Coop« 
er’s and Blacksmith’g Tools, Build- 

ers. & Cabinet Hardware, Chain 
Pumps, Agricultural Imple- 

ments, &c. 

Springfield, Illinois. 
May 1—3m. 
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Another Triumph of American Genius. 
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HENDERSON'S 

GRAIN AND GRASS HARVESTER, 
SANDUSK 

MOWING MACHINE, Patented to J. E. Heuth, Septem- | 
ber 11, 1855. 

AUTOMAMIC RAKE, Patented to A. Wi. Caryl], Februa- | 
ry 5, 1856. | 

af bigs'es Harvester has been practically tested | 
throng’ several seasons, and the unanimous 

verdict of those who have used it hss been high in 
its favor—so much so, as to have already given it 
an envieble notoriety. 

Its simplicity, beauty, lightness, durability and | 
efficiency, in all uf which it excels, may be truly 
said to stamp it 

THE MACHINE OF THE YEA! 
Many certificates of its superiority have already 

been received; and the Indiana State Board of Ag- 
riculture awarded it the First Prize as a Mower, | 
at the State Fair in 1855. 
The fellowing are some of the principal chare | 

acteristics: 
Ist. The motion imparted to the Cutters is ob- | 

tained withouc Gear, by 2igzags in the face of the | 
main wheel. | 

2. Tne Cutters are made like the best edge tools. | 
3. The cutting is done upon the principle of | 

shears. ; | 

4. There is no ‘side draft .? | 
5. The Machine can be: started ahead without | 

backing up. ; 
6. A single span of horses can onerate a Ma- 

WANTED TO-PURCHASE AT ALL | 

fhe for which good:s or cash will be paid. 
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, and almost every des- , 

cription of country P-oduce. 
May 1. FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

———s 

| Seed Store of 

Y, OHIO. 
chine thronghout a day, cutling from 8 to 12 acres. 

7. The Reel is of great service when the grass 

or grain lean from the machine. 
&. The Lever is at futl eommand of the driver, 

by which the cutters can be raised io pass over 
' any ordinary obstacle. without stopping the cut- 
ting operation. (gr 2,O000 M iciunes are being 
manufactured this year. @g~-To make sure or- 
DER EARLY, ard give plain duections for shipping. 

Price of Mowing Machine............s00eee00 $125 

Mower ard Reaper combined with Self- 
RaW @ is ovis se ceecvcacscetcssedccsaseseerciess 150 

One half and freight and charges from Chicego, to 
be paid on delivery; one fourth by note payable 
Sept. 1; one fourth bv note payable Nov. 1, or 
E3*$10 off for Cush Down. 

D. C. HENDERSON, 
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Sendusky, O. 

fa” The farmers of Sangamon county are re- 
specifully invited to examine the Reaper and 
Mower above advertised,— one of which will be 
found at the Farmer’s store of Francis & Barrell, 
Journal buildings, Springfield. Farmers are de- 
sired to examine all Reapers and Mowers before 
they purchase. We believe in fair competition, 

, and that they have sufficient judgment to discover 
the merits of our machine, Francis & Barrell are 
the agents for this machine in Sangammon and Ma~ 
con eeunties. aprill, 1856 

APPLE TREES, 
N Fine order and best variety; urape Roots, 
dittos Shrubbery and Garden seeds on hand 

and for sale at the Agricul-wral Implement and 
FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

May 1. 
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Grain Farms for Sale. 
| ied consequence of impaired health, the partner- 
4 ship batwixt myself and brother, in 2. 
Farming and Steck raising, wili be close:| Fa 
by mutual consent at an early day. We #e§ 
have inade partition of a portion of our real e=- 
tate, and now offer the remainder for sale. We 
will sell about 

1GOO Acres, 
(including Timber, &c., thereto, appertaining,) 
of the north part of the furm upon which I reside, 
of the tract offered for sale, about 1486 acres are 
in the highest state of cultivation, and has upon it 
a Boarding House, Barn, Feeding Lots, &c., be- 
sides three 

_eligibly situated, (in reference to use or sub-divis- 
1on,) upon different parts of the farm. ‘There are 
rows and groves of trees, scattered over the lands, 
which are highly ornamental. and afford shade for 
stock in summer, and protection in winter. The 
tract is well watered by a brook and its tributa- , 
ries. The main stream traverses it two miles, 
from west to east, and about 1,000 acres of it are 
set withtame grasses. About fivemilesof (Osage 

| 

| 

Orange) Hedge Fence are growing upon the | 
premises. 

The tract, composed of high, rolling prairie, is 
compact in form, and susceptible of advantageous 
division into four or more, or jess, farms, adapted 
either to grain or grass, and each with water and | 

The foregoing | 

| ting material, and not liable to get out of order— 

timber conveniently situated. 
are situated at 

Island Grove, Sangumon Cownty, ills., 
and midway betwixt Jacksonville and Springfield, 
and within a convenient distanee of Island Grove 
ge Se on the great Western Railroad. 
To a gentleman wishing the finest stock farm in 

the west, or .o a number of gentlemen, wishing 
smaller farms adjoining each other, these lands 
present a rare chance. 

Possession can be delivered of most of the 
landa, at such time as may be convenient to pur- 
chasers, and of the whole at an early day. Pay- 
ments made easy. As to the farm, reference is 
made to Dr. KENnicoTt, Secretary Illinois State 
Agricultural Society, and to occasional notices 
thereof, in former numbers of the Prairie Far- 
mer. We also offer for sale 

SGO Acres 
of unimproved Prairie; about 14 miles cast of 
Jaeksonville and about 2 miles south of Great 
Western Railroad. 
Theundersigned will stil! continue his residence 

as heretofore, and will devote special attention to 
the improvement and breeding of 

DURHAM CATTLE, 
He invites all who may wish to buy Fine Stock 

to call and examine the superiorherd belonging to 
himself and brother. 

Persons wishing further knowledge touching 
the lands aforesaid, will call at my residence, or 
upon WiLL1aM Brown, esq., Jacksonville. 
feb25 JAMES N. BROWN. 

| 
| 

NOTICE TO FARMERS! 

Hi. B. Grubb & Bro. 
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KTNDS OF 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMEFTS, 

AND GENERAL JOB SHOP, 
SPRINGFIELD,.....00.s0ee+ DNUGUE ss issesccecseees ILLINOIS. 
W oun respectfully ask leave to inform the 

farmers of Sangamon,and adjoining counties 
thatthey are now manutaciuring a superior arti- 
cle of 

REVOLVING HAY RAKES, 
Harrows, of various patterns---several kinds 

of umproved Straw Cutters, &c., &c. 
We are the authorized agents for Paimer & Wil- 

liams’ self-raking reaper, Danforth’s reaper and 
mower, and can also furnish McCormick’s reap- 
er and mower. 

Farmers wishing reapers or mowers will do well 
to giveusacall. We will deliver every machine 
bought of us in good working order, as weilas ev- 
ery other article in our jine. ; 

Having recently increased our facilities by the 
addition of a steam engine, we are prepared to at- 
tend prompily to all orders in our jine at reasona- 
ble rates. 
agg Shop one doorsouih of E. P. Penniman & 

Co’s Foundry. 

Clocks, Watches, Jewelry, &e. 
W. D. WARD 

ISHES to inform the farmersof Sangamon, 
and adjacent counties, that he keeps on 

hand, for sale, different priced CLOUKS, Ea, 
manufactured by Seth Thomas, Hartford 
Coun. These clocks are supposed to be superior 
to most others in market, being well made, of las- 

an object of great importance to persons who live 
at a distance from shops where clocks can be re- 
paired. 

He has also for sale a variety of WATCHES, 
silver and gold, warranted to be good. He has 
silver watches at low prices, the running work 
of which is equa! to the Lest class of goldwatches, 

He attends to clock and watch repairing, 
and does the business promptly and well. 

W. D. WARD. 
fay North side of the squart® i. the front of 

Messrs Watson’s confectionery. 

M. M. VANDEUSEN, 
West side of the Square, Springfield, Illneis, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEARER IN 

DRUGS, Paints, Oils, 
MEDICINES, VARNISHES, 

CHEMICALS, DYE STUFFS, 
Perfume ry,@ : & Fancy Articles, 

BRUSHES, GLASSWARE, LETTER PAPER, 
STATIONERY, 

And all kinds of GENUINE and Popular 

Patent Medicines, 
Acomplete asortment of t1.e best quality, and at 

the lowest prices. 

Dr. Wm. Haill’s Balsam for the Lungs, and 
Di. baker’s Pain Panacea. 

a ee 
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VOLUME 1. 

Commerce and its Progress. 

The commerce of the United States now | 

exceeds that of any other country in the | : 
| genius. 
i sians; they colonized the neighboring Is- 

It was surpassed by that of Great 
It now 

world. 
Britain until within the past year. 

reaches the enormous amount of nearly six | 
million tons of shipping and probably meas- | 
ures the general development of our country | 

as correctly as any other element of its | 
T . ta yhict | ; 

8 pris: MS Have: aio: Gate: BY we tO | was at least of secondary importance. 
determine the character or magnitude of | 

: . Tyre and Sidon | on the other side of Europe, and in another 
and Tharshish contributed to the magnifi- | 

: | age, were famous explorers by sea. 
' ravaged England, and later, under more 

the ancient traffic by sea. 

cent wants of Solomon. The two former, 

fainous cities of Pheenicia, scoured the Medi- 
terranean with their ships, founded Carthage, | 

and adventuring through the “Pillars of 

Hercules,” (straits of Gibralter,) into the 

broad Atlantic, are Known to have reached 

Britain and Treland; the legends of which 

latter country assert for its people a Pheeni- 

cian origin. The Pheenicians were 

merely roving adventurers; they brought tin 

from Cornwall, as a trophy of their enter- 
prise, and are deemed the most matter of | 

< . . T | 
7 fact commercial people of antiquity. Wheth | and showy grandeur of her mercantile and 

er they are the Philistines of the Scriptures, 
who made themselves so objectionable to 

the Jews, and were under the displeasure of | 

the Almighty for their gross heathenuism, | 

we are not advised; but we may be perm ‘. | 
ted to think they redeemed their character | ,.oured to her ships. 

somewhat—or the maritime portion of them— | 
in the industry and energy of their mercan- 

tile operations, 

Of Tharshish we know less, but the lan- 

guage of scripture would imply a large trade 

probably through the Red S2a--to India, 
the Indian Islands, and not unlkely to Chi- 

na. The Mediterranean Sea has at various 
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times been the scene of great commercial 
adventure. The Grecian states were pos- 
sessed with an active, restless people, full of 

Their fleets conquered the Per- 

lands, and were intimate with Egypt. Rome, 

from the first Punie war, Sicily, the north 

of Africa, several hundred years anterior to 

the christian era, exhibited no inconsid- 

erable maritime activity, in which commerce 

The Danes and Northmen, (Norwegians) 

They 

civilized influences, visited and colonized 
Zealand, discovered Greenland, it is said, 

aid are supposed to have coasted down the 
American shores as far south as Rhode Is- 

land. The Scandinavians always possessed 
a thorough, substantial character, and will 

| yet give a good account of themselves in 
not : Europe. Later still, in the fourteenth and 

| fifteenth centuries, Venice arose, and has 

with difficulty, if ever, been excelled by any 
single port of modern times, in the amount 

naval marine. Over thirty thousand sea- 

men were employed by this proud mistress 

of the sea, distinctly formed and buttressed 
up from the shoals and low i8les of the 
Adriatic—and a general monopoly. of trade 

At this time, how 

fallen under Austrian tyranny! and yet the 
embers exist, and are smouldering, for bet- 

ter times. 

Genoa, the birth place of the great Co- 

lumbus, that gave direction to his genius, 

cotemporary with Venice, was noted for her 

commercial enterprise and opulence, More 
subsequently the Hause Towns, in Germany, 
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distinguished themselves as commercial marts 

and Holland outstripped the Mediterranean 

in the enterprise of her merchants. Spain 
and Portugal followed next, and impressed 

themselves most notably on the character of 

the times in their discovery of the new 
world. Columbus was aided and encouraged, 

soothed under his difficulties and discourage- 
ments, by the gifted Queen of Spain; and 

Mazellan was a Spaniard; De Soto, the ex- 
plorer of the Mississippi; Cortez and Pizar- 

ro— Vasco De Zamia, second only to Colum- 

bus, of those early adventurers, was a native 

of Portugal and under the auspices of that 
country, visited Brazil, and from thence, for 

the first. time, doubled the Cape of Good 

Hope, and opened the Peninsula of India to 
& commerce and colonization, that, under 

varying fortunes of Portuguese, French, 

English and native rule and misrule, conten- 

tion, war and plunder, have transmitted 

their importance down to this day, Spain 

and Portugal looked for gold; the rich stuffs | 

of India had an interest in their eyes, and a 

. boatmen on the other side of the Pacific, the pious design with them was to spread the 

Gospel, much quaint account of which is 

given in their early annals, when alluding to 

the conversion of the Indians. 
England, from the time of Elizabeth, when 

she first put forth her strength on the ocean | 
to resist the Spanish Armada, has been ad- 
vancing in commercial importance, and soon 

outstripped all competitors. Conceived in 

war; prosecuted through discovery and ad- 

venture; made an interest of by the state in 

gifts, grants and privileges to great compa- 

nies—her commerce has expanded into im- 

mense value. These companies are now 

blotted out from the English Statute Book; 

but the Dutch cling to them, and an East 

India company still exists under a monopoly 
of the erown, that makes those luxurious 

articles-—of which they have almost the sole 
control—nutmegs and the spices, that should 

be within the reach of the poorest, both high 
priced and scarce, as also Java Coffee. 

Of the primitive, unknown, unauthentjc 

inhabitants of the world, we must admit 

that they possessed some knowledge of navi- 

gttion. The natives of the Islands have 
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been found to possess canoes of large dimen- 

sions, double in their construction, formid- 

able for war purposes, and capable of car- 

rying with safety fifty to one hundred men. 
Relics of these craft were to be seen not 

many years since at the Society Islands. 
The canoe of the North West Indian—the 

lowest in the scale of our tribes, is of beau- 

tiful symmetry, swift, not large, but covered 

with hides—-a perfect life-boat. Why then 

should we doubt the ability of an early peo- 

ple to populate the Islands of the sea? Lay- 

ing aside all origin of the human race than 

that through one family, we may yet imag- 

ine little difficulty in the dispersion of man- 

kind everywhere over the globe. With the 

aid of trade winds and monsoons, the frail- 

est skiff, in a chosen season, might insure 

for herself a safe passage for many days 

over the expanse before it, until some isle 

had been reached. This migration would 
not be above the capacity of the Mexican 

or Persian when they were first known to 

Europeans, much less of those distinguished 

Chinese and Malays, both of whom within 

the knowledge of Europeans, have worked 

their craft with little less than miraculous 

skill. 

Commeres will sustain no comparison 

with agriculture in the amount of wealth 

and interest involved—the humble grass of 

the field—the hay crop of the United States 
would show this; but such comparisons are 

not a fair test of the value of a national 
interest. Agriculture is a great necessity. 

As a writer in our former number expresses 

himself, ‘‘Gop was the first husbandman”; 

so now His acts displayed in Providence, 

_are the main dependence of existence; 
whereas commerce stands out as an acces- 

sory, a device or agency, more peculiarly ef 
man. Viewed in this light, commerce yet 

remains a leading interest in the state. In 

every full developed country it is the outlet, 

the inlet, the benignant keeper of the lodge, 

that gives access, egress; is the disposer, the 

recipient, the dispenser; the very humble 
servant of all the great and little interests 

that flow into and out of the land. “Can 
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the eye say to the hand I have no need of 
thee?” So Gop has ordained that nations 

and parts of nations should have essential 
need of one another. As light and liberty 

shine brighter, the mutual interests, necessi- 

ties and dependencies of mankind, will en- 

large in an accelerated ratio, and it is of 
the first importance, most assuredly, that 
nations, particularly of vast territory, and 

varying climates, like those of the United 
States, should strain many points to give | 

| 

| 

their own internal commerce and movements | 

every faculty within their power. 

Farmer Politicians. 

Every man in this country should, to some 

extent, be a politician, so far as to make 

himself acquainted with the principles of 

government, ard the distinctive policy of 

parties. As a part of the government, he 

is bound to inform himself in regard to pub- 

lic measures, because, if he does not, he is 

liable to vote and act ignorantly, and, in- 

stead of benefiting the country in which all | 

his hopes are interested, he may, to the ex- | 

tent of his influence and power, act to its | 

injury. The position of men here, in regard | 

to the welfare of the country, now and 

hereafter, can hardly be too highly estima- | 

ted. | 

What we wish to say in this connection 

is, that so far as the happiness or prosperity 
of a farmer is concerned, he adds little to 

either by becoming a mere politician. Men 
of high aspirations are generally desirous to 

have in their employ and under their influ- 

ence, drill corporals and sergeants, scattered 

over the country, whose ambition they some- 

times gratify by flattering them, and at oth- 

ers by securing for them little offices. After 

a long run of excitement, these men, when 
they sum up their gains on account of poli- 

tics, find the balance much against them. | 
They can see where they have neglected | 

their work, lost some portion of their crops, 

suffered their projected improvements to | 
“slide,” and perhaps have been the cause of 

introducing* jealousies, heart burnings and 
bickerings in neighborhoods and families— 

and have otherwise brought upon themselves 

123 

much trouble and vexation and no profit. 
In a few words we would say, that a mod- 

erate farmer, who is a professed politician— 
who neglects his work to attend to party 

business—who goes to all the gatherings to 
talk politics, and to get himself before the 

public as a candidate for any little office 
that may come along, makes a heavy invest- 

ment of time and money to little purpose 

other than to his own personal disadvantage. 
He wastes time, which is money; and every 

thing about him, family and farm, feel the 
| effects of this waste. 

Is this not so? Look about on the thou- 
sands who have been politicians—who acted 

together and fought together, one half of 
them for the sake of office—what benefit 

has it been to them? There are a few, per- 

haps one in » thousand—who have secured 

some adveutages from politics; but, in the 
long run, nine hundred and ninety-nine of 

the thousand have suffered by it. Politics 

is a poor trade by which to make a living 

Tree Culture in the Prairies. 
We were deeply impressed with the im- 

portance of this subject in a conversation 

with a gentleman, who recently immigrated 
from Ohio, and located in one of our exten- 

sive prairies. He had made himself ac 

quainted with the value of the different 
kinds of our native trees for timber, and 

the facility with which they could be grown 

on our open prairies. He conceived it to 

be sound policy, in order to secure wood 

for fuel and timber for the use of farms 

that the settlers on prairies should lose no 

time in perfecting arrangements for the 

growing of groves and skirts of timber 

upon their lands. He had learned the 
time of ripening the seed of the different 
forest trees, had procured many such seeds 

and was in quest of more. That man will soon 
be able to show groves on his farm, furnish- 

ing a fine example for the imitation of his 
neighbors. 

The published ‘Transactions of the Illi- 

nois Agricultural Society,” contains several 

valuable essays on the subject of this article, 

We copy that written by Cartes Down- 
Inc, Esq., of Newburgh, New York. His 
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essay, however, is especially devoted to the 

cultivation of “trees in the prairies as pro- 

tection to farms.” But this is a point of 
great importance. 

Mr. Downine says: 

“When I saw the prairie land for theffirs! | 
time it strack me very forcibly, and I have 
often thought of it since, how munch 
comfortable the inbabitants might be if 

ore . 

| 
| 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 

| 

they wonid plant hedges or wide belts of - 
trees, to screen them from cold winter winds, 
and ‘also be a protection to their crops, 
especially fruit. If each owner of one or two 
hundred acres of tand, would plant ther 
boundaries or division lines with belts of 
trees, say from twenty to one bundred feet 
wide, they would find it to their advantage 
and comfort. 

Besides the protection, the trees would in 
a few years, when large enough to thin out, 
be valuable for firewood and timber. An 
objector might say, “it would be very ex- 
pensive to procure and plant such wide belts 
of trees.” To such I would reply, that 
many kinds, one year old, (which is large 
enough) could be imported very cheap from 
the English and Fresch nurseries, by the 
1000—such as elms, ash, maples, beech, 
birch, linden, larch, alder, &c. Agents in 
New York City would order them on appli- 
eation. 

The ground should be plowed a year pre- 
vious to planting, and well worked through 
the summer, with or without a crop, as most 
convenient; the following spring put in the 
plants from three to six feet apart; those 
which make the largest growth, such as 
elms, &c., plant on the back line, and so on 
with the different sizes, so as to have the 
lowest. growing kind inside or front; the 
lust or inside row it would be well to plant 
with evergreens, say Norway spruce, because 
itis a faster grower than evergreens gen- 
erally, and small plants can be obtained 
cheap. 

Osage Orange, locust and chestnut, being 
fast growcrs, would be desirable to mix with 
the above named kinds, 

Another plan would be to procure seeds 
of any of the fust growing kinds of trees, 
grow them in belts in the garden one year, 
and then transplant them in the belts or 
screens. But there would be failures and 
disappointments, and it might not prove as 
cheap and satisfactory as to import them. 

But the quickest mode of obtaining a 
screen for protection, would be to procure 
cuttings of some of the free and strong 
growing varieties of the willow; such as 

| kind. 
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S.bx triandra, S. Beveridgil, S. Purpurea, 
&«., which grow from forty to sixty and 

| s:venty fect high, and very y rapidly t too, ina 
deep moist soil, and very siitable, no doubt, 

| to much of the prairie land. This, however, 
would uot be so valuable for general purpo- 
ses, whea grown, as elm, maple, &c.; but 
would make its growth in about half the 

| time. 

For profit and quick growth combined, 
there is nothing probably equal to the com- 
mon yellow locust, (Robinia Pseudacacia;) 
it will not only make a fixe belt for protec- 
tion ina short time, but for fencing posts 
ani durable timber, (especially ship build- 
ing) nothing equals it; and it has always 
commanded a high price; and I think a 
portion of ihe western prairies might be 
planted with it, as a profitable investment. 
It is sai’ there are two kinds, one durable 
and the other not; but [ know of only one 

It is possible if grown on deep, rich, 
mucky soils, the timher would be coarse 
grained, spongy and not as durable.” 

Mr. Downine was not aware at the time 
his essay was written, that the borers were 

destroying the locust groves in Central Ili- 

nois. Groves of these trees, from six to 

ten inches in diameter, Aave been entirely 

Killed by them. We believe that these in- 

sects have come from the south, and that 

they are not yet known in many parts of 

our State. With the knowledge that we 

possess of .the destruction of the locust tree 

by this borer, we should do wroug not to 

caution the farmers on our prairies against 
relyiug upon locust trees for timber. We 

apprehend that we shall hear of the pro- 
gress of the locust borer north of us next 
summer. It is au enemy not easily net and 

destroyed. 

We would much prefer that our farmers 

should purchase trees from our nurseries, 

instead of the nurseries of Europe, as is 
suggested in the article we have quoted. 

We doubt not, if the calls should be suffi- 

cient, our nurserymen would soon be able 

to supply all demands for trees for the pur- 

poses suggested by Mr. Downtne, and at 
very low prices. <A proof of what a great 

demand upon our nurseries will accomplish, 

can be seen in the low prices now asked for 
plants of the Osage Orange. A few years 
since, young trees of the Osage Orange 
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were sold at fifty cents each; now they can | 

be had at two dollars per thousand! If | 

maples, ash, beech, walnut, or other young | 

forest trees were wanted in equal numbers, | 

or in large amounts, in a short time, they | 

could be had at very low prices. | 
When this number of the Farmer is issued, | 

it will be past the time for tree planting; | 

bat the seasoa will be close at hand for | 

gathering some of the seeds of our valuable | 

forest trees. | 

Shade Trees. 
It is too late to plaut out shade trees the | 

present spring; but a few remarks on the | 

subject may not be out of place. Our towns | 
in Illinois, in nine cases out of ten, are loca- | 

ted in prairies. Usua'ly, the men engaged | 
in building up new towns have little time to | 
make other than necessary improvements; | 

and hence it is that many of them, for years, 

have no trees to break the heavy winds that 
sWeep over them or to furnish the refresh- | 
ing shade so grateful to man and beast. 

Nothing adds more to the appearance of | 

a town than fine healthy trees, lining the | 
streets and shading the sidewalks, especially | 
in those portions of such towns as are at a | 

distance from the bustle of business, occu- | 

pied for residences, whether of the rich or | 
poor, the gorgeous mansion or the unpre- | 

tending cottage. Shade trees planted out | 
with judgment, contribute too, to the con. 

venience, comfort and health of those who 

can enjoy their refreshing shade. 

On this subject we have noticed in sev- 

eral newspapers, published in new and grow- 

ing towns in the west, the establishment of 

societies for “Tree Planting.” The object 
of these societies is to combine taste with 

means for planting trees in the streets and | 
public grounds. They raise funds among | 
themselves and from outsiders, obtain the 

best varieties of trees for planting, in par- 
ticular localities, and proceed with care and 

skill in planting, and the result will unques- 

tionably be most gratifying to the members 
of such societies now, and they will deserve 

the gratitude of those who follow them in 

long years to come. 

Not the least pleasing feature in this mat- 

| than is, and with great advantage. 

ter is, that many of the societies referred to 

are made up solely of females. In spring, 

usually, men have full employment; they 

can give attention to such duties only as 
cannot be easily dispensed with; and women 

with better taste and more leisure on their 

hands, can better superintend the selection 

and planting of trees, than men; and this 

work, done under their direction, will be 

well done. 

There is not commonly much tree plant- 
ing done in the fail. More could be done 

But if 

this subject, the coming winter should be 

brought up and discussed in our towns and 

villages, we are confident that the propriety 

| and necessity of the case would induce the 

organization of numerons societies, both of 

women and men for tree planting—the 
result of whose labors would create a dis- 

tinctive feature in sucli towns, where there 

| would be such organizations, in long coming 

| years. 

Orchards—Peddling Trees. \ 
The reputed agents of eastern nurseries 

are already passing through Illinois, solicit- 
ing orders for eastern trees. We again 
caution the farmers of this State against 

purchasing eastern nursery trees. They 

| are not as large nor as thrifty trees as those 

grown in Illinois nurseries; nor are they of 
any better varieties. All the valuable vari- 
eties of apple trees worth cultivating in IIli- 
nois, can be found in our nurseries, and these 

nurseries are under the control of men who 
have quite as much regard for their reputa- 

tion as any eastern nurserymen; and, besides, 

what security have our people that the trees 

sold by these reputed agents are the trees 

represented? These men are peddling clocks 

one mouth—tin ware another— essences the 
third, perhaps. If any man has a desire to 

see eastern trees, and how they stand this 

climate, he can gratify himself by traveling 

up and down our rail roads, where he will 

see thousands of them yet, “heeled” in the 

ground, dry as pea brush. 

Our farmers can have no difficulty in get- 

ting good and reliable trees from Illinois 
nurseries. They are suited to our climate 
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and will grow off well. They come from 

establishments which have a reputation to 

sustain among us, and where every good 

variety can be had. They will not be 

packed with straw filled in Canada this- 

tles; they will not of necessity be kept so 

long out of ground as to lose their vitality; 

and they will be of good size, with the 

names of some of the best men in our State 

as a guarantee for their exccHence. There 
is, therefore, no necessity of buying the cast 

off trash of eastern nurseries here. 
We will ourselves assist our farmers in 

getting trees from any nursery in our State 

which they may select; aud our agency shall 

not cost them anything. We want a stop 

to be put to the system of peddling trees 

The following article is taken from the 
Country Gentleman: 
A greatdeal has been said about the farm- 

er’s home; as to what in many cases it is, 
and What in all cases it should be. And 
much has been said eminently to the pur- 
pose, though not all. For example: when 
the attention has been called solely to the | 
farmer’s physica! comfort; when he has been | 

| 

exhorted to build a more elegant house, finer | 
barns and fences and the like, the advice | 
has been well-meant and perhaps jadicious, | 
but something more and better than this | 

_ gancies which go to make home attractive, should have been said. 
The “first step towards improving the farm- | | 

er’s home, should be taken in the work of | 

self-culture. At least this enlture should 
go hand-in-aand with all external improve- 
ments. In most cases—unot all—if his home 

looks badly, it is simply because he chuoses | 
to have it look so: it is the true expression 
of his character and tastes. Those unhinged 
gates and doors and shutters point to an 
unhinged owner. 
tering chimney, those weather-stained clap- 

That mossy roof and tot- | 

boards and dilapidated fences, speak of a | 
proprietor who is himself out of repair. 
What good would it do to present such a 
man with a new and tasteful cottage, fur- | 
nished within and without with al! manner 
of elegance? It would not harmonize at all 
with his character; he would not feel at 
home within it; and if he did not either 
burn it up or run away from it, he would 
soon reduce it to the level of his old house— 
the level of his character. 

To improve the homes of such farmers, 
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then, we would say, first of all, improve the 
mau himself. Let him cultivate his mind 
by careful reading and observation. If pos- 
sible, let him acquire a scientific knowledge 
of all the details of husbandry; the chemi- 
cal composition of the soils he works upon; 
the action of different manures, and of light, 
heat and moisture in promoting all vegeta- 
bie growths, from the elm and pine in his 
forest to the fruit trees in his orchard, the 
grain in his fields, and the esculents and 
fiowers in his garden. The more secure his 
mental discipline and the wider his range of 
study in all the departments of knowledge, 
the better. Nor should he be satisfied with 
acquiring stores of learning. His taste for 
the fit and beautiful, his social and domestic 
affections, and his moral and religious char- 
acter should all be cultivated in due propor- 
tion. The elements should be 

*So mixed in him,that Nature might stand up 
And say to all the world—THIs Is A MAN!” 

When he has improved himself to the 
extent of his ability, or is fairly in the way 
of doing so, a firm foundation is laid for an 
improved home, Remodel, now, the house 
he lives in, if needful, or build a new one, 
and the dwelling and its occupants will har- 
moaize with each other. The house will 
seem like an out-growth or expression of 
himself, the fit habitation of such a charac- 

ter. 
And why should not the farmer’s dwelling 

be neat and tasteful? It is too often the 
case that his thoughts are so engrossed with 
bis crops, his barns and his stock, that his 
house and the many littie comforts and ele- 

are neglected. The kitchen is a very im- 
portant piace in domestic economy; and, 
where circumstances render it necessary, it 
will hurt no one very badly to live there. 
But if is highly importent that the farmer 
shonld have another room in his house, for 
a family silting-room, where parents and 
children cau spend most of their time when 
uot engaged in labor. This, and not the 
kitchen or parlor, should be the center of 
home. Here, let the industrious man 

come at the close of the day, and, having 
Jaid aside his soiled clothes and boots, and 
donned easy gown and slippers, spend the 
evening with his family in reading and con- 
versation. This room may be made very 
pleasant. Here should stand the musical 
instrument—if the wife or daughter has 
one—and not in the stiff, cold parlor. A 
few pictures should grace the walls; casy 
chairs and a lounge would suggest comfort, 
aod a well filled book case provide means 
for whiling away leisure moments or for 
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profitable study. And so far as it may be, 
the other rooms of the house should be 
made attractive. There should be no sham 
gentility, no aping of city fashions in the 
style of architecture or farniture; but sim- 
plicity, neatness, order and good taste should 
reign from one end of the house to the | 
other. 

And what shali we say of that part of the 
farmer’s home which lies out of doors? 
Much, we should like to say. In place of 
the usual “‘front-yard,” shut in by high white 
fences, and crowded with trees and starving 
lilac bushes and coarse grass, we would sug- 
gest that asmall semi-circular plat of ground | 
be laid off on two or three sides of the 
house, and be surrounded with a low paling 
or hedge. 
ornamental trees, deciduous and evergreens, 
and a few flower beds should be cnt in the 
turf. Vines should be trained over the 
porch, and roses and flowering shrubs plant- 
ed under the windows. Outside of this lit- 
tle lawn, and immediately surrounding the 
house, let several acres of land be devoted 
to an ornamental field or park. Let it be a 
hay-field, for the hay from this land will be | 
just as sweet and profitable as from any | 
part of the farm. 
trees that may be standing upon this land, 
and add to their number, from year to year, 
as opportunity may permit. Set some to- 
gether in groups and others singly, and the 
field will scon take ona park like aspect. | 
After the hay crop is gathered, cattle or | 
sheep may be allowed to graze upon it. 

Look now, at the rural picture we have 
drawn: A plain, substantial house spreads 
out and rests, as if in repose, upon an open 
lawn adorned with trees and flowers. With- 
in, neatness, order, intelligence and refined 
simplicity reign. In the garden without, 
children are running to and fro, dressing it 
and enjoying its beauty. Around this orna- 
mental plat stretches a beautiful park, with 
scattered trees and enlivened with grazing 
herds. Beyond and around this, are felds 
devoted to various crops, which show that 
the hand of intelligence and industry tills 
them. 
Why may not such pictures be often seen? 

Why must we go to Europe, or to the resi- 
dences of a few wealthy land-owners in our 
own country, in order to see them? Very 
many of our farmers can and should have 
such homes. They would give the farmer 
a higher standing in the community, for in- 
telligence, large mindedness and independ- 
ence; they would tend to make his family 
contented and happy; would attach his chil- 

This should be planted with | 

Carefully preserve any | 

dren to the calling in which they were born, 
and would win inany from other and more 
harrassing occupations to the peaceful pur- 
suits of agriculture. A. D.'G: 

a | 

Floral Exhibition. 

Our readers will indulge us in a short 

article of local interest. 

June every year for the last six years, we 

have had a floral exhibition in our city. The 
occasion was interesting on many accounts; 

| the beautiful display of flowers, their taste- 
| ful arrangement, and the genera! attendance 

| of all classes of our citizens. It has become 

, an Institution of our city, which ought not 

| to be dispensed with without ample cause, 

| We give it as our opinion that more at- 
| tention has heen paid to Florticulture in 

| our city than iu any other in Illinois. We 
| have a great and select variety of roses and 

| other flowering shrubs, and Flowering Her- 

| baceous Perennials; annual flowering plants, 
| in great variety, are also cultivated. When 

| the season was favorable, the amount 

| of flower offerings at the Floral Festival, 

almost exceeded beiief; aud when these were 

atranged in the ample rooms of the State 

House and the Metropolitan Hall, they 
| 

| seemed scarcely to be missed in our gardens: 
| The case is now different. One of the chief 

| articles which made up these exhibitfons 
| was the rose, and that, to a great extent, 

| will fail. Most of the June roses were 

killed to the ground by the severe and con- 

tinued cold of last winter. The wood also 

of the Perpetuals was also destroyed; but 
the roots of these wiil throw up new 

shoots, which will soon show blossoms, 

There will be the usual amount of other 
flowers. 

Under the circumstances, shall we defer 

the Floral Exhibition to another year? 

Shall we disappoint the thousands, young 

and old, in city and country, by abandoning 

one of our cherished institutions—the Floral 

Festival? We at once siy--No! We are 
for having our usual exhibition. If we can- 

not make it equal to those which have pre- 
ceded it, we will come as near doing so as 

In the month of 
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our young men? 

We desire to repeat that there is no ne- 
cessity for failing to hold the usual exhibi- 

tion. There area hundred reasons in favor 
of the measure, and not one of much 

weight against it. 

Millet. 

Millet makes excellent fodder. The seed 
is a great favorite of birds and poultry. It 

will produce from four to six tons of fodder | 
per acre, and stock are more fond of it than 
hay. <As high as 40 bushels of the seed 

have been raised to the acre. If for fodder, 

16 to 20 quarts of seed should be sown. 

It may be sown from May till the middle of 

July. 

There is now, and is likely to be, a great 

demand for the seed. Hence, probably, it 

would be most profitable at present to raise 
the crop for seed. Several Sangamon farm- 

ers will sow a few acres of Millet the pres- 

ent spring. We anticipate that the culture 
will be extended. 

Plows and Plowing. 
We find a good article on these subjects | 

in the Valley Farmer, which we marked for 
our last number. It may, however, be of 

some service, though most of the spring 
plowing is now done. 

“Phe kind of plow to be used to the best 
advantage for the farmer, should be gov- 
erned by the depth and character of the 
soil to be plowed. Deep soils that have 
been subjected to the skinning system, that 
is, cultivated in the same crops for a long 
series of years without manure, and never 
plowed more than tiree or four inches deep, 
if either artificially drained or naturally dry 
and well plowed with the double or trench 
plow, may be rendered almost as fertile as 
when first brought into cultivation. 

The Trench Plow, or as it is sometimes 
called, the Double Michigan Plow, has two 
mould-boards on the same beam; the fore- 
most one removes the surface or sod to the 
depth of three or four inches, and throws it 
into the previous furrow. ‘The large, or 
hindermost one follows, ruising the soil from 
the bottoin of the first furrow and covering 
the surface with mellow earth that has nev- 
er before been exposed to the meliorating 
influences of the sun and atmospheric gases, 
This plow, when properly constructed, may, 

| 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

| 
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wecan. What say the ladies? What say | with a double team, be run, to the depth of 
ten or twelve inches, leaving the soil in the 
most perfectly pulverized condition. 

Trench plowing is sometimes performed 
by running a second plow immediately after 
and in the furrow of another. This requires 
an extra plowman and the work is not as 
well executed as when plowed with the 
double plow. 

In soils of less depth, the sub-soil plow 
may be used to better advantage than the 
double plow. -This plow follows in the fur- 
row after a common turning plow, loosening 
up and breaking the sub-soil to a depth of 
eight or ten inches below the bottom of the 
first furrow. 

The advantages of this kind of plowing, 
on soils not too wet, are four-fold: First, in 
times of excessive wet the deeply pulverized 
soil admits of the speedy passage of the 
water from the roots of the growing plants. 
Second: In times of severe drouth, the mel- 
low soil below serves as a reservoir for a 
large amount of moisture held in a state of 
capillary suspension, to be given off as the 
plants require it. Third: A well pulverized 
soil serves as & medium for the transmission 
of moisture from the earth, below the roots 
of the crop, just as water is taken up 

| through a properly prepared sponge ou 
bringing a point of it in contact with water 
below. Fourth: A well pulverized soil is 
open to a greater depth to the free admis- 
sion of light, warmth and air—three indis- 
pensable elements in the growth of plants, 

| causing the roots to descend to a greater 
| depth, beyond the blasting influence of se- 
| vere drouth; a like advantage is also secured 
to winter grain and clover, against the heav- 

| ing effects of frosts. 

| 
| 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
Another important implement is necessary 

in thoroughly pulverizing most soils. No 
plow will perfectly divide the particles of 
all soils, aud to complete the work, the rol- 
ler or clod breaker is required. ‘These, in 

' their various forms, we shall describe in an- 
| other number. 

Levon Butter.—l'welve eggs, 6 lemons, 2 
pounds white sugar, 2 oz butter. Rab the butter 

| aud sugar to a cream, beat the whites and yolks 
| separate, grate the rinds of the lemons; mx the 
yolks with the butter and sugar over a slow fire, 
then stir in the whites and it is ready for use. 
Sctaway until cold. It makes very nice sauce. 
—Rural New Yorker. 

wea.Englapd is at present distracted by a 

controversy as to whether Penn was or was not 

ap honest man. ‘That there should be a split 

about a Penn is not very surprising. 
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From an English Paper. 

Extinet Reptiles. 

Among the achievements of science there 
ig no ove thing which more deservedly ex- 
cites our adiniration than the restoration of 
extinct animals. Various writers, who may 
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| into the sea, we shall perceive a huge mon- 

} 
| 

be said to have discovered the science of | 
geology, had shown that the strata of the 
earth were laid on one upon another in a 
certain regular succession, aud that each , 
class rock, to use the geological phrase, had 
its own peculiar suit of exuvie; but this 
had not supplied us with the true key with | Reade ys . PP y | abounding in the sea, and devour them in- 

5 ‘ sta ‘ i 
and called from her secret treasury those | ntly Such hikege the cotlosaares, the lar- : gest marine animal with which we are ac- 

which we unlocked the cabinet of Nature 

strange creatures which were produced dur- 
ing the earth’s childhood. Cuvier, however, , 
has supplied what was wanting in this 
respect, and, by a rigid application of com- 
parative anatomy, has enabled us to perfect 
our natural history by introducing scores of | ‘ : 

' covered, like the whale, witha smooth naked animals of whose existence our fathers knew 
nothing. 

The construction of an enimal, however 
? 7 

| purpose of protection. 

when only @ smaii portion of the skeleton is | 
discovered, is a matter of great difficulty, 
and requires much scieutific knowledge. 
This, nevertheless, may he done; and in 
gome cases # single bone is enough to indi- 
cate the size and structare of the animal to 
which it belonged. Suppose, for instance, | —. ; : ; 

P : 1 s§ ess v 
that the jawbone of an unkvown species of | with ease and swiftness in the water, whilst 
animal were found, it is surprising how much | 
may be learned from it. The teeth will 
show whether the animal was carnivorous | : 

not forget the animals that are around us on or herbivcrous; then if the teeth were made 
for tearing flesh, so the claws must be made 
to lay hold of it; then, ogain the paws | 
require strong muscles in the fore arm, and 
in a corresponding structure of the shoulder; 
and in this way a general structure of the 
creation may be determined. We may also 

ster lift its head out of the water to breathe 
the afr. It is the most fearful and terrible 
of all the inhabitants of the deep. Its jaws 
are twenty feet long, and as it opéns its 
mouth it is appalling to think what an en- 
gine of destruction it must be, and what a 
number of living creatures must be devoured 
daily to support a carcass nearly one huu- 
dred feet long, and equal in bulk to two 
hundred fat oxen! He is armed with two 
large fins, with powerful claws at the end of 
them, and will grasp the enormous sharks 

quainted. 

But, fierce and destructive as this crea- 
ture is, his companion, the jothyosaurus, is 
much more so. This is an air-breathing 
reptile, upwards of thirty feet long. It was 

skin, thickiy folded under the belly for the 
The form of the 

head, as well as that of jaws and teeth, was 
like the crocodile. Itseyes were very large, 
being eighteen inches across, and sdapted to 
all lights. Night and day, deep and shallow 
water were all the same, and the open air 
and deep ocean were alike transparent to it. 
it moved with difficulty on land, but swem 

its large and vertical tail made it a strange 
mixture of the fish, reptile, and whale. 

But, whilst looking upon the sea, we must 

the land; for there are monsters on the land 
ag strange and fearful as any that inhabit 
the deep. Indeed, this seems to be the age 

' of monsters; and there are around us reptiles 
as terrible as the famous dragon of fable 

descend to some minutie——for the digestive . 
organs must have a similar relation to the | 
parts before mectioned, and may therefore | 
be inferred from the jawbone, 

Professor Austed has enabled us to recall! 
the volite period in geology with great pre- | 
cision; for England was then « fine country, | 
although there were vo men init. Let us 
suppose Ourselves then, upon the south coast, | 
near the Isle of Wight, and we shall find 
ourselves upon a promontory stretching into | 
the sea. Behind us there is a country cov- 
ered with brushwood, and the distant hills 
are clothed with lofty pines. The interior 
is decke’ with a forest of magnificent trees, 
and the 
thousands of shrubs. 
whole place teems with life. 

most beantiful flowers bloom on | 
Added to this the | 

Looking out 

who was slain by our noble St. George. 
First and foremost amongst these is a 

large vegetable-eating reptile called the igua- 
nodom. The bodies of two of the largest 
elephants would not make up the enormons 
carcass. The legs are ten feet high from 
the foot to the point of the shoulder, It is 
hetween sixty and seventy feet long, and— 
per parenthesis—the specimen restored at 
the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, is sufficiently 
large to admit of twenty gentlemen dining 
in the inside of it. But there are other 
creatures associated with it, scarcely inferior 
in size, and more rugged in their form. The 
megalasaurus, or great sauriod, is amongst 
the most remarkable of the group; but there 
are others which are of less size, though of 
more monstrous shapes. The lybrinthodon 
or frog-like reptile, was perhaps, the most 
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ugly and grotesque that ever breathed; but | A RHAPSODY ON GARDEN SEEDS. 

| 

BY H. W. BLECHER.- | 

| There is something in the very sight of a 

{ 

the pterdactylus was, of all creatures, the | | 
most singular. 

Still retaining the old coast in our imagi- | 
nation, we may behold pterodactylus sitting 
on the ground or standing like a swan, with 
the long neck resting on the back to sup- 
port with ease the heavy head, which is like 
that of the crocodile. Approach it, and it 
will rise in the air 
cling against the cliff like a bat. 
you watch it, it will perhans leave the rock, 
and taking to the sea, commence fishing. 
You will thus perceive that this creature 
possesses, in the organization of one animal, | hol ih 4 aon, that pen 
the head of the crocodile, the neck of the | W20:¢ Summer is wrapped up in that pea. 
swan, the wings of the bat, a resemblance | 
to the hand of a man, and legs and feet | 

_ which enable it to swim and walk. Jn all 
points of bony structure, from the teeth to 
the extremity of the nails, it was a reptile 
covered with scaly armor, and having a true 
reptilian heart and circulating organs. Its 
wings when not in use were fulded back like 
those of a bird, and it could suspend itself 
with claws attached to fingers, from the | 

Tis usual position when | 
not in motion, was standing on its hind feet, | 
branches of a tree. 

with its neck set un and curved backward 
lest the weight of the enormous head should | 
disturb the equilibrium of the animal. With | 
the huge monsters already described crawi- | 
ing over the land, and tens of thousands of 
these fiying yreptiles hovering round the 
rocks, or darkening the air with their wings; 
Pigiand must have heen a strange piace in 
the times of the ignansdem. 

it wil! thus seen bow much may be 
“Yearned from a few bones. A poor work- 
man, 1a bres ki } e Vv. 

‘ y a { 3 ! 4 

smbedced in i I fol pot of 

beer to a manot scicnee, who soon perceived 
that it could not hare belonged to 11} 
known animal, On further search being 
made, other bones were discovered, and the 

Whole structure of the enimail was then 

known. Near it were founa the bones of | 
Other animals who tiad lived with it; and , 

aduall light enters rk ro : 
gradually, as the light enters a dark room, | gable go long as succotash has one firm 
the whole country thus comes back to us 
peopled with its former inhabitants; and we | 
have only to pause over the picture with the | 
poet and artist, and we live for a while in 
those old times—so old it seems to us the 
morning of the world. But the whole are 
now gone. Death has swept them into his 
garner, and nothing but their bones remain 
to tell the story of their lives. 

¢<éT.abor is worship!’ the robin is singing, 

nd fly like a bird, or | 
Whilst | 3 ; 

ML den long before it was time to have one. 

genuine seed store that does us good. Even 
when we lived in the West, and went to the 
country store, where the annual box of seed 
from the “Union Shaker Village,” or the 
later rival box from “Landreth,” was dis- 
played, we felt a relaxation, and smelt gar- 

True, 2 seed is a seed. But it is a good 
deal more than a seed. It has a history, 
and it is reedy for another history. A 

A whole summer wrought to form that bean. 
A whole summer spent its time about that 
ear of corn. It came forth smail us a needle. 
It stood tremulons and yeilow for weeks, it 
waxed apace in June, it rustled in July, it 
stood up the noblest of all the grasses in 
August, with a many fringed band of flow- 
ers on its lap, and with a little baby ear at 
its breast, with silken hair hanging down 
uncombed yet untangled, and spotted and 
powdered with pollen. 

Here are bins of peas. We shall take 
the Cedo Nulli for our early crop, end the 
Champion of England for our main supply 
of marroy fat peas. We will adda quart 
ach of Bishop’s Long Pod and the British 

Queen. Do not think that we are looking 
simply at these little shriveled pel'ets. Each 
pea isa lens. We see throngh it afar into 
summer. There stand long rows of pea 
vines! They wonld fain shake hands with 
you, and hold ont 
blossoms; the oniy } 
We have seen the wind s 

Little clusters of sweet Gi: 

5 
shaklow bauds with 

hueM O.leu. 

Dear beans: Herve you are. Though you 
79 come op wrong end first, after you are 
up, nothing can be more praiseworthy than 
your conduct, Here is the Lima, fuil of 
twining aspirations, for whose industry no 
pole is long enough. Here are yellow, black, 
speckled, dun-colored, red, bush beans, the 
world renowned sxaps. Beans will be hon- 

friend. This boon the Indians left us. Suc- 
cotash is a liquid compromise hetween vorn 
and beans. It is perfect when its flavor is 
that of corn lapsing into bean, and of bean 
just changing into corn. In short, it isa 
dish whose flavor represents the evanishing 
point of both beans and corn, towards a 
mystic vegetable union in some sphere. But 
to be perfect there should always be a hier- 
ophantic bit of pork, presiding over the 
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nuptials and giving its unctuous blessing. 
In those little rongh and ragged shells 

reposes the germ of the Bassano beet, best 
of all early blushes of the morning. For 
ourselves we have a preference for the extra 
early turnip beet! 

Honest cabbage! Who could believe that 
a mighty drumbead, or a wrinkled savoy, 
would ever emerge from that little brown 
seed! Aristocratic cauliflower!—one of the 
few flowers that do best in a pot. 

As we look about at all the stock of gars 
den goods, celery, cucumber, egg-plaut, rad- 
ish, parsnip, lettuce, we almost hear the 
bees hum, and hens crooning and scratching 
in the garden! Those pumpkins’ seeds swell 
as we look at them iuto great red globes and 
lie plump and fat all over the corn-fields! 

Ah, wicked water-melons, ye lie stumbling 
blocks in the boys’ way! 
itself a sin, how many will be scored up 

against you. 
a Tea. See ) raatlitantd manne YT . Ard herais the brillant peoper. How 

MMNCH tNGse Litwie Tea-cheesxed chervy peppers 

pnt one in mind of equally pretty checked 
maidens. Alas, yes! That there is no dis- 
pating about tastes, is true to no more than 
to im who has bitten a pepper pod. 

I can hear the insect buzziug over the 
beds of thyme, sage, summer-savory. I can 
imagine myself under apple trees in a faint 
afternoon of August, aud smeliiug the fen- 
nel, the dill, the carroway, which every puff 
of wind brings from the garden. Here, too, 
is lavender aud pennyroyal, saffron for chil- 
dren and catnip for pet cats; balm and mint 

If tcmpting is | 
' the loss of t! 

for boys with a stomach-ache; sweet basil | 
and marjoram for dainty couks; wormwood, 
rue, boneset, horehound, and elecampane for 
all sorts of ailments in all sorts of places. 

Cultivation of Corn. 

the May uumber of the Valley Farmer: 
It has been clearly established by careful 

experiments that corn properly planted in 
drills will yield a larger crop than when 
planted in hills or check rows, When drilled 
with a suitable machine, the stalks stand at 
a uniform distance apart, and so nearly in a 
line that the plow or cultivator may run so 
near them as to cut up most of the weeds 
without the necessity of turning upon them 
two inches of earth. 

Some of the largest premium crops now 
on record, were produced by level culture. 
If the first plowing is done with the bar 
next to the corn, throwing the furrow from 
the hills, and the earth returned with the 

! -next plowing, the cultivator should be used 

sa 
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for all subsequent working. This leaves a 
level mellow bed for the tiousands of min- 
ute roots which fill the entire space between 
the rows, and are in fact, the mouths through 
which alone the plants are fed. By keeping 
the surface level and mellow, it readily abe 
sorbs the rain as it falls, where it is held in 
reserve for the growing crop. But when 
the last working is done with the plow and 
the earth is thrown from the centre of the 
rows to the cern, a large portion of the 
roots are cut off aud destroyed, which must 
necessarily diminish the yield. The idea 
advanced by some farmers, that plowing 
corn at this time, and rending and breaking 
these reots, is beneficial to it, is simply abe 

surd. Corn delights in a well pulverized, 
mellow soil, and if the ground is sufficiently 
moist and the weaiher wi ; ibor- 
ough work ith the plow and causing 

Aah kK 2 ural . - 
roots, the corn will contin- 

> nf e 
daly aller & 

wit ? 
Wisih ui: 

. eer én } a th 
by, thUUM List name ie 

y ia 

vie Valad Briy 

» , j s a aii 

evessavily resulis it 
rcw 

7 ’ rR Fs 
: U Cul ato OF 

ze) te rd fy! Fo Thier +m “AN7 
dene MuUca towards Cstalishiby an improvec S ; 

ected Ci Culluivaelig Cork. 20e@ Suave 

piow is a muca more suitavle linplement for 
the work than the ordinary piow; but, as 
they are usuaily made, they offer too great 
& resistance to the draft. The improved 
Cultivator Piow has beeu constricted so as 
to combine ail the advantages of the shovel 
plow aud the cultivator, aud is regarded by 
those who have tried it, as the most valuable 
implement now iu use. 

We believe that with the additional labor, 
: tothe value of oue dollar judiciously applied 
| in the cultivstion of each acre of corm the 

We copy the following paragraphs from | present season, thé increased yield would 
| not be less than trw bushels per acre, and 
estimating the whole number of acres in 
corn in the United States at 22,000,000, 
would add 220,000,000 of bushels to the 
crop the present season. 

Most of the land cultivated ip corn might 
be made to produce double the quantity 
that is now grown, if the proper course of 
cultivation was followed, with but a compa- 
ratively small increase of cost.” 

The Sleep of Plants. 
The way in which sleep is shown in the 

vegetable kingdom, is infinitely more vari- 
able than among animals. Man throws 
himself prostrate; some kind of monkeys 
lie down on their sides; the camel places its 
head between the fore legs; and birds roost 
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their heads beneath the wing. Beyond these, 
there are few remarkable differences. 

beautiful diversity which rewards the seeker 
after Nature’s wysteries. Some plants droop 
their leaves at night, the first part becoming 
flaccid and pendulous. Others, of the kind 
called “compound,” as clover and vetclies, 
close their leaflets together in pairs, and 
occasionally the whole leaf droops at the 
the came time. The three leaflets of clover 
bring their faces to the outside, and soforms 
a little triangular pyramid, whose apex is 
the point of union between the leaflets and 
their stalks. Lupines, which have leaves 
resembling a seven-fingercd hand without 2» 
palm, fold them together like a lady’s half- | 

Chickweed raises its leaves | closed parasol. 
80 as to embrace the stem; and some species | 

_ of lotus, besides many of its elegant family, 
the Leguminose, bring them togetheria such | 
a way as to pritect the young flower buds 
and immature seed-vessels from the chill air 
of night. These are only a few out of many 
cases which could be insttoced of change 
position in leaves, whilst in flowers there 
seems to be no limit to variation. The 
greater part shut the petals at night, the 
stalks declining on one side: but there are 
some which roll the petals back, and curl 
them up like miuiature volutes. The sleep 

| and selected from the Infantado and Ne- 
But | 

iu plants there is no end to the curious and , 
gretti flock, one hundred ewes and four 
bucks, aud paid a very high price for them, 
as he would have none but the very best, 
and from that time to this (a period of forty 
four years,) they have been bred with the 
greatest care end kept entirely pure, never 
have been crossed or mixed with any other 
Nlood. In 1850, Mr, Ferdinand Fisher 
(who still lives) sold out his farms and 
flocks to his son, who pursues the same 
course as his father, keeps the same register 
aud numigrs, aud finds ready sale for all his 
urplus sheep. In fact he does not raise 

half enongh to supply the demand. He 
often has sheep engaged one, two and three 
vears in adivance. 

These sheep are considered the hest in 
Germany ov account of their pure blood, 
excellent health, and the quality and quan- 
tity of their wool. The purity of their blood 
makes them invalunble to cross with other 
sheep, as @ pure biooded animal is sure to 
trausmit a tnil ebare of pure blecd to its 
posterity. 

I keep my sheep in summer in pasture, 
put them up in heavy rains, but give them 

| no grain, and in winter I do not feed much 

| Tye, ete. 
of such plants is probably unaccompanied | 
by. any external change. 
said of Campanulas, aod other bell-shaped 
flowers.. The four petaled flowers ef Cruci- 
fere, it should have been observed, are 
remarkably careless of repose. Their sleep 
never appears sound, or even constant, tor 
many successive nights; chey seem restless, 
and in the moruing always look dozy aud 
uncomfortable. When flowers are over- 

The same may be | 
| kept s'rong, but not fat. 

blown, or the piaut, if an annual, is near | 
: ° e a 4 \ 
its decay, the phenomena of sleep are very | 

considerably diminished. In fact, they are 
only seen iu perfection when the growing , 
powers of the piant are in fuil energy. 
ciduous trees—that is, such as cast their 
leaves in autumn—ere ina sort of trance 
io the wiuter months. Flowers, too, lose 
their sensibility altogether when the period 
of fertilization is passed, as may be readily 
seon by inspecting a ficld of daisies early ia 
the morning, before the dew is off the grass. 
The over-blown ones will be found wide 
open; those in the younger stages all ‘“‘crim- 
803 tipped,” and sound asleep. 

Silesian Merino Sheep. 
The origin of these sheep is this —Ferdi- 

nand Fischer, of Silesia, visited Spain in 1811 

De- | 

strong feed, but prefer beets and carrots 
with a little wheat bran, or oats to corn, 

For my own experience teaches 
me that fat sheep are not as healthy and do 
not give as good lambs, as they do when 

I was a sho) heid 
in Germany for many years and am able to 
say that the climate end grass in this conn- 
try are mneh better for sheep than in Ger- 
many, and I find that our Silesians improve 

bot in wool and lambs.—{Carl Heyne, of 
Red Hook, Duchess County, New York, in 
he Kural American,] lye 
Loe 

Seeds long Kept in the Earth. 
Whether the soil retains seeds through a 

lonm series of years, or has the latent power 

of creating tiem, or whether they are seat- 
; tered in fitting localities at fitting times by 
certain mysterious agencies, are questions 
too nice for us to decide. We do not recol- 
ject of having ever seeu any satisfactory 
solution of the question “where the seeds 
come from,” yet from almost every day’s 
observation we are forced to ask ourselves 
the question, and we cen get no nearer an 
auswer than the three preceding hypotheses. 

| In regard to these three we sre compelled 
to acknowledye they are only the positions 
we are forced into for want of better, or at 
least more secure. 

In the course of our agricultural observa-* 
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tions and experience, we have notice: that 
on certain soils, where a heavy growth of 
hard pine had been cleared off, the succeed- 
ing growth is white pine; in swamps where 
the growth was hemlock and spruce, the 
succeeding growth will be some diminutive 
species far inferior to the original growth; 
on some hard soils, where the first growth 
was inferior to the original growth was a 
mixture of white pine and oak, the next 
grow h will be almost entirely chestnut, and 
in other cases, where the growth was mostly 
hardly wood, the succeeding growth will be 
all white pine. Then there are other soils 
which a farmer will clear up for grazing, 
and in three or four vears his pasture will 
be a miniature forest of little white birches, 
if he does not cut it over every year. There 
are also a& class of swamps whose mud may 
be as deep as the ocean, and which are bear- | 
ing a heavy growth of spruce, when cleared 
will give you the sider and the willow of 
the smallest size. 

All these phenomeza and many more 
every farmer must have noticed repeatedly. 
It would be the satisfaction of a curiosity 
not altogether idle, to know how and when 
the seeds were planted from which spring 
these unlooked for successious of forest 
trees. 

There was a time no doubé when every 
swamp was @ lake, pond, or pool, and 4 
still later time when it was a semi-fluid bog, 
still treeless, however. At Jength it bore 
trees, hemlock and spruce, end hackmatack. 
What hand planted the seeds or set the 
saplings? These were all cut in our presence 
and the swamp burned over aud every root 
dug out. We watched tbat no hand should 
sow buses on the spot we were preparing 
for nice natural mowing. But when the 
time for mowing came, the alder, willow, 

and firewood had overrun the gress. Where 
did these seeds come from? Did they float 
on the waters when the swamp was a lake, 
and outlive the element that bore them 
there, and sleep for ages while the water 

clouds? 

There was a time too when every hill and 
highland was a ‘sterile promoutory,” with- 
out a tree to deck its nakedness, and as bar- | 

| of the heat absorbed during the daytime, ren and soilless as Sahara; but at length 
the oak and pine and chestnut sprung up | 
on these hills from some seed or germ, oF | 
by some agency unknown, and crowned 
them with beauty. The farmer at length, 
in want of pasture for his increasing flocks, 
cuts away the growth and sends the fire in 

to clean it. When it is cleaned he waits 

' the seeds come fiom? 
| weeds which seem s0 indispensably the con- 
| comitauts of man in his civilized state, that 
‘ he does not exist without them—we mean 

| through it. 
' vines of @ similar description may be ad- 

| for his grass; but behold another growth of 
trees instead, aud he must cut, and cut for 

years in succession before his pasture will 
' be useful, so tenacious the trees are to the 
soil. There must he seeds here; but wheth- 
| er old or new, the result of any antecedent 
| vegetation, of the seme genus or not, crea- 
ted when rocks were, or the growth of last 
year, sown by benign hands, or scattered 

from the circemambieat air or dispensed in 
' rain, are questions for philosophers. 

In the Western States, where they boast 
| of a virgin soil, there are still further phe- 
nomena of this line, that make us ask where 

There are certain 

the common garden weeds. A farmer settles 
down on the margin of @ prairie, and builds 
his house, and plows his garden and plants 

| it. He has fled thonsand miles may be, 
| and beside leaving friends, has hoped to see 
no more weeds; but in five mornings after 

| the garden has been planted, he finds ali 
those most familiar weeds which were the 
plague of his New England farming. He 
may justly donbt the virgin soil aud believe 
some one has tilled before him. 

No doubt the earth may preserve seeds in 
_her bosom for a long time, but it staggers 
' us to believe she may keep them in germi- 
nating order for thousands of years. 
We wish wewere able to offer a satisfac- 

_ tory hypothesis in regard to the questions 
suggested in respect to these facts; but since 
we are not, we must commend it to the 
mysteries of an over-ruling Power, whose 
system of agriculture outdoes all scientific 
research, and in this one particular alone 

_confonuds the skeptics who say He is not. 
[From the Wesiern Agriculturist. 

Forwarding Cucumber and cther Vines. 

A correspondent of the Germantown Tele 
| graph, says that ‘‘cucumbers mey be for 

er | warded some weeks, simply by planting 
was driven from the luke, or exalted to the | them in the open soil, placing around them, 

_ when up, four bricks laid flat-ways, and lay- 
ing over them & pane of glass. The glass 
may be removed during the day, and replaced 
at night. The bricks will retain a pertion 

and this, acting in favorable conjunction 
with the exclusion of the night air, will tend 
powerfully to accelerate the development, 
and produee a vigurous action of the system 

Melons, squashes, and other 

vanced by the same very simple and econo- 
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mical process. Broken lacs from the shops, | Working Girls. 

} 

| 
| which will cost nothing, or at most, a mere | Happy girls ! who cannot love them? With 
| 

a | 

| 
trifle, will answer for this purpose as well | cheeks like roses, bright eyes and elastic | 
as new, and will last for years, Watering | step, how cheerfully they go to work. Our | 
frequently and copiously if the weather be | putation for it, such giris will make excel- | 
dry, with soap suds, or diluted urine, as 2 jeut wives. Blessed, indeed, will those men | 

| Stimulant, will be found singularly advanta- | pe who secures such prizes. C ntrast those 
| geous. Gypsum and pulverized charcoal who do nothing but sigh all day, and live 

! 

Should be frequently spriukled over the vines | to follow the fashions; who never earn the 
| @S SOOL 4s they are Up © bread they eat nor what they wear, who 

F-om the Journat. | are languid and lazy from one week’s end 
The Pie Plant. _to another. Who but a simpleton and a 

Messrs. Francis & Barrewuare supplied with | popinjay would prefer one of the latter, if 

this article from tue nursery and garden of Pro. ae were looking for a companion? 
Give us the working girls. They are worth 

their weight ia gold. You never see them 
tuincing along, or jnmping a dozen feet to 
steer clear of a spider or fly, they have no 

fessor Turner, at Jacksonville. ‘fhe plant aa 
furnished by hit is very supcrior—requiring less 
sugar and no stewing in preparing it for pies 
Prof. ‘Borner in a note to the above gentlemen 
gives the followmyz account of his manner of | affectation or s silly airs about them. I 
caltivating the plant, which mey be of use to When they meet you, they epeak without || 
pur readers putting on a dozen s aly ane or trying to | 
“T wish ‘to say ia regard to this pio plant— show off to a better advantage, and you 

lirst, et it ig ile west ind uacer good ealture ; talktin 1g to 2 human being, 
Dat E - Ved eae a ert 24 Gt fidlen angel. 

ce} 

8 ‘OW off their delicate 
d skin, and put on a thou- 

irs, they we uld give worlds ior the 
of Working girs, Wuo are so far 

‘ 4 | at nem in. intelli; gence, iu honor, in 
‘ter;) to Lhe groun ae 2 ¢ , ho hay be better.) the: so Une ground everything. Be wise, then, you who have | 

and spade in all and manure I can get sf x 2 sone 
made fools of yours oe. th hrough life. Turn 

in town, end time to baul; wore or leas every 
Pat eax ante >” over a new leaf, aud begin, though late, to 

year. cui ix Gone. ’ fo) ? 5 ? 

s knew bow sad ily they miss it when 

ep, and pura brick 

archi hat depth (tiles won!ld 

“In this way the plant is @ever deluged or live and act as human beings. i} 
rendered sour aad bitter by cold drenching rains, The above is well said. Wedonotknow 
nor ereorehean vor) i heyieeor starved fa 

ping ee ae vv starved far its author. Mrs. Osgeod thus speaks on |’ 
“Your customers will did it always tender | the same subject, in her eloquent “Hymn to | 

and brittle, needs no stewing for pies, and not Labor:” | 
r ! 2 i} more than tislf or three *-fourths the quantity Oot | se cpaboris worship, the robin is singing, r 

sugar to make it pal na ble that that plant does ‘Labor is worship! the wild bee is ringing; | 
growa on a poor, cold, wicrained, hard soil. isten t that eloquent whi visper up soringing. 

“Phe especial character of the plant] calli- Sneaks to iby soui from out Nature‘s great heart; | 
| vate is sv marked that I now refuse to sell any Fromm the da ris cloud flows the life-giv ng shower, | 
| Of my roots abroud, for it so speedily degencr- — From the rough sod bt ows the soft breathing flower, | 

ates in common culture that I may be suspected © From the emall insect, the rich coral bower; 
of deception in the sale, and since T have found Only man, 1 the plan, stirinks from his part. 

out this tuct. T bave refused to sell the roois eid Sek if 
“Of conte [ cultivate hut little in the extra “Labor is life! Us the still water faileths 

{ sand idleness ever despaireth, bewaileth; n a , acd cannot send you as 2 : 
manuer I have stated, and cannot send you as Keep (he watch wound, Por the dark rust assaileth! +} su sv desire—:;: T bh. : “ae : yee : 
much as you may desire—as I have only two Flowers droop and Gie in the stillness of noon. rows set for home use and exveriiment—but it  Laper is glory! tne flying cloud lightens; : I 

| bas produced sv enormously I have gone into | Only the changing wing wavers and brightens; i| 
' selling what we do not went. , idle hearts only the dark future frightens; (| 

“I do not claim anything on the ground of Play the sweet keys would’st thou keep ‘them in {| 
| Mere size of staiks—which is no more in pie | tune.” 

plant than in big romanite apples; but the | ———— F 
tenderness and flavor is what I wish to exvel | fA Convention of Superintendents of Ln- 
in | natie Asylums is now in session at Cincinnati i 

“I have heard it said recently that Mr. Ca- | The object of the meeting is to discuss the best 
| hoon’s celebrated plant in Wisconsin is cultiva- | methods of treating the insane, morally, physi- 
' ted by him in the same way, that I cultivate cally and medically. If we are not mistaken, | 
| mine, and that it also degenerates in the same | it is the first Convention of the kind ever held in | | 

manner out of his hands.” the United States. | 



COMMUNICATIONS. 

Central Illinois Agricultural Society. 
Epiror Iirncis Farmer: 

T see that the South have started a pro- 
ject of organizing a Southern LMlinois Agri- 
cultural Society. Iam not sure but the plan 
is a good one; and that it may be extended 
so as to establish the Central Iilinois Agri- 
cullural Society A good nucleus for such 
a society might be formed by Morvan and 
Sangamon counties. These two counties 
have every material, in good farmers, good 
stock, good mechanics, good dairies, women 
who can execute all the work of their spe- 

— 
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i weeks longer, 

cial departments, such es needle-work, erotch- | 
et work, painting, &<. &e., to make good ex- | 
hibitions -of which they may be prevd, 
They have also their fair grounds, eligibly | 
situated, and conveniences near at hand for 
the accommodation of all who may attend 
their fairs. The fairs could be alternately 
held in these counties. They have railroad 
facilities, also, and these are teing increased, 
and all the Bounty Tract will in the course 
of another year have direct railroad com- 
munication with the two counties. Indeed, if | the ground. 

the interests of the central counties are con- | 
sulted there arc many reasons for believing 
that the plan suggested would he eminently 
to their advantage, and especially so, a8 it 
seems, that some of those who siliculd have 
been our friends, nerth and south, ore dis- 
posed to make unjust complaints against ~s, 
and some of them manifestly to gratify pri- 
vate feeling or private amntions des gus. 

It was from Ceniral Ulinois that the fi: 
movement was made for the establishment 
of the State Society. SI 
at some sacrifices; sh thi 
labor in that behalf; bat attacked and 
abused without canse, she will not retort: 

she has nothing to gain by personal quar- 
relss aud having manifested her disposition 
to do so all she can to further the interests 
of agriculture, if her services are not want- 
ed, if they are despised, as we know they 
are contemned, a deceit self-respect would 
seem to require that she should act for her- 
self. JUSTICE. 

Sowing Onion Seed. 
Messrs. Enitors: It is absolutely essen- 

tial, in order to make onion seed germinate 
in dry weather, that the earth should be 
made compact about it where it is sown. I 
have sown a good deal of onion seed this 
spring, and it has come up well. It was 
sown in drills, and after it was covered | 
tread down the earth, so as to make it hard. 
I always consider it necessary to do this, and 

: 
She has sustained 

e te wilt seal te 
is wetibleb ie Bbli2 VU 

| well. 
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especially when the ground is dry to do it 
A cow got into my grounds and 

went up and down my onion patch, and 
wherever she pus her feet on to the rows 
and tread down the earth, there the onions 
have come up better than anywhere else. 

The wet weather will be likely to bring 
up the onions, which, otherwise, might have - 
entireiy failed. 

it will answer to sow onion seed some 
Ifitis a favorable season, it 

will make some large onions, and, at any 
rate, it will make good onion sets for the 
next spring. B Re 

New Farms. 
Foitor FarMer: 

“A New Comer” wishes 
can have a good garden and 
onhis new lend this spring. I answer that 
he can, with a fair prospect of success. If 
he can plow his land eight inches deep as 
he states, he need not hesitate to sow oats 
r plant corn, potatoes or any kind of gar- 

den vegetables after thoroughly harrowing 
Peas, beans and all the varie- 

ties of the squash and melon tribe grow ex- 
ceedingly well on our prairie sod without 

to know if he 
set an orchard 

| any cultivation but planting, which ean be 
, done with an axe, in the same manner that 
corn is nsvally planted. 

But he had better not bein a hurry about 
making a permanent garden; wait uot. next 
fail or until he has a good stock of manure 
on hand, spread it six inches thick on the 
ground, then spade two feet deep and imix 

subsoil end tozether 
coh enfoate with as muen Cel ) 

en his crons as the breeder of his hlooded 
stock can onthe quali 

anrnine oprlning 

30.1, and 

then he bainty 

onghly that comes in contact with the roots, 
put tle sods ronad the tree to keep it from 
blowiag about by the winds and then mulch 
with straw. I have also sowed about an 
acre of wheat on sod.as an experiment. 

Nearly every one that gives directions for 
| Setting the hedge of the maclura plant, 

| recommends to set wilh a dibble. IT think 

_ it objectionable, for the reason that the roots 
are tuo mnch crowded together and fre- 
quentiy turned upwards and withoat great 
care a hollow space will be left under the 
roots. My plan, which I consider better 

_ as well as being roore expeditious, is this— 
plow and drag the ground until it is thor- 
oughly pulverizeci. Set stakes along the | 
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line where the hedge is to be made, stretch 
a cord, with oue horse and a boy to ride, 
plow a furrow directly undez the cord which 
can be done by setting the plow to land, 
thin the land side with a hoe to make it 
straight, then lay the plants along two to 
four inches apart at an angle of about 45 

_ degrees, draw on a little dirt with a hoe to 
keep the plants steady and then turn the 
furrow back with the plow, finish by tread- 
ing directly over the roots which presses the 
ground firmly about them and the plants 
will grow all the better for being set at an 
angle. S. W. ARNOLD. 

Cortianp, DeKalb County, Illinois. 

The Purple Martin. 
Epitor of THE Farser: 

Will you iudulge me in giving some short 
rotices of this favorite bird—well known to 
every man, woman and child among us? 
He comes to us in early spring, and extends 
his migrations to the distant shores of Hud- 
sou’s Bay, perhaps even farther north, Gn 
the return of cold weather he leaves his 
abode—-suddenly his musie ceases—asud he 
is away to a more congenial clime. 

The martin seems halt domesticated. He 
is fond of fixing upon a home near the 
abodes of man. Anticipating his wants and 
his coming, we often prepare little houses 
for his accommodation. They are seen about 
on the tops of poles, ou sign posts aud on 
dwellings. In the south, even among the 
Indians of some tribes, care is taken to 
secure his companionship in the spring and 
summer season, The negroes on the Misis- 
sippi stick up long canes, with gourds on 
the top of them, with an opening for the 
entrance of the martins. The Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Indians used to be in the prac- 
tice of cutting off the top branches of a sap- 
ling near their dwellings, on each of which 
they hang a gourd for the accommodation 
of their friends, the martius. 

The range of the martins is not accuratc- 
ly known. They are found in the far north, 
and in the south in Chili, and even in Terra 
Del Fuego. In our regions the blue bird 
often gives the martin a severe fight for the 
occupation of the house erected for him. 
He arrives before the martin in the spring, 
tukes possession of the box, and usually 
holds it. The fight continues long—is often 
renewed but the martin is finally compelled 
to seek other quarters. This bird is a toe 
to hawks, crows and eagles. He mounts in 
the air to a surprising distance, chases these 
birds, strikes at them nd annoys them. 
They do not stay long iu his neighborhood, 

Farmers 
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| because he gives them no peace. 

should encourage the martins to abide about 
their dwellings, by furnishing them sufficient 
house accommodation. 

The martin does vot trouble the garden 
or the orchard. His food is insects—worms, 
hornets, bees and the like. The birds pair 
and are remarkable for their conjugal fideli- 
ty. About the 20th of April they make 
their nests. They raise two broods in the 
summer, The first eppears in May and the 
second in July. During the period in which 
the female is laying, and before she commen- 
ces incubation, they are both from home 
the greater part of the day. When the 
female ig sitting, the male frequently visits 
her and attends to the eggs while the moth- 
er takes an airing and visits her acquaintan- 
ces. He also kindly sits on the outside, 
arranges his plumage and sings to her while 
she is in a state of confinement. Altogeth- 
er, in some particulars, he is a pattern of a 
bird! 

The flight of the purple martin is grace- 
ful, swift, with little action in his wings. 
He passes through our crowd-d streets with 
the quickness of thought, or plays among 
the clouds, gliding about at » vast height, 
ke some wvial being. Soon after the 20th 
of August, he takes leave for the south, 

Look oct ror Canana Tristiesi—A 

Kendall county farmer writes, that he pur- 

chased a lut of trees that came from Roch- 

ester jast fall, and found the straw that cov. 

ered them full of Canada thistles! He 

burned all the packing, and hopes he has 
saved his farm from the scourge of thistles. 

Tne Japan Potatoz.--At a meeting of 

Horticulturists in Paris, France, who had 

cultivated this potatoe, its merits were dis- 

cussed, The weight of evidence was in favor 
of its continued cultivation. Some spoke of 

it highly for table purposes, and others of 
its great yield when properly cultivated. 
Mons. Remont stated that he believed 25 
per cent. of bread could be made of the 

tuber to advantage, and that planted in 
April, an acre of iand might be made to 

yield about 35 tons of the tubers! 
Something valuable may be made of this 

potatoe, but we have not quite forgotten 

the wondrous results to agriculture which 

the French promised to achieve by the cul- 
tivation of the Rohan potatoe. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 
TaraTment oF HENS.--Two flocks compared. 

The one laid eggs almost allthe time. The other 
laid scarcely any. On examining their treatment, 
the following differences were found to exist: The 
former had a warm cellar to roost in, during the 
winter. The latter roested ina stable where tke 
snew blew in. The former had a fine place in an 
open cellar, for scratching among ashes, lime and 
garth The latter scratched in the manure heap, 
or in the stable when the cows were out. The 
former had plenty of various kinds of food twice 
aday. The latter were sparingly fed once a day. 
The former had plenty of good water, with milk, 
&c. ‘the other had no drink except what they 
could find. it can be seen, we think, why cne 
flock taid eggs generously, and the other didn’t. 
Ohio Farmer. 

Cut rHis Our —A correspondent of the Lon- 
don Literary Gazette, alluding to the numerous 
cases ct death from accidental poisoning, adde.. 
“JT venture to affirm there is scarce even a cottage 
in this country that does ret contain an invaluable, 
certain, immediate remedy for such events, noth. 
ing more than a desert spoonful of made mustard, 
mixed in a tumbler of warm water, and dienk im- 
mediately. It acts as an emetic, is always ready, 
and may be used with safety in any case where 
one is required. By making this simple antidote 
known, you may be the means of saving many a 
feilow creature from an untimely end.” 

Manee 1n Cattie.—Tie Boston Cultivator 
savs: ©The disorder termed the mange, arises 
from the excitement of the skin, probably brought 
on by disarrangement of the organs of digestion, 
in consequence of poverty, engendered by hunger 
and want of shelter. After these are supplied, a 
wash made ef gunpowder and water, charcoal. 
nitre, and sulphur—wil!! be found a valuable appli- 
cation. Mange 1s an infectious disorder; remove 
therefore the sick beast from the rest ef the 
herd.” 

Pouttry uxper Prcm Trees.— We have been 
presented with some specimens of very fine plums 
raised in this city. Until Jast season the fruit upon 
these trees was very imperfect, owing to ravages 
of the curculic, but for this season and the past, 
the fruit nas been good, owing, undoubtedly, to 
the fact that poultry has been kept under the freeg. 
It is an experiment easily tried.—Hartford Cour- 
ant. 

Wovunns oN ANIMALS.-—Ointment for wounds, 
sores of all kinds, and for horses, when gallea by 
the gadale or collar, and alsy for broken chilblains 
Take of honey 12 0z., yellow or bees’ wax 4 02 3 
compound galbatum plaster, 6 oz.; sweet oil. half 
a pint. Put the honey into a jar by the fire; then 
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melt the other ingredients, and nix them together; | 
to be spread very thin on linen, and changed twice | 
adav, 

For cows or heifors with swelled udders from 
cold or bruises, or after calving. Hot fomenta- 
tions made by boiling in water, marsh mallows, 
gathered and dried in summer for use during win- 
ter, applied twice a diy; amd after each fomenta= 
tion a bit of goose grease, as big as a nutmeg, 
rubbed well over the swelling, is found very effi- 
cient. Swellings in any other perts, from chills, 
or blows, or from injury from the horns of others, 
may be similarly treated; or, in cases where the 
skin is not broken, hot crob verjnice is most val- 
uable as a fomentation, with guose grease after- 
wards, as before said. 
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Ceackers—Fourteen tea cups of fl-ur, three 
tea cups of water, one tea cup of butter or lard, 
(half of each 1s best,) sift inte the dry flour four 
teaspoonfulls cream tartar, two of soda, and salt 
to taste. Work the shortening into the four, add 
the water and work till smooth. Roll very thiu; 
cut ont and bake and you will be very apt to try 
it again. 

Staivep Bua.--J. H, —- Cartsville; Vir- 
ginia, says that common fine black pepper dusted 
over vines, when they are attacked, will destroy 
the striped bug. Applied in the morning, while 
the dew is on the vines, it will not injure them. 

Crour.—A piece of fresh lard. as large as a but- 
ternut, rubbed up with sugar, in the same way that 
butter and sugar are prepared for the dressing of 
puddings divided in three parts, and given at inter- 
vals uf twenty minutes, will reheve any one of 
croup net already allowed to progress to the fatal 
point. 

For Heaves 1s Horsss....In answer to an in- 
quiry in tre Country Gentleman from E. R. 
rewn, in reference to heaves in horses, I weuld 

advise the using of cut straw quite freely; wet the 
straw after cutting, mix on corn and meal --feed 
no hay-- feed out straw as hay is fed from racks. 
The oats should be cut as early as possible and not 
to injure the grain for market---straw to be kept 
from rains as much as possible, and taken to the 
barn bright. More gers has to be fed, and | 
be as straw is much cheaper than hay to feed. 
When the weather is too cold to feed wet straw, 
oats and straw may be fed. 

Baxep INDIAN PuppInNG.---Into one quart of 
boiling milk scald ten tablespoonful of Indian 
meal; when cold, add a a teacupful of molasser, a 
piece of butter the size of an egg, a teaspoonrul 
of salt, also of ginger and einnamon; bake it in 
a pudding dish frem one to two. hours in a cook 
steve, or longer if in a brick oven. When done 
it has the appearance of brown bread. 

Pancakes --Stir them in the usual way, but 
without eggs; and one cup of yeast instead of 
saleratus; let them stand two hours before bak- 
ing. 

Superion Cvr Caxes.—Four cups of flour, 
three cups of sugar, one cup of butter, ore cup 
of sweet cream, four eggs, half a teaspoorful of 
saleratus, half a nutmeg; bake in a moderate oven, 
in deep tins. 

Brecuir without SaLeratus.—Taka at night 
one pint of sweec milk, one teacup of yeast, butter 
the s'ze of a walnut, flour to make a niee loaf; 
then let it stand till mornings roll to half inch 
thiekness; bake in a moderate oven, and you will 
have very nice light cakes for breakfast. 

se. J. B. Horton lately sued the editors of 
the New Orleans Picayune for hbel-damages 
claimed. $10.000. The jury gave him nothiog, 
and made him pay all costs. 

Bay The Messrs. Harper are about to start 
2 pictorial weekly newspaper, for which they 
anticipate = circulation of over 2 half a million 
copies. 

863 Ont-lots come ten or fifteen blocks. from 
the square. sold at auction last week, at an aver- 
age of $125 per lot. 



EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
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Work of the Last Mouth. 

The last month has been a busy time with. 

our farmers. The lateness of the Spring 

season, threw an unusual amount of work 

into May. Much spring grain had to be 

sown—wheat, oats, burley—some flax, rye, 

and then the preparation of ground for the 

corn crop had to be made. Farmers had 
no time to waste—and they pitched into the 

work with right hearty good will. The 
drought was favorable so far as to put the 

lands in order for plowing, though it killed 
some fields of wheat. Seasonable rains 
came in the middle of the month; the corn | 

_ was well planted, and everything promises 

now for a fair crop—provided the after til- 

lage is what it should be. 

Potatoes can yet be planted for the main 

crop. Prepare the ground well; and plant 
a good variety. Whatever kind you do 

plant, let the seed be unmixed. The price 

of lots of potatoes is greatly injured by the 
mixture of different kinds, The seed should 
be often changed, Good potatoes are always 

ia demand—and they are a necessity, that 
cannot be dispensed with. 

Millet can be sown any time this month 
and nearly all next month. It is a good 
paying crop. It wil! generally yield some 

four tons per acre of fodder, and cattle pre- 
fer it to timothy. This crop presents this 
advantage—it can be sown at any time 

most convenient tothe farmer. When the 
crop is cultivated for seed it can be sown 

| judices agaiust it, and it proves with them a 

very thin—for fodder, one peck of seed is | 

sufficient for the acre. Fowls are very fond 

of the seed. As a seed crop, sometimes 
thirty bushels and more are obtained from 
an acre. 

Buckwheat cakes are a staple for the table 
in winter. “The sufferings of the people zs 

great,” when they are deprived of them. 

Last year the crop was nearly lost by bad | 
weather. That portion saved brought high 

prices. In our market, buckwheat flour 
was worth five and six do'lars per hundred 
weight, and but little could be had at that 
price. Some farmers dis] ke to grow buck- 
wheat on their farms. Others have no pre- 

remunerating crop. We hope the sowing 

of buckwheat will not be lost sight of the 

present season. There is but little seed in 

the country, and the crop is not likely to be 
large under the most favoralle state of the 

season. 

Brees.—We notice in the papers from dif- 

ferent parts of the country, that there was 

great destruction of bees the last winter. 

Some have attributed this to the excessive 

cold; others to the want of ventilation. 

Probably both causes have had their influ- 
ences in this case. <A writer in the Country 

Gentleman says, that “Bees, if properly 
ventilated, will stand any degree of cold 

for a short time, when in strong condition; 
but let excessive cold continue for wecks 

and months without intermission, as it did 

last winter, and but few stocks can survive; 

they frequently starve. A good sized fami- 

ly of bees, in very cold weather, form a 

compact cluster, and occupy about one-third 
of their combs, near the center or bottom, 

the rest as weil as the sides of the hives are 
covered with dense frost, that is, when the 

mercury is at zero or near it, Without 

moderate weather, sufficient to melt the 

frost occasionally, the bees will consume the 

honey within the cluster, and starve before 
venturing on frosry combs for a supply, even 

when a few inches from them, as a fate as 

certain as starvation would follow. A large 
cluster can only stand a severe cold. There 

is always an evaporation from bees in cold 
weather; this is condensed on the combs on 

the inside of the hive, but passes off when 

moderate. Now th's vapor sometimes con- 

denses at the bottom, and freezes and makes 

the hive air tight. Bees must breathe as 

well as men; and it is very probable that 
more bees were destroyed last winter by 

want of ventilation than from freezing. 

Even when bees are not smothered from 
want of air, there being no escape for va- 

por, it will condense on the honey, make it 
mouldy and render it thin by absorbing 
water. 

The writer giving lis practice for preserv- 
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ing bees in winter, says: “I have a way 

of wintering bees in a warm dry cellar, and 
by inverting the hive, the combs are as 

bright and dry in spring as in fall. In or- 

dinary winters the loss has usually been less 

than two per cent.” 

Cory Piantrep in Dritts.—Last year, 
corn produced good crops planted in drilis. 

Iu some cases, planted by the side of corn 
planted in hills, the drilled corn manifestly 
produced the heaviest crop. Whether this 

would prove to be the case under ail circum- 

stances, is a question yet to be tried. The 

Agricultural Society have offered a band- 
some premium for the best five acres of the 

corn, to be growi the coming season, and 
the friends of the drill culture will have an 

opportunity of testing that mode of culti- 
vation with the old plan—in hills. 
We have machines for planting corn in 

drills, as well as in hills. Two of the form- 
er machines are now on exhibition and for 

sale at the office of the Farmer. 

Cucumsrrs.—In planting cucumber seed, 
two parties can be accommodated, the 

striped bug and the biped. Plant enough 
seed to supply both. The bug will then be | 

likely to loose some flourishing plants, after | 
he has helped himself liberally; and when 

he has left, the biped can thin out the 

plants, leaving enough to answer his pur- 
pose for producing the fruit. If the facts 
are so, and a writer in the Country Gentle- 

man says they are, both parties, the lover of 

young plant, and the admirer of the fruit, 
can be accommodated. Uncle Toby, or 

some other equally sensible man, said on a 

furmer occasion to a poor fly. 
Gos poor devil, there is room eneugh for us both!” 

TE RL A A 

Garpens.—The late planted gardens will 

probably be the best this year. A good 
many seeds planted early failed to germi- 

nate; and others that did, have made a 
rich growth. Seeds planted aow will send 

up vigorous shoots and yield good crops. 
The planting and sowing of many garden 

seeds can be continued for some time. Early 

corn planted late makes a good yield, and 

so do all the varieties of early beans and 
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peas. Beets for winter are best if the seed 

is sown in the latter part of June. Cucum- 
bers, for pickles, can he planted at the same 

time. Ruta Baga, a superior turnip for the 
table and for stock, should be sown by the 

middle of June, Radishes can be sown 

every two weeks through the summer; Let- 
tuce can yet be sown. 

Every family will hearin mind that ecor- 
omy and health are found in the products 
of a well managed garden; but if you have 

to hire your garden cultivated, by all means 
buy your vegetables, 

Grapes.—We know of but a singie in- 
stance in this city where the Isabella Grape 
has not been kiiled down to the ground. 
If Dr. Bell takes care of the vine in this 

case, he will have grapes for the county 
fair. The Catawba bus experienced the 
common fate of the Isabella. The Musca- 

tine from North Carolina and the large 

New England Grape were uninjured by 

winter, aud promise a good crop. The lat- 

ter grape is superior to any other we know 
of for yielding; never blast, rot, or mildew— 

is entirely unmindful of all the severities of 

of the seasons—cold, hot, wet or dry. 

Pot Piaxts.—Persons are very often dis- 

appointed by the stunted and meagre ap- 
pearance of Pot Plants. The earth in 

these pots should be of good soil, lively, not 

subject to baking, New plants in these 
pots should be watered in moderation, a 

constant over-watering will drown the 
plants, rot the roots, and thus induce pre- 

mature decay. Pot plants are often placed 

in the hot sun, and the pot, absorbing heat, 

burns and destroys the roots of the plants, 

hence the necessity of avoiding an exposure 

to extreme heat. Every extreme in the 
management of plants should be avoided, 
extreme heat, cold, watering or saffering 
them to become dry. That lady who has 
fine plants, you may be certain attends to 
their wants. 

The Danville (Kentucky) Tribune records 
the sale in that county of 53 herd of two 
year old mule colts at $1 70 per head, the 
highest price ever paid in the State for a: 
lot of two year old mules. Males are high 
everywhere, and likely to be. 
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News or tne Monta.—We have the 
treaty of peace between the western powers 

of Europe and Russia for examination, it is 
manifest that Russia has made great conces- 
siona to secure peace. She has agreed to 
the free navigation of the Danube; the 
sovereignty of the Sultan in the priucipali- 

ties; the demolition of ber ports on the 
Black Sea, and bound herself not to create 

another navy in that sez. What advan- 
tages she bas gained by the war, we cannot 
discover. The destruction of the Turkish 
Empire and the possession of Constantinople 
by Russia, seems to be a work postponed 

to a very indefinite period. 

France appears to be rejoicing over the 
" birth of a son of Napoleon. He has already 
been created prince of Algiers, a major in 
the national guards, and is now subject to 

receiving salutes when passing bodies of 
those troops. A good niary other foolerics 
are taking place in France in connection 
with his name. 

In England the peace is not popular, and 
on some occasions the ministry have found 
themselves in a minority in Parliament. 

The press talks bravely in relation to the 
difficulties with the United States, but Eng- 

land will not make war upon us, because 
she wants our trade! 

We have the particulars of the horrid 

massacre of our people on the Isthmus of | 

Panama; but are not advised of any de- 

structive measures “to obtain indemnity for 

the past and security for the future.” 
We have no late news from Walker in 

Nicaragua, from which we judge that his 
position ig not materially changed. Our 
government has recognized the new minister 

from that country. There seeems to be 
evidence that the French as well as the 

English are assisting the Costa Rican’s, and 
that the Spanish are also sending men and 

officers to Costa Rica tor the same purpose. 
This interference will be condemned by the 
people of the United States, and may lead 
to serious misunderstandings. 

In our own country, commerce generally 
appears prosperous; manufacturets, as a 

whole, are déing a safe business; and our 
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farmers have no reasonto complain of low 

prices for their produce. Our own state is 

marching on in a career of prosperity, une 
rivalled by any portion of the Union. We 

have intelligence from Kansus of a most 
painful nature. We trust that Congress 

i will fully investigate the state of things and 
that “justice will be done, though the Heav- 
ens should fall.” 

Political parties are holding their Con- 
ventions aad preparing for the fall elections. 

We advise all men to keep cool. 

Tse Wheat Crop—As we are about 

sending our Jast sheet to the press, we will 

state that we have made diligent enquiry in 
regard to the prospect for the coming wheat 

crop. There was a large breadth of land 
sowed in wheat laet full; some of the wheat 

was winter killed; but the surviving winter 

wheat is now locking remarkably well, and 

promises a heavy yield. A good deal of 
spring wheat was sown, and that is looking 
well. The late heavy rains have brought 

forward wheat most rapidly. 
A good deal of spring wheat was sown 

this spring; and the erop is very promising, 

At present prices, this crop will be a profit. 
able one. 

Tus Corn Cos.—Dr. Charles T, Jack- 
son, of Boston, informs the Patent Office 
people, that he has analyzed the coru cob, 
and finds that it contains four and ea half 
parts (in 100) of nutritive matter, consist- 
ing of gum, starch and dextrine. From this 
it appears that it is of scarcely more value 
to consume as food, than as fuei. 

The value of the corn cob, however, cun- 

sists in giving bulk tocorn. Corn of itself, 

is In some cases, & too concentrated food. 

Hence it is, that corn, ground with the cob, 
is 3 better article for stock than cora alone! 

Razin Docs.— We leara from Dewitt 
county, that several persous and many ani- 

mals have been bitten recently there by a 
mad dog. Otner dogs may have been bit- 

ten? The people seem anxious to know 

what is to be done? Kill all the dogs. The 

life of one man, woman or child, is worth 

more than all the dogs. 
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Tops. 
In many parts of the country the hop 

plant grows wiid, and the hops if gathered 

from thcm in season and cured in a proper 
manner, are excellent. There is always a 

demand for them, and they are sold at high 
prices. It is a difficult thing for private 

families to obtain them at this time; and 
when they are to be had high prices must 
be paid for them. What we want to say in 
this connection is—-that when gathered by 
children just before frosts, dried in the shade, 

say in some loft or chamber, and when well 
dried, put into sacks—the labor in procur- 

ing and saving them wouid be well paid for. 

We suggest that our young friends in the 
country attend to this matter. With the 

money they could thus procure, they could 
supply themselves well with books for the 

coming winter. 

Viratitry or Seeps.—-Parsnip, rhubarb 

and other thin scaly seeds keep for one year. 

Carrot, cress, ochra. gumbo, onions, peas, 

peppers, and small herbs in general, for two 

years. * 
Asparagus, egg plant, endive, lettuce, 

mustard, parsely, for three years. 

Cabbage, cauliflower, corn, radish, sea- 

kale, turnips, for four years. 

Beet, celery, cucumber, melon, squash, 

for from five to ten years. 

To preserve seeds they must be kept cool 
without being kept damp.—Patent Office 
Report, 1853--4, p. 326. 

Farmuer! Have you sowed a field of mil- 

let this spring? From the Ist to the 25th 

of June will be a good time to sow for fod- 
der, a season in which you will have leisure ; 

to attend to the sowing. You wili find it a 
valuable crop, paying well. You who have | 

planted good fields of potatoes, will be in- 
terested in knowing that a plow for digging | 

potatoes has been invented which will dig | 

the crop so fast that it will keep sixteen | 

men busy in picking them up! Such an 

instrument will save much time and expense. | 
These plows can be seen at the ‘‘Farmer’s | 
Fmplement and Seed Store,” of Francis & | 

Barrell. 

RavBarp—or Piz Piant.--This is a har- 
dy perrennial from Asia, cultivated in gar- 

dens for the leaf stalks which are used for 
pies and tarts. The cultivation of this 

grateful vegetable has largely increased 

within a few of the last rears, and new va- 
rieties, of enormons size, have been produced 

by gardeners. The seed cannot be relied 
on to produce the same plant. It should 
be sown like beets, and the plants put in 
their proper places, with plenty of manure, 
the next fall stalks ought not to be taken 

| from plants until three years old. To get 
good stalks, the plants should not be allow- 

ed torun to seed. Among the best varie- 
ties are Toboisk, Myatt’s Victoria, and 
Nevitt’s Plant, Cahoon’s Mammoth Seedi:.g 

| is the largest variety grown—a stalk havirg 
| been produced weighing eight to three and 

a half pounds, It was twenty-five inches 
lorg, five and a half inches wide, and three 

inches thick; the leaf measured twenty-two 

inches in circumference. We shall have 

plants of this variety for sale from Mr. Ca- 

hoon’s nursery the coming fall. 

Sancamon Premiom List.——This has been 

published and can be had on application at 

the office of the farmer. The officers and 

superintendents have also copies for distri- 

bution. 
We want every farmer in the country to 

have a cory of the premium list. The de- 

sire to see 2 more general attendance of our 
people at the county fair, than has ever yet 

been. We want them to bring out the 

wealth of Sangamon for exhibition. Mor- 

gan we anticipate, will greatly add to the 

articles to be exhibited at our fair. Hartly, 

will be here, with his new and magnificent 

horse; and there will be choice stock from 
Morgan. Who knows but Morgan will 

carry off the plate? If she does, it will go 
with a right hearty good will. 

Tae Norman Horse.-—We desire to an- 
swer numerous enquiries in relation to this 
| celebrated horse, that he can be found at 
the stable of Better & Brorner, in this 
city. We have recently heard that $375 
have been offered for one of his colts. [See 
advertisement on the advertising pages of 
this paper. | 



Tue Woot Crip. —It is believed that the 

cl'p of wool will be less than usual this | 
| 

season—cansed, in a measure, by the lack | 
of the first planting. There is no other of nutritious food last summer and fall and 

hy the severity of winter, In Ohio, last 
winter, a large per cent. of the sheep died. | 

Last summer and fall, caused by wet weath- 
er, pastures were apparently fine; but the | 
grass did not contain the ordinary nutr’- 

ment. Sheep did not thrive as well as in 
the previous summer, when the grass was | 

dried up by the drouth. The sheep went 
into the last winter in an antavorable condi- 

tion, aud that winter was one of great sc- 

verity, in which they were uot likely to re- 

cover from the effects of former bad fecd- | 

ing. Hence, we believe, they will not yield 
the amount of wool which they have previ- | ., : . vara i _ the roots, and planted in the same manner, 
ously done. 

The wool clip of Sangamon county, how- 

ever, will be large. We shall! not be sur- 

prised if it rings higher prices in market 
than last year. We see that eastern manu- 

facturers have agents about purchasing woel 
—a pretty sure evidence that they are an- 

ticipating a scant supply. 

_ Tur Aprie Cror.—Tiere never was a 

fairer prospect for a heavy crop of apples 

tian at the present tims. The trees bloomed 

most profusely. There has been no frost to 
injure the young apples. 

There is some dauger of trees overbearing 

the present season. If this is permitted, 
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it repeated'y stated that the germ of corn 

will be destroyed by intense freezing. If 

this be so, we shall hear much of the failure 

remedy than to re-plant; and if this be done 
onr farmers must make themselves sure that 
their seed is good. Our season is sufficiently 

long to bring a good crop even if the corn 
is planted a fortnight from this time. 

Capsace.—It is time to sow seed for 
winter cabbages. When sown, if the wea- 

ther should be dry, wet the bed. When 

the plants come up, if they are too thick, 
thin them out. If they grow thick they 

will be spindling and as likely to head. It 
will always be well to raise the plants with 

' a trowel, so that earth ean be raised with 

| Cabbages can be forwarded, by planting 

|, Agent. 

the apples will not be of the best quality. 
Especially is this the case with “Rawle’s | 

Janet.” When the trees of this variety 

bear heavy crops, the apples are smail and 

nearly worthless, 

bee Since this was written, we hear that . 

many apple trees which were profuse in | 

blossoms, are now dying. 

our friends are wniecessarily alarmed for 

We hope that , 

their orchards, though there is some grcund | 
: 

for their fears. 

THe Corn Crop.—We have heard sev- 

eral farmers say that “The corn, although 1 

well put in, does not make a good stand.” | 
We are apprehensive that it will be found 

that the seed was unsound. We have seen | 

the seed where they are to stand—and pull 
up at the proper time, all but one plant. 

Reapers axnD Mowers.—These will soon 

be wanted for use. Let every farmer exer- 

cise his best judgment in their purchase. 

We annex a list of those advertised In 

this paper, and their prices and agents. 

Manny’s Mower and Reaper, B. F. Fox, 

Cast, 5 feet cut, $135, 6 feet cut, 

$145, 
Paimer & Williams’ Reaper and Self 

Raker, J. H. Currier, Agent. Cost $1€0 

and freight. 

Atkin’s Mower and Reaper, T. S. Kidd, 
Agent. Cost $200 and freight. 

Seymour & Morgan’s Mower, Reaper and 

Slf-Raker, Francis & Barrell, Agents. 

Cost, $150 and freight. B. C. Whitney, 

Agent, Chatham, Sangamon county, L- 

nois. 

Brown’s Reaper and Mower, Francis & 
Barrell, Agents. Cost, $180. 

Several of these machines can be exam- 

ined on the grounds of Francis & Barrell, 
aear their Agricultural Implement and Seed 

Store, Journal Buildings, Springfield, IIli- 
nois. 

b@z The Prairie Telegraph states that 450 

tons of broom brush were exported from Schuy- 
er County during the past year. 
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Sangamon County Fair.—T e Premium 
List for Sangamon County Fair is published 

and ready for distribution. They can be | 

had on application te the Secretary. 

Persons desirous of becoming stockhold- 

ers in the “Sangamon Farmer's and Me- | 
will enable | chanic’s Association,” which 

| 

| 

| 
| 
i 

them to enter articles for premium without | 
expense, will please apply to the Secretary. 

S. FRANCIS, Seeretary, 
Farmer’s and Mechanic’s Association 

of Sangamon County. 

Bes An explosion tock place on the 29:h 
inst..on board the steamer Union of the Eries- | 
3on line, running between Pailadelphia and Bai- | 
timure, when off New Castle. Four deck hands 
and four passengers were scalded. 

we. The scythe factory in Fayct‘e, sear Rut 
land, Vt.. together with a grist and saw mill, a 
tanuery and machine shop were burned on Satur- 
day. Loss $40,000. 

weGThe British steamer, at Havana, from 
Mexico on the 11th, brought $2,800,000 jor 
London, and $100,000 ) for Havana. 

weg Fifty thousand herrings were taken at 
Chappaquansett Creek, Holmes’ Hole, on the 
2)th inst. Three hundred thousand bave been 
tuken there this season. 

Bas>Dr. Owen, of Prince George county 
Virginia, recently had his horse killed under hi 
by Ightning. He was himeeli only slight 
shocked by the electric fluid. 
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THE MARKETS. 
SPRINGFIELD, Jure 2. 

The weather thisspring is of a decided.y dry character, 

rain hav'ng fallen rather unequally rnd sparingly. 

Wheatin the fleid lovks fa'rly, aud accounts of it else- 

where sre generally faversbie, 

Corn if we have rain soon, will be very fine. Rain 

would beip our grain and grasses. our gardens and flowers 

very much. 

Wheatis worth from S5c to $1 10. according to quality. 

Flour, 2 well considered article ia the eastern papeis 

thinks Uhat the wanfsin Eu ope for our breadotufis will 

cepiinve notwithstanding the suppression of the war. 

Corn. Is worth in this market from 18 to 20c, 

Sugars, ip ail the markets of the world keep higk. 

juffee, some disposition ts shown fora fail in this article, 

but as vet it hos not taken place. 

Hams, are f.0m 7%{ £9 95 pcr 193 Sides, dodo; Shoulders, 
@%¢ to Te. 

Potatoes, from $1 25 to $1 73 per bushel. 

Buckwheat tor Seed, ix $1 5u. 

Other grains fer seed cen hardly be queted in this arm- 

ber. 

New Orleans Market—Miy 26. 

Flour, 100 bp! fine, suld et $4 90; Indiana, $6; Superfine, 

¢6 12%, 

Pork, mesg, retailing at $17 per bbl. 

73-82; Prime Sides, 9¥c 

Ceffez, 9 7-8 to 10 %c. 

Bacon —Shoviderss 

New York Market—May 31. 
Ficur, common grades 6d to Is lower, quoted $5 63 to 

$6 37. 

Corn, prime lets from 43 to 62c, other kinds duil. 

Wheat, duil, $1 62 tu $I 50. 

Pork, $18 50 ror mess; $14 75 for prime. 

Lard, 11 te li Xe, 

Stocks higher ard inactive. Money plenty. 

Chicage Market—May 29. 

Flour, nothing doing beyond rctsil trade. 

Wheat, $1 16 to $1 25 choice red; Spring Wheat sol! at 

Sl 12%. 

€orn sles at 33@33 to 402, on board; delivcrable at Buf- 

falo in August, eff oat, 46c. 

Oats, 20 to 38c. 

he Canadian | Roan. 

THIS CELEBRATED HORSE WILL 
Mauke a feason in Springfield, 

AT THE 
STABLE OF BUTLER & BROTHER, 

(SFROTHER JONES’ OLD STAND,) 

At $10, $8, and $5. 
E has proved nimself sure, and his XN. 

TA cet is unsurpassed in beanty, streng! hos 
aud action. Heis exactly tne preed required for 
across wth the light dragoen or race stock. come 
mon inthis parfof the state, Farmers are invited 
1o call and see him Hs reputation is too well 
es‘ab'ished to reqnive any further votice. Farm- 
ere will judge for tnemselves on seeing him 

June 1. 

35 LINEN DOZ CAWBRIC HANKER'S, 
2 ovst quality 14 duz.~i@ elove- at 

SMiTE, FDWARDS & CUS. my2 



CB. BROWN’S 
PATENT IMPROVED COMBINED 

REAPER & MOWER. 
HE undersigned are now manvfacturing in | 
this city, and are prepared to fill orders for 

any quantity of these valuable machines in 
tima for the coming harvest. 

From the complete success of these machines 
since their introduction, we have no hesitancy in 
saying that they are equal, if not superior, to any | 

For the past fou: years they have | 
been thoroughly tested, and compared with Man. |; 
now in use. 

ny’s, Ketchum’s, McCormick’s and othe-s, and 
proved to be superior to them in many respects, | 
aad particularly in lightness as draft, as it requires | 
but two horses, under any circumstances, to work 
it with ease, and having less side draft than any 
other machine now in use. 

Tue First Premium was Awarded 
to it as the 

BEST GRASS CUTTER 
Exhibited at the State Fair, Held | 

at springfheld. Lils., 1853. 

And since that time it has gained a complete vic- 
tory over every other machine that has been | 
brought in ccempetition with it; and also received 
a first premium at the Morgan and Madison county 
Fairs last fall, 1856, as a 

COMBINED REAPER AND MOWER, 
and as the best Grass Cutter or Single | 
Mower. 

One nundred and fifty mowers, and two hundred | 
Combined Machines, were made and sold by ua | 
Jast season, and gave the most entire satisfaction. 
These machines have been so improved for the 
Harvest of 1856, as to r+ quire but the removal of 
one holt to alter them from a Reaper toa Mower, | 
and having the Reel on for Mowirg if required; 
thus enabling the farmers to cut hgh: grass in very 
windy weather. 

The Price of the Combined Reaper | 
and Mower 

Ts ene hundred and thirtv: five doilars on the first 
of November, and forty five dollars on the first of 
Jannary next. 

We warrant the above machines to do as good 
work as any other machine of the kinds and in all 
cases where they fail to do work, or where they 
cannot ne m-de to work by our agent, after a fair 
trialj we will take them back and refund the 
mouey and vo‘es; the machines, in al! such cases, 
to be returned to the agent at the place of delivery, 
immediat.ly on such failure, 

FRANCIS & BARVELL, Agents, 
Sprincfietds. Uiameids. 

O-ders for the above Machines, addressed to the 
undersigned at this place. will meet prompt atten- 
thon, BUCK MASTER & WISE. 
a” These Machines are for sale at the Fa: me 
- a FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

une 1, 

SEEDS FOR SUMMER SOWING, 
Millet, Buckwheat & Turnips. 

1 OR sale at the seed store of 
FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

June 1. 
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Rs MOVED. 
i HE undersigned would announce to his friends 
| and the public generally that he hasrenoved 
| across the street to the store previouslv occupied 
by C. Freeman & Co., on the Northwest corner of 

| the public square, where he has fitted up in a hand- 
| some and convenient manner and made many and 
| is additions to his stock, which consist in part 
' oO 

| Drugs, Chemicals, Medicines, Paints, Oils, 
Varnishes, Glass, Glass Ware, Patent 

Medicines, Surgical & Dental In- 
struments, Fancy Articles, 

| Very Fine and a Great 
| Variety, Combs, 
| Brushes, Perfumery, Stationery, 
| Fine Cutlery, 

| Eleetric Machincs, Belts, 
; Imported Cigars, Very Fine, Pure Wines, 

Brandies, Old Whiskey’s, Ale, Porter. 
| A very superior assortment for Medical use, 
| Lamps for Burring Fluid, a fine assortment. In 

fact everythirg that comprises a complete and 
saleable sieck, whicn I offer at wholesal and retail 
at lower prices than ever before in this market. 
I feei confident that with my present facilwties, I 
can sell to Physicians and others as low as any 
house in St, Louis, ard would invite them to g ve 
me a call and examine my stock before going fur- 
ther. 

Everything sold by me is warranted strictly pure 
and genuine. Don*t forget the new store, where 
we may always be found ready and willing to 
wait ow customers, day or night, and give satis- 
faction. J. B. FOSSELM AN. 

June 1—4m. 

| DAGUERREOTYPES. 
P, BUTLUR 

i 

i 

‘OULD respectfully announce to the public 
that ne has opened &OUMs on the South 

' Side of the square, Springfield, bihi- 
| mois 
| Where Daguerrcoty pes cf the finest kind 
' can be had and Photographs by the dezen, 

And Ambrotypes by Cuticg’s Patent 
Process, 

' That is more durable than anythirg ever offered 
to the public in this place, their being sealed up 
in snch a way as to render the picture imadee 

| structabte ard presenting the features fuller 
| and more perfect than any pictures offered to the 

public by any other process, the patent for which 
| I have the ex-lusive right in this coun‘y, 
i June tl. 

| THE SEASON HAS CONE FOR THE 

'REAPERS & MOWERS 
CULTIVATUbS, 

Torn Piew:.. Horse Rekee, 

‘GRAIN CRADLES, 
scythes and Souths. Hoes & Kher, 
A other Agriculture] Implements which can 

be found at the Seed and Agricultural Im- 
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UHLER’S PLOWS. 
THE DOUBLE CURVED UPRIGHT STEEL | 

MOULD BOARD PLOW. 
THE proprietor of this superiorplow stil’ 

continues tosupply the greatdemand whi b 
itsmerits hauecreated. ‘ts combination ¢ 

rare advantages has recommended it to the agricultural! com 
munity throughout the state of Illinois, itis now admitted tha 
ithasno equal. 

The following nete is but one of the many testimoniale 
which havebeen furnished the manufacturer o1 the working 
of bls plows. 
Weceriify that wehavs lately used the above plows, manu- 

facturedby Mr John Uhler, and we would state that they are 
in all respects superior to any other plows we have ever used, 
We eheerfully recommend them to the public. | 
Wn. P. LAWSON; 
J. J. SHORT, 
JOHN W. BEC, 
JOHN KAVANAUGH, 
Sangamon county, Jan. 17,1856. 

Wm. PUFFINBARGER, 
DAVID NEWSOM, 
URIAH MANN, 
PHILEMON STOUT. 

celled by any other uowin use. It scours very bright, shed 

off stubbles admirahiy, aud ruuslight and easy to the team | 

’ 

From the peculiar form ef Ubler’splowsthey are not ex ! 

The largest sized two-horse plow cfihis kind, has been use | 
i several seasons successfully tn breaking prairie. The limit 

of anewspaper advertisoment will not admit of an accurat- 
descriptiovof theseplows. Toseethem is to be pleased wit 
them. 

In additiou to the above, the manufaeturer is making 
wroughtirou upright cues, ane two-horse plows. 

Also a superior Prairie Plow, warranted tobe equal to an: 
prairic plow nowinuse. Any size that may be wanted Cai. 
be had atshort notice, A large number of ail sizes, kcpton 

Manufacturep by John UWhler, Sprinzfield, Illinois, atwhose 
esteblishment these favorite plowscan be had, from a siugle 

febl6—wly 

The Canadian Roan. 

THIS CELEBRATED HORSE WILL 
Make a Season, in Springfield, 

THE 
STABLE 9F BUTL-R & RROTHER 
(STROTHER JONES’ OLD STAND,) 

At $10, $8, and $5. 
HE has proved nimself sure, and his 

stock is unsurpassed in beauty, stiength 
and action. He is exactly the breed required for 
across with the light dragoon or race stock. com- 
mon in this part of the state. 
to call and see him His reputation is too well 
established to require any further notice. Farm- 
~~ will judge for themselves on seeing him 

une 1. 

THE subscriber, wishing to reduce 
his stock on his farm, two miles 
west of Springfield on the Jackson- 
Ville roud, will sel! low for cash er 

approved credit, 25 head of Durham and Devon 
shire cattle. Also, cows, heifers, Berkshire hogs, 
Irish Grazier pigs, very fine. Also, some 
very fine colts. Great bargains may be had by 
applying soon. feb20 JOHN C. CROWDER. 

a fie 
owen ne cok goth 

i] 

| 

| 

i 

Farmers are invited | 

{ 

Blooded Stock for Sale 

| 

-ADVERTSING DEPARTMENT. 

MOLINE PLOWS. 
ME subscriber would cull the attention of all 
persons interested in that main Pillar of Agri- 

culture, a good Piow, to his large and varied as- 
sortment, made from the best Eng. Cast, German 
and American Steel. No pains have been spared to 
have the best of Timber for the wood work, and 
none but good and experienced workmen are em- 
ployed in their manufacture. The following list 
comprises some of the kinds mar.ufactured: 

Two qualities of the Imperial Clipper Plow. 
“ Five “ old style Stubble 

Two “* & Corn as 
The Michigan Double Plows, for Sand or 

Stubble. 
Breaking Plows from 12 to 30 in., every style. 
Doubte and Single Shovel Plows. 
3 and 5 Steel Tooth Cultivators. 
Guage Wheels. 
Full rigged Trucks, Cast Iren Wheels, and 

Wrought Iron Axle. 
Rolling Coulters (cast steel) with clasps. 
Hanging and Stengding * - 
Messrs. Francis & Barrell have the exclusive 

sale of my Plows in Springfield, [1l., where a good 

| assortment will be found. Orders for any partic- 
hand cons'antly. 

| 

ular kind of Plow or Plow fixture, can be left with 
them and will meet with prempt attention. 

Moline, feb20, 1856 JOHN DEERE. 

Threshing Machines. 
ier eesee gpd would notify the Farmers of 

Sangamon and the adjoining counties that 
| they are now prepared with increased facilities tf 
urnish them. 

| Townsend’s Separator with Cuming’s im- 
proved Tub Power or Pelton’s 8 or 10 

Horse Power. Also, Pitts’ Sepa- 
trator and Double Pinion 

Horse Power. 
We shall make both geared and band machines. 
Having superior facilities for the business, em- 

ploying only first class mechanics and using the 
choicest stock, we shall make it for the interest of 
the farmers in Central IIl., to buy our machines 
in preference to all others. 

Our machines are well known to be the best in 
use both for their capacity to do work wri and 
FAST, as for their DURABILITY, we would refer te 
the following gentlemen who have used them the 
past se2zson: Preston Breckenridge, esq., Sangamon 
co.3; James Virden, Sangamon co. 

CUMINGS & MATTHEWS, 
Dubugqne, Iowa, mar11, 1856. 

JOHN WILLIAMS & CO., Agents, 
Spriegfield, Il). 
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 G00D NEWS!--NEW GOODS! 
W. 0. JONES & W. V. GREENWOOD, 

AVING associateu themselves together under 
the name and style of Jones & Greenwood, 

fer the purpose of conducting a general retail 
trade in the town of Chatham, Sangamon county, 
beg leave to say to the citizens of that town and 
surrounding country, that they are now in the 
receipt of a large, entirely new and carefully se- 
lected stock of seasonable 

Dry Goods, Hats, Caps, Bonnets, Hardware, 
Queensware, Clothing, Groceries, 

And all articles kept by the general trader, which 
they pledge themselves to sel] as low as they can 
be bought in the west. (@g” All kinds of country 
prodnee taken in exchange for goods. 
fa They will occupy the house known as the 

Norton Store House, Chatham. Don’t ferget to 
call. (aprill) JONES & GREENWOOD. 
ee ———— 

RANDALL & ONES’ 

CORN PLANTERS. 
A yee in want of this celebrated labor saving 

machine can be accommodated by calling 
upon the undersigned or at the Agricultural and 
Seed Store of Francis & Barrell. ‘These machines 
have been thoroughly tested and can be relied 
upon. Three differeat and valuable improvements 
have been made in the Planters since last year | 
which renders them perfect in every respect. Cer- 
tificates have been obtained from numerous per- 
sons who have used the Planter last year, among 
which, ene from a well known citizen of Sanga- 
mon county will be given. 

Springfiele, May 1. J.G. P. PARKER. 

This is to certify th 's Is to certify that I have planted 100 acres | reapers, for last harvest, and cut sbout 150 acres of corn with Randall & Joues Corn Planter; the 
corn came up well. 
ers who have corn to plant: 1. For its speed in 
planting.. 2 For its placing he corn where the 
moles are bothered to find it. And 3 For its 

will find them. I. W. OWEN. 

CHEAP GOODS. 
— 

W R. FONCEY, ON THE SOUTH SIDE | 
e of the Square, Springfield, is offering bar- 

gains in 
Dry Goods, 

Hats and Caps. 
Boots aud Shoes, 

Hardware, 

Carpets & Oil Cloths, 
Glassware & Queensware, 

Nails, 
Liquors, Wines, &c., 

for Cash. 
Springfield, May 1. 

«LAND BROKERS. 
cman He H See 7 RMS OR FARMING 

and for sale can find purchasers b lyi 
to the subscriber. . Taree 

CAMPBELL & FONDEY, 
: Land and Insurance Agents. 

Springfield, May 1. 

| ticulars, address 

I can recommend it to farm- | 

| reapers in the barvest of ?55—cut badly 
| grain well, and laid the bundles fair for binding. 

| E.R. PEASE. 
! 

Premum Self-Raking Reaper ! 
PALMER& WILLIAMS?’ Patent. 

H1S machine has now been threugh three har- 
i vests, and comesoff victorious. The first pre- 
mium was awarded to this machine at the great 
trial held at Bloomington, Illinois, in July, 1855, 
(for full particulars examine the report of the 
State Agricultural Society, on pages 142 143, 116.) 
A Silver medal was awarded to this :eaper at the 
State Fair held at Elmira, New York, in October 
1855. Also—the first premium at the Wisconsin 
State Fair, in Oct. 1855. The above statement 
showing to the intelligent farmer of Certral Illi- 
nois, that this Machine stands the test in every 
State where introduced. The demand fer this 
Reaper is such that but few can be had so far south 
and to secure a machine they must be ordered at 
an early date. Price $160—$50 on delivery; bal- 
ance on Ist Dec. 1856—freight added. Fer par- 

J. H. Currier, Ag’t, 
Springfield II. 

I. B. Wairmer and H. B. Gruss & Co., are 
authorized agents, for receiving orders, can be 
found at their respective places of petri 8 6 

. H. 

Testimony from the State of Mlinois. 
Virpen, Iil., Oct. 6, 1855. 

We purchased and used Palmer & Williams? 
reaper in the present harvest—have already cut 
fifty acres of wheat, some of it very heavy—it 
works admirably; cutting and taking up the grain 
perfec.ly clean and layingit off to bind; doing bet- 
ter work than we ever had done on our farms be- 
fore. We consider the raking dene better than 
can be done by hand. 

J.C. VIRDEN, 
J. H. HENDERSON. 

One Dollar per acre saved over other Reapers. 
VirbeEN, IIl , Oct. 6, 1855. 

I bought ene of Palmer & Williams? self-raking 

It was raked off better than cau 
My grain was harvested clean- 

I think it sa- 

of grain with it. 
be done by hand. 
er than I ever had it done before. 

| ved me onedollar per acreover any other harvest- 

placing the corn where it isnot likely to be washed | ing I ever had done with reapers. 
up. Liniend rlanting my corn this Spring with it, | 
but I see they have a decided improvement on | 
those machines. All who want to plant corn right | 
can come to Francis & Barrell’s Store, where they | 

My repairs 
did not amount to50 cents. Icancut twenty acres 
per,day. I believe it to be the best resperin use. 

Joun L. Morre.u. 
SprincFiecp, Jan. 1. 1856. 

I used one of Palmer & Williams? self-rcking 
ledged 

Tithing itthe best machine I have ever used or 
seen used. JSoun W. Priksr. 

Cuatuao. Ill., July 1854. 
Ihave purchased and am now using the cele- 

| brated Palmer & Williamsreaper. I have already 
| cut 100 acresof grain with it. 
| fect self-raker, doing its work better than can be 
; done by hand or ordinary reaping machines. 

I consider it a per- 

S. M. Parsons. Jan. 1856. 

W. W. PEASE. 

Established in 1839. 

| E. B. Pease & Brother, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS 

in Iron Nails and Steel, Carpenters, Coop 
er’s and Blacksmith‘’s Tools, Build- 

ers, & Cabinet Hardware, Chain 
Pumps, Agricultural Imple- 

ments, &c. 

Springfield, Illinois. 
May 1—3m. 
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ILLINOIS STOCK 
AND 

Grain Parms for Sale. | 
ie consequence of impaired health, the partner- 

ship betwixt myself and brother, in a. 
Farming and Steck raising, will be closed Ha 
by mutual consent at an early day. We #=§ 
have made partition of a portion of our real es- 
tate, and now offer the remainder for sale. We 
will sell about 

1GOO0 Acres, 
(including Timber, &c., thereto, appertaining,) 
of the north part of the ferm upon which I reside, 
of the tract offered for sale, . Sout 1486 acres are 
in the highest state of cultivation, and has upon it 
a Boarding House, Barn, Feeding Lots, &c., be- 
sides three 

WABif LOVSLUIS. 
eligibly situated, (in reference to use or sub-divis- 
10n,) Upon different parts of the farm. There are 
rows aud groves of trees, scattered cvee the lands, 
which are highly ornamental. and afford shade for | 
stock in summer, and protection ia winter. Tie 
tract is weil watered by a brook and its tributa- 
ries. Tae main stream traverses it iwo iniles, 
from west to east, and about 1,000 acres of it are 
set with tame grasses, About five milesot (Osage | 
Orange) Hedge Fence are growing upon the | 
premises. 

compact in form, and susceptible of advantageous | 
division into four cr more, or less, farms, acapted 
either to grain or grass, and each with water and 
timber conveniently situated. The foregoing 
are situated at 

Island Grove, Sangamon County, Ilis., 

and midway betwixt Jacksonville and Springfield, 
and within a convenient distance of Island Grove | 
Depot, on the great Western Railroad. 

‘o a gentleman wishing the finest steck farm ia 
the west, or .o a number of gentlemen, wishing 
smaller farms adjoining each other, these lands 
present a rare chance. 

Possession can be delivered of most of the 
lands, at such time as may be convenient to pur- 
chasers, and of the whole at an early day. Pay- 
ments made easy. As to the farm, reference is 
made to Dr. KennicotT, Secretary Illinois State 
Agricultural Society, and to occasional notices 
thereof, 1n former numbers of the Prairie Far- 
mer. We also offer for sale 

SGO Acres 
of unimproved Prairie; about 14 miles east of 
Jaeksonville and about 2 miles south of Great 
Western Railroad. 
Theundersigned will still continue his residence 

as heretofore, and will devote special attention to 
the improvement and breeding of 

DURHAM CATTLE, 
He invites all who may wish to buy Fine Stock 

to call and examine the superiorherd belonging to 
himself and brother. 

Persons wishing further knowledge touching 
the lands aforesaid, will call at my residence, or 
upon WILLIAM Brown, esq., Jacksonville. 
arab 25 JAMES N. BROWN. 

NOTICE TO FARMERS! 

Ii. B. Grubb & Bro. 
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KTNDS OF 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMEFTS, 
AND GENERAL JOB SHOP, 

SPRINGFIELD).........0000 sSesaseonsesseseste +ose LLLINOIS. 
Weourp respectfully ask leave to inform the 

tarmers of Sangamor, and adjoining counties 
thatthey are now manufacturing a superior arti- 
cle of 

REVOLVING HAY RAKES, 
Harrows, of various patterns---several kinds 

of umproved Straw Cutters, &c., &c. 
We are the autborized agents for Palmer & Wil- 

liams’ self-raking reaper, Danforth’s reaper and 
mower, and can also furnish McCormick’s reap- 
er and mower. 

Farmers wishing reapers or mowers wiil do well 
to giveusacall. We will deliver every machine 
bought of us in good working order, as wellas ev- 
ery other article in our line. 

aving recently increased our facilities by the 
addition of a steam engine, we are prepared to at- 
tend prompiiy to all orders in our ime at reasona- 
bie rates. 

fag Shen one doorecuth of E. P. Penniman & 
Co’s Foundry. 

- Clocks, Watches, Jewelry, Ce 
W. DBD. WAWD 

=e et ) aS infor: Ei Si 
The tract, composed of high, rolling prairie, is , W ABET > ME tOE CRS ESimere ok Sakae) and adjacent counties, thal he keeps cu 

hand, for sale, different priced CLOCKS, Ey 
/ manufactured by Seth Thomas, Hariford 
Conn. These clocks are supposed to be superior 
to most others in markei, being well made, of las- 

; ting material, and not lable to get out of order— 

| 
| 
| 

| an object of great importance to persons who live 
at a distance from shops where clocks can be re- 
paired. 

He has also for sale a variety of WATCHES, 
silver and gold, warranted to be good. He has 

| silver watches at low prices, the running work 
: 

| 

| 

| 
| 

| 

of which is equal to the best class of goldwatches. 
He attends to clock and watch repairing, 

and does the business promptly and well. 
P W. D. WARD. 

North side of the square ia the front of 
Messrs Watson’s c~nfectionery. 

M. M. VANDEUSEN, 
West side of the Square, Springfield, Illinois, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEARER IN 

D UGS, > Pants, Oils, 
MEDICINES, VARNISRES, 

CHEMICALS, DYE STUFFS, 
Perfumery, Fancy Articles, 

BRUSHES, GLASSWARE, LETTER PAPER, 
STATIONERY, 

And all kinds of GENUINE and Popular 

Patent Medicines, 
Acomplete asortment of the best quality, and at 

the lowest prices. 
Dr. Wm. Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs, and 

Dr. Baker’s Pain Panacea. 
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HOSTETTERS’ 

Celebrated Stomach | 
BITTERS. 

NE WINE-GLASSFUL TAKEN THREE 
times a day, before meals, will be a sure cure 

wee + ow 

Farmers’ Store! 
HE undersigned 2zre maturing arrangements to 

. establish in Springfield a Farmers’ Store for 
| the purpese of supplying farmers with 

for Dyspepsia, will remove all flatulency or heavi- | 
ness from the Stomach, keep you free from cos- | 
tiveness, assist digestion, give a good appetite and — 
impart a healthy tone to the whole system, and 2 
certain prevention of Fever and Ague. 
FACTS cannot be questioned, when the peopie 

of avy country bear testimony in mass, #3 in the 
case of 

Dr. J. Hostetter’s Stomach Biters, 
not only have we the individual evidence of the 
land, but almost every paper in the Union is com— 
menting upon the great henent derived from the 
use of these Celebrated Bitters, besides various 
Diplomas awarded them, among which is one from 
the Ohio Mechanics? institure, at their Thirteenth 
annual exhibition at Cinciniati, where the com- 

_ IBittee Was Composed chiefly of Physicians of the 
eity. There are all weighty facts that cannot 
help but convince the roost incredulous that it is 
at least worthy of trial. We therefore advise all 
who are not proof against three sudden transits 
from cold to hot weather, to be provided with a | 
supply for family use, as it has been attended with 
the mosc beneficial results, when adininistered tu 
ladies or chiidren before meals, as per directions 
on the bottle. 
realized in a very short time. It is not necessary 
for us to enumerate all the diseases prevailing and 
arising from the stomach, but suffice it to say that 

Once tried, their virtues will be | 

any derangement arising either from change of | 
weather or diet, which is generally th» cause of 
Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cholic, Cholera Morbus or 
Cholera, atl are speedily checked and cured by 
the use of thes: bitters. 

SPRINGFIELD, April 14, 1456. 
Some tionths since, while recovering from an 

attack of Remittent Fever, I was requested to try 
Dr. Hostetter’s Bitters, as an article peculiarly 
suited to the cendition of convalescents trem fe- 
vers, 

It is but simple justice to say, that it rapidly 
restored the powers of my digestive organs, and at 
the same time kept my bowels gently open. 

Ihave no hesitancy in saying that hitherto, in 
using it 1m my practice, it has in every case where 
I have «rdered, it acted like a churm. 
In thus speaking freely of if, I rar from put a 

patent medicine, au article it by no means claims 
to be. SANFORD BELL, M. D. 
May !. 
For sale by all of the Druggists in Sprinefield. 

CLOTHING STORE. 
M. Hirschiield, 

OUTH SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE, HAS A 
Complete stock of Clothing for men and 

boys, coats, vests, pantaloons, shirts cravats, 
drawers, pocket kerchiefs and everything in tbe 
clothing line. Prices very low. 
May 1—3m. 

CHINA ROSES. — 
Fe plating in the garden, and which will 

blossom all summer; Verbenas and other 
plants for bedding out, &c. &c., for sale at the 
Pemers Store. FRANCIS & BARRELL- 

ay 1. 

| Agriculiural Implements ; 
Secds for the Farm and Garden ; 

Trees for the Orchard ; 
Varicties of Fruit bearing and. 

Fiowering Shrubs; 
Groceries ; 

Queens, Glass and Sioneware ; 
Baskets, of Willow & Splintwork; 

Ropex ond ords 3 
Bags and Bacging, and ; 

Burlops for baling wool ; 
and inany other articles used in the family and on 
the farm, too Ltimerous to particularize: al) of 
which will be sod fer cash at reasonoble prices. 

FRAN JIS & BARRELL, 
Jan 21 Journal Buildings. 

Excelsior | 
BRASS AND IRON FOUNDERY, 

One block west of G. W. R. R. Depot, 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. 

Devoies most particular attention to 

Castings for Buildings 
- And will make all patterns this year 

FREE OF CHARGE! 
“AVING now had considerable experience in 

H that line, and also having a foundery peculi- 
arty adapted for that work, with all the improve- 
ments of the 19th century, we are now epabled to 
gay to those needing such work, that we can make 
it to their advantage to patronise this establish- 
meat, both as rezards price, the speedy completion 
of orders and neatness or design of natterns. 

aprill WILLIAM BOOTH. 

Bocks for the Young. 
7 MN R. H. BEACH, 

nuamiey WEST OF THE STATE HOUSE 

Three doors from Ireeman's Corner. 
The books referred to are suitable for Sunday 

school Libraries, and the subscriber intends to 
keep a good supply always on hand for that pur- 
nose, Herespectfully invite- parents and others 
to examine bis siock of ‘Books forthe Young.” 

R. H. BEACH. 
Jan. 21st 1856. 

Rk. HARPER continues to treat successfully 
all disease of the FYFE, B.AR and : 

LUNGS. Also,ali Chronit Diseases 
of tne human system. The Lungs are 
treated by Medicated Inhalation, the only success- 
ful and rational method. ‘Ihe suecess which had 
atterded my peculiar treatment the past many 
years is almost incredible to those uta quainted 
with its peculiar curative effects, having restored 
patients who were considered hopeless, and re- 
stored to sight cases that have been blind from one 
to twenty years. 

<5 Office west ride of the Square, Springfield. 

‘PIE PLANT. 

FINE SUPPLY, AN EXCELLENT AR- 
9 for ssle by 

my2 FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
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To the Farmers of Sangamon and the Adja- © 
eent Counties. : | 

PARMWER’S STORE. 
FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
AVE AT GREAT EXPENSE AND LABOR, OPENED A STORE IN SPRINGFIELD, | 
where they have a stock of articles on hand suited to | 

THE WANTS OF FARMERS! H 
Among their stock will be found 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, | 
Such as Reapers and Mowers, Horse Rakes, several kinds of Cultivators, Plows of all kinds, Potatoe |; 
Diggers, (an instrument by which potatoes are dug as fast as i8 men can pick them up,) Corn Planters, i 
(hand and hor-e,) Corn Shelers, Scyths and Snaths, (patent and common,) Hand Rakes, Ames Shovels | 
and spades, spaaes for digging post holes and ditching, churns, corn baskets, hand baskets, sickles, hoes, 
axes, &c., &e. 

| Horticuitural Instruments, 
Shears, hooks and knives for trimming, saws for ditto, garden hoes and rakes, garden spades and shovels 
for ladies miniature hoes and rak~s for weeding flower beds, flower pots, &c. 

Seeds For The Field. 
Buckwheat, rye. wheat, millet, clover, blue grass, timothy, red top, hemp, canary, white beans, &c., &c. 
Turnip, ruta baga, fla! dutch, red top, strap-leaved and purple top strap leaved, cow’s horn, Norfolk 
Tankard, &e., &e. a — | 

GARDEN SEEDS, _ | 
In their season, embrecing all kinds that can be called for, either at WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. i 

A large portion of our Garden Seeds will be grown under our direction, and will be kuown te be pure || 
and of the best quality. 

FLOWER SEEDs, 1 
They keep a steck of choice FLOWERSEEDS, and heve »ow on hand for sale bulbs of Tulips, i} 
Hyacinths. Gladtolus, barcissus, &C. : 

The Tulips and Hyacinths are of splendid varieties, havine flowered the present season, and were the || 

admiration of all who saw them. Tne supply is limited, and persons who desire them should apply | 
soon. 
Francis & Barrell aie also Agei’. for some of the best nurseries in the State, and have now i| 

} on hand for fall sales 

1806 Apple Trees, 
Frem the nursery of John A. & Chartes "Lennizout, Cook county. They are now growing well, and can 
be seen on application as above, Also Peach, apricet, Nectarine and Plum Tree-; || 
Haray Garden Shyubbery, emoracing the various kinds of Spirae, Lilacs, Snow Balls, | 
Wieglea Rosea, Forsythia Viriuisima, Afriean Tamarix Deutzia Scabra, and Gracilis, June Roses. 

| ORNAMENTAL TREES, 
} 

| 
American Larch, Mountain Ash,( European and American,) European Maples, English and Scotch t 
Elm, Evergreen trees—variety, &c., &c. 

Garden Perennial Fiowering Plants. 
These no good garden shou!d be without. When once planted, they require little further care. and are 

in blossom in summer after the early flowers are zone. Taney embrace a great varicty of Phloxes, Peo- | 
nias, Delphinums, Aconitums, Achillea Rosea, Pensiemous, &c., &c. 

GRUCERIES. 
FRANCIS & BARRELL also keep on hand for sale,a supply of groceries, embracing all those 

usually called for in families. Sugars, coifees, molasses, bacon, rice, mackerel, white fish, Sounds and | 
Tongues, codfizh, spices, extracts, almunds, Brazil nuts, cheese, dates, Havana honey, raisins, currants. 

‘| They have also many ether articles—crocxery, ladies work and traveling baskets, fancy soaps, looking 
glasses, lanterns, razor strops, and various other articles too numerous to be enumerated. 

{| we Puicha-re . 
Country produce—such a3 good bacen, butter, lard, cheese, choice vegetables, eggs, fruit, for which 

\{ we pay cash when goods will not suit. : 
‘| ft” Orders from a distance promply attended to. FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
{| Suoe 1, 1856. Journal Buildings, Springfield, Ilinois. 

————$—$—$ 
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Books for the Country | 
For sale by 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
Browne’s American Field-Book of Manures, | 

$1 00. 
Browne’s American Poultry Yard, twenty-sixth 

thousand, $1 60. 
Browne’s American Bird Fancier, cloth, 50 

cents. 

Dadd’s American Cattleedvctor, cloth, $1 00, 
Dana’s Muck Manual, clo:h, $1 00 
Dana’s Prize Essay on Manvres, 25 cents. 
Stockhardt’s Chemical Field Lectures, $1 00. 
Blake’s Farmer at Home, $1 25. 
Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory, 
25 

Buist’s Family Kitchen Gardener, 75 cts. 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific and Practical | 

Agriculture, 60 cts. : : 
Johnston’s Catechism of Agricultural Chemis= 

ry for schools, 25 cts. 

Smith’s Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleas- 
ure Grounds, $1 25. 

Works on the Honey Bee, 50 cts. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax, 25 cts. 
Miner’s American Bee Keeper’s Manul, $1 00. 
Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-keepi:.g, $1 00. 
Cottage and Farm Bee-keeper, 50 cts. 
“iliott?s American Fruit-grower’s Guide, $1 25. 
The American Florist’s Guide, 75 cts, 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. 25 cts. 

_The American Rose Culturist, paper, 25 cents, 
cloth, 50 cts. 

Hoare on the Cultivation of the Vine, 50 cts. 
Chorlton Cold Grapery, from direct American 

| Practice, 50 cents. 

NV 
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry | 

and Geoiogy, $1 00. 
Johnston’s Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry 

and Geology, $1 25. 
Jonnston’s Practical Agriculture, 75 cts. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener, 

$1 25. 
Fessenden’s American Kitchen Gardener, 25 

cents. 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer, 50 cts. 
Richardson’s Domestic Fowls. 25 ets. 
Richardson on the Horse; Varieties, Breeding, 

&c., 25 cts. 
Richardson on the Diseases and Management of 

the Hog, 25 cts. 

the Farm, 25cts. 
Richardson on the Hive and Honey bee, 25 

cents. 

} 

Saxton’s Rural Hand Books, 2 vols. 2$ 50. 
Beatties Southern Agriculture, $1 00. 
The Farmer and Emigrant's Guide, $1 00. 

Buckwheat for Seed. 
E have the article for sale. 
July 8. FRANCIs & BARRELL. 

Wanted te Purchase! 
Fruit of all kinds, 
Vegetables of all kinds, 
Choice and pure seeds of all kinds 
Market articles of all kinds. 
F R which Cash or Goods will be paid. 

June 10. FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

Stuation Wanted. 
YOUNG man who understands the G 

Richardson on the Destruction of the Pests of | A ; sl giae rd ae language, and is otherwise well qualified, de- 
| sires to obtain a situation ina store ata small 
| salary. Apply at the Farmer Office. 

Milbern ard Stevens on the Cow aud Dairy | 
Husband, 25 cts. 

Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture, 25 cts. 

Farmers, 25 cts, 
Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape, 
1 06. 
Allen on the Diseases of Domestic Animals, 75 

cents. 
Allen’s American Farm Book, $1 00. 
Allen*s Rural Architecture, $1 25. 

‘ Padre on the Cultivation of the Strawberry, &c., 
0 cts. 
Pedder’s Farmer’s Land Measurer, 50 cts. 
Phelps’ Bee-keeper’s Chart, 25 cts. 
Guenon’s Treatise on Milch Cows, illustrated, 

38 cts. 
Gunn’e Domestic Medicine, a book for every 

married Man and weman, $3 00. 
Randall’s3 Sheep Husbandry, $1 25. 
Youatt, Randall and Skinner’s Shepherd’s own 

Boek, $2 00. 

fe = : - Jul 8 

DAGUERREOTYPES. 
P, BUTLER, 

Topham’s Chemistry made easy for the Use of | W ourD respectfully announce to the public 
that he has opened StOOMLS on the Soeutin 

| Side of the Square, Springfield, Lli- 
nois 

Where Daguerrcotypes of the finest kind 
can be had and Photographs by the dozen, 

And Ambrotypes by Cuting’s Patent 

| 

Youatt on the Breeds and Managewent of Sheep, | 
75 cts. 

Youatt on the Horse, $1 25. 
Youatt, Martin and Sievens on Cattle, $1 25, 
Youatt ind Martin on the Breeds and Managee 

ment of the Hog, $! 00. 
Canfield on Management of Sheep, $1 00. 

Stephens’ Book of the Farm, complete, 450 
illustrations, $4 00. 
The Architect, or Plans for Country Dwellings, | 

$6 00. 
Thaer, Shaw and Johnson’s Principles of Agri- 

culture, $2 00 

Process, 
That is more durable than anything ever offered 
to the public in this place, thelr being sealed up 
‘m such a way as to render the picture nde= 
structable and presenting the features fuller 

| and more perfect than any pictures offered to the 
public by any other process, the patent for which 
I a a maa a right in this county. 

une 1, 

Agrcultural Imp!ements, Hardware, 
Cutting, &c. 

B. F. FOX. 
AS ON HAND A GREAT STOCK OF 
these articles fer sale. His Agricultural 

Implements embrace everything that the farmer 
wants in that line. His stock of Hardware can- 
not be excellec in the western country. He sup- 
lies all kinds of Mechanics with Hardware and 
ools in their line. And everything he sells is at 
the lowest and fairest prices. Call at his old 
stand on Fifth Street, just North of the Square. 
May 1—tf. 

ee 
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J. A. MASON, 
Manufacturer and Dealer in Cabinet Farniture, 

AS on hand a large stock of Chairs 
of all kinds; Bedsteads, Bureaus, 

Cases, Presses, Tables, Mattresses, Look- 
ing Glasses, Clocks from the Factory, Willow 
Ware, &c., &c. 

It is my intention to sell as good articles and on 
as reasonable terms as any other shop in the city. 
Qa” Repairing done at all times. 

Opposite the Journal office ; also in the 
Journal Buildings. gp 

Springfield, Feb. 14, 1856. 

The Springficld Woolen Factory, 
TS Prepared to Card, Spin, or Manufacture Wool 

into Cloths and Blankets in good style and 
with despatch. 
They have added to their Carding Room, new 

and Ye ep Custom Cards, which enables them 
to Card in first rate order 

1000 pounds of wool 
per day. 

Customers from abroad can have their wool 
attended to without delay. 

CASH PAID FOR WOOL. 
May 1. ARMSTRONG & CO. 
ee 

ILLINOIS 
Mutual Fire Insurance Company. 

Located at Alton, Illinois. 
CHARTERED FEBRUARY 23d, 1839)—OR- 

GANIZED APRIL 4th, 1839. 
MOUNT of premium notes in force Feb. 1st. 
1856, constituting a fund for the payment of 

losses, $679,537 41; secured by a lien on property 
insured, valued at over $7,000,000. 

This Company insures dwellings, stores, ware- 
houses, manufactories, mills, barns, stables, and 
the contents of each, together with every other 
similar species of property within the state, from 
loss or damage by fire. The Dirctors feel justi- 
fied in recommending this Company to the favora- 
ble consideration of the citizens of Illinoiz. Eve- 
ry one insured becomes a member—the Company 
being an association of customers—each of whom |! 
18 concerned in insuring his neighbor. As the 
indemnification fund augmeats in exact ratio with 
the increase for risks, the capital of the Company 
is comparatively exhaustless; and the entire safety 
of the institution must be apparent to every one 
who reads the charter. 
Tie cost of insuring in this “ompany is so low | 

ea to render it almost inexcusable for the owners | to, at onr shop one block east of the Court House. 

la 

| 
| 

| 
| 

of insurable property not to avail themselves of | 
its protection. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 
Timo. Turner, Lyman Trumbull, 
H. W. Billings, Ben. F. Long, 
Samuel Wade M. G. Atwood, 
John James, L. Kellenberger. 
Rotert Smith, Henry Lea, 
Elias Hibbard, Alfred Dow, 
Jehn Bailhache, B. K. Hart, 
Jonn Atwood. 

B. F. LONG, President. 
M. G. Atwoon, Sec’y. 
L. KELLENBERGER, Treasurer. aprill ly 

Application for Insurance may be made to 
JAMES L. HILL, Agent at Spri:gfield. 

856. 1856 
SPRING!! SPRING! SPRING!!! 

Items for Farmers and all these interested in 
HORSES AND CATTLE. 

FTER THE 
hardest wiuter known to 

the eldest inhabitant, we 
again offer you our Improved 
German Horse and Cattle 
Powder— 
“<THE GREAT PRNNSYL- 

VANIA REMEDY.” 
It 1s every man’s duty not 
only to take care of his family 

butof hishorses. He has been 
given tous for our service, 
usefulness and pleasure; it is 
tnerefore highly essential 

that we snor Id protect So willing and devoted a servant. 
The spring aad smomer eampaignis near at hand, the 

horse must do the labor. Thousand and tens of thonsands 
dollars depend on that nobije animal. 

TAKE CARE OF HIM MR. FARMER! 
As you value yourcrop see .bat he i: in gvod condition; 
let him go forth to the plow, head and tail up, having a 
good appetite, 

NOT HIDE BOUND, 
but ful! of energy to de the good werk, every hair on his 
hide in the right place. 

The above may be ascomplished by ucing our celebrated 
horse powder, and without further ado, we refer you to 
the following gent:eman who have throughly tested its 
efficacy. 

Abner Stewart, Fancy Creek; S- A. Jones, Rochester; 
N.S. Bates, staze agent; M. Wickersham, street commis- 
s‘oner; Sam?! Shoup, John Kavanaugh, B. F. Rath, I. R. 
Diller, John Cook and many cthers. 

R. H. PRicE, Agent, Island Grove. 
wR" We have always on hand, Neats Foot Oil, Brown 

Tancer’s Oil, and Frank Miller’s Celebrated Blacking ior 
harness. Cal) at CORNEAU & DILLER’S 

East side public square, 
_mard-wit Springfield, Ill. 

A WORD TO FARMERS. 
yo ery has been heretofore, “Why 

eannot we get carriages and wagons 
as durable and cheap here as elsewhere.*”? The 

{| questien can be satisfactorily answered, by calling 
at the 

Carriage and Wagon Manufactory of 

Withey & Brothers, 
ONE BLOCK 2AST OF THE COURT HOUSE, SPRING- 

FIELD, ILLINOIS, 
Where can be found constai.tly on hand, every 
variety of Carriages,such as Rockhaways, Buggies, 
Sulxies, and Wagons, of the best workmanship, 
and at the shoriest notice. As we enploy none 
but those who have a thorough knowledge of their 
business, we can warrant all work leavirg our es- 
tablishment. 

N. B.—Particular attention paid to repairing 
in all its various branches. 
Qa” Orders respectfully solicited. and aitended 

Feb. 20th, 1856.0 ; 
CLOTHING FOR THE MILLION! 

R. H. BEACH, 
West of the State House—three doors from Free- 

man’s Corner. 
EEPS always on hand a large supply of men’s 
and children’s Clothing, suitable for ail classes 

—and especially for the hard service of ! .e farm. 
He respec‘fully invites the farmers of Sangamen 
county, who want Clothing, to examine his stock. 
He will sell a‘ as low prices as pussihle end live, 
His motto is, “Live and let live?” Come on far- 
mers, and see my stock. R. H. BEACH. 

Jan 21, 18:6 

a 

a 
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Atkin’s Automaton: 
oR, 

Self-Raking Reaper and Mower, 
BEST MACHINE IN USE. 

1 the first used, in 1852. 
40 used successfully in 1862. 
300 in twenty different States in 1864. 
1200 in all parts of the Union in 1855, 
3000 building for the harvest of 1856. 

fgets are six geod reasons for this unparai- 
leled increase and great popularity: Ist. It is 

strong and reliable, and easily managed. 2nd. It 
saves the hard labor of raking. id. It saves at 
least another hand in binding. ith. It saves shat. 
tering by the careful handling in raking; besides 
the straw being laid straight, it is well secured in 
the sheaf, and does not drop in the handling, and 
the heads are not exposed in the stack, so that the 
rain saving even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. 

it is a good Mower, being one of the best con- 
th. [t has a knife that vertible machines in use. 

dees not cheke. 
Its other excellencies, too numerous to mention 

here, are fairly given in the circulars. Its intrin- 
sic worth is also attested by the award [mostly in 
three years] ef 

OVER EIGHTY FIRST PREMIUMS! 

Price—Reaper and Mower, $200,—$75 first 
September, and $50 first December. Price of 
Self-Raking Reaper only $175. Considerable sa- 
ving in freight to those at a distance who or- 
der prior to Ist March; alse liberal discount for 
advance payment. 

To secure a machine, order immediately.— 
Though so little known the past season, and none 
ready for delivery till Ist May, yet not tivo- 
thirds of the customers could be supplied. The 
reputation of the Machine is now widely estab- 
lished, so that three thousand will not as nearly 
supply the demand as ‘welve hundred did last year, 
an4 we shall s!so be selling four months earlier. 
fay Order early, if you would not be disap- 
inted. 
xP Orders for, or informatio.: concerning the 

above Machines addressed to 
J. S. WRIGHT & CO., 

Prairie Farmer Warehouse, Chicago, 
Or T. W S KDD, Springfield, Atlanta, or, 
Lincoln, will be aitended te promptly. 

Jan 1, 1856 

Sales of Property at Auction, 7 
MAXCY & McALLISTER, 

T ALL TIMES READY TO SELL, BY 
auction, real estate and personal preperty, in 

the city and country. 
-.. Auction room, centre room of the Jour- 

nal Buildings. 
They also attend to the private sale and pur 

ehase of farms and lands in the country, and lots 
and houses 1n the city. 

Journal Buildings, May 1, 1856, 

FAMILY GROCERIES, 

l 
| 

bcm and good, of almost every variety. for | 
sale by FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

May 1. 

To Persons Visiting Springfield to 
Purchase Goods, 

NE OF THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST, 
and most desirable stocks uf Merchandise in 

Central Illinois, is to be found at 

Joseph Thayer & Co’s., 
South side of the Public Square. 
Their stock contains the richest fabrics as well 

as the more useful, of Dry Goods, Bonnets, Para- 
sols, Cutlery, China and Glassware, Boots, Shoes 
and Gaiters, Clothing, Teas and Family Groceries, 
Trunks, Looking Glasses, Hats. 

The second story of their store is devoted ex- 
clusively to 

Carpets and Oil Cloths, 
They would call the attention of those in want 

of stout woolen gocds to their stock, which they 
manufacture themselves of unmixed Sangamon 
county wool and warrant to wear well. 

All persons in want of any of the above articles, 
are invited to inspect our assortment. We guar- 
antee prices as low as the lowest. 

May 1. 

CITY DRUG STORE 
REMOVED. 

HE undersigned would announce to his friends 
and the public generally that he has removed 

across the street to the store previously occupied 
by C. Freeman & Co., on the Northwest corner of 
the public square, where he has fitted up in a hand- 
some and convenient manner and made many and 
large additions to his stock, which consist in part 
of 
Drugs, Chemicals, Medicines, Paints, Oils, 

Varnishes, Glass, Glass Ware, Patent 
Medicines, Surgical & Dental In- 

struments, Fancy Articles, 
Very Fine and a Great 

Variety, Combs, 
Brushes, Perfumery, Stationery, 

Fine Cutlery, 

Eclectric & Concentrated Medicines, 
Eleetric Machines, Belts, 

Imported Cigars, Very Fine, Pure Wines, 
Brandies, Old Whiskey’s, Ale, Porter. 

A very superior assortment for Medical use, 
Lamps for Burring Fluid, a fine assortment. In 
fact everythirg that comprises a complete and 
saleable steck, which I offer at wholesal and retail 
at lower prices than ever before in this market. 
I feei confident that with my present facilities, I 
can sell to Phvsicians and others as low as any 
house in St. Louis, ard would invite them to give 
me a call and examine my stock before going fur- 
ther. 

Everything sold by me is warranted strictly pure 
and genuine. Don't forget the new store, where 
we may always be found ready and willing to 
wait ow eustomers, day or night, and give satis- 
faction. J.B. FOSSELMAN. 

June 1—4m. 

SEEDS FOR SUMMER SOWING, 
Millet, Buckwheat & Turnips. 
OR sale at the seed store of 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
June 1. 
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Facts and Speculations on 1 Rie. giants of Cutest ‘onloatena to any of 
their delinqnencies, or submit to the tricks 

by which trade is very frequently conducted 
in civilized and christian countries. This 

man was a Bramin; but an inward law gave 

him christian sentiments, an enlarged benev- 

olence, a truthful estimate of life, that rose 

_ high above anything to which the symbols 
of his degraded faith might point. 

There are said to be about nine hundred | 

millions of human beings on the earth, and 

of these four to five huadred millions use 
rice as their chief article of subsistence,— 

not as diluent to other and stronger food, 

but as the all dependent necessity of their 

life. Rice is said to be largely absorbed 
into the system as a nutrient, and forming If we pass over to China we will find an- 

little refuse matter in the bowels, has been | other rice-eating people of at least two hun- 
considered constipating, but without evil Te- | dred and fifty millions. And here we may 

sults, ne think. Like most farinacea, tbe able to contradict the too prevalent no- 

gives lightness to the sensations and clear. | tion, that, to animal food exclysively, belongs 
ness to the faculties, if not breadth and physical strength and endurance, whereas 

strength, which be think belong more to there are no other men more athletic than 

animal food, It is thought that the Foxs, | tne Chinese laborer, or porter, who will 
Pitts and Websters of the world are great | .or, away with » burden ander which o 

ter animal food consumers, living strongly — European would sink. Much of this may 

while they do live, and dying somewhat ear- | be attributed to training, but more to a 

lier in consequence. This is the prevailing | mosoular frame, not injured but sustained 
opine, and we think there is some truth in chiefly on rice. Moreover, neither the Hin- 

a. doo nor Chinese, in their contact with Eu- 

The Hindoos, say one hundred and fifty ropeans, are seduced into their dietetic 
millions in number, are a superior people. | ways, but continue throughout a rice con- 

If we judge of superiority by an apt busi- | suming people. The Chinese are as cele- 
ness habit, then there are few who excel the | rated as the Hindoos for their mercantile 
Hindoos. One who expects to over-reach propensities, and Honqua and Tinqua would 
them in trade may find himself mistaken, | fl] scarce below the Barings, Grinnells and 
and in widely extended operations the | Bacons, of our side of the world. In the 
Baboo of Calcutta is a perfect Rothschild, , lower walks of life the Chinese are a match 
and with all his riches and European sur- . for all competitors in the tricks, devices and 

roundings, is a rice eater from his birth to  artifices of trade. We have less opinion of 
his grave, as are all his countrymen. One | their moral standing than of the Hindoo. 
of these men died lately whom the writer of | Rice in India and China forms the great 

this article knew, worth his million or two | staple of traffic; it is seen at all times and 
of pounds sterling, a perfect heathen, a | in all places, is the nucleus of home opera- 

| tions, the base that sustains the economic 
worshipper and sustainer of the Doorga | fabric. In China, privileges are conceded to 
Poorga, and yet, withal, a man of noble | tice laden vessels. In all the islaads the 
impulses, and who never could in all his in- same consequence attaches to it. 
tercourse with the English and foreign mer- Rice in warm countries becomes a most 

sen pn e ———————ee 
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western ininigration. <A well 

of Cleveland said to us 

That even the rapid ad- 

the effects of 
informed citizen 

that this war so. 

vancement of Cleaveland itself had been 
arrested by the disposition ef business men 

and mechanics to go west; that northern 
Ohio was a heavily timbered country, and 

that it required the best part of a mau’s life 
to make and clear a good farm there; that 

even the old settlers who had mado im- 

provements, tired of working among stumps 
and cutting down and burning forests, were 

disposed to sell out, and many had sold out, 

aud had gone and were going to the prairies 

of the west. Their places were filled in 

some cases, by farmers from Pennsylvania, 

~ and in others one improved piace was added 

to another, and thus improvements were at 

a stand stil]. Our farmers, continued he, 

have learnt the advantages offered by lauds 
already cleared for the over those 

that require fifteen years labor upon them 

to enable one to plow an unbroken furrow. 

He said that there were still fine junds in 

Ohio belonging and he 

believed in a few vears a re-action would 

take place, and eastern immigrants would 

find it for their interest to settle in North- 

plow, 

to government, 

ero Ohio. This will probably be so, bat 

after the lapse of a considerable time. In 

comparison with lands of the easteru States, 

those of northern Ohio are vastly superior. 

Much of them have been improved and they 

are among the most productive regious of 
the country, occupied by an energetic busi- 

ness population. — 

Cabbage Plants. 

There has been a great call tor cabbage 

niants the present season, The flies have 

destroyed most of the young plants. Two 

ov three sowings did not remedy the evil. 

One of our friends says he has no difl- 
culty in raising plants, He fills a box or 

trouch with earth, sows his seed in the 

same, und raises the box or irough some 
five feet, placing it on the top of a bench or 

fence, The flies never trouble the young 
plants in that situation. 

This fact may be of serrice to seme of | 

our readers next year. 

, varied household duties, 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 
oo 

Farmers’ Girls. 

‘The time bas gone by, we think, when a 
_ young woman is valued for her almost en- 

tire worthlessuess, We mean such as have 

'no otber qualifications for usefulness than 

_ mere iactitious accomplishments, which will 
_ enable her to pass off well in the street and 

in company, ard who is ignorant of all the 

which specially 
come under the supervision and require the 

labor of woran, 
We have no liking for that system of 

dradgery which makes woman a_ perfect 
slave to her family. Cireumstances may 

require her untiring devotion to their inter- 

ts, whic are her own, but her parents or 

_ husband, shonid always aim to make the 

_ performance of her laborious duties as light 
and pleasent as possible. All the arrange- 

/ meats about and in the dwelling should 
bave this object in view. In this free coun- 

try, where slave jabor is not to be had, and 

if it could be had, is not wanted, our women 

have much jiabor to perform: hence it is, 

aud we believe it, that all the means which 

van vender that duty light, should be 

brought into requisition. 

We bave too often seen in the country, 

where the owner could afford better accom- 
modations, a small square house, without a 

-siugle projection or piaza to keep off the 

sun or weather from the females, who were 

compelled to go out of the door in the per- 

| for 

formance of their work. We have seen, too, 
the approaches to the dwelling mere mud 

paths, which, when the weather is wet, furn- 
ish mnd to soil the floors and make work 

the We have seen men who 

ought to know better, squirt the juice of 

women. 

, tobacco about on the floors, compelling wo- 

meu, who would not have their houses as 

| dirty as stables, to be constantly using the . 
_ mop to wash away the filth. We have seen 
women, who, it was expected, would make 

_ butter for markct and family use, without 

the first convenience for doing so. We have 

seen many more things of this character 
| which we might name, all tending to make 
| the lot of woman hard, and which could 

eave been avoided by careful men, who had 
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a just appreciation of the duties and value 

of the true woman. 
We know that with these drawbacks wo- 

man cannot be what Providence designs and 
what the true happiness of the family requir- 

vs, and what society demands. 
obstacles to the proper development of 
character and aims of the true woman, we 

hope will pass away with the increasing in- 
telligence of our farmers. We are aware 

that progress with them is something more 
than a mere word, and with the wajority 

their efforts are directed to appreciate their 

high calling, to make their homes what they 
ought to be, and to give woman those ad- 

vantages which will render her a “help meet 
for man.” But there are some instances in 

our miud’s eye where our admonitions will 

not be undeserved. 

How much of the happiness of mau de- 
pends upon the intelligence, the industry, 

' 
' 

i 
‘ 

| 
| 
| 
j 

| 

But these | 

nurseries of Ohio, as well as farther west. 

We believe the whole of Mr. Elliott’s stock 
of peach trees was killed as well as many 

other tender nursery trees. His grounds show 
that several of the most beautiful foreign 

evergreens which had hitherto stood the 

rigors of winter, were also dead. We un- 

derstood that Professor Kirtland, living a 

few miles distant, and who has been distin- 
guished as the originator of many new and 

' fine varieties of cherries, was likely to lose 
many of his trees. Such a winter as our 

last, of course, ‘‘is not in the memory of 

the oldest inhabitant,” but though one of 
| equal severity may not soon recur again, 

_ we will do well to be admonished by experi- 
ence what trees will stand the changes of © 

' our climate, and those which will not. A 

loss of the peach trees, however, which are 

' easily reproduced, will not prevent their 

the neatness, the domestic qualifications of | 

woman? A good woman, who weuld per- 
form her part, and who is enabled to per- 

form her part in lite, by the well directed 

care of the husband, or father, is, indeed, 

the “crown of glory” to the whole honse- 

hold. 
We are not admirers of fast women, but 

we reverence women in their true position. 

That can scarcely be attained by them un- 

less the girl is properly educated. To that 

cultivation. 

Mr. Elliott has a very large stock of 

evergreen tress, of different hardy varieties 
_ for sale, and which will be sold at very low 

rates. These, with proper care, will be cer- 

tdiu to live, an object of some importance 
to those who plant out evergreens. 

We are giad to learn that Mr. Ellott will 
leave “the dull pursuit of mercantile life,” 

which does uot suit him, and devote his at- 

tention hereafter to horticulture and that 

point the attention and effort of every good | 
_ is known through the whole west. mother and father should be directed, 

F. R, Elliott. 

We visited a few days since the nursery | 

grounds of this distinguished horticulturist, — 

near Cleaveland. Mr. Elliott has for the 

last few years been engaged iu carrying on | 

with other business, an Agricultural Store | 

in Cleaveland, and has not been able to de- 

vote that attention to his nursery grounds 
which he previously had done. The im- 

provements, however, show great taste, and 
his cottage, nestled among the evergreens 

and decideous trees, and surrounded with 

shrabbery of all the choice varieties ever 

heard of, is most beautiful, exhibiting the 
fine taste of its proprietor. 

' 

branch of literature connected with it. As 

a scientific and practical borticulturist, he 

Fruit Convention. : 
We have received the Report of “Trans- 

actions ot the Fourth Session of the North 
Western Fruit Grower’s Association,” at 

Burlington, September 25, 1855. These 
transactions make a pamphlet of 140 pages, 

and embrace a vast variety of information 

| The last winter was a severe one upon the 

most useful to the growers of fruit. The 
information thus given is practical, what is 

wanted and needed bv our western people. 

We shall draw liberally from this work. 

Pium Culture was the first subject con- 

sidered. Mr. Fahnestock said that he had 

been intrusted by Mr. Matthews with his 
remedy for the great enemy of the plum, 
the Curculio; that he had given it tosev- | 

f 

| 
149 | 

i 
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eral gentlemen of known integrity for the | 
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of the pests that followed civilization, and 
purpose of making a trial of it; and that | that unless some such remedy as Mr. Math- 

he had received letters from four out of six, | 

all of whom spoke of it with the fullest | 
confidence of its efficacy. Mr. Young, Presi- 

dent of the Louisville Horticuitural Society, 

had written to him that his plam orchard 
had not produced any fruit for six years 

from the ravages of the Curculio, until the 

present year, (1855,) when he applied the 

Mathew’s remedy and the trees were loaded 

with fruit. They commenced stinging the | 

plums before the remedy was applied, but 

after the applicatiou it did not appear that — 

one plum was stung. Mr——, of Oneida . 

| 
| 

| 

county, had made the application to six of | 

twelve trees; the six to which the remedy | 

was applied were loaded with fruit, while | 
the entire crop of the others was destroyed | 

The other two gentlemen | 

had made substantially similiar reports. The | 
remedy had been applied to the specimen | 

by the Cureulio. 

trees of the Syracuse nursery with similar 

effect. Mr. F. had the fullest confidence in 

it, and believed, when properiy applied, it | especially refer in this case to two of our 

would be eifectual in every instance. : 

Mr. Barry had given Mr. 

remedy a trial, but not sufficient to speak of 
its claims satisfactorily. He had succeeded 

in growing a good crop of plums by using 

a very simple remedy; in fact his trees were 

then breaking down with their load of fruit. 

Mr. B. gave a description of his remedy. | 

He said--‘‘The plan of having the ground | 

under the trees, which had generally proved | 

successful, gave the idea of beating the carth 

hard under the trees. This was done at the | 

first appearance of the Carculio. A boy | 
was sent among the trees daily to jar the 

trees and sweep up the insects and punctur- | 

ed plums and destroy them. By this the | 
insects and larva were destroyed, not 

only protecting the present crop but | 
making serious inroads into the next year’s | 
crop of insects. The habit of the insect 

was to fly fromthe ground upward. He 
had considerable confidence in the Mathew’s 
remedy, but more inthis. The discussion 

Matthew’s | 

ews proposed, would prove successful, but 

little further progress would be made by 

the farmers in the culture of this fruit. He 
was satisfied that the plan of paving the 

ground under the trees, or of beating down 
the earth and jarring the trees would be 
hut an imperfect remedy. 

Mr. Barry continued—-that we should 
never find a remedy without labor, and that 

1aau who would say it was too much labor 
to cultivate and protect fruit, was not wor- 

thy of its enjoyment. 

Mr. Mathew’s remedy is a secret; but 
this discussion gives the assurance that this 

valuable fruit has a fair chance of being 

rescued from destruction, and again being 
placed on the list of productive crops. 

Prices of Produce. 
Our Prices Current for the last month 

show that prices of produce were then reced- 

ing, and it is our opinion that they have 

not yet reached their lowest point. We 

staples, wheat and eorn. Of the latter 
there is yet a large amount in the hands of 

farmers, as well as a good supply of the 

former article. The wheat crop, as a whole, 

promises a large yield this season, much 

larger than that of the last. The severity 
of the winter injured some fields, but the 

stimulation of high prices caused an unusual 
breadth of land to be sown; and hence we 

anticipate a very large crop. As a general 

thing, the corn promises well. Some of it 
came up badly, but the weather has been 

such as to favor the success of re-planting, 

aud our farmers feel assured of a good corn 
season. 

We will have but little foreign demand 
for these articles. In a state of peace, Eu- 

rope can nearly sapply herself with bread- 

stuffs. The country on the Danube is won- 

derfully adapted to the growing of wheat 

‘and under the system of Russian serf labor, 

it can be grown there at cheaper rates than 

in our own country. Even in Engiish mar. 
ket, Russian wheat successfully competes 

with ours. There will be some foreign de- 
continued on the habits of the Curculio. | 
Mr. Dunlap said that the Curculio was one 
| ee 
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mand in South America for flour; but our | 

main reliance for market must be at home. 

All these circumstances considered, we an- | 

ticipate low prices for breadstuffs compar ed 

with those a year since; but we believe that | 

even these will be remunerating prices. Our 

farmers have had a Aarvest in high prices; 

and when these are caused by foreign de- 

mand for a heavy surplus, they benefit all 
elasses of citizens. 

Our farmers are at this present writing 

cutting their wheat. They will have a busy 

time. 

There is some diversity of opinion in | 

regard to the proper time of cutting wheat. | 

R. N. Aten, in his “American Farm 

Book,” says: “The grain should be cut im- 

mediately after the lower part of the stalk 

becomes yellow, while the grain is yet in 

the dough state, and easily compressible be- 
tween thumb and finger. Repeated experi- | 

ments have demonstrated, that wheat cut 

at that time, will yield more in measure, of 

heavier weight and a larger quantity of 
sweet, white flour. If early cut, a longer 

time is required for curing before storing 

and threshing.” 
The same authority says—‘‘When stored 

in the straw, the grain should be so placed | 
as to prevent heating or moulding. Unless 

very dry, when carried to the barn, this can | 
only be -avoided by laying it on scaffolds, | 

where there is a free circulation of air | 
around and partially through it. If placed | 
ina stack, it should be well elevated from | 

the ground; and if the stack be large, a | 

chimney or lattice or open work should be | 
left from the bottom, extending through the | 

centre to the top; ora large bundle may | 
be kept to the surface in the middle, aud | 
drawn upwards as the stack rises, - 

| 

leaving an opening for circulation, entirely 

through the centre of the grain. Additional 

security would be afforded by similar open- 

ings at suitable intervals, in a horizontal 
direction. Mice and rats may be avoided, 

by laying the foundation of the stack on 

posts or stones, elevated beyond their reach, 
and covered at the top with projecting caps. 

| growing of buckwheat. 

; duly prepared. 

Weevils sometimes affect the grain after 
| storing. These may be almost, if not whol- 
| ly, prevented, by thorough cleanliness of 

the premises where the grain is stored.” 

Stacks put up in this manner may pre- 

serve the grain from heating and growing. 

Much was injured last summer from these 

causes. 

Buckwheat. 
Some farmers are prejudiced against the 

Few, however, car- 

ry their prejudices so far as to refuse to eat 

the product when put into proper shape and 

In fact, there is a certain 

and large demend for buckwheat flour, dur- 

ing the winter, in this country, and it will 

be had, even if extravagant prices are paid 

for it. Buckwheat cakes, are, in trath, an 

institution of the country, and worthy of 

being cherished. {t shall be no fault of ours 

if it shall not prove perpetual. 

Buckwheat is from China. It is grown 

largely in Europe. In 1850, New York 
produced 9,000,000 bushels, and Illinois 

134,500 bushels. Jt furnishes nutritious 
food. It will grow on any common soil; 

but will yield well on light poor soils. The 

| erop can be raised with little expense. Plow 
the ground well ounce; harrow it well; sow 

two to three pecks of seed to the acre, and 
harrow it well in. It will do well to sow 

from 20th of June to the middle of July. 
It would be well to cut the crop with a 

cradle. If the straw is too dry, the seed 
will fail off and waste. It should be thresh- 
ed immediately. A good crop will yield from 

20 to 25 bushels an acre. But much will 

depend on the season. There will be a good 
market for a limited amonnt of this grain 

the coming winter, and, owing to the scar- 
city of seed, the supply will not be large. 

Morgan | County. Fair! 
Morgan county is in the field with a hand- 

some premium list. The Fair will be held in 

Jacksonville on the 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th 

days of September next. The premiums are 

offered for thorough bred horses; horses of all 

work; draught horses; jacks and jennetts; cattle, 

pr horns; natives and cross cattle; hogs; sheep; 

poultry; agricultural implements made in the 



State; manufactured leather; flour; grain; fruit 
and vegetables; flowers and paintings, and ladies 
department. The entrance fees are one-fifth of 

the premiums. Competition open to all citizens 
of the State. All articles intended for compe- 

tition must be entered by 9 o'clock on the day 

of exhibition. All articles in the ladies depart- 
ment, will be exhibited on the first day of the 

fair. Cattle will be exhibited on the second 
day, and horses on the third day, agricultural 
implements and manufactures on the foarth day. 

Pedigrees for stock in the thorough bred class 
will be required—English and American Herd 

Books will be the standard. Crops of grain to 

be entered on the first day of the fair. Any 
additional information in reference »to the fair 
can be obtained on application to Irwin Den- 
LAP, Rsq., Secretary of the Society, Jackson- 

ville. 

The fair of Morgan county the present season 
will probably exceed ia interest any which has 

ever taken place in that county. Citizens of 
other States who desire to be present at this 

and similar great gatherings of our people, cau 
conveniently be present at the fair in Morgan 
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county, in the third week of September next, | 

being the 16tb, 17th, 15th and 19th days of that | 
month; at the fair ia Sangamon county, in the 

fourth week of September, being the 23d, 24th, 
25th and 26th days of that month; and at the 

State Fair, in Alton, in the subsequent week, 

commencing on the 30th day of September, and 
to be held four days. 

Fruit Trees, 

The Crop of Hay. 

The prospect is that hay will be short. 
The grass is now thin in the meadows, and 

even if we should have rain, the yield will 
be light. What is to be done? Our farmers 

have a recourse in millet and corn sown 
broadcast. Millet seed well put in will 

yield three or four tons of most valuable 

fodder to the acre, which cattle and horses 

will prefer to the best timothy. Corn will 
produce an equal amount of good fodder. 
It is time the attention of farmers was tarn- 

ed to these crops. The seed can be sown 

as late as the middle of July, and at a time 

when other crops do not press upon the 

farmer’s attentiou. There is no little cir- 

ecumstance which will make a farmer feel 

more comfortable in winter than to know 
that he has plenty of food for his stock. 

Potatoes, 

The writer of the foliowing communica- 
tion has made a discovery—at least it is . 

new to us—which may be useful. The ob- 

ject is to ‘renew the seed of potatoes” 
which has run out, or become worthless, 

from being planted long in the same locality. 
The experiment he proposes, can be easily 

tried. In this latitude, we suppose that 
the planting can be deferred even later than 

_ the second week in July. Potatoes planted 
Many varieties of young fruii trees were in- | 

jured by the winter. The tops will be killed 

down, more cr less. This will not be a serious 

injury if these trees are properly attended to. 

The tops should be cut back just above where 
they sprout. The main reliance of the tree is 
upon the root. If this is sound the sprouts 

will soon take the place of that cut down, and 
if you desire it, will will form a low head, which 

is the best form of the tree for our prrairies. 

The dry weather is unfortunate for new trees 
planted out; but much can be done for their bene- 

fit by mulching about the roots. 
We again say that if the tree throws out 

sprouts above the graft, you can make a good 
and valuable tree of it—and the killing of the 
top will not seriously injure it. 

Bem. Richter says, “No man can either live pi- 
ously or die righteously without a wife.” An- 
other says to this,“O yes! sufferings and severe 
trials purify and chasten the heart.” 

near the first of July often make a hand- 
some yield. 

We invite our friends to try the plan pro- 
posed by Mr. Seager. 

To Renew Potatoes that have been run out 
by constant planting.—Save back seed till 
the first or second week in July and then 
carefully harvested, the product will be pe- 
tatoes not larger than walnuts, if these are 
planted the next spring at the usual time of 
planting they will produce large sized pota- 
toes as sound and mealy as the particular 
species of potato planted ever was. 

The advantages of this plan, is, the sav- 
ing of time over the old plan of sowing seed 
from the potato apple, and renewing a 
favorite species of potato to its former ex- 
cellence. 

I have tried this plan myself and can 
assure farmers of its success. 

CHAS. SEAGER. 

i 
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The season has come for the sowing of ‘9 be embraced.” [Abercrombie.} The 
turnips. The prospect being that in the | latest sown turnips are the least liable to be 

coming winter, fodder, including hay, may | injured by insects. 
be limited in supply, presents an inducement | The Swedish, or Ruta Baga, is probably 

| for an extensive cultivation of turnips. They | the most productive variety. It is hardy, 
;, can be ased to advantage in feeding cattle | solid, and is more nutritious than the white 
| and sheep. It is well known that English turnips. Consequently it is better-for stock, 
\ 

| 
| 
| 

| saat aac acereonceecemeaar eneecaaiae Gamera 
Tarnips. | not be regretted; but the opportunity ought 

| 

| agricalturists place their chief reliance in , 2nd is a good table vegetable in winter, and 
| fattening cattle and sheep on their turnip if properly kept, through spring into July. 

| Six hundred bushels to the aere is a com- 
To succeed with this crop, the land should | mon yield in England. It would be well to 

be well prepared. It should be clean of | sow them earlier than the common white 

| 
| Crops. 

| | 
| | ! nen Cail | weeds especially. Sand or gravel mixed {| turnip. 
i | 

1 

| 

with loam, it is said, produce the best flav- 

ored roots. The land should not be too Open to All. 
The Prairie Farmer, in a handsome no- 

| tice of our proposed County Fair in Sep- 
tember, says: ‘From the Premium List we 

| rich. Grounds which have beeu newly | 
t 

| cleared from the ferest, »nd burnt over, are 
| 

{ | | 
|| troubled the least with the fly. It would ; 
{| cannot leara whether the premiums are open 
|, not be a bad plan to burn the ground over ee . us 

. ie ae | to ad joining counties for competition or are 
with straw or other substance, if this can | : ae A 

| : ' exclusively offered to citizens of Sangamon 
| be done conveniently. + ‘ ; 
| Th a bei = ait aise oaed.| county.” Had the Editor examined the 

ne cine erat ahs Shin a age premium list fully, his eyes would have met 
seed should be procured, and if danger of the following resolution: 

| | ety : spprenended—and aks ane “Resolved, That we invite a free compe- 
from this rascally insect—the remedy pro- | tition from every portion of the State in 

| posed by Mean, an English agriculturist, | articles for which premiums are offered.” 
can be used. It is said to be effectual. That’s to the point, we think. 

“Steep the seed in sulphur water, putting | — 

an ounce of sulphar to a pint of water, | Salt Your Cattle. 
which will be sufficient for soaking three | An old farmer says that this should not 
pounds of sed.” The seed should be har- | be forgotten at this season of the year. The 

| rowed in with a single harrow, and if the | green food they eat is of a highly ferment- 

ground should be passed over with a roller | able nature, and the use of salt in such case 

| 

is indispensable to health, A mixture of 

! 

{ 

| it would be all the better. 
Fessenden recommends a pound of seed | salt and ashes, kept in boxes, within the 

to an acre of ground. On our soil this | 

would be too much. The plants would be | 7 
crowded and the crop injured. Really the | have a constant supply, there is no danger 
plants should be ten inches apart, and the | of their taking too much of it. 

labor of thinning them to that distance | v pnuise eo. Paevent cat: Maya oF Se 

reach of cattle, but out of the way of the 
\ 

| 

{ 

would be well paid for by the excellence of | Spx row Passtna THROUGH THE GLassEs 

1 
| 

weather, is just what they want. If they 

the roote. | oF Wixpows.—Pulverize gum tragacanth 

For the fall crop, the seed should be sown , 24 eo It bad dissol S hed eats ped hour : 
about the middle of July. “Doing it on a |" “ eagle a Rralane accent a Maer 

set day is ridiculous; for a time should be | 

chosen when the ground has the right de- | 

of moisture to make the seed vegetate; | . 
gree . ‘shoal . 7 - a bas The Unitcd States has housed in one of 
and if this should happen a week earlicr or | the Arsenale near Pniludeluhia, no less than 
a fortnight later than the usual time, it need — three millions of pounds of sult petre. 

of this on the panes of your windows with 
a soft brush and let it dry.—Jdrs. Hale's 
Receipt Bock. 
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Silesian Sheep Shearing, — 
The annual sheep shearing of Silesian 

sheep, at Red Hook, New York, is an oc- 
currence of great interest to the grawers of 

fine wool in the northern States. We have 
an account of the late shearing at that place 

in the Boston Cultwator: 

The annual shearing of Silesian Merino 
sheep by Chamberlain, Campbell & Ladd, 
took place at the farm of Wm. Chamber- 
lain, Esq., Red Hook, New York, on the 
13th and 14th instant. We had the pleas- 
ure of being a spectator on the occasion, as 
we were at the last year’s shearing, and had 
thus an opportunity of adding some items 
to the information we previously possessed 
concerning the success of this variety of 

- sheep in the United States, 
The Silesian Merino sheep are remarkable 

for the great amount of fine wool which 
they produce in proportion to their weight 
of carcass, and also for the uniform quality 
of the fleece over the whole body— 
the belly, in particular, which in many sheep 
is either naked or thinly covered with an 
inferior kind of wool, is in the Silesian well 
set, that which is but little coarser than the 
best parts of the fleece. The fleece has also 
some other points of superiority, such as 
fulness of staple, and evenness of the size 
of the fibres. 

These excellencies are the result of a long 
course of skilful breeding. The principal 
Silesian breeders, Messrs. Fischer, obtained 
the originals of their flocks, in Spain, in the 
year 1811. We have before given the par- 
ticulars in regard to their selection. The 
flocks of these breeders have attained an 
eminence which cause animals from them to 
be sought after from the various countries 
of Europe. From the time of seeing the 
first of the variety which were brought to 
this country, a few years since, we have 
thought that there was at least prima facia 
evidence that they would prove a desirable 
acquisition. The more we see of them, the 
more are we strengthened in this opinion. 
We are aware that to keep up the refine- 
ment to which these sheep have been 
brought, a certain amount of skill in the 
breeder, accompanied by certain requisites 
of food and shelter, are required; but we 
believe there are men in this country who 
possess the ability and the means necessary 
to this result, and in such hands the Silesian 
Merino can hardly fail to be profitable. As 
to the effect of infusing the blood of the 
Silesian with other sub-varieties of the Me- 
rino breed, we have previously given some 

facts showing the improvement thereby 
effected. We may on a future occasion give 
some further testimony of a similar charac- 
ter. 

The shepherd, Carl Heyne, who has 
charge of the flock kept at Mr, Chamber- 
lain’s farm, has lately returned from Silesia, 
his native country, with 22 ewes and 2 rams, 
purchased of Messrs. Fischer, for Messrs. 
C,C.& L. The animals are in very good 
condition, notwithstanding the hardship of 
their long confinement, and the frequent 
cold baths in salt water which they were 
forced to take while on their voyage. They 
are a fine lot, altogether, and one of the 
rams was held in such estimation by Messrs. 
Fischer, that he was much used in their 
home flock. 

The following memorandum shows the 
| weight of carcass after shearing, and the 

weight of fleece, unwashed, of several of 
the sheep which we saw shorn: 

No. Weight of Sheep: Weight of Fleece, 
74 lbs. 8 lbs. 12 oz. 125, 

111; 62 «6 9 «6 2 « 
179, 1 6 R 6 8“ 
213, 15 6 9 « 8 «< 
326, 66 « 8 & 9 6 

The above are breeding ewes which have 
suckled lambs since December last. The 
wool was one year’s growth, the sheep hav- 
ing been shorn last year during the first 
week in May. 

No, Weight of Sheep. Weight of Fleece. 
1, 55 Ibs. 8 lbs. 

270, 60 < 8 4 oz. 
240, 67 & B & 5 « 
121, 12 & B« 7 6 
132, 687 « gS 6 a i& 

These are yearling ewes. The wool was 
less than eleven months’ growth, as they 
were all shorn on the 20th of June last year 
—the weight of the fleeces then taken off 
ranging from three to four pounds, which 
sold for hatting purposes at fifty cents per 
pound. 

No. Weight of Sheep. Weight of Fleece. 

4, 116 lbe. 13 lbs 4 oz. 
17, 128 6 1 ag 12 «& 

215, 64 « 8 «6 6 « 
68, 4 «6 8 «“ 8 « 

These were rams. No. 4 is recently im- 
ported. His fleece was of eleven months’ 
growth; his age four years. No. 17 had 
one year’s growth of wool; his age four 
years. Nos. 275 and 68 are yearlings, 
with eleven months growth of fleece. 

It was estimated that a deduction of 25 
per cent. would make this wool equal in 
cleanliness to ordinary washed wool, and in 
this condition it is said, by those who are 
well acquainted the wool market, it would 
bring sixty cents per pound. 

yep.Of the 2,511 beeves in the New York 
market last weck, 1,127 were from this State. 
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“the Wool Trade. 

On account of the coldness of the spring, 
sheep shearing is rather late; but in a few 
days the clip will begin to seek a market. 
Last season wool was received at the Cleve- 
land Depot May 5th. This year the first 
was received May 135th. This consisted of 
1000 bbls. from Licking county. 
We have obtained of Goodale & Co., a 

list of prices of their last sales, which, com- 
pared with sales of nearly the same date 
last year, show an advance 4 to 7 cts. 
May 20, 1866, June 1, 1855. 

Soper at 62c Super at 65c 
XX +6 66 xx «& 48 
x “cs AO x oc 44 
No.1 6 46 No.l 6 40 
No.2 6 40 No 2 6 36 
No.3 *© 38 No.3 & & 
No.4 6 35 No.4 & 30 
Ne.G * 33 No.6 & 26 

Ohio Farmer, 

Weaning Lambs. 
The time of weaning differs materially, 

according to the locality of the farms and 
the quality of the pasture. In a moun- 
tainous country, and where the land is poor, 
the weaning often takes place when the 
lamb is not more than three months old, 
for it requires all the intermediate time to 
get the ewes in good condition by the time | 
of blossoming, or to prepare them for mar- | 
ket. In a milder climate, and on better 
pasture, they are not to be weaned until 
four months old, and that is the period usu- 
ally selected. On the other hand, if the 
pasture, is good, and especially if it is the 
system or the interest of the farmer to sell 
his lambs in store condition, they frequently 
are not weaned until they are six months 
old. 

The first thing to be attended to is, to 
remove the lambs and the ewes as far as 
possible from each other. There will be 
plenty of confusion and unhappiness for a 
while, and which would be prolonged until 
it was iujurious to both the mother and the 
offspring, if they were able to hear each 
other’s bleating: indeed, it would frequently 
happen that the ewe could not be confined 
in her pasture, if she heard the continued 
cries of her young one. Two or three days 
before they are intended to be parted, the 
ewes and the lambs should be removed to 
the pasture which the latter are afterwards 
to occupy, and then in the evening of the 
appointed day, the ewes are to be driven 
away from the pasture occupied by their 
lambs, or if they are moved to another, it 
should be a poorer and barer one. It will 
be advisable, although it is not always prac- 
tised, to milk them two or three times, in 

| 

order to relieve their distended udders, and 
to prevent an attack of inflammation or gar- 
get. In a day or two they will become 
quiet, or if any one should refuse her food, 
she should be caught and examined, and 
the state of her udder should be particularly 
observed. 
The management of the lambs will depend 

on the manner in which the farmer means 
to dispose of them; but at all events, they 
should be turned on somewhat better pas- 
ture than that to which they had been ac- 
customed, in order to compensate for the 
loss of the mother’s milk. Many farmers 
are very fanciful as to the provision for the 
weaned lambs. The clover, or the sainfoin, 
or the aftermath, are selected by some; oth- 
ers put their smaller and more weakly lambs 
to weed the turnip crops; but there can be 
nothing more desirable than a fresh pasture, 
not too luxuriant, and yet sufficient to main- 
tain and increase their condition. <A great 
deal of caution is requisite here. The lamb 
must not. be over gorged, lest some acute 
disease should speedily carry him off; on 

| the other hand, he must not be suffered to 
| decline, for if he does, he will rarely recover 
his condition, however good the keep may 
afterwards be.— Youatt. 

Frauds in the Sheep Trade. 

The Wool Grower, for May, contains an 
article which we should to copy entire, for 
the benefit of Western sheep-buyers; but 
our space will not permit this; so we give 
some of its points, to put our readers on 
their guard: 

1. Let the fleece grow two years, and 
pass off the fleece as one of a single year’s 
growth. 

2. Overstate the amount actually shorn, 
by one or two pounds. 

3. Dope the sheep: that is, put on oil and 
coloring matter to make a sheep look like 
the required: breed; that is, paint the sheep 
as a common horse was once painted, and 
sold for one of a superior race. 

4, Always have a sheep or two on hand 
of just the breed the buyer wants, and that, 
too, though there was but one kind when 
the flock started. 

Such are some of the frauds practiced on 
unsuspecting men, who have not yet learned 
how to look for dishonesty, under the mask 
of fair profession, which some of these 
scoundrels make. We know some facts, 
which, if published, would cover some men 
with infamy.e Buy of none—we would say 
to all—but well known and honest men. 

[ Wool Grower: 
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Teas. | 
There are a great variety of teas under | 

| name. Formerly Gunpowder and Imperial | 

rated as best. Latterly best teas are found | 
in other varieties: | 

Green Teas.—The following are the | 
principal kinds: Twankay, Hysou-skin, Hy- | 
son, Gunpowder and Young Hyson. 

Young Hyson is a delicate young leaf, | 
| called in the original language Yu-tszen, 
| (before the rains,) because gathered in the 
| early spring. 

Hyson is from the Chinese word He tchene, | 
1 which means flourishing spring. This fine | 
| tea is gathered early in the season and pre- 

pared with great care and labor, Each teaf 
is picked separately and nipped off above | 
the foot-stalk and every separate leaf is | 
rolled in the hand. 

- its flavor. 
Gunpowder Tea is only Hyson roiled and - 

rounded, to give it the granular appearance, 
whence it derives its name. The Chinese 
call it Choo-cha, (pearl tea.) | 

Hyson-skin, is so named from the Chinese | 
term, in which connection skim means the 
refuse or inferior portion. In preparing 
Hyson all leaves that are of a coarse, yel- 
low, or imperfectly twisted appearance are 
separated and sold as skin fea, at an inferior 
price. 

Twankay is the last picking of green tea, | 
and the leaf is not rolled or twisted asmuch | 
as the dearer descriptions. There is alto- | 
gether less trouble bestowed on the prepara- | 
tion. | 

Brack Teas.—As soon a8 the leaf-bud | 
'| begins to expand it is gathered to make | 

Pekoe. A few days later growth produces 
black-leaved Pekoe. The next picking is | 
called the Souchong. As the leaves grow | 
larger and more mature they form Congou; | 
and the last picking is Bohea. | 

Bohea is called by the Chinese Ta-cha, 
(large tea) on account of the maturity and | 
size of the leaves, It contains:a larger pro- | 
portion of woody fibre than other teas and | 
its infusion is of a darker color and coarser | 
flavor. 

Congou, the next higher kind, is named 
from a corruption of the Chinese Koong-foa, 
(great care or assiduity.) This forms the 
bulk of the black tea imported and is mostly | 
valued for its strength. 

Souchong — Scaon-choong, 

e | 

It is much esteemed for | 

(small, 
sort,) is the finest of the stronger black tea, 
with a leaf that is generally entire and curly. | 
It is much esteemed for its fragrance and | 
fine flavor. by j 
Pekoe is a corruption of the Canton name 

| 
| 

| 
scarce | 

\ 

| 

, is best. 

| nation, yielding, 

_ ample space for ligt and air. 
' pumpkins are allowed ground by themselves. 

Pat-ho, (white down) being the first sprouts 
of the leaf-buds—they are covered with a 

| white, silky down. It is a delicate tea, 
rather deficient in strength and is principal- 

| ly used in flavoring other teas. 

From the Boston Cuttivator. 

Pumpkin Family. 
If the farmer duly consults his interest, 

he will strive to have, (rather than to be,) 
“some pumpkins.” The vegetable io which 
we allude, comprises the many varieties 

| known under the names of pumpkin and 
squash, of the cureurbita family. 

It is not too late to put in pumpkin and 
syjuash seeds, as the plants require heat to 
make them do weil, and not much is gained, 
unless they are started in hot-beds and 
transplanted, by plauting before the ground 
is well warmed. 

For feeding animals, the kind called the 
Yankee pumpkin, Connecticut pnmpkin, &c., 

it is hardy and productive. It 
will grow on almost any tolerably dry sit- 

of course, in proportion to 
the richuess of the soil, and the care in cul- 
tivation, It is common to plant it in corn- 
fields, where it often fiourishes to such a 
degree, that after the corn is cut down, the 
ground is thickly dotted with the golden 
fruit. Ji may be asked if it does not injare 
the cora crop. Perhaps it does, but gener- 
ally, the value of the pumpkin far overbal- 
ances this. If the pumpkin vines are so 
thick, however, as to deeply shade the 
ground before the corn is eared, the sun’s 
rays may thereby be too much intercepted 
to keep the earth iv that state of warmth 
most favorable to the growth, and especial- 
ly to the filing of the corn. ‘The pumpkins, 
therefore, sionld not be planted too thick. 
Aside from the effect they have on the corn, 
the vines will bear better when they have 

Sometimes, 

In such cases, a piece of sward may be 
taken; any coarse, strawy manure plonghed 
in, not very deeply; and the seeds planted 
ten or twelve feet apart, leaving two plants 
in a hill, afier they are well started. They 
will need but little attention, except to keep 
the weeds down with the cultivator. The 
weeds near the plants must be taken out by 
hand. 

For feeding cows late in the fall, and the 
fore part of winter, especially for the pro- 
duction of butter, no crop is so valuable in 
proportion to its cost, as the pnmpkin. It 
is also good in a raw state for fattening cat- 
tle, and when cooked, and its juice some- 
what absorded by meal, stirred in at the 

| 



instant the cooking is done, it is excellent 
for fattening. hogs. It may be used from 
the middle of October to the middle of | 
December, but should be protected from 
frost. 

The term squash is more frequently ap- 
plied, in this section, to varieties of this 
family which are chiefly used for culinary 
purposes. But who cun define the exact 
difference between pumpkin and squash? 

We have several kinds of summer squash- 
es, the best of which is the long warty va- 
riety. Itis quite productive—is sometimes 
used for feeding cows and pigs—but its 
more common use is as an accompaniment 
to meats at the dinner table though in the 
hands of a skillful pastry cook, it makes a 
tolerable substitute for pumpkin or winter- 
squash pie. 

Of the winter varieties of squashes, the 
New England marrow has held the prefer- 

since, between the Valparaiso, and some 
kind which we have never seen fully des- 
cribed. 
in the vicinity of Boston. ‘Ten tons to the 
acre is a good yield, though fifteen have been 
produced. They sell at wholesale, in autumn, 
at from $20 to $25 per ton, giving an in- 
come of $200 to $800 per acre. The crop 
has, however, of late years, been regarded 
as rather uncertain, owiug to the attacks of 
an insect, called, by the late Dr. Harris, 
the squash vine ASgeria. The fly deposits 
an egg, commonly near the root of the vine, 
from which a maggot soon proceeds, and 
bores its way into the pith, where it contin- 
ues to feed till fully grown. The insect is 
sometimes so numerous that many vines are 
destroyed by them. The vine of the mar- 
row squash is very soft and tender, and on 
this aceoun! affords the worm more easy 
ingress, and is more subject to attack than 
any other kind. 

A variety called the Marblehead squash, 

the other side,) is the Wilder squash. It 
was originated by Mr. Stetson, of Bridge- 
water, and named for Hon. M. P. Wilder. 

| It has received a premium from the Massa- 
chuset’s Horticultural Society. In shape 
and size it consideralily resembles the Mar- 
biehead squash. We have tried only one 
specimen, which was equal to any squash 
we ever tasted —thick-meated, fine grained, 
verv sweet and dry. 

The Canada Crook-neck is a good kind— 
hardy and prolific—keeps well. It is much 
less attacked by the insect above alluded to, 
than the marrow, end for this reason has 
latterly been substituted for that variety by 
some cuitivators. It is not equal in quality 

‘ to the kinds before described. 

It has been a very profitabie crop | 

: : _ and spring. 
ence, It is a hybrid, produced several years | oe 

The old-fashioned striped Crook-neck is 
still somewhat cultivated. It is more hardy 
than most of the kinds of better quality, 
and with proper care, keeps through winter 

It is, however, accounted less 
profitable than many others, 

All the cucurbita tribe have a great ten- 
dency to hybridize; and to preserve a va- 
riety in its purity, it 's necessary to have it 
grown at a distance from any other. Bees 
carry the pollen from flower to flower. How 
far intermixture might be effected in this 
way is not positively known, but we should 
not feel sure of the purity of a variety if 

| there were others in bloom, at the same 

time, within lialf a mile. 
Of tlie value of the pumpkin and squash 

' as an article of human food, we need not 

+ speak, for every true-born Yankee under- 
stands it. The fame of pumpkin pies is 
wide-spread, But it may be well to state, 
as a matter of history, that since the intro- 

| duction of the marrow squash, and the kinds 
produced from it, the most esteemed pump- 
kin pies are made of squash. The English 
laugh at us for eating these articles, and 

' seem to think a taste for them must be ac- 

| quired by being subjected to various influ- 
| ences belonging to a residence here. 

produced by Mr. Ephraim Brown, of Mar-. 
blehead, and largely cultivated by him, ap- 
pears to be very valuable, It is a cross be- 
tween the marrow and some West-Iudia 

the marrow. It is larger than the marrow, 

But 
we believe that even the most inveterate 

prejudices have given way at once, when a 

yields more weight to the acre, keeps as — 
well or better, and is almost equal in quali- 
ty. Several cultivators of this kind have 
obtained as much per ton for it as was 
brought at the same time by the marrow. 
Some specimens tried in the family of the 
‘writer, have proved very fine. 

Another hybrid, recently produced from 
the marrow, (we do not know the stock on 

good sample of the marrow squash, properly 
ne W | prepared, has been fairly tried. 

variety, but is now as well fixed in type as | 
The Wild Horse. 

The Sacramento, (California,) Journal, 
gives an interesting account of a noted wild 
horse which has lately been captured in that 

_ vicinity. The animal is known as the ‘“‘Prai- 
rie Chief,” or wild horse of Yolo, and is 

considered the best native trotter in the 
State, and country, He had baffled for 
years repeated attempts to capture him, 
although every effort that ingenuity could 
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devise and men exercise was tried years 
ago. 

More than forty horsemen, mounted on 
the very flower of the ranches, pursued time 
and again, often running him from sun to 
sun, and occasionally hunting him on the 
second day, when he proved as fresh as on 
the first; and never until at last captured, 
even when hottest pursued, was he seen to 
break intoa gallop. Trotting he could run 
round most horses galloping. Once he was 
decoyed by means of other horses into a 
corral, but on perceiving the snare he at 
one bound, cleared by several feet the brist- 
ling posts of the corral. A reward of fifteen 
hundred dollars was once offered for him, 
and he was, after several attempts, driven 
into a narrow pass and lassoed, but he snap- 
ped the lasso in an instant and escaped. 

The last organized attempt to secure him, 
however succeeded, and the noble animal 
was robbed of the freedom he had so long 
and so gallantly contended for. A party 
of 30 persons, well mounted, assembled at 
the place where he was kuown to be graz- 
ing, which was on a range of hills on the 
west bank of the Sacramento. A few of 
them, in the morning drove him to the 
mountains, when he was compelled to turn 
back upon the plains, where the rest of the 
company, scattered in squads for a distance 
of 80 miles along the country, dashed at 
him by turns, and thus ruu him at his full 
speed back and forth to the mountains, and 
up and down the plains, until he was com- 
pletely jaded and worn, and at dark they 
were enabled to lasso and capture him, Thus 
did this wonderful horse run (or trot, rath- 
er) the entire day without a moment’s 
breathing time. At the close, when closely 
pursued he broke into a gallop. It is esti- 
mated, by those who know the ground well, 
that he traveled from 160 to 170 miles. He 
is a gray horse, with a darkish mane and 
tail, about fourteen hands high, and is be- 
lieved to be about fourteen years of age, 
ana is, withal, very fierce. 

Ornamental Plants. 
Rose Ccttines. —When is a good time 

to root rose cuttings, and how, and in what 
soil? |G. Sherman, Huron county, Ohio.] 

In the summer, choose a shady place— 
the north side of a wall or building is best, 
and prepare a soil from four to six inches 
deep, nearly all sand; pit sand willdo. A 
frame and glass is desirable, although they 
will root in the open soil if kept moist and 
shaded from the sun. In selecting the cut- 
tings, choose the short jointed wood, usually 
that from which the flowers have recently 

fallen, taking a portion of the heel, or at- 
tachment to the larger shoot, with it, These 
being in what is called a half ripe state, 
remain green sufficiently long to enable the 
base to callous over, after which the roots 
are quickly produced; it may be known by 
its commencing to grow. The cutting is 
then a perfect plant, and ready for potting 
off. For a few cuttings, flower pots may 
be used with bell or hand glasses to cover 
them. Those kinds which flower more or 
less all the summer, as China and Bourbons, 
strike very readily in the spring or fall, or 
indeed at any season; the hybrid perpet- 
uatls best perhaps after the midsummer 
flowering, while the last named are more 
usually propagated, as are also all kinds of 
June or summer roses, by layers in the 
spring, from the greater difficulty in the 
rooting them from cuttings. The cuttings 
should be inserted about half their depth in 
the soil.—-Countsy Gentleman. 

Pertuntas.—-The handsome flowers under 
this name that are now so common in our 
city gardens, and propagated by cuttings, 
in the fall, are hybrids between P. phani- 
cea, or the purple flowered, and P. nyctagini- 
flora, or the white flowered. The latter, 
when once introduced into the garden can 
scarcely be eradicated, and we think may 
be yet naturalized in this country. They 
are both natives of South America, and are 
perennials, but have become annuals here, 
ripening an abundance of seed, mure especi- 
ally the white species. The hybrid varieties 
are edged, or striped, white, and purple, 
and are very desirable plants for bedding 
out, producing flowers profusely, and until 
the fall frosts come. They are well adap- 
ted to beds cut in a grass plat, and will 
thrive in almost any soil, needing compara- 
tively little care or attention, except peg- 
ging down side shoots. 

Roveu-Leavep Devrzia, ( Deutzia scabra.) 
This is also a native of Japan, and more 
hardy than the preceding. We have never 
seen it injured until last winter, when a large 
specimen of ours was killed to the ground. 
It is a strong, erect grower, with rigid 
branches, that spring from the crown, level 
with the ground, to the height of six feet. 
In June it produces its numerous white flow- 
ers, in compound panicles, and has a very 
pretty appearance. It prefers a sandy soil, 
and not very wet, and is readily propagated 
by layers and cuttings. 

The rose bug, (Macrodactylus subspinosa, ) 
commits great havoc upon the blossoms, of 
which they are very fond, and when plenti- 
ful, thousands can be found on this shrub. 
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Luckily their numbers have been gradually 
decreasing for some time back, so that the 
danger done is inconsiderable. There are 
two or three other species of Deutzia, of a 
more dwarf habit, that are well worth culti- 
vation. They all have white flowers. 

AcuittEa Rorea.—-This is a hardy her- 
baceous plant. The foliage is singular; and 
the flowers, of rose color, are very beautiful. 
A fine plant for the garden. 

THe Penstemons are hardy perennial 
plants, with bell like flowers. 

Tae PerenwiaL Putoxes are now to be 
had in great variety. They blossom at sea- 
sons when flowers are scarce; and no gar- 
den can be complete without them. 

Golden Rules for Gardeners. 
Never work with bad tools. The differ- 

ence between the work done in a month 
would buy a set of new ones. 

Have a place for every tool, and never 
leave one out of its place; or, to go further, 
‘“‘a place for everything, and everything in 
its place.” 

Never waste animal or vegetable refuse. 
The very soap-suds from the laundry are 
rich manure, 

Have all flower-pots washed, dried, and 
put away as soon as they are empty. 

Never fill a pot so full of soil but that it 
may hold water enough to go through it; 
every pot should have an inch of space 
above the compost. 
Never grow a bad variety of anything, if 

you can help it. It takes the same room, 
and wants the same attention as a good 
one. 

Never bi cheap seed. It is only by get- 
ting good prices that a seedsman can supply 
articles to be depended on. 

Cover all seeds with at least their own 
thickness of soil; but as some of it gets 
washed off, you must allow for it. 

Gather fruit in dry weather, and with the 
sun shiuing, and place them as carefully in 
the baskets as if they were glass. The 
smallest bruise commences a decay. 

Never subject a plant to a rapid change 
of temperature. Sudden check or sudden 
excitement are equally injurious, 

| 
| 

Never grow the same crop or crops of the | 
same family twice on the same spot without 
an intervening crop of a different nature. 

Never tie up lettuces or endives, or earth 
up celery, except when perfectly dry. They 
are sure to spoil if you do. 

Keep your plants clean. Dust and dirt 
on leaves make the plant unhealthy, and 
will in time kill it. 

Never grow a plant too fast; it is no 

credit to you, because any body can do it, 
and it spoils the plant to a certainty. 

Never train or support a plant unnatur- 
ally. Climbers will not do hanging about. 
Trailers will not do climbing. 
Mow lawns before the dew is off the grass, 

unless you have a machine, which cuts it 
best when dry. 

Rapid growth makes a wild flower, slow 
growth a strong one. Therefore grow vege- 
tables quick, and fruit moderately. 

Carefully preserve the fallen leaves of 
trees, and procure as many as you can; when 
rotted into mould, the produce is invalua- 
ble. 

Keep your seeds, bulbs, tubers, etc., in a 
place where neither heat, nor frost, nor 
damp can reach them, for either of these 
would destroy many. 

Mind your own affairs. Let all the errors 
you see in others’ maaagement, suggest cor- 
rections in your own. 

Let not the moisture that runs from the 
dung-heap be wasted: it is too good to be 
lost. 

Never allow weeds to bloom; it is the 
worst proof of thoughtlessnees. One day 
devoted tris year will save a month’s appli- 
cation next. 

Never remove a plant from one piace till 
you are ready to put it in anuther; unless 
to get rid of it.—-Life Illustrated. 

Pruning. 

From a paper read before the Cincinnati 
Horticultural Society, by E. J. Hooper. 

The principal objects of pruning, are to 
procure a good bole or trunk for timber; to 
form a head moderately open and spreading 
(if a standard orchard) for the protection 
and healthy and perfect development of 
fruit; and subserve in some measure the 
purpose of ornament. 

To effect these objects with the least 
trouble and greatest advantage upon all 
non-resinous trees, the following directions 
are recommended. 

1. Begin to prune the tree when it is 
young. 

2. Cut close and smooth to the bole or 
limb. 

3. Cut, when smal], to branches which 
are likely to eross one another, or which 
are likely to interfere, or become useless and 
dead, and which, if suffered to remain, will 
require to be removed at a more advanced 
period of growth; when very large they 
would create too great a shock upon the vi- 
tal energies of the plant. 

4. Avoid pruning to excess under our 
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hot sun. Let the branches occupy, at least, 
a third of the entire height of the tree. 

6. Do not trim when the tree bleeds. 
When the preceding suggesttons are ob- 

served, I may add: 
6. Pruning may be done at any time 

when the tree is in a dormant state; but 
the best and safest time is whén vegetation 
is at rest, just at the time of the rising of 
the sap. 

7. Shortening in, or the expiration of 
water spouts, may he done at all times in 
summer. 

8. Dwarfing and early fruiting, shorten- 
ing in or summer pruning is essential, but 
to be done with great delicacy at this sea- 
son.— Rural New Yorker. 

Chicago, Alton & St, Louis KR. R. 

Having always cherished a feeling of deep in- 
terest in this Road, it is gratifying to us to 
observe the immense increase in its business. 
in addition to two passenger trains each way 
daily; there arrive here every evening, three or | 
four freight traics from the North, and as many 
from the South, all heavily laden with merchan- 
dise, lumber, cattle, stone, coal, &c. 

| 

| 
| 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 

All goods | 
from Boston and New York, for this place, and | 
the surrounding towns, and, in fact, nearly the 
entire busines of Bloomington, is done at the 
depot of this Road. Every merchant speaks of 
this as the best route. Every stock dealer 
praises its facilities for shipping stock and the 
accommodating character of its officers, and 
every dry goods box on the streets is marked 
“via Joliet to Bloomington’’-practically showing 
the extended popular 
Road. 

The above remarks, which we take from the 

Bloomington Pantagraph, will apply with almost 
equal truth to the business of the C. A. & St. 

L. R.R. in our own city. 
The freight and~passenger business of the 

Road to and from Springfield for the past two 

months has far exceeded the same season in any 

previous year. Indeed nothing will better il- 
Justrate the rapid advancement of uur city and 
vicinity than toe fact which we have learned 
from tue agent here, that during the last week 
in May one hundred and twenty hve car loads 
of lumber were delivered at this Station, and 
the receipts during this month have aver- 
aged fifteen tu twenty car loads per day.— 
In addition to this, large quantities of lime. 
coal and merchandise of ali kinds are received 
and forwarded daily. Shvuld we desire to give 
a stranger a correct ideacf our vast resources 
as a s'ock raising country, we know of no better 
way to do it, than to tuke him to the extensive 
stock yards of C. A. & St. L. KR. R. ard let 
him witness the aightly departure of the long 
cattls trains heavily laden with the best beeves 
that reach the New York market. ‘The manage- 
ment of this Ruad is now in excellent Lands, 

fecling regarding this | 

| COMMUNICATIONS. 
Curculio-An Infallible Remedy and no Mistake. 
Epitor Iiuinois FarMer: 

The subscriber has paid some attention to the 
cultivation of the Pium for the last twenty 
years. I have not succeeded very well with any 
kind except the Damson, which flourished very 
weil in my little Fruitery. The trees grew lux- 
uriantly and bore an abundant crop every year. 
But that little pest of the plum, the Curculio, 
would pay them his annual visits and ruin one- 
fourth or one-half ot the crop. I tried various 
remedies which I founc trom time to time, re- 
commended in the papers. But none of them 
secmed to stay its ravages, notwithstanding 
many of them were pronounced to be “sure pre- 
ventives,” until I tried the reinedy recommended 
by William Adair. in the. Herticulturist of 
April, 1855, page 172, in the following words, 
to-wit: “As soon as the fruit is as large as 
peas, take a common paint brush, or any other 
brush, or a wollen rag, and some fish oil, and 
cover all the principal branches and the trunk 
of the tree with the oil. It is the same that is 
in common use among curriers, harness makers, 
&e.” 

I tried this remedy on six flourishing Daison 
plum trees from 6 to 8 inches io diameter, bea+ 
vily laden with their minnie fruit, and it pip 
prove an infailible, acd may I not say an infer- 
nal remedy? J have not seen a Curculio about 
my Damsons since. In about six weeks after I 
applied the oil, every one ot those six beautiful 
trees was as “dead us a door nail.” On cutting 
into the body of the urees, the wood was as 
black as a politicians conscience. I would not 
have iaken twenty dollars apiece for my trees. 
To whom shall I appeal for damages? 
My plum trees were 14 years old, “and they 

died.” No—they were murdered by a scribbler 
for a public journal. 

The above remarks are not designed to dis- 
courage any one from taking an Agricultural or 
Horticultural paper, for 1 esteem them the most 

| useful periodicals ‘of the day.” 
I think it well, however, to caution the reader 

not to adopt too readily every “certain cure’— 
“sure preventive,” or “‘infailible remedy,” that 
Jim, Joe, or Jake, shall recommend, for most of 
them are like the certuficates of Dr. Jackson's 
patients, “They belong to the Genus Puff 
Balls.” 

‘Vo me the “Tlinois Farmer” grows more and 
more intercsting every pumber I receive. I 
hope it will be abundantly enstained, that you 
may be encouraged to make it in external as 
well as internal, a first class Agricultural or 
farmer's paper— just what this great and grow- 
ing stute needs at headquarters. 

FORESTUS. 
Upper Auton, May 26, 1856. 

Agrieultural Fairs. 
Eprrot ILiixois Farmer: 
1am well pleased with the suggestions made 

by “Justice” in the last number of the Farmer 
aud trains ran like cluck work. ‘in reation to a Central Agricultural Society. | 
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offered. 
and if every man engaged in agricultural and | 
mechanical operations were interested, as they 
should be, the product of their labor could not | 
possibly be accommodated at one time and , 
place. Let there be union of action, as to the | 
State Society. Iam a stroug union man; but | 
let there be four branches of the State Society | 
formed—east, west, north and south; let them 
hold their fuirs previous to the Staté Fair; then 
come together with their best productions to the 
centre of the State, where it should be perma- 
nently located and it would then work wonders 
for Illinois. | 

Justice says we have been abused without | 
cause. Who cares for that? There are some | 
men if they did not assail some one we would | 
not know they were iu the world. Such men ! 
generally have some hobby to ride, as is the 
case now, and if it don't carry them easy and 
pay them well for riding, they scold about it. 

Justice says it was from Centra! Illinois that | 
the first movement was made for the formation | 
of a State Society. I very much doubt if she | 
had have had no centre, if she would have had | 
any State Agricultural Society; yet 1 have 

His reasons are good, and many more might be | 
Illinois is a great and growing state, | 

i} found by experience, that it takes perseverence 
1 to get such things going. Being ene of those 
| that consti:uted the first Agricultural Society | 

| 
{ 

| 

in Central [llinois, perhaps in the State, I know 
something of the State Society; having attended | 
all the Fairs, I have seen many things to ecn- 
demn. But some men must be leaders—not 
practical men. Bell sheepor no sheep. Hence | 
the abuse of Central Illinois. 

I am a farmer and kuow that business, per- 
haps, imperfectly. But if I was to grow ich | 
as many of my brother farmers are likely to do, 
and quit farming, it may be I would be pio- 
scribed on account of my occupatien, as has | 
been tried, and then, perhaps, because I am not | 
an educated fartaer. Away with theory, without | 
practice. But [Mr. Editor, | am in a burry | 
now, and only wished to muke the above sug- | 
gestions, hoping the friends ot Agriculture in 
Centra] Illinois wiil think and talk of the mate | 
ter.| and right here I will make another sugges- 
tion; let us elect men to the next Legislature 
who have souls and are not afraid to take the 
responsibility and appropriate liberaily to aic 
the State Society, that she may not have to tax | 
the places where the fairs are held. Ah, says | 
one, they inake it up again. How? by extrava. 
gant bills you have so much scolding about. 
But who gets the money for the-e bills? But 
few of the men who make the subscriptions are 
benefitted. Many men, who make most out of | 
the fairs, won’t subscribe at all; and mainly the | 
money raised comes out of the pockets of the 
poor and patriotic mechanics. 

Our last Legislature refused to appropriate 
the dear people's money for the encouragement 
of Agriculture; but if a few thousand was want 
ed to hely some political demagogue, the same 
economy would not be preserved. If State 
legislators and county judges would appropriate 
liberally, it would flow back four fold. 

| Let us hear from the cextral counties—from We are not sanguine of that. 
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men more able than myself to move in this 
| matter. But let us show those that attend the 

| do. 

usually does most good wheu sown on the 

| harvest in this section of Illinois. 

State Fair at Alton, what Central Illinois can 
What would the fair have been last fall, 

that we hear sy much about in the way of stock, 
but for Central Illinois? 

I am in hopes the people have waked up. If 
not, we will beat the north and south better 
than we did last fall. Keep cool, gentlemen! 
Honorable competition ‘is the life of business. 
Come to our Sangamon County Fair. the week 
before the State Fair, and we will show you 
sights, and be sure to take the Illinois Farmer, 
or you will be behind the times. My sugges- 
tions for the formation of those societies are 
not for this fall’s operations—as it would be too 
late; neither are they for the purpose of injur- 
ing any society, or individual; but for the up- 
building of Agricalture in Illinois. ~ 

A FRIEND ‘tu “JUSTICE.” 

Gypsum. 
Gypsum, or sulphate of lime, has been 

found to be of great benefit if applied to 

sundry garden vegetables, peas, beans, &c. 

It acts beneficially only on soiis which are 

naturally dry, or have been inade so by 
drainage. It is felt most on sands and 

loams, A small quantity of gypsum can 

be used advantageously in gardens. It 

surface. A spoonful applied to a hill of 
beans, cucumbers, &c., would give them a |} 

start that would well pay for the trouble of 

| applying it. 

Harvest. 
We are now in the middle of the wheat 

We 

judge from representations of those who 
ought to know, that there will be an aver- 

| age yield of wheat, Some fields will fail 
almost entirely; others will yield half a 
crop; and again others will yield immense 

crops. 
The season has been fine, so far for har- 

vesting; the weather quite dry and hot. 
Some days the mercury has been up to 97 
degrees in the shade. 

Nearly all the wheat will be cut by Har- 
| vesters; and we suppose that three hundred 
have been seld in Sangamon county the 
present seascn. 

In a week or two the new crop will be 
in market. At present there seems to be 
no purchasers of wheat. We hope the 
market will open at $1 per busbel; though 
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* Work, but don’t Worry. 
Work, work, but don’t worry, oh no, oh no; 
The less that you hurry the faster you'll go; 
All worry, no work, standeth still in the fire; 
All work, and no worry, soon wins his desire. 

Work, work! it is hearty! but worry looks pale; 
In its eye there’s a wildness, its vigor doth fail, 
Its nerve 1s not firm, ner its footsteps so free; 
Work, work, not worry is that which suits me. 

Work, hearty work! see what it hath wrought, 
For right and for truth, what battles hath fought; 
What blessings hath won, and what benefits given, 
For man, and his workers on earth and in heaven. 

But worry, poor worry! say what heth it done, 
But to flutter around and repine when alone? 
It hath stung its own heart, and dug its own grave, 
But ever been powerless to bless o” to save. 

§*Work, work,” saith the Scriptures, but “worry” 
nowhere, 

Faith, faith it rejoices, and forbids every care; 
With labors of jove the hearts it would fill, 
And the peace of the Lord en the spirit distill. 

Work, work! how it thickens! 
can, 

In patience and gladness, with the heart of a man; 
The workers shall joy when the work is all o’er; 
Work on, fellow-worker, but worry no mere. 

Yet do what you 

~~ Poland Oats. 
This variety of oats is cultivated to some extent 

in northern and western New York, and is likely 

a 
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| est and most delicate members. 
| mon cabbage, however, forms a compact head of 

Cauliflower and its Culture, 

The Cauliflower beiongs to the Brassica or 
Cabbage family, of which it 1s one of the tender- 

While the com- 

its leaves under favorable culture, the flower buds 
of the Cauliflower form a close, firm, white ard 
delicate head, which, when properiy prepared, 
constitutes a luxurious delicacy which no one, 

| after having once tasted, will be willing to forego. 
For northern culture, the Cauliflewer should be 

| sown in a hot bed in March or early in April, and 

to prove a valuable acquisiiion to the farmer. We | 
do not know that it has yet been tried in Western 
Pennsylvania. If it has, we would like to hear 
from the cultivator. In the Country Gentleman, 
we find a eccmmunication from J. A. Clark, of 

Marion, Wayne county, New York, from which 
we extract the following peragraph: 

“i have grown the white Poland Oats for four 
or five years, and fiz them good producers on 
good soils. The only fauli found with them, is, 
that they are liable to lodge on some soils, when 
nearly ripe, owing to the weight of grain. ‘1his 
ean in a measure be remedied by cutting as soon 
as the straw turns yellow below the lead. The 
White Poland, or more correctiy the Friezeland 
or Dutch, has a large white grain, mes ly double, 
the targe awned, the awns more or less twisted. 
‘Tnis oat requires arich, warm soil, Ttiz a week 
or ten days earlier than the common while. The 
grain weighs from 38 to 44 peunds per bushel. 
‘Lhe 
70 10100 bushels per acre One field of 10 acres 
produced 700 bushels as measured from the thresh- 
er—another 98 bushels per acre. I receiveu a line 
from a farmer, soying that from three bushels, 
sowed on one acre and thirty-six rods, he got 118 
busheis, and took the firs: premium. With care 
in saving secd, and on good soils, I think it will 
not deteriorate.” 

Ragcen Farnsus.—Almanza Rogers, of Shelby, 
writes that it is Jess expense keeping a farm in 
nice order, than shabby and ragged, and adds: ‘If 
any person will get elder beriies enough on my 
faim of 93 acres, for cone pie, 1 wi!! give him five 
dollars, and the same for a gill of thistles, bur 
dock or muilen.? That is the right way to farm. 
@hio Farmer. 

ieid last year was in several ingiances, from | 

in May the plants should be transplanted at such 
distances as are suitable for common cabbages, 
lt is a reugh feeder—consequently the soil can 
hardly be too rich for its growth. Decayed vege- 
table matter is favorite food for it, though com- 

| post of muck, ashes, and lime or plaster, proves 
an excellent substitute. Soap suds is an agreeable 
condiment. Frequent hoeings, especially in dry 
seasons, hasten its growth. It is the natural ten- 
dency of the plant to protect and shelter the head 
while forming, with the large leaves with which 
it is provided. The effect of this is to blanch 
them almost to transparency, and of course remove 
all disposition to toughness, which an exposure 
to the atmospere would be likely to promote. 
Whenever tne leaves show an inclination away 
fromthe »ead, they may easily be brought to cover 
it by placirg them upward in the morning, and 
thus habituating them to grow up and cover the 
head instead of downward. 

CHuRNING IN WinTER.—In cool, as well as in 

cold weather, the complaint is often made, “the 
butter won’c come.”? A writer in the Maine Far- 
mer has these remarks on the subject: 
‘The trouble arises from not getting the cream 

properly warmed at the moment of churning; it 
must be warm when put into the churn; it is not 
1o be warmed, end then churned bye-and-bye, 
whether warm or cold; but warm it ard then 
cburn at once. Butter never came in the world 
when it was too cold.” I ave warmed the creain 
ever since the middle of August. The cellar was 
so cold that when the cream was brought up stairs 
it would not come until it was sligh!ly warmed. 
Some smiled at my practice, this summer, of 
Warming the cream; and one who smiled, com 
plained of churning half a day, and so I churned 
in twenty minutes to hrlf an hour, and finished 
the churning, takirg, &c., in the next half hour; 
the butter was hard, sweet and yellow. In sum- 
mer (cooi days) and in the first of autumn, J set 
the cream in the sun fer two hours, and thee 
churn. Now I heat scme water, put the pot of 
creain into it, and stir the cream till it feels a little 
warm, and then churn about half an hour, and 
bring good butter.” 

Ece Prant—(Scranum MrztoncEena.)—This 
esculent fruit belongs lo the same natural oraer 
and class as the Tomato, and like that fruit forms 
a wholesome and neurishing food. The meaning 
of its generic name—Solor and Bydendjan, (to 
comfort,)—would seem to recommend it for gen. 
eral use. It is a native of the Tropics, and is 
there used extensively, cooked 1n various ways. 
In England, it cannot be fruited, except under 
glass. In this country they may be grown to an 
immense size, by giving the plants the same treat- 
ment we have recommended for the Cockscomb in 
this number. Few pergons seem to be acquainted 
with their man:gement and excellence.—Ex. 



Fitting Arounp Cricar WALLS.—A corres- | 
pondent (H. V. Weitoff, of Waterbury. Connecti- 
cut,) in a note at the end of a letter to us, says: 
“This cold winter brings to mind a matter con- 
nected with the building of Louses, which I do 
not remember ever to have seen in print, and 
which, if generally known, is seldom practiced, 
It in this: in any cold climate cellar walla of hous- 
es should never be filled ia around with loam or 
clay, or earth that retains much moisture, because 
the frost expands it, and exerts a great pressure 
against the walls, tending to thrust them out of 
position. The effects of this are seen in many 
cracked walls, the breaking of window and door 
sills and lintels; unjointed verandahs; and windows 
and doors rendered incapable of opening and 
closing, &e. In our New England States, this 
costs us many theusands of doliars yearly, all of 
which may be saved by filling in a few inches cf 
sand or clean gravel next the walls.” 
We hope those who build houses this summer 

will not forget to follow the above advice. It is 
sound, and given in gocd season for practicing 
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upon during the whole inecoming season for build- | 
ing.—Scientific American. 

QvuaLity or AMERICAN Woo..—The siatement 
has been propaga:ed far and wide that American 
wool is unfit to give that beautiful finish requi ed 
for broadcloth of the best quality. Jt has been 
stated that our wools were jonger in the staple 
than the foreign kinda, and were exceilent fer 
making strong warps, but did nut possess the ne- 
cessary felting property requisite for fine cloth, 
and for this reason a little foreign wool was et 
cessary. H.C. Merriam, in a late number of the 
Country Gent'eman, scatters i1l such assertions 
to the winds, and proves conclusively that Ameri- 
can wool surpasses all foreign wools for the felt- 
ing properties. and tor makirg beautiful broad- 
cloth—light or heavy. He states that American 
grown wool and fine wool fram Saxony have been 
tested, and the palm awarded to ihe former. The 
finest Saxony Wool obained from Hungary con- 
tained only 2,400 serrations to the inch, while 
wool obtained from samples of American flocks 
contained 2,652 serrations to the inch—Scientific 
American. 

eee mene see eee ee 

Corn Stack Harvesters.—Mr. W. M, Bon- 
will, of Camden, Delaware, has patented a corn 
stalk harvester, which is thus described in the 
Scientific American: “This is a low three-wheeled 
vehicle; drawn by a single horse, the animal walk- 
ing in the furrow or open space between the rows 
of corn. On each side of the machine, in front, 
there is an upright revolving shaft, tne lower end 
of which, near the ground, is furnished with a 
circular saw. The shafts are put in motion by 
means ef bands or gearing which connect with 
the base of the stalks, and they are clipped off in 
an instant, falling over backwards upon the plat- 
form ef the vehicle. As fast as a enfficient num- 
ber of stalks to form a sheaf collect upon the 
platform, they are swept off upon the ground by 
the driver, who touches a lever for that purpose. 
Binders follow the machine, who tie up ‘he 
sheaves. 

SouTHERN SLOPEs FoR APPLE ORCHARDS. — 
Mr. Underwood, of Lexington, Massachusetts, in 
reply to a question put to him by the New Eng- 
land Farmer, says, that with a southern slope for 
a location the trees will be protected by the rising 
ground on the north, and from the winds and 
storms that prevail from that quarter. The fiost 
will be out of the ground earlier, and the trees 
will sooner get the benefit of the opening spring. 
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How to get Frnit Trees to Your Liking. 
Mr. Enitor —In the fall. October or Noveme 

ber, take a branch of an apple or pear tree, such 
as suits your taste, take off down to the third 
years’ growth, cut it smooth and rub it on a red= 
het iron so as .o scorch and shut the pores of the 
wood thoroughly; then bury in the ground all but 
the last year’s growth. If placed in good ground 
and well taken care of, you will have fruit in 
five or six years. I have sometimes dipped the 
lower end in melted rosin, but think burning pre- 
ferable. Ihave a tree near my door that is nine 
feet high and well proportioned, that I took from 
a graft feur years ago; to this rosin was applied, 
and whatever sprouts sprung up the next summer 
were bent down and became roots. We can get 
fruit considerenly quicker this way than froin 
seeds, and we know what we have growing, and 
when grown the whole tree is of the same kind, 
and whatever sprouts come from ‘the roots in after 
years can be transplanted without grafting. In 
case of dreught the first year, they should be 
watered.—[J. Beckwith, in the New England 
Farmer. 

os a 

THe Camer Exerpition.—The United Staics 
Storeship Supply, dispatched some time since to 

the Mediterranean for a cargo of ezmels, vas at 

Kingston, Jamaica, on the 13th ult. Of these 
animals she has thirty-five on board. The Indiana 

(Texas) Lulletin of the 12th ult. says: 
© Workimen are now busy in erecting inclosures 

for the cawieis that are daily expected at that port 
for service on the Western Piains. The :nclosure 
will cover ten acres of gromnd. Itis proposed 
to keep the animals at that place several months 
to recruit them. Some of the animals were pre- 
sented by the Viceroy cf Egypt io vur Govern— 
ment, but most of them were procured by Major 
Wayne and Captain Porter, under the appropria— 
tion made tor the purpose at the last session of 
Congress. Some Arabs accompany them to take 
care of them.” 

The less you jeave yeur children when you die, 
the more they will have twenty years afterwards. 
Wealth inherited should be the incentive to exer- 
tion. Instead of that, “it is the title deed to 
sloth.”? The only money that does a man good is 
what he earns himself, A ready-made fortune, 
like ready-made clothes; seldom fits the man who 
comes into possession. Ambition, stimulated by 
hope and a half filled pocket nook, has a power 
that will triumph over all difficulties, beginning 
with the rich man’s contumely, and leaving off 
with the envious man’s malice.—Felice Tribune. 

Striped Buc.—Mr. G. G. Neley informs us 
that he gets clear of the ravages of the Striped 
Bug, by dusting his vines when dry with the finest 
dust or sand he can obtain from the turnpike, 
where the limestone and sand 1s ground to a pow- 
der by wagon wheels. This fine dust adheres to 
the leaves, and to the stein; and the bug, having 
no relish for a mouthful of sand, re*ires. He has 
followed tie practice for Sve vears,and has never 
been troubled with the bug. Remember the sand 
rani be fine enough to adhere to the vines when 
ry. 

b@-A steam ferry has been projected at 
Cairo. The company expect to have a good 
boat, of sufficient tonnage and power, which will 
make two trips per day tothe Kentucky and 
Missouri shores. 



EDITORIAL 
Wheat. 

Who have raised the best crops of wheat 
the present season? The question from a 
slight examination of some fields, and from 

more inquiry, may be thus answered—those 
have raised the best crops who had their | 
ground in the best order and put their seed | 

into the ground in the most thorough man- | 
ner. 

Wheat is said to do best in corn here. 
Why is this so? Because in keeping corn 
clean by good cultivation, the land is thor- 
onghly pulverized, and so far prepared for 

sowing; and another fact is, that the ridges 

and other inequalities of surface on corn 
ground, seem to retain the snow and pre- 

vent the winter-killing of the wheat. So 
say those who have experience on this sub- 

ject, and we have no doubt that their con- 
victions are just. 

But still we are of the opinion, that wheat 
on well prepared fallow ground, will pro- 

duce a heavier crop than on corn ground. 
We have in our mind’s eye at this moment 
an eighty acre field of wheat on the farm 
of Mr. Neil M’Taggart, some four miles 

east of this city. 
Seotchman and a thorough farmer. He 
has been on his farm about two years. It 

had been previously improved. When he 
commenced plowing, he found the soil had 

not been disturbed over six inches deep. He 

put his plow into it as deep as it could be 
made to go; plowed the whole field in this 

manner thoroughly and deeply; sowed his 

NOTICES. 
than the best fields where the seed had been 
sowed in the usual manner, broadcast. 

We made up our mind then that the 
greatest yield would be produced by drilling; 

though, if the seed be sown broadcast, the 
ground thoroughly pulverized and well har- 

rowed and rolled, great crops can be pro- 

duced. 
We venture a further opinion, that drilled 

wheat is not likely to be wiater killed; and 
that there is little danger of a failure of 
wheat by winter-killing, where the ground 

is well prepared, the seed well harrowed 
in, and the ground afterwards thoroughly 

rolled. 
Nine times out of ten where fields of 

wheat fail, it may be charged to the man- 
ner of cultivation. 

“We don’t take the Papers.” 
Happening to stop at a farin house, lately, 

somewhere, not a thousand miles from San- 

Mr. M’Taggart is a , 

gamon couaty—the first thing we ascer- 

tained was that there were three hundred 

and twenty acres in the farm; that some of 

the improvements were nineteen years old, 
and that a family of children had been 
brought up onthe farm. The house was 

a log house, badly built, and in worse con- 

dition. There had formerly been a yard 

_ about part of it, in which there were heaps 

wheat; harrowed well; and finally rolled it. | 

The whole of that field was covered with 
wheat averaging five feet high, and as thick 

as could be desired, and with Jarge and well 

filled heads. 
We mention this as a single case coming 

under our own knowledge. Thorough culti- 
vation pays better than half cultivation. 

In a short visit to a neighboring county a 
week or two since, we examined many 

fields of wheat. We'saw fields which were 
sown broadcast that promised good crops. 
But those fields where the seed was drilled | 
in were better—we thought decidedly so— 

_ ing with the outside. 

| girls there that we would not have kissed 

| 

| 
| 
| 
' 

| pies made for the news. 

of chip manure, old logs, some too large to 

burn, old sleds, broken wagon wheels, old 

plows, and rubbish generally. These were 
the happy abodes, us I would suppose of 

fleas and other insects. These domains were 
garnished ia one part by May weed, and in 

others there were sprinklings of the “Jim- 
son.” The inside of the house was in keep- 

There were some 

for their part of the plantation. 

Some conversation took place and inqui- 
“‘Have the British 

whipt. the French and Russians.” There 
has been some whipping —and I believe all 
were pretty well whipped. ‘Is the road to 

the Pacific Ocean over west made?” It is 

not finished, I believe. “Did you ever ride 

ona railroad? I never seed one. The old 
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Corn. 
Passing some fields of corn a few days 

ago, we could not but remark on the differ- 

ence of two fields, of similar soil, and which, 

man says that he means to try one as soon | 
‘as he sells his hogs next fall.” He had | 
better do it, and you'd better go with him. | 

You will see sights. “Oh, i have seen | 
sights—I’ve seen the sarcus—I’ve seen races, | apparently, had the same culture. In an- 

and trainings, the learned pig—Oh, when is | swer to an inquiry, we found the following 

there a sarcus coming?” I don’t know. to be the facts in relation to these two 

| 

You will find it in the papers. ‘We don’t | fields. 

The farm had been cultivated for some 
thirty-four years, and that cultivation was 

of the old fogy order. The corn land had 

been plowed five or six inches deep, and the 
soil below in summer, in dry weather, was 

any of them.” of the consistency of sun dried brick. Of 

It was night—but we had no desire to | course, unless the season should be favor- 
spend the night there. | able, there would be only a medium crop. 

ee ee | Last spring, by advice of a neighbor, the 

farmer was induced to give one field a thor- 
ough and deep plowing; while the other 

only received the usual plowing. The two 
fields of corn now present an entirely dissimi- 
lar appearance. One is tall, black, healthy; 
the other is small, evidently stunted, and 

must produce, rain or no rain, a poor crop 
of corn. 

We hope our friend wiil hereafter believe 

in progress, and if he cannot afford to take 
one of the city papers (and he possesses a 

|, take the papers. We never took the papers, 
and the old man says he wouldn’t have one 

| in the house—the children do nothing else 
| than read, and are etarnally telling what 

| they’ve been reading about. We wou’t have 

i| 
i 

| 
The Season. 

{| It will be no news to tell our readers that 

|| the season is a very dry one. This dronght 

has extended over a large portion of our 
State; but we are glad to learn that in 

many parts, latterly, there have been fine 
rains. In Central Illinois, however, the 

| drought is oppressive, small streams are 

| dried up; the potatoe crop serionsly injured, 

and much of the corn is suffering. Garden 
vegetables have heen mostly cut off. Grass | 

is light, and altogether the prospect is not | oe ae b 

pleasant for the farmer. We trust, however, _ Nei Pais t or nis thousand dollars, ) 

_ that rains are near at hand, and that corn | we at least hope that he will borrow a copy 

| 

i 

| and late potatoes will feel their reviving influ- of the Illinois Farmer, which we are sure 
ence. Grass and oats cannot, however, be | he might read with some advantage. 

benefitted by coming rains. But %w oats | 9 Frei. --We regret to learn that a good 
will be worth cutting; and hay will be an | portion of the apples are falling from the 

i trees, and trees which looked well in the 

spring, are dying. What seems strange is, 
Farswers!—See to it that you save all | that the trees we supposed the hardiest, are 

the fodder, hay and straw you possibly can, ihe first to die. The Baldwin and Rawles’ 

for the coming winter! You will want it | Janet are among tli those dead. _ 
then. You can make all the straw n-eful 

| 

| 
| as feed with a good straw cutter. 

article which will pay well next winter. 

Turnips.—We want to say one word 

‘ : more on this subject. If the weather is at all 

Ty de nobs00 Teh ~ ae sears alas suitable, no farmer should neglect to sow a 

| PiEecaeE: roth make Coreen iced. large patch for turnips. Beside their use 
Porators.—-There is a bad prospect for | for table, they are excellent for stock. 

| carly potatoes. Late potatoes may be good, | The best varieties raised for the table are 
| even if planted now. We have faith to | the Cow’s Horn, Purple top, strap leaved, 

believe that there will be rain in time for green top, red top, and Flat Dutch. 

the late crop, If we don’t, there will be But there is no better turnip for the table 
than Rota Baga. It will make good sized 
turnips if sowed now 

| wry faces in all ‘‘Potetoe-dom,” which com- 2 
| prises nearly the whole country. ips i . 

ee ee ene eee TE | 
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Tue News.—The foreign news of last | 
month possesses but little interest. 

said the Russians are abont rebuilding the 

city of Sevastopol. The Emperor of Rus- 
sia has met his nobles in Poland, promised 

to do all he could to advance the prosperity 
of the country, at the same time informing 

them that “‘he knew how to punish.” 

In "vance we hear of great floods, of 
large crops of grain, and of the infant pro- 
diz y, Napoleon’s baby. 

In England, the dismissal of Crampton, 
the English Minister, by our government, 

has created some excitement, and there is 

some talk of fighting us; but as usual, this 

will be dore over the left, as England will 

not hazzard the loss of her best customer 

for trivial reasons. if she would mind her 
own business and quit interference in the 

-concerns of Nicaragua, we have little 

trouble with her. Crops in the British Is- 
lands promise well, better than usual. She 

will be likely to require little wheat or flour 
from us for a year after the coming harvest. 

Austria is about making a kingdom of 

her Italian territory, and putting upon its 

throne some poverty stricken scion of the 

Hapsburgh family. We were in hopes that 
the late war in Europe would upset the ex- 
isting order of things; but the day for that 

is distant, we fear. . 

China is still convulsed with the efforts to 

revolutionize the country. The revclution- 

ists, at the last accounts, were making some 

headway. Occasionally there is a reverse, 

and much blood spilt. What a glorious 

field China would be for our filibusters? 
The last accounts from California, are very 

unsatisfactory. Mr. King, an editor, who 

had undertaken to oppose some official cor- 

ruptions, was killed by a man named Cary, 

in San Francisco. The latter was sustained 
by the whole fraternity of gamblers. The 

people organized, took the fellow from jail 
and hung him. They formed a vigilance 

committee, having several thousand armed 
men torely upon. They then ordered the 

gamblers to leave the country. The Gov- 
rnor had called out troops to put down the e 

| revolt. He had met with poor success. 

| 
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Some regiments had disorganized themselves 

It is | so as not to respond to the Governor's call. 
At the last accounts matters were entirely 

' unsettled. 

We have little reliable news from Nica- 
ragua. The Costa Kica troops had gone 
home, and it was said that Walker intended 

to invade that State. Other accounts say 
that an expedition from Guatemala, which 
had started for Nicaragua, io attack Walk- 
er, had been broken up by desertion, and 

the commander, with the troops that re- 
mained with him, had returned. There were 

rumors that there was much sickness and 

many deaths among Walker’s troops. At 
the last accounts from Panama, there was 

a considerable body of men there who were 

to leave by the first steamer, to re-inforce 

Walker. 

The wheat crop throughout the United 
States, will be fully an average one. We 
have little domestic news which does not 
partake of a party character. Affairs in 
Kansas seem to be growing worse. 

Michigan Double Plow. 
A writer in the Country Gentleman says: 

“This is a valuable instrument, I have 

owned one since September, 1852, and used 

it sufficiently to wear out many points and 
one land side, and have this day replaced 
the worn parts with new, and commenced 

turning a stony piece of land, that, from 

causes needless to mention here, has been 

down too long—cousequently June grass 

has taken the place of the clover, and now 

stands 9 iuches high in defiance of stock, 

and seemingiy boasts of becomiug lord su- 
preme of the premises; but my Michigan 

plow, with 3 horses, is putting it in the bot- 

tom of a 9 inch furrow, perfectly covered, 

and a good quantity of loose dirt about it, 
that will only need the harrow and gang 
plow to make it the most desirable prepara- 

tion for wheat. 
“With me nothing is equal to it for plow- 

ing corn stubble, and other material that 
should be put out of the way in preparing 
land properly for a crop. At this depth, (5 

inches) it can beso arranged as to pnt $ 
inches of pulverized new earth on top of 2 
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inches of the surface, with its contents, 

whatever they may be, which are placed in 
the bottom of the previous furrow, by the 

forward plow, upon the same principle that 
a good gardener would do his work with 

his spade.” 
The writer closes by recommending in 

the strongest manner, to farmers who desire 

to farm well, the Double Michigan Plow. 

Three horses are sufficient to work this 
plow. We have one of them for sale. It 

will be a capital plow to prepare ground for 

wheat in the fall. 

Farms and Hedges Entered for Premiums. 

The State Agricultural Society has offered 
premiums for the best farms and hedges. 

The following entries have been made: 
Lewis H. Thomas, Virden, Macoupiu 

county, Illinois. Largest amount of well 

set hedge. One thousand rods of best 
Hedge. 

James E. Happer, Sangamon county. 
Enters Farm of one hundred and sixty 
acres. Also, four hundred rods of Hedge. 

Charles M. Shepherd, Highland, Madi- 
son county; forty rods of Hedge. 

James G. Strawn, Orleans, Morgan coun- 

ty; best arranged and economical grazing 

farm; best forty rods of Hedge. 
John H. Armstrong, Orleans, Morgan 

county; best improved and most highly cul- 

tivated farm of forty acres; bert forty rods 

of Hedge. 
James N. Brown, Berlin, Sangamon coun- | 

ty; best and most economically arranged 
grazing farm; best and largest amount of 

Hedge. 
Murray & Van Doren, Ottowa; best 

improved farm, five hundred acres; largest 

amount of Hedge. 
J.A.&C. Kennicott, West Northfield; 

best and most highly cultivated and im- 
proved Nursery, containing the best variety 

of fruit trees, sprouts and plants. 
W. H. Ellis, Greenfield, Green county; 

best and largest amount of Hedge; best 

Hedge of forty rods. 

ye Hon. Charles S. Benton, of Milwaukee, 

has beet appointed Register of the Land Office 
at La Crusse. 

| 
| 

| 

The Cultivator. 

Epitor Iturnors Farwer: 
Sir:—I feei very well pleased with the 

cultivator I got from you. It is just the 
thing for working between any drill crop. 
I really don’t kuow what I should have 
done had it not been for it. It is a great 
enemy to weeds, if it is kept going among 
them. It will save me a great deal of man- 
ual labor. I really dou’t see how any farmer 
or cultivator of drill crops, can do without 
a thing of the kind. For working between 
corn rows, it must be of immense benefit, 
both from killing weeds and loosening the 
ground. You, I think, are doing the coun- 
try around a great benefit by introducing 
such useful implements amongst us. 

I think the maker of the Cultivator might 
still make it a more useful article by fitting 
a set of common tines for it; for shaking up 
weeds or levelling between rows. 

The above is from a thorough farmer. 

The Cultivator is a most capital instrument 
for putting in wheat, and we venture to say 

that any farmer who uses it once in putting 
wheat in corn will never be without one 

afterwards. 

Tranistan Deserrep.—A correspondent 

of the Springfield (Massachusetts) Ameri- 
can, who has just beeu te Iranistan, the late 

palace seat of P. T. Barnum, says: 
A visit to Iranistan, where Barnum lived 

so lately in all his glory, affords an excel- 
lent text for a sermon on the mutability of 
all mundane affairs. The grounds are neg- 
lected, the hot-house has received no more 
care this winter than enongh to keep the 
plants from freezing, the fountains have for 
gotten to play, the flowers are coming out- 
amid heaps of leaves and rubbish, which 
had not been cleared away, and a rail bars 
the entrance to the deserted palace, whose 
figurative latch-string always used to be 
out. The robins and sparrows hold und's- 
puted possession of the grounds. Aladdin 
has lost his palace for a time. 

Jonas Webb, a wealthy Englishman, and 
the original cultivator of the Southdown 
race of sheep, is now exhibiting specimens 
of the breed at the Cattie Show in Paris. 
He was dressed in a peasart’s blouse, under 
which he wore a magnificent chain reaching 
to his girlde. Each link of the cham con- 
sisted of a gold medal received by the own- 
er at some agricultural fair or other, as a 
prize for the excellence of this Southdown. 
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THE MARKETS. 
SePRINGFIED, July 3, 1866. 

The grain market isata stand. But little whost is 

bonght or sold. Wesuppose that when the new crop is 

brought to market there will ke demand and prices will be 

settied. We think thera will be quite am average crop, 

and the grain wil: be better than usual. 

The drought is seriously affecting the corn and all other 

cropse Oa‘s andspring wheat are mostiya failure. The 

hay is short and early potatoes are doing little. 

Groc.ry articles—especially sugar, molasses and coffee, 

are high—and the two former will be higher. 

Woo! is doing better than last year. 

Land Warrants are falling a tride—bringing from $0 92 

te $1 15—depending on size. 

Mess pork has gone up to $20. 

Bacon. 

FLOUR—Extra $6; extra white, $6 60; superfine $6. 

WHEAT—Saies of fair to primeat 76@90c. 

CORN—16 to 20c. 

OATS—Shippersoffer 26c. 

POTATOES—Seles at 125 to 135¢ VP bushel, new $3. 
HIDES —Dry flint, 10@1lic ¥ 1. 

Lard is risinga3 well as 

MARKETING-Chickens $1 76 ¥doz., butter10 to12c¥lbe | 

OZRSy. owl0c Vdoz, 

GROCERI £S—Marketunsettled; sugar, 8@610; coffee, Rio 

firm 14 to 16c; Laraguira 16c; Java, 18 tu 20c: alt per sack, 

$2 75; N, Y.bb1$3 25; molasses, N. O., 60c; Belchers. 
70c, Golden Syrup 0c; rice, 8c. 

BRAN--8c ¥ bu. 

SHORTS—12 <c ¥ bu. 

WOOL—Comwmon 20 to 25c; % ta % blood 27 to 34c. 

New York Market—June 28. 

Flour market 5 to 10c better, with a fair demand for ex- 

port and home use; ga'es 1,000 boisat $5 40 to $5 GO, f-r 

Common State, $6t2 6 50 for extra State, $5 70 to $6 10 

furcommon to good extra do. 

Grain—Wheat advanced2_ to 8c per bushel. Rye lesa 
active, Corn advanced 2 to 8c. Sales 1,800 bushels at 
48c for distillery, 50 to 56c fur common to prime Western 
mixed. Oxts better. Sales 38 to 40c for State and Western. 
Previsions—Pork easier. Sales of 800 bbls at $20 for 

messy $17 to $17 50 fer prime. Beef firm. Sales 320 bbls. 
Cut meats ashadeeasier. Lard firm. Sales 700 bbis at 
1.4% to 12c. 

Whisky—Saies 200 bbis at 80 to 31ce. 

St, Louis Market- July 1. 

Flour—City Sepertine $5 75; country do $5 25. 
fine at $3 50 per bbi. 

Wheat—Bat little prime offering. Prices have advanced 

Common 88c to @{; fair to good ! 05 tol 15; prime to 

choice 1 29 to 1 35. Asmall lot chotce at the latter figure. 

Corn—Sales 1600 sacks mixed yellow and white, new 

guanies included, 42 tu 45c per bushel. 

—— Have advanced ana held at 48 to 600; very smal! 

Bye—Sms:l lot at 6740, sacks included. 

Whissy—150 bbis in ‘ots, 80c per gallon. 

Fruit—Prime apples $1 25 and sale of 25bbie at $1 30, 
packages extra; 25 sacks fair peaches a $1 85 per bu. 

Sundries—Hides 12 to12%c. Beeswax 22Kc. Butter12 

to 16c. Feathers 45c. Pay 70 to 75c. Flaxseed $1 60. 
W iitt Beans $2 to $3 per bushel, 

Provisioue—Sale of 500 bbis mess perk delivered on the 
upperriver at $19, hed here at 19 50 to 20 00, and a sale 
atthe G-stfigure. Prime Lard in bois pndtierces at 10% 
te lo; 100 kegsilc, Bxcon active. country clear sides 9 
9X2, packed; lotof joose roid at 9341. Shoulders and hams 
bto Ge, 100 tes canvassed hams J0e per ib. 

Bulk Meat--100 casks city cot and cured, packed in dry 
Bult, at 7c per Ib. 

Saleot 
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Dried Beef--Sale ef 14,000 lbs 10% tolle per Ib. 

Groceries—All descriptions advancing, and a good bust- 

Nessdoing. Sugars8 to 93;c. Molasses 63 te 65c. Coffee 

11% to 12Xc, fair to prime Rio, @. A, Salt brisk at $1 56 

to 1 60 per bag. 

St, Louis Live Siock Murket—June 28. 

Market well supplied and shippers paying Gto 6%:e; de- 

mand ligat. Butchers paying 6% toc, with light demard 

for slaughtering. 

The stock of hogs ia smalland selling at $5 50 to 6 E0 per 

100 1Ds. 

The sheep market is full and selling at $1 60 to $3 per 

heade Lambs plenty and dull with sales at $1 60to $2 60. 

pér inead. 

Cows and ealves in limited demand at $20 to $40 per 

head. 

Chicago Market—July 1. 

B.sineas dull. The canal is not yet repaired. 

Flour—-Extra, $6 75. 

Wheat—Spiing $1; white winter $1 18. 

Corn—36 te 37c. 

Oats—28c. 

Pork—Firt at $18. 

Cheese--1i} to12%c. 

Wool--30 to 34 for chofoe. 
Barley-—20c. 

Rye—6Uc, 

Sali—New York, very scarce, $2 12. 

Beef Cattie—From 3% to 4¢ for extra. 

Sheep—$2 50 to $3 75. 
ae EE EEE ED 
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ADVERTSING 

GOOD NEWS!--NEW GOODS! 
W. 0. JONES & W. V. GREENWOOD, 

AVING associaten themselves together under 
the name and style of fones & Greenwood, 

fer the purpose of conducting a genera! retail 
trade inthe town of Chatham, Sangamon coun y. 
beg leave to say to the citizens of that town and 
surrounding country, that they are now in the 
receipt of a large, entirely new and carefully se- 
lected stock of sa ie 

Dry Goods, Hats. Cans, Bonnets, 
Queensware, Clothing, Gr 

And all articles kept by the general trader. which 
they pledge themselves to sell as low as they can 
be bought inthe west. (Q@gP All kinds of country 
prodnee taken in exchange for goods. 

Rag™ i hey will oceupv the house known as the 
Norton Stere House, Chatham. Don’t forget to 
call. ene JONES & GREENWOOD. 

RANDAIL & ONES 
CORN PLANTERS. 
HOSE in want of this celebrated labor saving 
machine can be accoinmodated by calling 

upon the undersigned or at the Agriculiural and 
Seed Store of Francis & Barrell. ‘fhese machines 
have been thoroughiv tested and can be relied 
upon. Three different sn.) valuable improvements 
have been made in tie “Plant ers since jast year 
which renders them perfect in every respect. Cer- 
tificates have been obtained from numerous per- 
sons who have used the Planter last year, 
which, ene from a well known citizen of Sanga- 
mon county will be given. 

Springfiele, May 1. J.G. P. PAREER. 

Hardware, 
oceries, 

among 

This is to certify that I wave olanted 100 acres 
of corn with Randall & Jones Corn Planter; the 
corn came up well. [can recommen/! it to farm- 
ers who have cornto plant: 1. For its speed in 
planting. 2 Foi its placing he cori where the 
moles are bothered to find if. And 3 For its 
placing the corn where it isnot fikelv to be washed 
up. Lintend planting my corn this Spring with if, 
but I see they have a decided improvement on 
those machines. All who want to plant corn rghi 
can come to Francis & Barrell’s Store, wieare they 
will find them. li. W. OWEN. 

LAND BROKERS. 
ERSONS HAVING FARMSOR FARMING 
Land for sale can find purchasers by applying 

to the subscriber. 
CAMPBELL & FONDEY, 

Land and Insurance Agents. 
Springfield, May i. 

DEPARTMENT. 

“MOLIN E PLOW Ss. 
HE subseriber would cull the attention of all 
persons interested in that main Pillar of Agri- 

culture, a good Piow, to his large and varied as- 
sortment, made from the best Eng. Cast, German 
and American Steel. No pains have been spared to 
have the best of Timber for the wood work, and 
none but good and experienced workmen are’ em- 
ployed in their manufacture. The following list 
comprises some of the Kinds manufactured: 

Two qualities of the Imperial Clipper Plow. 
Five ae * old style Stubble 
Two “ * Corn “ 
The Michigan Double Plows, for Sand or 

Stubble, 
Brecking Plows from 12 to 30 in., every style. 
Doubte and Single Shovel Plows. 
3 and 5 Steel Tooth Cultivators. 
Guage Wheels. 
Full rigged Trucks, Cast Tron Wheels, and 

Wrought Iron Axle, 
Rolling Coulters (cast steel) with Clasps. 
Hanging and Stengding ‘* 

Messrs. Francis & Barrell have the excinsive 
sale of my Plows in Springfield, l., where a good 
assortment will be found. Orders for any partic. 
ular kind of Plow or Piow fixture, can be left with 
them and wilt meet with prompt attention. 
Moline, feb.0, 1856 JOHN DEERE. 

Threshing | Machines. 

dba E_ subscribers would notify the Farmers of 
Sangamon and the adjoining counties that 

they are now prepared with increased facilities if 
urnish them, 

Townsend’s Separator with Cuming’s im- 
proved Tnb Power or Pelton’s 8 or 10 

Horse Power. Also, Pitts’ Sepa- 
rator and Double Pinion 8 

Horse Power. 
We shall maie both geared and band machines. 
Having superior facilities for the business, em- 

ploving only first class mechanies and using the 
choices! stock, we shall make 't for the interest of 
the farmers in Central Ill., to buy our machines 
in preference to all others. 

Osir machines are well known to be the best in 
vse both for their capacity to co work WELL and 
FAST, as for their DURABILITY, we would refer to 
the following gentlemen who have used them the 
nasi se-son: Preston Breckenridge, esq.; Sangamon 

co.3 James Virden. Sangamon co. 
CUMINGS & MATTHEWS, 

Dubugqne. Iowa, marl], 1856. 
JOHN WILLIAMS & CO., Agents, 

Spriegfield, 1, 

__ 
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ILLINOIS STOCK 

Grain Farms for Sale, 
1 N consequence of impairéd health, the partuer- 
' ship betwixt myself and brother, in a 
Farming and Steck raising, wili be closed Poss 
by mutual consent at an early day. We Seas 
have made partition of a po tion of our real es- 
tate, and now offer the remainder forsale. We 
will sell about 

IGOO Acres, 
(inelnding Timber, &c., thereto, appertaining,) 
of the north part of the farm upon which I reside, 
of the tract offered for sale, about 1486 acres are 
in the highest state ot cultivation, and has uponit 
a Boarding House, Barn, Feeding Lots, &e., be- 
sides three 

Sper LOVSLS. 
eligibly situated, (1n reference fo use or sub-divis- 
10h,) upon different paris of the farm. There are 
rows and groves of trees, scatiere ovew the lands, 
which are highly ornamental and afford shade for 
stock in summer, and protection in winter. The 
teact is weil watered by a brook and its tributa- 
ries. Tne main stream traverses it two miles, 
from west to east, and about 1,000 acres of it are 
set withtame grasses. About fivemilesof (Osage 
Orange) Hedge Fence are growing upon the 
premises, 

The tract, composed of high, roiling prairie, is 
compact in form, and susceptible of advantageous 
division into four or move, or less, farms, ecapled 

either to grain or grass, and each with water and 
timber conveniently situated. The foregoing 
ere situated at 

Islan? Grove, Sangamon County, Ls., 

and midway betwixt Jacksonvilie and Springfield, 
and within a convenient distanee of island Grove 
Depot, on the great Western Rattroad. 
To a gentleman wishing the finest stock farm in 

the west, or to a number of gentlemen, wishing 
smaller farms adjoining each other, these lands 
present a rare chance. 

Possession can be delivered of most of the 
lands, at snch time as may be convenient to pnr- 
chasers, and of the whole af an eariy day. 
ments made easy. As to the faring reference is 
made to Dr. Kennicort, Secretary [lincis State 
Agricustural Society, and to occasional notices 
thereof. in former numbers of the Prairie Far- 
mer. We also offer for sale 

SSO Acres 
of unimproved Prairie; about 14 miles east of 
Jaeksonville and about 2 miles south of Great 
Western Railroad. 
Theundersigned wil! still continue his residence 

as heretofore, and will devote specia! attention to 
the improvement and breeding of 

DURHAM CATTLE, 
He invites all who may wish to buy Fine Stock 

to call and examine the superiorherd belonging to 
himself and brother. 

Persons wishing further knowledge touching | 
the lands aforesaid, will call at my residence, or 
upon Witt1aM Brown, esq.. Jacksonville, 
feb25— JAMES N. BROWN. 

NOTICE TO FARMERS! 

ti. B. Grubb & Bro. 
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KTNDS OP . 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMEFTS, 
AND GENERAL JOB SHOP, 

SURINGFIELD,.....cccccevee seccccecsessecsscscese ILLINOIS. 
/ OULD respectfully ask leave to infcrm the 
tarmers of Sangamon,and adjoining counties 

thatthey are now manufacturing a superior arti- 
cle of 

REVOLVING HAY RAKES, 
Harrows, of various yatterns---several kinds 

of wmproved Straw Cutters, &c., &c. 
We are the authorized agents for Palmer & Wil- 

liams’ self-raking reaper, Danforth’s reeper and 
mower, and can also furnish MeCormick’s reap- 
er and mower. 

Farmers wishing reapers or mowers will do well 
to giveus acall, We will deliver every machine 
bought of us in good working order, as wellas ev- 
ery other article in ourline. 

Having recently increased our facilities by the 
addition of a steam engine, we are prepared to at- 
tend promptly to all orders in our line at reasona- 
bie rates. 

tag Shop one doorsouth of E. P. Penniman & 
Co’s Foundry. 

Clocks, Watches, Jewelry, &. 
W. D. a) Ai 

Winer toinform the farmersof Sangamon, 
and adjacent counties, that he keeps on gp 

hand, for sale, different priced CLOCKS, / 
manufactured by Seth Thomas, Hartford.giu 2 
Coin. These clocks are supposed to be superior 
to most others in market. being well made, of las- 
ting material, and not liable to get out of order— 

' an object of great importance to persons who live 

Pay- | 

| 

ata distance from shops where clocks can be re- 
paired. 

He hus aiso for sale a variety of WATCHES, 
silver and gold, warranted to be good. He has 
silver watches at low prices, the running work 
of which is equal to the best class of goldwatches. 
(ag He attends to clock and watch repairing, 

and does the business promptly and well. 
W. D. WARD. 

ay" North side of the square iu the front of 
Messrs Watson’s confectionery. 
ES ene ne oct oe man en remote ney, 

MM. Mi, VANDEUSEN, 
West side of the Square, Springfield, Illinois, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEARER IN 

D UGS, «cory? Pants, Oils 
MEDICINES, ee fe VARNISHES, 

CHEMICALS, DYE STUFFS 
Perfumery, Sieecas Fancy Articles, 

BRUSHES, GLASSWARE, LETTER PAPER, 
STATIONERY, 

And all kinds of GENUINE and Popatar 

Patent Medicines, 
Acomplete asortment of the best quality, and at 

the lowest prices. 

Dr. Wm. Hall's Balsam for the Lungs, and 
Dr. Baker’s Pain Panacea. 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 
} 
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J. A. MASON, 
Manufacturer and Bealer in Cabinet Farniture, 

AS on hand a large stock of Chairs “#3 
of all kinds; Bedsteads, Bureaus, 

Cases, Presses, Tables, Mattresses, Look- } 
ing Glasses, Clocks from the Factory, Willow 
Ware, &c., &c. 

It is my intention to sell as good articles and on 
as réasonable terms as any other shop in the city. 
fag” Repairing done at all times. 
fa” Opposite the Journal office ; also in the 

Journal Buildings. 
Springfield, Feb. 14, 1856. 

The Springficld Woolen Factory, 
c Prepared to Card, Spin, or Manufacture Woo! 

into Cloths and Blankets in good style and 
with deepatch. 
They have added to their Carding Room, new 

and improved Custom Cards, which enables them 
to Card in first rate order 

1000 pounds of wool 
per day. seen 

Customers from abroze can have their wool 
attended to without detay. 

CASH Paid FOR WOAL. 
May 1. ARMSTRONG & CO. 

“YuLINOIs 
Mutual Fire Insurance Company. 

Loeated at Alton, Lilingis. 

CHARTERED FEBRUARY 23a, 183)-—OR- 
GANIZED APRIL 4th, 1839. 

A Seprhies ‘ of premium notes in force Feb. ist, 
1856, constituting a fund for the payment of 

losses, $679,537 41; secured by alien on property 
insured, valued at over $7,000,000. 

This Company insures dwellings, stores, were- 
houses, mannfactories, mills, barns, stables, and 
the contents of each, toxether with every oles 
similar species of property within the state, fron 
loss or damage by tire. The Directors feel justi- 
fied in recommending this Company to the favora- 
ble consideration of the citizens of linois. Eve- 
ry oug insured becomes a member—tne Company 
being an association of customers—each of whom 
1s concerned in insuring his neighbor. As the 
indemnification fund augmeats in exact ratio with, 
the increase for risks, the capital of the Company 
is comparatively exhaustlesss and the entire safety 
of the institution must be apparent to every one 
who reads the charter. 
The cost of insuring in this Comnany is so low 

e3 to render it almost inexcusable for the owners 
of insurable property not to avail themselves of 
its protection. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 
Timo. Turner, Lyman Trumbull, 
H. W. Billings, Ben. F. Long, 
Samuel Wade M. G. Atweod, 
John James, L. Kellenberger. 
Rotert Smith, Henry Lea, 
Elias Hibbard, Alfred Dow, 
John Bailhache, B. K. Hart, 
Jonn Atwood. 

B. F. LONG, President 
M. G. AtTwoop, Sec’y. 
L. KELLENBERGER, Treasurer. aprill ly 

Application for Insurance may be made to 
JAMES L. HILL, Agent at Spri: gfield. 

1856. _ : 1556. 
SPRING! SPRING! SPRING! 

{items for Farmers ana all those interested in 
HORSES AND CATTLE. 

FTER THE 
Pf ities’ LAnherdest winterkrown to 

ay? 4 dS the eldest inhabitant, we 
agsin offer you our Improved 
German Horse and Cattle 

an .: Powdcer— 

we mn 7 STH GREAT PENNSYL- 
\  -. VANIA REMEDY.°? 

es eG It is every man’s duty not 
» only to take care of btsfamily 

batot hishorses. He has bee 
given tous for our service, 

usefolness and pleasure; itis 
tnerefore hignly essentis! 

that we~.cor td protect So willing and devoted a servant. 

The spring a3 smamer campaicnis near at hand, the 
horse must do the jaber. Thousand a:dtens of thonsands 
dollars depend on thar nol nimal. 

TAKE CARE OF Hidl MR. FARMER! 

As yon value yourcrop see hat he is in gvod condition; 
let him go forth io theylow, head and tai: up, bavuga 
good appetite, et 

NOT HIDE BOUND, 
sf energy to de the good werk, every 

@ rigntplace. 
ove may be ascomplished by using our celebrated 

horse powder, and hout further ado, we refer you to 
ibs following ger nan who have throughly tested its 
efticacy. 

Abner Stewart, fancy Creek; S. A. Jones, Rockester; 
M.S. Bates, siawe ageni; M. Wickersham, street commis- 
stoner; Sami Shoup, Jonn Kavanaugh, BR. F. Rath, I. N. 
Diiier, John Cook and many others. 

hair on his 

KR. Paicr, nt, tslaud Gr . 
yerWe have s on bane, Neats Foot Oil, Brown 

Tanuer’s O}), and Frank Miiers Celebrated Blackiag tor 
eritess. Cahat CORNEAU & DILLERIS 

Bast side public squares 

i 74 6 pa: } 1 wa } To 

A WED 7 
t 

Springficld. lil. 

FARWIERS ce eSint , 
QZ OUR ery has been beretofore, “Why. ge 

eannot we get carriages and wagons GRR=-* 
as durable anc as elsewhere.” ‘Lhe 
questisa can be salisfaetorily answered, by calling 
at the 

Carriage and Wagon Manufactery of 
4 Ts: ws «< 

Wither & Brothers, 
ONE BLOCK ‘LAST OY THE COURT HGUSE, SPNING- 

FIELD, ILLUNOTS, 
Where can be found constsu.ily on hand, every 
varieiy of Carriages, such as Rochaways, Buggies, 
Snigies. and Wegons, of the best workmanship, 
and at fhe shorvest voties. As we employ none 
but those who have a thorough knowledge of their 
business, we can warrant all work leaving our es- 
tablishment. 

N. B—Pariicular attention paid to repairing 
in all iis various Branches. 
(ay Orders respectfully solicited, and aitended 

to, at our shop one block east of the Court Rouse 
Feb, 20th, 1856. 

THE MILLION! CLOTHING FER J 
RB, H. BEACH, 

West of the Stats 

Wrars-Wts 

cheap he 

House—three doors 
man’s Corner, 

EEPS always on hand a large supply of men’s 
and children’s Clothing,suilable for all classes 

—and especially for the hard service of the farm. 
He respec‘fully invites the faimers of Sangemon 
county, who want Clothing, to examine his siock. 
He will sell a‘ as low prices as possible and live, 
His molto is, “Live aud let live.’ Come on far- 
mers, and see my stock. R. H. BEACH, 

Jan 21, 1856 

from Free- 
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S. FRANCIS. A. FRANCIS. G. BARRELL 

To the Farmers of Sangamon and the Adja- 
| cent Counties. 

| AVE AT GREAT EXPENSE AND LABOR, OPENED A SIOKE iN SPKINGFIELD, 
where they have a stock of articles on hand sutied to 

THE WANTS OF FARMERS! 
Among their stock will be found 

1p TY MNT T r I\lD SAAN ~ 
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, 

Such as Reapers and Mowers, Horse Rakes, several kinds of Cultivators, P’ows of ail kinds, Potatoe 
Diggers, (an instramen: by which potatoes are dug as (ast us i8 men cau pick them up.) Corn Planters, 
(uand and hor-e,) Corn Shellers, Scyths aid Snaths, (petent and common.) fiand Rates, Ames Shovels 
and spades. spades for digging post holes and ditching, churus, corn Dasket:, hand baskels, sickies, hoes, 
axes, &c., &c. 

Horticultural instruments. 
Shears, hooksand knives for triteming, saws for aitto, garJen hoes and rakes, garuen spades and shovels 
for ladies, miniature hoes and rakes for weeding flower beds, flower pois, &e. 

~ rare. AR ¥ Seeds For The Field. 
Buckwheat, rye. wheat, millet, clover, blue grass, timoihy,red top, heinp. canary, white beans, &e., &e 
Turnip, ruta baga, flat dutch, red top, strap-leaved and purple top strep leaved, cow’s horn, Norfolk 
Tankard, &c., &c. ; 

GARDEN SEEDS, 
In their season, embracing all kinds that can be called for, e thera’ WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
A large portion of our Garden Seeds will be grown uncer our d-recuon, aud wil] be known to be pure 
and of the best quality. ; 

FLOWER SEEDs. 
They keep a stock of choice FLOWERSE® Ds, and heve wow on land for sale bulbs of Pulipe, 
Hyactuaths. Gladioius, arcissus, SC. 

The Tulips and Hyacinths are of splendid varieties, having flowered the present season, and were the 
admiration of all who saw them, ‘he supply is limited, aud persons who desire them should apply 
soon. 
Francis & Barreil are also Agents for some of (he best nurseries in the State, and have now 

on hand for fall sales . 

1s00 Apple Trees. 
Frem the nursery of John A. & Charies Kennicvit, Cook coun y. ‘Vhey are iow growing well. and can 
be seen on application as above. Also Merci, 1peicot, seciavisre maad hipaa Prees5 
Haray Garden shrubbery, emoracing the various kinds of Spirae, Lilace. Suow Balls, 
Wieglea Rosea, Forsythia Viridisima, African Taimarix Denizia Scabra, and Gracilis, Jue Roses. 

ORNAMENTAL PREES, 
American Larch, Mountain Ash,( European aud Ar:merican,) European Maples, English and Seoteh 
E!m, Evergreen trees—variety, &c., &c. 

Garden Perennia! Flowering Plants. 
These no good garden should be without. When once planted, they } py require Iittle further care. and are 

in blossom in summer after the early flowets are gone. Tney embrace « great varie'y of Phloxes, Peo- 
nias, Delphinums, Aconitums, Achiliea Rosea, Pensterncus, &c., &e. 

GROUT Hehsiks. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL also keep on hand for sale, a supply o€ groceries, embracing all those 
usually called for in families. Sugars, coifees, molasse:, bacon, rice, mackerel, white fish, Sounds and 
Tongues, codfish, spices, extracts, almunds, Brazil u's, cherse, dates, Havana honey, raisins, currants. 
They have also many other articles—crockery, ladies work and traveling baskets, fancy soaps, lookiny 
glasses, lanterns, razor strops, and various other articles too numerous to be enumerated. 

we Puichase 
Country produce—such as good bacen, butter, tard, cheese, choice vegetables, eggs, fruit, for which y Pp 5 > ; ’ , i] » SES, ’ 
we pay cash when goods will not suit. =», 
(yr Orders from a distance promply attended to. FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
June 1, 1856. Journal Buildings, Springfield, Mlinous. 
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a Vv. “HUNT. oe . ¥. ELLIS. 

HUNT & © ILLES. 
(LATE at ty & HUN?, 

Dealers m 

Staple and Famcy 
Gooius, 

BOOTS AND SHGES, CAPS. 

And Bounets, Groceries, Hard- 

Ware, Queensware, &e, 

Wanted, at ail Timacs, 
Almoust abet Desctriptionu of Caperns- 

v Produce. 

North east corner of the Pablic Square, 

No. 1 Logan’s Building. 
August 1. 

Ebry 

Seed for Fall Sowing. 
URNIP, Early Beet and Early Cucumbers, for 
the Garden, Buckwheat and Millet, Seed fer 

the Field. FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
August 1, 1856. 

Salc of Durham Cattle 
and other Stock. 

O Cl«se up the Parmership betwixt myself 
and William Brown, Esq., of Jacksonville, we 

will sell, at public auction. at my residence, Island 
Grove, Sangamon County, Liltuois—imnidway be- 
wixt Jacksonville and Springfield, and near Island 
Gas Station. on the Great Western Railroad— 
our entire h-rd of Durham Cattle, a! out forty-five 
heads also our herd of Grade Cattle; also 500 
read of choice Sheep; forty head of Mules and 
Horses; three young Jacks and five Jenne's§ one 
Tom Hale Stallion. Also Waggons and Farming 
Utensils. 
The sale Fill commence with Durham Cattle, 

Gn Thursday, Septembor 11, 1856, 
At one o’ctock, P M,, and be continued from 
day to day until completed. A credit of six 
months, on terms made known on the day of sale. 
Cat alogues will be sent to such persons as may 
desire ‘them, ay, addressing me, at Berlin, Sanga- 
mon County, Illinois. 

JAMES N. BROWN. 

26 Subscribers of the 
Farmer. 

W5 Regret to say that a good many sudscri- 
bersfor the FARMER have not yet paid 

their subscriptions. We hope that they will now 
pay them without further notice. 
The Sarmer is sent in packages, paid for in ad- 

var ace, fora year, 75 
ngla numbers, $1 00 

The back numbers can be furnished to new sub- 
seribers, 
August I, 18: 6. 

WE 
Batter 

WAl IT TO PURCHASE, 
Eves, Chickens, Vegetables, 

Lard, and most kinds of 

Country Produce. 
Atihe FARMERS STORE; 

For which we _ pay cash or goods. 
FRRANCIS & BAKRELL. 

Basen, 

Av cust a 

Beach’s Eagle Fan. 
rEyiuik BEST AND cae vele GRAIN 

and Scec Separator ever offered ip this mar. 
KEL, 

‘This machine has been greatly improved by the 
sobstituting ef gear wheels, in place of the band 
ocmerly used, and we new offer it to farmers as 

THE BEST IN USE. 
lt wili ciean from 60 to 100 bushels of wheat 

per hour, aud ia all kinds of grain will do the 
work fasier, better and with less power than any 
other machine ever introduced into this market. 
Price 20 00. For sale b 

July 1, 1856. POST & BROTH ER. 

FAMILY GROCERIES, 
RESH and good, of almost every variety, for 
sale by FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

_ May 1. 

COPER’S [SINGLASS—FOR SALE BY 
June26 CORNEAE & DILLER. 
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Farmers’ Store ! 
fier undersigned are maturing arrangements to Celebrated 

establish in Springfield a Farmers’ Store for | 
the purpese of supplying farmers with 
Agriculiural Implements ; 

Seeds for the Farmand Garden, 
Tees for the Orchard ; 

Varieties of Fruit bearing and 
Flowering Shrubs ; 

Groceries ; 
Queens, Glas» and Stoneware ; 
Baskets, of Willow & Splintwork; 

Ropes and crds; 
Bags and Bagging, and 

Burlaps for baling wool ; 
and many other articles used in the family and on 
the farm, too numerous {o particuiarize: all of 
which will be sold for cash at reasonoble prices. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL, 
Jan 21 Journal Buildings. 

Excelsior 
BRASS AND 

One block west of G. W. R. R. Depot, 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. 

Devoies most particular attention to 

Castings for Buildings 
And will make ail patterns this year 

FREE OF CHARGE! 
“PAVING now had considerable experience in 

IRON FOUNDERY, | 
_ city. 

HOSTETTERS’ 

Stomach 
BITTERS. 

NE WINE-GLASSFUL TAKEN THREE 
times a day, before meals, will be a sure cure 

for Dyspepsia, will remove all flatuleney or heavi- 
ness trom the Stomach, keep you free from cos- 
tiveness, assist digestion, give a good appetite and 

| impart a healthy tone to the whole system, and a 
| Certain prevention of Fever and Ague. 

FAC cannot be questioned, when the people 
| of any country bear testimony in mass, as in the 

case of 

Dr. J, Hostetter’s Stomach Biters, 
not ouly nave we the individual evidence of the 
land, but alrnust every paper ia the Union is com= 
menting upon the great benent derived from the 
use of these Celebrated Bitters, besides various 
Diplomas awarded them, among which is one from 
the Ohio Mechanics? Institute, at their Thirteenth 

| annual exhibition at Cincinnati, where the com- 
mittee was composed chiefly of Physicians of the 

‘There are all weighty facts that cannot 
help bat convince the most incredulous that it is 
at least worthy of trial. We therefore advise all 
who are not procf against three sudden transits 
from coid to hot weather, to be provided with a 
supply for fsinily use, as it has been attended with 

| the most beneficial results, when administered to 
| ladies or children before meals, as per directions 

that line, and also havit.g a foundery peculi- | 
ariy adapted tor that work, with all the improve | 

ments of the 19th century, we are now enabled to 
say to those needing such work,that we can make 

it to their advantage to pacronise this establish- 

ment, beth as regards price, the speedy completion 
of orders and neatness or design of patterns. 

aprill WILLIAM BOO'TH. 

—— Books for the Young. 

kh. oH. BEACH, 
WEST OF THE STATE HOUSE 

Freeman's Three 

The books referred to are suitable for Sunday 
school Libraries, and the sudscriber intends to | 
keep a good supply always on hand for that pur- 

doors from Corner. 

pose. He respectfully invites parcuts and others 
to examine his stock of ‘Books for (he Young.” 

R. H. BEACH. 
Jan. 2ist 1856. 

‘a \ 

THE EYE, EAR AND LUNGS. 
R. HARPER continues to treat successfully 
all disease of the EYE, PAR and 

LUNGS. Also,ail Chronic Diseases MLD 
of the human system. The Lungs are Y 

on the bettie. Once tried, their virtues will be 
realized in a very short time. It is not necessary 
for us to enumerate all the diseases prevailing ane 
arising from the stomach, Sut suffice it to say that 
any derangement arising either from change of 
weather or diet, which is generally th» cause of 
Dierrha@a, Dysentery, Cholic, Cholera Morbus or 
Cholera, a! are speedily checked and cured by 

| the use c? thess bitters. 

SPRINGFIELD, April 14, 1856. 
Some months since, while recovering from an 

| attack of Remittent Fever, I was requested to try 
Dr. Hostetter’s Bitters, as an article peculiarly 
Suited to the condition of convaiescents frem fe- 
vers, 

It is but simple justice to say, that it rapidly 
restored ihe powers of my digestive organs,and at 
the same tine kept my bowe!s gently open. 

Thave no hesitancy in saying that hitherto, in 
using it in my practice, it has in every case where 
I have wrdered, it acted like a charm. 
In thus speaking freely of it. I rar from puif 2 

| patent medicine, an article it by no means claims 

treated by Medicated Inhaiation, the only success- | 
ful and rational method. ‘The success which had 
attecded my peculiar treatment the past many 
years is almoat incredible fo those ura quainted 
with its peculiar curative effects, having restored 
patients who were considered hopeless, and re- 
stored to sight cases that have been blind from one 
to twenty years. 
te Office west side of the Square, Springfield. 

PIE PLANT. 

FINE SUPPLY, AN EXCELLENT ARe= 
ticle, for sale by 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

to be. 
May 1. 
Fox sale by ali of the Druggists in Springtield. 

SANFORD BELL, M. D. 

CLOTHING STORE. 
M. Hirschfield, 

OUTH SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE, HAS A 
Complete stock of Clothing for men and 

boys, coats, vests, pantaloous, shirts cravats, 
drawers, pocket kerchiefs and everything in the 
clothing line. Prices very low. 
May 1—3m. 

CHINA ROSES. 
OR planting in the garden, and which wil) 
blossom all summer; Verbenas and other 

plants for bedding out, &c. &c., for sale at the 
Farmer’s Store. FRANCIS & BARRELL- 
May 1. 
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UHLER’S PLOWS. 
THE DOUBLE CURVED UPRIGHT STEEL 

MOULD BOARD PLOW. 
THE proprietor of this superior plow sti!’ 

continues tosupply the creatdemand whith 
itsmerits hauecreated. ‘ts combination ¢ 

rare advantages has recommended it to the agricultural con + 

munity throughouf the state of Illinois, itis aow admitted tha 
{thas no equal. 

The following note is but one of the many testimonials 
which havebcen furnished the manufacturer o: the workins 
of his plows. 
Weceriify that wehavs lately nsed the above plows, manu- 

factured by Mr Johu Uhler. and we would state that they are 
in all respects superior to any other plows we have ever used. 
We eheerfully recommend them to the public. 
Wan. P. LAWSON; Wm. PUFFINBARGER, 
J. J. SHORT, DAVID NEWSOM, 
JOHN W. BRECK, URIAB MANN, 
JOHN KAVANAUGH, PHILEMON STOUT. 
Sangamon county, Jau. 17,1856. 
From the pecuilar form ef Uhler’s plows they are not ex 

celled by any other nowin use. Tt scours very bright, shed 
off stubbles admirahiy, aud ruus light and easy to the lesin 
The largest sized two-horse plow efthis kind, has heen use 
several seasons successfully in breaking prairie. The limit 
of a newspaper advertisoment will not admit of an accurat 
descriptios of theseplows. Toseethem is to be pleased wit! 
them. 

In additiou to the above, the manufacturer {s makins 
wrought irou upright ones, ane two-horse plows. 

Also a superior Prairie Plow, warranted tobe equal to ant 
prairie plow nowinuse. Any size taat may be wanted car 
be had atshort notice, A large numer ofall sizes, keptov 
hand constantly. 
Manufacturep by John Uhier. Sprin zfield, Tllinots, at whose 

eatublishment thesefavorite plowscan be had. from a singi* 
«ne to a number un!imited. febl6—wly 

Sates of Property at Auction, 
MAXCY & McALLISTER, 

T ALL TIMES READY TO SELL, BY 
auction, real estate and personal preperty, in 

the city and country. 
fa” Auction room, centre room of the Jour~ 

nal Buildings. 
They also attend to the private sale and pur~ 

chase of farms and lands in the country, and lots 
and houses 1n the city. 

Jourral Buildings, May 1, 1856. 

CHEAP GOODS. 
\ R. FONDEY, ON THE SOUTH SIDE 

. of the Square, Springfield, is offering bar- 
gains in 

Dry Goods, 
Hats and Caps. 

Bools and Shoes, 
Hardware, 
Carpets & Oil Cioths. 
Glassware & Queensware, 

Nails, 
Liquors, Wines, &c.. 

for Cash. 
Springfield, May 1. 

BE. B. PEASE. W. W. PEASE. 

Established in 3839, 

KE. B. Pease & Brother, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAiL DEALERS 

in Iron Nails and Steel, Carpenters, Coop 
er’s and Blacksmith’s Tools, Buiid- 

ers, & Cabinet Hardware, Chain 
Pumps, Agricultura! Imple- 

ments, &e. 

Snringfield, Ulinois. 
May 1—3m. 

ETTIT?S CANKER BALSAM, FOR NURS- 
ing sore mouth, for sale by 

July16 €ANEDY & JOHNSTON. 

To Persons Visiting Springfield to 
Purehase Goeds. 

( NE OF THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST, 
and most desirable stocks of Merchandise in 

Central Ilinois, is to be found at 

Joseph Thaver & Co’s.. 
South side of the Publie Square. 

heir stock contains the richest fabrics as well 
as the more useful, of Diy Goods, Bonnets, Para- 
sols, Cutlery, China and Glassware. Boots, Shoes 
aud Garters, Clothing, Teas and Family Groceries, 
Trunks, Looking Glasses, Hats. 

‘The second story of their store is devoted ex- 
clusively to 

Carpets and Gil Cloths. 
They would call the sttention of those in want 

of stout woolen gocds to their siock, which they 
manufacture themselves of unmixed Sangamon 
county wool and warrant fo wear well. 

All persons in want of any of the above articles, 
are invited to inspect our assortment. We guar- 
antee prices as low 2s the lowest. 

May 1 

CITY DRUG STORE 
ReMOVED 

HE undersigned would announce to his friends 
and the public generally that he hasremoved 

across the street to the store previously occupied 
by C. Freeman & Co.,on the Northwest corner of 
the public square, where hehas fitted up in a hand- 
some and convenient manner and made many and 
large additions to his stock, which consist in part 
of 

Drugs, Chemicals, Medicines, Paints, Oils, 
Varnishes, Glass, Glass Ware, Patent 

Medicines, Surgical & Dental In- 
struments, Fancy Articles, 

Very Fine and a Great 
Variety, Combs, 

Brushes, Perfumery, Stationery, 
Fine Cutlery, 

mi 2 

Eclectric & Concentrated Medicines, 
Eleeiric Machines, Belts, 

imported Cigars, Very Fine, Pure Wines, 
Brandies, Old Whiskey’s, Ale, Porter. 

A very superior assortment for Medical use, 
Lamps for Burning Fluid, a fine assortment. In 
fact everythirg that comprises a complete and 
saleable steck, which I offer at wholesa! and retail 
at jower prices than ever before in this market. 
I feei confident that with my present facilities. I 
can sell to Physicians and others as low as any 
house in St. Louis, ard would invite them to give 
me a call and examine my stock before going fur- 
ther. 

Everything sola hy me is warranted strictly pure 
and genuine, Don't forget the new store, where 
we may always be found ready and willing to 
wait ou customers, day or night, and give satis- 
faction. J.B, FOSSELMAN., 

June 1—4n. 
5 

Wanted to Purchase 
4 For Seed. 

Winter Barley; Winter Rye; Zimmerman 
Winter Wheat, and the higher price paid. 

Angust 1, FRANCIS & BARRELL. 



Books for the Country | 
For sale by 

FRANCIS & BARRELL 
Browne’s American Field-Book of Manures, 

$1 00. 
Browne’s Ameftican Poultry Yard, twenty-sixth 

thousand, $1 00. 
Browne’s American Bird Fancier, cloth, 50 

cents. 
Dadd’s American Cattleedoctor, cloth, $1 00. 
Dana’s Muck Manual, cloth, $1 00 
Dana’s Prize Essay on Manvres, 25 cents. ; 
Stockhardt’s Chemical Field Lectures, $1 00. 
Blake’s Farmer at Home, $1 25. 
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Smith’s Landscape Gardening, Parks, and Pleas- 
ure Grounds, $1 25, 

. Works on the Honey Bee, 50 cts. 
Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax, 25 ets. 
Miner’s American Bee Keeper’s Manul, $100. 
Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-keeni:g, $1 00. 
Cottage and Farm Bee-keeper, 50 cts. 
Elliotts American Fruit-grower’s Guide, $1 25. 
The American Florist’s Guide, 75 ets, 
Every Lady her own Flower Gardener. 25 cis. 
The American Rose Culturist, paper, 25 cents, 

cloth, 50 cts. 

Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory, | 
$1 25. 

Buist?s Family Kitchen Gardener, 75 cis. 
Norton’s Elements of Scientific and Practica! 

Agriculture, 60 cts. ° 
Johnston’s Catechism of Agricultural Chemis= 

ry for schools, 25 cts. 
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 

and Geology, $1 00. 
Johnston’s Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry 

and Geology, $1 25. 
Johnston’s Practical Agriculture, 75 cts. 
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener, 

$1 25. 
Fessenden’s American Kitchen Gardener, 25 

cents. : 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer, 50 cts. 
Richardson’s Domestic Fowls. 25 cts. 
Richardson un the Horse; Varieties, Breeding, | 

&e., 25 cts. 
Richardson on the Diseases and Management of 

the Hog, 25 cts. 
Richardson on the Destruction of the Pests of 

the Farm, 25cts. 
Richardson on the Hive and Honey bee, 25 

cents. 
Milburn and Stevens on the Cow and Dairy 

Husband, 25 cts. 
Skinner’s Elements of Agriculture, 25 cts. - 
Topham’s Chemistry made easy for the Use of 

Farmers, 25 cts. 
oo Treatise on the Culture of the Grape, 

Allen on the Diseases of Domestic Animals, 75 
cents. 

Allen’s American Farm Book, $i 00. 
Allen*s Rural Architecture, $1 23. 
Padre on the Cultivation of the Strawberry, &c., 

50 ets. 
Pedder’s Farmer’s Land Meacurer. 50 cts. 
Phelps’? Bee-keeper’a Chart, 25 cts. 
Guenon’s Treatise on Milch Cows, illustrated, 

38 cts. 
Gunn’s Domestic Medicine, a book for every 

married man and weman, $3 00. 
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry $I 23. 
Youatt, Randall and Skinner’s Shepherd’s own 

Book, $2 00. 
oo on the Breeds and Management of Sheep, 

cts. 
Youatt on.the Horse. $1 25. 
Youatt, Martin and Stevens on Cattle, $1 25. 
Youatt end Martin on the Breeds and Manage= 

ment of the Hox, $1 00. 
Canfield on Management of Sheep, $1 00. 
S'ephens’ Book of the Farm, complete, 450 

illustrations. $4 00. 
Eo Architect, or Plans for Country Dwel'ings, 

00. : 
Thaer, Shaw and Johnson’s Principies of Agri- 

culture, $2 00 

Hoare on the Cultivation of the Vine, 50 cts. 
Chorlton Cold Grapery, from direct American 

| Practice, 50 cents. 
Saxton’s Rurel Hand Books, 2 vols. 2$ 50. 
Beatties Southern Agriculture, $1 00. 
The Fariner and Emigrant’s Guide, $1 00. 

Buckwheat for Seed. 

\ ein a RANCIS & BARRELL. 

Fruit of al] kinds, 
Vegetables of all kinds, 
Choice and pure seeds of all kinds 
Market articles of all kinds. 
4 OR which Cash or Goods will be paid. 

June 10. FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
Stuation Wanted, 

YOUNG man who understands the German 
LX. language, and is otherwise well qualified, de- 
sires to obtain a situation ina store ata small 
salary. Apply at the Farmer Office, Iuly8 

DAGUERREOTYPES. 
P. BUTLER, 

V OULD respectfully announce to the public 
that ne has opened S§ OUR YEN an the ~auneke 

Side of the squure, Springfield, lebi- 
BOGS 

Where Baguerr: otypes ef the finest kind 
can be had ond Photexraphs by the dozen, 

And Ambrotypes by Cuting’s Patent 
Process, 

That is more durable than anything ever offered 
to the public in this place, their being sealed up 
in such a way as to render the pleture Indes 
strazwctable and presenting the features fuller 
and more perfect than any pictures offered to the 
public by any other process, the patent for which 
I have tne ex.iusive right in this coua‘y. 

June 1. 

Agreultural Imp!temenis, Hardware, 
Cutting, &e. 

B. F. FOX. 
AS ON HAND A GREAT STOCK OF 
these articles for sale. His Agricultural 

Implements embrace everything tnat the farmer 
wanis in that line. His stock of Hirdware can- 
not be excelied in the western conutry. He sup- 
plies ali kinds of Mechanics with Hardware and 
teols in their line. And evervthing he sells is at 
the lowest and fairest prices. Call at his old 
stand on F:fth Street, just North of the Square. 

May 1—tf. 

$e 
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Sugar as an n Article of “fonkimplin: 

The consumption of sugar in the world 

appears to more than keep pace with the 

supply. Mankind live 

they did in past ages. Notwithstauding 
scenes of distress are now trumpeted e:ery- 

where with the speed of lightnivg, 

the power and spread of the press, yet scar- 

city, stinted food, small variety, do not so 

generally obtain now in the civilized world 

as in former times. In few things has this 

improvement in our lving been more mani- 

fest than in the consumption of sugar, hav- 

ing ineresased within the last three landred 

years frorn being a luxury to the few, un- 

known to whole communities, to be the ue- 

cessity of the many. The discovery of the 

West Indies, their admirable adaptation to 
the growtl: of cane, gave stimulus to sugar 

production, and it soon became their great 

staple. The fine Island of St. Domingo, 

otherwise called Hayti, gave to Europe its 

chief supplies for a long time, but when it 
was lost to the French in their great Revo- 

lution of 1793, cultivation almost entirely 

ceased. So of the British West Indies; 

production very much declined on the aboli- 

tion of slavery, and if we only measured 

freedom by its advantage in producing su- 

gar, rum and coffee, we should abandon our 

ground and consider abolition a curse in 

countries where there is a deficiency of free 

native labor. If toil and labor constituted 
the chief end of man, we might have soine- 

thing to say in favor of slavery. If the 
practical virtues to the slave were not forced 

upon him by restraint; if they were not ap- 

pendages rather than corpor.te parts of the 

character, we should think better of his con- 

dition. If the imposition of labor on the 

much better than 

and by 
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black did uot pat i it in corresponding disre- 

spect with the white, and induce, with all 

the favorable externals which leisure affords, 

an obvious deterioration of the inner man, 

we should have less to fear of slavery. 

The change of the sugar duties in Great 
Britain, admitting the foreign article on the 

same terms with the colonial, had an inju- 

rious effect on the sugar plantations of the 

West Indies. Nevertheless, after the pas- 
sage of the slavery and tariff acts, produc- 

tion increased in Barbadoes and Trinidad— 

it deereased very much in Jamaica and De- 

merara, and to a less extent inthe smaller 

islands of the group. At present some im- 

provement is taking place, and the exports 

of the islands are now nearly equal, if not 

quite up to, what they were at the period 

of emancipation, St. Domingo has been 
very much a prey to anarchy—with French 

and Spanish habits of thought, grafted on 

an exclusively African basis, with a total 

absence of the philanthropy which England 

and the United States exert in almost all 

other degraded lands, through missionary 

and other ameliorating efforts, this fair spot 

seems to have been abandoned to its own 

benighted course. The exodus from Africa 

to this continent is bringing its retributions, 

in the surrendering. up of a hot bed of in- 

dustry in the West Indies, in political and 
social estrangements here, in those retrogres- 

sions which may everywhere be apprehended 

under the domiuion of slavery, The island 
_ of Mauritus, in the Indian Ocean, with an im- 

mense advantage in the abundant supply of 
labor, is given over to the cultivation of su- 

gar, of which there may be at this date 55.,- 

000 tons produced. Tie ease with which 
Jabor has been transported there, as also to 

' Ceylon, from the neighboring Peninsula of 
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India has increased the produetive energy 
of the Islands, especially of coffee, in the 

“Spicy Isle,” immortalized by Heber. The 

| 
| 
1 | 

Coolie trade, with few repulsive aspects in | 

the eastern world, shows quite a different 

complexion when it emerges to this side of 

the Cape of Good Hope. Under restraint, 

without the power of returning home, away | 

from their former scenes, this expatriation 
of the Coolie becomes but among an entire- 

| 

ly new people, the partial surrender | 

of an inhuman traffic, and as such 

should meet with universal reproba- 

tion. The conveyance from China to Cuba, 
and to a smail extent to the Brazils, in some 

of our own ships, has been deemed by our | 
government as equal to piracy, and if any 
thing could be devised to bring ous the 

darkest passions of man, it is the contact 

betrayed, with the most remorseless of Sax- 

on blood—for who would engage in this traf- 

| to Napoleon 

ritius 50,000. Porto Rico 49,000. Manilla, 

Siam and China, 20,000. Dutch West In- 

dies, 13,000. Danish West Indies 6,000. 

This appears to have been a favorable year, 

for in the next there was a decided falling 

off, with the exception of Louisiana and the 

French colonies. From Beet root, France 
produced in 1849, 38,000 tons of sugar, 

increased in 1851 to 75,000 tons. The 

Zolvercin, under similar comparisons 33 and 
49,000. Russia and Austria 20 and 30,000. 

Belgium 5 and 8,000. It is not probable 

that any thing like this ratio of increase has 

taken place in the cane and other descrip- 

tions of sugar. The cultivation of Beet 

root is due, I suppose it is generally known, 

Bonaparte. France being 

_ embargoed by the “British orders in Coun- 

cii” from all foreign supplies of sugar, his 
of the vengeful Malays, pilfered, deluded, | collossal mind immediately grasped the dif- 

_ fieulty, and put all the science of France in 

tic--on these long, wearisome, hot, stived | 
up, unwholesome passages. Such are the 
fruits—-in patched up revulsions-—-that mast 

sooner or later ensue from an unnatural 
condition of life, iabor and human effort. 

Java, under any other than the restrictive 

policy of the Dutch would be equal in fer- tutes have been brought forward, but none 
tility to any region on earth, and now ex- 

cels in producing indigo, coffee and sugar. © 

Siam, China, and the regious tributary, are | 

great sugar producing and consuming coun- 
tries. 

The cultivation of the beet root on the 
continent of Europe is increasing very rapid- 
ly. The late inundations in France will prob- | 

ably injure the roots iu that quarter, and 
with the failure of the cane in Louisiana, 

will make two deductions from the prospec- 

tive estimates of the coming crop. We have 
a list from a standard English authority, of 

the probable quantity in tons of the sugar 

merce for the year 1851. 

markedly the supremacy of Cuba in this great 
substantial of life, which manufactured that 

year $20,000 tons. The British West Indies | 
153,000. Brazils 113,000. Lon -iana 103,- 
000. Java 85,000. British East Indies 
78,000. The French colonies 54,500. Mau- | 

; | they are wholesome for the young. 
produced in the world, or appearing in com: | 

It shows very | 

requisition 

with 

to supply a substitute,— 
what success is now known, and 

to this day there is no leading country on 

earth that lives so much within itself as 

France. Cane being contined to the tropics, 

with all the difficulties and vicissitudes which 

necessarily affect it there, many substi- 

as yet have proved equal tu it in strength, 

granulating power or general reliability. 

If the premises here assumed be true, the 

next crop will be much under the needs of 

the trade, and a fall in price can hardly be 

anticipated, if a rise be not looked for. ‘The 

Rothschilds and other capitalists of Europe 
are said to bein the market, inanticipation 

of short supplies, but these reports should 
be received with caution. 

With all the disputes about sugar and 
sweets, experience appears to prove that 

Dis- 

guised in candies and adulterations, in pas- 

tries and sponge cakes, we have not much 

opinion of them, but iu plain and simple 

combinations, under discretion of quantity 
and time of use, we consider them good. 

From middle life onward, the constitution has 

less demand for them, and the appetite, unless 
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vitiated, ceases to require them as a con- 
trolling taste. 

ten on slavery—it is eternally thrust upon 

our notice by writers of the opposite sbhool, 
when treating of West India sugar and 
economics generally. 

Hygiene. 

This subject has interested most thinking . 

men for the last generation, and within the | 

last few years, volume after volume has been | 
written in relation to this important topic. | 

Various theories have been atlvanced, and 

plans devised, in order to secure the great- 

est amount of health and happiness;—many 

codes of rules have been inveuted for obser- 

vance in relation to diet, exercise, sleep, &c., | 

which were supposed to favor so desirable 
a result. 

A Graham, an Alcott, and numerous oth- 

er writers have figured largely in this tield 

of reformation; nearly all of whom have | 
presented the public with long and labored | of constitutional disease and debility, which 

| will sooner or later result in death, if not 

| Seasonably counteracted. 
essays, both for and against certain articles 

of food, and by a course of plausible rea- 

soning pretended to have established their 

doctrines beyond dispute. Put notwith- 

standing all thcir labors and sacrifices in 
this field of research, nearly all of them 

have lived to see their sapposed infallible 

systems crumble like all ether pyramids of , 
| could be established in relation to hygiene, error, when submitted to a practical test. 

They did not base their theories on correct 

premises, and, as a consequence, their deduc- 

tions were false. 

It is well known that most writers on | 

hygiene have recommended an exclusively 

vegetable diet, and have adduced as proof | 
of their opinions, the authority of chemistry 

which declares that certain vegetables con- 

tain a greater amount of nutriment than a 

similar quantity of animal food, and for this 

reason they have adopted an exclusively 
vegetable diet,—forgetting that there are 

other elements required in the human con- 
stitution in order to secure perfect health 

and longevity. 

It is true that an article of food will sus- 

tain life for a great length of time, but there 
is a vast difference between sustaining life 
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_ aad living in a manner most conducive to 
health and happiness. 

We ask no apology for what is here writ- | 
system is composed of and supported by 

Chemistry teaches us that the human 

various elements, duly proportioned, and 

consequently perfect health depends upon a 

_ due supply of cach of these constituent prin- 
| Ciples. According to “Liebig,” many of 

the elements required to sustain life well, 
are not to be found ia vegetable substances, 

and as there is a constant waste going on 

in the human economy, the only means for 
supplying every portion, is by a resort to a 

certain amount of animal food, because the 

requisite element cannot be obtained from 

any other source. 
We grant that the vegetable kingdom 

furnishes the greatest amount by far of nu- 

_ trition, but vegetables alone will not pro- 
/ mote perfect health, and any person who 

| absiains from anima! food for any consider- 

able length of time, will manifest symptoms 

Graham was obliged to resort to animal 

food before his death, and most of his fol- 

lowers have been compelled to adopt the 

same expedient, on account of declining 

health and strength. 

The idea that a certain code of rules 

which all could follow with benefit, is as 

absurd as the notion that one certain reme-- 

| dy could be discovered to invariably cure 

all diseases. The same arguments are em- 

ployed to sustain the one as the other, and 

however plausible these may appear to 
mental abstractions, they cannot be reduced 

to successful practice. 

The wise benevolence of our Creator has 

furnished us with a wide and almost exhaust- 

less number of remedial agents by which 
we are cnabled to restore the diseased to 

health, and also an equally large range of 
articles of diet to sustain life, and to pro- 

mote uninterupted health. He has also 

furnished the brute éreation with an uner- 

ring instinct, enabling them to select from 
the multitude, only such articles of food as 
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are adapted to their peculiar wants. But 
man has been endowed with reason, and | 
consequently made responsible to natural as | 

well as to moral laws for its use, and conse- | 
quent purishment follows any violation of u_ 

physical law, just as much as disobedience _ 
to moral laws—and hence perfect health 

mainly depends upon our knowledge of, aud 
obedience to, these laws. 

It must be apparent to every one that no | 

two individuals are constituted ul.ke in every 

respect, and hence each may require differ- | 
ent diet, in order to have it perfectly adap- 

ted to each peculiar constitution;—again, | 
persons in health require different food from 

those that are ill—a person laboring under | 

a disease of an inflammatory nature, from 

those afflicted with a disease of an opposite 

character—the youth from those advanced 

in life—those of a sedentary habit from 

those of a more active life. Hygiene rules 
should be adopted in reference to reason 

and common sense—having regard to cli- 

mate, age, temperament, sex and any other 

condition of body and mind. 

As men differ in the perfection of their 

organization, so the habits of life should 

differ in order that they may be adapted, as 
vearly as may be, to each peculiar constitu- 

two individuals are constituted alike in every 

respect, it is utterly impossible to establish 

any uniform rules with regard tu hygene, 

whereby all could be benefited. 

The question naturally arises in this con- 

course of hygiene would be best adapted to 

each individual may observe much in refer- 

ence to the congeniality or uncongeniality 

of all or most articles of diet on his own 

system, if he will but give the requisite 
attention to his own case. Men generally | 

observe too little in regard to these things, | 

the harmony or derangement of the deli- | 

cate machinery on, which depends so inti-— 
mately the health and happiness of our | 

Too many live to eat, instead of eating 

| tite to the injary of the constitution. 
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] ; 
| only to live; for many a man scruples not 

to ‘‘make a god of his belly.” 
The true doctrine is to follow the dictates 

of reason and nature,—those ‘never erring 
guides. ‘Throw pliysic to the dogs” unless 

you be actually ill—benefit by the experi- 

ence of others, and learn to live and supply 

nature’s wants without pampering the appe- 

To 
live long, people must live well; that is, not 

| upon the fat of the land, but upon the 
wholesome products, animal and vegetable, 

which our land affords, properly prepared 

and cooked. Temperance, the mother of 

virtues, and so essential to happiness, is one 
of the mighty panaceas which the world 
needs, and ought to be so cherished that it 
would soon enable men to ‘‘live all the days 

of their lives,” with satisfaction to them- 

selves and comfort to every one around 

them. 
We may ina futare number pursue this 

subject farther, 

Sanitary, 
The tendency of cities, towns and villages 

to concentrate their wealthier population 

at the western extremities, has attracted no 

little attention from philosopbic and other 
observers. In all great cities of the world, 

; fae ! _ considerable obstacles of topography and 
tional peculiarity—-and inasmuch as no | 

configuration have been overcome to obtain 

this desired result, ard apparently by an 

unknown and instructive impulse. In coun- 

tries beyond the tropics, or in other words, 

in most of the civilized world, the prevail- 

_ing winds are froin the west, leaving that 
nection, how are persons to know what | side of towns to windward, and the oppo- 

cite or eastern side to leward, where they 
their own peculiar systems? We reply that | are more exposed to smoke, gasses and ex- 

| halations. The easterly winds being of short 

duration and frequently stormy, so many 

unpleasant consequences do not arise from 

| them. 

Many valuable ideas may be gleaned in 

contemplating this peculiarity of our habits, 

Certainly with the thought of it before them, 

no pioneers would commence their labors by 
burying their first dead to the windward of 
their settlement, or would they afterwards 

construct gas works, objectionable manufac- 
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tures, or other economic appliances, in the | the remedy successfully, that—take assafa- 

same quarter, but would more wisely retire | 

with them at a distance in the east, all 

things being equal. 
It is obviously not a fortuitous circum- 

stance that those in the community most 

capable by their means, and geuerally by 

their education, should be placed in a posi- 

tida, put it into a dish and set it on the 

stove with water until the gum can be cut 

up into pieces of the size of a pea—take 

_ these pieces and place oue in the centre of 

each hill on a bunch of dirt which will raise 
_ it half the height of the plant, and the bug 

tion to become the conservators of their less | 

favored brethren, by opening ‘vide streets, by 

their more eularged dwellings, the more 

extended spaces they occupy, 

results of greater 

from these causes combined. But our 

aud the | 

cleanliness accruing | 

will leave the vines at once. They dishke 
the odor of the assafcetida. This is a sim- 
ple remedy, aud easily agplied. The article 
can be had at the drug stores 

Butter. 
There is not an article produced on the 

' farm which requires more attention, care 

ideas on this subject may be exemplified | 
still farther, and may direct us in the choice | 

of a location for a settlement or town. Cer- 
tainly with these impressions we would not 

commence building or laying out a town 

uncer the lee of a wood or timber, where 

the air is arrested in its movement, or lies 

imbedded upon a moist soil, with vegetable 
matter living and steaming and dying 

around; but we would go to the opposite 
point of the compass, say to the south-west, 

and there pitch our teut. Moreover, in 
building a house anywhere in the town or 

country, we would not locate on the north 

or east side of a hollow or stream, aud 

_ sumption of every family. 

' goad dairy house. 

especially, if the latter was stagnant we | 
shonld prefer being on the ether side, even 

if it was but a few steps. And in the laying 

out of the grounds, we shonld not put the 

trees or shrubbery where they would shade, 

or breuk the wind or obscure the view from , 

the S. W., but leave that part of our hori- 

zon more open, with the trees at a moder 

ate distance. 

which we daily gather from reading, obser- 

vation and experience, and if they are not 

to be forced into undue prominence, neither 

are they to be altogether ignored in our 

plans for a life-long habitation, that may 

become the heritage of our children. 

Remedy for the Striped Bug. 
These are a great nuisance on melon and 

cucumber vines. This year they have been 

unusually abundant, and they have destroyed 

several plantings of vines in succession. We 
have been informed by one who has tried 

These are some of the lights | 

and skill to prepare it for market in the best 

order, than butter. It enters into the con- 

Bat, 
It is like Jeremiah’s fgs, 
If zood. ft is ve y good, 
if bad, pet ft to give pigy.”? 

Capital sense, if poor poetry. There is 
much butter brought to market that belongs 

to the latter class. Good butter is always 

a saleable article, and bad, it is hard to 

get it off at any price. 
A little common sense will teach much 

that is necessary in the manufacture of but- 

ter. In the first place, there should be a 

It should be cool, airy 

and sweet. The milk pans should also be 
clean and sweet. The milk should be kept 
of the right temperature to raise the cream 

in the proper time, and the cream should be 
churned while sweet. Churning ought to 

be regularly continued till the butter comes. 

If the motion in summer be too quick, the 

butter will, in consequence, ferment and 

become ill tasted. Some writers advise to 

wash the butter after it is formed, thor- 

oughiy, in several waters, till all the milk is 

Dr. Anderson, however, who is 

good authority, advises to force the milk 

out of the cavities of the butter by means 

removed. 

/ of a flat wooden ladle, furnished with a 

short handle, at the same time agitating 

_ the butter as little as possible, lest it become 

tough and gluey. “The beating up of but- 

ter,” he observes, ‘“‘is an indelicate practice, 

particularly if it be warm; as a general 

thing, butter is injured by soaking in wa- 
ter.” 

Fresh butter should be put into crocks or 
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jars for immediate sale. 

jars should then be pat into a cool spring 

They should not be sent to market, exposed 
to kot weather; for the heat will destroy 

the beautiful appearance of the butter, and | 
indeed will injure its flavor very materially. 

A good butter maker will not be desirous 

of damaging thesarticle by sending it to 

market with the mercury at 80 and 90 

degrees. 

and it is essential where there is 

Indeed, to preserve meats, to keep 
cost, 

a dairy, 
butter and milk cool, to keep ice for the | 

use of the farm, they will not be dispensed 
with after their benefits are once enjoyed, 

They can be made at little expense by the 

farmer, and can be filled in a day or two 

time, we will furnish our readers with a 

cheap plan for an ice house. 

We have the best country 

farms. 

can be made x profitable portion of hus- 

for dairy 

bandry; for these articles always find a ready 

market at fair prices, 

The Early Harvest, 
This is over, and the farmers have had busy 

times. Their wheat, oats,and barley are cut 

and are safe. The weather has been fine for 
harvesting, thouzh quite warm. As we have 

already stated we believe the wheat is an 

average crop, and the berry never was j better. 
The spring grain crops are light. 

‘he market for wheat is not fairly opened. 

For a week or two after harvest, $1 per bushel 
was paid, but at this writing it is only bringing | 

in this market from 80 to 90 cts. per bushel. 

Ifa good price is offered much wheat will be 
promptly brought to market; but if the price is 

low, it will be kept back. 

stuffs have experienced slight decline. Should 

the United States. We trust that prices here 
will reach a remunerating figure; but our far- 
mers should not expeet the high prices of last 
year. 

These should be | 
made perfectly sweet by scalding, These | 

The making of butter and cheese | 

Grain Growing. 
The harvest is hardly past before preparations 

are commenced for growing another crop of 

house or ice house until sent to market. | grain. If theraising of grain pays at all, it pays 
best when good crops are obtained. These can 
always be had, at least in nineteen times out of 
twenty, as we believe, if the farmers attention is 
given to the preparing of the ground and the 
seed put in ina propermanner. New grounds of 
course cannot be plowed deep; but they should be 
harrowed well, and the seed sown upon them 
well covered. Old grounds should be plowed 

| deep—if the Double Michigan plow is used, all 
Speaking of au ice house, reminds us that | the better for then the sceds of weeds and roots 

every farmer can have au ice house at little ) Of gremeiare piaced whore they will give no far- 
| ther trouble, and the ground is left in good or- 

der. Wheat sown broadcast on such prepared 

grounds, the grounds harrowed well, and after- 
wards rolled—wiil produce heavy crops. Al- 

though cur last wintcr was severe one, we have 

not heard of a single failure of wheat when the 
ground was thus prepared and the seed thus sown. 

But we have examined several fields of wheat, 

at a leisure season in winter. At the proper | and we are impressed with the belief that wheat 
sown with the Drill, taking every thing into 

consideration, is the best plan of growing, and 
rarely indeed, will there he a failure of a crop 
when the drill culture is practiced. 

“What is worth doing at all, is worth doing 
well,” isa capital maxim for the cultivators of 
wheat. 

The Orchard. 
‘The hot weather of summer ig trying to our 

orchards and young trees just planted ont.--. 
Large apple trees are dying even these which 

| leaved out snd blossomed full in spring... Many 
others appear sickly, and before fall comes in 
we apprehend that nearly half of the trees which 
compose our orchards will be dead. 
We have made enquiries of the “oldest inhab 

| itant” and he remembers no instance by exces- 
sive cold of winter, where there has been sucl: 

a destruction of apple trees. The winter of 

1830—3i was a very hard one and some trecs 

were killed. The apples in a large sursery 
near our city, were much injured. Several years 

| passed afterwards before new orchards were set 
We notice in English papers that the grain | 

crop in England promises well, and that bread- | 
out, but since that period until the present or- 
chards have done well as a gencral thing. 

| Fruit growers should not be diseouraged. Probs- 
England require more wheat than she produces | 
this season, the supply wanted must come from | 

bly the present generation will never witness such 
another winter. Apples grow to great perfec- 

tion in our region, and their culture, even un- 
der present discouragement, should not be neg- 

' lected. 
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The Weather and its Signs. 

Central Illinois is now suffering by severe 

drought. Some portions of it have been 

favored by rains, but as a general fact, 

garden vegetables are nearly cut off; the 

early potatoe crop will be scarcely worth 

gathering; grass is short; oats and spring 

wheat will yield but little, and even the 

corn crop is greatly injured. 

We are anxiously looking at the signs 
for rain. They come often; the clouds with 
heavy showers seem to be near us, and at 

the moment when we expect the fruition of 
our hopes, the clouds separate, become thin 

and pass away, to our great disappointment. 

panied with red bolts of lightning, may 
consume well filled barns and storehouses, 
and level many beautiful dwellings to ashes. 
Were those weather changes governed by 
immutable laws, and were we well acquaint- 
ed with these, we might adopt special means 

| to meet special ends, and provide against 
| the coming drouth, the floods, and the hur- 
_vicane. Hitherto the weather has been con- 
| sidered fickle as the human temper, and if 

This state of things has been presented and | 

repeated almost every day for weeks past. 

Occasionally we hear that some fortunate 

spot has received the outpourings from the 

clouds, but these localities are like rains in 

the desert, few and far between. 

Will man be ever able to judge with any 

thing like certainty of the coming weather? | city where he dwells; and yet a correct 
We find an article in the Scientific Ameri- 

it is governed by fixed laws, the whole world 
lieth nearly in gross darkness respecting 
them. The sky may be cloudless to-day, 
and to-morrow, yea, in a few hours, the 
lightuing and the tempest may come, and 
no man living, so far as we know, can pre- 
dict the event with certainty. 

The astronomer lias watched the motions 
of the distant planets, has weighed them in 
a balanee, and can tell the exact period 

| when the moon, after a long interval, will 

can in reply to this query, and which is of | 
such value in our opinion, that we here an- 

nex it: 

“There is no subjectof more importance, 
and yet there is none with which men of 
science, and others, are so superficially 
acquainted, as that indicated wm the above 
caption. 

The heat of summer and the cold of win- 
ter, the rain and the sow, the thunder and | 
the lightning, the hurricane and the gentle | 
breeze, how many mingied associations of 
pleasare and grief are ‘connected with these? 
Our enjoyments, yea, ‘dur very existence, it 
may be said, are depeizdent on those opera- 
tions of nature, which we call the weather. 

Sometimes, as in 1854, the clouds will 
tefuse their refreshing showers for a long 
period, and over extensive tracts of country 
the grass withers and the corn and wheat 
fields become parched and barren; the low- 
ing kine perish for want o!f the water-brooks, 
and then famine comes and desolates many — 
once happy homes. Son 1etimes, again, the 
clouds will pour down their torrents for long 
periods, and the floods wiill come and sweep | 
resistless over broad la nds, carrying the | 
crops of the farmer from his fields, and his 
flocks from the vales. Again, the hurricane 

wift wing, bearing 
ay; and if acccm- 

hide the sun’s rays from the earth by day; 
and also when the eccentric comet, after 
long journeys in unseen regions of space 
will re-visit our system again—but he can- 
not positively tell the particular atinospheric 
changes that will oceur to-morrow in the 

knowledge of coming atmospheric changes 
would be inost useful to all men. 

Can such information ever be obtained’ 
Not unless such phenomena are governed 
by fixed laws. Well, when we consider that 
the planets roll, and the tides flow by im- 
mutable decrees, can any person doubt that 
the weather is governed by fixed laws? 
That such laws do exist, no one in his sen- 
ses can doubt, and that they will yet be dis- 
covered, we have as little doubt, and it is a 
shame that so little has been done to dis- 
cover them. We are glad, however, that 
something has been done, and there is a 
promise of something more. Various sta- 
tions have lately been established in our 
own country for taking meteorological ob- 
servations, and all the leading nations of 
Europe have also entered upon the same 
course of investigations. Such observations 
extending over various parts of the globe, 
and for a number of years continuously, will 
no doubt lead to astonishing results. Already 
by private enterprise and keen observation, 
Prof. Espy and Mr. W. C. Redfield, of this 
city, have made valuable discoveries relating 
to gales and hurricanes, and the latter has 
laid down some practical rales for naviga- 
tors, regarding the rotary progressive course 
of tornadoes, which have proven to be of 
great benetit, by teaching seamen how to 
withdraw from their power. The spots ob- 
served on the sun’s disk, take place at reg- 
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ular intervais, and these, Sir Wm. Herschel 
asserts, affect the weather on our globe to 
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| and allow the surface to become hardened. 

such a degree as to regulate the very price | 
of wheat. Lieut. Maury has done much to 
reduce the weather changes on the ocean to | 
@ science. 
other eminent philosophers, that the sun is | 
the source of magnetism as well as heat, 

It is believed by Humboldt and | 
| 

and that the vibrations of the magnet are | 
to our globe, as the beating of the pulse to | 
the human system. 

In an article in the last number of the | 
North British Review, believed to be written | 
by Sir David Brewster, he says: ‘Had 
Hipparchus and Ptolemy made hourly ob- 
servations, and had they also been made by 
their cotemporaries and successors in differ- 
ent parts of the world, we might now be 
predicting the weather with as much cer- 
tainty as we do the planetary .motions.” 
The great number of meteorological obser- 

the world, inspire us with hope that such a 
result will yet be accomplished. We hail 
every effort that is made to reduce “the | ; 

y / week in October, the second, the second weather and its changes” to a positive sci- 
ence, because, as we have already stated, 

portant to all men.— Scientific American. 

Pulverizing Soil in Drouth. 

It may be proper to add, that in order to 
get the benefit of the absorption of the dew, 
earth should be freshly turned up at even- 
ing, when the surface will remain cool and 
condense the dew. If turned up during the 
heat of the day, the upper surface becomes 
warm and does not readily condense the 
moisture. 

, (Commun’cation,} 

Quincy, July 15, 1856. 
Sir:—I write to you to suggest whether 

it should not be an object with the State 
Agricultural Society to hold their fair at 

' such time as may be agreed upon by the 

| Indiana, 

various State Societies. 
There should be, I-think, an arrangement 

made by the Societies of Kentucky, Ohio, 
Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, 

| fowa and Missouri, whereby any oue may 

such knowledge will be most useful and im- | fourth, the fourth week. 
| be adopted it would suit many persons who 

vations now being made in various parts of | attend all the fair 
This arrangement might at least be made 

by Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri, the 
first State to hold their fair on the first 

week, the third, the third week, and the 
If this plan could 

, otherwise might not be able to attend more 
' than one fair. 

An interesting article has lately appeared | 

ia the Southern Cultivator on this subject. | 

It furnishes the results of several experi- , 

ments in exceedingly dry weather, and which 

amply sustains the following facts: 
1. All sandy soils, or those which are 

always mellow and which never crust in the 

summer; and the operation should be no 
oftener performed than may be necessary 
to keep the soil perfectly free from weeds. 

2. All soils containing more or less clay 
(and as a consequence liable to become bar- 
dened) should be worked often enough to 
keep up through pulverization, which will 
be less frequent for the under portions, and 
more frequent for the surface--the pulver- 

- suggests; cut hitherto without success, 

Respectfully, 
C. ROWLAND. 

Many efforts have been made to perfect 

such an arrangement as our correspondent 
In 

our own State, we are compelled to fix 
upon the period of holding the fairs, earlier 

_ or later as they are to be held in a southern 
least, are made drier by frequent stirring in | 

ized earth at the top preserving the moist- | 
ure below, in the same way that a coating | 
of saw dust or of tan is found to operate in | 
mulching. 

3. Any soil after being brought to a state 
of complete pulverization, is made drier by | 
being repeatedly turned up to the suu’s rays; | 
but as a crust forms on the surface after any 
shower or heavy dew, the oftener this crust 

| than her population ‘consumes. 
| to California as her 

is broken by stirring the surface the better, | 
And it is decidedly better to plow deep and 
frequently, than to wholly omit cultivation 

ees wie aes on | } Ok eee ET ———— 

or northern locality. We think, however, 

that an arrangement, such as is proposed, 
might be made, and that it should be made. 

To do this, consultation should be had, the 

present winter for the fairs of 1857. The 
times of holding the fairs the present year, 
of course cannot now be changed, 

California Wheat. 
Probably in California ‘more wheat is raised 

by a given quantity of labor, than in any other 

country in the world. With little attention 
sixty bushels pec acre: are produced. The wheat 
has a very large berry; but whether it is a dif- 
ferent kind from that cultivated here, we are not 
informed.—Cutifornia now raises more wheat 

Oregon looked 
wheat market. ‘This 

failing her wheat has: fallen in her home market 
to 50 and 75 cents ptr bushel. ‘Ihe present seas 
son the crop of wheat is exceedingly large iu 
Calilornia. 
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The Potatoe Bug. 

‘This insect has been very destructive in | 
this region the present season. They have com- 

pletely denuded the potatoe stalks of leaves 
in most fields. Almost all the appliances | 
that could be thought of have been used to | 

destroy or drive them off. We are not 

acquainted with the habits of the pest. 

The Rural New Yorker has an article upon 
the subject from Levi Bartlett of Warren, 

New Hampshire, which will possess interest — 

to those who may lose their crops by the | 
Potatoe Bug, He says: 

“According to Dr. Harris, its true name 
is “the three-lined leaf-beetle.” It is about 
one quarter of an inch long, of arusty buff, 
or nankin yellow, with three black stripes | 
on the back. They appear in June on the 
leaves of the potatoe vines, having at that 
time recently come out of the ground, where 
they pass winter in the pupa state. The 
winged insects eat the leaves of the potatoe, 
gnawing irregular holes through them; in 
the course of a few days they lay their yel- | 
low eggs, usually glued to the under sides , 
of the leaves, in parcels of six or eight to- | 

The grubs are hatched in about > gether. 
two weeks. They of course are quite small 
when first hatched, but they are a filthy and | 
voracious creature. After making a hearty 
meal upon the leaves of the plant, they cov- 
er themselves with their own filth. 
numbers are sometimes very great, and the 
leaves are then covered and nearly consumed 
by these insects. 

That was the case with a patch of my ear- 
ly potatoes in the season of 1854. The 
same ground, a warm, light soil, had been 
used for several years for the raising of ear- 
ly vegetables of various kinds, a portion of 
which had been annually planted with early 
potatoes. This fact, I suppose may account 
for their great numbers on this particular 
spot; for the first crop of worms attain their 
growth in about fifteen days, when they 
leave the plant, burrow in the ground, in | 
about two weeks, they change from the | 
grub stateto winged insects. This happens 
toward the end of July, or early in August. | 
—The second crop is much more numerous | 
than the first. Mr. Barnard noticed the 
great number, on his potatoes vines on the 
12th of August. The August crop lay their 
eggs for a second brood of grubs. These 
come to their growth and go into the ground 
in autumn, and remain in the 
during the winter. Should Mr. B. plant the 
same ground with potatoes the coming © 

Their | 

upa form | 
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: season, he would be likely to raise a larger 
crop of bugs, and a smaller crop of potatoes, 
than he did last year. 

We think neither the bug nor its progeny 
have any connection with the potatoe rot. 
Their ravages upon the foliage, no doubt, 
lesson the yield or product of the crop. 

| Any cause that operates to lessen the size 
and number of the leaves of a plant, must 
just so far weaken and disarrange the func- 
tions of the leaves, as it is through their 

| agency that may of important changes take 
place in the preparation of the crude food 
for assimilation in the plant. 

Dr. Harris remarks;—“The only method 
that occurs to me by which we may get rid 
of these insects, when they are so numerous 
as to be seriously injurious to plants, is to 

_ brush them from the leaves into shallow 
vessels, containing a little salt and water, or 
vinegar.” The two past seasons I sifted 
dry ashes or lime upon my early potatoes 
in the morning, while the plants were wet 
with dew. This, I thought, somewhat les- 
sened their numbers—at any rate, it seemed 
to much annoy them, and that was some 
satisfaction to me.” 

Cranberry Culture. 
The following statement is from the Mid- 

dlesex (Mass. ) Ag’l Transactions, and was 
made by Addison Flint, of North Reading: 

In the autumn of 1843, I bailt a dam and 
flowed the swamp from that time till August 
1846; then let off the water. 

The following October, burnt over the 
swamp, and set the vines. The vines were 
cut up with a sharp hoe or shovel, and set 
in hills, three and a halffeet apart ; the bunch- 
es about the size of a quart measure. 

In raising from the seed, I planted in Oc- 
tober, 1846, about half an acre; crushing 
each berry between the thumb and finger, 
and placing it just under the mud, single 
berries in a hill, three and a half feet apart. 
Also, sowed broadcast a number of bushels 
the following spring. Very few vines ap- 

| peared from them for two or three years, no 
berries till 1852, then very small; in 1853, 
good size, in quantity, worth picking. 
My practice has been to stop the water 

in October, and keep it on till May, or un- 
iil the weather is warm enough to start veg- 
etation—then lower it down to the top of 

_ of the vines, and keep it on them until I 
think the spring frosts are over; then let 
the vines be fairly out of the water until the 
berries are grown—say from the 10th to 
the 15th of August—then draw it off for 

| ripening and picking. 
We found three or four small beds of na- 



| thirty feet in depth. The bottom ofit ap- | 
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tive vines on the swamp, after we let off the 
water to set the vines, and a few very fine, | 
berries; there is now probably a dozen beds 
that bear berries. 

In 1850, we picked seventeen bushels of 
berries on the swamp. in 1851, twenty-eight 
bushels; in 1852, ninety-three bushels;. in: 
1853, we estimated them at one hundred 
and fifty bushels. 

Tn 1852, the native vines produced by es- 
timation, before selling, forty bushels; the | 
transplanted vines, sixty bushels; the in- | 
crease this year is, principally, from the | 
transplanted vines. 

I now give a statement of the proceeds: 
1850 picked 17 bushels, sold 151-2 bushels for $26 20 
1851 ss QS ss 26 “ sé 7009 | 
1852 ss 92 “ 6 93 “ © 800.00 
1853 “© 62 barrels, “© 52 barrels ** 380 00 
1854 “cs OAT “ “< 47 “ 305,60 

1854 ‘+ 60 by estimation, probable value 500 00 

$1681,00 

Remarks.-——Since the above statement 
was made, we have learned from Mr, Flint, 
that he had just Afty barrels of cranberries | 
as his crop of 1855, which he sold for thir- 
teen dollars a barrel, delivered at the depot 
two miles from house, making the pretty © 
sum of six hundred and fifty dollars, as the 
product of two acres of what was quite re- 
cently an almost worthless bog meadow. 
Mr. Flint also states that iu looking sabent 
he notices a good many tracts of land appa- 
rently as gocd for the cranberry crop as his, 
and that some of the pieces might much more 
readily be flowed and reclaimed than his 
own.—N, E. Farmer. 

A Poisoned Valley. 

A singular discovery has lately been mace 
near Batten, in Java, of a poisoned valley,— 

Mr. Alexander Bouden visited it last July, 

and we extract a paragraph from a commu- 
cation on the subject, addressed by him to 

the. Royal Geographical Society: 
“It is known by the name of Guevo Upas 

or Poisoned Valley; and, following a path 
which has been made for ihe purpose, ibe 
party shortly reached it, with a couple of 
dogs and fowls, for the purpose of making 
experiments. On arriving at the mountain, 
the party dismounted and scrambled up the 
side of the hill, at a distance of a mile, with , 
the assistance cf the branches of trees and | 
projecting roots. When ata few yards from 
the valley, a strong, nauseous, suffocating 
smell was experienced, but on approaching 
the margin the inconvenience was no longer 
found. The valley is about a helf mile in 
circumference, of an oval shape, and about 

{ 

peared te be flat, without any vegetation, 
and a few large stones scattered here and 
there. Skeletons of human beings, tigers, 
bears, deer and all sorts of birds and wild 

' animals, lay about in profusion. The ground 
on which they lay at the bottom of valley, 
appeared to be a hard sandy substance, and 
no vapor was perceived. The sides were 
covered with vegetation. 

“It was proposed to enter it, and each 
party having lit a cigar, managed to get 
within twenty feet of the bottom, where a 
sickening nauseous smell was experienced, 

' without any difficulty of breathing. A dog 
was now fastened to the end of s bamboo 

| and thrust to the bottom of the valley, while 
some of the party, with their watches in 
their hands, observed the effect. —At the 
expiration of fourteen seconds he fell off his 
legs, Without any moving or looking 
around, and continued alive only eighteen 
minutes. The other dog now left the com- 
pany and went to his companion; on reach- 
ing him he was observed to stand quite mo- 
tionless, and at the end of ten seconds fell 
down, he never moved his limbs after, and 

lived only seven minutes. A fowl was now 
' thrown iu, which lived a minute and a quar- 

ter, and another which was thrown in after 
it, lived only a miaute and a half, 

‘A heavy shower fell during the time that 
these experiments were going forward, which 
from the interesting nature of the experi- 
ments, was quite disregarded. On the op- 
posite side of the valley to that which was 
visited, lay a human skeleton, the head rest- 
ing onthe right arm, The effect of the 
weather had bleached the bones as white as 
ivory. This was probably the remains of 
some wretched rebel hunted towards the val- 
ley, who had taken shelter there, uncon- 
scious of its character.” 

Time to Plow. 
It is often difficult to know when to plow. 

If grouna is moved when wet, it often re- 
mains in very compact lumps. If we wait 
until the ground is dry, so much work is 
brought together that it cannot be done in 
time. A few common sense thoughts may 
aid in this matter:—1, Sward ground may 
be plowed when much wetter than any other 
without cansing it to be hard ondrying, 2, 
Sandy and gravelly land is much less injured 
by handling when wet, than clay or clay 
loam. 8, The plow is not half as bad for 
wet ground as the harrow, for several rea- 
sons. In plowing, the team tread on the 

| broken ground far less than in harrowing. 
The action of the plow is different. The 
One raises up and turns over, the other drags 
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down and presses together. Sotrue is this, 
that ground thus harrowed will become a 
mass of brick-bats, and remains so for years. 
Ground may he plowed when pretty wet if 
you will let it remain untouched afterwards, 
until dry, and warm and by this treatment 
it will be fit for sowing sooner than if not 
plowed. 

The same principles will apply to spading 
and raking. Ground may be spaded up 
when considerably wet, if you wili lay down 
each spadeful carefully and be sure not to 
touch it again with the spade or with 2 
rake until itis thoroughly dry. But if esc! 
spadeful is knocked down with the spade, and 
and as soon as the very surface wil! crumble 
is raked until it is beautifully smooth, the 
air will be toa considerable extent exclu- 
ded, and the whole ground will be hard and 
difficult to tiil during the whole seeson. 
Plowed or spaded, the ground if wet, should 
be left as loose as it could be left, that it 
may dry rapidly and crumble easily, and the 
case must he a very urgent one which will 
justify putting the harrow or rake upor it 
till it is dry. Then it will break down 
easily and remain light and easily tillea 
through the entire season. —Culturist. 

Remedy for the Borer. 
Make a concave mound of mellow earth 

around the tree, rising about six inches 
above the work of the insects. Thoroughly 
saturate this mound with a strong common 
salt brine, twice at an interval offour weeks 
at any time of the year when the grouud is 
not frozen; stale beef or pork brine in its 
full strength, is just the thing. The mound 
of earth holds the liquid in suspension, 
round the tree, until by capillary attraction re 
it is carried into the holes and burrows of , Prepared tor 

ferments rapidly in the stomach, the insect—where the salt is sure destruction 
to every grade of this ravaging and pesti- 
lentenemy. Vary the quantity of the dose 
with the size of the tree. Be cautious with 
small trees. Old, large trees, three feet 
round, may have a pailful at a time. 

I have revived trees by this application 
from apparent death. 
old, with their trunks perforated very bad- 
ly,. are now perfectly healthy, and their 
wounds are healing over, 

and showed signs of death. On examina- 
tion I found the trunks full of borers, a:d 
more than half the surface eaten off. I 
made the application twice. 
revived and made new wood the same sea- 
son. This spring, I have treated every oth- 
er tree with the application. 
are in bloom, and the wounds made by the 

Two golden | 

Sweetings, 8 years old, last June withered | 

Both trees | geahenet 
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‘uisdata-a are rapidly healing over. I would 
not now, without trial, recommend the ap- 

Ee aielos to any other than the apple, quince 
and peach. N.S. Sara. 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

Pinating Strawberries. 
Skillful gardeners can transplant straw- 

berries at any season of the year, when the 
ground is not frozen, but if done during the 
summer nionths in this climate, much care 
and labor is requisite in watering and sha- 

_ ding or mulching the plants; so that few 

| der. 

Apple trees 30 vears | 

These trees | 

persons of any experience in the business 
will choose to undertake it at this season. 
In the month of September, or as soon as 
the heat and drougat of the summer is over 
and the ground is well moistened with rain, 
is the best time for planting; and this will 
allow the plants to become well rooted, so 
that by covering them slightiy for the win- 
ter, they will bear a moderate crop of fruit 
the next spring. If the planting is not done 
in September or October, it had better be 
deferred till spring. Spring planting is the 
easiest and safest of all, but of course it 
involves a year’s delay before any fruit of 
consequence can be realized.—Okw Culti- 
Uadlor. 

Change of Food for Animals. 
The kind of food for animals should be 

changed frequently. A horse long kept on 
shorts will be affected by a feverin his legs 
and feet, producing a result similar to foun- 

Shorts, corn meal or cob meal, should 
never be given except in a mixed state 
with cut hay or straw. This will require 
them to eat slower and the food is better 

digestion. If given alone it 
produces 

a general fever, injures the digestive powers 
and finally produces a stiffness throughout 
the limbs. When these results are discov- 
ered the remedy is a change of food. . Con- 
tinued feeding on oats alone, will produce 
the same result as shorts or meal, ahd many 
a founder is caused by it, is by feeding and 
drinking when the horse is warm. If ne- 
cessity compels a person to feed a horse on 
shorts, corn meal, or cob meal, a supply of 
salt should be added to prevent fermentation 
in the stomach. 

eeBeln priv ate conversation between intimate 

friends, the wisest men very often talk the 

eB. Politeness is like ap air-cushin-there may 

be nothing in it, but it eases your jolts wonder- 

fully. 
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A chair trade in New York. 

A stranger, on observing the vast throng 
of operatives pouring from the ferry boats 
and through the main streets of the city, to 
and from their daily toil, is led to wonder 
oftentimes, how so many found employment 
and from their respectable dress and appear- 
ance of evidently so good a description. — 
Those who have such doubts know but lit- 
tle of the mighty business which is transac- | cess of painting and gilding. This as al- 
ted in Gotham, and the extent of its com- 
mercial and mechanical operations. 
proof of this, they need carry their thoughts 
no further as to one great branch, than the 
common chair they sit upon. This article 
alone, to say nothing of the mahogany or 
other descriptions of fancy chairs, employs 
in this city about one million dollars of 
capital, there being eight large houses and 
about one hundred smailer ones, engaged in 
the business. The number of such chairs 
manufactured in or for New York is about 
four millions annually, and the value some 
six millions of dollars. 

In | 

In New York city about one thonsand | 
men, two hundred females, and four hundred | 
children, are employed in the manufacture | 
of thecane bottom and other common chairs 
and about double that number in the coun- 
try for this market. Of the four million 
chairs, about one third are manufactured in 
New York, and two thirds by machinery in | 

| as to the best method of saving wheat du- the Eastern States, and on the line of the 
Hudson river. In regard to the sales, 
about one sixth are disposed of for city use, | 
four sixths for country trade, including Cal- 
ifornia, and one sixth exported to the West 
Indies and South America. The cost of 
the wood with which they are made is 
about $500,000—it consists of black walnut 
oak, white and curled maple, and white 
wood. The other materials used are ratan, 
or split cane, and rush for the seats; var- 
nishes, paint and some gold leaf. 

The wood is brought from the Western 
States, by the way of the Erie Canal, usu- 
ally in planks of 12 and 16 feet. When 
received into the manufactory here, it pas- 
ses into the hands of the different branches 
of workmen, for the purposes of sawing, 
turning, seating and framing or putting 
together; also, as to some descriptions, as 
veneering. The chairs when put together, 
which they are without glue, then go into 
the hands of the varnishers, painters and 
gilders, whence they return to the varnish- 
ers ready to be prepared for immediate use 
or taken apart for transportation or ship- 
ping. In the latter process the backs are 
kept entire, but the whole of the remainder 
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such as legs, rounds, cane bottoms, &c., are 
taken apart, scrted and compactly boxed up 
so that the chair is exported with as close 
packing, nearly, as cloth or any similar ar- 
ticle. 

The young women and children employ- 
ed in the factories in New York, are enga- 
ged almost exclusively in the cane and rush 
work connected with the chair. In the 
country they are also employed in the pro- 

ready stated, is but a sketch of business in 
New York connected with one branch, the 
common chair, and which is by no means 
the largest, or one of the largest. The 
fancy and mahogany chair employs, proba- 
bly, in the city, four or five times the capi- 
tal of the common chair, and a very large 
number of operatives in the manufacture. 
The heads of some of the establishments in 
both branches, are among our most enter- 
prising, shrewd and prosperous men, and 
whole trade emphatically exemplifies the 
adage that “Industry is Wealth.”— Sun. 

A Certain Method to Secure Wheat in wet 
Weather. 

Having seen from the newspapers, and 
heard from other sources, of the losses and 
damage which happened to the last wheat 
crop in this State from the quantity of rain 
which fell during harvest, Iam induced to 
communicate the result of my experience 

ring @ continued spell of rain after wheat 
cutting has commenced. 

About thirty years ago, I lived in Hast- 
ern Virginia, in the county of Essex.—At 
that time, there was the most promising crop 
of wheat growing, that I ever remember to 
have seen but once before. But, in the be- 
giniug of harvest, a rainy spell set in, and 
coutinued during the whole harvest, and 
for some days after wheat cutting had been 
finished. The rain fell, in torrents, and to 
the best of my recollection without the inter- 
ruption ofa single day. Finding that there 
would be a total loss of the crop, if permit- 
ted to stand in the field, by the advice of an 
experienced overseer, (for I was then but a 
young farmer,) I commenced and continued 
to cut my wheat, regardless of rain, and 

| put it up immediately, in cocks of four or 
five bushels, made as sharp as they could 
be formed, by pressing the wet straw as 
closely as it could be squeezed together, and 
capping the cocks with a sheaf of wheat. 
When the wheat was thin, and too far to 
carry conveniently, the cocks were made of 
smaller size. 

Under such circumstances it is best not to 



tie the wheat in bundles—the cbject being 
to cause the wet straw, to adhere’ so closely 
as to render the wheat perfectly impenetra- 
ble to rain. As soon as the weather clear- 
ed off, I commenced haulipg my wheat to 

} 
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well shaded, and with,a northern exposure. 
Strong currents of air are to be avoided, as 

| tending to harden the surface of the cream, 
_ and asa consequence, there are specks of 
' unchurned cream in the batter. When these 

the barn, and although the outside of the | 
shocks were perfectly green with sprouted 
wheat, much to my surprise and gratifica- | 
tion, I found the inside of the wheat cocks | 1 

exactly at the right time. If skimmed too so perfectly dry, that the dust rose from the 
inside straw as the cocks were opened, and 
the grain wasin perfect preservation. It 
was evident that the drying process had been 
going on during the whole of the rainy spell 
doubtless from the internal heat generating 
from the wet straw. it is true, that the 
wheat straw was somewhat moulded, but it 
was not so much injured as to prevent both 
horses and cattle from eating it readily; and | ‘ 

not be noticed by a casual observer, and on- the crop was better both as to quality and 
quantity than [ever afterwards made from 
the same land. 

specks are found in the butter, it is some- 
times necessary to overwash in order to 
get them out. 

It is quite important to skim the milk 

soon you lose in quantity; if too late the 
quality is irreparably injured. It is difficult 
to give a rule in reference to this matter. 
Regard must be had to the weather, pla- 
ces of setting the milk, &c. Our best ma- 
kers watch their milk closely in hot weath- 
er, avd alwaysskim when they observe the 
slightest indication of a frothy appearance 
on the surface of the cream, which would 

ly on looking across the surface toward the 
| light. 

From my own experience, then and since, — 
I feel myself warranted in assuming that I 
have never since known a harvest so wet, 
as necessarily to occasion any greater loss 
than the wheat unavoidably exposed to the 
weather, on the ontside of the shocks, put 
up as herein recommended. 

WM. GARNETT 

Butter-Making in Northern New York.. 

| Ice is very much used. 

When the cream is taken off it should be 
well stirred, and set away in a cool place. 

Some use coolers, 

lowering them into the well. It is impossi- 
_ ble to make fine butter out of partially mel- 
' ted or heated cream. The temperature 
- should not he allowed to get above 62 or 

The following interesting article we copy | 

from the Rural New- Yorker of the 12th 

July, for which paper it was farnished by a 

correspondent in Jefferson county : 

I propose briefly to hint at the process 
of Butter making, as practised by the best 
dairymen in Northern New York. I shall 
endeavor to confine myself to the usage of 
the best makers, rather than to advance 
theories of my own—simply premising that 
for several years I have been extensively 

engaged in the butter and cheese trade, 
and ought perhaps, to be cousidered as 

| sheep or dog power. 

64 deg. This is easily regulated with ice 
or an abundance of cold water, It is n- 

portant to churn often. Our large dairy- 
men churn every morning; the smaller ones 
in two days. The common dash churn is 
a good deal used, and attached to a horse, 

If the butter does 
_ uot come readily, it should be set into a tub 

conversant with the best methods of man- | 
ufacture. It may be necessary here to 
state—what may not be known to all your 
readers—that the first class butter dairies 
of Jefferson, Lewis and Oneida counties are 
very much sought after, and priucipally 
depended on, by the Boston dealers, for 
their winter and spring trade, 

In the first place, our best dairymen 
deem it very important to provide a suita- 
ble place for setting the milk. Many pre- 
fer a room wholly or in part under ground. 
Ordinary cellars are much used, pains he- 
ing taken to have them cleanly and wel| 
ventilated. Some prefer an upper room, 

of cold water; or, when the thermometer 
churns are used, the temperature is kept 
down by keeping cold water in the chamber. 
if the butter comes very soft and spongy, 
itis pastremedy. It should not he packed, 
or ifit is, let it be put in a package kept for 
such churnings. 

As soon as the churning is done, the but- 
ter is carefully and thoroughly washed ; 
hence an abundance of cold water is a ne- 
cessity. Nodoubt butter can be over-wash- 
ed, but it is necessary to insure its keeping 
qualities that the milk be entirely excluded; 
and washing is the cheapest and most ex- 
peditious method of getting rid of it. Nine 
tenths of our best makers wash till the 
water is clear, more or less. Ido not know 
ten good makers in Jefferson county that do 
not wash their butter. Some few make an 
excellent article without washing; but in 
warm weather it becomes necessary to over- 
work, in order to get the milk out perfectly, 
and thus the grain is injured, and the but- 
ter has a salvy appearance, and not nnfre- 
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quently has white specks that are a very 
material injury. 
to say that some of this small class, when 
the weather is favorabie, or where they have 
extra facilities, get up an article every way 
superior, and of very fine flavor. 

The common rule for salting, is one ounce | 
. - | tent. 

to the pound during summer, rather less in | 
If the salt is good, this is about | 

It should have 2 inch of the top, it is nicely smoothed and 
the fall. 
all the butter will dissolve. 
about all it will retain, if it is to stand 
through the summer; but there should be 
no undissolved particles of salt in the butter. 
An overdose of salt kills the flavor, is al- 
ways abar toa high price, and is of no 
possible advantage. Inexperienced makers 
should weigh each churning, and get it ex- 
actly right, neither too little nor too much. 
Great care should be had in selecting salt. 
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It is but just, however, | 

especially when sent off monthly. 

size, prefer to hold on for the fall market, 
and choose one hundred pound tubs for the 
summer, and fifty pound tubs for the fall 
made. Some dairies use smaller packages, 

The 
Goshen pail is being introduced to some ex- 
tent. Oak firkins are used to a limited ex- 

Finally, after the tub is filled, say within 

covered with acloth, and the whole is cov- 
ered with a heavy coat of moist salt. 
Some dairymen by using fine salt and hot 
water form a solid crust, which is nearly 
impervious to gir. Care is taken to re- 

_ plenish the salt whenever it dissolves away, 

' sible. 
so as toexciude the air as thoroughly as pos- 

it is impossible to keep butter well 
| without excluding the air, measurably at 

It should be free from foreign substances, | 
clear and fine. 
has been in the habit of sending car loads of 
salt from Boston, gratuitously supplying bis 
dairies that were under contract, so much 
importance did he attach to the quality of 
the salt. The ground rock salt is very gen- 
erally used with us. 

One of our Boston dealers | 

ated would be more in favor with us, if we | 
could rely on getting it pure and in proper 
shape. 

Very many of our best makers salt im- | 
mediately after washing, mix the salt evenly | 
and pack at once. 
hours and work the second time, taking care 

the salt thoroughly. 
been thoroughly soaked in strong brine, the 
butter is put in as solid as possible, many 
pound it in with considerable force, as a 

Others let it stand a few | ages, somewhat after the California shipping 
A ‘s 1 st le. 

not to work more than is necessary to mix | y 

‘The package having | aa) the attention of our farmers to the im- 

matter of economy of room, and asrender- | 
ing the mass less impervious to the air. 
Dealers also like to see a package of but- 
ter, when turned ont, present a smooth, 

solid appearance. Our dairymen are not 
particular about working out the brine, not 
so much so as 

Not that the brine injures the butter, but 
it works out rapidly, and if sent to market 
soon after it is made, almost always subject 
the buyer to a loss in weight. 

The favorite package with us is the Welsh 
tub, with a cover, largest at top. Great 
careis taken to get strong, tight, well made 
packages. The Welsh tubis preferred for 
the city trade, as it admits of slipping the 
butter out easily, and it is then cut into 
layers of suitable thickness with a brass 
wire. The size of package is regulated by 
the size of the dairy and time of sending to 
market. Most of our fine dairies of large | 

least. It is better to keep the butter en- 
tirely under pickle; but it is difficult to do 
so, especially where the Welsh tubs are 
used. By far too little attention is paid, 
even by our best dairymen, to keeping their 
butter alter itismade. If properly made it 
is no doubts practicable to keep butter en- 

The Syracuse Evapor- | tirely sweet, and well flavored, for a long 
time. Some few succeed in effecting it; but 
lest 1 weary your readers J willonly say that 
a good, cool cellar and tight packages, and 
proper attention to excluding the air, are 
absolutely essential. I am not sure but it 
would pay to have a double set of pack- 

In conclusion ! wish most earnestly to 

portance of improving the quality of their 
butter. Prime dairies are always wanted 
at high prices, yet the really fine butter con- 
stitutes but a small proportion of the whole 
seen in our best dairying districts. 

System in Farming. 
Success in farming, as in every other op- 

not pia tae as secs ; - 
the dealers would wish, | CT@tion, is a consequence of order, system 

and thoroughness. The following extract 

from an address before the Oakland (Mich) 
County Agricultural Society, by Hon. J. 

B. Hunt, pictures to the life, the practice 

of the Make-do family, who undertake far- 

ming. It also givesat a glance, the requi- 

sites to success. 

There is no great branch of business car- 
ried on at the present day, which is mana- 

| ged with as little system as farming. On 
looking over the whole country, how few 
you find who conduct the whole operation 
right. We are happy to say that we can 

——— 
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find many successful farmers among them, 
but they fall infinitely short of what they 
should be. The whole business appears to 
be carried on without any certainty; not 
one farmer in ten knows the exact quantity 
of land he has in each field on the farm, 
and when he has sown his seed, he is not 
certain whether he has sown « bushel or a 
bushel and a half to the acre of wheat, 
whether he has put on six or ten quarts of 

thus made dry and rich, if it is allowed to be 
overgrown by weeds, the grain is deprived 
of all sustenance. 

These three things are absolutely and es- 
sentially necessary, and yet some one or 

_twoof them are constantly neglected, on 

grass seed to the acre ; and when the grain | 
iscut he cannot tell how maay bushels he 
has grown to the acre ; it is guess work all 
around. 

Another great defect is, we undertake the 
cultivation of too much land each season, 

, and cattle. 

we have not suflicient force to carry it out | | . : 
/ ing and clean seed, sown in due season, with 
God’s blessing on your labors, you will have 

we are compelled to hurry the work, leave 
one thing unfinished to commence another 
which isin a more suffering condition; and | 
in this way the whole is slighted and run 
over. We undertake to put in a large crop 
of wheat, and for that purpose the teain is 
divided, if more than one, and if there is 
but one team, the plowing is done as shal- | 
low as possible, te hasten the process, in- | 
stead of taking time and plowing deep. We | 
put in a large crop of corn when we have | 
not manure for more than half of it, and not 
half hands enough to give ita thorough | 
hoeing. Large meadows and little grass — 
because the ground has been worn out rai- 
sing wheat years before. The fences are 
allowed to rot down, because there is such 
along string of it. The bushes grow up 
over the fences, because there is so much 
other work to be attended to, and so the 
bushes are put cff toa more convenient 
season; all goes on in this slovenly manner, 
We have a class of men who call themselves 
farmers, who make the street their cow-yard 
in the summer, and frequently through the 
year; while the hog pen is made to grace 
the door yard. With such men, manure 

has no value, deep plowing is. all folly, and 
ditching does not pay. 

We would not, if we were capable of do- 

almost every furm in the country. If the 
ground is not kept clear of the surplus 
water, its value is gone. Ifif is not well 
manured, the grain or grass will not grow, 
for they require food as well as your horses 

If when this food is farnished 
by the proper kind of manure, what avails 
it if you allow the weeds to get in, and eat 
it up from your plants. But if these three 
pre-requisites are faithfully attended to, then 
witha proper rotation of crops, deep plow- 

a full aud abundant crop. If you fail in 
either of these, although the bow of the 
covenant may still span the Heavens to 
show that the seed time and the harvest are 
still alloted to us by our Heavenly Father, 
to you the harvest will come in vain, or be 
shorn of its richest blessings. 

Our Vinegar Plant. 
We spoke last Aprilof a Vinegar Plant 

given us by a lady friend in Webster. We 
took it home to our office, procured at an 
apothecary’s store one of his largest glass 
jars, holding some two gallons, filled it with 
common sweetened water, committed the 
plant to it, and there it has been ever since 
spreading its folds upon the surface, till it 
was evident that the vinegar had become 
strong enough almost for the death of the 
plant; whereupon, this week, we removed 
the original sweetened water, and supplied 
its place with uew for the plant to work 
upon. On drawing off the vinegar it was 
found very strong indeed, almost as strong 
as ley, and for ordinary table purposes it 
will require to be diluted with fresh water. 
There is no mistake about, this vingear 

| plant will keep our family in the purest 

ing so, give a system of farming on an oc- | 
casion like this; but there are certain lead- 
ing features, to which the attention of every 
farmer should be called, although they are 
perfectly well known to every man who has 
ever worked on a farm, and almost as un- 
iversally neglected as they are known; and 
yet they are the foundation of his success. 
In the first place, the land must be kept 
clear from surplus water, if he is desirous of 
raising anything but wild and miserable 
grass. It must be made rich, or it will 
grow nothing of any value, and when it is 

vinegar as long as we shall need such an ar- 
ticle—Rural Intelligencer. 

For Kicxixe Cows.—Take a short strap 
aud fasten the ends together. Next pre- 
pare a pin of some soft wood, about 6 or 8 
inches long, 1 1-2 inches in diameter. 

_ Take the cow by the off fore-leg, and double 
it at the knee joint close; pass the strap or 
loop over the knee, pressing it back until 
you can insert the pin between that and the 
knee joint, and she cannut kick.—J. B. T. 

ve Why are teeth like verbe? Because they 
are regular, irregular and defective. 



To Divest Calves of Vermin. 
It often happens that calves become cov- | 

ered with vermin, causing them to lose flesh | 
|} nd look very dull. To clean the calf is a- 

very disagreeable piece of work; but if the 
following recipe is adhered to, they will be- 
come clean with a very little trouble. 

; Give the calf a tablespoonful of brimstone 
| three mornings in succession; if one trial | 

does not completely rid the calf, the second | 
will never fail. I have tried it several 
times, and once has been enough in each in- 
stance. 

Porren Cuexse.—I send you a recipe for | 
|, making cheese that may benefit some who 

have but a cow or two. Prepare your | 
curd as you would for the press, then put it 

| in a bag secure from flies, and hang in an 
open room until thoroughly drained, then — 

| chop fine and pack in a brown earthern | 
| erock, (stone is not as good, ) putin a layer | 
| of cheese, a very little saltpetre, and sprinkle 

| 

in a little good brandy, say half a pint to , 
| twenty pounds. When your crock is full | 
| press down with the hand; cover your crock | 
| with two or three thicknesses of writing 
| paper, pasted to the crock to secure from 

flies, over the paper tie a cloth to prevent | 
| bugs from gnawing through, and set in a | 
| dry place not too warm. In one month it . 

'| will be good, but in six it will be “cheese | 
|| thatis cheese.” 

We have found it beneficial in hot 
weather, also, for making butter, to put in 

| 
| 

' each pan of milk, when first strained, a tea- , 
| spoonful of strong saltpetre water; the milk | 
| will not sour as soon, and will make yel- 
| lower and harder butter.--An O!d Dairy | 
| Woman, Allegan, Mich. 
| 

A SAE { 

Corree--Its Cost ann Cuture.--It is 
believed by many that coffee can be culti- 
vated in some of Southern States as suc- 
cessfully as it is Brazil, Java and Jamaica; | 

| if so, it is high time that some of our plant- 
ers were entering upon its culture, as it | 

| costs our country no less than $15,000,000 
annually for the beans of this plant. 

The coffee tree lives a great age, provid- 
ed that the land is kept well drained. The 
tree begins to bear when three years old, 

| and is at its full bearing when seven years | 
old. The tree is allowed to grow in height 

| from six to seven feet; the top branches are 
pruned off when the tree is five years old, 
so that by the time it is seven it resembles a 

| spread umbrelia. Each branch droops 
| downwards, and thus gives the pickers a 

good chance to pick the berry. The coffee 
tree in Brazil bears two crops each year, the 
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| large crop in the spring, and the small one 

' four days. 

sure; if cool at nights it often fails. 

in the fall The first crop is picked when 
the berry is red, resembling a cherry. The 
second crop is in general small, and allowed 
to remain on the tree until fully ripe and 
dry. This crop, cured in the husk, is fair 
superior in quality, and is called ‘pearl 
coffee.” 

The blossom is beautiful, small, and ten- 
der. It remains on the tree from three to 

If the weather is warm, with 
showers, during those few days, the crop is 

When 
the berry is taken home from the field itis 
carried to a mill house. The mill consists 
of three small rollers. The berry is put 
intoa hopper, and a constant stream of 
water falls on the rollers during the time the 

mill is at work. By this process the out- 
side hull is separated from it, and the coffee 
falls into a brick tank, where it is washed 
perfectly clean, and then put on a place 
covered with tile or brick raised in the cen- 
ter that the water may drain. Itis then 
taken to the curing loft, where it is turn- 
ed four times a day until the bull is crisp 
and dry. Then by putting it through 
large fanners the inside hull comes off, and 
leaves the berry ready for hand-picking 
for market. 

Crover PasturagE—Hoven.—For milk 
| cows clover constitutes one of the best of 
pastures. Corn must be used in turning 
them on toit in the spring; otherwise they 
are liable to be hoven—that is from fermen- 
tation of the clover in the first stomach 

| they become so distended with gas as to 
endanger their lives, if not speedily relieved 

| To guard against this, they must not be 
| turned on the clover till the dew is entirely 
dried off, and if the pasture is good they 
should not at first be allowed to remain on 
more than an hour at a time. 

If any cattle should become hoven, they 
may be promptly relieved by the following 
simple process : 

As soonas you discover the affection, 
_ which you will know by their swollen ap- 
pearance and uneasy movements, make a 

| stout straw rope, well twisted; about as 
| thick as vour wrist, turn the cow into her 
stall, and putting the rope into her mouth 

| tie ft over the top of her head behind her 
horns, secure it well and turn herloose. In 
her endeavors to get rid of the straw rope 
she willso turn up her head as to allow the 
escape of the gas, and in fifteen minutes she 
will be relieved. 

Some five or six years ago we found six 
of our cows thus affected at the same time; 
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having somewhere read of the above remedy 
we tried it, with immediate success; the cat- 
tle were so much affected that they must 
have died if not relieved. We have seen it 
tried several times since, and always with 
success.— Louisville Jour. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS, 
“From the Wisconsin Farmer. 

CostTivENEss IN SHEEP.—Two table-spoosnfull 
of castor oil, every twelve hours. Or give one oz. 
epsom salts. This may be assisted by an injection 
of warm water, weak suds and molasses. 

Scours in SHEEP.—A pint of new milk, thick- 
ened with wheat flour. ‘To -be given twice a day 
till the discharge is stopped. 

Irca iN Swine.—Rub the animals with equil 
parts of lard and brimstone, and put them ina 
clean pen. 

Wounps 1n SHEeer.—Take the leaves of the 
elder tree, and make a stiong decoction, and wash 
the parts affected two or three times a day, and 
you will not be troubled with flies or worms. It 
also removes fever from tte wound and is healing. 

Curr For Bors.—Make some sage tea, and 

the horse with it. If it turn out to be the colic, 
ne not the bots, the sage tea will be good for 

at. 

ANOTHER Remepy For Bots—A half pint | about two quarts of wheat bran, tie it in a bundle 
good gin, half pint molasses; shake well together 
and pour it down while foaming. It will cure in 
five ininutes; never known to fail. 

To Destroy Lick on Cattie.—Camphor 
dissolved in spirits is an effectual agent, and may 
be used 2t all times, even in very cold weather, 
without the least injury to the cattle. 

Muarain in Cattie—Take one quart cf the 
juice of Jamestown weeds, and one teaspoonfull 
of saltpetre. This is enough for an ox or a cow; 
for small cattle, one half or one-third the quantity 
13 sufficient. 

For Cut Feet axp LEcs wiTH SHOF Cork3.—- 
Take one oz. of gum camphor, and one pint of 
vinegar. Apply three or four times a day, and 
your horse need not stop work. 

To Make Harp Water Sort.—Water is 
frequently hard frem ‘iolding in solution a quan- 
tity of carbonic gas of lime. It may be rendeied 
soft by the addition of a I:ttle quick lime. 

To taxe Rust ovr or Sterrt.—Cover the 
steel with sweet oil, well rubbed on. In forty- 
eignt hours rub with finely powdered unslacked 
lime, until! the rust disappears. 

Harp GINGERBREAD.—Two cups of molasses, 
one of buttermilk, eight tablesyoons of melted 
Jara or butter, four teaspoons of saleratus, six of 
ginger, a little salt, flour enough to roll (not very 
bard ) 

ANOoTHsR.-eOne pint of cold water, one teacup 
of lard, a little salt, two teaspronsfull ef soaa (or 
saleratus,) dissolved in a little vinegars work in 
flour with your bands until quite hard; bake in a 
quick oven. 

| 
| gar, halfa enp of butter, hay 

Cream Cooxtss.---Two eggs, two cups of su- 
a cup of sourcream, 

One teaspoon of saleratus, caraway seed, two tea- 
spoon cream of tartar, flour enough to roll. 

A VERY Nice Fruir Cake.@—One pound sugar, 
half a pound of butter, four eggs, one teacup of 
sweet milk, three and a half cups of flour, one 
teaspoon of saleratus, nutmeg, cinnamon and cloves 

| —-as many raisins as you can afford. 

Cur Caxe.—-Five cups of sifted flour, two and 
a half cups of white sugar, six eggs, one cup of 

| butter, one of sour cream, one teaspoon of soda, 

; the middle; insert a small 

nutmeg. If sweet milk is usec instead of sour 
cream, put in two teaspoons of cream of tartar. 

CLeanina Stoves.—Stove lustre, when mixed 
with turpentine and applied in the usual manner, 
is blacker, mere glossy and durable than if put 
on with any other liquid. The turpentine prevents 
rust, and when put on an old rusty stove, will 
make it look as well asnew. The odor of the 
turpentine passes off quickly. 

To Prevent CasBacGes: FROM GROWING TO 
“Long SHanks.”—To secure true, solid heads on 
those stalks that manifest a disposition to grow to 
what are commonly known as ‘long shanks,?? 
take a penknife and stab it through the stalk about 

iece of wood to keep 
the incision open, which will check the growth. 

sweeten it well; when about milk warm, drench | BY doing thi-, a good head of cabbage may be 
secured on every stalk. 

To Crean WALL Paprr.—Qpiled wall papers 
may be made to look as well almost as new, in 
most cases, by the following expedient: Take 

in coarse flannel, and rub it over the paper. It 
will cleanse the whole paper of all descriptions of 
dirt and spots, better than any other means that 
can be used. Some use bread, but dry bran 1s 
better.” 

To Kerp Furs.—Roll the turs (of any des- 
cription,) into compact, close bundles, and wrap 
around them two, three, or more wrappings of 
unbroken paper, in 3uch a manneras to preven! 
the ingress of insects. [f this be properly done, 
they may be put where mest convenient, in a dark 
place or in a light one, in a tight drawer, or on an 
open shelf, and they may be left undisturbed until 
wanted, whether that be months or six years, 
without danger. No need of camphor, tobacco, 
&e. 

To Brott Ham.—Cut some slices of ham, quar- 
| ter of an inch thick. lay them in hot water for 

half an hour, or give ‘hem a scalding in a pan over 
the fire; then take them up and lay them on a 
gridiron, over bright coals. When the outside is 
browned, turn the other; then take the slice on a 
hot dish, butter them freely, sprinkle pepper over, 
and serve. . 

Or, after scalding them, wipe them dry, dip 
each slice in beaten eggs, then into rolled crackers 
and fry or brail. 

DovcunvTs.eeTake seven coffee cupa of bread 
dough when light, mix into it one and a half cups 
of meited lard, with one of sugar, and a teaspoons 
full of sa'eratus; when it has again become light 
roll it out, cut into what shape you please, and 
boil in hot lard. To succeed well, the dough should 
be mixed with milk. 

CRACKERS.-eThree quarts of flour, one cup of 
butter, one pint of water, one tablespoonfull of 
salt. Pound until the dough snaps. 
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The New Plow. 

Mr. Jesse Frye, of this city, has invented 

a new plow, for which he claims, that it is 

made and arranged ‘“‘on mechanical and 

philosophical principles”—and that “it re- 
“quires only the fourth of the team to do the 

“same amount of work that the common 
“plow now requires, and at the same time 

“the driver sits upon an easy seat, from 

“which he has perfect control of every part 

“of the plow instantly.” He 

‘ApgustipLe ANTI-Friction Carriace Plow, 

This plow has only been arranged for 

prairie breaking. It turns a furrow of 
twenty six inches. Two trials have been 

made with it in the hardest and strongest 
prairie sward. The plow was drawn by 

two horses; it cut a furrow four inches deep | 
and twenty-six inches wide, and did the 

work well. The following is as accurate a 

description of the plow as we can give : 

First. It is supported on a carriage 
which runs on four wheels. 
takes all the weight of the plow, and the 

NOTICES. 

- prairie plow. A more thorough and effect- 

' ual trial is fixed for Saturday the 2nd inst. 
If itis suecessful,—and we believe it will 

be,—Mr. Frye will have achieved an im- 

| provement in the plow entirely original, and 

which will be of vast importance in bring- 

ing out the undeveloped resources of Iili- 

nois.--A gang of plows on this principle, 
with little power, would de an astonishing 

/ amount of work. 

ealls it the | 
' ther trial of this plow. 

| 

The public will be interested in the fur- 

We are not able 

to say what will be its cost when manufac- 

tured for market. Mr. F. intends to pro- 

ceed in the manufacture of them immedi- 

ately. 

County Fairs. 
The progress of Illinois in Agricultare is 

| distinetly marked in the organization of ag- 

This carriage » 

weight of all the sod and earth when in 

operation, leaving uothing to be dragged on 

the gronnd. It overcomes all the land-side 

friction—the land side being entirely dis- 

_ poses a fair the coming fall. 

ricultural societies in counties which have 

not before had such organization, and in the 
uumerous fairs which are to be held in all 

parts of the State, we verily believe, at 
least one half of the counties. Clinton co., 

has now her agricultural society, and pro- 
Other south- 

ern counties are organizing societies, and 
_ with those already existing there, by auoth- 

pensed with,—consequently there is no fric- | 

tion on that part. ‘The share-bed and up- 
right beipg in one solid piece, and to which 

the share is secured with serews,—uo part 
of the plow runs or bears on the ground 

when in operation exeept on the axles of 
the wheels. Thus when the plow is out of 

the ground a boy twelve years old can | 
move it all about the lot, a feat not easily 

performed by two nien with an ordinary 
breaking plow. 

Second. 

anti-friction rollers, which are arranged in 
the most scientific 

turf and turn it over, with the least possible 
resistance, thus overcoming nearly all the 
friction from this operation. 

We have stated that two public trials 
have already been made with this plow. It 

did its work well. We have heard scarce- 

er year, she will not be behind, if indeed, 

she will not be in advance, of some other 

portions of the State. 

| 

The moid-board is composed of , 

manner, so as to lift the | 

The counties around us will all have their 
fairs-—-Logan, Macon, Macoupin, Cass, Ma- 

rion, Tazewell andjMenard. Morgan coun- 
ty bas a splendid premium list. Mer fair 

takes place a week before Sangamon county 
fair, and we anticipate a strong competition 

between the two counties. All we have to 
say, (as a couple of chaps ouce said when 

they were about to “pitch in,”) let the fight 
be fair, and if we are whipped out, we shall 

rejoice that Morgan has stock and other 

articles superior to ours;—and ifso, we will 

strive not to be behind her again. Oar 
contests are based on the question—“which 
party most worthy of success.” It is a 

noble contest, worthy of men. 

We want to say to the farmers of San- 
| ly adoubt expressed of its success as a , gamon county that the citizens of the county 
| eave etre penne a 



expect every farmer to do his duty. In 

this competition, we call upon our farmers 

to do their part; let ussee your best hor- 
ses, best cattle, best hogs, best sheep, best 

poultry—best of every thing belonging to 

your farms. Many hearts will beat with 
anxiety for our county’s success at the next 

fair. Morgan once or twice, carried off 

some of our most valuable plate. 
do it again ifshe can. And we would just 

Morgan girls, not only took our highest 

county premiums for useful needle work at 

the last fair, but they even carried off the 

honors at the State Fair! Ladies! we 

submit this matter to your especial consid- 
eration. 

Mowers and Reapers. 
A vast number of these machines 

been disposed of in our State the present 
season. We understand that 

Manny’s have been sold in our county; near- 
ly the same number of Ruge’s, and some 

seventy of Atkins, besides many others.-- 

Mr. T. W. Kidd, the industrious and well 

known agent for Atkins’ mower and reaper, 

have 

has made anestimate by which it appears | 
that within a year more than $100,000 have | lly ignorant of machinery, 
been sent ont of Sangamon County in the 
purchase of Reapers and Mowers. This is 

a large sum and which, if it had been kept 
here, would give employment to a great 

many mechanics, who, in their turn would 
employ other mechanics, add business to 

our mercantile establishments, and furnis! 
consumers for the products of our farmers. 

We suggest that Springfield is a great and 

commanding point for the manufacture and 

sale of Agricultural implements, and we 

have reason to believe that an establish- 
inent got up for this purpose, with an ade- 

quate capital, and managed by the right | 

men, would be a profitable concern tothe | 

owners, and at the same time, in many 

ways, be a benetit to the community gener- 

ally. 

ba The Odd Fellows of Portsmouth, Vz., 

acknowledge the rececipt of 36,852 36 from their 

brethren in the United States during the epi- 
demic. 
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Let her | 

| als do not prove much, 
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Reaper aud Mower Trials. 

tn our iast we referred to the proposed 

Reaper trials under the supervision of the 

State Agricultural Society. The arrange- 

ments on the part of the Society were, as 
we have understood, perfected; but at the 
Same time it was quite convenient to the 

parties most interested to postpone the trials. 

We are beginning to think that these tri- 

All the machines, 

if in good order, and every thing occurs in 

in their favor, are likely to do well. Some. 

times a capital machine, from some defect, 
will fail to do good work, while an inferior 

one, all circumstances favoring, will do ex- 

' cellent work. 

Mr. Kifld, the ageut for Atkins’ Reaper, 

made his head quarters at Francis & Barrell’s 
store, before and during the harvest season, 

and we know something about the opera- 
tions of the seventy machines he sold. Some 

tive of them did not work well at first, and 

three were returned. These returned ma- 

chines were imperfect; but, with little ex- 

pense can be put in good order. The great 

difiiculty however, with all complicated ma- 

chines, is, that, as our farmers are gener- 

they 

often unable to put up the machines proper- 
lv. Wenee the difficulty in making them 

work. ‘To avoid much trouble and vexation 
farmers, who design to purchase machines 

are 

fora coming harvest, should get their ma- 

' chines in time, and the agent who sells them 

should pnt them up, and see that they 

work. IAfthis is done the farmer will be 

able to go about his harvest, when the prop- 

er time arrives, and suffer no vexations or 

| delay by the bad working of his machine. 

We suggest this view of the matter to our 

farmers. Those farmers who intend to pur- 

chase machines for the mext harvest should 
contract for them in time, should have them 

put up by the ageat, and made to work 

before they are nceded for his harvest. All 

| this can easily be brought about , and if the 

farmer consults bis own comfort and inter- 

est, he will have all these preliminaries to 

| a successful harvest effected in time. 

If farmers in Savgamon cannot uow de- 
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termine which of the various Reapers will | The Kitchen Garden---Some things that may be 
suit them best---after all the tr'als which Planted. at this Season. 

have been made in the extensive wheat Tcrnirs.— These cav be sown from this 

| fields of the county,----we are induced to | time to the middle of the month. The 

| 

| believe that even a trial of Reapers, such | Jater the seed is sown, if it does well, the 

| as was proposed by the State Agricultural | tenderer and sweeter the turnip. The red 
| Society, would be of but little service to top is probably the hest for fall and early 

| them. winter for the table. The white Dutch is a 

| 
Osage Orange. good winter variety; and the white globe 

We give below a communication from a 

| citizen who desires information from some 

grower of the Osage Orange, which he 

deems important to himself and others. We 
' shall send this paper tu several individuals | the Ruta Baga itself is the richest, sweetest 

| and most nutritious of all turnips, and it 

possesses the excellent quality of keeping 

well until late in the spring. Indeed, we 

| 
| 
| 

| 

\ 

| 

: 
| 

for Jate winter and spring. The English 

have several varieties, hybrids, being cross- 
es of the white turnip and Ruta Baga, 

which are excellent for cooking. Indeed 

| 

engayed in the cultivation of the plant with | 
the hope of procuring a satisfactory answer | 

| to the enquiries of our correspondent. | 

The last winter injured in many localities | have eaten them io June, and they then 
| the Osage Orange hedge. But few plants, | seemed to be in perfection. The seed of 
| however, were killed. Where they were | the Ruta Baga ought, however, to be sown 

| 
injured, new and vigorous shoots have put | in July. All turnip seed with the exception 

out, and the resuli is that the severe winter | of the Ruta Baga, should be sown, if possi- 

instead of lessening coniidence in the value | ble, on new ground. 

of the Osage Orange plant fora hedge, bas Beers. —The seed of the early beets, in- 

| cluding the early Bassano, early Blood Tur- 

nip and early Red Scarcity, if sown in 
favorable weather in the latter part of July 

reader of your useful paper since its com- | or in the first half of August, if well cared 
mencement, and wishing to obtain informa- | ¢5. wil} yrodue od erope. They grow 
tion in regard to planting and cultivating | 2 - hg abaaleoa tae ain ese 
the hedge plant, from those who have ex- | "P" ae : ; 
perience on that subject; I beg leave to | from growing in the cool part of summer 
make a statement in regard to my own lime | and early fall. 

| 
| increased it, 

| 

| 

ited experience in th tter. | . 
sea tia ie unas ew elbar il |  Letruce-~ Those fond oflute lettuce can 

| 

Sprinerietp, July 30ch, ‘56 

Me. Epiton : Having been a constant 

I planted a nursery four years ago, but | a eae 
the following summer being very dry, and | yet Secure it ip abundance by putting in 

the plants consequently small, I did not re- | seed at any time within twoor three weeks. 

move them until they were two years old. Qp rich soil. kept well moistened in hot 
I then piowed them up from the nursery and | 
planted them arvurd my farm. The roots | 
that remained in the nursery sprang up | 
that year and producea an abundant crop | Carrors.---If the garden is not yet pro- 

pete re te ew 1 thors Pe | vided with a bed of carrots, a small plot 
will be as good as those produced from the | ‘*"~ ee, gs 
seed. ' may be sown in this latitude. For a large 

Respoctfully yours. J.H. | crop the sowing should have been done 

Cinnamon Caxes.--One cup of sugar, one of | previous to this date. The early Horn va- 

molasses, one of butter, one tablespoon of ginger, riety is the most forwardin ripening. Car- 
one of cinnamon, one of saleratus, dissolved in cay en . : : 
half acup of water, flour enough te roll; to be | rots grow best on deep, light, saudy soil, | 
rolled very thin and cut in round cakes. , well manured. The seed may be soaked a 

Cooxres-sTwo cups of butter, two and abalf | few hours, and then sown pretty thickly in | 
of sugaryfour egys, half a teaspoonful) of salera- | 7.; j 
tus, caraway seed, flour cneugh to roll, made very | drills, to be thinned ont to three or four | 
thin. inches after they are well started. | 

weather, it will be ready for use in five or 

six weeks from sowing. 

RPC 
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Kioney Bkaws---These may still be plan- 
ted, and produce a good crop of string 
beans either for cooking or pickling. The 

early Mohawk bas frequently been ready 

for the table in five wecks after planting. 
Green beans are by many preferred to cu- 

cumbers for pickling, aid not without good 
reason, we think. Fora late crop choose 

a light soil, tolerbly dry. 
CucumBers.—-Those who are fond of 

pickled cucumbers, but who have lost their 
first plantings from the attacks of bugs, and 

we have heard an unusual number of come 

plaints on this score the present season, may 
still secure 2 fair crop from secd planted as 

late as August 10, especially in localities 
not further north thau 41 degrees north lat- 

titude. Prepare the soil by spading it 
deeply and pulverizing it well, mixing with 

it a fair supply of decomposed mauure. The 

vines will be basteued forward by an ovca- 

sional watering with liquid manure. The 
soapsuds made on washing-day is ulso very 

good for cucumbers. 

RapisHes— May be sown at any tine and 

ou almost any soil. Early radishes do best 

on light, rich, dry sandy Joam, but at this 
season a deep moist sail ispreferahle. Win- 

ter radishes may be sown all through Au- 
gust and into September, taken up before 
freezing, and stored in sand in the cellar 

for table use in winter. ‘The Black Fail 
Spanish, White Fall Spanish, and Rose 
colored China Winter, are good varieties 
for the purpose. 

freat sale of Durham Stoek. 
The great sale of Durbam Stock belonging 

toJ. N. & Ww. Brown, at Island Grove, 

in this county, will take place ou Mon- 

day, the Jith day of Sept. next, the 
Island Grove station, on the Great Western 

Rail Road. For particulars, 

tisement. Persons who desire to 

fine stock, will find a most excellent 

tunity to de so at the said sale. 

near 

see adver 

obtain 
mpOre oppo! 

CuivaLry.—The religion of chivalry 
that of the motives of the heart. It was love. 
faith, hope, gratitude, joy, fidelity, honor, Mercy; 
it was a devotion of mind end s 
whole man, of his soul and body, to the discharge 
of duty, and the sacrifice of every selfich and 
dishouorable feelings. 

strength of the | 

News of the Month. 
European news is not importaut. France 

and Russia seem to have a slight misunder- 

standing; but it-will result in nothing seri- 

ous..—The Crimea has been evacuated by 

British and French troops. Cropsiu France 
and England promise well. 

There have been no late strange events 

in the United States. There are the usu- 
al number of steamers burnt and boiler ex- 

plosions, and deaths by these and railroad 

collisions. Politicians are becoming exci- 

ted on the subject of elections; but there 

hus nothiug unusual as yet taken place. 

A stranger dropping from oue of the plan- 

ets would conclude at every Presidential 
election that the earth was shaking to its 

hase, But,the election past, every man goes 

ubout his business, and the country and the 

masses plod on their way as usual. 

Walker still maintains his situation in 

Nicaragua. His prospects are not the 
brightest. There is much fighting in store 

for lim, if the igus are to be relied on. 

The vigilance committee are sti!l the gov- 

ernment of California. They appear to find 

plenty of business in purifying the govern- 

went. ‘Their administration of the govern- 

ment, thouzh illegal, seems to be aimed for 
the public benetit. 

‘he wars contiaue in Oregon. The In- 
dians are wetting the worst of it. Clouds 

of grasshoppers are eating up the vegetation 
in the Willamette V alley. 

Preserving Eggs. 
The Scientific American says that W. C. 

Tburger, of England, has recently patented 
in the United States an invention whereby 
fresn évys or their eqnivalent, can be had 
ut all times audin all places. The inven- 
tid cousists in taking fresh eggs, breaking 
them, and placiug their matter in proper 
shallow trays, where they are subjected to 
astream of moderately hot air to evaporate 
all the moisture. When perfectly dry they 
are reduced to powder in a proper mill, and 
are employed for ihe making of pastry, &e. 
The vir for drying the eggs must not be 

eed 180 deg.; the object of allowed to exce 
this is to evaporate the moisture and not 
coagulate the albpmen, 60 as to render the 
egg powder sciuble in sored Qn the At- 
lantic side this process, if it is regily prac- 
ticable, will he of great advantage. 

it 
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Fine Stock. 
At the recent sale of Wm. Hunt’s stock 

of short horued Durham cattle, in Lexing- 

ton, Ky., several citizens of this State pur- 

chased some of the ae valuable animals 

offered, at large prices. Js. N. Brows, Esq. 
of Island Grove, in this oo purchased 
the cow, Sally Camphell, at $402, the heif- 
er Queen Victoria, at $502 

Orphan, at $502, Mr. J. Jacoby, also of 

this county, purchased at the same sale, the 

heifer young Splendor, at $600, and the 

and the heifer 

heif er Snow Drop for $125. the heifer Red | 

Bird, at $460; the heifer Flora at $180, 
This stock arrived in 

three weeks since. 

this county two or 

Those who have exam- 

speak of them in the high- 

est terms. 

, Beets in the Garden. 
We suppose all good gardeners have a 

thrifty bed of beets already planted, still it 
another bed. They 

may be even sown to the last of this month, 
A garden wel! laid owt with all the vee- 

etables growing in rows, in imitation of 
some geometrical figure. presents a fine ap- 
pearance to theeye, and this practice is to 
be commended, We have, however, found 

it advantageous to have a plot of beets in 
some less conspicuons part of the carden, 
which was planted more with regard to 
economy thau beatty. 

For this purpose we take about a syuar 
rod of ground, and as soon as_ it will do to 
work it, sow it thickly with some cariy va- 
riety of beets putting on the seed hroadeast 
and digging it in witha hoc. if the plants 
come up very thick, we pull out a part at 
the first weeding. As secon as they begin 
to interfere with cach other, we pullup a 
quantity and boil roots and tops tog ether, 
and thus havea good dish of greens. The 
thinning process goes on almost daily till 
late in the summer; and this single rod of 
ground furnishes us an abundant amount 
of greens, and there is still left growing a 
good crop of beets, which are benefitted 
rather than retarded, by the stirring of the 
sround while thinning them out. We are 
aware that the above plau coutaius nothing 
pew tomany, bat we have visited seores of 
gardens where the only practice was to sow 
heets in rows, with the seeds at a distance 
of three or foar inches from each other.--- 
Am, Agrigulturalist. 

The Or®on skirmishes still continues. 
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Fowls. x 
The following statements are from extea- 

sive raisers of poultry, and are worthy of 

the consideration of all interested in the 
subject: 

The Dorking fowl, which some still at- 
tempt to bring forward as the best, has been 
found to be tender, and unfit for a general 
barn yard fowl. The Polands and Black 
Spanish are the same—good layers, but un- 
fit for the table, when compared with some 
other breeds, snd their young so tender as to 
be very troublesome to raise them. The 
Creoles or Bolton Greys are excellent layers 
but owing to their small size can never be 
anvthing but afancy fowl. ‘Cochin China” 
fowls are a hninbug.~~There is nosuch breed 
and those that were said to have been im- 
ported from Cochin China came from the 
city of Shanghai in China. They area 
Shanghai fowl, with smooth legs. There are 
bat few Shanghai fowls now existing in this 
country ina pure state; but those that have 
short legs, plump bodies, short tails, and 
weigh, hens, $ lbs., and cocks, 10 Ibs. are a 
valuable fowl Cinnamon colored hens, and 
red cocks are marks of genuine stock. There 
aresome beautiful black Shanghais that are 
quite as valuable as those of a cinnamon col- 
or. The bette Shanghai are w good fowl, 
hut not hardy as those of other colors. The 
Chittagong foal: is great, unsightily bird, 
cocksof a mixed hue of black and white, 
hens grey mottled brown, etc. Indeed, it is 
dificult to find two fowls of the same color 
of this breed, and they have crossed so ex- 
tensively with the Bralima and other fowls, 
that the original stock is mostly merged 
in some ether breed. This is the reason 
why so ill shaped, long legged “Brahma” 

wls are in the country which in fact are 
pele one hall, or three fourths Chitta- 
gongs. The pure Brahma fowl we believe 
lias vO superior in the world, in all that 
constitutes hardy fowl, one of great size yet 
uot too large, with short legs, compact bod- 
ies, and great prolificness in eggs. This is 
our experience with them, after a trial of 
four vears,—” Rural American. 

Birds and Insects. 

Wilson Vlace, ina late number of Ho- 
foloR) 

yey's Magazine, makes five clayses of insects 
and as many bitds, acting as natural checks 
upon the increase of insects. 

The swallows are natural enemies of the 
swarming insects, living almost entirely up- 
on them, taking their food upon the wing. 
The common martin devours great quanti- 
ties of wasps, beetles and soldsmiths. A 



single bird will devour five thousand butter- 
flies in a week. The moral of this is, that 
the husbandman should culiivate the society 
of swallows and martins shout hisland and 
out-buildings. 

The sparrows and wreus feed upon ihe 
falling insects that lark withiu the buds, {o- 
liage and flowers of plants, 
The wrens are pugnacious, and a little 

box in a cherry tree will soon be appropri- 
ated by them, and they will drive away 
other birds that feed upon the fruit,---2 hint 
that cherry growers should remember this 
spring and act upon. 

The thrushes, blue-birde, jays and crows 
prey upon bttterflies, grasshoppers, crickets, 
locusts and the large beetles. A single fam- 
ily of jays will consume twenty thousand of 
these in a season of three months. 

The woodpeckers are armed with a stout 
long bill, to benetrate the wood of trees, 
where the borers deposite their larvee, They 
live almost entirely upon these worms. 

The French Short Horn Carrot. 
As is well known, the Early Horn Car- 

rot is always sown for first crop, as from its 
early coming to maturity it is much sooner: 
fit for the table than any of the long kinds. 
The French differs only in size, being much 
larger, and though not extending into the 
soil, is w good one to sow in shallow or poor 
carrot soil where the long kinds seldom do 
much, A writer in the EnglishGardener’: 
Chronicle says: “I have found it to be 
much faster grower than the Early Horn. 
To prove this, on the 15th August I sowed 
on a well prepared piece of ground two 
beds, one of each sort, side by side, six 
yards long and five feet wide. They vege- 
tated and came up as nearly as possible at 
the same time; but J find now, November 
5th, that the French Horn is nearly double 
the size of the other, which makes it still 
more valuable upon the scil of this neigh- 
borhood. The carrots commonly grown are 
very subject to canker, &c., so uel so the! 
they frequently prove » conplete failure, 
while the other as yet has entirely escaped 
all disease, and done remarkably well in 
every way.” it may be remarked, it is com- 
mon to sow carrots at that season, to le 
able to have them young for the table all 
the summer. E. 8.—Country Gent. 

Scour mx Horses.—Put one pint of gocd gin, 
and one oz. of indigo into a bottle, and shake them 
well together, and administer in one dose. 

Rine Bong.—Mix equal parts of spirits of tor 
pentine and common lamp oil, and apply to the 
parts affected night and morning, rubbing it well 
into the hair, around the edge of the hoof. 
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“Machine for husking Corn. 
Uren Stodurd, of Busti, N. ¥., has obtained 

a patent for a machine for husking corn. The 
ears of corn src pusbed down by an attendant 
between a. pair of oles having raised stumps 
of ruhber upon ihem. The roilers rotate ina 
direction contrary to that in which the ears are 
pushed snd serve tu peed off the husk. The but 
or staik part of the ear, is cut off by means of 
a knife, which comes in play as soon as the ear 
passes the rollers ‘The husks are discharged at 
one place, and the clean ears at another. 

Tie Puruesovny oF Drowntxa.—Mau is the 
only animal that eae naturally. He does 
so because he is endowed with reason; that is 
to say with a large spherical brain with a skuil 
onit, which rises above his nose. If he falls 
into deep water, in spite of his great brain, he 
has net presence of inind enough to stick his 
nose out and keep it out, as he. might easily do, 
but lets his heavy head, like a stone, press _ his 
nose under wat in this position he inhales, 
and filis his chest with water, so that he be- 
comes, on the whole, so much heavier than water 

While the lungs are filled with air, 
than its bulk of water, and 

of course SWims,. just as an iron vessel does. 

All, therefore, which is necessary to keep a per- 
son from drowuing in deep water, is to keep the 
water out of the lings. Do you ask how. this 

is to be done? “4 

Suppose yourself bottle. Your vose is the 
of the bottic, and must be kept out of 

the water. [i it gocs under don’t breathe atall 
till it comes vut.--Then to prevent its going 
down again. keepevery other part under,--head, 
lees, arms, all under water, but your nose. Do 

aud you ¢ aut sink tn 

+ 
the body Is ielter 

iit yanle , 

that, any depth of water. 
All you need to do to secure that, is to clasp your 
hands behind your back, and point your nose 
ai the (op ofthe heavens, and keep perfectly 
still. You will never xO under water to the 

unless you raise your brain, hand, 
head, knee or joot, higher than it. Keep still, 
with your nos: te upin perfect impudence, 
and you are Sai. 

This will do in tolerably still water; in bois- 
terous water you will needa little of the art of 
swimmirg, which if you don’t ret, you deserve 
to be drowned 

eee... 1 rerpember that Adam Smith and Gib. 
bon had told us that there would never again be 

ion by barbarians. The 
sie ho more return to cover 

semied to reason justly, for 
compared tine immense strength of the civ- 
l part with that which remained savage, and 

sked from whence weve to eome those Huns, 
and from whence were to come these Vandals, 

end of time, 

a dé struction of elvill 
flood the y said. 

earth: and the 

who were again to destroy civilization. Alas! 
it did not occur to them that, in the very heart 
of great canitais, in the very neighborhood of 
splendid palaces. and churches, “and theatres, 
and libraries, and museums, vice and ignorance, 
and misery might produce a race of Huns fiercer 
than those who marched under Atti:a,and Van- 
dals more bent on destruction than those who 
tollowed Gengeric.— Macaulay. 

| 

Ee 
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THE MARKETS. 
" SFRINGFIELD, ‘August 1, 1886. 

There is a good deal of wheat coming to market. Prices 

Tange from 96 to 103 cents, according to quallty. We shall 

soon have enough on the market to absorb ai the spare 

cash in the country and to tax ail the means of the rail~ 

roads for Its transportation. There are many buyers in 

the market in this city. 

Bacon has advanced, but there {is little besiie side meat 

in the country. Couprtry hams are generally Ip bad order. 

Bo’h hams and shoulders did not take salt suffictently, 

owing to the extreme eold of last winter, to save then 

well. Good hams are much cal'ed for. Wequote good 

country hams from wagons at 8M, ribbed sides at 7, and 

clear sides at 8c; shoulders at 7c; prices ranging above 

and below these figures, accord'ng fo the quality of the 

articles. Lard is worth 8 cents, 

Cornn.—We have heard of sales of corn at 26 cents. 

There 1g much old gorn in the country; aad the jate rains 

will make a tolerable yield of eur present crop, 
MARKET ARTICLES AT RETAIL.— Butter 13 worth 125 

@15c; cheese, 10c, eggs, 10 eents 2 dozen; chickens, $1 25 

@l1 f0; corr, green, sweet, 12 cents a dozen; onions, bush- 

el, $1 25G1 50, p tatees, bushel, $% Table vegetables 

are scaree in market. 

SEEDs.—Timothy, $3 50 per bushel; clover. $9 00. 

GROCERIES —Sugar and molasses still advancing. N. 

O. 1034c3 molasses 70, at retail, Collee, Rio and Laguira, 

ld4c3 Java, 17. 

Chicago Market-Jniy 30. 

FLOUR—in falr demand; superior trom $5 60 to 6 60. 

Corn mea), $1 per 100 ibs. 

WHEAT.— $1 OS to 1 10 per bashel for spring; RI $5@ 

3 30 for winter. 

CORN, 46c. Oats, 20@3lc. Barley, none in market. 

Rye, ditto. 

PROVISIONS. —Hama, plain ameked, 1(Mc per tb. Lard, 

lice Tallow, 9c. Butter, 12@l4c, Eggs, 16@I7¢ per 

dozen. Cheere, 6@8 by quantity. White fizh, half bar 

rels, $4 50@4 75. 

Contracts are made for live hogs, to be delivered nex! 

winter, at $5 60 nett. 

St. Louis Market—Jnly 31. 

Frovrn.—Superior, $6 10 te $8 30 per bbi. 

WHEAT.—Ranges from $1 15 toi 23 per bushel os per 

quailty. Corn, white, bushel, 5U@5lc. Oats, per bushel, 

32c. Rye, 72c, sacks included. 

Wool—Small lot of washe'32c; unwashed do 2ic; per 

3b. 

PROVISIONS.—No recent sales of Mess Pork, nominally 

$20 per bbl. Prime Lard 11% @12c. 

BACON.— Sale of 100 hhds city pork-house ribbed sides 

10%; 60 do Shoulders 9c, both McFaul’s brand, and deliv- 

erable from ist to 15th September. Country ¢ ear sider of 

casks 9Nc; 17 ditto 9%c* 19 ditto 9c, in prin shipping 
order. 

GROCERIES.—Market quiet. Sugar, low fair 9c} cair 

9%c3 prime 9§@1023 white clarified 11M@1%c, Feboiled 

moiasses in barrels 53c; in half barr: ls 65c. Prime Coffee 

11 7-8@12c. Rice b4c. G. A. Salt $! 80 ver bag. 

New York Ma ket—July SO 

Frovur—Sc better. Demand fatr for export and home 

consumption; sa'¢s 9,000 Lbis at $€@6 15 ror commen to 

good superfine State, $6 2@6 40 for State, $6@5 40 for 

common to zocd superfine Indiana, Wisconals and Ohio, $8 

@7 40 for common to good export do. Yales 400 barrels 

Canadian Floor at $6 20@ 

GRAIN —Wheat quiet; sales 1000 bushels at $1 6£@1 68 

for Canadian club, $! 70 for fair white Canadian, $1 83 

for new white Kentucky. Rye steady; sales of 6,000 

| 
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bushels fair at 85. Corn firm, sales 36,000 bushels at 55 

for hot, 60 for western. Oats steady. 

PR“VISIONS.—Pork dull, sales 300 barrels at $20 for 
mess; 171241725 ‘or prime. Beer steady; salea 200 bbls. 

Cut meats dull. Lard he.vy$; sales 200 barrels at 126-5@ 

1.%. 

WoOoL.—Nothing new has presented itself inthis depart 

meut of trade since our last report. The same quietness 

noticed for a long time past continues, and for all descrip- 

tlons of domestic the market is frm and unchanged. The 

receipts of fleece are dally increasirg, and the stock of 

inferlor and common qualities is large, while the better 

kinds, especially of low wools,is moJerate. Sales of 60a 

70.000 Ib tleece, in lots, at 35a47%c for common to extras 

16,000 ib pulled at 30c for No 1, and 12,000 lb old extraae 

45.. Foreign is withort material change, and only moder- 

alely active, with a limited supply; saies of 100 bales Entre 

Rios, 159 Buenos Ayres, and 80 Afiican, on private terms, 

aupposed af our quotations. 

Foreign Markets. 

PER ARABIA. LIVERPOOL, Jnly 19, 1866. 

BREADSTUFFS general!y a shade higher. The Brokers 

Circular reports aa advance of 6d per bbl in flaur, with a 

fair business. Wheat 2d per eushel higher and in good 

demand. Corn in active speculative demand at la ad- 

vance. 

The weather waa cold, rainy and ungenial. 

The fullowing are the quotations of Richardson, Spence 

& Co. Western cana! tleur firegular as to quality; Balti- 

mores 364363; Philadelphia, 34a363 6d, Oblo, 36s 6da37s. 

Red wheat 83 9daids 93; white 108 6dalls 6d; white corn, 

32s, yeliow 33s; 

PROVISIONS .-~Rickardson, Spence & Co., and oihers, 

report beef and pork unchanged In every respect, but vath- 

er more inquiry fir both. Bacon firm at former rates. 

Lard dull, and tendency dewnwa rds; sales of 60 tons at 6 

a67s. Tallow firmer; large business doing at rather hig ber 

tates; North An erican 60,5138. 

LONVON MANRKETS.— Barring Brothers repert tron disll; 

rails quoted at £8; Scotch pig quiet, 72733. Bieadstuiis 

firm; transactions on a limited scale. 

Los» 5ON MONEY MARKET.—Money was easier, lout 

the Bank of England has not changed {ts ratesof intere rt. 

Tue imports Of gold were large but they were mowily 

reesk{pped, and the bulifon !p the bank had decreased s623 
260 during ihe week. Consols underwent so change. ¢l: 06 

ing at 95%a95 6S American securities, bat limited trai is— 

aclons. United States €?s, bonds and stock 103a104. 

The favorable tenor of the ommercial aavices by the 

Allantic ard America were somewhat neutralized by heavy 

failures 1p Manchester, involving a Liverpo.| house which 

held cotton to # large extent. Apprehensions were enter— 

tained tLat said house would hava to force sles, but thay 

have rroved groundless, and the market recovered its tone. 
Se 

Cigar Asues, it is said, will be found an in- 
valuab.e remedy for the bite of the mosquito and 
other insects. Wet the ashes and rab them on 
the part, aud the stinging sensation will be ex- 
tracted almost jnstantly. ‘The reason of this is 
that the ashes contain alkali, which neutralizes 
the acid of the poison. Visitors to the sea-shore, 
will please make a note of this fact. It may 
udd to their comfort when these pestiferous 
plagues, the mosqiitoca, are about. 

The Steamer T. S. Larkin was destroyed by 
fire near Chester on the 25th. She was valued 
at $100,00. 

re. Why are teeth like verbs? Because they 
are regular, irregular and defective. 
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Tea and Coffee. 

From the earliest times, even from the 

patriarch of the flood, men have used sub- 

stances that stimulate, excite, exhilerate, 

intoxicate, and produce narcotic effects. 

They have imbibed them or used them in 

some form, and the fact cannot be discred— 

ited, that there isd want in man’s physical 

organization that tempts him to these in- 

dulgences. 

(for we are an advocate of human progress, ) 

when we shall more fally understand the | 

nature of this necessity, and be able to con- 

trol it to the varying wants of our constitu- 

tion, habits, temperament, &c. That intox- 

lamity than the wars of the world, is an 

established probability; but we will leave 

the dissertation to another place than this. | . : : . 
; P | is clearly impossible to do without tea. 

Tea is grown in China, and the popular 
belief is, that it requires immense manipv- 
lation, such as the thronged population of 

and the impression appears plausible.— 

There is some uncertainty whether there 

are two species of the plant, or not. The 

in China, prevents that close scrutiny into 

difference over the leaf than any thing else, 

and from the heating and drying process 

the chief distinction arises. Black tea is 

prepared by throwing the leaves into a heap 

immediately after they are gathered; and 

hence a slight degree of fermentation is 

produced that blackens the mass. There is 

more elaboration required in the preparation 
of the green varieties; but we have no re- 

We believe the time will come, | 

liable testimony that they are heated on 

| copper sheets, but think iron is used alone 

in all cases. The adulterations, however, 

belong chiefly to the green, and the color- 
ing matter that imparts the peculiar hue is 
caused from impure substances, and the tea 

| generally does not sustain the unsullied 

reputation of the black. The Chinese use 

the black alone, and treat with contempt 

the Fanqua, who requires them, at no little 
trouble, to adulterate and tamper with the 

simple elemental qualities of the plant. 
Tea is soothing tothe excited frame, the 

disquieted mind, relieves the headache, and is 

notorious for its wakefulness, if used im- 

icating beverages have produced more ca- | properly; in other words, towards night 
copious draughtsof tea should not be taken 

with meat or solid food, but confined rather 

toa light repast of bread and butter. It 
We 

might impiously be willing to die a little 
| earlier than not have it; but no such rebel- 

; ; | lion to the beneficence of Providence is 
China only can offer, to prepare it for use, | called for, as tea to the aged female, is a 

balm and nutriment that she need not 
' abandon and would suffer if she did, though 

ss ; . : . | abuse inthis article is as possible as in any 
suspicion with which foreigners are viewed | other. There is great nutriment in tea, or 

| as Johnston, in his “chemistry of common 
its culture by which only facts can be cor- | life,” observes, “it arrests the waste of the 
roborated. The various modes by which it | 

is prepared, would seem to exercise more | 
body and thereby less solid food is required.” 
The tea leaves are said to be as nutritious 
as the pulse, the peas and beans, of our gar- 

dens. 
Great Britain, Holland and Russia, are 

the tea drinking countries of Europe.— 
Russia gets her supplies overland through 

her Asiatic Provinces, and there is no cer- 

tain data to determine the quantity taken. 

The export from China is supposed to be 
one hundred million pounds; of this ves, 
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amount Great Britain takes over one half. 
An English gentleman seldom calls for cof- 

fee asarefreshment, but prefers tea, and 
that of the black variety. Coffee cannot be 

supplanted in the morning for breakfast, but 
at all other times give us tea. The inhab- 

itants of this country are becoming a more 

tea consuming people; about thirty million 

pounds are taken, two thirds of which is 

green. The respectable authority above 
quoted, writing afew years back, thinks 

there is ever twenty two hundred millions 

of Chinese tea produced, and that it becomes 

- anecessary of life to five hundred millions of 
persons. To show the relative importance of 
analagous articles, it is stated that proba- 

bly one hundred millions of men use coffee, 
and some fifty millions, cocoa. The latter 

has not much stimulating property aside 
from its fatty nature, and is used mostly in 

Spanish countries mingled with sweets, which 

that people indulge in to a great extent. 

As an article of commerce, the light and 

bulky character of tea makes it formidable, 

coming froma great distance, requiring a 
large number of ships to convey it; and its 

value as @ purchasable commodity puts in 
requisition a vast amount of industry. The 
smallest farmer of Illinois, it would be un- 

necessary to say, in the light now shed on 
political science, is as much au agent in the 

furnishing of exchange as the broker at 
Canton or Shanghai. Tea, moreover, is a 
capital revenue article, when the national 

needs should demand it, as ten per cent. per 
pound levy, would hardly be known to the 

household dame, and yet produce to the 
country, under the present assumed _ stocks, 

not less than three million of dollars. 
this great product may come rolling over 

the Rocky Mountains, should be the eager 

desire of every person in this country, for 
the complexities and complicities of Central 

America, as a high way between our prov- 
inces, are scarcely endurable. 

The Chinese tea has been cultivated in 
Assam, @ province lying northeast of Ben- 

gal and belonging to the East India Com- 
pany, who yet hold,as against the crown,the 

revenues of this and the adjoining English 

That , 
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territory; but this enterprise is as yet an in- 

fant one, and we hear little of it. The 

Chinese tea is also cultivated in Java by the 
Dutch, and it has been taken to Brazil as 

an experiment; but with what success and 

on what scale we know not. 
The Paraguay tea is extensively grown in 

South Amerita, and under the name of 

Mate, is used by all classes. It contains a 

greaterextent of exhilerating ingredient than 

the Chinese tea and may even slightly in- 

toxicate, if taken in excess. Of this stimu- 

ulating property we may hazard the opinion 

that no infusion can be generally accepta- 

ble without it, and the coincidence is very 

striking, that nations of diverse habits and 

tastes, scale of intelligence and extremes of 
position, have seized upon articles similar in 

their properties, to gratify a universal long- 

ing. The leaves of this shrub are four to 

five inches in length, and after drying, are 

rubbed toa powder. It is exported from 

Paraguay through the whole of South 
America, to the extent of six millions of 

pounds, besides what is grown in other prov- 

inces. It has not yet appeared, to our 
knowledge, asa foreign commercial article, 

and is not suitable for long preservation, nor 
is it of a very concentrated character. 

The Coffee—tea, an infusion from the leaf 

of the coffee plant, has lately come into 

notice, and elicited much interest from the 

extraordinary virtue attached to it, and 
vouched from testimony of great respecta- 

bility. It is used in Sumatra by the na- 

tives, and has recently come to the know- 

ledge of the English and other residents at 
the factories, who assert that it sustains the 

physical powers under fatigue, privation and 

labor, better than any other known thing. 
If half be true that is told of it, the farmer 

may overwork to his heart’s content, and 

find, beyond any of the transformations of 
the fables, immediate renovation in its use. 

The bodily strength is increased, relief from 
hunger secured and general endurance gain- 
ed from it. It gives strength and activity 
to the mental faculties, rather than nervous 
excitement. Attention begins to be paid 
toit, and we may hope to hear more of it by 
and bye. 
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Domestic Wines. 

A great variety of these wines can be 

made, and while they possess fine medical 
qualities they are free from the poisonous 

ingredients that make up most of the wines 
sold at the present day. It is well known 

that most, if not all the wines, which pur- 
port to come from foreign countries are 

manufactared if not wholly, at least in part 
from ordinary alcohal and unhealthful and 

poisonous drugs in our cities. In New York 

there are establishments where the various 

articles of Brandy, Gin, Irish and Scotch | 

Whiskey and the wines with various names 
are manufactured, and bought by private 

dealers all over the country and sold as 

liquors true to their names, which have not | 
a drop of the genuine articles in their com- 

position. When we purchase, and use 
what we suppose is a genuine article of 

brandy or other foreign liquor, nine times 

out of ten, we are just emptying into our- 

selves a most villanous compound of drugs 

and alcohol. 

If, therefore, use is to be made of wines 
and other liquors, we have no security for 

their purity unless we manufacture them 
ourselves. The English have followed out 

this idea, and they manufacture their dif- 

ferent kinds of wines, for domestic con- 

sumption, making the basis of them, vege- 

tables and indigenous fruits. A most ex- 

cellent wine is made withthe rhubarb or 

pie plant, rivalling, as we are told, the | 

famous sherry. Wines are also made with 

plums, gooseberries, elderberries, the root 

of the parsnip, and other vegetables and 

fruits. We here give the receipt for mak- 

ing rhubard wine, which we copy from 
manuscript furnished Gov. Moore, while in 

England, and it may be followed by other 
recipes as we can obtain them: 

Get your Rhuberb stalkss cut off the leaf 

and just the bottom of the stalk, but do not 
peel them, wipe the dirt off with a wet cloth 

cut your stalks into lengths say six or eight 

inches, then with a morter and pestil re- 

duce them to a pulp, squeeze out the juice 

and let itstand a few hours to settle, and 
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| when settled pour off the clear juice from the 

sediment. ; 
Boil your water but not your juice; put 

two quarts of boiling water to two quarts of 
juice, then put to it five pounds of coarse 

sugar and stir it about until your sugar is 
melted, and when cooled down to a little 

warmer than new milk, put to it a quarter 

of a pound of good new yeast, let it stand in 

a state of fermentation two days and nights 
then put into to yourcask and let it ferment 
as long as it will; keep filling it up every 

night and morning until it ceases to ferment 
and when you are sure it‘is done, get one 

pennyworth of good Isinglass, sew it up in 

a narrow musling bag, tie to it a piece of 

| twine, put it into your cask, and let it hang 

_ about half way down between the bung-hele 

| and the bottom of your cask, and then bung 

your cask, and set it in a cool dry situation, 

and in gix months you may bottle it for 

use, but the longer you keep it the better it 

will be. When you bottle it put three or 

four small lumps of loaf sugar’ into each 

bottle, then fill your bottles with Wine, 

cork them safe, and in three or four weeks 

you may begin to use it. When it is three 

or four years old it is equal to Sherry.” 

Department of Agriculture. 

Agriculture is the leading industrial pur- 
suit in the United States. More capital 

and more people are engaged in it, than in 

all others. It should command the atten- 

tion and care of government in proportion, 

at least to its importance. Whatever ad- 

vances the interests of agriculture, especially 

advances the interests of the whole people. 
The time has gone by when it was supposed 

| that no improvements could be made in agri- 

culture, in the modes of increasing crops, 

and in preparing them for market. Within 

a few years the science of Mechanism has 

been employed in inventing and perfecting 

agricultural implements, and agricultural 

chemistry, ascertaining the character ofsoils, 

| enriching and making them capable of pro- 

ducing large crops. 

We think that government should devote 
a special department for the benefit of agri- 
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culture. Much has been done by scientific 

men, by ingenious mechanics, by thorough 

farmers, by the various societies of agricul- 

ture, Horticulture, Aboriculture, and by the 

agricultural press. All these auxiliaries 

will still be employed, and increased, and 

their influences extended. But we still need 

a Department « of Government to be specially 

charged “with the “superintendance, of the 

great Agricultural interests, of the United 

States, endowed with ample means to ad- 

vance these interests. We have a depart- 

ment especially devoted to the management 

of our foreign affairs through the Secretary 

of State ; another for our finances, through 

the Secretary of the Treasury ; another for 

our military affairs, through the Secretary 

of War ; and our naval affairs, through the 

Secretary of the Navy ; our post-office af 

fairs are managed by « Post Master Gene- 

ral ; our law matters by an Attorney Gen- 

eral ; all our other affairs except agricultu- 

ral, (in which more people of the United 

States are interested, which strike home to 

every family and every house, are nnder the 

supervision of the Secretary of the Interior) 

are taken care of by a subordinate clerk, 

with a niggardly appropriation, who has a 

room in the cellar of the patent office ! 

The Census Reports for 1850 give us the 

number of population employed in commerce, 

trade, manufactures, mechanic arts and mi- 

ning, 1,596;265; and in agriculture alone, 

2,400,583 !! 

Now it does seem to us that the employ- 

ments of Agriculture do not receive the s- 

tention and consideration by our govern- 

ment that their importance imperatively re- 

But this is the fault of the agricul- 

They are divided on po- 

litical questions. Their influence and power 

are thus destroyed and neutralized. This 

ought not to be. If the farmers of the 

country would act together on a single point, 

they would accomplish their wishes: We 

are about to elect congressmen for the next 

congress. Whoever are elected in the west, 

will of necessity, with rare exceptions, 

represent an agricultural constituency.— 

Now is the time to understand the views of 

quires. 

turists themselves. 
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candidates in regard to the establishment of 

a Department of Agriculture, with adequate 
appropriations to give it power for useful- 
ness. Let the votes of farmers for candi- 

dates depend on a satisfactory response to 
inquiries prepounded to these candidates. 
Let this be done, and we shall soon see at 
Washington a Department of Agriculture— 
where the great agricultural interests of the 
country will be properly represented and 
eared for under the fostering protection of 
government. 

Fall in the Price of Wheat. 
At the time of writing this article there 

is a great fall in the price of wheat. This 

has been caused by the great rush of wheat 

on the market and the decline of breadstuffs 

in the Eastern markets. The erop of the 

present seasonin England and on the conti- 

nent is above an average. 

For some time in a portion of the last 

year, wheat brought high priees. Many 

farmers not satisfied with $1,50 for their 

wheat, held on to their crop for a still high- 

er figure. The result finally was, that they 

were compelled to sell it at $1 aud even less. 

The lesson taught in this case was, that 

when wheat reached what was deemed a 

high price, it should be sold. Few supposed 

that the market would open higher than from 

80 to 95cents. When therefore, wheat op- 

erators paid 95 cents and $1 an immense 

amount of wheat was rushed upon the mar- 

ket,—entirely beyond the amount of funds in 

the hands of wheat purchasers, their facili- 

ties for storage or for sending off to the great 

wheat market of Chicago. 

Go where you will upon the lines of ouy 

rail roads at the stations, you will find all 

the store houses full, all the rail road cars 

employed and piles of wheat in stacks pro- 

tected by rails or temporary shelters—and 

this pressure cannot be relieved by all the 

meaus of the railroads for weeks. 

Thus it is, that many wheat operators 

decline purchasing wheat.—They will how- 

ever, resume ina week or two; and we think 

We do not believe taking the whole country 

together that there is an average crop of 
wheat. We have a full crop in Illinois, but 

at higher than the present nominal prices. 
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that is not the case in other great wheat 

growing States. 
Our best wheat market is in the Eastern 

Manufacturing States. They always fur- 

nish a certain and fair market. Foreign 

markets are always fluctuating. 

PREPARATION FOR SOWING WHEAT. 

our most thorough farmers that the crop of 

winter wheat need not fail and will not fail 

in this country, one time out of fifty, of the 
grounds are well prepared and the seed put 

in properly. The skimming process of cul- 

tivation for old lands is now generally con- 

demned and deep plowing, thorough harrow- 

ing and rolling the ground if the seed is sown 

broadcast; or drilling it in—are resorted 

to for securing certain crops. 

Now is the season for making arrange- 
ments for the next year’s crop of wheat A 
long and learned article on the subject of 

wheat culture (even if we were capable of 

writing such a one) is not needed. All 

our readers know what thorough culture 

means. It is commenced by plowing deep, 

by putting all the weeds and seeds of weeds 

and straw, if there be any, to such a depth 

that it will not thereafter be troublesome. 

| 

It has become a settled conviction among | generally a better article. 
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kill here if put in weil. It yields large crops 
and is not more likely to be affected by oth- 
er casualities, rust fly, bug, weevil—than 
whet grown in any other portion of the 
Union. 

Winter wheat is much preferable crop 
to spring wheat. It is more certain, and 

In the Northern 
part of our State, and in Wisconsin, North- 
ern Indiana, &c. winter wheat does not suc- 

ceed well. In some cases, the cultivation of 
winter wheat has been abandened, after many 
trials and much loss. In a visit to North- 
ern Indiana we heard many enquiries by 

| persons disposed to emigrate to our State, 

When this is done, and the time comes for | 

sowing, a sufficient quantity of good seed 

should be sown to the acre. We are enthu- 

siasts for the drill culture. Where this can- 
not be done, the seed should be harrowed in 

well, and and the land should be then roll- 

ed; and there should be drains made so that 

water shall not stand upon the ground. In 

many portions of New York, the cultivator 

is used for putting in wheat, and wheat thus 

put in has yielded better than wheat sown 

broadcast and harrowed in. The cultivator 

isa most valuable instrument for putting in 

wheat on all lands, and especially so in corn 

lands. 

vator one season will ever thereafter be 

willingly without it. 

The central portion of Illinois has been 

claimed to be the great corn region of the 

State; but there is no just reason why 

wheat should not be cultivated here as suc- 

cessfully as corn. Wheat will not wiuter- 

No farmer who has used the culti- | 

in regard to the succesful cultivation of win- 

ter wheat here. One great object of re- 
moving hither was to find a country 

Where winter wheat can be successfully 

grown. We have no doubt of its success 
here, when man does his part. 

Wheat culture is increasing here. A 

much greater breadth of land will be sown 

this fall than last. It is important to 

the general interests of the country, and the 

special interests of the farmers, that the 

coming crop shall he a good one; and that 

mainly depends on the manner in which the 
grounds are prepared and the seed sown. 

The rest we must leave to Providence, be-- 

lieving with Poor Richard that “God helps 

those who help themselves.” 

Sangamon County Fair. 

Our readers of Sangamon county are re- 

minded that the fair for this connty is to 
come off on the fair grounds on Tuesday, 

Wednesday, ‘Thursday and Friday, being the 

| 23d, 24th, 28th, and 26th days of Septem- 

ber next. The premiums amount to more 

than one thousand five hundred dollars, 

These are offered for pure blooded cattle, 

grade cattle, fat cattle, working oxen, horses 

mules and jacks, horses of all work, matched 

geldings and mares, matched and single 
mules; sheep—Spanish and merinoes, long 

wool, middle wool, fat sheep; poultry, hogs, 

various classes,agricultural implements, farm 

products, products of the orchard, dairy, mill 

fabrics, needle work, paintings and daguer- 
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reotypes, designs for buildings, bread, cake 

preserves, &c., plants, flowers and floral de- 

signs. 

The superintendents of the different saa 
partments, are as follows: 

J. N. Brown, cattle. 
J. Srocxpate, hotses, jacks and mules. 

Jonn McConneE.t, sheep and poultry. 
J. C. Crowprr, hogs. 

H. B. Gruse, Agricultural Impliments, 
&e, 

A. B. Casr, farm produces, dairy, fruit. 

C. W. Martneny, mill fabrics, needle work 

daguerreotypes, paintings, Xc. 

James McConneii, condiments, cake, 

bread, meat, &c. 

N. M. Broapwett, plants, flowers, floral 

designs. 

We understand that all the gentlemen 

named as superintendents have received cop- 
ies of the premium lists for distribution. If 

there is a mistake in this matter they are 

desired to call on S. Francis, secretary of 

the society, for other copies. 
The superintendents are desired to ascertain if | 

the committee men named for their departments 

awill serve, and if they cannot serve, the superin- | . : 
| the premium offered: provided, that the do- tendents will please appoint others and report to 

the secretury of the society as soon as possible. 

This is absolutely necessary in order to prevent 

confusion and dfficulty onthe days of the fair. 

The committee for that purpose are now 

ergaged in making arrangements for the 

improvement of the grounds. 

provements ought to be made, and it is be- 

lieved that liberal men, who have a proper 

regard for the interests of agriculture in 
Sangamon county, will take stock in the 

grountis— which stock is now worth more 

than par—to enable to society to fit ub the 

grounds in the most liberal style—making 
them a credit to the county, and a leading 

point of attraction. 
Some changes in the regulations of the 

coming fair have been made, and which 

differ materially from those of the last fair. 

The society will dispense with the use 
ofbadges for membership, Exhibitors 

tickets will be provided for which they will 
pay one dollar each, which will admit exhibi- 
tors during the fair; and tickets will be provi- 

Many im- | 

| 

| 
} 
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ded for each day of the fair—to be sold at 
twenty-five cents—to admit one person. 

Officers of the society and superintendents 

will wear badges. 
The further regulations for the fair are 

as follows: 
Any person paying ten dollars to the sec- 

retary shall be permitted to exhibit as many 
articles of his own property as he may de- 

sire, and shall be considered an annual mem- 

ber of the association. 
The stockholders in the fair grounds may 

exhibit any article for which a premium is 

offered, free of charge, aud may enter the 

grounds of the exhibition and fair, in such 
conveyances as they may deem proper, free 
of charge. 

The gate fees shall be as follows: 
Tickets to be designated for each day, 25c 

Double carriage or wagon, or other 
carriage, to contain at least one 

lady, 58 cts. 
Single carriage, 25 cts. 
Horse, 25 ets. 

The entrance fee for each article to be 

paid to the secretary, shall be one fifth of 

mestic articles manufactured and exhibited 

by the ladies, shall be entered free of charge. 
All stock and articles offered for exhibi- 

tion, shall be entered in the name of the 

proper owners thereof, and all entrances 

shall be made by 12 o’clock M. of Tuesday, 
September 23d. 

For the convenience of exhibitors, entries 

may be made at the secretary’s office, in 
Springfield, on Monday, September 22d. 

Provender will be furnished on the ground 

at cost. 

Premiums shall be ready for distribution 

on Friday morning of the fair. 

Premiums shall not be given when the 
animal or article is unworthy. 

The same article or animal shall not re- 
ceive two premiums. 

Animals or articles cannot receive premi- 
ums when awarded, if removed from the 

grounds without the consent of the Presi- 
dent. 

The awarding committee on animals will 
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have regard to symmetry, early maturity, 

size and general characteristics of the breeds 
to which they belong; they will make pro- 

per allowances for age, feeding and other 
circumstances affecting the character and 

condition of the animals. 

The awarding committee on fat cattle 

will give particular attention to the animals 

submitted for examination. It is believed, 

all other things being equal, those are the 
best cattle that have the greatest weight 

in the smallest superfices. 

Exhibitors of stock will be required to 
give all information possible, of the pedi- 

grees of their animals, and their treatment. 

No exhibitor shall attempt to influence 

the awarding committee. 

No horse, or other animal, will be allow- 

ed to be attached to any tree, sapling, or 

vine, within the grounds, 

Exhibitors are required to have their ar- 

ticles entered upon the books, at the busi- 
ness Office, before they are placed within the 

inclosure. 

The executive committee will take all pos- 

sible care of stock, and other articles, after 

their arrangement on the ground, but will 

not be responsible for any losses or damage 
that may occur. 

We need not urge, at this time, on the 
consideration of our farmers, our mechanics, 

our artists and our ladies, the importance 

of the coming fair to the reputation 
of our county. Sangamon county has stood 

high in the list of agricultural counties, but 
she has now ambitious and aspiring rivals 

which would wrest from her honors she has 

long worn. This is right and we should not 

complain if other counties successfully rival 

us. We believe, however, thatif such shall 

prove to be the fact, it will be because our 

county and city will not do their best—wili 
not put forth their whole strength. 

We have as good stock; as good field 
crops; as good fruit; as good vegetables; as 
good dairies; as good mechanics, artists, 

ladies who can execute as fine needle work, 

as any county in the State. And we want to 

see all parties put forth their best efforts. 

We want the fair days to be proud days for 

our county. We want to show the numer- 
ous strangers who will be here, the rich pro- 

ducts of the central county. 

Mechanics! are you preparing articles 

for the fair? Farmers! will you have the 
best stock you have on hand? Fruit grow- 

ers! shall we see specimens of your best 
fruits duly labelled with their names! Dai- 

ry-women! shall we see your golden butter 

and rich cheese? Shall we see the needle 
work of the fairy fingers of our girls and 

women? Shall we see exhibited, all the dif- 

ferent articles that make up the extensive 

list for which the society offer liberal premi- 

ums, and the presence of which will make 

glad the hearts of the noble, industrious po- 

pulation of old Sangamon, who will be pre- 

sent on the occasion! We say present, be- 

cause fair days are the great gala days of 

our farmers—and they with their wives and 

their sons and their daughters, will mingle 

with the people of our city and our villages, 
and strangers, on the occasion we have na. 

med. 
Some gentleman entirely qualified for the 

purpose, will address the people present on 
subjects connected with agriculture. 

Frye’s Adjustable Prairie Plow. 
On Saturday, the 16th inst., there was a 

public trial of this plow on the Sangamon 

Bottom Prairie, near the new bridge, at 
what is called ‘‘Marsh’s Ferry.” The trial 

was made on a piece of what is called 

“swamp ground,” the toughest piece of 

ground that could be found on the whole 

prairie. The plow was put into the ground 

about three o’clock, and was drawn by four 

horses. It did the work well, cutting some 

twenty-six inches. The ground was, of 

course, baked hard. It was hard work for 

| the horses; but it was conceded by good 

farmers present, that eight yoke of cattle 
would not have drawn a common plow, cut- 

ting the same width which was cut by the 

Adjustable Plow, with anything like the 

ease with which the horses did their work. 

Several contracts had been made by per- 

sons to break prairie in the same locality 

but they were all compelled to relinquish — 
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the work on account of the hardness and 
toughness of the soil in consequence of the 

extreme dry weather. 

We state the facts in this case, and our 

farmers can make their own comments. 

At the close of the trial, the company 

present was organized into a meeting, and 

the following proceedings were had: 
NEAR SANGAMON BRIDGE, } 

Marsh’s Ferry, Aug. 16,1856. 

At a collection of farmers and others, 

who had come together to witness a trial of 

Frye’s Adjustable Prairie plow in the San- 

gamon Bottom Prairie.—after the trial had 
been made— 

On motion, J, H. Robinson, Esq. was call- 
ed to the chair, and S. Francis, appointed 

Secretary. 
On motion of James Keyes, Esq., it was 

unaninously 
Resolved, It is the sense of this meeting, 

that the ‘Adjustable Anti-Friction Carriage 
Plow,” invented by Mr. Jesse Frye, is an 
important improvement on any plow now in 
use, and will do more work with less power 
than any plow with which we are acquaint- 
ed. 

Resolved, That the editors in Springfield 
be requested to publish the proceedings of 
this meeting in their respective papers. 

The meeting then adjourned. 
J. H. ROBINSON, Chw’n. 

S. Francis, Sec’y. 
We need only add, that since the above 

noticed trial of the plow was made, it has 

been subjected to several other trials, and in 

all cases has been successful. The exact 

amount of the power saved cannot be ascer- 
tained except by use of the dynometer. 

We hope that this plow will be used with 

the ordinary prairie plow, cutting the same 

width of furrow. The dynometer in 

such case would demonstrate the practical 

advantages of the new plow. 
We know of several gentlemen who in- 

tend to have the new plow as soon as they 
can be manufactured. To see two or three 
horses breaking prairie with a plow cutting 

26 inches—the plowman sitting comfortably 
on a seat above the plow—having the team 

and the plow at his perfect control—is a 
gratifying and wonderful sight, even in these 
days of progress, 

i 
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The State Fair. 
Arrangements are rapidly progressing at 

Alton for the State Fair. The grounds selected 
are the most picturesque, convenient and beau- 
tifulto be found any where; andthe fixtures for 
the convenience of the Exhibition are to be en- 
tirely sufficient and got up in the best style.— 

The preparations will probably be greater and 

better for the occasion than any which have 
preceded them. 

‘The position of Alton—accessible from every 
quarter by river navigation and railroad——wil!l 
bring an immense number of people to the 

fair, and also of all those articles for exhibition 

which make the fair interesting. The different 
counties will send their best stock, and other 

agricultural productions, the cities will send 

specimens of success in the mechanical arts— 

and we shall have machinery, paintings, fruit, 
needle work, &c., &c.—a greater display than 

we have ever yet witnessed. The St. Louis 
Mechanical and Agricultural Association, which 

had made arrangements for an exhibition the 

weel: preceding the State Fair, have in a true 
spirit of kindness, postponed their fair until 

after that of the Illinois State Agricultural 

Society. : 
Our friends at Alton will have their hospital- 

ity taxed to the utmost to accommodate the vast 
crowds which will be in attendance; but we are 

assured that means will be provided to meet the 
demands of the occasion. Alton never was be- 
hind when a call was made upon her generosity 

or hospitality. 

The Garden Raspberry. 
Lewis F. Allen, Esq., has ‘wo’ varieties 

of raspberry in cultivation on his farm on 

Grand Island, near Buffalo, which possess 

some important advantages. He says he has 

cultivated them for ten years—that they are 

perfectly hardy, have withstood every win- 

ter without any sort of protection——and bear 
abundantly. He procured the original 
plant from the garden of a gentleman now 

deceased, but does not know where they came 
from. He does not find them described in 

Mr. Allen further says: 
“These raspberries withstand the cold of 

this latitude, 42 deg 45 min. north, as well 
as the wild raspberry of the woods or any 
thing else—never missing a full crop; and 
my small plantation has given me several 
bushels every season. “hey have have nev- 
er been marketed until this summer, and 
having ieased my farm-garden grounde to a 

SSS ee a 
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Scotch gardener, he sends them to town, 
where they are pronounced by the fruit deal- 
ers the best they have had, although the 
true Red Autwerps—requiring winter pro- 
tection—are sent in for sale. 

Having seen frequent injuiries in the pa- 
persfor hardy raspberries, and believing that 
the varieties I have so long cultivated com- 
prise the most desirable qualities for popular | 
culture, I have advised my gardener to of- 
fera part of his young plants for sale, 
which will be seen in the advertisment ac 
companying this for your paper.. I grow 
them together promiscuously in the rows, 
which I think is an advantage to their abun- 
dant bearing, and they are easily distin- 
guished by the color and character of their 
wood and fruit. They should be fairly cul- 
tivated, in good ground, three to five canes 
in the hill, and cut down in the fall’or spring | 
to three feet in height, according to the | 
strength of the canes. Tied atthe top with 
a piece of twine, they need no additional 
support, the natural strength of the canes 
being sufficient. Owing to their strong 
growth, I set the rows six feet apart, so as | 

there was an abundance of chess touse the plow between them, and four 
feet apart in the row. When first planted 
I put but one cane ina hill as that throws | 
up plenty of suckers for the coming year. 
The ‘‘true” Red, or Hudson River Antwerp 
compared with mine, has proved a failure in wou A 

| had the effect of convincing himself that he this vicinity. Yours truly, 
LEWIS F. ALLEN. 

Black Rock, N. Y., August, 1856. 

The Wheat Crop for 1857. 

; sown with the clean wheat. 

' to chess, 
Our farmers are now busy in preparing for | 

putting in seed for the next wheat crop. Wheat 
is now one of our great staples. When the 

ground is properly prepared and seed is put in 

well, a good crop is almost certain. Scarcely 

too much can be said in regard to the necessity 

of attending to these particulars. With poor 
culture, there may be a good erop of wheat, 

but with good culture there will be a fair crop 
in forty-nine out of fifty cases. 
We give two articles below—one on 

“the Caltivation of Wheat,” and the other on the 
means of “Cleaning Chess out of Seed Wheat.” 

They are both worthy of the farmer’s attention. 
TO CLEAN CHESS OUT OF SEED WHEAT. 

On our last visit to the farm of Mr. 
John Johnston, near Geneva, New York., 
he informed us that some years ago he was 
a believer in, and an earnest advocate of, 
the theory that wheat would turn to chess, 
In some of the early volumes of the Gene- 

come under his observation, and which ap- 
peared to prove that, in spite of botanists 
and vegetable physiologists, wheat would 
turn to chess. This idea was combatted by 
several correspondents of the Farmer,; and 
as Mr. J. confessed to us, he had to acknow- 
ledge to himself that he was worsted in this 
“paper war.” Fully persuaded that he had 
the best side of the argument, and thinking 
that his opponent had the advautage simply 
because better skilled in the use of the pen, 
he resolved to prove beyond all controversy 
by oecular and practical demonstration, that 
wheat would turn to chess. 

He took three bushels of wheat (we be- 
lieve this was the quantity, but it is imma- 
terial }and looked it all over, grain by grain, 
picking ont all the chess. When he had fin- 
ished, he was satisfied that there was not a 
grain of chess in the whole three bushels. 
Now then thought he, I shall have them; if 
I cet chess from this wheat, it won’t do for 
them to tell me that I sowed chess with the 
wheat; and he had no doubt that, as usual 
he should have “lots of chess.” The wheat 
was sown, and the result was, that while 

in the 
wheat cleaned in the ordinary way, there 
was not a single ear of chess on the land 

This experiment 
which Mr. J, made in order to convince the 
theorists that wheat would turn to chess, 

was inerror, and that the great cause of 
chess in wheat must be described by sowing 
chess with the seed wheat. 

Once satisfied that wheat would not turn 
Mr.J. resolved to sow no more 

of it; and he hit upon a plan of cleaning seed 
| wheat which took out every grain of chess. 
| The method is simply this: After the wheat 
has been cleaned in the ordinary way, by 
running it through a fanning mill, take the 
riddles out of the fanning mill, leaving the 
screen in; take off the rod that shakes the 

| riddles and the screens; pour the wheat 

see Farmer, he cited several facts which had | 

slowly into the hopper with a basket or a 
half bushel; turn the mill a little quicker 
than for ordinary cleaning, and every grain 
of chess will be blown out, unless where 
three sceds stick together, which is some 
times the case with the top seeds. Two 
men will clean from ten to fifteen bushels 
per hour. Ifthe wheat is light, say weigh- 
ing from fifty to fifty-five pounds per bush- 
els, considerable wheat will be blown away 
with the chess; but where good Genesee 
wheat is raised, as in this section, weighing 
from sixty to sixty-four pounds per bushel, 
little or no wheatis blown out. In some 
cases it is better to raise the hind end of the 
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a that we shall not here repeat it; but in view 

| fanning mill about two inches from the 
floor. 

Since Mr. Johnston adopted this plan of | 
cleaning his seed wheat, he has not raised a | 
“wine-glass full of chess in more than twen- 
ty years.” 

We may remark that the same practice is 
very generally adopted in England, not only 
in cleaning seed wheat, but in cleaning all 
se grain for market, more especially bar- 
ey. 
There is a high duty on the process of | 

converting barley into malt (about seventy- 
five cents per bushel,) and the malsters | 
naturally do not wish to pay dety on barley 
of an inferior quality, or on light grains that 
will not germinate, or, consequently, make 

larly careful to clean their barley before 
sending it to market. It is first run through 
the fanning mill to separate the chaff from 
it; then through a machine to break off the 
“nales,” or beards; and then again through 
a fanning mill with a finer set of riddles and 
screen. After this the riddles are taken 
out, and the barley is run through as in 
the process above described. Many farmers 
have a machine on purpose for this work 
and consider in indispensable. It is called a 
“Heaving Machine.” A good sample of 
English barley, when cleaned in this way, 
will weigh fifty-six pounds per bushel. On 
Mr. Lawes’ farm at Rothemstead, we have 
known his experimental barley to weigh fif- 
ty-eight pound per bushel. This great 
weight per bushel, however, must not be at- 
tributed to the process of cleaning alone. It 
is more probably due to climate inasmuch as 
the wheat, no matter how well it is cleaned 
is not so heavy as Genesee wheat, 

Mr. Johnston thinks every agricultural 
paper in the country should give this pro- 
cess of cleaning wheat, and urge their read- 
ers to adopt it. If any wheat grower will 
once try it, he will never again sow wheat 
without running it trough a fanning mill in 
in the way described.— Genesee Farmer. 

Planting and Care : Fruit and Ornamental 
recs, 

Notwithstanding the repeated lessons that 
have been given for the planting aud subse- 
quent treatment of trees in the garden and 
in the orchard, we are pained in passing 
through almost every portion of the country 
to witness the unpardonable neglect, and the | 
consequent loss of thousands of newly plant- | 
ed trees, for the want of a little foresight 
and care. 
upon the subject of properly planting trees 

malt. On this account, farmers are particu- | 

| 

| 
So much has already been said | 

of the immense number of trees that have 
died of the last spring’s planting, of the 
starved, sickly and discouraging appearance 
of thousands of others that still retain some 
signs of life, we will offer a word of ad- 

| monition and advice, although now too late 
to be of benefit the present season, but 
from the experience of the past we offer it 
as a guide for the future. 

In the first place, trees, when reset from 
the nursery, should have all the top branch- 
es cut back, so as to restore an equilibrium 
between the demand of moisture by the 
leaves and branches, and the supply from 
the roots. It is a fact clearly established 
by vegetable physiologists, that every tree 
in a vigorous and healthy condition gives off 
daily through its leaves a large amount of 
moisture, and this moisture is furnished to 
the leaves from the earth through the roots. 
In removing a tree from tke nursery, not 
only many of the small fibrous roots, the 
terminal ends of which, in a healthy state, 
are the mouths through which this moisture 
is received, are either injured or destroyed, 
but many of the larger roots are unneces- 
snrily and carelessly, we had like to have 
said voluntarily, cut off and lost, so that the 
supply of juices to the leaves and branches 
of the the tree are exceedingly meagre and 
limited. Now, unless the branches are 
shortened, more or less, according to the 
condition of the roots, say to within three 
or four inches of the base of the last season’s 
growth, the quantity of moisture given off 
from the newly expanding leaves will be so 
much greater than the supply afforded by 
the mutilated roots that the vital forces of 
the tree becomes rapidly exhausted and it 
lingers and finally dies. But what too fre- 
quently tends much to hasten this result is 
the want of properly pulverizing the ground 
and digging the holes for the trees of suffi- 
cient size, and the application of rich and 
mellow soil to the roots. When trees have 
been newly planted in the way they gener- 
ally are, and when followed by a dry sea- 
son, like the present, they are slow in start- 
ing to grow, and soon present a sickly, dy- 
ing appearance. ‘Then the owner becomes 
alarmed and at once attempts to remedy the 
evil by giving to each tree an occasional 
bucket of water, perhaps directly from the 
well; this settles the earth compactly around 
the roots and stem of the tree, which under 
the influence of the wind and the following 
day’s sun, becomes baked hard and only in- 
creases the evils it was intended to remedy. 
A tree well pruned and properly planted 

in good season, in a well prepared and mel- 
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low soil,with a covering four inches in depth 
of old straw, leaves, sawdust or tan bark, 
for a distance of four feet around it, will 
never require watering and in the driest 
season ninety nine of every hundred trees 
so treated may be expected to live and flour- 
ish. This is an exceedingly simple matter 
and only requires to be remembered and 
practiced to save to the country millions of 
trees thatare now annually lost.—{ Valley 
Farmer. 

Fruits in Summer. 
By an arrangement of Providence, as 

beautiful as it is benign, the fruits of the 
earth are ripening during the whole suin- 
mer. From the delightful strawberry on 
the opening of spring, to the luscious peach 
of the fall, there is a constant succession of 
delightful aliments; made delightful by that | 
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proper work, the result of which is, the 
bowels become free, the pores of the skin 
are open. Under such circumstances, fevers 
and want of appetite, are impossible. 
How to Use Fruits.---To derive from the 

employment of fruits and berries all that 
healthful and nutritive effect which belong 
to their nature, we should, 

First---Use fruits that are ripe, fresh, per- 
fect, raw. 

Second--They should be used in their ua- 
tural state, without sugar, cream, milk or 
any other item of food or drink. 

Third---Fruits have their best effect when 
used in the early part of the day, hence we 
do not advise their employment at a later 
hour than the middle of the afternoon; not 
that, if perfect and ripe, they may not be 

| eaten largely by themselves, within two 

Power, whose loving kindness is in all his | 
works, in order to stimulate us to their high- | 
est cultivation, connecting with their use al- 
so, the most health-giving influences; and 
with the rich profuseness of a well-attended 
fruitery, it is one of the most unaccountable 
things in nature, that so little attention is 
paid, comparatively speaking, to this branch 
of farming. 

It is a beautiful fact, that while the 
warmth and exposure of summer tend to 
biliousness and fevers, the free use of fruits 
and berries counteracts that tendency .— 
Artificial acids are found to promote the 
separation of the bile from the blood, with 
great mildness and certainty; this led to 
the supposition, that the natural acids, as | 
contained in fruits and berries, might be as 
available, and being more palatable, would 
necessarily be preferred. Experiment has 
verified the theory, and within a very late 
period, Allopathic writers have suggested 
the use of fresh, ripe perfect, raw fruits, as 
a reliable remedy in the diarrhoeas of sum- 
mer. 
How strongly the appetite yearns for a 

pickle, when nothing else could be relished, 
is in the experience of most of use. It is 
the instinct of nature pointing to a cure.--- 
The waut of a natural appetite, is the re- 
sult of the bile not being separated from the | 
blood, and if not remedied fever is inevita- 
ble, from the slightest grades to that of Vili- 
ous, congestive, and yellow. 
cooling,” is a bye-word, the truth of which 
has forced itself on the commonest observer. 
But why they are so, they had not time, 
opportunity, or inclination to inquire ito. 
The reason is, the acid of the fruit stimu- 
lates the liver to greater activity in separ- 
ating the bile from the blood, which is its 

hours of bed time with advantage, but if the 
sourness of decay should happen to taint 
them, or any liquor should inadverteatly be 
largely drank afterwards, even cold water, 
acidity of the whole mass may follow, re- 
sulting in a night of distress, if not actual dr 
dangerous sickness. So it is better not to 
run the risk. 

To derive a more decided medical effect, 
fruits should be largely eaten soon after ris- 
ing in the morning, and about midway be- 
tween breakfast and dinner. 

An incalculable amount of sickness and 
suffering would be prevented every year if 

_ the whole class of desserts were swept from 
our tables during summer, and fresh, ripe, 
perfect fruits and berries were substituted, 
while the amount of money that would be 
saved thereby, at the New York prices of 

fruits, would in some families, amount to 
many doilars, enough to educate an orphan 

_ child, or support a colporteur a whole year, 

“Bruits are | 

in some regions of our country.---[Hall’s 
New York Journal of Health for July. 

Salting Asparagus Beds. 

The editor of the Germantown Telegraph, 

in noticing an artiele on this subject in a re- 

cent number of the Country Gentleman, 

Bays: 
We are not sure that we can add any- 

thing very specific or valuable to the cor- 
respondent and editor’s information on this 
subject, but we can give our own experience 
in the matter, which inclines very decidedly 
in favor of a plentiful application of salt as a 

| top dressing in the spring, when the plant 
begins to show its nose. We sowed this 
spring (and the same quantity for a number 
of years,) one bushel anda half upon five 

small beds about fourteen by three and a 
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half feet in dimensions, and finer asparagus, 
both in size and flavor, cannot be produced, 
taking the entire season together. The salt 
destroys everything coming in contact with 
it, except the asparagus plant, and on this 
it acts as a powerful stimulant. We have 
raised a number of stalks this season and 
every season, measuring full four inches in 
circumference, and we are very certain that 
to produce the same effect, without salt, if 
it could be produced at all, would require 
the heaviest kind of manuring, at a much 

The only other application we give to our 
beds, isa covering of barnyard manure in 
the autumn, a portion of the remains of 
which is forked in in the spring. We will 
add, that few or none will attempt to raise 
asparagus to perfection, without the liberal 
use of salt. 

Preservation of Potatoes for Seed. 

BY J. N. CHANDLER, OF ADRIAN, MICHIGAN, 

The potato, when first obtained from its 
native mountains, was a small, watery and 
even bitter tuber. By cultivation it has 
been brought into so high and refined astate — forest leaves, six inches deep, to keep them 
that most of the countries of the civilized — fron frost. 
globe look on it as one of the most import- 
ant articles of food. How has this great 
change been brought about? How has 
every one who has planted the potato assist- 
ed in refining it? Generation after genera- 
tion has adopted the same treatment which 
has wrought this change. It may be asked 
by what means? I answer, by violating 
the laws of nature. 

The natural place for potatoes is in the | 
earth; but most of those which are used for | 
planting are out of the ground from five to 
seven inuuths in the year. 
them in the fall, we fiud them, if matures, 
when baked or boiled, to he dry and mealy, 
They are generally put into cellars to re- 
main until spring. As warm weather ap- 
proaches they are often removed to some 
out-building, to remain several weeks, which 
renders them less fit to grow. 

seed, although some of them may not be 
planted before the middie of June, much 

for summer use. 
Every one who has ever noticed the dif- 

ference between the flavor ofa potato in the 
fall, when first dug, and one in the spring 
which has been kept in a large dry cellar, 
has observed that the flavor becomes much 
impaired, much more so than those which 

' are buried in holes in the earth, where they 
' retain nearly all of their freshness and vital- 

When we cig | 

Out of this | 
out.building we select our potatoes for | 

ity. It has also been observed that farmers 
who have small and inconvenient cellars 
keep their potatoes in better condition than 
those who keep them in large coel ones.— 
Hence, by storing them in the latter, and 

_ letting them wilt before planting, they be- 
come weakened in their nature, and are sub- 
ject to degeneracy, and finally to disease. 

In order to obtain good potatoes for seed, 
_ make choice of a smali spot of arable land 

greater expense and five times the labor.— on which water will not stand, an eastern 
slope and new ground are the best, ploughed 
early in the spring, and furrowed four or 
five inches deep, two and a half feet apart. 
Scleet middling sized potatoes which have 
tonched the ground during the winter pre- 
vious, but do not cut them. Drop one 
every eight inches along the furrows, and 
cover them by filling the furrows with earth. 

| Then cover them with a top dressing of 
forest leaves or straw two inches deep. As 
soon as the tops of the young plants are a 

few inches high, pass between them with a 
shovel plough, do not hill. This is all you 
have to do until fall, When the ground 
begins to freeze, cover with straw, chaff, or 

Your potatoes will now have 
a chance to ripen and rest during the win- 
ter. In this way, you will have the great- 
est yield and best quality. Continue this 
course from year to year and the rot will 
not only disappear but your crop will in- 
crease from twenty five to one hundred per 
cent. The third yeqr, you may increase 

| your field crop by plowing in fine manure. 
You.will now have had Nature’s course.— 
[ Patent Office Report. 

Dielytra Npectabilis. 
So long as we see a garden or ‘‘yard” 

| without this glorious plant being amongst 
| the number grown, or meet with a person 
who is still ignorant of its transcendant 
beauty, at a season when flowers are scarce, 
we shall not fail to urge a plea in its behalf. 
Imegine a plant as hardy as a dandelion, 
aud capable of furnishing a bush several 
fect in diameter of the current spring’s 

' growth, surmounted by rich pendant racemes 
' of blossoms of @ most singular form, of a 

wilted, of course, and the remainder are felt | 
' open in this latitude early in May, and at 
bright pink or rose color, commencing to 

its greatest beauty by the middle of the 
mouth, and it hardly requires a greater re- 
commendation to every body who loves 
flowers, Itisindeeda striking object, and 
the gem of the flower garden at the season 
when it blossoms. After it has done flow- 

an ene ED | 



ering, it may be taken up and divided into 
as many pieces as there are eyes and plant— 
ed again ina good border, all of which will 
make respectable flowering plants by next 
spring. The shoots may also be cut up 
into cuttings with two or three eyes each, 
and inserted in sandy soil, covered with a 
mat to keep off the sun till rooted. If not 
wanted to propagate, it will make an 
mense bush in three or four years. E.S 

The American Goldfinch. 
There is a peculiar trait in the habits of 

this bird which I have never seen mention- 
ed by any Naturalist and am ata loss to 

notice, when such habits digress materially 
from the general custora of all other birds. 
I allude to the time of their breeding. I: 
is a fact which [ have for many years, no- 
ticed, that these birds do not commence 
building their nests until the month of July, 
while many kinds, who remain with us 
through the whole season, have reared their 
first brood, and have commenced laying 
their eggs for the second. By careful ob- 
servation and study with regard to this fact, 
Iam led to the conclusion that, although 
the old birds find a sufficient quantity of 
food at all seasons of the year, and the kind 
that is adapted to their wants, they would 
be unable to find in spring or early summer 
those new and milky seeds which are the 
necessary food for’ their young, for those 
seeds that have escaped vegetation are ex- 
ceedingly hard and dry by age, and would 
be highly injurious to them asfood. Had 
they been constructed with a pouch, as some 
birds are, into which the hardest grain or 
seeds may be received, and ina short. time 
softened by the chyle formed in such pouch or 
stomach, as is the pigeon’s they might com- 
meuce their breeding earlier in the season, 
and not delay the time until a certaiu per- 
iod arrives. 

In the stady of nature one is surprised to 
see the beauty and harmony that exists 
through all the works of Him whois the 
contriver of them all. How wonderful it is 
that the Goldfinch, by a law of their na- 
ture, should not be aliowed to bring forth 
their young before, nor after, but at the very 
time when those seeds used by them for 
food have commenced their formation, or 
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seeds of the autumnal hawk weed thistle. 
Although a small bird, they are remark- 

ably hardy, enduring the rigors of. winter, 
and sporting over the snow as blithe and 
contented as when they bask in the sun, or 
bathe or plume their feathers in the month 
of June, and it really seems rather than 

| otherwise to them a season of pastime; but 
im- | the cold winds which drive the snow from 

its northern home, brings with them their 
| most dreaded enemy; he perches upon some 
post in the fence, or topmost branch of a 
tree, from which he can detect the least 

_ moving object within scope of his vision, 
| Oo and while the Goldfinches are busy in glean- 

conceive why it should have escaped their | ing for food in a variety of positions uncon- 
_ scious of an enemy about them, the ‘‘Butch- 

er bird” drives in their midst, striking his 
victim and bearing him off to the nearest 
tree; at this the whole flock isalarmed and 
rise in the air, flying in all directions, not 
knowing which course to take, while in the 
confusion small detachments are formed the 
main flock who remain separate, until in 
subsequent time, they meet the same or 

| some other party, =—[N. E. Farmer. 

space will not permit this; 

Frauds in. the Sheep Trade, 
The Wool Grower, for May, contains an 

article which we should copy entire, for the 

benefit of western sheep buyers, but our 

so we give some 

of its points, to put our readers on their 

guard: 

1. Let the fleece grow two years, and 
pass off the fleece as one of a single year’s 
vrowth, 

) 2. Oversiate the amount actually shorn, 
by one or two pounds. 

3. Dope the sheep; that is, put on oil 
_ and coloring matter to make the sheep look 

have passed into the milk, in which state | 
they are more easily dissolved in their stom- 
ach, and at which time an abundant supply 
may always be found. 

They sometimes feed their young ou the 
pulps of barley, oats, and even Indian corn; 
bat their principal and favorite food is the 

like the required breed; that is paint the 
sheep as a common horse was once painted, 
aul sold for one of a superior race. 

4, Always have a sheep or two on hand 
of just the breed the buyer wants, and that, 
too, though there was but one kind when 
the flock started, 

Such are some of the frauds practiced on 
unsuspecting men, who have not yet learned 
how to iook for preireel under the mask 
of fair profession, when some of these 
scoundrels make. We know some facts, 
Which, if published, would cover some men 
With iufamy. Buy of nove, we would say 
to all, but weil known and honest men. 

Bad words, like bad shillings, are often 
brought home ¢o the person who has uttered 
them! 



Psalmody vs. Labor. 
Snooks had occasion to call on the rever- 

end Dominie Thomas Atrachard while he 
was in Glasgow, ‘Is the Dominie in?’ he 
inquired of a portly dame who opened the 
door. 

‘He’s at hame, but he’s vo in,’ replied the 
lady. ‘He’s in the yard, soober intendin’ 
Sauners, the carpenter. Ye can see him 
the noo, if your business is vare precise.’ 

Snooks assented, and walked through the 
door pointed to him into the yard, where he 
beheld a carpenter brigkly planing a joist to 
the air of ‘Maggie er,’ and the worthy 
dominie standing by. Unwilling to intrude 
on their conversation, Snooks stepped unseen 
behind a water cask, and heard: 

‘Sauners!’—no answer from the carpen- 
ter. ‘Sauners, Isay! Can ye no hear me?’ 

‘Yes, minister, I hear ve! What’s your 
wull?’ 

‘Can ye no whistle some mair solemn and 
goodly tune while ye’re at work?’ 

‘A weel, minister, if it be ye’re wull, I’ll 
e’en do it.’ Upon which he changed the air 
to the dead march of Saul, greatly to the 
hindrance of what was now really painful 
planing. The Dominie looked on some 
minutes in silence, and then began: 

‘Sauners, I had anither word to till ye. 
Did the guide wife hire ye by the day’s drag 
or by the job?’ 

‘The day’s drag was our agreeing, mais- 
ter.’ 

‘Then on the whole, Sauners, I think ye 
maun just as weel gae back to whistling 
bonnie Maggie Lauder.’—([Sat. Eve. 

The Cultivation of Wheat. 

As another harvest is gathered, the far- 
mers of New York again have an opportu- 
nity to judge of the products and value of 
the different varieties of wheat sown in the 
fall. Fearing the depredations of the midge 
many have sown the Mediterranean variety, 
believing that its long beards and early ma- 
turing would prevent the working of that in- 
sect. The long beard is useless, however, 
and the early maturing is its only protecton 
from these depredations. Taking into con- 
sideration the quality of the grain, and the 
yield per acre, it will not be advisable to- 
sow the Mediterranean wheat, if two-thirds 
ofa crop can be obtained from White 
Flint or Sele’s variety. It is for the inter- 
est of the farmers of Western New York to 
furnish the millers with wheat which will 
make the best quality of flour made in any 
quarter of the globe. If they should cease 
growing the choice varieties the loss would 
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be greater than that occasioned by the 
midge. 

To guard against midge and the Hessian 
Fly, much attention should be paid to the 
preparation of the soil and the time of sew- 
ing. If we sow before the fifth of Septem- 
ber, the wheat is liable to be injured by the 
Hessian Fly, and if we sow after that date 
the midge is to be feared, for other things 
being equal, the earliest sown is the earliest 
matured. Much also depends on sowing 
seed that was fully matured before being 
gathered, and wheat cut when it will make 
the most and the best flour, is not fit to sow. 
Wheat which is fully ripe when cut, is pre— 
ferable for sowing, as it has proved to be 
more hardy and not so liable to be injured 
by the Fly. 

The farmer who believes that wheav will 
turn to chess, and yet sows wheat that con- 
tains chess, injures himself as well as the 
miller, for chess wheat will not make supe- 
rior flour. No wheat should be sown which 
has other seeds mixed with it, as it will take 
years to clear them from the land. If those 
who believe in the change from wheat to 
chess, will sow nothing but pure wheat, they 
will in time clear their lands of chess. When 
once introduced, however, it will take sever- 
al years with the closest attention to dis- 
perse it; for it ripens early, and mixes with 
the wheat in cutting, and produces another 
growth. Farmers should be careful to fre- 
quently change their seed wheat. If they 
procure it from a distance, and from differ- 
eat soils, the improvment in their crop will 
compensate them for their trouble and ex— 
pense. I have found some new varieties do 
well in favorable seasons, but when the 
grounds were bare most of the winter, there 
would be almost a total failure. Most of 
the varieties from Europe are later in ripen- 
ing, and not hardy. ik. Harrison in N.Y. 
Chronicle. 

The India Rubber Tree. 
The tree (Siphilla Elastica) is quite pe- 

culiar in its appearance, and sometimes 
reaches the height of 80 and even 100 feet. 
The trunk is perfectly round, rather smooth 
and protected by a bark of a light color. 

The leaves grow in clusters of three to- 
gether, are thin and of an ovate form, and 
from ten to fourteen inches in length. The 
centre leaf of the cluster is always the long- 
est. 

This remarkable tree bears a curious fruit 
of the size of a peach, which although not 
very palatable, is eagerly sought after by 
different animals—it is separated into three 
lobes, which contain each a small black nut. 
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The trees are tapped in the same manner | es in this country. His horse Lexington, 
that New Englanders tap maple trees. The 
trunk having been perforated a yellowish 
liquid resembling cream which is caught in 
a small clap cup, fastened to the tree. When 
these become full their cuntents are emptied 
into large earthen jars, in which the liquid is 
kept until desired for use. ; 

The operation of making the shoes is as 
singular as it is interesting. Imagine your- 
self, dear reader, in one of the seringo groves 
of Brazil. Around you are s number of 
good looking natives, of low stature and 
olive complexion. All are variously enga- 
ged. One is stirring with a long wooden 
stick the contents ofa cauldron, placed over 
@ pile of blazing embers? This is the liquid 
as it is taken from the rubbertree. Into 
this a wooden “‘last” covered with clay, and 
having a handle is plunged. A coating of 
the liquid remains. 

You will perceive that another native 
takes the “last” and holds in the smoke ari- 
sing from the ignition of a species of palm 
fruit for the purpose of causing the gluti- 
nous substance to assume a dark color. The 
“last” is then plunged again into the cauld- 
ron, and this precess is repeated as ii dip- 
ping candles, until the coating is of the re- 
quired thickness.—You will moreover notice 
a number of Indian girls engaged im making 
various impressions, such as flowers, etc., 
upon the soft surface of the rubber, by means 
of their thumb nails, which are especially 
pared and cultivated for this purpese. Af- 
ter this final operation, the shoes are placed 
in the sun to harden, avd large numbers of 
them may be seen laid out on mats in expo- 
sed situations. The original name of rub- 
ber is cahuchu, from which the formidable 
word caoutchouc is derived. 

Attempts are being made to prepare the 
gum for exportation in its liquid state and 
a quantity has been thus brought into New 
York and New Haven from Para., S. A. It 
is of great value for many purposes and the 
prospect is that it will soon be imported in 
large quantities.—Journal of Commorce. 

American Race Horses going to Europe. 
Among the passengers of the steamship 

Asia, which sailed yesterday for England, 
we noticed the name of R. Ten Breck, the 
Napoleon of the American turf since the de- 
cease Col. Johnson, of Virginia The ob- 
ject of Mr. Ten Breeck’s visit to Europe is to 
test the powers of the English race horse on 
English ground by actual experiment with 
those bred in America. For that purpose 
he takes out with him Lecompte, Prior, and 
the filly Prioress—three of the fastest hors- 
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however, is left behind for reasons best known 
to himself, For last century, England has 
been celebrated for the superiority of her 
race horses, and it is to her principally teat 
we owe our fine stock. Most of our best 
stock stallions have been imported from that 
country. It is contended by English turf 
men that the horse in England has attained 
the maximum of speed and no foreign horse 
is equal to them, In order to solve this 
problem, Mr. Ten Breeck, confident of the 
powers of the American bred horse, goes to 
England, and time will tell the result —We 
should be surprised were he to come off vic- 
torious—stranger things things have hap- 
pened. As we have beaten the English in 
many things, why should we not beat them 
in racing also? It is well known that the 
American trotting horse, whether owing to 
the skill of the driver or the inherent quali- 
ties of the animal, is far in advance of any 
thing in Europe.— Numbers are annually 
exported to England and France and sold 
at high prices, and will so continue until the 
breeding, training and driving of thetrotting 
horse—an art by itself——is better understood 
in those countries. We will, however, 
watch the movementsof Mr. Ten Breeck in 
Engiaud, and keep our readers fully posted. 
—[{N. Y. Herald. 

Care of Chickens. 

In rearing fowls for the market, the ear- 
ly treatment of chickens is of the highest im- 
portance, they should be warmly sheltered 
and housed, and moreover fed most liberally 
at very short intervals. Ifa chick receives 
a check in its growth at an early age, it 
never afterwards attainsa large size, as the 
boney frame becomes set, and a stunted 
growth is the inevitable result. 

With good and abundant feediog, and 
the advantage of free run; in favorable 
weather, Dorkings will become fit for the 
purpose of fattening at the age of three to 
four mouths in summer, and four to five or 
six in winter. In order to be in the highest 
perfection, fowls must be killed before they 
have arrived at their full development; the 
male birds must be taken when the sickle 
feathers of the tail begin to show, or as the 
country women say, “when their tail tails 
begin to turn;” and the females, whilst still 
pullets, i. e.--befare they have laid. 

Life, we are told, is a journey—and to see 
the way in which some people eat, you would 
imagine they were taking in provisions to last 

them the whole length of the journey!—Punch. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS, 
The New York Tribuoe has been furvished | 

by an old Yankee with the following valuable 
recipes for making home-made — 

Wueat anp Inpran Breap.—Tv two quarts 
of sifted Indian meal add hot water enough to 

_ perfectly cold; then cut it in slices half an inch 

| or.warm water to make a batter, add flour 

wet the same; when sufficiently cooled, add one | 
teaspoon full or more of salt, half pint oi yeast | 
and one teacup full of molasses. Then add 
wheat flour enovgh to make it iuto loaves, (it 
should be kueaded well) aud when risen light, 
bake or steam it three or fonr hours; if this | 
should get sour while risivg add a teaspoon full 
of sugar and a little saleratus dissolved in water. | 

Brown Breap.—'T'ake -qual quantities of 
Indian meal and rye flour: scaid the meal, and 
when lukewarm add the flour, adding one half- 
pint of good yeast to four quarts of the mix- 
ture, a table spoon even full of salt, and half a 
cup of molasses, kneading the mixture well.— 
This kind of bread should be softer than wheat 
flour bread; all the water added after scalding 
the meal should be luke-warm. When it has 
risen well, put it to bake in a brick oven or 
s:0ve—the former shoald be hotter than for , 
flour bread; if astove oven, it should be steam- 
ed two hours, then baked one hour more; when |} 
done, itis adark brown. The best article for 
baking this kind of bread is brown earthen 
ware—say pans eight or ten inches in height, 
and diameter about the same; grease or butter 
the pans, put in the mixture, then dip your 
hand in cold water, and smooth the loaf; after 
this slash the loaf both ways with a knife, quite 
deep. Some let it rise a little more before they 
put it to bake. Many people prefer this bread 
made of one third rye flour instead of one half. 
When it is difficult to get rye, wheat flour will 
answer as a substitute. It adds much to the 
richness and flavor of this kind of bread to let 
it remain in the oven over night. 

Vireinta Corn Breap.—Dissolve cne table- 
spoontul of butter in three anda half pints of 

| 

ge 

boiling milk; into this scald one quart of Indian | 
meal, when cool, add half pint of wheat flour, a 
little sugar, a teaspoonful of salt, and two eggs 

operation, and then pass it through the 

well beaten; mix well together, and bake in two | 
cake tins, well greased and buttered. 

Inp1an Breap.—Beat two eggs very light, 
mix them with one pint of sour milk, (or butter 
with sweet milk will do,) then add a teaspoonful 
of soda or saleratus, then stir in slowly ove pint 
of Indian meal and one teaspoonful of melted 
butter; beat these well together; bake in acom- 
mom cake pan in a quick oven. The bread 
can be made very good without eggs. 
Mos or Hasty Puppine.—Stir into a half 

pint of cold water enough Indian maal to make 
a thick batter; put this to three or four quarts 
of boiling water over the fire; after this has 
boiled ten minutes stir ina dessertspoonful of 
salt, and stifted meal it is quite thick; let it boil 

| lon of water add 2 ounces saltpetre and 1-4 

_ teaspoonful of saleratas, and a table spoonful of 
| ginger. 

from one to two hours, stirriag it often to pre- | 
vent its burning. 

Friep Musu.—Mush to be fried should boil 
a little longer, with a half pint of flour, say, to 
two quarts of mush; put the mush in an earth- 
en dish dipped in cold water; let it stand until ~ 

thic'-, and fry them brown on both sides in a 
little butter or pork fat--lard will do with a 
little salt. 

Inpian Cakes.—Take some much add milk 

enough to make the cake hold together; two or 
three eggs; two spoonsful of molasses or sugar, 
a little nutmeg or lemon, to suit the taste; buke 
on a griddle or in an oven. 

Rurumatisun—A Remepy.—The New Eng- 
land Farmer recommends the following recipe as 
a simple and invaluable remedy for rheumatism: 
“Ta®e a half pint of spirits of turpentine, to | 
which half an ounce of camphor; let it stand 
till the campbkor is dissolved, then rub it in on | 
the part affected. and it will never fail of remo- | 
ving the complaint. Flannels should be applied 
alter the part is well fomented with turpentine. | 
Repeat the application morning and evening. | 
It is said to be equally available forburns, scalds | 
bruises and sprains, never failing of success”’ 

Strychnia,---Lard an Antidote. | 
The American Journal of Medical Science | 

says that lard is an antidote to strychnia. It | 
wag discovered in an attempt to poison adog, | 
by placing the strychnia upon meat. The meat, | 
was near a jar of refase lard, and after the meat 
had béen eaten, the dog devoured the Jard, and 
to the surprise of the person watching the effect 
of the poison, it failed of producing any effect, 
althoughgone grain had been swallowed. The 
expcriment was repeated nine different times 
with like results and eleven times without the 
lard, in every instance proving fatal. | 

| 

For Seasoning Sausage Meat. 
To thirty pounds of well cut meat, from 

nine to ten ounces of clean, well rubbed fine 
salt, four ounces of pepper, and one ounce 
of sage. If you use a cutter, as most per- 
sons do, apply the seasoning after the first 

machine again, which will facilitate the pro- 
cess of mixing, and which should be done 
thoroughly. 

To Improve THE Wicks or CanpLes.—First 
steep the wicks in a solution of lime water, in 
which saltpetre has been dissolved. To i gal- 

| 
| 

| 

| 
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pound of lime. Dry well the wicks before us- | 
ing. It improves the light, and prevents the 
tallow from running. 

| 

For Sort GinaERBREAD.-Two eggs, half 
cup of sugar, a cup of Orleans molasses half a 
cup of butter, a cup of warm water with a 

° 

Goop Yeast.—Boil one pound of good flour, 
a quarter of a pound of brown sugar, and a lit- 
tle salt, in two gallons of water for an hour ; 
when milk warm, bottle and cork it close. One 
pint of this will make eighteen pounds of bread. 



The Sangamon Fair. } 
| 

_ EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
people of Sangamon and the adjacent coun- 

We again repeat that this Fair, will take | ties, in goodly numbers, will be at the Mor- 

place on the 23d, 24th, 25th and 26th, of | gan fair. The fair grounds are near Jack- 
the present month. We hope all who can, 

will bring articles for premium and exhibi- 
tion. It is usual to hear farmers say that 

they would have beat such and such articles, 

is often said by the ladies, and we have no 
doubt with truth. We trust our mechanics 

will show us what they can do in their sev- 
eral departments. Our citizens should feel 

an ambition and pride to show off their best 
on the occasion. 

There will be new arrangements for ex- 

hibiting the fine articles of ladies’, artist’s 

and mechanic’s skill the coming fair. New 

exhibition rooms are to be erected, and 

other important improvements are to be 
made upon the grounds. 

The coming fair is more important than 

usual, from the fact, that many strangers, 
who will be visiting our State, looking for 

locations, examining the country, or on their 

way to attend the State Fair, will be pres- 
ent. Our county has a reputation dear to 

its citizens, to sustain. 

The Stock Show. 
The stock show at our fair must be fine if 

our farmers will bring forward their stock. 

The arrangments will be ample to receive it, 
and we learn that many stock purchasers 
will be present. 

Sangamon coanty will be hard to beat 
when her horses, her cattle, hogs and sheep, 

are brought out. It will be a glori- 

rious sight when this is done—and we be~ 

lieve it will be done. 

Morgan County. 
The fair in Morgan county will come off 

aweek before ours. We trust arrangements 
will be made with the Great Western Rail 

| 
| 
| 
| 
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sonville, are well fitted up, and every effort 

will be made by the citizens of Jacksonville 
to accommodate the people who will be in 
attendance, 

if they had brought their articles of the | 
same kind to the fair. And thesame thing | 

| 
| 
| 
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Road Co., and other companies for trans- 
porting stock free to that fair, and in all 

cases for carrying passengers to and from 

the fairs on the usual terms half price. This 
will bring revenue to the companies and 

greatly benefit the public. We hope the 

| 

| 

Planting Orchards in the Fall. 

On some accounts, the fall is the best 
time for planting out orchards, if the grounds 

are in good order. Thesein all cases should 

be well worked, that is, deeply and well 
plowed, and should be in locations where the 

roots of the trees will not be in standing 
water during the winter. Where trees are in 

good condition, are planted out in suitable 

grounds, and a bank of earth thrown up 

about the roots, so that they will not 
be swayed by the winds and become loose, 

they will undoubtedly do well. 

The pedlars are already inthe field. Our 
farming friends will do well to recollect that 

trees grown in Illinois Nurseries, are best 
suited to our soil and climate—and of course 

are likely to do better than when bro’t from 
Eastern Nurseries ; they embrace all the de- 

sirable varieties and are usually more thrifty, 

healthy and larger, than trees brought from 

a great distance, and grown in soils unlike 
our own and in climates very different ; be- 
sides our Nurserymen are responsible now 

and hereafter that the trees sent are truc to 
their names. This point is of great impor- 

tance, for there are orchards all about this 
country uearly worthless from deception of 

the venders and persons who have been over 
this country, grafting trees. 

For the accomodation of our friends, we 

will receive orders for trees and shrubbery 

for all Illinois Nurseries on the lines of our 
Rail Roads. 

Sowing of Grass Seeds. 

Timothy sown in the spring, as a general 
thing, did not do well. If there was moist- 

ure enough to bring it up, the drought with 
the hot sun, dried it up and burnt it out. 

Many farmers prefer sowing it in the fall. 

If well put in, it will be likely to do well. 



If put in with wheat and the ground rolled, 

we are sure it will. 
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We would suggest that our farmers pay | 

more attention than they have done to the | 

saving of timothy seed- They will agree | 

with us that this can be effected with very | 

little labor. The timothy perfects its secd 

here as well as in any part of the country. | 

Thousands of dollars are sent out of this 

county every year for timothy and clover 

seeds. 

Cool Weather. 

At the close of last month and the first | 

of the present, we had some days of that pe- 

culiar weather which precedes the fall. 

Cool evenings, warm days, still atmosphere, 

pure skies—everything betokening that a 

change of the season was about to take 

place. Some of the birds of passage had al- 

ready taken their departure for the South— 

the leaves of the trees were exhibiting a hue 

that told that their office was nearly per- 

formed—the fields of corn were losing their 

green—-and even the insects which seemed 

to abound in the fields and groves, were 

chanting their last song of the season. 

Well, be it so. ' Nature has performed its 

duty ; the time is rapidly approaching when 

it must lay off its livery-of life, and repose 

for the winter season and until time pro- 

duces a resurrection, —when the same sea- 

| pers at $1, 65. 

' made at these figures. 

sons of spring and summer and autumn will | 

return to greet the glad vision of many of 

our readers. 
We will not say that we have not seri- 

ous thoughts when we think of the past sea- 

son,—the spring, the summer and the au- 
tumn upon which we are now entering. But 

these thoughts are common to all. Let us 

| 
_ desirous of sowing barley this fall. 

falfil the part which has been allotted us in | 

the great system of Nature, and it will be 

well whate’er may betide us. 
—— ow 

All the counties around us will hold fairs. 

We have already stated that Macon, Ma- 

son, Tazewell, Cass, Logan and Scott, have 

made arrangements for holding fairs. All 
these counties have their fair grounds, which 

are being handsomely improved. Christian 

county—as good a county of land as there 

is anywhere, and rapidly filling up with sab- 

stantial farmers-—has recently organized an a- 

gricultnral society which is about to purchase 

a tract of land for the use of the society. 

From the character of the gentlemen en- 

gaged in this matter, we are sure that suc- 

cess will attend their efforts. There is 

some fine stock in Christian, and some farms 

that can’t be beat anywhere. 

Rye for Wiater Feed. 
A number of of our Sangamon farmers 

are sowing Rye for fall, winter and spring 

feed for stock, It is found to be most ex- 

cellent and valuable feed. One farmer 

will sow 200 bushels. Late in Spring the 

stock is turned off; a crop is secured and, 

if the farmer chooses, he can turn in his hogs 

upon it, which grow rapidly and get fat upon 

the grain. Itis not grown here for flouring 

or for distilling. The use made of 

the crop in Illinois would be considered al- 
most sacrilege by those farmers who grow 

rye on the sterile hills of New England for 
breadstuffs. Rye flour howeve7, even here, 

has admirers, who can seldom find it in mar- 

ket. 

Winter Barley. 

This grain is quoted in the St. Louis pa- 
Many large sales have been 

The article is in 
good demand, and this demand seems to be 

increasiug. Here many of our farmers are 

Mr. 

Hensley of Morgan, the present season, has 
raised some 45 acres, which yielded forty 
bushels to the acre. FRANCIS & BAR- 
RELL have a portion ofhis unsold stock of 
barley for sale. It is designed for seed. It 

isa plump and clean grain. 

The prospect is fair that for some time to 

come, the cultivation of barley will pay the 
farmers better than wheat. 

Nale of Stock. 
The sale of Messrs. J. N. and Wm. 

Brown’s stock, will come offin Island Grove 

on the 11th instant. To such persons as 

desire to purchase valuable stock, this will 

furnish a very favorable opportunity. 



The Apple Crop. 
This crop will be tolerably good in this 

section of Illinois. The fruit, however, 

will not be as large as usual. 

We wish more care was taken in prepa- 

ring apples for market. Many varieties are 

nearly useless when shaken from the tree ; 
and all are worth a third more when gath- 

ered by hand than they are when shaken 

off. Apples, too, should be sorted and the 
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Events of the Month. 

Our foreign papers assure us that crops 

| in Europe are quite an average the pre- 

different kinds kept separate, when brought | 
lar a day—and diffienlt to be had at that to market. They appear better and bring 

better prices when in this condition. 

There are many calls for cider mills this | 
season. 

than to make vinegar, is a valuable article. 

Cider, if used for no other pnrpose | 

Cider vinegar is healthful and pleasant. | 
' these prices extend to the manufacturers, The vinegar usually sold is a most villainous 

compound, and its use only benefits the dis- 

honest manufacturer, doctors and dentists. 

Green Corn. 

sent season. In England especially they 

are fine ;—so heavy, indeed, that labor 

sufficient to save them is difficult to be had. 

The war with Russia has eut off much of 

the laboring population, which, with the 

emigration from Ireland to this country, has 

reduced the number of farm laborers so 

much that the best hands can obtain a dol- 

price. Labor in Ireland is also well paid 
for. War and emigration has thus been of 

benefit to the British Isles, and if high prices 
for labor continue, the Jaboring classes will 

be better fed and better educated, and if 

our country will be able to enter into more 

| successful competition with England in the 

What is more luxurious food than roast- | 

ing ears? The use of this luxury can be 

prolonged at least three months in summer 
with a little care. 

corn—plant it early; then the large sweet 

sweet corn; plant that—and you will have 

sweet corn till September, Plant all of 

these two or three weeks later than the | population. 

first, fora later crop; and you will have | 
delicious green corn, until “Jack Frost” | 

comes. And with little further attention 

you can have green corn until it grows again ! 

How? —A young lady gives us this recipe: 

“Boil the corn on the cob, and when done, 

Get the earliest sweet | 

various productions of the “loom and the 

anvil.” The revolution in Spain is about 
put down, and affairs in Europe exhibit lit- 

tle change. 

Our accounts from the Asiatic continent, 

are of slight interest. From China we learn 

| that the rebels were advancing on Shanghe, 
corn, plant soen after; then the mammoth which greatly injured the tea trade. The 

domestic war there seems to have little other 

effect than to cut off large numbers of the 

The parties kill but few in 

their battles, but when one of them is suc- 

cessful and secures prisoners, their heads are 

taken off without mercy. 

We have news from Liberia which shows 

_ that the new administration is doing well, 

cut it off; dry it in the oven; put it into a | 

bag, hang it ina dry place, and you have 

green corn for the winter.” And in the 

winter, it is capital. Now is the time to 

lay in a stock of this article. 

Dye, . ater j 7 ’ 3 | sas geax-Prof. Mapes states that niue-tenths “regard to the position of Walker. 

of the olive or sweet oil that is used in | 

this country, is manufactured in France from 

American lard oil, which is purified by sal- 

soda. The oil thus obtained is sweet and 

pure, excellent for oiling machinery and for 

making hair pomade, and for eating is about 
equal to real olive oil. 

and the country prospering. Settlements 

are to be made in the interior where the 

soil is fine, water good, and climate health- 

ful, Citizens who have gone into the inte- 

rior, find well peopled districts, which have 

the means for profitable commerce. 
In Central America much doubt exists in 

Some 
of his men are deserting, and even a whole 

| company, which is a pretty strong evidence 

| St. Francisco and Sacramento. 

against the permanency of his govern ment. 
In California, the Vigilance Committee 

still hold the government of the country. 
Several attempts had been made to burn 

A conside- 
rable degree of quiet exists. 
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paper, that Mr. Frye is to commence manu- 

facturing these plows immediately. There 

seems to be no doubt of the success of this 

plow among those who have witnessed its 

performances. Many have already spoken 

for them. We wish we could state their 

cost, but the proprietor is unable to do this 

at the present time. So soon as he has 

manufactured a few this will be done. 

We presume that arrangements will be 

made to test this plow sometime during the | 

fair days of the Sangamon Agricultural So- 

ciety. This exhibition will be worth the 

attention of all farmers,—especially of those 

who have lands to break up. Mr. Frye 

hag received several invitations to attend 

other fairs with his plow, and wiil certainly 
be at the State Fair, and probably at the 
Morgan County Fair. 

The “Adjustable Plow,” is an origival 
conception, and in our opinion will render 

the steam plow for breaking our prairies 
unnecessary for some time to come. 

It will be seen by advertisement in this 

| 

The Season. 
Lately we have had seasonable rains in 

this part of Illinois. The result is that the 
ears of corn are filling out well, and we shall 

have a good crop of that important staple. 
The grass has started up finely and late ve- 

getables are coming in well. Early potatoes 

are a failure, but we have some hopes of the 

late crop. 

plowing for wheat, and prairie breakers can 
resume their work. More turnip seed has 

been sown the present fall than ever in any 
season before. The fly has done some 

damage, but we still expect a large crop. 

Strawberry Beds. 
Now is the time to set out strawberry 

plants. If planted out now, and they get a 
tolerable growth this fall, they wi!l produce 

handsome crops the coming year. We bave 
already given in detail plans for strawberry 

beds. Strawberries are a healthful and de- 
licious fruit, and come when they are most 
wanted, and produce well in our soils. Mr. 
Fenner bas a fine variety of plants for sale; 
and they ean be had elsewhere in our city. | 

| 
| 

| 

| 

| 
| 

| 
| 

The land is in good order for | 

| 

| 
| 

| 
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The Rail Roads, 

The Rail Roads of Illinois, are doing an 

immense business at the present time. This 
business will increase with the coming years, 

faster, we apprehend, than the ability of the 

companies to perform it. The Rail Roads 
of Illinois will ultimately become the best 

paying stock in the country. 

We see it stated that T. J. Carrer, Esq. 
has resigned the superintendency of the 

Great Western Rail Road, and that Mr. B. 

F. Powp is appointed to succeed him. We 

also hear that Gov. Marreson has pur- 
chased the lease of the Chicago aud Mis- 

sissippi rail road for seventeen years. We 
are not certain of the correctness of this re- 

port, but we are sure of one thing,—that if 

(Giov. Matteson has charge of the road, its 

business will be conducted with the energy, 

promptness and liberality which are the dis- 

tinguishing traits of his character. This 

road is doing an immense produce business, 
The road through from Naples to Toledo 

will soon be completed. That will most un- 
questionably be an important road for Cen- 

tral Illinois. It passes through a country 
which possesses capabilities of production 

that cannot be eclipsed in the world. 

The Petatoe and Corn Crops. 

The potatoe crop is good in New York, 
Michigan and some portions of Northern 

Illinois. In Central and Southern Lilinois, 

the early planting is an entire failure. We 

have some hopes from the late planting-— 

not much, however. Potatoes are found to 

bring high prices, though, we think, when 

the crops at the North are matured, they 
will be lower than at present. 

There were but few sweet potatoes plant- 

ed; but these as a general thing look well. 

Some have been brought to market and sold 

at high prices. Asthe sweet potatoe will 
grow until there are frosts, most persons who 

bave them choose to let them remain in the 
sround sometime longer. 

Corn has greatly improved under the effects 

of late rains. The ears are generally filling 

out well and there will be a tolerable crop. 

We are informed, that where the ground 
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was plowed deep and the corn well tended, 

there are good crops. Such is the case so 

far as our information has extended. 
Three weeks ago the corn prospect was 

a bad one, and it was anticipated that old 
corn would be worth fifty cents by Christ- 
mas. Now it is sapposed that it will not 

be above it, present prices 25 cents per bush- 

el. 

There is no chance of the people of Illi- 
nois, suffering from famine within the next 

year certainly. 

To our neglectful Subscribers. 
When we recommenced the publication 

of this sheet, it was without any expecta- 

tion that the income from it would pay the 

cost of its publication. In that we are not 

disappointed. But we did expect that our 

subscribers would pay us the amount of 

their subscriptions, which would enable us 

to defray a portion of the expense of priut- 

ing. Mary have dune this, and a good 

many have not. We desire to know what 

yet will be done to determine whether this 

work shall be continued or not. It is not 

unreasonable, therefore, to ask those who 

are indebted to us, and who have not 2 con- 

venient opportunity to send us the amount 

of their subscriptions, to enclose us in a let- 
ter one dollar cash and forward it to us by 

mail. The small sum asked for this publi- 
cation we cannot afford to lose, and we 

ought not to lose it. We hope those of our 
subscribers who are behind, will promptly 
attend to these suggestions. 

Need Drills. 
We notice that Francis and Barrell are 

disposing of several of Pennock’s seed Drills. 
This instrument for Drilling in wheat, has 

been used in many of the adjoining counties 
with decided success. 

PeacHEes.—The Delaware peach crop, it 
is said, is a total failure. The peaches 
arefew and iuferior in quality. With a 
large wheat crop well secared throughout the 

country, the people can endure the loss of 
their peaches. ‘The crop in Jersey is also 

represented to be very smali—not more 

than one half of an average. 
i SS tc SS SS SSS SS 

A Sermon on Fairs. 
The last Ohio Cultivator, gave us a ser- 

mon on Fairs. Its suggestions are of gen- 

eral application: We copy it: 
“My Dear Hearers:—The season of ag- 

ricultural Fairs has returned, and our raral 
population will join with the dwellers of 
towns and cities to celebrate the triumphs of 
Labor, The farmers and the farmers’ wives 
and daughters, will bring of the excellencies 
of their products to place alongside the hand- 
iwork of the shop and factory, and they al- 
together will rejoice in their own and each 
other’s successes. It will be a day to be 
looked forward to and back upon, with a 
relish that will compensate many an hour of 
toil and weariness. 

Of course you will go to the fair. Let 
no little sneaking jealousy rob you of that 
pleasure and duty. What if Mr. Smith did 
not get the premium last year, when yon 
thought you should have had it? What if 
the judges did not decide in favor of Mrs. 
Jones’ quilt!—Mistakes will happen, they 
say, in the best of families, and may be it 
was not a mistake afier all, But you must 
go to the fair, and you must take along 
Sally and Tommy, and all the youngsters 
that are old enough to enjoy such a scene, 
and have aright nice family time of it. 

In the first place you should go because 
it is your fair. Now don’thold back because 
the Managers make you pay ten or fifteen 
or twenty-five cents ‘admission fee. With- 
out fences and buildings, who would risk 
costly articles on exhibition? And fences 
and buildings don’t grow up like toad stools, 
and no bills to be paid. This matter settled, 
the next question is, how to go. Be sure 
to dress in a plain substantiai manner, pre- 
pared alike for a crowd, for dust or rain. 
This precaution will put you at your ease 
while visiting the fair. To women in partic- 
ular I would say, don’t for pity sake put on 
costly shawls, thin slippers or very long 
skirts. The first will be a source of uneasi- 
ness to yourself while elbowing your way 
amoung rough men and rough fixtures, the 
second endangers your health and comfort, 
and the third is a positive nuisance to all 
parties I fear the fall fairs will be ter- 
ribly upon the new institution of hoops; 
these may muke a necessity for enlarging the 
fair grounds. We shall see. Do not take 
any baggage that can be dispensed with; 
for a couple or three days, you will hardly 
need a change of apparel. Do not not have 
upon your person any considerable sum of 
money. Stealing is one of the fine arts, or 
exact sciences. Do not get out of bumor 
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if you have t to » wait for cars or a seat at ta- 
ble, or a chance to look at some attractive 
object on exhibition. 
nature will conquer more than passion in 
such cases.” 

Steam Plow. 
Mr. Obed. Hussy has sent his steam plow 

from Baltimore to Ohio, and proposes to 
introduce it into Illinois, if means are fur- 

nished by some of our public spirited and 

able farmers. We learn that the Hon. H. 
C. Jouns, President of the Illinois State Ag- 

ricultural Society, has now propositions of 
Mr. Hussey to that affect. We should be 

to see the st air | ‘ 
giad tosco the steam plow at the State fair | raised it and have as much trouble as with 
at Alton. ee 

Bulbous Roots for. “Planting, 

These embrace Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, 

Jonquils, Narcissus, Gladiotus, &c. It will 

he soon time to put them into the ground. 

No plan's make a more acceptable and beau- 

tiful show of flowers in spring and summer 

than these. Whena supply is once obtained, 

there is no further trouble than to take them 

up occasionally and replant them. Young 

ladies should see to this matter befere it is 

too late in the. season to make beds and put 
out the bulbs. The beds should be of rich 

ground, partly sand or light soil, and the 

bulbs of all the plants mentioned should be 

planted out about eight inches apart. Ifa 

covering of spent tan bark or straw should 
be put over them during the intense cold of 

winter, it would be all the better for the 

plants. 

Brack SpaNisH Rapisu —There is a va- 

riety used in winter, by taking up and stow- 

ing away along with other root crops in 

November. It grows very large in rich soil, 

and will keep good till April.—Sow in rows 

one foot apart in August, thin out when 
well up, to three or four inches apart in the 

row. 

For Curing Beef. 

Eight lbs. of clean coarse salt, 2 ozs. of 
nitre, 1 1-2 lbs. of sugar, and 4 gallons of 
water to the 100 lbs. “of meat. Remove 
the scum, and let the rounds and other dry- 
ing beef remain in pickle from 9 to 14 days. 
Beef is not improved by smoking. Boiling 
meat will keep all winter in this pickle. 
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Patience and good | 
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Millet. 
Mr. Editor.--I have noticed in some of the 

last numbers of the Farmer pieces recom- 
mending Millet as a profitable crop, which is 

' no doubt the case in many instances, but 
one thing seems to present itself as an ob- 
jection to its cultivation and that is the dit- 
ficulty in getting rid of it again. 

When a boy [ recollect of a field being 
sown With millet on my father’s farm which 
was very troublesome for several years af- 
terward. Others tried it with the same re- 
sult. 

On coming to Illinois I saw Millet grow- 
ing. I enquired if it was not bad about 
seeding the next year and was told it was 
not. But now some of my neighbors have 

almost any other seed. Those who have 
raised it are unwilling to sow it again. So 
I have concluded that millet in the Yankee 
land is millet with the Suckers too. 

Do not think that I would discourage my 
brother farmers in the cultivation of a crop 
profitable and in itself harmless, but is it so? 
Let us hear from some of our old farmers 
who have raised it in Illinois yearsago. If 
this difficulty can be obviated, teil us how. 
Tell us whether it will not grow if the 
ground is seeded down for the next ten years 
and then plowed. W. B. 

Musical Practice 2 among Birds. 

Many people imagine that birds sing by 

instinct and their songs come to them with- 
out any labor or practice. But ornitholo- 

gists, who have made the habits of the 
feathered tribes a life study, hold a different 
theory, and tell of long and laborious prac- 

tice in species and individuals, to acquire 

facility and compass of song. The follow- 

ing information from a practiced observer 
will be new to many of our readers : 

Birds all have their peculiar ways of sing- 
ing. Some have a monotonous song, as the 
bay winged sparrow. The yellow bird has 
a continuous chatter without any particular 
form of song. The cat-bird is a mocker. 
The golden robin has a song of its own ; 
but each one may have a song of its own, 
though those of the same locality are apt to 
sing the same tune. The hermit-thrush has 
a round of variations, perhaps the sweetest 
singer of the feathered choir. But the song 
sparrow has the most remarkable character- 
istics of song of any bird that sings. 

Every male song sparrow has seven inde- 
pendent songs of its own, no two having 



the same notes throughout, though some- 
times, as if by accident, they may hit upon 
one or more of the same. 

Six years ago this spring I first made the 
discovery. A singer that had taken up his 
residence in my garden, attracted my atten- 
tion by the sweet variations of its songs, so 
I commenced taking observations on the 
subject, I succeeded at last in remember- 
ing all his songs, which are at this day so 
fresh in my memory as any of our common 
airs that I am so fond of whistling. On 
one occasion I took note of the number of 
times he sang each song, and the order of 
singing. I copy from my journal six years 
back : 

No. 1 sung 27 times ; No. 2, 36 times ; 
No. 3, 23 times ; No. 4, 19 times ; No. 5, 
1l times, No. 6, 32 times; No. 7 18 
times. Perhaps next he would sing No. 2; 
then, perhaps, No. 4 or 5, and so on. 

Some males will sing each tune about fifty 
times, though seldom ; some will only sing 
them from five to ten times. But as far as 
I have observed, each male has seven songs. 
I have applied the rule to as many as a do- 
zen different birds, and the result has been 
the same. I would say that it requires a 
great degree of patience and a good ear to 
come at the truth of the matter ; but any 
one may watch a male bird while singing, 
and will find he will change his tune in a 
few minutcs, and again in a few minutes 
and again in a few minutes more. 

The bird that I first mentioned came to 
the same vicinity five Springs in succession 
singing the same seven songs, always singing 
within a circle of about twenty rods. On 
the fifth Spring he came a month later than 
usual ; another sparrow had taken posses- 
sion of his hunting grounds, so he established 
himself a little one side. I noticed that he 
sang less frequently than of old, and ina 
few days his song was hushed forever. No 
doubt old age claimed him as a victim, In 
other cases I have known a singer to return 
to the same place, two, three, and four 
years ; but frequently not more than one. 
I think there is not a more interesting or 
remarkable fact in natural history than the 
one I have related, and it is a fact you may 
confidently believe—[N. E. Farmer. 

Grapes and Wine. 
N. Longworth writes to the Cincinnati 

Commercial saying: “In your paper this 
morning yon remark, The wine manufactur- 
ers of our city contemplate raising the price 
of their wines, in consequence of a failure of 
the grape crop.’ I have heard of such in- 
tentien, and believe there will be cause for 

| 
| 

it. I last spring had upwards of 40,000 gal- 
lons of old wine, which I had been selling, 
and stiil sell, at one-fourth less than cost. 
It is true that last winter was very destruc- 
tive to the crop. But in our vicinity many 
will have a fair crop, and a better yield in 
Kentucky and Indiana, south of us. And I 
believe increased grape culture will give us 
as large a crop as we had last year. But 
little injury has been experienced from the 
rot, and believe the season of danger is pas- 
sed.” 

To make Tomato Kerrcuup.—The to- 
mato should be squeezed up in the hand, 
salt added, and then allowed to stand 24 
hours. After passing through a. sieve, 
add cioves, allspice, pepper, mace, and 
whole mustard seed. Then boil it to one 
third, bottle, and cool it. A considerable 
portion of salt and spice is needed to keep 
the tomato well. 

ye. The juice of one bushel of sugar- 
beets, worth twenty-five cents, and which 
any farmer can raise with little cost, will 
make from five to six gallons of vinegar, 
equal to the best made of other wine ‘First 
wash and grate the beets, and express the 
juice in a cheese press, or in any other way 
which a little ingenuity can suggest, and 
put the liquor into a barrel; cover the bung 
with gauze and set it in the sun, and in fif- 
teen or twenty days it will be fit for use. 
By this method the very best of vinegar can 
be obtained without any great trouble. 

Srrciat Norice.---As a spring or summer 
medicine we would recommend Dr. J. Hos-. 
retrer’s celebrated Stomach Bitters above 
all others. Its strengthening, and invigora- 
ting effect upon a debilitated system is truly 
astonishing. Its tonic action on theliver, its 
tendency to drive all humors to the surface, 
thereby cleansing the system from all impu- 
rities, is what has gained for these Bitters 
such an enviable reputation, inasmuch as 
they are pleasant to the taste even as a be- 
verage, and are in general use as a family 
medicine wherever known. For sale by 
druggists and hotels throughout the city. 

Errata.—Ia the last paragraph of Mr. 
Frye’s advertisement, read “that he has been 

a practical Mechanic in various branches,’ 

&e. 

Recreation is a second creation, when weari- 
ness has almost annihilated any one’s spirits. 
It is the breathing of the soul, which otherwise 

’ would be stifled with continual business. 
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COMMERCTAL. 
SPRINGFIELD, Sept. 4, 1856. 

We have no important changes to note in the markets the 

present month. Wheat has slightly advanced and as the 

latest European advices represent the market for breadstuffs 

there as improving, we may anticipate that present prices for 

breadstuffs here will keep up. All the means of our railroads 

are unable to remove the pressure on the depots. There are 

still vast amounts of wheat remaining with the farmers. 

On the 3d, flour advanced in New York 5 and 10 cts. per 

barrel. At the close of the market, however, the rise was 

barely sustained. 
Wheat advanced the same day from 3 to dc per bushel. 

We make the following quotations, and believe them to be 

nearly correct. 

WHEAT—95c@$1 #@ bushel. 
WINTER BARLEY—For seed, $2 @ bushel. 
SPRING BARLEY— — # bushel. 

CORN—25c @ bushel. 

OATS—23c # bushel. 

POTATOES—$1@$1 50 #® bushel. 

ONIONS—$1 50@$1 75 # bushel. 
FLOUR—$6 @ barrel for first choice. 

BUTTER—15@20c @ hb. 

LARD—10c # bb. 
BACON—Clear sides 10c; ribbed sides 9c; country hams 

12c; sugar cured, lic @ th. 

DRIED BEEF—l5ic @ fb. 

GREEN APPLES—37@75c @ bushel. 

St. Louis Market--Sept. 3. 
Waeat—Prices for prime and choice grades. to-day were 

easily sustained. Receipts nearly nothing and a limited 

quantity only offering. Sales 167 and39 common red at 924; 

440 and 160 red and 72 white at $1; 75 red at same; 200 fair 

white at $1 06; 649, 288 and 117 prime red at $1 10; 836 
choice red at $1 12; 384 and 1,033 do at $1 1214, and 115, 155 

and 300 choice white at $ 15 @® bushel. Very few lots under 

prime in quality selling. 

Frour—Transactions in city superfine amounting to 3,000 

bbls on private terms. Country in fair demand, with sales of 

113 bbls musty at $3 40; 100 superfine on its merits at $5; 50 

do inspected at $5 25; 59 extra on its merits at $5 50, and 50 

do inspected at $6 @ bbl. 

Oats—Sales 134 sacks at 49, sacke returned; 76 at 44, and 

36 at 45, sacks included. 

CorN—No sales of prime; 260 sacks mixed at 47c; 92 yellow 

at 45 and 50c, and 234 and 268 fair white at 3c. 

BartrY—A lot of 160 sacks spring at $1 60, and 60 do 
prime fall at $1 80 for seed, sacks included. 

Hemp—Nominally, at $150@$160 # ton. 

Rore—100 coils prime hand-spun at 10c. 

Wuisky--Tho following lots: 36, 50, 48 and 50 S4c @ gallon 

and a later sale of 35c, an advance. 

Leap—-Sale of 300 pigs Missouri soft at $6 10 ® 100 Ibs. 

Potators—Sale of 500 bags, quality not ascertained, at $1 50 

‘® bushel. 

Hmes—Dry flint to regular dealers selling at de ® Ib. 
CorreE--Sale of 300 bags Rio reported fair at 1114c. 

Larp—-A sale of 500 tierces prime at a price excceding 12c, 

supposed to be 12)4c. 

Bacon—Sales 8 casks country pork house shoulders at 7c, 

and 25 casks country clear sides at 834c. 

New York Market--Sept. 3. 
CaTTLe Market--Receipts of beeves, 4,057. Sales moder- 

rate at a decline of one cent. Quotations range frem 7 to 1c. 

Receipts of sheep and lambs, 12,00; Lambs good at full prices. 

Quotations range from $1 50 to $8 @ head; the average price 

being $3 40 @ head. Receipts of swine 3,500 head. With 

large receipts prices have declined quality gemerally excel- 

lent. 

Chicagt Market--Sept. 3. 
FLour—$6 26, city mills. 

Wneat—99e $ bu for spring; $1 1214 for red winter. 

Corn—404c ® bushel. 

Rye—75c ® bu shel. 

BaRLEY—80c@$1 @ bushel. 

Timorny Seep—$2 50@$3 @ bushel. 

Butter—Fresh, in jars, 16@18c. 

Porators—Vary much. Some have been sold at 80ce@$1 P 

bushel. 

CRANBERRIES—New, $3 % bushel. 

PRAIRIZ CHICKENS—$1 25@$1 50 PB dozen. 

TALLOW—9@94c #P hb. 
Witp PLums—$2 50 bushel. 
GREEN APPLES—-$3@$5 P bbl. 

Waits Fish anp Trout—g$4 50 # half bbl. 
SaLtt—By the cargo, $1 85 per bbl; in lots $2 # bbl. 
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VEW WARBLE WORKS, 
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., 

Monuments, Grave Stones, Mantel Pieces, Coun- 
ter and Table Tops, and all other 

work in this line. 

A. J. HALDERMAN, 
Opposite the Chenery House, 

AS ESTABLISHED HIMSELF AT 
Sprinfield for the purpose of furnishing all who may 

desire the above articles. He has a large stock now on hand 
of the best quality of White Marble: His experience in the 
business enables him to say with confidence, that he will fur- 
nish as good articles, and as handsomely executed work, upon 
as low terms, as can be procured in the west. He considers 
it only necessary to add to this notice an invitation to pur- 
chasers to call on him and examine his work at his establish- 
men on Washington street, opporite the Chenery House. 
4a He will receive ig payw’’.: for work most kinds of 

country produce. augidaw 
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Tobacco and Opium. 
Tobacco is the most widely known of 

that class of indulgences called narcotic 
and for which there is such a prevailing taste 
among men. Whether instinctive or de- 

rived from artificial modes of life, the fact re- 

mains that the craving exists, and that man 

has sought out the means to gratify it with- 
out preconcert or knowledge of others, or 

by acquired influence beyond his own sphere. 
Tobacco is only equalled by Tea in its uni- 

versal use. Columbus found it in America 
in the year of his great discovery inthe form 

of cigars. From thence it was taken to 

Spain and France, and was introduced into 

England by those celebrated cavaliers and 

gentlemen Drake and Raleigh about the 
Year A. D. 1535. It met in England with 

some obstacles, the pedantic king said it was 
a ‘custome loathsome to the eye, harmfull 

to the brain, and in the black stinking fume 

thereof nearest resembling the horrible sty. 
gean smoke, of the pit that is bottomless.” 

In Turkey and Persia their religion con- 
spired against it, and yet now they have be- 

come the greatest smokers in the world. 
Cross legged they sit at all times of the day 

yielding themselves to the power of thisindul- 
gence. The practice swept over Asia, Hin- 

doos, Tartars, Mongols and Mahometans 
bowed to an influence, which much more 

_ strongly in opium, produced those soothing 

and resigned sensations, that surrender of 
character and consequences, so congenial to 

fatalism. It is said, and the above remarks 
would imply it, that the use of Tobacco first 
originated in America, but there is more 

probability that it was only revived and stim- 

ulated by that discovery, that it had been 
known in Asia from the very earliest times, 

and from thence, like the human family, was 

transplanted across Beehrings Straits into 
America. The use of tobacco is less harm- 

ful than King James’s edicts would seem to 
: imply, it cannot however be used by all con- 

| stitutions with the same freedom, as some 

| temperaments are naturally very exciteable 

| without it, but it has one virtue in its excess, 

that it neither destroys the mind, incapaci- 
tates for business, or involve others iu the 

general wreck like intovicating bevera- 
ges. Tobacco is an article that the Re 

venue Laws of most countries have seized 

_ upon as their inaliable right, their especial 

_ inheritance ; it is a luxury of the clearest 
| type, and with respect to Great Britain the 
‘custom defences’ have hedged in all its shores 
with little battlements, and a protective 

| Coast-Guard is ever stationed to prevent in- 
| trasion by the smaggler or other illegitimate 
source. It has been asserted that a lower 

duty-—now seventy five cents per pound en 

manufactured Tobacco ; about two dollars 

and twenty five cents on cigars, and one dol- 

| lar and fifty cents on snuff--would produce to 
the kingdom more revenue, by diminishing 

| the temptation to smuggling, and the adul- 
teration which is so extensively carried on 

in all forms of manufactured tobacco. In 
France the laws for the protection of this 

interest are not only quite as severe, but ab- 
surd and inconsistent, and put at naught all 
rational construction in their application. 

A few cigars left inadvertently in a captain 
or passengers drawer on the arrival of ship 

or steamer, will be seized upon by the fanc- 
tionaries in attendance, whose duties, like | 

that of a clock, admit of no qualification or 

remonstrance, and finefollows, and frequently 

imprisonment in the more aggravated cases. 

In Spain the smuggler threads his way over 

aN 
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the Pyranees, moves about in town or ham- | and temptations he had to withstand in final- 
let as Spaniards only can do, be he beggar | ly abandoning the drug.” From these men 
or prince, with the most dignified self-poses- 

sion, conscious probably of only evading the 
most ridiculous and absurd restraints, in a 

land given over to a lax and lawless govern- 
ment, the worst form of social and _ political 

tyranny. In Spain the government holds 

the monopoly of the tobacco trade. Re- 
spectable statists have put the consump- 

tion of tobacco in the world at two millions 

of tons, the United States being the largest 
grower, say to the extent of one hundred and 

ten thousand tons. Holland, of European 

countries, cultivates tobacco to a great ex- 

tent. 

Opium comes next in importance of the 
narcoties,” and there is something of dread 

attached to the contemplation of its secret 

and seductive powers. We know not the 
quantity that is used, aside from medicinal 

purposes, or as a simple indulgence, but it 

must be very great, and is said to be increas- 

ing as the consumption of spirits is diminish- 

ing, if this be not rather apparent than real. 

The influence of a moderate dose of the drug 

is exhilirating and pleasurable, but when 

the system becomes inured to it and excess 

follows as is most sure to be the case, the ef- 

fect isdepressing and melancholy. It weak- 
eus the powers of resolution and resistance, 

that upon which the character most depends, 

and the victim, as known in Eastern coun- 
tries, becomes a. most degrading and loath- 

some object. That its use will degenerate 

into a common vice in more enlightened 

countries is hardly possible, as the votary 
gets too far robbed of his manhood, too 

emasculated to be endured by a vigorous, 
athletic people. The drug is taken in the 

three forms of a fluid, a pill, and by the 
habit of smoking, and the effect of each is 

very similar. ‘Two eminent men in England 
have left us the records of its effects on them. 
Coleridge lived and conquered the habit, 

“but after what struggles and tortures, men- 

tal and bodily who can tell.” Another still | pernicious effect. 

we know perhaps better than from any other 

source its action on the superior races, the 
more improved sensibilities. Of others in 

the East of inferior organization it displays 
in its abuses a different action, varying with 

the temperament and character of the race, 

but in all showing general features that in- 
dicate the same origin. The Malays and 

Javanese become greatly excited under its 

influence, and in large doses are frantic, 
dashing through the streets, and with the ac- 

cumulated nervous energy imparted, do ter- 

rible mischief to all who fall in their way. 

The Anglo Saxon is lightly or slowly affec- 
ted, its influence active on entirely higher 

faculties. The quantity of opium used in 

Persia, India, Siam, China, and the Indian 

Archipelago is said to be quite incredible. 
The export of this product from Hindostan 

to China yields a yearly revenue of over. ten 

millions of dollars. It is an entirely forced 
trade as the laws of China prohibit it, and 

one of the greatest blemishes on the British 

Escutchion that no Englishman pretends to 

defend, and yet his government is permitted 

and, vi et armis, continues the traffic, against 

the universal sentiment of the world. We 
cannot dictate to other nations either liberty 

law or government without we discern our 

own weaknesses, and the language of scrip- 

ture is of universal application, physician 

heal thyself; see the beam in thine,own 

eye, or thou cannot by any subtilty or me- 
taphysics be an effective teacher of others. 

In moderation opium gives clearness and vi- 
gor to the intellectual faculties, with great 

power of bodily exertion, and there are those 
who assert from their knowledge of it in 

Eastern countries that its use may be gradu- 
ated to a good or at least to a harmless pur- 

pose, but of this there is doubt as the “‘ter- 
rible temptation” to increase the dose ad- 

mits of no long continued moderation. As 

a medicine opium is probably used to a most 

Its soothing quality is a 
more pleasant writer, De Quincy, alsoshook | virtue to the invalid and in a bread pill or 
off his slavery and has written a very im- 

pressive statement of the “terrible trials 
other deceptive compost imparts a happy 
sensation that is mistaken for a check to the 
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disease or for returning health. This charm 

soon passés away only to be repeated until 

faith is lost and a new trial attempted in 

some other distinguished nostrum. To chil. 

dren, cordials with these mixtures to keep 
them quiet during night is about equal to | 

murder in the slow unalleviated draft it 
makes upon the powers of nature, and the 
quietus it puts upon every capacity of enjoy- 

ment, What children endure under this 
brutal and inexcusable administration of 

medicine is known only to the Maker above, 

who in mercy may give them a constitution 

to outlive it, but in higher mercy according 
to our feeble apprehensions may better take 

them to himself. The opium used in Europe 
and probably in this country comes from 

Turkey in Asia and from Persia through the 

port of Smyrna, That used in Eastern 

countries comes from India where three to 
four hundred tons and acres are grown for 
export to China aloue. 

Fall of the “Charter Oak.” 
This vsnerable tree, conneeted with inter- 

esting historical recollections, fell in the late 

gale (Aug. 21) which swept over a large 

part of New England and the Middle States. 
This oak stood on the old “‘Myttys place” 

in Hartford. About the year 1650, Gov. 
Myttys made arrangements to remove from 
England to the colonies and sent his stew- 

ard to provide for him a residence in Hart- 
ford. He found a venerable oak tree upon 
the lot which he purchased, and which 

seemed to possess a peculiar sanctlity in the 

eyes of the natives. They said that it tow- 

ered above the forest and “had been the 

guide of their ancestors for centuries.” It 

was spared at their solicitation, and has fallen 

after the whole aboriginal race has passed 
away from the State. It had no doubt been 

the monarch of the forest for at least twenty | 
centuries, and finally fell by natural decay. 

Three years ago some lads made a fire in 
its hollow trunk, which burnt out the rotten 

wood, and left an opening so large that it 

inclosed 27 men at one time. It was 

thought that the fire would kill ‘the tree ; 
but it did not, and it seemed to flourish bet- 

ter after this treatment. The tree measured 

| 
i 

—— 

33 feet in circumference at the bottom and 
21 feet in circumference eight feet above. 
Colt’s Armory Band came up after the fall, 
and while the ‘Monarch of the forest” was 
surrounded by thousands of citizens, played 
solemn dirges over the remains. 

The incidents that gave to this tree the 
name of the “Charter Oak,” may be briefly 
related. Charles IT. in 1662 gave tothe co- 
lony of Connecticu‘ a liberal charter. In 
1686, James the II demanded a surrender. 
It was not given up. In 1687, Sir Edmund 
Andross came over from England as the 
newly appointed Governor. He arrived in 
Hartford when the General Assembly of 
the colony was in session. He entered the 
Assembly room with his council and deman- 
ded the charter. The charter was brought 
and laid on the table. Sir Edmund thought 
that the last moment of the colony had come, 
when the lights were suddenly extinguished 
and the charter disappeared. It was taken 

by Jeremiah Wadsworth and hidden in the 
oak. In 1689, King James abdicated the 

throne and the government of the colony 
was resumed by the officers elected by the 

people. The “Charter Oak” has been al- 
ways regarded with reverence by the people 

in its vicinity. It has stood all the visita- 
tions of time, probably from the adveut cf 

our Savior. Like all earthly things, decay 

has claimed it for its own, and it “has passed 

away.” 

Hedge Fences. 
Can the osage orange be set in hedge rows 

in the fall? We have often heard this ques- 
tion asked. Our springs are short,—too 

short to accomplish all desirable spring work, 
Thence it is, that there will be great advan- 

tage if some of the work set for spring can 
be done in the fall, because in the fall, there 

is, annually, some leisure time with our far- 

mers. 

But, this is not answering the question — 
“can the osage orange be set out for hedges 

in the fall?”—The question is satisfactorily 
answered in the annexed communication, 

which we copy from the Valley Farmer : 
Messrs, Epitors:—For the propriety and 

safety of setting hedge plants in the fall we 
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have the same arguments that we have for 
setting fruit and other trees in the fall. 
‘These are few and simple, as we find them 
in books and in the files of our best agricul- 
tural papers in past years. It will answer 
all my purpose to present them here as ex- 
act quotations, aud with your permission I 
will do so. From a New York horticultu- 
Tist, in @ paper of that state, I find the fol- 
lowing : 

“Autumn is the best time for transplant- 
ing hardy trees, such as the apple, pear, 
quince, &c. An experience of a quarter of 
a century, during which period we have 
rarely, if ever failed to do some planting, 
both in the spring and autumn, leaves no 
doubt in our mind, that the autumn is pre- 
ferable to the spring for this all-important 
work. The fall planting favors the packing 
of the soil and prepares the young tree the 
better to vegetate in the opening of the sea- 
son. This is the best season for planting 
every species of deciduous trees ” 
A writer of the West, in the Valley Far- 

mer last year, argues as follows : 

“In a cold, northern climate, and in a te- 
nacious clay soil, it is perhaps best to defer 
planting trees till spring. But in this sec- 
tion of the south-west, particularly where 
the soil is not too retentive of moisture, the 
fall is decidedly the best season to plant 
most kinds of trees, and particularly apple 
and peach trees. In planting fruit trees, 
care should be taken to press the carth 
firmly around and under the roots. If cavi- 
ties are left under the bottom of the tree, 
as they often are, when planted in the 
fall the rains of winter cause the earth to 
settle firmly around the roots, and the 
growth is sure and rapid in the spring.— 
When trees are planted in the fall the roots 
will often make a considerable growth be- 
fore spring.” 

These advantages of fall setting, and all 
others which can be named, are as wuch 
greater in the case of setting hedges, as is 
the importance and labor and hurry of set- 
ting extensive lines of hedges greater than 
that of setting orchards For the fact is, 
that to the extent which hedge-growing is 
now undertaken in our country, year by year, 
it is impossible to crowd the setting all into 
the spring season. 

I aim aware that reasoning from analogy 
will not suit some persons. With regard to 
setting the Osage Orange plant in hedge 
row in the fall season, we have some testi- 
mony a8 positive as can be desired. 

The hedge grown by Mr. A. H. Ernst, 
around Spring Grove Cemetery, Cincinnati, 

he says was set early in November. This 
hedge, the Ohio State Agricultural Socie- 
ty’s Committee reported in 1853 as the next 
best to that which they awarded the pre- 
mium. It was then six years old. 

To come now to personal knowledge, I 
can say I have seen some hedges which grew 
well of both fall and spring setting, and some 
setting of both seasons that did not. Be- 
tween fall setting and early spring setting 
there is more difference caused by the man- 
ner of setting than anything else. I advo- 
cate setting hedges in the fall—all that can 
be well done, from the time of the first frost 
until the ground freezes. I hope to set 
more this fall than I did last spring. Hed- 
ges can be set in the fall with much more 
safety than late in the spring, after the mid- 
dle of May, unless it be very wet and con- 
tinue soa month. But in both cases, and 
in all cases, I shall hereafter insist upon 
more careful setting, deeper plowing and 
deeper setting than have most generally 
been practiced, or than I have heretofore 
practiced myself. I find the plants and the 
season are often blamed for failures which 
are chargeable only to insufficient plowing 
and careless setting. Instructions are not 
too definite upon this point. Mr. James 
McGrew says: “Break the ground from 
twelve to eighteen inches deep.”—[{Pamph- 
let, page 10.] Mr. H. W. Petkin, in his 
directions upon preparing ground for set- 
ting, says: “If you have no sub-soil plow, 
go two or three times in the same furrow 
with the same plow. Break up thoroughly 
at least fifteen inches deep.”—( Pamphlet 
page 5.) Mr. C. R. Overmann, Canton, 
Ill., in his pamphlet (page 9,) says, ‘Set 
the plents two inches deeper than they stood 
in the nursery,” and emphasises the words 
very conspicuously. And for this peremp— 
tory direction he gives the sound reasons of 
dear-bought cxperience in the following 
words: ‘‘Unless the plants are set very deep, 
the ground will recede from the plants in 
setting, and expose the upper parts of the 
roots, a common and fatal error.” 

LOGAN SLEEPER. 
Brinerton, Aug. 1856. 

Sale of the Messrs. Browns’ Stock. 

This took place on the farm of J. N. Brown, 

Esq., in Island Grove, on the 11th. The valua- 
ble stock offered was all sold at fair prices— 
higber, however, than apy we have lately no- 
ticed. ‘The purchasers were from different parts 
of the State. Much good will result from the 

dissemination of this valuable stock. 
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Cultivation of the Grape in the United States. 

Dr. Gumpreit, a German, has recently 
published a work on this subject. He ex— 

plains the causes of the failure of the mani- 
fold attempts to domesticate the European 
grapes in the United States by comparative 

thermometrical and hygrometrical statements 

from which it appears that the ill success is 

attributable to the greater proportion of 
moisture to which the vine is subjected here; 
while the temperature is more favorable in 

Philadelphia, Cizcinnati or St. Louis than 

in Paris, Dresden or Prague. The Cataw- 

ba grape, an indigenons variety, is now 

extensively cultivated in the West and 

Southwest, and the Catawba wine bids fair 

to become an important article of commerce: 

In 1854 the vineyards comprised less than 

three thousand acres, the greater proportion 

of which was in the vicinity of Cincinnati, 

from thence the grape culture has since 

spread, along both banks of the Ohio, to 

Pittsburgh and Cairo, and in a southerly di- 

rection through Kentucky and Tennessee to 

Alabama, and westwardly to Missouri. 

Oa the Ohio an acre yields on an average 
500 gallons of wine—an immense yield, com- 

pared with the average of France, which is 

only 200 gallons. In 1853, however, which 
was the most fruitful year since 1848, the 

yield was most extraordinary, averaging 

along the Ohio 650 gallons to the acre, some 

vineyards even producing from 800 to 900 

gallons. The wine-growers of Ohio are 

mainly Germans and their descendants. 

produce of wine in the United States was 
estimated at 500,000 gallons; and in 1854 | 

the mammoth cellar of Messrs. Longworth 
& Zimmerman, at Cincinnati, contained 80,- | 

the United States, California and Florida 000 gallons. ina few years the product 

will doubtless be doubled and trebled, since 

the present high prices of wine pay the pro- | 

ducer a fair profit, and the demand issogreat 

that the wine dealers are scarcely abie to keep 

a stock on hand. 
The juice of the grape is manufactured 

either into still wine or sparkling wine. The 

latter, in the preparation of which, as in 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 
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| 

| 

| tion of alcohol in 

In 1853, notwithstanding the comparative. | Sidered high. 
ly small area devoted to wine-growing, the | 
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that of Champagne, liquor is added, is the 

most sought after, and its production has 
already increased to such an extent that 

Buchanan estimated the value of sparkling 
wines raised in Ohio, at $175,000 per ann— 
um. 

The wine produced in the United States 
ismostly of the description known as the white 
wine, but little of it being red. The value 
of the wine depends, as in Europe, on the 

character of the soil, the mode of treatment 

and the weather. The years, 1846, 1848 
and 1851, produced the best wines both 

here and in Europe; the vintage of 1853 
was also a good one. In general, the pro- 

duct.of the Catawba grape has the finest 
flavor, and the greatest durability—it im- 

proves in quality for thirty years. Accord- 

ing to ananalysis made in 1846, the Ameri- 

can wines contain from seven to eleven per 

cent. of alcohol. A sample of the Catawba 

hock from Longworth’s cellar, seven years 
of age, was proved to cortain from eleven to 

eleven and five-tenths per cent. of alcohol, 
and a sample of red wine, of the cape species, 

was found to contain nine and one-eighth 

percent. Buchanan states that the propor- 
the American wines is 

about the same asin the wines of France 
aud Germany Brande, however conten ds 

that the French Grape wine contains 18,- 
94; Barsac, 13.86; Sauterne, 14.22; Rudesh- 

eimer of 1800, 12.22; Hock 14.37, per cent, 

ofalcohol. 

The prices of American wines may be con- 

Ten or twelves bottles of 
stored still wine cost from five to eight dol- 

lars, and sparkling wine brought twelve dol- 

lars inl854. New wine ranges from forty 
cents to one dollar ten cents. 

Of the recent Territorial acquisitions of 

will, probably, ere long be ranked among 
the wine-producing States. In California, 

| the efforts of the old Catholic Missionaries 
to cultivate the grape resulted satisfactorily 
and the manufacture of wine from the do. 

mestic grape of Florida was also attended 
with success. Sir John Hawkins reports, 

that in 1694 the early settlers of Florida re- 
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alized twenty hogsheadsofpalatable winefrom 
the native grape. The good results which 
were anticipated from this discovery were, 
thanks to the political disturbances in which 

that colony became involved, never reali- 

zed. 

In Canada West, where certain species 

of wild grapes are very abundant, the man- 
ufacture of wine recently introduced, has 

been attended with the most signal success. 
Buehanan’s Journal pronounces it superior 
to the imported port wine. 

The severe weather of the last winter 
cut short the present grape crop in the vine. 

yards in the neighborhood of Cincinnati. 
There will probably not be half a crop. In 

all the Northern half of Illinois, the wood 

of the Catawba and Isabella grapes was 
nearly all killed. There may be a few grapes 

of these varieties in Southern Illinois. The 
roots have thrown up good wood the pres- 

sent season, and if no untoward weather 

intervenes we are likely to have large crops 
of grapes the ensuing season. 

The wild vines of our woods are loaded 
with fruit, and it is now gathered in large 

quantities. Mr. Brush of Ottawa, has 
manufactured a valuable wine of these grapes 

mueh resembling port, which however, is 

not a new thing—for the corly French resi- 

dents of Illinois, made wine in large 

quantities from the same species of fruit 
some two hundred years ago. 

Whatever may be said about the case of 

the wines from our native grapes, it is cer- 

tain that they will he far injueious than these 
crugged compound, sold as foreign ardent li- 

quors. 

Of the Moon. 
In the course of the last month there was a 

meeting of savans “for the advancement of sci- 
ence,’ at Albany. A good many curious sub- 

jeets were discussed and new discoveries an- 
nounced at this meeting. The moon was one of 

the subjects vf discussion. Prof. ALEXANDER 
discoursed of the relative age of different por- 
tions of its surface. He exhibited diagrams of 
the moon, in comparisun with the Eastern Hemi- 
sphere of the earth, and went on to show that 
the moon had undoubtedly been subjected to 
convulsions similar to those which had occurred 
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on the earth, the white objects which are ob- 
served upen its disk being evidently the matter 
thrown up by the convulsions which had dis- 

turbed its surface. Prof. Mitcuex inquired if 
Mr. A. had observed unon the moon’s surface 

appearances like a lake and a river. Professor 
ALEXANDER had observed them ; they were once 

fluid, but are now cooled lava. Prof. Mircur. 

noted the peculiar appearance of the river, 
which was one hundred and fifty miles lorg, and 

tunneled a hill, disappearing ani then reappear- 

ing. He would not be understood as asserting 
that there were actually lakes and rivers up 

above, but the appearance of things was 80 
much like them, that if he were transported to 
the moon, with his knowledge of the earth, with 

his telescope, with the privilege of observing 
this mundane sphere from thence, he should cer- 

tainly say that.the lakes and rivers here were in 
appearance precisely similar to those of the 
moon, when viewed from the Cincinnati hill, for 

instance. 
We are increasing our acquaintance with our 

celestial neighbor. 

Cultivation of Fruit. 

The season is now at hand for the planting 
out of fruit trees. Little that is new can be said 
on this subject. But old facts can be with ad- 
vantage brought to mind, can be dwelt upon, 
and can be impressed upon the attention of the 
reader. All love fruit. It is healthful; it is 

desirable; and its cultivation can be made a 

source of prefit as well as pleasure. In these 

days, it would be regarded as strange, indeed, if 

any man opening a new farm did not take meas- 
ures to plant out an orchard. It is demonstra- 

ted beyond a doubt that the West is second to 
no country in the production of fine fruit, and 

especially of apples. Fruit growera from the 
East, who attended the Fruit Growers’ Conven- 
tions at Chicago and Burlington, admitted, 
without question, this fact. 

The opening of new farms in Lllinois, and the 
extension of old farms, in every quarter of the 

State, is beyond any precedent, even in this pro- 
gressive age, and almost beyond estimation. — 
These improvements, as a general fact, are made 

by men whose ambition is not confined to the 
fencing of a few acres, to the ercction of 11!- 

ighted, ill-ventilated and unhealthy dwellings, 
and the raising of produce merely sufficieat to 

carry the farmer from one year’s end to another ; 
but they are made by men who aim at having 
good farms, managed and improved with good 
taste, and who intend them as desirable, profita- 
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ble and healthful homes for themselues and their 
families. 
We have already, in former numbers of this 

paper, spoken of the expediency of planting out 
skirts of timber and groves on our prairie farms, 

and that this should be done as expeditiously as 
possible. Not a year should be Jost in doing 

this. Life is short ; but middle aged and young 
men, by planting out forest timber in time, can 
live to realize the advantages of handsome 

groves and timber on their bleak and exposed’ 
farms. The fury of the winds which occasionally 

pass over our prairies can be arrested in time by 

planting out groves and skirts of timber. 
But our present object is to furnish something 

on the subject of fruit cultivation. We suppose 

our farmers, many ef them, at least, desire to 

produce fruit trees—especially apples and 
peaches. These can be had in any desirable 
quantities {rom the nurseries of this State. We 
repeat what we have said on former occasions— 

that trees raised in our nurseries suit better our 
soil and climate than those grown east of the 
mountains. Eastern trees are smaller, are not 

so thrifty, oftener eovered with insects, and still 

oftener are not reliable fruit. We have at this 

time reputed agents of Eastern nurseries scour- 
ing the whole country, seeking orders for East- | ! 
is ‘i . ae | Continued vigilance is the only safety, against 
ern trees. We again repeat that the nurseries 

of Illinois, conducted by responsible men, are en- 
tirely adequate to meet all the demands upon 
them for trees ; and the trees supplied by them 
can be transmitted upon our railroads to almost 
any point in the State; within forty-eight hours 
of the time they are taken {rom the ground. 

The Catalogue of L. Exxusworts & Co. fur- 
pishes some interesting hints in regard to the 
destruction of insects which infest trees, as also 
valuable rules for transplanting trees, which we 
are sure will be serviceable to our readers : 

“ Insgcts.—Fruit trees should have good cul- 
ture, and they should also be protected from the 
depredations of insects. 

he Borer is one of the most formidable.— 
They are generally found near the ground, some 
times high up the body, and even in the limbs. 
They can be detected in their early existence, by 
the appearance of small punctures in the bark, 
and ‘hes like fine sawdust. At this time they 
are easily destroyed, as they have not yet pene- 
trated far into the weod ; they should be at- | 
tended to and destroyed at once. When they 
have penetrated to the heart, or so far that they — 
cannot be reached by a wire, a small piece of 
camphor gum, or a little turpentine, put into the 
hole, covering it with wax on the outside, will 
destrey them. 

CarTrrpitiars should be destreyed on their 
first appearance; this should be attended to in 
the morning, when in their nests. 

The Scary Apuis, og Bark LovseE, is more 
Cee a eee 
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difficult to destroy than any of the whole tribe 
of depredators. This insect is found on trees 
brought from the Eastern nurseries. Various 
modes for its destruction have been recommend- 
ed, sueh as strong ley, whale oil soap, whitewash 
of lime, &c., &c. Some of these are good when 
the application ean be made directly to them, 
but on limbs of large size this is difficult.— 
Throwing quicklime or ashes into the tops when 
the trees are wet with dew or rain has also been 
recommended. The ashes, or lime, adheres to 
every part they touch. This can best be done 
when the trees are not in leaf; it should be re- 
peated several times. The best time to apply 
any of these washes is the fore part of June, or 
the latter part of May When the fruit trees 
are young frequent washing is beneficial. When 
the bark is rough it should be scraped smooth. 
This is best done with the tree scraper. 

The Woo..y Apuis is seldom met with at the 
West, but, like the Bark Louse, we are indebted 
to the Hast for its appearance here. When first 
found they should be effectually destroyed, as 
they spread rapidly. We have none in our 
grounds, aod had we, we should destroy rather 
than sell trees infected with them. They infest 
the roots as well as the limbs. Sulphuric acid 
diluted in water, in the proportion of one to ten, 
can be applied to them; or, two parts soft soap 
and eight of water, mixed with lime enough to 
make it the consistency of thick whitewash, put 
on with a brush ; when found on the roots, the 
earth should be taken away before applying the 
remedy, and fresh earth replaced afterward.— 

depredators.” 
HINTS ON TRANSPLANTING. 

More has been written on the subject of Tree 
Planting than has been written understanding- 
ly. All treessnould not be planted in the same 
manner nor at the same depth, whilst the same 
condition of things in some particulars must 
exist in all cases. 

lst. The ground should be deeply and thor- 
oughly worked, and where wet underdrained. 

2d. The ends of all broken roots should be 
pruned off by a smooth, sloping cut from the 
under side outward. 

3d. Trees planted in the orchard (except 
pears and dwarf apples*) should be planted 
about the same depth they stoodin the nursery. 
More orchards are injured by planting too deep 
than otherwise. 

For a guide, observe forest trees, the roots 
near the top and the collar above the ground. 
The hole should be at least two feet deep; and 
in breadth from three to five feet, according to 
the length of roots; in no case should the ends 
come in contact with the hard earth. If the 
sub-soil is retentive or clayey, small stones, 
broken bricks, bones, or something of the kind, 
should be thrown into the bottom of the hole, to 
the depth of six or ten inches; this will pre- 
vent water remaining around the roots; then 
wet the roots, place the tree in the position you 
wish it, with its roots in their natural position, 
cover with rich pulverized earth, closely a 
ing it around the roots with the fingers, filling 

all the cavities. The practice of some to work 



the tree up and down is very objectionable, as 
1t draws the roots up, and in pressing them 
back the smaller ones become more or less 
doubled up; when the hole is nearly filled (if 
the soilis dry) pour on from half‘ to one pailful 
ofwater; wait until it settles away, then finish 
filling up with earth, pressing it firmly with the 
foot, leaving the ground around the tree some- 
what, concave or dishing; then place around 
the tree long manure or loose litter, extending 
beyond the ends of the roots, it protects from 
drought in summer and severe freezing in win- 
ter; it should never be omitted in our sudden 
changing climate and almost snowless winter, 
prairie country. 

The practice of mixing manure with the 
earth placed around the roots of fruit trees is 
very objectionable. Manure placed@upen the 
ground will impart its fertilizing qualitiesto the 
roots, i aid of rain, in a more acceptable 
form. Trim up the tree to the desired height 
for the head (which should be low) leaving 
limbs sufficient for the top ; cut back one half 
of the os year’s growth; when there 
are no limbs suited to the purpose, cut the trees 
back to the proper height, to form atop. Those 
planted in autumn should not be pruned until 
spring. 
fj If trees, shrubs, or plants arrive during free- 
zing weather, they should be put over cover (a 
cellar is preferable) and not be disturbed until 
a thaw; ifthey are dry, lay them in a trench, 
wet and cover them with earth, keep them in 
this condition from six to twelve days, accord- 
ing to circumstances, when they will be res- 
tored. 

TABLE 
Showing the number of Trees required to pl — Brotha onus ; quired to plant an acre. 

Feet. ‘Trees. | Feet. ‘Trees. | Foot. Trees. | Foot. Trees. 

Valuable Raspberry Pateh. 
Mr. Samuel Seymour, of Norwalk, Conn. 

raises raspberries for market. This is his pro- 
cess: His land is on a stony side hill ; the large 
Stones were removed from the surface ; land well 
manured ; stalks planted in. the fall of ’52, four 
in a hill; hills four feet apart; the stalks were 
three feet high; they were immediately laid 
down and covered with one or two inches of 
soil. In the spring, just as peaches were in 
bloom, they were uncovered and tied to small 
stakes ; the ground was kept clean and in good 
order, and the plants cultivated as eorn. There 
was five-eighths of an acre in the piece of land 
thus occupied. The plants yielded, the first 
year, 440 pint baskets; the second year, 226 
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baskets, the third year, 5,026 baskets, worth at 

the rate of $658 40 per acre. Of the production 
the present year we have not a full estimate.— 

| On the 24th July, 4,600 pints had been gath- 
ered, and still the gathering was going on. The 
variety of raspberry cultivated in this case was 
the pure Antwerp, which is nor the variety oul- 
tivated here as the Antwerp. The canes are 

prickly ; shorter ; and the fruit larger and of a 

higher flavor than the false Antwerp. 

Poultry. 
According to the census of 1850, the 

value of the poultry in Illinois was estimated 
at $330,968. Large as this sam is, the 

value of the poultry now in this state will 
now double the amount. Probably nine- 

teuths of this estimate is based on the re- 

turns of the dunghill fowl—-the remainder on 

the turkies, geese and ducks. 
The common dunghill fowl can be raised 

on our farms, generally, with little cost.— 

There is always plenty of feed about. But 

they should be provided with places for lay- 

ing and raising chickens. In winter all va- 

rieties of hens will lay if provided with pro- 

per food, warm shed, and plenty of lime, 
ashes and occasionally fresh meat. 

The care taken of the Shanghais, Brama 
Pootras and other choice fowls, causes 

them to lay through winter. One family 

within our acquaintance sold $30 worth of 
Shanghai eggs last winter. Eggs are of 

sufficient value in the winter months to jus- 

tify the best care of fowls. 

English Durham Stock. 
‘The value of the improved Short Horn Dur- 

ham stock is proved by the fact, that in Eng- 
land, where this stock is most sought, the supply 

of valuable, first class animals is much less than 

several years ago. Early in the month of July, 

the Royal Agricultural Society of England held 
its Fair at Chelmsford, thirty miles from Lon- 

don. The best stock of England was there on 
exhibition. An American stock breeder, R. 
AtcHIESON ALEXANDER, was present. He pur- 

chased several animals, at prices one half more 
than they were a year ago, He says that these 

high prices are the result ef demands for this 

stock from France and Australia. Mr. ALEx- 
ANDER writes to the Ohio Farmer : 

“The number of Short Horns exhibited this 
year at the Royal Society’s Show was seventy- 
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eight, which I believe to be considerably less 
than usnal; and if we look at the shape an 
quality of the stock, generally, there i~ @ most 
decided falling off in t is show as compared io | 
those of tormer years. But how can it %e oth- 
erwise? Exhausted by the consiant demand 
first from America, then from France and the 
Continent of Europe, and imore recently from 
Australia, the ~hort Horus have. within the last 
four years diminished most wonderfully in num- 
bers. And as most people who come ere tor 
stock desire to get the best, the number of good 
ones left is very small, compared to the whule 
number.” 

From the Prarie Farmer. 

The Eagle Fan. 

A certain firm in this city commenced the 
manufacture of this Fan last year, but failin 
to make a good article the patentee abandon 
them, being determined to manufacture a mill 
which he could warrant, or none at all. The 
mannfacture has now been commenced at La- 
porte, Ind., on an extensive scale, with a heavy 
controlling capital. The name of this firm is 
William Jervis & Co. 

In compliance with the invitetion of the gen- 
eral agent of the company, A Bonham, Esq., we 
dropped down to see the mill work. It was 
the wish of the proprietors to have its quality of | 
separating chess, cockle, dats, rye &c., from 
wheat, thoroughly put to the test. We there- 
fore took some wheat adding to it and mixing 
thorou hly about one third of chess, cockle and 
rye. This 
in fine condition—nearly every kernel of chess 
and cockle taken out. 
not only removed all foul stuff, but most per- 
fectly separated the small kernel of the wheat | 
from the large—more perfectly and exactly, 
perhaps, than could have been done by hand; | 
and all this done with only one screen in at a 
time. The construction of this mill is peculiar. 
In the first place it has no hopper separate from 
the body of the mill. It has no ‘‘shoe’’ in the 
rear part, which in the old ‘mills contains the 
sheives, and does the “‘shaking.”’ 
entirely open here, whereby the blast is all di 
rected upon the falling grain. 
much of the blast is unavoidably lost at the shoe 
where no grain ever goes. 

mill strikes upon four plates of iron placd across 
the space which is occupied by the seives in the 
common mill. These plates are set an an an- 
le of about forty-five degrees to a perpendicuj 
ar, and as the grain strikes those itis held sus- 
pended for & moment by the powerful blast, and 
the chess and other foul stuff is mostly blown 
out. The grain can all be let fall on the floor 
under the mill, or be carried to the front as usu- 
al. The working of the mill isdone with the 
greatest ease—no jar, no shaking, but runs as 
smoothly as an ordinary cylinder churn filled 
with cream. 

The largest size may be easily passed through 
an, door, being only 28inches wide, and 

ut through rapidly, and came out | 

A second turn through | 

This millis , 

In the old mill | 

How then does it , 
clean! The grain in falling from the top of the | 
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| It separates grass seeds from grain completely 
' by one operation, and will free grass seeds 
| from all light and useless seeds perfectly. 
Specimens were examined through a micro- 

| scope, and so completely was every thing use- 
| less thrown out, that we could not discover 

a single refuse kernel. It is on the whole the 
most perfect fan ever patented. Every mill will 
be warranted. . This is saying enough for the 
manufacturers expect to turn out twenty mills 
er dav—employing twenty men. Everything 

1s to be done by machinery which they are 
now engaged in fitting up. They use one of 
Bulkley’s Steam Dry Kilns for seasoning their 
timer. 

The advantages of thoroughly cleaning grain 
for market, farmers have been wont to disregard, 
and have practiced selling their wheat direct 
from the thrashing machine, until the credit of 
western wheat has been lowered to an unreas- 
onable and unmerited degree, greatly to our 
discomfort and disadvantage. Eastern buyers 
afe willing to pay a good price for a pure arti- 
cle, but they are unwilling longer to buy for 
wheat that which is not wheat. The general 
introduction of this mill will, we have no doubt, 
add five per cent. to the market value of the 
wheat crop of the Western States. 

But the preparing wheat in a superior man- 
ner for market is not the only advantage, which 
this mill offers; the perfect preparation of the 

| seed we regard as its chief quality. No one 
thing tends so much to diminish the yield of 
grain of any kind, as the sowing of light im- 
perfect seed. Plants have no vigor, they are 

| in fact drseased—are more liable to be attacked 
and destroyed by insects or other casualties, 

| just as a weak and debilitated person is more 
liable to the attacks of prevalent diseases, epi- 
demics, &c., than one of robust constitution, 
full of vigor and strength. The farmers in this 
section of country bave it in their power to 
make their wheat second to none in the United 

| States if they will fit it for market as it should 
| be, and by taking pains and procuring the best 
| mills, can always be sure of good prices for 

their grain. There cannot bea better Fanning 
Mill made for the pricethan this Eagle Fan, 
and will clean more rapidly than any other 
than we have known. 

a _ 
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Liebig, the eminent physiologist, says : 
“The importance of apples as food has not 
hitherto been sufficiently estimated in this 
country, or understood. Besides contribu- 

| tinga large proportion of sugar, mucilage, 
| and other nutritive matter, in the form of 

food, they cortain snch a fine combination 
of vegetable acids, extractive substances, 

and aromatic principles, with the nutritive 
| matter, as to act powerfully in the capacity 
' of infrigerants, tonics and antispeptics ; and 
| when used freely at the season of ripeness, 
| by rural laborers and others, they prevent 

an only about 150 ths. It will clean grain | debility, strengthen digestion, correct the 

| as rapidly, we think, as any mill we ever saw. | putrifactive tendencies of uitrogeneous food, 
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avert scurvy, and probably maintain and | 
strengthen the powers of productive la~ 
bor. 

The operators of Cornwall consider ripe 
apples nearly as nourishing as bread, and 
more so than potatoes. In the year 1801, 
# year of scarcity, apples, instead of being 
converted into cider, were sold to the poor, 
and the laborers asserted that they could 
stand their work on baked apples without 
meat ; whereas, a potatoe diet required ei- 
ther meat or fish. The French Germans 
use apples extensively ; indeed it is rare | 
that they sit down, in the rural districts, 
without them, in some shape or other, even 
at the best tables. 

The Tuli Tulip nud ify acinth. 
These have long been the mostagreeableflowers | 

of spring. They are beautiful, and when grouped 

with taste, make a gorgeous view. 
We shall not attempt to deseribe the endless 

varieties, some of which are dwartish in their 
habits while others are from two to three feet in 

height, some blooming in tha early part of May, 
and others not till the end of that month. Plant 
during October or early in November in groups 
along borders, “or in beds six to eight inches 

apart each way. Clumps of three to six bulbs 

of difierent colors have a fise appearance along 

a border, or a circular bed may be made by 

spading deep and mixing in sand and muck, after | 
which set the tallest growing plants in the centre 
and form consecutive circles with the dwarf va- 

rieties for the outer border, interspersing all the 

different hues. Let such a bed have a gradual 

inclination from the centre to the outer edge, 

and cover the bulbs with three to four inches of 

earth up every third year, three or four weeks after 

plowing, placing a little dry sand around each. 

Hyacinths are very hardy and easily culti- 
vated, commencing to bloom about the middle of 
April, and if shaded from the mid-day sua, will | 

continue in flawer fora month. ‘The stalks are 

about one foot high, and covered with florets or | 

small bells of every hue, with red, blue or purple 

eyes, giving the bed a very beautiful appearance. 
Plant firm, sound bulbs in October and Novem- 

ber in bed similar to those for the tulip. Set 
them eight inches apart and cover three or four 

inches deep, having previously put a little fine sand 

about the bulb. The flowers will be more per- 

fect and of an improved size if the beds are cov- 

ered during winter with coarse manure or straw. 

The bulbs can be taken up io about one month 

after they have completed their blooming season, | 
or they may remain for two or three years. 
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OFFICIAL LIST OF PREMIUMS, 

| AWARDED BY THE SANGAMON COUNTY 
Agricultural and Mechanical Association, at the Exhibition 

and Fair, heldon their grounds near Springfieled, on the 

23d, 24th, 25th and 26th days of September, 1856. 

PURE CATTLE OF ANY BREED—FOR BREEDING. 

Best Bull 4 years old and over, Calit & Jacoby............. 
2d do do do John D. Hutchins......... 5 

Best Bull 3 years old and under4 years, Rutter & Pollock... 
2d do do do Wm. Thompson... 5 

Best Bull 2 years old and under 3 years, Brown & Chambers... 
2d do do do Rutter & Pollock... 6 

Best Buli lL year oldand under 2jyears, Calif & este - 10 
2d do do do John Ri eee 

Best Bull Calf under 1 year old, J. M. Hill........ 
2d do do do J.C. Crowder,.. 

Best Cow over 4 years old, J. M. Hill........ 
2d) do do do J. N. Brown.........eeeeeeee 

Best Cow over 3 years old and under 4 years, Calif & Jacoby 10 
2d do do do . Brown... 6 

Best Cow over 2 yearsold and under 3 years, J.D. Smith... 10 
2d do do do J.N. Brown... 5 

Best Cow over 1 year old and under 2 years, J.N. Brown... 10 
2d do do do Calif & Jacoby. 5 

Best Heifer Calf ander 1 year old, Calif & Jacoby.........+++ 10 
2d do do JID. Smith........c.ecceeee 5 

GRADE CATILE—COWS. 

Best Cow 3 years oldand over, J. D. Stmith........ccceeeee 10 
2d do do do J.D. Smith,........eccecees 5 

Best Hoifer Calf underl year old, J. D. Smith............-2024+ 6 
2d do do do Jos. Stockdale.......0 8 

FAT CATTLE. 

Best Steer 4 years old and over, Calif & Jacoby............... 
Best Steer 3 years old and under 4 years, John Pruntz.... 

2d do do do John Pruntz.... 5 

WORKING OXEN. 

Best Yoke 4 years old and over, Calif & Jacoby.;.....ccsccsee 
2d do do do E. N. Tainter...........:000008 5 

Best Yoke 3 years old and under 4 years, Ezra Barnes...... 

SWEEPSTAKE. 

Best Bull of any age or breed, Brown & Chambers 
2d do do do Rutter & Pollock 

Best Cow of any age or breed, J. D. Smith.. 
2d do do do J. N. Brown........... 

THOROUGH BRED HORSES. 

Best Stallion 4 years old and over, A. Andergon...........060 
2d do do B. W. Gray...........0000 5 

Best Stallion 3 years old and under 4 years, Shelton Bacon 6 
2d do do do Col. Jacob Shy 4 

Best Stallion 2 res old and under 3 years, Jno.L Bridges 6 
2d do do J.C. Crowder.. 3 

6 
3 
0 
5 

Best Stallion 1 joe old and under 2 Aga F. M. Scott... 
2d do do T. G. Taylor... 

ere a 4 ih old “= oe B. W. Gray 
do F.M. Soott... 

HORSES FOR ALL WO WORK—ROADSTERS. 

Best Stallion 4 years old and over, Jos. Stockdale............ 
2d do do do B. W. Gray.........ec00e 

Best Stallion 3 years old and under 4 years, Thos. Smith... 6 
2d do do do Albert Stacy... 4 

Best Stallion 2 years old and under 3 years, Jas. M. Hill... 6 
2d do 0 do Jos. Stockdale 3 

Best StaJlion 1 year old andunder 2 years, Tru. Stephens. 6 
2d do do do J. W. Byers..... 3 

Best — under 1 years old, B. W. Gray.....-.scssceseseseee 5 
do . Crowl........ 3 

Best Mare 4 years old and over, J.T. Newman... 10 
2d do do Jos. Stockdale... 5 

Best -_ 3 years old = under 4 — _ Brock wa. 6 
2a —- Fitch............. 4 

Best Maze 2 years old and under 35 years, A.M. Peddicord... 6 
2d do do do bodes — ton.. 3 

Best Mare under 1 year old, F. M. Scott... 
2d do do John Pruntz... 

DRAUGHT HORSES. 

= — 4 years old and over, John Smith.............. 10 
do do W. H. Renfro.............. 5 

Best Stallion 2 2 years old and under 4 years, J. D. Slack..... 6 
do do do J. ears a 3 

aon Stallion 1 year old and under 2 years, Jos. Cloyd...... 5 
Best Stallion Colt under 1 year old, A. P. Cuskler...... . 5 

2d do do W.S. Pickerell. . 3 
Best Mare 4 years old and over, W.S. Pickerell......... 10 

2d do do do W.S. Pickerell 5 
Best Mare 3 years old and under 4 years, Jno. Pruntz... 6 

a 

——_—————$ or 
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2d do do do A.M. Peddicord 3 
Best Mare 2 years old and under 3 years, 8. Davidson..... 6 
Best Mare 1 year old and under 2 years, W. 8.Pickerell. 5 
Best ars draught Horses for family use, Jas. M. Hill....... 10 

ud do do Jos. Stockdale... 5 

MATCHED GELDINGS AND MARES. 
Best mat’d Geldings or Mares for all purposes, J. Stockdale 10 

2d do do do do J.B.Perkins 4 
Best mat’d Geldings or Mares for light harness, J. Stockdale 10 

2d do do do do G.H.Manning 5 

GELDINGS OR MARES FOR SADDLE. 

Best saddle Gelding or Mare, B: W. Gray..........ccccsecceseee eee 
2d do do do W. H. Renfro..........+-+ ses 

Best Gelding or Mare for light harness, J. Stockdale......... 
2d do do do Calii & Jacoby Léssne 5 

SWEEPSTAKE. 
Best Stallion of any age, Jos. Stockdale............. . 10 

2d do “do James Scott... - 5 
Best Mare of any age, A. M. Peddicord.. «- 10 

2d do do A.M. Peddicord.............cceceeee eee 5 

JACKS AND MULES. 

Beat Jack 3 years old and over, Rutter & Pollock.... . 10 
Best Jack 1 year old and under 2 years, Wm. French ees 
Rest Jack Colt under 1 year, G. W. Taylor............. a8 
Best Jennett 3 years old and over, G. W. Taylor. .. 10 
Best Jennett Colt under 1 VEAP Od.......ccercceesescccecsesereres . §& 

MATCHED MULES 4 ‘AND SADDLE MULES. 

Best pair mat’d Mules 3 years old and over. Thos.G. Taylor 10 
Best single Mule over 1 and under 3 years, R. F. Barrett... 10 

2d do do do do Jas. M. Hill... & 
Best Mule 1 year old and under 2 years, J. H. Spear..... 6 

2d_ do do do J. H. isis cease 3 
Best Mule Colt under 1 year old, G. W. Taylor... see 6 

2d do do GW. Taylor........c0cceeee 3 

SHEEP—FRENCH AND SPANISH MERINOES. 

Best Buck over 2 years old, A.B. McConnel.................- 10 
2d do do B. E. Hoppin... ee 

Best Buck under 2 years old, G. W. Taylor.. . 10 
2d do do John McConnel... . 4 

Best pen of 5 Ewes over 2 years old, A. B. McConnel . lo 
2d do do do G. W. Taylor.. 4 

Best pen of 5 Ewes under 2 yearsold, John MeConnel... 10 
2d do do do A.B. McConnel.. 4 

Best pen of 5 Ewe Lambs, @. W. Taylor... 8 
do do A. B. MeCounel.. 3 

Best 5 Buck Lambs, G, W. Taylor... : Diploma 

LONG WOOL. 
Best Buck over 2 years old, C. W. Price..............00cee0es0ee 6 
Best Buck under 2 years old, C. W. Price......... aw 6 
Best pen of 5 Ewes over 2 years old, C. W. Price 6 

SWEEPSTAKE. 
Best Buck ofa any age, G. W. Taylor.........:ecceseeeeeeeseeeeneenes 

2d do do A. B. McConnel... aaa 
Best pen of 5 Ewes, A. B. McConnel... 

2d do do John McConnel............-- 

POULTRY. 

Best pair of Shanghais. 8. N. Fullenwider............ esstaenenent 1 
Best pair of Brama Pootra, &. N. Fullenwider re 
Best pair of Cochin China, B. 8. Robinson.. i 
Best pair of Dorkings, R. 8. Hurd. 

HOGS. 

Best Boar over 18 months old, W. £. Pickerall.................. 19 
2d do do J.C, Crowder.........- re) 

Best Boar over 8 and under 18 months, J.C. Crowder........ 1 
2d do do do 8. N.Fullenwider... 6 

Best Boar Pig under = months old, John Hulit... pasate, wile 
2d do J.C. Crowder... Seie 

Best Sow over 18 inonthe old, J.C. Crowder... - lo 
2d do do Wm. 8. Wallace.. - 6 

Best Sow over 8 and under 18 months, J.C, Crowder........ 10 
do do do S.N. Fullenwider.. 6 

Best Sow Pig under 8 months old, S. N. Fullenwiderv......... 6 
2d do do do J.C. Crowder... 3 

Best Litter Pigs under 3 months old, not less. than six ip 
number, J. C. Crowder ........ssssesecceeseeceeeecsseesseeeseeeees 10 

2d best Litter Pigs under 3 months old, not less than six 
in number, 8. N. Fullenwider..............ccscccsecseeeeseeeees 6 

Best lot fatted Hogs, not less than3in number, E.N.Tainter 6 
4a 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, ARTICLES OF MER- 
CHANDISE. dc. 

Best Reaper, B. F. Fox...........:-ssssssesssecsssceseeeessenees Diploma. 
Best Harvester or Heading Machine, B, F. Fox......... Diploma 

Best Mower, B. F. FOX..........csesessceecesensecensseeneeseeees Diploma 
Best Prairie Plow, Jesse Frye......... ---. Diploma 
Best Bridge Model, Samuel Grubb, Sen. - Diploma 
Best Buggy. G. S. Manning... 0+ - $5 00 
Best Corn Hand Planter, Q. A. Fisk..... . 200 
Best Corn and Cob Crusher, B. F. FOX.......+seeeceeeeee Diploma 
Best Hay and Straw Cutter, E. Woolfkill «Diploma 
Best Separator, Leonard Bricker........ -- Diploma 
Best Fanning Mill, Post & Brother. «Diploma 

Best Portable Grist Mill, B. F. Fox....... Diploma 
Best Set Carriage Harness, J. J. Ingells. erence $3 00 
Best Half Dozen Horse Shoes, Alex. Duncan.. . 200 
Best Half Dozen Brick, E. N. Tainter....-......:0++2-+++ 2 00 
Best Wheat Broad- Cust Sower, considering its Cost, 

C. Sampson.............000000 acnceves ancscecgeconcncccssssecs Diploma 
2d Best do do S. Chamberlin........ Diploma 

Best Wheat Drill. considering cost, Fravil & Lemon... Diploma 
Best Lot Cabinet Furniture of Home Manufacture, 8. : 

COMBI... ...0:sccccsscrssccnesccs cscancsecssqcnnccenoccecccesoes Diploma 
Rest Pair of Boots, W. Beckemeyer ». $2.00 
Best Saddle and Bridle, J. J. Ingells... 2 00 
Best Cook Stove for Wood Fire, Elder & & Brotier.. 2 00 
Best Barrel, N. E. Bateman.. = ~.Diploma 

FARM PRODUCTS. 

Best Two Bushels Winter Wheat, exhibited by Pro- 
ducer, 8. Peterson.........cceceeeseesceeeeeteeeesceesenees 3 

2a do do ‘ 
Best Sample Beets for Table use, M. Pierson.. 
sest do Turnips do do M. Pierson............ 
Best do Swt Potatoes do do David Talbott........ 2 00 
Best do Th Potatoes do do John McConnel...... 2 00 
Best do Cabbage do do M. Pierson............ 2 00 

ORCHARD. 

Greatest and best variety of named Apples, M. Pierson $i 00 
Greatest and best do do Grapes, Mrs. Sheldon 3 00 

DAIRY. . 

Best 10 ths. Butter made within 20 days, F.G. Wilson $7 00 
2d do do do do Mrs. J.R. Duryea 4 00 

Best 15 ths Cheese, F.G. Wil80n............:eceeeeeeeeeeeeees 5 00 

MILL FABRICS. 

Best lot of Cloths, Satinets, Blankets, &c.. from one 
Manufactory. H. M. Armstrong.....Diploma and $10 00 

Best 10 yards Jeans, Mise Martha Bradley............... 3 00 
2d do do Miss H. M. Barnest..........cecceeeereeees 2 00 

Best Pair Wool Blankets, Miss H. M. Karnest........... 300 

Best Pair Wool Stockings. Mrs. W. B. Peake............ 2 ov 

2d do do Mrs. 8. B. Brown..........-20-.0e2000 1 ww 

Best Pair Wool Socks, Mrs. E. Todd..........cessseeeeecoes 1 00 
Best 10 yards Wool Carpet, Mrs. W. 8. Pickerell...... 3,00 

2d do do do Mrs. Judkins.. pedsasticeoscosees . 200 

NEEDLE WORK. 

Best evidence of skill in Needle Work, Miss E. Barnes $2 00 
2d do do do Miss A. Clinton "1 oO 

Discretionary, Mrs. M. M. Vandusen.. 1 00 
Best evidence of skill in Needle Work by ‘a Girl under 

twelve years of age, Miss M. A. McConnel......... & 00 
Best Embroidered Pantalets by a Girl under ten 

years of age, Nellie Matheny........s:sseccerseessreees 3.00 
Best Embroidered Skirt, Mrs. A. C. Beers... .. 300 
2d do do Mrs. E. Chapman. .- 200 

Best Plain Fine Shirt, Eliza M. Prackelton............ 2 oO 
Best Plain Fine Shirt by a Girl under twelve years of 

age, Anna Brown a. 2O 

Best Domestic or Worsted Spread or Quil 
Lou. WAYren........cceeecceeecceseceeeceeeeeeeesseeeeeneccones £00 

Best Quilt, Patchwork, Miss M. 2. Williams. : 00 
2d do do Mrs. J. E. Gibson.... 2 OO 

Best Silk Spread, Mrs. E. Todd.............. + OO 
Best Silk Quilt, Mrs. W. A. Turney.........-:.2eceeeeeeee 209 
Best Child’s Dress, Silk Embr'd, Mrs. 8. B. Fisher... © (0 
Best Child’s Dress, Embroidred Muslin Work, Mrs. 

G. ou 
Best Pair Embroidered Worsted or Cloth Slippers, 

Mrs. E. Todd....... preston cccccenconscecsescccecenseescesees 1 00) 

PAINTING, ec. 

Best animal Paintmg byan American Artist, Miss FE. 
A. POBE......ccccesccccsscccrcccrccccceccccscccncsesncscossssceees Dip oua 

2d do do do Miss M. Constant...Di Joma 

Best specimen of Drawing, Miss Mary E. Hughes...... Diy loma 
Best 3 do do Miss Mary A. Spear.......--Liplona 

Best Daguerreotype, P. Butler......-.-2:------++ .- Diploma 

Best Ambrotype, P. Butler..... Diploma 

BREAD. 

Best Two Loaves Wheat Bread, Mrs. §. Francis......... $2 

Best Two Loaves Corn Bread, Mrs. 8. Francis............ 20 
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CAKE. 
2 00 
2 00 
1 00 

1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 

FLOWERS AND FLORAL DESIGNS. 
= be of Cut a M. Doyie & Co........ece00es 2 00 

Mrs. Thomas Moffett............ 1 00 
Best 2 hand ate, beste sO oweceeedec: - 200 
Beat show of Dahlias, M. Doyle & C & CO... srerereeeee seceereeee 1 00 

MISCELLANEOUS OUS DEPARTMENT. 
Wax Fruit and Flowers, R. M. KnoxX......c..0+ sseeees Diploma 
Two Hata and Caps, J. H. Adams... ....0....seeeere Diploma 
One Worsted Ottoman, Mrs. G. W. Chatterton 1¢ 
One Case Mechanical Dentistry, C.Granville French...Diploma | 
One Clear Stuff Board, E. Ri Ulrich.........cceseeereseeee Diploma 
One Hair Wreath, Mrs. A. Lipscomb... 1 00 
One Embroidered’ Collar, one Lamp “Mat ‘and ‘one 

Cushion. Mrs. A. Starne.. 1 00 
One Lamp Mat, one Cushion, one Bottle Cherry Cor- 

dial, Mrs. Sheldon... 1 00 
One Lamp Mat, Miss Maria W: right... -- 100 
Two Tidies, one Rug, one Uttoman, one Collar, “one 

Bracelet, two small Mats and one Pillow, Eliza 
Sahlberg... tee «. 100 

One Fancy Needle. Work Wateh se and ; 
Book, Mrs. S. R. Hurd. 1 09 

One Case Bonnets, Caps, &c., Mrs. ‘Labarthe... iploma 
Sampies of China Pea, Timothy Seed and Egg P 

Daniel Scott.. 1 00 
Watermelon Preserves and ‘Swee eet t Grapes, Margart 

Scott. os wee 100 
One Newel Post, ‘A Hughson... . Diploma 
One Case Guns, Pistols and Spor ting Apparatus, ‘Wm 

Bishop. ..-Diploma 
One nana Cushion, “Mrs F Ege rerking... «. 100 
One Box Lima Beans, C L Conkling... 1 00 
Sample Tomatoes, Mrs T Moftett.. i 00 
One Bead Work Book, Mrs M J Merritt. 1 00 
Fire Board and Picture yee isi Work, 

Misses Akard.. 1 60 
Oi! Painting on Glaze, ‘A Perkins... 1 09 

Rug Carpet for Center Table, Mrs II Rathsack......... 1 00 
A Lot of Lumber, Poplar Flooring, Pine do., Pine 

and Oak Shingles, a aoe and Poplar Siding, 
Huntington & Campbell.........cccceccecesercereeseees Diploma 

One Tidy, Mrs AR MeNabb., ae 100 
Two Cases Optical Instruments, Dr. J. Philips... ...Diploma 
Marble Work, A Haldeman. .............-s-ssecseesesesseseees Diploma 

8. FRANCIS, Secretary. 

EpvucaTion OF THE AGRICULTURIST.—No mab 
is so high as to be independent of the success of 
this great interest ; no man is so low as not to 
be affected by its prosperity or decline. Agri- 
cal. ure feeds us; to a great degree it clothes us ; 
with, ut it we could not have manufactures, and 
we sho.1ld not have commerce. ‘These ail stand 
together, but they stared together like pillars in 
a cluster, the largest in the centre, and that 
largest is a,” zricultare. We live in a country of 
amall peal and freehoid tenements; a country 
in which men Cultivate with their own hands 
their own fee-simple acres, drawing not only 
their subsistence, but also their spirit of inde- 
pendence and mani¥ freedom from the ground 
they plow. ‘They are at once itz owners, its eul- 
tivators, and ita defen:’ers. The cultivation of 
the earth is the most important labor of men. | 

Man may be civilized, in some degree, without 

great progress in manufactures and with little 

commerce with his distant reighbors ; but with- 

out cultivation of the earth, he is, in all coun- 

tries, a gavage. Until he gives up the chase, 

and fixes himself to some place and seeks a liv- 
ing from the earth, he is a roaming barbarian. 

When tillage be,ins, other arts tollow. The 
farmers, therefore, are the founders of human 

civilization.— Daniel Webster. 

Great Sale of Stock. 
Tt will be seen by the foliowing that the sale 

of Messrs. Brown’s averaged higher than any 

stuck sales the present season. 
Dear Srirs:—The undersigned having dissolv- 

ed their partnership in farming, sold stock &c., 
on the Ilthand 12th inst. J. N. Brown, 
designing in the future, to devote special atten- 

tion to the breeding of Short Horns, entered 
into competition at the sale, withother bidders. 

The following is the result of the sale: 
cows AND HEIFERS 

Animals Sold. Purchasers & Residence. 
Bracelet and calf J. M. Hill, Cass County, 
POU ccscccccsccscossessee es ; J.N. Brown, Sangamon ** 
BiossoM......0000+ W. M. Deweese, Morgan “ 
May Dacre....... J.N. Brown, Sangamon “ 
Moss Kose....... A. Pyle, St. Clair $s 
ANQOYA oo. seeeee ee eee E. L. Gilliham, Scott $ 
Beauty....cccccceeeees J.N. Brown, Sangamon “ 
Miss BOWeYs.......seccceeeeee R. Morrison, Morgan sak 
Joan of Arc and calf...... J.S. Smith, Sangamon “ 
Eglentine. .......s0000 J.N. Brown, * < 
Lulu.......0 70; W.M. Deweese, Morgan “ 
Tuscalgossa..-. 25; J.N. Brown, Sangamon “ 
Mandane....... ; J.T. Newman, Morgan “¢ 
Margaretta... ; J.N. Brown, Sangamon “ 
Angora 2d.... ; EL. Gillham, Scott * 
Betona....... 25; J.N. Brown, Sangamon “ 
Pink.... 20; KE. L. Gillham, Scott “ 
Luin 2 ; J.N. Brown, Sangamon * 
Big Kate. 180; Jas. Strawn, Morgan 
Flora....... ; J. N. Brown, Sangamon * 
Prine 90; J.C. Crowder, s 2 
Counteds........0000 30; A. Pyle, St. Clair 6 
Red Rose and ealf............ 200; ~J.N. Brown, Sangamon ‘* 
DatCheasscussecssscessscccisscse 200; E. L. Gillham, Scott ae 
Misfortune......ccccosrseeeeees 200; a\. Becratt, Morgan se 
Clara: ......s00006 180; &, Winn, St. Clair “ 
May Fiower..... 150; Jus. Strawn, Morgan a 
Miss Warfield.. 116; 1. N. Brown, Sangamon * 
Spot.....cccsceceeee 75: KR. Morrison, Morgan “ “ 
Margaret;...... 125; W. M. Deweesa, adil 
Mary Bell.... 115; D. Wight, e 6 
Bessey... 60; ¥E. L. Gillham, Scott “ 
Fashion...... %5; J.N. Brown, Sangamon “ 
Buttercup ...... «. 75; C. C, Sacket, es # 
Madam Malvina............ 136; J.C. Crowder, “ a 

BULLS AND BULL CALVES. 

Young Whittivgton....... mach Calif & Jacoby, Piatt Cc., 
AlDELE..-ccseereeseeseereees 05; J.R. Rhea, Sangamon * 
Splendor... 380, J. M. Hill, Cass es 
Fair Day... . 400; JL Morrison, Morgan s 
Chicago............ 350; S. Winn, St. Clair “ 
Prince Regent. - 100; Jas. Strawn, Morgan “ 
Young Ben... .. 74; &. B. Nichola, Clinton a6 
Whitler..... .. 5 W. Thompson, Sangamon “ 
Red Jacket .. 60; A. Thornton, Morgan “ 
Frank..... 90; H. Very, “ 
Gregon 100; J.N. Brown, Sangamon “ 

All males sold Gasca Week Whittington and Red Jacket, 
were under one vear of aga. 

The foregoing sales added to those of our 

grade catile, mules, horses, sheep, &c., foot up 

$19,400, payable in cix mouths, at the Banking 
House of Elliott & Brown, Jacksonville. 

250 beef cattle, 50 stock cattle, and 300 hogs, 

(ready for the pen,) we will sell as they become 
fit for the knife. 

In partition of our reai estate, W. Brown 

becomes sole owner of the Sulphur Spring Farm 

on the Rail Road, 15 miles east of Jacksonville, 

containing 1580 acres, and James N. Brown of 
670 acres, upon which his residence is situated. 

We now offer for sale 1500 acres N. of said farm 
owned by J. N. Brown and part of the original 
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tible of division into 4 or 8 farms, and is ina 

high statecfcultivation, Termsastopayments 
easy. Respectfully, 

J.N. & W. BROWN. 

farm of the undersigned. Said land is suscep- 
| 

| 

Productive Orchards, 
In a statement made at the Fruit Growers’ 

Society of Western New York, Dr. E. W. Syl- | 
vester, of Lyons, New York, said: 

If people do not cultivate aud take care oftheir | 
orchards ticy cannot expect good fruit from 
them, or that fruit will bring a good price. 1 
picked from one ef my Spiizenberg trees, this 
year, five barreis. We bave forty trees to the 
acre, that will give us 200 barrels of apples. 
These apples I eid ut ove doilara barrel, and | 
barrels iouid. My tan picked from eight te 
ten barrels per day, aud put them up. The cost | 
then was probably ubout ove suiliing per barrel. | 
Tbe total amount therefore, for trait is S200 | 
per acre, from which deduct ore shilling per bar- 
rel fur pickivg, und you bave left, as the profits 
on one acre, S175. This, I acknowledge, as 
above the irue estimate usa general thing, but 
orchards may be brought very nearly to this | 
point uuder good cultivation. { know some or- 
chards the owners of which, the year before last, 
received eight and nine shilling per barrel, and 
nade $100 to the urre, without any extra cul- 
tivation. Ga New Year’sday i haa anoccasion 
to look over a farm oi ore hundred and eighty- 
three acres, on Wuich there was an orchard of 
about five acres. [asked the owner how much | 
he received from the orchard the last year and 
the year before. The year before Jast he hed | 
received £510 tor his apples. Now, 1 doubt | 
whether the wholc of the other portion of his | 
farm produced more thane thousand dollars. | 
The last year ke got about four hundred barrels | 
but bad not yet received his pay for them. Here , 
isan orchard of five acres, averaging $100 to 
the acre. 

On the subject of the early produciiveness of 
well cultivated trees of the rightsort, J. M. Mat- 
tison, of ‘!'’ompkins county, remarked ‘“ihat he 
had apple trees that had been planted six years; | 
they bore five bushels each in the season: others, 
five years planted, four and a half bushels; auc 
A. Loomis, of Bryon, Genuesee county furnished 
the Society the following etatement in relation 
to an older tree: 

“There ig one oi the Baldwin variety on the | 
premises of my brother, adjoining ours, that 
Nears acrop once in two years regularly, aud | 
the average yield is about thirty bushels. Last 
season it produced twelve barrels, which sold for 
$2.24 per barrel, besides four or five bushels of | 
windial's.” This is twenty-seven doliars for the | 
tree; and forty such trees cn an acre, with half 
this amount, would be $540 per acre. Would | 
not skillfal management aud cultivation, in the 
plac: of the neglect, iusure a result equa! Lo 
this? | 

L. B. Langworil:, of Greece, Monroe county | 
made the followiny remarks : { 

As to the profit of raising fruit, I haveal- — 

ways supposed that an ordinary apple trec that 
will produce five bushels, does not use up more 
than a square rod of ground; end one sqnare 
rod does not produce more than one bushel of 
potatves in this country. If this is so, then the 

_ apple trees that produce but one bushel give as 
much return as potatoes from the land they oc- 
cupy; therefore, it cau never be said that apples 

_ even at five shilling per barrel, are a very pour 
product, except when they grow on such very 
badly neglected trees as have been spoken of to 
day, which are allowed to run up twenty or 
thirty feet, then perhaps the cost of picking 
would take off a large amount ef the profits. A 
gentleman of my acquaintance bas sent some 
twenty thousand bushels of apples to England in 
a year and ata very great profit. I bave sent 
the Newtown Pippin to the West Indies, and 
made well of it; and, therefore, I think we may 
decide that apples can be transported. It can- 
not be otherwise than that the apple and pcar 

_ crop should always prove a profitable jnvest- 
ment. J have known the Virgalieu Pear to sell 
in New York at $18 per barrel. From these 
facts I think theircan be no doubt that the fruit 
that grows in this portion of the country—and 
if properly cultivated there is po fruit as fair 
and as sound as that of Western New York—- 
will ever command a ready sale, and take the 
preterence in any market in the world. 

The Fireside Forty Years ago. 
Wood-piles on the hearth, like wigwams and 

lug-bouses, are, as the clearings increase, getting 
to be matters of history. They are very pleasant 
things to remember, but on the whole would be, 

' to our more cultivated substitutes. in these times, 
very uncomfortable to depend on, for house warw- 
ing ina New England winter. 

I trust Iam not ungrateful in what I am say- 
ing. Many a pleasant evening have I danced 
with the bovs and girls of the village by the light 
of the b'azing fire on the kitchen hearth. Many 
a time have I sat on a stool in the chimney cor- 
ner, and looked up and seen the stars twinkling 
through the broad flue. Well do I remember the 
high-backed sedéle, which was as essential then in 
a kitchen, as a sofa is now to the parlor. There 
may be readers of the Farmer so ignorant as 
not to know what asettle is! It is a high-backed 
wooden bench, iong enough tor four or five, or 
oceasionaliy, six or eight boys and girls io sit 
oa, boarded close, from iop to bottom on the 
back, and with arms at the ends, and a board 
overhead—a p:eve of furniture dou tices designed 

| not only for a seat, but for a screen to break the 
current of cold air, that always whistied past 
every duor an window towards the big fire-place 
to supp'y the tremendous draught. J] remember 
well, too, the fond we had getting mn the wood 
jor the evening fires, at one of our veighvors’ 
where the old fashioned fire place flourished in 
iis purity. ‘ihe boys had a sled, with a yoke at 
the end of the tongue, for the two largest to pull 
by, und a rope hitched forward, for the smaller 
ones. We piledjon the wocd, funr foct kngth, 
to the top of the staikes. about three feet high, 
and then at the word, with the doors set open. 
in we went, into the kitchen, sled and all, and 
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unloaded near the fire place. A back-log, of any 
size, not less, than a foot and a half in diameter, 
and a fore-stick of lait the size, were essential to 
every respectable fire, and a supply of pine knots 
for light, finished the preparations for the eve- 
ning’s comfort, in the way of light and heat.— 
‘They say there is a house in Chester, where the 
occupants always hauled the wood into the kit- 
chen, sled-length, with a horse, but that was be- 

fore my day. In our own homestead, we used to 
burn forr-tcot wood in the kitchen, and ours 
was a modern house, built about the year one, of 
the present century. Now, as to the comfort of 
this stile ef fires— everybody kuows 
lived in an old fashioned house in the country, 
that in a cold day, everything froze. even in the 
back part of the room, with the big fire blazing, 
and the chambers where there. were no_ fires, 
seemed considerably colder than eut-doors. Who 
that remembers how bis breath wag frozen like 
snow upon the blakets—(we should have perish- 
ed in sheets)—at wakirg, ever desires to go 
back to the old way of keeping warm? 

x ; % 

Old fashioned people must sce ¢he five, and war 
was for a long time, waged against close stoves, 
mainly because they shut the fire from sight. I 
have always fancied, that the reason why we love 
to see the fire, is because we are usually cold 
where open fire-places are used. IT never knew 
a person who thought a blazing fire a very bean- 
tifal object in dog-days, and am incliied to think 
that a person who is comfortably warm, usually 
thinks very little of the presence or absence oi 
the fire that warms him; while it is very natural 
for one who is obliged to stand close by the an- 
dirons, and turn round, Hike a goose suspended 
by a string to roast, once a minute, to keep from 
freezing—it is very natural ter him to like the 
looks of a wood fire. Some one haz suggested, 
as an economical substitute for the use of those 
who want a fire to look at, that they srould warm 
their house with a stove, and have u picture of 
a good fire painted on the fire-board.—H. 17. 
French in N. 2B. Farmer. 

Demonstration of Voreigu Animas. 

Those who have of late years familiarized 
themselves with the “Department news” of | 
Washington, or rather of that portion devoted 
to the encouragement of farming and the matcri- 
als for manufactures, have doubtiess come to 
the conelusion that Government deserves not a 
little praise for its efforts in this direction. 
Mueh has undoubtedly been done for the tudus- 
trial benefit of the country, and our different 
agricultural and scientific societies arc entitled to 
even more praise for their efforts. But there is 
one branch which, despite all that has been done, 
may be said to be as yet comparatively neg- 
lected. We refer to the introduction and 
bringing into general use, of aniinals as yet 
unknown among us. 

It is somewhat remarkable that though 
we live in a comparativelyspeacetul age and 
oue in which the arts of peace are presumed 
to be making incredible advances—those of 
agriculture of course included-—we are still 

who ever | 

very far behind the old Romans, so far as 
strenuously endeavoring to accustom foreign 
animals to our climate is concerned. David 
A. Wells, whose name is very familiar to 
most of oar scientific readers, even asserts 
that out of many thousand species, we have 
at present domesticated only between forty 
and fifty. It is beyond all question, indis— 
putable, that of all the thousands alluded 
to, there may be only a few hundreds of 
or scores worth domestication. But admit- 
ting this tobe the case, have we not still 
many curious tasks yet before us? 

We have read with the utmo:t interest 
; the account of the camels recently introdu- 
ced into Texas, and we are happy to learn 
that, as we anticipated, the experiment has 
proved a perfect success— fifty move having 
been ordered. A beast ofburden waich bears 
with ease sixteen hundred pounds —which is 
faster than a horse, its “long walk” being 
equivalent to the trot of the latter,—and 
which to great powers of endurance joins 
the faculty of subsisting on the coarset pro- 
vender, must be invaluable for our western 
deserts. ‘Those who will examine Marsh’s 
recently published work on the camel will 
there find information which will in a few 
years be of the most practical nature, when 
the camel shall have become one of our regular 
institutions. 

There is another animal which it is in- 
tended shall be acclimated and reared in 
France, and which it is to be earnestly de- 
sired will be introduced into this country— 
especially into the immense, Northern belt 

of growing States where its remarkable hard- 
iness will cause it tobe appreciated. We 
refer to the Yark of Thibet; an animal, which 
Bugon, with the enthusiasm of a naturalist, 
declared “is more precious than all the gold 
in the New World.” This animal actually 
combines in a remarkable degree the quali- 
ties of the horse, the ass, the cow and the 
sheep; since “it bears heavy burdens, draws 
large loads, supplies milk, has flesh which is 
excellent, and hair} which is wrought into 
warm cloths.” The fact that the Yark is 
far from being a handsome animal since it 
is short and shaggy, with an aggregated 
horse’s tails, need not hinder its being gen- 
erally used, since it is as cnexply raised as 
the mules, bears the intensest cold with 
ease, and forms in every respect just the an- 
imal for poorer farmers. 

We are happy to learn that the domesti- 
catiou of the Cashmere goat, first attempt- 
ed a few years ago, in South Carolina, may 
now be regarded asafact accomplished, not 
only init, but in all the neighboring Southern 



States. 
and flesh of these goats are too well known 
to require discription; but there is one qual- 
ity peculiar to the breed, not so generally 

The superior quality of the fleece 

known. A herd of them will defed itself 
against dogs—a recommendation of no tri- 
fling naturein a country like our own, where 
the number of worthless curs is so great that 
there are but few States in which they do 
not form a serious impediment in sheep rais- 
ing. 
The recent and successfel experiments in 

pisciculture or fish raising, a subject which 
we could wish to see more generally agita- 
ted and encouraged—-have raised the query 
why wecannot have every variety of for- 
eign fish in this country—so far as they are 
desirable. Mr. Pell, of New York, who 
has been most successful in raising Shad, 
has also imported the ova of the Tench, 
Barbel and Carp from Europe, as well as 
the spawn of the Turbot and Sole—with 
what success we are not aware, but we pre- 
sume the experiment has, like many quite 
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being abovt 18 bushels. The largest yield was 
in Connecticut, where the average was eight 
barrels. _ In Kentueky the average was five bar- 
rels to the .cre. 

The average yield of wheat in the United 
| States is nine bushels to the acre. In Kentucky 

it is eight hushels. 
Of potatoes the average is about 120 bushels 

to the acre. In Kentueky it is 130. 
At the present prices of produce an acre of 

ground in Kentucky would yield $15 in corn, 
$13 in wheat, and$130in potatoes—a fact worthy 
of consideration among farmers. 

The mos. extensive manufacture is in the ar- 
ticle of co ion. Of the raw material there is 
nearly thre times as much exported as manu- 
factured. Of the manufactured article used in 
the United States, in its various shapes, three- 
fourtlis is Gomestic. 

The next largest manufactured article is of 
woolen goods—the exportation and domestic 

| use of whic! is nearly three times that of impor- 
| tation. 

| Inestic ever the imported article. 

as difficult, been conducted to a happy con- | 
clusion. 
By turning over any book of natural his- 

tory, the reader will find that an immense 
field of importation still lies open to us. We 
trust thatit may be cultivated. Every year 
demonstrates more forcibly the folly of Mal- 
thusian doctrines, and the fact that the world 
can feed itself, no matter how full it may be 
of consumers, if people will only look about 
them and employ their wits. A new coun- 
try, which is not ironed by old prejudice, 
should be among the first also to avail itself 
of every sensible inuovation.--Phila. Bulle- 
tin. 

AGRICULTURE AND Manoractores.—A cerre- 
spondent of the Louisville Courier has grouped 
together some highly interesting facts from the 
Census. The average number of acres per farm 
throughout the Union is 203. The total agri- 
cultural products amount annually in cash to 
$1,300,000.000. Agriculture yields a larger 
gross revenue than any of the industrial depart- 
ments, while manufactures yield the largest profit 
in proportion to the cavital. The number of 

' 

Tron matafactures, one of our largest staples, 
are rapidls increasing in the excess of the do- 

The importa 
tion as yet is about oue-ninth of the home man- 
ufagture. 

The distiilery and brewery products, if pro- 
portioned cqually to the pepulation, would be 
two gallons to cach man, woman and child.— 
About two and a half per cent. of the corn pro- 
duced is made into whiskey. Ohio produces 
more than ove fourth of the whiskey made in the 
United States. 

In commerce the largest importation is ol 
| silken goods, amounting annually to more than 

acres to a farm is smaller in Maine,.and larger | 
in California, than in any other State. 

In produce and stock Ohio holds the first rank 
in the following items. viz: Horses, sheep, corn, 
and wool; Kentucky is first in mules and hemp; | 
New York in cattle, hay, butter, cheese and | 

fruit ; Pennsylvania in wheat ; Tennessee in hogs, | 

Louisiana ia sugar, Allabama in cotton,and Vir- | 
ginia in Tobacco. 

Corn is the chief product of the United States, 

yielding, as it does, nearly twice the gross reve- 
nue of any other crop 

In 1850, thirty one million acres of land were 
cultivated in corn, the average yield per acre 

| 

| 
| 
| 

$35,000,000. 

In articles for consumption, coffee is the most 
expensive, ine linpertation being about $16,000,- 
QOU anuual y. 

Of exporis, cotton is the largest, and flour 
next in importance. More than onc-half of our 
commeree is with Great Britain. 

In 18453, our imports from Great Britain 
amounted to $143 000.000, and our exports to 
that country to $145.000,000. Since 1830. our 
exports have continued to exceed the imports. 

This coustry is eminent for railroads and con- 
tains more than one-balf of the aggregate on the 
face of the globe. The average taxes paid by 
each person in the United States is $3, while in 
Great Britain it is $13. 

Tue Raitroap.—At a meeting of the board 

of directors of the Tonica and Petersburg rail- 

road company, held in the town of Delaware, 

on Wednesday last, that porfn of the road 

lying between Washington and Uniontown was 

directed to be put under contract immediately, 
The board also directed the speedy location and 

letting of the division between Delevan and 

Washington. ‘ihe board will meet on the last 

Wednesday in November, when they will direct 

the entire line to be contracted for speedy con- 

struction. The work North of us is progress- 
ing finely.—Menard Index. 



MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

Canvass Baes rur Hams.—'l h- jallowing di- 
rections are from the Louisville Journal :—the 
hams should be well tried and smoked. If they 
are to be put up for family use, bags made of | 
heavy cotton cluth, the shape of the ham, but | 
something larger with a drawing string at the 
large end, are the most convenient, and may be 
used several years if taken care of. Cover the 
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hums neatly with brown paper and drop them | 
into the beg—draw up the end aud Lang them | 
up in a cool, airy bouse. 

Or they may be covered with the paper as di- 
rected, and the cloth cut to suit the size and form 
of the hams, and then sewed firmiy around them; 
then prepare a box or large tub of white-wash, 
made of common lime, about the crnsistency of 
cream, and dip the hams into this; then hang 
them up and dry them. If a neater article is re- 
quired for market, dip them into a wash made of 
whiting. to which should be added sufficient thin 
paste to set the whiting; to this add chrome 
yellow to color to suit the fancy. 

A First RaTE Suet Puppine.—Having fre. 
quent occasion to take a noon “!unch” at the 
Dining Rooms Savery’s Temperance Hotel 
in this City, we have been particnlarly pleased 
with the “Suet Pudding” there served up, and 
at our request Mr. Savery kindly furnished the 
receipts for the readers of the American Agricul- 
turist. It is made as follows : 

Blend well together: 
4 lb. white Sugar, pulverized, 
# Ib. Beef Suet, chopped fine. 
1 quart of Milk, 
2 teaspoontul Cream of Tartar, 
1 teaspoonful cooking Soda, 
6 Eggs, well beaten. — 

When the above are tnoroughly mixed, stir 
in 24 lbs. of Flour, and flavor with extract of 
Lemon. Bake in cups for about twenty minutes, 
in an oven hot enough for baking biscuits. ‘The 
above amounts are used fot two dozen dessert 
cakes. 

N. B.—One half pound of Butter may be used 
instead of the } lb. of Suet. 

How To Menp Cuina.—From an English Al- 
manac we cut a recipe for mending China, a long 
time since, and the opportunity having occurred 
for trying, we found it admirable, the fracture 
scarcely being visible after the article was re- 
paired. [tis thus made: Take a very thick so- 
lution of gum arabic in water, and stir into it 
plaster of Parig until the mixture becomes a ‘vis- 
cous paste. Apply it with a brush to the /rac- 
tured edges and stick them together. In three 
days the article cannot again be broken in the 
same place. ‘The whiteness of the cement ren- | 
ders it doubly valuable.— Exchange. 

Rice Jetty.—Having picked and washed a 
quarter ot a pound of rice, mix it with half a 
pound of loaf-sugar, and just sufficient water 
to cover it. Boil it tillit becomes a glutinous 
mass; then strain it; season it with whatever 
may be thought proper; and let it stand to cool. 

| 
{ 

LixsseepD Tea For ~1ckK Horses.-—Linseed tea 
is not ouly a vainable restorative tor sick norses, 
bat it is exceedingly usctul in cases of inflama- 
tion of the membraues peeutiar to the organs of 
respiration and digestion; it shields and lubri- 

cates the sume; tranquilliz:s the irritable state 
of the pers, and favors healty ection. We have 
prescribed linseed tea in large quantities, during 
the past month. for horses laboring under the 
prevailing inflaerzs ; they seemed to derive much 
benefit trom it. ond generaily @rarh it with 
avilivy. Aside from the benefi: we derived from 

the action of macilage and oil, which the serd 
contains, its nutritive elements are of some ac- 
count, especially when given to animals laboring 
under soreness in the organs of deglutition, which 
incapacitates them from swallowing more solid 
food, linseed tea may be resorted to, and in cases 
of irritable cough, the addition of a litle honey 
makes it still more useful. In the latter form, it 
may be given to animals Jaboring under acute or 
chronic disease of the urisary apparatus, more 
especially of the kidnevs. 

To prepare Linseed Tea.—Put a couple of 
handfulls of the seed into a bucket, and pour a 
gallon and a balf of boiling water upon it. Cov- 
er it up a short time, then add a couple of quarts 
of cold water, when it will be fit for use.—<Am. 
Veterinary Journal. 

Antipots ror Laupanum.— When go large a 
quantity of laudanum has been swallowed as to 
‘shee dangerous effects, the fatal drowsiness 
as been prevented when all other remedies 

have failed by administering a cup of the strong- 
est possible coffee. The patient bas revived and 
recovered, and no ill effects have followed. 

For Cooxinc VeceraB.e Ovysters.—After 
cleaning, cut into slices a quarter of an inch 
thick; boil ir plenty of water until tender, with 
a few bits of codfish; salt and season with pep- 
per, butter and cream, and you will bave a soup 
almost equal to shell oysters. 

To Maxe Yettow Burtrer 1x WintEr.-~ For 
a churning often or twelve pounds of butter, 
take about three or four carrots, grate them fine, 
and press out the juice, then poursome hot water 
on and pressagain. ‘I'ake the juice thus ob- 
tained, and mix it with about a pint of new or 
sweet milk, and put it in the cream and churn 
as usual. 

Puppine Sacce.— With the above, as wellas 
other puddings, two kinds of sauce are used.— 
Hard Sauce—Butter beat up with pulverized 
Sagar. Lemon Sauce.—} |b. Butter; $ Ib. 
Sugar; 1 Lemon, cut fine; 1 pint of Water The 
whole boiled, thickened with a little Flour, and 
a little Nutmeg grated in: 

Others may have better receipts than the 
above—if so please send them on —[Ep. 

Preservine Rurrer.—‘“It is said” that butter 
will keep for a long time, if each pound be treat- 
ed with one ounce of the following composition 
recommended by Dr. Allen, viz: Salt, 2 parts; 
saltpetre, 1 part; sugar, 2 parts. 



Juice of the Water Melon. 
A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer 

presents the following method of using wa- 
ter melons: 

1 endeavor every year to raise a good 
water melon patel. They are a_ healthy 
and delightfal frnit, [ think. I cultivate 
the icing variety; plant eariyin May, and 
again towards the end ofthe month, so that 

they may come in succession. 
commence ripening, we commence cutting, 
and use them freely during the hot weather 
When the weather becomes cool in Septem- 
ber, we haul a quantity of them to the house, 
split them open, with a spoon scrage out 
the palps in a cullender, aud stra‘n the water 
into vessels. 
We boil it inan iron vessel, then put in 

apples or peaches, like making apple- butter, 
and boil slowly until the fruit is well cooked, 
then spice to taste and you have something 
that most people will prefer to apple-butter 
or any kind of preserves. Or the syrup may 
be boiled without fruit, down to molasses, 
which will be found to be as fine as any su- 
gar-house molasses. We have made iii a fall 
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When they | 

as much as ten gallons of the apple-butter, | : t 
_ ing, in glazed crocks as compactly as_possi- if I may so call it; and molasses which has 

kept iu fine condition until May. 

Husk Beds. 
We find in Drew’s Rural Intelligence the 

subjoined very useful paragraph. We can 

also add our testimnony to the great supe- 

riority of husks over straw for unerbeds. 
‘As each autumn has returned for seve- 

ral years past, we have advised all corn- 
growers to save their husks, for under-beds, 
believing they are the best snbstance for 
this purpose that is orcan be used, They 
should be the inner husks, clean and whole, 
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ly they are entirely free from vermin, of 
which straw is full, They are, therefore, 
clean, sweet and healthy. A good husk bed 
is equal to the best mattress for summer 
use, aud we have slept in feather beds in 
winter not half so soft as these.” 

Tae Torsev.--M*, Soyer: ‘It is singu- 
lar that this bird shoul | take its name from 
acouaitry in which it has never been seen. 
In other countries ia E irepe it is called the 
Indian cock, because, on the first discovery 
of America by Culumbus it was sapposed to 
be part of the continent of India, and thus 
it received the name of West Indies; and 
this bird, being brought over on the first 
voyage wasthus. named. By many, it is 
supposed to have been brought over by the 
Jesuits in Spain and Portugal. I haveseen 
it stated that it was known to the Romans, 
and was served at the marriage of Charle- 
magne. From my researches, I rather 
thiuk they confound it with the pheasant.” 

Burrer.---Probably the best way for pack- 
ing summer butter to keep is to pack it af- 
ter most thoroughly working out all the 
buttermilk and water, and moderately salt- 

ble, so as to exclude all air, and then tocov- 
er it with a thin piece of cotton and to pour 
over it a strong brine, strained, to remove 
all impurities. This way is highly recom- 
mended, but. if any body knows of better we 
should be happy to hear about it.---Home- 
stead. 

Sueep.--Keep in a trough, under cover, 
accessible to your sheep, from now until fall, 

tar and salt. Every few days tar should 
be strewn over the bottem of the trough, 
and salt over the tar. The sheep in eating 

| the salt will smear their noses with the tar, 

in order that they may become perfectly | 
dry. Tuen they may be put into the ticks, | 
and they will last for many years. We 
have some of the under-beds now in our | 
house which have been in use more than 
twenty years; and with an annual ventila- 
tion and beating, by being emptied on a 
chamber floor, and with a little replenish- 
ing with new eusks, they are as good aud 
as lively as when vew = The husks had bet- 
ter not be stripped np as some have done. 

and spread on some airy floor for afew days, | 20d thus will they bearmed with a repel- 
lant against the fly that deposits eggs in 
their nostrils, that cause worms in the head. 

To Prevent a Vow FRom FRETTING aF- 
TER HER Caur..---Let thecalf wear a strap 

| around the neck; when taken from the cow, 
| put the strap aronnd the cow’s horns, 

This makes the substance finer and more | 

liable to mat up. Let the husks be whole, 
and, drying in irregular shapes, they wiil 
retain those shapes and lie lively in a bed 
fora long time. There is a beard, or fur- 
ziness , on each husk, that prevents any in- 
sects crawling thruugh the beds; cunsequent- 

The 
smell of the calf that remains on the strap 
will in a great measure prevent her fretting 
If she has been accustomed to goto her calf 
at noon, let her be milked for a few days at 
the same time. 

Srose Cement.--A cemei't of three parts 
fine coal ashes, one of red Jead, three of 
sand, and two of chalk, (by weight, ) made 
into a putty with oil, is excellent for filling 
up the exposed joints of stones, brick, &c. 
It becomes as hard as marble. 
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Plant a Tree. 
There is no way a man can so effectually 

rear a monument to posterity, and one for which 
he shall receive their blessing, as by planting a 
tree; no matter whether a shade tree that shall 
protect from the scorching heat of the midsum- 
mer’s sun, or one that shall yield a luxury in 
its wealth of delicious golden fruit. From the 
window by which I am sitting, I seea row of 
maples planted by my father twenty years since, 
that suggested this word to you, kind reader; 
and that row of maples, that cost but a few 
hours labor then, is now the admiration of all 
who eee it,and an ornament to that old home- 
stead, that is valued above price. 
’ Have you never in riding over the country, 
passed a house entirely destitute of trees and 
shrubbery? and has not its dreary, forsaken, un- 
inviting appearance, painfully impressed itself 
upon your remembrance? And then again 
have you not passed another in direct contrast 
with it? here and there scattered around it a 
flowering shrub, or a climbing vine; it a rustic 
cot,a honeysuckle or a grape protecting its 
porch, and yielding sweet incense or delicious 
fruit; just back of it a venerable orchard, fit re- 
treat for the gambols of joyous, merry, laughing 
childhood, while to complete the picture there 
were scattered sround, a few nobie trees that 
one could love and venerate with a reverence 

our chiidkood, and guided our youth. Hasit | 
not been your fortune to see and compare the 
two, aud has it never ocenrred to you what 
gave to the one its charming, attractive, home- 
like appearance,—-and the want of which in the 
other, rendered it thus repulsive and uninviting? 
if not, look at the picture again, study it more 
closely, and you will see that the tree. the shrub 
and the vine, tastefuiiy arranged and eared for, 
have far more to do with the beauty of home, 
than ail else that science and architec’ ure, aided 
by wealth, can bring. The cottage thus adorn- 
ed, however humble, is far more attractive and 
beantiful, than the most stately mansion in its 
coldness and yrandeur, where these are wenting. 

Bed Bugs. 
“My lumily having an irreconcilable hatred 

to these pestiferous creatures, have, for years, 
been trying to keep them in subjection by the 
constant use of the brush, hot water, turpentine 
and various other bug medicines, but until late- 
ly everything, except constant labor, proved to 
elmonst an entire hum-bug. At last, some oue 
gave the following recipe, as being effectual: 
Take ten cents worth of quick-silver and the 
white of one egg: beat them well together, and 
apply the mixture around the pins and joints of 
the bedstead with a small brush, or feather.— 
This has proved to be entirely effectual. The 
above quantity will serve for about two bed- 
steads.” 

Carpets last longest by being often sha- 
ken, preventing the dirt under and in them 
from grinding out the texture; and by not 
being swept too frequently. 
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A Lesson from the Birds. 
A geutleman observed in a thicket of 

bushes near his dwelling a collection of 
brown thrushes, who for several days attrac- 
ted his attention by their loud cries and 
strange movements. At length curiosity 
was so much excited that he determined to 
see ifhe could ascertain the cause of the 
excitement among them. 

On examining the bushes he found a fe- 
male thrush, whose wing was caught in a 
limb in suc a way that she could not escape. 
Near by was her nest, containing several 
half-grown birds. On retiring a little dis- 
tance, a company of thrushes appeared, with 
worms and other insects in their mouths, 
which they gave first to the mother, and 
then to her young; she in the meanwhile 
cheering them in their labor of love with a 
song of gratitude. 

After watching the interesting scene until 
curiosity wassatisfied, the gentleman releas- 
ed the poor bird, when she flew to her nest 
with a grateful song to her delivercr, and 
her charitable neighbors dispersed to their 
usual abodes, singing, as they went, a song 

See | 

akin to that we feel for those who nurtured | Of joy-—-National Intelligencer. 

Curg ror Corxs on Horses’ Fret.— Messrs. 
Editors:—In one of your late numbers, a corre- 
spondent inquires the beat cure for corns in hor 
ses’feet. I have a very valuable horse, that, from 
carelessness and inattention, was corned in his 
fourth year. My blacksmith wished to cut it out, 
but my own judgment said no. I had his shoes 
pulled off, took him home and turned him out. 
This was in May; in October I took him to the 
same blacksmith, and he declared his hoof to be 
sound and without blemish. I have seen it tried 
several times—always with success. I never saw 
a case where the knife was used that did not 
materially injure the value of the animal. Burn- 
ing is one remedy, but I consider it worse than 
cutting. We all know that an easy shoe will 
cure corns on our own feet quicker than any 
other remedy. The two cases are parallel. 

Louisville, Ky. A SvuEscrRIBER. 

To Curr SHEEP-SKIN WITH THE WOOL ON- 
—Take one spoonful of alum and one of 
saltpetre pulverized, and mix well together; 
then sprinkle the powder on the flesh side of 
the fresh skin, and fold together, leaving 
the wool ontside. Then roll up as tightly 
as you can, and hang up in a dry place. 
Tn two or three days, or as soon as it is near- 
ly dry, take down and scrape the flesh side 
with a common case knife till clean and pli- 
able. This completes the tanning. Now 
wash clean with soap-suds, and you have 
an excellent saddle cover, cushion for your 
wagon seat, or, when nicely trimmed, a soft 
and elegant mat for inside doors. 



EDITORIAL NOTICES. 

The Corn Market. 
We have seen some notices of late in the 

papers on the trade of Cincinnati, and ob- 

serve a striking fact that the Whiskey trade 

consumes more corn than is demanded by the 

export toall Foreign countries. This would 

hardly be the general impression, when the 

one exercises the greatest influence on prices, 

and the other is a comparatively unknown 
matter. During the year ending August 

31st, 1856, there was, according to these fig- 
ures 6,420,015 bushels of corn used in the 

distillation of Whiskey in Cincinnati, while 
the average annual shipment from the Uni- 

ted States to Foreign countries was but 5,- 
278,585 bushels. Certainly the temperance 

lecturers have something to expatiate upon in 
view of these things. The trade in Whisky 

is flourisbing—not from any increased con— 

sumption amongst ourselves we imagine, but 

from the fact that France and Southern Eu- 

rope are taking our spirits to fill up the vac- 

uum caused by the failure of their own vinta- 

ges; and the Emperor of France, in conse- 

quence of the high price of bread stuffs, has 
prohibited the distillation of grain in his do- 

minions. 
We regret, aside from any question of 

morals, to see this export to Europe. It 

comes back to us. by undoubted testimony 

and open to chemical tests, in shape of wines 

and brandies, that poison any and every use 
that may be made of them. We believes 

choice wine may be manufactured in this 
country that will secure to it popularity, be 

safe and wholesome to consume, and win 

over the general taste from worse articles, 

There is a change of opinion in the last 
twenty years moving adversely to the con- 

sumption of spirits. Weare as a nation be- 
ginning to be tired of drunkenness, tired of 

the poverty tax, crime and misery to which 

it leads, and cannot but think this reforma- 

tion woald be accelerated by the use of wines 
made from indigenous substances, of which 

there are many in our vegetable kingdom, 
and thereby a pure taste be promoted, one 

step gained—better than many attempted— 
and direction to which the higher taste sa 

the world is evidently verging. 

| 

| 

| 

Morgan County Fair. 

There was a good show of cattle at the 
Morgan county fair. It beat the éxhibition 
of stock at the first stock fair—and that is 

saying a good deal. There was as good stock 
as can be found anywhere. There was a good 

exhibition of Horses and the largest Jack 
we ever saw. There was not a great ex- 

hibition of Hogs or Sheep. There were , 
some fine apples, vegetables and ladies 

work, several cheese and many other arti- 

Cles. 

The grounds of the Morgan Agricultu-* 
ral Society, are valuable, and in the imme- 

diately vicinity of the town. But there is 

not 4 tree upon them. ‘There is no beautij 
ful promenades upon them, where you can 

avoid the hot sun or be free from dust, and 

uno seats or benches provided where the weary 

can rest. On the whole, the near vicinity 

of a town under such circumstances, will not 

counterbalance the advantages of shade and 

shelter, found at a farther distance. The 

idea of growing groves in fair grounds is a 

good one where grounds with groves already 

in perfection cannot be had, but we 

should recollect that the planting of groves 

is for the advantage of another generation, 

not this, not the generation that undergoes 

the costs and burthens of the present time. 

Fall Visiting. 

Our farmers and their families have 

worked hard the past summer and s0 

soon as they can get their fall grain 

sowed, they should enjoy a _ little res- 

pite from their toils. By all means 

they must attend the fairs within their reach 

and should make short visits to their friends. 

This should be done to keep up the associa- 
tions and friendships of earlier years; and if 

your visit be short, and you make yourself 

useful & give as little trouble as possible, your 

friends will be glad to see you--they will en- 

joy your visit;—it will be a source of great 

pleasure to them and they will be glad to 

have it repeated. We are all passing down 

the vale of life, and it is pleasant to know 

that “it is well” with our friends. We oft- 
en see wagons with families now passing 

SS SE ES aE pedicel ) 
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about the country. Weknow why it is, 
what are their objects, and we love them 

better forit. On their return home they 
will resume their work; gather their late 

crops; see that their fences and buildings 

are in order for winter; look up their stock; 
collect their fruit; plant out trees; pay their 

debts; renew their subscriptions for news- 
papers; provide their families with new books 

{ for the winter, and see to it that suitable 
instructors are provided for schools, and 

that school houses are made pleasant, com- | 
fortable and healthful for children. You 

will have a busy time to get every thing 

ready for winter —but if you take time by 
the forelock, you will accomplish much, 

Potatoes. 
The late potatoes in this section are look- 

ing well and it is hoped will make a tolera- 

ble crop. The tubers at this time are grow- 

ing rapidly. Inthe North part of this State 
the cropis a fairone. Under the rush of 

potatoes upon the market prices have fal- 

len to 50 and 65 cts. These will be high- 
erinafewweeks, If there is not a sufficient 

supply for consumption provided at home, 
we can readily obtain them from the coun- 

ties north of us. 
We hope our farmers will take measures 

to secure their crops from frost the coming 

winter. They had a severe lesson upon this 
point last winter. Potatoes will undoubted- 

ly keep well, if well covered, in heaps, upon 

the giouid. 
Mr. Gardner Cox, in St. Lawrence Co. 

Mo., has given his method of preserving 

. potatoes. Last spring many potatoes were 

soldin this city which were raised in St. 
Lawrence county. Mr. Cox says: 

“My experience isthis. In the Summer 
of 1846, I erected a cellar sufficiently large 
to hold eight thousand bushels of potatoes, 
and stored that fall seven thousand and ar- 
eraging about eight feet deep. The cellar 
was built upon the North side of a hill suf- 
ficiently high to admit of two ventilations, to 
enter beneath the floor of the cellar, timbers 
were laid crossways upon the bottom of the 
cellars and boards laid upon them about 8 
inches wide and one inch apart, admitting | 
the cold fresh air to circulate under the | 
whole: body of the potatos. The result 

ee 

has been that my stock has been preserved. 
No chemical action has been discovered to 
work the work of decay. Potatoes which 
were diseased when stored, have been arres- 
ted from further decay, and the diseased 
part of the potatoe dried down and the sound 
part preserved.” 

Domestic “Port” Wine. 

This article when pure, is most unques- 

tionably, in many uses, a valuable remedial 

agent. But little of what is called Port 

Wine has that character of purity. Often, 

itis believed, it isan entirely spurious article, 
made up of drugs and alcohol. In our coun- 

try, we can scarcely rely for a pure article 
of wine on any other source than our own 

domestic manufacture ;--and it is said now, 

that even the Ameriean Wines manufactu- 

red inthe neighborhood of Cincinnati, are 

adulterated. 

We have said in another place that a 

valuable medicinal wine can be made from 
our native grapes, the grapes of our woods, 

approaching maturity. 

Charles A. Peabody, the Horticultural 

Elitor of the “Soil of the South,” published 

at Columbus, Geo., and known as a success- 

ful fruit grower,——has an article in his last 

number, on the manufacture of wine from 

the wild grape of Alabama. It is employed 

by medical men for cases in which port 
wine is usually prescribed, He says that so 

much mystery has been thrown around wine 

making, that many aredeterred from the 

efort who can secure an abundance of 

grapes. He gives the following as the mode 
of making wines of grapes: 

“Let the grapes be fully ripe; gather 
them in clear dry weather; look over the 
bunches and pick out all imperfect and rote 
ted berries. Now have the wooden troughs, 
trays or tubs perfectly clean and sweet, and 
mash the bunches on the stems by hand; 
as the tray is tilled, empty the mass into a 
clean tub, and so continue, until all the 
grapes are mashed; stir the whole mass to— 
gether in the tub, and leave it for fermen- 

tation; in afew hours bubbles will begin to 
rise, and in twenty-four to thirty-six, the 
mass willbecome so agitated that it will 
boil like a pot over the fire; watch it close- 
ly now, and as the fermentation subsides, 
put the mass into strong bags, and by seme 
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strong lever power, press the juice out; after 
the juice is all extracted, place it in a clean 
vessel and try its strength, if an egg will 
float in it, so as to show the size of a quar- 
ter of adollar, the juice will keep without 
the addition of sugar or brandy; if the egg 
sinks, add good brown sugar until it rises. 
Now turn the juice intoa sweet cask; five, 
ten, or thirty gallons, according to the 
quantity of the liquid; set the cask in a qui- 
et. shady place, in the attic or in the ceilar. 
(We prefer the attic.) Leave the bung out, 
and from a pitcher of the juice, which should 
be reserved for the purpose, fill up the cask, 

days; in the mean time, all the impurities 
in the juice will work out at the bung-hole; 

the hole. Let itso remain for eight days 
longer, then drive it in, and seal upthe cask 
tight as possible. Let the cask remain per- 
fectly quiet, and any time after the March 
following, it may be drawn of and bottled. 
It will be noinjury to the wine that it re— 
main upon the lees for two or three years 
before it is bottled, as it ripens better and 
fattens upon the lee:, but it may be used as 
soon as the March after the making. 

Marker Articies.—These are increased 
in value according to the manner they are 
prepared for the market. 
The varieties of apples should be kept sepa- | 

rate;— the smallest and worthless should be 

given tohogs, as also those which show symp- 

toms of decay. All apples Jook better andare 

better for being selected and ‘sorted. All 

apples intended to keep more than three 

days, should be picked from the trees. 

Potatoes should be sorted when brought 

to market. Of what use are small potatoes 

to inhabitants of cities? 
The same principle applies to other arti- 

cles brought to market. A few inferior 
specimens injure and lessen the value of the 

whole stock. Farmers who bring articles to 

market, would do wellto heed these hints. 

; ; | consumer. 
Cur Caxe.—The ingredients are as fol- | 

lows; Onetea cupfull of butter, two tea 

enpsfull of sugar, three tea cupsfull of flour, 

one half tea cupfull of milk, four eggs, and 
nearly a tea spoonfull salaratus. 

ADBESIVE Paste, made of rye flour, with 
a little alum added while it is boiling, is al- 
most as strong as glue. 

| 
| 

I ) | atany preceding fair. 
three, four, or five timesa day, for eight | 

THE STATE FAIR. 

We have just returned from the State 
Fair at Alton, and have only time to say 
that it more than realized our expectations. 

The drouth and the cold weather for the first 
two days were unfavorable; but there was 

a large attendance of people, and on Thurs- 
day,according to the most reliable estimates 

there were from 16,000 to 20,000 people 
upon the grounds. The cattle ex- 

hibited were fine, and more numerous than 

The same fact may 

be stated in regard to horses, mules and 

jacks. There was a good show of sheep; and 

after eight days, plare the bung slightly in | atolerable show of hogs. We say tolerable, 
because we think there were better hogs in 
Madison County than were exhibited at the- 

Fair. ‘The fruit department was well sustained 
in apples ; there was little other fruit presented. 

There was much worthy of admiration in the 

ladies’ departments ; and the farm products were 

superior to our anticipations. The dairy was 

well represented ; there was present more fine 

butter than we have before seen at the Fairs, 

and the cheese would have done credit to any 
dairies in the world. There was a large amount 

of machinery, and the agricultural implements 

on exhibition were in great variety and excel- 

lence. 

Indeed, without going into particulars, 

we may say that the exhibition was emi- 
nently successful. The collections made at 

the gates were nearly $9,000,—sufficient, it 

is believed, to pay all the expenses of the 

Fair. 

Facts to be Understood. 
Burrrr.—Sometimes butter is so much 

' salted as to lead to the belief that salt is 

| 

added, more than required, to increase the 
weight of the butter. Is this honest? 

Bctrer.—A good clean vessel, with white 

delicate cloths coveriug butter, add materi- 

ally to its value, in the estimation of the 

Berrer.—If brought to market in a buck- 
et from which to appearance hogs have 
been fed, the fact gives rise to suspicion, 
that the milk was set in a pig trough. 

Sentenceor Arrison.—Arrison, the torpedo 
fiend, at Cincinnati, has been sentenced to ten 
a imprisonment—the utmost limit of the 

Ww. 
Na aD 
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Early Vegetables. 
Who does not like early vegetables ? 

With what anxiety do we look for them ? 
How eager to get them? 

The Country Gentleman gives the following 
direction for obtaining early cauliflower, cab- 

bage, lettuce and radishes: 
“Cauliflower.—A bout the middle of Sept- 

is the time to sow cauliflower for winter- 
ing in frames, pits, or a cold vinery as the 
case may be. The seed should be sown on & 
warm border, and transplanted to their win- 
ter quarters when in rough leaf, or large 
enough to handle nicely—-three inches apart 
more if room is plenty. As long as cold 
weather keeps off, they must be kept exposed 
as much as possible, or they grow weak and 
spindly, and are susceptible of injury from 
frost. Although frames and pits are the 
most convenient to winter them in, many 
succeed in preserving them by other means, 
as shutters on old boxes, oiled muslin, and 
the like. 

Cabbage may be sown any time from 
the middle to the 25th of September, for 
supplying early piants next spring. There 
also require some protection, although not 
so much quite as the cauliflower. South of 
New York many preserve cabbage plants 
through the winter; by planting them on 
the south side of deep drills, and laying 
straw thinly over them when the sharp weath- 
er commences. Whenever this can be done, 
the plants being already established in the 
ground, commence growing early the ensu- 
ing spring, and come in slightly in advance 
of those wintered in frames. 

Lettuce.—Those who are fond of salads 
will not fail to sow lettuce also about the 
same time. The Brown Dutch and Green 
Hammersmith, and Cabbage Lettuce, are 
excellent for keeping through the winter, 
the same as the preceeding crops, while a 
small sowing should also be made of the sum- 
mer kinds, for coming into use in frames in 
winter. While the weather continues open, 
such little plants are immensely benefitted 
by freqnent stirring of the soil. Snails will 
occasionally prey on the young lettuce, their 
presence being easily detected by the slime 
they leave in their trail. If a little air 
slacked lime is dusted over them, they will 
have no trouble after, that is, if the lime 
while in a dusty state comes in contact with 
their bodies. 

Radishes may now be sown with almost 
certain results of tender roots. Those who 
emulate a well supplied table, will of course 
sow in frames as soon as all chances of their 

| 
| 

| 

| 
: 
| 
| 
| 

: 
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coming being past out of doors. Merely a 
cold frame will be sufficient at first, making 
a second and subsequent sowing in very 
gentle hot beds of leavesand dung, atstated 
intervals in the winter. 

Onions can also be had early in spring 
by making the beds and planting out the 

onion sets in the fall. It may be desirable 

to cover them slightly with straw,—to be 

removed early in spring. 

Hydraulic Cement for Walks. 
I have now a walk through an avenne, ten 

rods in length, floored with a sort of cement 
or stucco, formed of hydraulic cement, lime 
and sand, which has been laid two years, 
and which presents, at present, no sign of 
flaw or fracture, although it has been used 
daily sinceit was laid down. The propor- 
tions observed in mixing the stucco, was 
one part cement to one part of lime, (un- 
slaked) and one part of sand. The sand 
was sifted thoroughly, and the mass after 
being mixed, alluwed to remain undisturbed 
for a week; it was then laid down evenly, 
and was not again touched or trod on till 
dry. It has a very neat appearance, and is 
quite cheap compared with brick; it is also 
much preferable to sand and pebbles. The 
question of its durability remains yet to be 
decided. The same article is also extensive- 
ly used to supply flooring for cellars, dairies, 
and even out buildings; but when used for 
the latter purpose it requires to be laid 
thick, say two or three inches; whereas for 
the former one inch will be found sufficient. 
The more cement and the less sand is used, 
the more firm and durable will be the con- 
crete, and the more effectually, of course, 
will it subserve the objects for which it is 
applied—{ Germantown Telegraph. 

Buckwheat Porridge. 
Take a quart of rich milk, and after boil- 

ing it hard, stirin as much buckwheat meal 
as will make it of the consistency of thick 
mush, adding one tea spoonful of salt and a 
table spoonfal of fresh butter. In five min- 
utes after it is thick enough take it from the 
fire. If the milk is boiling hard, and con- 
tinues to boil while the meal is being stirred 
in, very little more cooking will be required. 
It should be placed on the table hot, and 
eaten with butter and sugar, or with mo- 
lasses and butter. This is sometimes called 
afive minute pudding; itis excellent for 
children as a plain dessert, or for supper.— 
Some add a seasoning of ginger or grated 
nutmeg before sending it to the table. 
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As we experimented pretty freely the 
past season in preserving fruits by the ex- 
clusion of the air, some of our friends may 
desire to know how they have stood the test 
of the hot weather we have now had. We 
reply, they have fully answered our expec- 
tations. Those recently opened were as 
fresh as those first inspected. Those put 
up without sugar being simply scalded, 
were not only fully equal in flavor to the 
others, but equally fresh also, and we pre- 
fer the flavor when sugar is added at the 
time of eating, to that produced by scalding 
the sugar with the fruit—We found no 
superiority in one kind of can over another, 
and the tomatoes (the only vegetable we 
put up ) have kept as well as the fruits. 

The various cans of berries and small 
fruits, put up by the same process, and sent 
us by our friend Mrs. Hornbrook of Wheel- 
ing, Va., have stood the warm weather, 
perfectly, and have elicited praise from alli 
who tastedthem. We take this opportu- 
nity of tendering her our thanks for so val- 
aable # present. 

That the glory of sweetmeats has depar- 
ted with the advent of thisnew system of 
preserving fruits and vegetables, is now we 
think a safe prediction, so general is the 
voice in their favor. 

Fruit of most kinds is likely to be scarce 
this year, that very little we presume will 
be put up. Apples only promise an abun- 
dant suppant supply, and those who have 
the cans, and nothing more rare with which 
to fill them, will do well to take some of 
the Richest as Pippins or Rambos, quarter 
them and put them up in the asual way.— 

Another spring eat them with sugar and 
cream, and they will be found quite a treat | 
in comparison with even the best ofdried ap- 
ples.--Ohio Cultivator. 

Fertilizing Properties from the Air. 
A quantity of ammonia and nitric acid, 

equal perhaps on an acre to 100 weight of 
guano, is annually bronght down to the soil 
by the rain, for the benefit of vegetation. 
Let not, however, the farmer deceive him- 
self, aud imagine that he may indulge in 
idle repose, while nature is thus keeping up 
the fertility of his lands. But he may profit 
by this newly-discovered bounty of nature if 
he will take full advantage of the atmos- 
pheric manure by meanure by means of 
drinage, which promotes the equal flow of 
water through instead of over his soil; by 
deep cultivation, and thorough pulverization 

is to the farmer like the sea to the fisherman 
—he who sreads hisnets the widest will 
catch the most. 

Improvement in Soap. 
The wife of an American agriculturist has 

been experimenting on soaps, and finds that 
the addition of three quarters of a pound of 
borax to a pound of soap, melted without 
boiling, makes a saving of one-half in cost 
in soap; and three-fourths the labor of wash- 
ing, and improves the whiteness of the fab- 
rics; besides the usual caustic effect is thus 
removed, and the hands are left with a pecu- 
liar soft and silky feeling, leaving nothing 
more to be desired by the most ambitious 
washwoman. 

A Bott Doe anp a Bear-—-A man in 
Chicago, whose stock consist of horses, has 
a novel way of preventing constables from 
levying on his property. At one side of his 
door is chained a fierce bull dog, with rope 
enough toenable him to guard half the en- 
tuance. At the other side is a savage bear, 
which has chain enough to barely reach the 
dog. Between Tray and Bruin it is impos- 
sible to effect an entrance, as a certain fat 
constable found to his cost after walking a 
couple of miles with his attachment. 

MARRIED. 
<—@-—___ -—- a 

CHILDS—MARSHALL—On the Gth inst., by Rev. B. F. 
Perkey, Mr. William W. Childs, formerly of Philadelphia, 
and Miss Sallie L. Marshall, of this city. * 

HALE—MANTLE--In Mechanicsburg, on the 30th ult.. 
by Rev. W. T. Bennett, Mr. Wm. Hale and Miss Sarah A. 
Mantle, all of Sangamon county. 

LYON—GOULD—On the 24 ult., by L. B. Adams, Esq.. Mr. 
Jason Lyon and Miss RosellaGould, both of Sangamon county 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| of the land, which brings every part of it 

DIED. 
ey ae = 

NESBITT—At the residence of V. R. Mallory, Esq... on the 
night of the 29th ult., at 12 o'clock, Emma Katurah, daughter 
of Mr.S. G.and Mrs. M. B. Nesbitt, of Clear Lake Prairie, 
Sangamon county, aged about ¥ years. : 

&=~Decatur papers copy. 

JOHNS-—On the morning of the 23d ult., Mrs. Almira EF. 
Johns. consort of E.G, Johns of this city,in the furty second 
year of her age. 

This estimable woman, whose sudden departure has carried 

such grief into the hearts of a wide circle of friends, was too 

well known in this community to require any description of 

her character or a lengthened enlogy. A residence here from 

childhood, a connection in the Church of Christ, for uearly 

thirty years, and close and intimate association with many 

who only knew to love and esteem her; all combine in render 

ng her loss one to be deeply felt. But wecannot say, deplored 

—for surely, why deplore the death of those, “who dic in the 

Lord?” “She sleeps in Jesus.” A child of suffering heres 

often called to pass through affliction, especially in seeing 

many of her little ones precede her tothe “spirit-world,” she, 

sanctified by those afflictions, has now gone tothe land where 

sickness and suffering no more shall come. Absent from the 

body, she is now present in the Lord. Who would wish her 

back to earth again ? 

' 
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t Louis Market--Oct. 7. 
____ COMMERCIAL. Flour—Superfine, $5 65; extra, $7; country lots, $5 10 to 

The Markets. $5 50'@ Dbl. 

We are of opinion the price of wheat will be sustained 

through the season, or undergo little fluctuation. The yield 

of wheat through the Union is rather above than under the 

average and is of superior quality. In England the harvest 

i3 not soabundant but that considerable imports will be re- 

quired ftom us. The stocks from the Black Sea will be re- 

duced In consequence oi the war. In France there will be a 

large demand upon us,and Spain, generally a bread exporting 

country, has at present but a limited supply. At home, with 

a liberal supply left over from last year, we shall be able to 

meet these deficiences and retain an abundance for our own 

consumption. Our Millers have almost destroyed the sale of 
flour in Europe by their wretched brands, and if some change 

for the better does not soon take place, we shal! lose the 

manufacture in this country and export wheat alone. Euro- 

peans are not partial to our Indian Corn, andapart from fam- 

ine seasons, it is supposed there never will bea general de- 

mand or taste for it in that hemisphere. The increase in the 
shipments of breadstuffs from this country is most remarka- 

ble and will yet verify the general impression, that between 

the Rocky Mountains and the Alleghanies, no other soil on 

earth can compete with it for pradmetions. 

Springfield Market. 
There is a good demand for wheat, at quotations, with very 

liberal receipts to mills andshippera. All kinds of marketing 

are scarce and in request. 

FLOUR—Extra $6; Extra White $6 60: Superfine $5. 

WHEAT—Sales of Fair to Prime at 80@90c for Red; 100c 

for White. 

CORN—Sales at 25@30c. 

OATS—Shippers offer 25c. 

POTATOES—Sales at 75 @ bushel. 

HIDES—Dry Flint 10@11c. 

BRAN—Sc ® bushel. 

SHORTS—12c. 

MARKETING—Chickens, $1 25@$1 50 per doz. Butter, 

15@20c. Eggs, 8@10c 8 doz. Onions, $1 50 P bu. Toma- 

toes, 80@150c @® bu. Apples, 35@50c. Cabbages, $8 per 

hundred. 

GROCERIES-—Market unsettled. Sugar, 8@10c. Coffee, 

Rio, firm at 14@15c; Laraguira, 16c; Java, 18@20c. Salt, 

per sack, $2 75; N.Y. @ bbl $3 25. Molasses, N. O., 50c; 

Belcher’s 70c; Golden Syrup, 90c. Rice, 10c. 
$< e— 

Chicago Market--Oct. 7 

Flour—-Superfine, $5; extra, $6 25; double extra, $7 @ bbl. 

Rye Flour—$5 ® bbl. 

Corn Meal—$1 # 100 fhs. 

Wheat--Spring, prime 93@95c; red, $1 03@§1 10; white, 

$1 23% bu. 

Corn—tle bu. 

Cats—26@2ic B bu. 

Rye—65c ® bu. 

Timothy Seed—$3 #@ bu. 

Clover—¢7 @ bu. 

Potatoes—50c P bu. 

Salt—$2 #P single bbl. 

Lard—13c ® bb. 

Pork—Mess, $12 # bbl. 

White Fish—¢5 # bb bbl. 

New - York Market--Oct. 7. 
Flour—Common, $6 10; good super State $6 50 @ bbl. 

Wheat—Chicago spring, $1 45; red Illinois, $1 50 @ bn. 

Rye—Firm, at 90c @ bu. 

Oats—Firm, at 48c @ bu. 
Pork—Mess, $20; prime, $15 @ bbl. 

Lard—14@14¢c @ bb. 

Coffee—6@12c @ ib. 

Wheat—Spring, common, 85c; fall, do,92'to 100c; do fair, 

$1 03 to $1 10; red and white, $1 08 to $1 1214; white, with 

sacks, $1 22 8 bu. 
Corn—Gunnies included, 43 to 45e @ bu. 

Oats—Sacks included, 48 to 50c @ bu. 

Barley—Good spring $1 65 bu. 

Potatves—90c to $1 @ bu. 

Onions—31 65 @ bu. 

Country Bacon—714 @ Bb. 

Lard—Prime, in bbls, 12i4c @ hb. 

Sugar—Fair,10c; prime, 1014 to lle QB. 
Coffee—1114c B fh. 

Salt—@ A $1 40 to$l 45; Turks Island, $1 10; LB $l 80 
@ bbl. 

Flax Seed—$2 22 9 bu. 
Timothy—33 P bu. 

Beans—$3 50 # bu. 
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MOLINE PLOWS. 
ME subscriber would call the attention of all 
persons interested in that main Pillarof Agri- 

culture, a good Piow, to bis large and varied as- 
sortment, made from the best Eng. Cast, German 
and American Slee}. No pains have been spared to 
have the best of Timber for the wood work, and 
none but good and experienced workmen are em- ; 
ployed in their manufacture. The following hist 
comprises some of the kinds manufactured: 

Two qualities of the Imperial Clipper Plow. 
Five “ € old style Stubble ; 
Two < * Corn “ 
The Michigan Double Plows, for Sand or 

Stubble, 
Breaking Plows from 12 to 390 in., every style. 
Doubte and Single Shovel Plows. 
3 and 5 Steel Tooth Cultivators. 
Guage Wheels. 
Full rigged Trucks, Cast Tron Wheels, and 

Wrought Iron Axle. 
Rolling Coulters (cast steel) with clasps. 
Hanging and Stengding + ahd 

Messrs. Francis & Barrel! have the excins.y® 
sale of my Plows in Springficid, ['!.. where a good 
assortment will be Found 
ular kind of Plow or Plow fixture, can be left with 
them and will meet with proc.pt attention. 

Moline, feb20, 1856 JOHN DEERE. 

Threshing Machines. 
r | VWE subscribers would notify the Farmers of 

West Northfield. Cook County, Jil. 
JOHN A. & CHAS. KENNICOTT. 

i AVE a large stock of Nursery Articles for 
sale, including— 

APPLE TREES; 
PEAR TREES; 

PEACH TREES; 
PL’. M fREES; 

APRICOT TREES; 
QUINCE TREES 

ORNAMENTAL TREES—including the various 
Evergreens; 

| SHRUBBERY—Roses, Spirees, Currants, Goose- 
berries, Honeysuckles, Snowballs, &c. 

HERBACEOUS PERENNIAL PLANTS—in- 

Orders for any partic- | 

Sangamon and the adjoming counties that | 
they are now prepared with increased facilities tf : aa 
urnish thei, 

Townsend’s Separator wita Cuming’s im- 
proved Tub Power or Pelton’s 8 or 10 

Horse Power. Aliso, Pitts’ Sepa- 
rator gud Double Pinion 8 

Horse Power. 

ta 

Having superior facilities for the business, em- 
ploying only first class mechanics and using the 
choices! stock, we shal! make it for theinterest 
the farmers in Central lli., to buy our machines 
in preference to all others. 

' be bought in the west. 

@ur machines are well known to be the best in 
use both for their capacily to do work wext and 
FAST, as for their DURABILITY, we would refer to | 
the following gentlemen who have used thei the 
past season: Preston Breckenridge, esq,, Sangamon 
co.; James Virden, Sangamon co. 

CUMINGS & MATTHEWS. 
Dubuque, Iowa, marl1, 1856. 

JOHN WILLIAMS & CO., Agents, 
Springfield. 

cluding most varieties of Phlox, Peonias, 
Lillies, &c., &e. 

DAHLIAS, TULIPS, HYACINTHS, GLAD- 
IOLUS, CROCUS, &c..&c. 

' RHUBARB PLANTS—and indeed, almost every 
varisty of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrub- 
bery, Bulbons Flawer Roots and Herbaceous 
Flowering Piants. 

Gar FRANCIS & BARRELL will receive cr- 
ders for any articiesin the above Nursery, and 
they will be fnrnished promptly. 

Sept. 1, 1856, 

GOOD NEWS!---NEW GG66GDS! 
W. 9. JONES & W. V. GREENWOOD, 
TH AVING asgociaten themselves together under 

_4. the name and style of Jones & Greenwood, 
for the purpose of conducting «a general retail 
trade in the town of Chatham, Sangamon county. 
yeg leave to say to the citizens of that town and 
surrounding country, that they are now in the 
receipt of a large, entirely new and carefully se- 
lected stock of seasonable 

, , . _ _ | Dry Goods, Hats, Caps, Bonnets, Hardware, 
We shall mak e both geared and band niachines. Queensware, Clothing, Groceries, 

And all articles kept by the general trader, which 
they pledge themselves to sell as low as they can 

All kinds of couatry 
prodnee taken in exchange for goods. 

[hey wil! occupy the house kuown as the 
Norton Store House, Chatham. Don’t ferget to 
call. (april) JONES & GREENWOOD. 

Penneck’s Patent Seed and Grain Planter. 

7 E ARE AGENTS FOR THIS MACHINE 
for Drilling in Grain. Grain Drilled in will not win- 

ter kill and produces much more to the acre than when sown 
broadcast. Where it is possible. all wheat should be sown by 
the Drill. FRANCIS & BARRELL, 

augs-dld Farmer’s Store, Journal Buildings. 



18560 1856. 
SPRING!! SPRING!! SPRING!!! 

Items for Farmers and all those interested in 
HORSES AND CATTLE. 

FTER THE 
hardest winter knowag to 

the eldest inhabitant, we 
again offer you our Improved 
German Horse and Cattle 
Powder— 
“<THE GREAT PENNSYL- 

VANIA REMEDY.” 

It is every man’s duty not 

only to take care of bisfamily 

but of hishorses. He has been 

given tous for our service, 

usefulness and pleasure; it is 

therefore highly essentiel 

that we: 'o: Id protect so willing and devoted a servant. 
The spring and smamer e¢ampaign is near at band, the 

horse must do the labor. Thousand and tens of thousands 
dollara depend on that noble animal. 

TAKE CARE OF HIM MR. FARMER! 
As you value yourcrop see .hat he is In gvod condition; 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

| 
| 

| 
| 

let him go forth to the plow, head and tall up, having a 
good appetite, 

NOT HIDE BOUND, 
hut full of energy to de the good werk,every hair om his 
bide in the right place. 

The above may be ascomp!ished by using our celebrated 
horse powder, and without further ado, we refer you to 
the following gentieman who have throughiy tested its 
efficacy. 

Abner Stewart, Fancy Creek; S. A. Jones, Rochester; 
N.S. Bates, stage agent; M. Wickersham, strest coramis- 
stoner: Sam’! Shoup, Jonn Kavanaugh, B.F Ruth,!I. R. 
Diller, John Cook and many others. 

R. H. Price, Agent, {sland Grove. 
jyPWe have always on hand, Neats Foot O!}, Brown 

Tanner’s Oll, and Frank Miller’s Celebrated Blacking for 
harness. Cal: at OORNEAU & DILLER’S 

Eart side public sovares 
_Ward-wit 7 Sprit gficld, I. 

A WORD TO FARMERS, 
OUR ery has been heretofore, “Whyn ' 

Y petit get carriages and -vngons Soe 
as durable and chea, here as elsewhere.” ‘The 
questien can be satisfaciorily answered, by calling 
at the 

Carriege and Wagon Manufactory of 
= , 

Withey & Brothers, 
ONS BLOCK east CF THE COURT HOUSE, SPRING- 

FIELD, ILLINOIS, 
Where can be found consiautiy on hand, every 
variety of Carriages. snen as Rockaways, Busses, 
Salwies, and Wagons, of the best workman. >, 
and at the shoriest rotice. As none 
but those who have a thorough knowledge of their 
business, we can tarran’ all work leavirg our es- 
tablishmen!. 

N. B.—Particular attention 
iy all its various branches. 

Gea” Orders respectiutly solicited, and aitended 
to, at our shop one block east of the Court House 

Feb. 20th, 1x5t. 

CLOTHING FOR THE MILLION 

R. H. BEACH, 
West of the State House—three doors from Free- 

man’s Corner. 
| Ga always on hand a large supply of men’s 

and children’s Clothing, suitable for all classes 
—and especially for the hard service of the farm. 
He respec‘fully invites the farmers of Sangamon 
county, who want Clothing, to examine his stock. 
He will sell a‘ as low prices as pussible aq uve, 
His motto is, “Live and Jet live.’ Come on, farm- 
ers and see my stock. 

Jan 21, 1856. 

} eo ennloy we employ 

¢ paid reper neg 

{ 

{ 
| 

J. A. MASON, 
Manufacturer and Dealer in Cabinet Furniture 

AS on hand a large stock of Chairs : 
of all kinds; Bedsteads, Bureaus, 

Cases, Presses, Tables, Mattresses, Look- 
ing Glasses, Clocks from the Factory, Willow 
Ware, &c., &c. 

It is my intention to sel] as good articles aud on 
as reasonable terms as any other shop in the city. 
Feo epemitee done at all times. 

Opposite the Journal office ; also in the 
Journal Buildings. 

Springfield, Feb. 14, 1856. 

The Springficld Woolen Factory, 
il Prepared to Card, Spin, or Manufacture Wool 

into Cloths and Biankets in good style and 
with despatch. 
They have added to their Carding Room, new 

and improved Custom Cards, which enables them 
to Card in first rate order 

1000 pounds of wool 
per day. 

Customers from abroad can have their wool 
attended to without delay. 

CASH PAID FOR WOOL. 
May 1, ARMSTRONG & CO. 

ILLINOIS 
Matual Fire Insurance Company. 

Located at Alton, ilinois. 
CHARTERED FEBRUARY 236, 1839—OR 

GANIZED APRIL 4th, 1839. 
MOUNT of premium notes in force Feb. Ist, 
1856, consiituling @ fund for the payment of 

losses, $679,537 41; secured by alien on property 
insured, valued at over $7 600.000. 

This Company insures dw: }iings, stores, ware- 
houses, manufactones, mills, barns, stabies, anc 
the contents of each. with every other 
SM lareperies ot yrereiy wy when ihe 

loss or Ga! € ‘ 

fied in recomme” 

fOgel el 

Stage, ohONL 

hive Ne . Clty Toei piste 

To the Favora 

Or ii 

pacy 

ble consideratich incis, Eve- 
ry one ii a inembder—.ue Comp-ns 
veing on ass 1200 OF CUsloOmers—€aCH Gi W. OT 

18 CObcerneu in e1raoaor. vs ile 

incemn { nN exert tate wih 
thecne risk... it apt f the Ce: 
sa. comparatively € tj anc dive’ sat 

of the isstitutien musibe apparent io every o 
who reads the charter 
The cost of insuring inthis fompany is so low 

es to render it almost thexcusable for the owners 
of insurable property not to avail themselves of 
tfs protection, 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 
Timo. Turnes, Lyman Trumbull, 
H. W. Billings. Ben. F. Long, 
Samuel Wade M. G. Atwood, 
John James, L. Kellenberger. 
Rotert Smith, Henry Lea, 
Elias Hibbard, Alfred Dow, 
Jehn Bailhache, B. K. Hart, 
Jonn Atwood. 

B. F. LONG, President. 
M. G. Atrwoop, Sec’y. 
L. Kellenberger, Treasurer. aprill ly 

R. H. BEACH. | CA for Insurance may be made to 
JAME 8 L. HILL, Agent at Springfield. 
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To Persons Visiting Springfield to | 
Purchase Goeds. 

NE OF THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST 
and most desirable stocks vf Merchandise in 

Central Illinois, is to be found at : 

Joseph Thayer & Co’s., 
outh side of the Pubiic Square. 
Their stock contains the richest fabrics as well 

as the more useful, of Dry Goods, Bonnets, Para- 
sols, Cutlery, China and Glassware, Boots, Shoes - 
and Gaiters, Clothing, Teas and Family Groceries, 
Trunks, Looking Giasses, Hats. 
The second story of their store is devoted ex- 

clusively te 

Carpets and Oi] Cloths. 
Yhey would call the attention of those in want 

of stout woolen goods to their stock, which they 
raanufacture themselves of unmixed Sangamon 
county wool] and warraut to wear weil. 

Al: persous in want of any of the above articles, 
are invited to inspect our assortinent. We guar- 
auiee prices as low as the lowes‘ 

suay i. 

CITY RUG 
RuMOVED 

STORE 
do Acdt 

vdersignet woenld anrovnee to his friends 
the abi: general y ‘hat ve has removed 

ecos3 the reat fo tie 3‘ore previousiy oceupied 

y C. Freeman & Co yon the Northwest corner of 
he pubic square, wuere he has fitted up in a hand- 
ome and convenient Manner and made many and 
arge additions to bis stock, which consist in part 

of 
Drngs, Chemicals, Medicines, Peints, Oils, 

Varnishes, Glass, Glass Ware, Patent 
Medicines, Surgical! & Dental In- 

struments, Fancy Articles, 
Very Fine and a Great 

Variety, Combs, 
Brushes, Perfumery, Stationory, 

Fine Cutlery, 

Eelectric & Concentrated Medicines, | 
Eleetric Machines, Belts, 

Imported Cigars, Very Fine, Pure Wines, 
Brandies, Old Whiskey’s, Ale, Porter. 

A very superior assortment for Medical use, 
Lamps for Burning Fluid, a fine assortment. In 
fact everything that comprises a complete and 

saleable stock, whicn I oifer at wholesal and retail 
at. lower prices than ever before in this market. | 
er. coLident that with my present facilities, I 
n sell to Physicians and others as low as any 
use in St. Louis, and would invite them to ove 
a call and examine my stock before going fur- 

r. 
Everything sold by me is warranted strictly pure 

and genuine. Don't forget the new store, where 
we may always be found aiid and willing to 
wait ov eustomers, day or night, and give satis- 

faction. J. B. FOSSELMAN. 
June 1—4m. 

~The Farmer is sent in packages, peid for in ad- 

vance, for a year, 75 

Single numbers, $1 00 

The back numbers can be furnished to new sub- 

scribers 
August 1, 1856. 

| HOSTETTERS’* 
| Celebrated Stomach 

BITTERS. 
NE WINE-GLASSFUL TAKEN THREE 
times a day, before meals, will be a sure cure 

for Dyspepsia, will remove all flatulency or heavi. 
ness from the Stomach, keep you free from cos- 

; tiveness, assist digestion, give a good appetite and 
impart a healthy tone to the whole system, and a 
certain prevention of Fever and Ague. 
FACTS cannot be questioned, when the people 

_ of any country bear testimony in mass, as in the 
case of 

Dr. J. Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, 
pot only have we the individual evidence of the 
land, but aimost every paper in the Union is com 
menting upon the great benetit derived frem the 
use of thesa Celebrated Bitters, besides various 

| Diplomas awarded them,among which 1s one from 
the Ohio Mechanies? instituie, at their Thirteenth 
annual exgibition at where the cos- nn Og, 

Vinciaenéci, 

' mittee was composed chiefly of Physicians of the - 
city. There are al! weighty fects that cannot 
help but convince the mos* incredulous that it is 
at ‘ost worthy of trial. .We therefore advise afi 
who are uot proof sgainst three sudden transits 
irom coid to hot weather, to be provided with a 
suppy for family use, agit Sas deen attended with 
the most beneficial results, when admimetered to 
ladies or children pefore meale, as per directions 
on the botile. nce tried, their vircves will de 
realizec in a very short time. it is not necessary 
fur us to enumerate al! the diseases prevailing and 
arising from the stomach, Sut suffice ii to say that 
any derangement arising either from change of 
weather or diet, which is generally th cause of 
Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cholic, Cholera Morbus or 
Cholera, all are speedily checked and cured by 
the use of these bilters. 

SPRINGFIELD, Apri! 14, 1856. 
Some months since, while recovering from an 

atiack of Remittent Fever, I was requested to try 
Dr. Hostetter’s Bitters, as ap article peculiarly 

' suited to the condition of convalescents frem fe- 
| vers, 

It is but simple justice to say, that it rapidly 
restored the powers of my digestive organs,and at 
the same time kept wy bowels gently open. ; 

I bave ne hesitancy in saying that hitherto, io 
using it in my practice, it has in every case where 
I have erdered, 1t acted like a charm. 
In thus speaking freely of it, rar from puff a 

patent medicine, an article it by no means claims 
to be. SANFORD BELL, M. D. 
May 1. 
For sale by all of the Druggists in Spring field 

'Beach’s,.:Eagle Fan. 
THE .BEST; AND CHEAPEST GRAIN 
and Seed Separator ever offered in this mar- 

| ket. 
This machine has been greatly improved by the 

substituting of gear wheels, in place of the band 
used, and we now offer it to farm 

THE BEST IN USE. 
| It will clean from 60 to 100 bushels of wheat 
| per hour, and in all kinds of grain will do the 
work faster, better and with less power than any 
other machine ever introduced into this market. 
Price $20 For sale by 

July 1, 1856 POST & BROTHER. 
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| - ILLINOIS STOCK a Clocks, Watches, Jewelry ie. 
| W. D. WAKD 

Grain Farms for Sale. 
[% consequence of impaired health, the partner- 

ship betwixt myself and brother, in Ag.< 
Farming and Steck raising, will be closed Fa 
by mutual consent at an early day. Wed 
have made partition of a portion of our real es- 
tate, and now offer the remainder for sale. We 
will sell about 

1GOO Acres, 
Cineluding Timber, &c., thereto, appertaining,) 
of the north part of the farm upon which I reside, 
of the tract offered for sale, aboul 1486 acres are | 
in the highest state of cultivation, and has uponit 
a Boarding House, Barn, Feeding Lots, &c., be- | 
sides three 

= is aes eS eee 
PAI LOUIS. 

eligibly situated, (in reference to use or sub-divis 
1on,) upon different parts of the farm. There are 
rows abd groves of trees, scattered ovee the lands, 
which are highly ornamental. und afford shade for 
stock in summer, and protection in winter. The 
tract ts well watered by a brook and its fributa- 
ries. The main stream traverses it two miles, 
from west to east, and about !,000 acres of it are 
set withtame grasses. About fivemileso? (Osage 
Orange) Hedge Fence are growing upon the 
premises. 

The tract, composed of high, roliing prairie, is 
compact in ferm, and susceptible of advantageous | 
division into four or more, or less, farms, adapted | 
either to grain or grass, and each witn water and | 

i The foregoing | timber conveniently situated. 
re situated at 

Island Grove, Sangamon County, Iiis., 

and midway betwixt Jacksonville and Springfield, | 
and within a convenient distance of Island Grove | 
Depoi, on the great Western Railroad. 
To a gentleman wishing the finest stock farm in | 

the west, or .o a number of gentlemen, «ishing 
smaller farms adjoining each other, these lands 
present a rare chance. 

Possession can be delivered of most of the | 
lands, at such time as may be convenient to pur- | 
chasers, and of the whole at an early day. Pay- | 
ments made easy. As to the farm, reference is 
made to Dr. Kennicott, Secretary Illinois State | 
Agricultural Society, and to occasional notices 
thereof, in former numbers of the Prairie Far- 
mer. We also offer for sale 

SGO Acres 
of unimproved Prairie; about 14 miles east of | 
Jaeksonville and about 2 miles sonth of Great | 
Western Railroad. 
Theundersigned will still continue his residence | 

as heretofore, and will devote special attention to 
the improvement and breeding of 

DURHAM CATTLE, 
‘ He invites all who may wish to buy Fine Stock 

to call and examine the superiorherd belonging to 
himself and brother. ; 

Persons wishing further knowledge touching | 
the lands aforesaid, will call at my residence, or | 

| stored to sight cases that have been blind from one 
' to twenty years. 

upon WiLt1aM Brown, esq., Jacksonville. 
£25 MES N. BROWN. 

| pose, 
| to examine his stock of “Books for the Young.”? 

\ ISHES to inform the farmersof Sangamon 
and adjacent counties, that he keeps on 

hand, for sale, different priced CLOCKS 
manufactured by Seth Thomas, Hartford, 
Coun. These clocks are supposed to be superior 
to most others in market, being well made,of last- 
ing material, and not liable to get out of order.— 
an object of great importance to persons whe live 
at a distance from shops where clocks can be re- 
paired. 

He has also for sale a variely of WATCHES 
siiver and gold, warranted to be good. He has 

| silver watches at low prices, the running work 
of which is equal to the beat class of goldwatches 
Ge” He attends to clock and watch repairing 

and does the business promptly and well. 
W. D. WARD. 

@’ North side of the square iv. the front of 
| Messrs Watson’s conteciionery. 

ML M. VANDEUSEN, — 
West ode of the Square, Springfieid, Lilinots, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEARER IN 

DRU 38, gee? Saws Pants, Gils, 

MEDICINES, Seco varnisues, 
CHEMICALS, =e DYE STUFFS, 

Purfaumery, % Aah Fancy Articles, 

BRUSHES, GLASSWARE, LETTER PAPER, 
STATIONERY, 

And all kinds of GENUINE and Popalar 

Patent Medicines, 

i 

| Acoinplete asortment of the best quality, and at 
the lowest prices. 

Dr. Wm. Hall's Balsam for the Lungs, and 
Dr. Baker’s Pain Panacea. 

“Books for the Young. 

kK. H. BEACH, 
WEST OF THE STATE HOUSE 

Three doors from Freeman’s Corner. 
The books referred to are suitable for Sunday 

school Libraries, and the subscriber intends to 
keep a good supply. always on hand for that pur- 

He respectfully invites parents and others 

R. H. BEACH. 
Jan. 21st 1856. 

THE EYE, EAR AND LUNGS, | 
R. HARPER continues to treat successfully 
all disease of the EYE, EAR and 

LUNGS. Also, all Chronic Diseases > 
of the human system. The Lungs are 
treated by Medicated Inhalation, the enly success- 
ful and rational method. ‘The success which had 
attended my peculiar treatment the past many 
years is almost incredible to those una: quainted 
with its peculiar curative effects, having restored 
patients who were considered hopeless: and re- 
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GARDEN SEEDS 
At Wholesale & Retail. 

| CELERY, White solid 
FRANCIS & BARRELL 

A now receiving their Garden Seeds of this | 

Comstock, Ferre & Co., Wethersfield, Conn. They 
comprise the following seeds. 

ARTICHOKE, Globe 
ASPARAGUS, Giant 
BEANS, ENGLISH, Windsor 

Early Lonz Ped 
BEANS, DWARF, Early China 

Early Valentine 
Early Yellow Six Weeke 
Canada Six Weeks 
Early Cluster 
Early Mohawk 
Large White Kidney 
Refugee, o1 Thousand to One 
White Cranbery, or Soccotash. 
Newington Wonder 

BEANS, POLE, Eariy Case kuife 
Large Lima, or Butter 
Sieva, or Carolina Lima, 
Scarlet Runner 
White Dutch Runner 
Horticultural Cranberry 
White Cranberry 
Red Cranberry 
Indian Chief 

BEET, Ear!y Blood Turnip, 
Extra Early Fiat Bassone 
Farly Yellow ‘furnip 
Early Searcity 
Early Half Long Blood 
Smosth Long Dark Blood 
Long Blood Red 
White Sugar 
M: ngold Wurzel, Long Red 
Large Yellow Globe 
Swiss Chard 

BROCCOLI, Early White 
Early Purple 
Large Purple Cape 
White Cape, or Cauliflower 

BRUSSELS sPROUTS 
CABBAGE. Early York, or June, 

Early Wakefield 
Early Sugarloaf 
Early Drumhead or Battersea 
Nonpareil 
Large French Oxheart 
Large York 
Comstock’s Prem. Fiat Dutch 
Large Fiat Dutch [Eng.] 
Large Bergen 
Large American Drumhead 
Large English Drumhead 
‘True Green Glazed 
Fine Drumhead Savoy 
Creen Glove Savoy 
Red Dutch 
Improved Red Dutch 
Green Kohl Rabi 
Purple Kohl Rabi 
Couve Tronchuda 

CARDOON, 
CAULIFLOWER, Early London, 

Large Asiatic 
Walcheren 
Demi dur Paris 

CARROT, earliest Short Horn 
Early Horn 
Long Orange 

{ 

years’ growth, from the establisbment of | 

{ 

i 

| 
| 

! 

Large White Belgian 
Blood Red, or Purple 
Large Altringham 

New Silver Giant 
Seymour’s Superb White 
Large Manchester Red Solid 
Cole’s Superb Red 
Cole’s Crystal White 
Turnip Rooted 

CHERVIL 
COLLARDS, Ceorgia 

| CORN SALAD, or FETTICDS, 
CRESS, Curled or Peppergrass 

Broac leaf Garden 
Winter 

CUCUMBER, early Frame 
Early Russian, earliest known 
Early Cluster 
Eearly Wuite Spine 
Short Green Prickly 
London leng Green 
Extra long Green Turkey 
iherkin, or West India, 

EGG PLANT, early ioag Purple, 
Large Purple 

ENDIVE, Green Curled 
White Curled 
road leaved Patavian 

' INDiAN CORN, early sweet, 
Large sweet or sugar 
Mammoth sweet 
Evergreen sweet 
Smiti’s eariy White 
Early White Flint 
Early Tuscaiora 

KALE, Green Curled Scotch 
Germau Greeus 
Sea 

| LEEK, large Scotch, or Flag, 
Large London 

| LETTUCE, eariy Curled Silesia 
White Cabbage, or Butter, early, 
Fine Imperial Cabbage 
Reyal Cabbage 
Versailles Cabbage 
Green Ice Head, large. 
Brown Dutch 
Large India 
Dru:mhead 
Ice Cos 
Paris Green Cos 
White Cos 

| MELON, Green Citron, 
Beechwood 
Pine Apple 
Skiliman’s Fine Netted 
Nutme 
Yellow Cantaloupe, large 
Large Musk lis 

WATERMELON, Mountain Sprout 
Mountain Sweet, fine 
Spanish : 
Ice Cream 
Long Island 
New Orange 
Citron for preserves 

| MUSTARD, White, or English, 

gn _ 

NASTURTIUM, 
ONION, early Red 

New Danvers Yellow 
Yellow Stlver Skin 
White Portugal 

OKRA, short Green 
Large White 



| 
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PARSLEY, Plain or Common, 
Curled or Double 
Extra Double Owarf 
Myat?s Garnishing 
Hamburg, or large Rooted, 

PARSNIP, long smooth 
Early short 

PEAS, Comstock’s earliest Wf 
Extra early May 
Early Emperor 

Kent 
Prince Albert 
Warwick 
Washingtow 

ds Frame or June 
do Double Biossom 
do Chariton 
do Champion of England 

Bishop’s early Dwarf 
Bishop’s early iong Ped 
Dwarf Biue limperial 
Black’s Dwarf Victory 

Dwarf Blue P- 
Larze Whit 
Biack-eyed Marrow lat 

Dvrea f Sugar 
PEPPER, tung Cayenve 

Cherry 
Live <Q iash or tomato 

Go Bail-nes2 or Bel 
ao Sweet sMountain 

Swvee, Spomish 

PUMPRK!D, Connect 
Large Cheese 
Cushaw 

RADISH, early scarlet Turnip 
Shortetop jong scarlet, early. 
Lo g salmon 

do White summer 
Demi-jong Rose, Olive shaped 
White Turnip 
Yellow Furnip 
lack Fall Spanish 
Bose Culored China Winter 

RAPHE, For Greens, 

RHUBARB, early Toboisk, 
Myatt’s Victoria Giant 
Mitchell's early Aloert 

ROQUETLE, 
SPINACH, Roind or summer 

Prickly, or Fail 
Flanders, large, 
Lettuce leaved 
New Zealand 

SALSIFY, or Vegetable Oyster, 
SCORZONERA 
SQUASH, White Bush scollop 

Yellow Bush scoilop, early, 
Bush summer Crovkneck, early, 
Green striped Bergen 
Fall or Winter Crookneck 
Autumnal Marrow, or Boston, 
Lima Coccanut 
Custard 

TOMATO, large Red, 
Smooth round Red 
Pear Shaped 
Yeilow, large, 
Small Yellow 
Cherry, very smal] 

TURNIP, early Flat Dutch, or Spring 
Red Top Fiat, easly, 
Strap-leaved red top Flat 
Strap-leaved White Flat 
Early Six weeks 

do Snowball 

icut Field 

do Garden stone 
Stubble stone 
Large English Norfoix 
Large White Glabe 
Large White Flat 
Long White or Cow Horn 
Long ‘Tankard 
Early Yellow Dutch 
Yellow Stone or Orange 
Yellow Aberdeen or Bullock 
Orange Jelly or Golden Bal] 
Dale’s Hybrid 

RUTA BAGA. Purpie-top 
~kirving’s Liverpoo! 
Laing’s Improved 
Early Stubble Swede 
White French 

Bene 

Caraway 

Cerlander 
Sweet Fennel 

Yov moer Ist., 1855 

“ae We refer the reader to the advertisement of 
Mr. Neicon Newman, in this paper under the head 

of taming ** Wild Horses.” Mr. Newman can be 

found at Perkins’ Livery Stabie, in this city, near 

the American House. 

We have tong been satisfied with the fact, that 

horses can be readily tamed, however wild, by per- 

sons who understand the peculiar process oi doing 

it. What that was, we were anxious to learn.— 

Mr. Newman has explained it to us, and what was 

| oncea greal mystery seems now to be a very reas- 

onable matier. He bas done it in numerous in- 

_ Stanees tn this city, and there is no ionger any ne. 

| entirely gen’le, 

| days since, from twenty-five miles distance. 

cessity for having vicious and untamed horses. He 

has also tried the proeess upon the wildest and most 

vicious mules, and succeeded in rendering them 

One was brought tohim a few 

The 
| owner said he would kick and bite everything with- 

| in his reach. and “was, in fact, a perfect devil.’ 
In a short time Mr. Newman succeeded In renders 

| ing him as kind and gentle as a lamb. 

Mr. Newman’s charge for breaking horses and 

mules is very moderate. He breaks them in the 

right way—learning them just what he wishes them 

to know and practice. 

We think we are doing the public a favor in 
publishing these remarks, 

6000 PAPERS OF 
FLOWER SEEDS! 

FRANCIS & BARRELL 
A RE now receiving their stock of Flower Seeds 

comprising some three hundred choice varie- 
ties, fresh from the Gardens of Comstock, Ferre & 
Co., Wethersfield, Conn. [novl] 
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WILD HORSES! 
I WISH to announce to the people of Sangamon 

and the adjacent counties, that Ihave a sys- 
tem of 

TAMING WILD HORSES... 
Which I challenge the world to equal. I use no 

MEDICINES OR DRUES 
Of any kind, to put them under any unnatural in- 
fluence whatever, but take them in their natural 
state, and operate upon their intelligence by the art 
of teaching them my will. 

J will ride the worst horse that can be brought 
to me, and will carry. an umbrella, drum, buitalo 
robe, or any frightful object, on horees that have 
always been known to fear such ibings. I will 
take colts that have never been handled, and in a 
short time make them stand where [ place them, 
without holding, and come to me at my command. 
I will make any horse; however wild and vicious, 
lay down in fifteen minuies, and take his legs in 
my arms and knock his feet tcgether. 

I can, by handling a wild horse afew hours, per- 
form feats with him never equalled in Anierica,and 
never surpassed in the old world, the wonder of 
Europe, the “whisperer” Sullivan not excepted; | 
aud although the operations that produce these ef- 
fects areso simple that any one will understend 
then immediately, and be abieto practice them 
with perfect success. 

NELSON NEWMAN, 
Springfield fllimeis. 

Cranberry Plants, 
flee: Bell or Egg-shaped variety ix the best to 

cultivate on damp, wet or poor, low,swampy 
land—where nothing else will grow—often pro» 
ducing from two to three hundred bushels per 
acre, Price 50 cents per hdndred. Aliso, the 

New Rochelle, or Lawton’s Blackberry Plant. 
Very prolific and large frint—producing ‘he mos, 

abundant of ail Garde: Fruits 
Cireulars relating to the soil, culture, price, &e., 

will be furnished to applicacts. 
Price $5 per dozen = For sate b5 

BP. i ROW Bal! GF, 
Dealer in Trees, Plants Colo theet 

oO! the ailiuois Fariner. 
New Haven, Nov. ist, *50. : 

(ar We again assure (¢ 

Far.ger that we will 

us from them. Dy mai:!. 

novl 

wo 

) aie — 
5@ Brad la recEive Woa is ie 

Sausage Cuircs 
great convenience, and asaving of labor in 

LX families. For sale by - 
asmaect30 FRANCIS & BARRELL 

Siraw Cutiers. 
E have these articles forsale. Tre coming 
winter their use will save five {) their 
[oct30] FRANCIS & BARRFLL. 

Agriculiural Books, 
Fo — by FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

oct3' 

Young ‘.ar.ied Persenrs 
YW want to start right in housekeeping. can 

supply themselves with w great numoer of 
necessary articles at the store of 

oct30 FRANCIS & BAKRELL, 

nes 

cost. 

a 

| 

| N hand and for sale b 
oct30 FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

Canada Club Wheat. 
ANTE D te contract for a quantity for spring 
sowing. 

FRANCIS & BARRELL. oct20 

| UHLER’S PLOWS. 
THE DOUBLE CURVED UPRIGHT STEEL 

MOULD BOARD PLOW. 

| THE proprictor of this superior plow stil! 
continues tosupply the greacdemand whith 

j itsincrits hauecreated. Jts combination ¢ 
j rare advaniayes was recommended it to the agricultural cou - 
| raunity throuxuoul the state of Mlinols, itis now admitted tha 
| ythasnoequa.. 

The fo} ing nete is but one of the many testimonials 
| which hav seh furnished the manufacturer oi the working 
' of his pio "e 

| Weceriity that wehavs lately used the above plows, mann- 
factured by MrJohn Uhier, and we would state that they are 

| in all respects superior to any other plows we have ever used, 
We ¢eheerfully recommend thew tothe public. 

Wm. P. LAWSON, Wm. PUFFINBARGER, 
J. J. SHORT, DAVID NEWSoM, 
JOHN W. BRECK, URTAH MANN, 
JOHN KAVANAUGH, PHILEMON STOUT. 
Sangamon ceunty, Jan. 17,1856. 
From the pecuilar form ef Ubier’splowsthey are not ex 

celled by avy other vowin use, It scours very bright, shed 
ot! stubbles admirahty, aud ruus light and easyto the team 
The largest sized two-horse plow cfilis Kind. has been use 
several seasons Successfully in breaking pratrie. The limit 

of a newspaper advertisoment will not admit of an accurat 

| description of theseplows. Toseethem is to be pleased will 
' them. 

In additiou to the above, the manufactureris makin; 
wrought irou upright ones, ane two-horse plows. 

Also a superior Prairie Plow, warranted to be equal to ant 
prairie plow nowinuse. Any size that may be wanted car 
be hadatshort notice, A large number ofall sizes, kcyton 
haidcons:antly. 
Menufacturep by John Uhier, Sprinzfeld.1iinois.ateh os 

esteblishment these favorite plowscan be had. froma si ifs 
ene te a number uniiniiied. febl6é—w 3 

MEW HARBLE WORKS, 
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., 

Monuments, Grave Stones, Mantel Picces, Coun- 
ter and Table Tons, and all other 

work tn this dine. 

7 T LTS TOAT A 
A. £44 a Hs We | 

Cy et bad 

nuntry produce. augidaw 

Saies of Property at Auction, 

MAXCY & MeAULISTeR, 
A T ALL TIMES READY TO SELL, BY 
A. auction, real estate and personal property, in 

the city and country. 
((]” Auction room, centre room of the Jour- 

nal Buildings. 
They also attend to the private sale and pur— 

chase of farms and lands in the country, and lots 
and houses tn the city. 

Journal Buildings, May 1, 1856. 
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Sennen nnn ERRRRREEEER EERE es 

S. FRAACIS. A. FRANCIS. G. BARRELL. 
To the Farmers of Sangamon and the Adja- 

cent Counties. 

FARMERS STORE, 
FRANCIS & BARRELL. 
AVE AT GREAT EXPENSE AND LABOR, OPENED A STORE IN SPRINGFIELD, 
where they have a stock of articles on hand suited to 

THE WANTS OF FARMEBS! 
Among their stock will be found 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, 
Such as Reapers and Mowers, Horse Rakes, several kinds of Cultivators, Plows of all kinds, Potato? 
Diggers, (an iustrument by which potatoes are dug as fast as i8 men can pick them up,) Corn Planters, 
(hand and horve,) Corn Shellers, Scyths and Snaths, (patent and common,) Hand Rakes, Ames Shovels 
and spades, spades for digging post holes and ditching, churns, corn baskets, hand baskets, sickles, hoes, 

mm Worticultural Instruments, 
Shears, hooks and knives for trimming, saws for ditto, garden hoes and ralea, garden spades and shovels 
for ladies, miniature hoes and rakes for weeding flower beds, flower pots, &c. 

Seeds For The Field. 
Buckwheat, rye, wheat, millet, clover, blue grass, timothy, red top, hemp, canary, wilie beans, &c., &c 
Tarnip, ruta baga, flat dutch, red top, strap-leaved and purple top strap leaved, cow’s horn, Norfolk 
Tankard, &c., &c. 

GARDEN SEEDS 
In their season, embracing all kinds that can be called for, either a1 WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
A large portion of our Gurden Seeds will be grown under our directio.., snd will be known te be pure 
and of the best quality. 

FLOWER SEEDs, 
They keep a stock of choice FLOWER SEEDS, and have now on hand tex sule bulbs of Tulips, 
Hyacinths. Gladiolus, Narcissus. &C. 

The Tulips and Hyacinths are of splendid varieties, having flowered the present season, and were the 
admiration of afl who saw them. The supply is limited, and persons who desire thes <honld apply 
soon. . 

Fancis & Barrell are also Agents for some of the best nurseries in the “‘ty, and have no 
hand forfall sales 

" 43830 Apple Trees, 
From the nursery of John A. & Charlies Keinieott, Cook county. They are now growing well. and ca? 
be seen on application as above. Aliso Peach, Apricet, Nectarine and Plum Trees} 
Hardy t:ardem shrubbery, embracing the various kinds of Spirae, Lilacs, Snow Balls» 
Wiglea Rosea, Forsythia Viridisima, African Tarnarix Deutzia Seabra, and Gracilis, June Roses. 

ORNUMENTAL TREES. 
American Larch, Mountain Ash,( Kuropean and American,) European Maples, English and Scotch 
Eim, Evergreen trees—variety, &c., &c. 

Garden Perennial Fiowering Plants. 
These no good garden should be without. When once planted, they require little further care, a 1Prae 
nies OSsom in summer after the early flowers are gone. They embrace a great variety of Phlox es nei,- 

» Delphinums, Aconitums, Achillea Rosea, Penstemous, &c., &c. 
GRUCERIES. 

Francis & Barrell also keep on hand for sale, a supply of groceries, embraciug all those usually 
alled for in families. Sugars, coffees, molasses, bacon, rice, mackerel, white fish, sounds and tongues. 
odfish, spices, extraets, almunds, Brazil nuts, cheese, dates, Havana honey, raisins, currants. They 

Save also many other articles—crockery, ladies work and traveling baskets, fancy soap, looking glasses, 
anterns, razor strops, and various other aiticles too numerous to be enumerated. 

WE PURCHASE 
Couutry Produce, such as good bacon, butter, lard, cheese, choice vegetables, eggs, fruit, for which we 
pay cash, when goods will not suit. 
dW” Orders from a distance promptly attended to. FRANCIS & BARREL, 

June 1st, 1856. Journal Buildings, Springfield, Illnois. 
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Beneficent Agencies of the ‘Dsefal Arts. 

BY BENRY C. DEMING. 

uniformly, and rightfully given to those 

| | which address themselves to his spiritual 

i nature, to Religion, Education, Law and the 

| Fine Arts. 
.| first in order of time, as they are iu rank, to 

which he is subjected, and after they had 

done for him their utmost, he should be 
bereft of others, equally indispensable to his 

welfare, he would find himself the most mis- 

family. 

He might be good, wise, upright, “noble 

in reason, infinite in faculties, in form and 

an angel, in apprehension like a god,” but le 

|| would be naked, thin-skinned, hungry, thirs- 

ty, short-winded, shame-faced biped, without 

|| hide, fur or feathers. In sucha coudition 

the useful arts receive the paragon of 

| mals from the hands of his spiritual guardi- 

i ans. They feed, clothe, shelter cleause 

| andadorn him. In comparison with oth- 

| er creatures, they find him ae and en- 

dow him with strength superior to all: de- 

fenseless, and equip him with arms ay at vaD- 

quish all; slow, and give him wings that out- 

| strip the eagle; in short, they encircle bis 

anl 

| 
| perishable with comforts and luxuries wor- 

| thy of his imperishable nature. 

| Though the useful arts find man thus des- 

| titute personally, he is no beggar, but the 

| undoubted and rightful heir of a most splen- 

| did inheritance,—useless and unavailable, 

| itis true, in its moral condition, but under 

| proper culture and management, an inex- 

| haustible mine of plenty and wealth. It 

But if these agencies were the | J), 
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consists of the rough matter aids composes 

the solid earth; of the soil and water which 

; od - _ cover it; of the birds of the air, and the 
Among the instrumentalities, which affect | 

‘| the condition of man, the precedence is quite» 
\} 

beasts of the field and the fishes of the sea. 

Of this inheritance, the useful arts become 

the most servicable and trust-worthy of 

stewards. ‘They convert the solid earth 

into innumerable objects of convenience and 

They open communications, secure 

the harvests, collect the flocks, cultivate the 

soil, improve the fisheries; in short, they 

render the world, over which dominion was 

given to man, a comfortable, convenient and 

ae . me . | elegant abode. 
| erable and pitiable speci:nen of the mamalian | 

God creates matter, but the useful arts 

| create its utility, or in language of Political 

Economy, they are producers, and production 

is the sole, the oniy fountain head, of that 
|| moving express and admirable, in action like | enviable stream, the wealth of Nations. 

Commerce, to be sure, is animportant agent 

in diverting the current and in changing the 

relative position of wealth, but it adds not 

one drop to the golden stream, for which 

couniless myriads thirst. Production is its 

only origin, and every flight of human cre- 

dulity, every device of ingenuity, to discover 

some other source of this pactolus, has sig- 

nally sailed. The Golden Fleece, the dream 

of the Alchemist, the visions of El Dorado, 

South-Sea Bubbles, tulip-manias, multicanlis- 

manias, California-fevers, stock-jobbing, and 

up-town lots, are the weighty authorities 

and confirmation strong, which successive 
centuries have brought to the truth, that 

production is the only real source, of the 
aggregate wealth of nations. Many falser 

images have been used than that which de- 

clares, that “Gold, in its last analysis, isthe 

sweat of the poor and the blood of the 
brave.” 

It is a liberal estimate, which assigns one- 

crane tapwer | 



fifth of the human family, in civilized coun- 
tries, to the non-producing clags; the useful 

arts provide for the remaining four-fifths, 

and thus convert into props, and pillars, and 
bulwarks, what would otherwise be, intoler- 

able drags and burthens, and nuisances in a 

state. ‘They give employment, not servile 
and degrading, but honorable and remuner- 

ative employment, to a vast majority of the 

human family. This consideration alone, if 

it was all that could be urged, would place 

them foremost, among the agencies which 
contribute to the welfare of the race. 

Bat still higher commendation belongs to 
them. They are the grand instruments by 

which labor acts upon the world, and thus 
the paramount obligations justly due to la- 

bor, become justly due to the useful arts, 
“Tn the sweat of thy brow thou shalt eat 

bread,” is a curse which carries a blessing 

with it. Like Mercy, labor is twice blessed, 
“It blesseth him that gives and him that takes.” 

That toil to which we are condemned, as 

the tenure of existence here below, is the 

training, which invests both body and soul, 

with the insignia of true and ‘genuine man- 

hood. Effort is the only school for muscles 

of the frame, and muscles of the intellect. 

Where but in that rocky mine which labor 

delves, can be found those priceless gems, 
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| 

will, efficiency, courage, pluck, perseverance, | 

patience, self-confidence, self-reliance, con- 

tempt for difficulties? 

anchors of the heroic character; this is the 

stuff of which martyrs and heroes are made; 

these fashion those souls that are adamant 
in a just cause. Goethe gracefully compares 

the effect of a strong necessity, imposed apou 
a mind habitually untasked, to an oak plant- 

These are the sheet | 

imparts to all the life-like properties of util- 

ity and value. There is nothing in the cav- 

erns of this round globe, ia the depths of 

the sea, 1 had almost said in the realm of 

air, which labor transforms not into a ne- 

cessity or a luxury. No sweep of ocean, no 

forbidding desert, no fastnesses of forest or 

of wilderness, can hide a product useful to 

man from the omnipresent eye of his great 

benefactor. She catches from the passing 
breeze, the waste white down of the cotton 

shrub, and lo! bleaching cloth lies in the 
place of idle litter, and the nakedness of man 

is covered. She stumbles upon a worthless 
mass of vitrified sand, and behold ! window 

panes for every man’s dwelling, cheap drink- 

ing cups for every man’s table, the mirror, 

the Portland vase, the prism, the telescope, 
the microscope, the Crystal Palace. It 

stretches its hand over the waste places of 

the earth, and ‘instead of the thorn comes 

up the fig tree, and instead of the brier, the 

myrtle tree.” Iron, inits fingers, is as flex- 

ible as clay in the potter’s, while language 
struggles in vain to depict the infinite varie- 

ty of texture and utility, which it imparts to 

the fleece of an animal, the gum of a tree 

and the entrails of a worm. There are no 

such words as “useless,” “worthless” in her 

vocabulary. Refuse and rubbish are no 

longer such, when touched by her wand.— 

The dead animal, which was formerly ban- 

ished to the wilderness as a nuisance, she 

- now transmogrifies into something useful and 

ed in a China vase; when the branches ex: | 

pand and the roots strike out, the vessel | 
flies to pieces. 

Invaluable as is this disciplinary function 
of labor, it is but a pebble picked up on the 

shore—a drop in the boundless ocean of her 

benificence. Labor is a universal solvent, a 

philosopher's stone, with transmuting pow- 

ers, magical and gorgeous beyond the dying 

alchemist’s dream. Entering into all the 

ornamental; she even brings life out of death, 

vitalizing exhausted soils, by the moldering 

relics of mortality, which she digs from the 

Blenheims, the Austerlitzes and the Water- 

loos of the world. 

The blessings which mankind owe to pro* 

ductive labor, can be vividly realized, by im- 

agining the state of things, if it should be 
annihilated, Suppose then, by some all-per- 

vading distemper, or by some fiat of divine 

displeasure, the arm of universal labor was 

paralyzed. It would cut off the supply of 

life at the fountain. The wheel of business, 

losing its only momentum, would soon cease 

to revolve. Grass would grow in our most 

crowded thoroughfares. Those great marts, | 
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where traffic now chaffers in its thousand 

tongues, where cheerful art rings its innu- | 

merable sounds, and busy and hurrying my- 

riads proclaim the bright and joyful reign of | 
labor, would become noiseless, and blighted, | 

and petrified, like some vast city of the dead. 

Not the clink of a hammer nor the rattle of 

a shuttle, nor the whiff of a steam engine, © 

nor the roll of a wheel, would break the se- 

pulchral stillness of an idle world. The 

axe, the file and the saw would lie silent 

where they had dropped from the hand of | 

the yawning artizan; the plough would rust 

where it stopped in the furrow. Ail the 

products of the now idle weaver, would soon 

drop piecemeal from the shelves of the mer- 

chant, and tattered rays hanging on a uni- 

verse of sluggards, would presannounce man’s 

speedy return to his original nakedness.— 

Crops would rot in the field. The ungath- 

ered fruit would rot upon the ground; the 
granery would soon surrender its last ker- 

nel. Ships, sailorless, would toss upon the 

seas, the forest would be burnt for fuel, the 

mine would no longer send to our wharves | 

the grateful coal, and frost—a third fury— , 

would follow in the footsteps of nakedness 

and famine. ‘The palaces of the great, the 

habitation of every family, would be burnt 

for fire; whole cities would be consumed, 

and naked and starving man would soon be 

houseless, shelterless and gathering around 

the dying embers of their dwelling, wouid 

rake together the feeble sparks, with skele- 

ton fingers. Religion, Education, Law, the | 
Church, the Altar and the Capitol wouid all 

be whelmed and wrecked in a world-wide 
maelstrom of wretchednes and despair. 

The Chinese Sugar Cane. 

Last spring we received some seeds of this | 

cane from the Hon. T. L. Harris, and we 

distributed it to individuals scattered in diff- | 

erent parts of the State. Wehave only had , 

returns from one parcel of the seed thus dis- | 

posed of Mr. J. D. Patterson, residing a 
few miles from this city, on the Jacksonville 

road, planted the seeds given him in good 
ground. They came up well, the plants grew © 

rapidly, and perfected their seed. The 

plants have something of the appearance of 

| the “Chocolate Corn,” but it is a distinct 

variety. Several stalks sprung from one root, 

' and a large crop can be raised froma small 
stock of seed. Thus it appears that this 

| Chinese Sugar Cane will grow to perfection 

| in this climate, yielding a large quantity of 
| stalks. 

Mr. Patterson procured some of the juice 

from the stalks in an imperfect manner, and 
manufactured itinto syrup. The syrup was 

delicate, without strong taste, equal to any 
syrup from the sugar cane Mr. Patterson 

has lived in Louisiana—is familiar with the 

cultivation of the sugar cane, and he says 

that a large amount of sngar can be made 

from the Chinese Sugar Cane. Here are 

additional facts of importance. 

We regard the cultivation of the Chinese. 

Sugar Cane, in this part of Illinois, as 

promising well —sufliciently so to justify the 

continuance of further experiments. We 

have strong hopes that we shall be able by 

means of this cane to supply our State with 

sugar and molasses. We copy some arti- 

cles which we find on this subject, from the 

agricultural press. 

A.H. Ernst, of Cincinnati, writes to the 

| Prairie Farmer: 

“T notice an inquiry by one of your corres- 
pondents, where the seed of the Chinese Su- 
gar Millet can be obtained? Permit me to 
say, that having a small parcel sent me from 

| the Patent Office, last spring, I carefully put 
it in the ground, and it has produced finely. 
| I shall have quite a good supply of seed, 
which it will afford me pleasure to distrib- 

| ute to those who wish to give it atrial. Of 
| course, I cannot supply a large quantity to 
| any one individual. Those wishing the seed, 
by enclosing me a postage stamp to pay the 
postage—can have it. 

I have not a sufficient quantity of the 
_ cane to test its merits, but it grows as free 
and as finely as corn, and I presume it will 
flourish where that does. I have seen and 
tasted some of the syrup made from this 
cane, which was remarkably finely flavored, 

_ altogether superior to the New Orleans for 
| table use, and it is said to be quite produc- 
| tive. It seems well worthy of a full and fair 

trial in our country. Especially at this time 
when sugar is so enormously high.” 

Experiments have been made with the 
Chinese Sugar Cane in South Carolina. Ex- | 
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Governor Hammond obtained some of the 

seeds, and reported the result of his experi- | 
which have been published in the | ments, 

Charlestown Mercury. Ife says that he 
planted a pint and a half of seed on halfan 

acre of rather poor soil, on the 22d of last | 
yield juice and make syrup next winter.” March, the seeds were _fropped 18 inches 

apart in three feet wide rows. 

plants came up they were frequently hocd to 

keep down grass and weeds. On the 22nd 

of July some of tlie advanced heads had 

passed the milk stage, and he had a rude 

mill put up, consisting of two wooden roll- 

ers, to ascertain whether the millet would 

make syrup. About 1760 canes were cut | 
and 400 passed throngh the rollers twice, 

and the remainder four times; the yield was 

put through the mill seven times, yielded 

three quarts. The juice was received in 

common wooden ‘ate and tested with a 

thermometer, and a saccarometer having a 
scale of forty degrees. The temperature of 

the jnice was 78° Fah,, and the strength 

235°, 
ed in a deep old-fashioned cow pot, for seven 

hours, and yielded thirty-two quarts of tole- 

erable syrup, Next day he selected more of | 

the canes in diffzrent stages of progress, anid 

submitted them to the mill seven times; ard 

from every ten again obtained three qnarts 
of juice. This was also boiled, and he ob- 

tained a rather better syrup. To every five 
gallons of the cold juice ateaspoonful of lime 

water was added. ‘The canes were one inch 

thick at the butt, aud seven feet long, after 
entting off the head. The syrup was equal 

to the bess New Orleans. Ex-Goy. 
mond says. 

“T did not attempt to make sugar, not he- 
ing prepared for that. There can, however, 
be no doubt that sugar can be made from 
such syrup as this. And, as they make more 
syrup in the West Indies, per acre, than they 
do in Louisiana, only because the cane ma- 
tures better, it is not unreasonable to infer 
that the millet, which matures here perfectly, 
aud will even make two crops in one year, 
will yield mere and better sugar than the 
Louisiana cane. 

Beginuing to cut the cane as soon as the , 
head is,fully developed, it may be cut for a | 

When the | 
; thus far, 

that the culture of the Chinese Sugar Cane 
promases well, and we trust that our farmers 

| little water is to be seen. 
| regard the country as likely to suffer for wa- 

195 quarts of jnice, and ten selected canes | 

| farmers. 

| their stock. 

| and those 

and floated a fresh egg. It was boil- | 

' always wind, 

month before it will all ripen—how long af- 
ter that I do not know. A succession of crops 
might be easily arranged so as to insure cut- 
ting and boiling from the Ist of July—proba- 
bly earlier—uutil frost. I have housed some 
stalks immediately from the field, to ascer- 
tain, hereafter, whether thus treated, it will 

From all the experiments we have noticed 

we feel sure, as we have before said, 

will giveit an effectual trial. 

The want of Water. 
in passing over the railroad north of 

Bloomington, at this season of the year, very 

Astranger would 

ter when se‘tled. We overheard the follow- 

| ing conversation, in the cars, at the point 

| spoken of, 2 few days since: 

“This country cannot be settled by stock- 
They could not obtain water for 

L see but few running streams, 
at creat distances from each other, 

“t | ve in McLean county, have conside- 

rable stock, and have watered 400 head, du- 

ring the dry weather, from a single well._— 

The wateris drawn by a pump moved bya 

} wind-oill.’ 

“The will must give you trouble to regu- 

| late it, and how do you get along when there 

is no wind?” 
“We have now wind-mills, the speed of 

which is regulated by the wind itself.—- 

Get the right speed, and however heavy the 
wind may be, that speed will not be increas- 

| ed. You apprehend that the mill may not 
Ham- | rin for want of wind. I have seen the time 

when there was no wind on the prairies.— 
his rarely happens, and when it does it lasts 

for a short time only. Indeed, sir, I feel no 
apprelension of a want of water, from the 

want of wind to propel the wind-mill.” 
Another gentleman said: 

“The newiy invented wind-mills will de 
wonders for Tiliucis. On account of the 

general level of the country, or from some 
other cause, unknown to us, there is almost 

lighter or heavier, moving 
over the country. Wind-mills regulating 



their own speed when properly set in motion, | 
can be used for grinding grain and for most 

purposes for which water and steam power 

are used at the present time. I know it is 

hard to make people believe this, but time 

will prove its truth. There is wind power 

passing over Illinois all the while, within 

command, sufficient to propel all the mill ma- 

chinery in the United States.” 

Drilling in Wheat. 
Fields of wheat, the seed of which was drilled 

in the present fall, now look beautifully ; while 

many fields sown broadcast, in the usual man- 

ner, are suffering by the dry weather. Should 
the winter set in without rain, much wheat will 

be destroyed. 

The practice of drilling in wheat is inereas— 
ing. Onr farmers are satisfied that it is the 

best practice for securing good crops. It in- 

sures uniformity in the distribution of the seed ; 
it puts the seed so deep that the plants are not 

killed by unfavorable weather in winter. 
We take this occasion to say that farmers 

who would use the drill for putting ia grain,must 

prepare their grounds well. If they are weedy 
they must be plowed so deep that the teeth of 

the drill wil! not be interrupted by them. This 
is absolutely essential to success, in using the 

drill. If the ground is clean, it need not he 
plowed so deep, though we are sure that deep | 

plowing will be well paid for by increased crops. 

The Beauty of Trees. 
A tree undoubtedly is one of the most bevuti- 

ful objects in nature. 

youth, luxuriant and majestic in its prime,venera- 
ble and picturesque in its old age, it constitutes 

in its various forms, sizes, and developments the . 

greatest charm and beauty of the earth in a!) 

countries. The most varied outlire of curface, 
the finest combinations of pictureseue materials, 
would be comparatively tame and spiritless with- 

out the inimitable accompauiment of foliage.-- 
Let those who have passed their whole time iu a 

richly wooded country, whose daily visions are 
deep leafy glens, forest clad hills, and plains lux- 

uriantly shaded, transport themselves for a mo- 
ment to the desert, where but a few stunted 

bushes raise their heads above the earth,or those 
wild steppes, where the eye wanders in vain for 
some “leafy garniture,” where the sun strikes 

down with parching heat, or the wind sweeps 

value. 

| Fair, 

_ the Sangamon Agricultural and Mechanical 

Airy and delicate in its | 

i _ 
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The County Fairs. 

Friends and Brethren: The last month 
was a busy season with your editor. He had 

scarcely time to prepare articles for this pa. 
per, and could not be present to read the 
proof sheets. The County and State Fairs 

are now passed, and he is again at his post. 

We will now speak of our own County 
The beautiful grounds belonging to 

Association, were considerably improved 

from last year, yet much remains to be done 

upon them to make them what we desire. 

That is a matter in which all our citizens 

have an interest; and if all will lend a help- 

ing hand, by taking a small amount of the 

stock of the Association, which will be a light 
tax, we can make those grounds a pride of 

our city and of the central county of the 
State. The lands cost the society $75 per 

acre ; they are now worth $150; consequent- 

ly the stock is worth more than par. We 

learn that a committee will wait upon our 

citizens and receive subscriptions tothe stock. 
The shares are only $20 each. 

The articles and animals on exhibition at 
the county fair, were more numerous and 

better than at any preceding fair. The at- 

tendence of people was large, though it might 

have been larger both with advantage to the 

farmers of our county and to the Society. 
There has been some Gissatisfaction on ac- 

count of dispensing with the use of family 
badges; but such was the abuse under this 

badge system, that the society felt itself un- 

der the necessity of abandoning it. The badge 
only was intended to admit the heads of fam- 
ilies and their females, and boys under cigh- 

teeu years of age These badges were in 

many cases used to admit neighborhoods. 
We have ourself seen carriages with parts 

of four families come into the grounds on one 
of these badges; aud we know in one case 

that one wagon came to thegate with thir- 
teen persons, all claiming to come into the 

grounds under one badge. Carriages with 
loads of people were brought into the 

: | grounds under one badge. 
over with uwbroken fury, and they may, per- | 
haps, estimate, by contrast, their beauty and | In some way there seems to be a misup- 

understanding in relation to the objects of 
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-eurred by the late Fair. 
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the Agricultural Society. Men act as if they 

considered its object was to make money. 

All the means raised from gate fees and en- 

trance fees, are paid out in premiums and 

expenses; and fortunate does the Society — 

deem itself which pays its way, We know 
that this has not been the case with the 

Sangamon County Society, and the present 

recollect that the same amount of education 

which was made to answer for past days, 
among farmers, will not meet the wants of 

| those days now coming. Farmers’ sons and 

mechanics’ sons must now learn the reasons 

of things, and not pass on, doing their work 

_as the horse does his in the mill, without 

year, with all the economy that can be used, | 

several hundred dollars will have to be ob- 

tained to relieve the Society from debts in- 

Society of this county labors to make itself 
useful to the people, by introducing to their 

attention valuable stock,superior fruit, vege- 

tables, grains, the products of household 

skill, &e., &. There can be no question 
that the objects of the Society are good and 

that every class of our people are interested 
in promoting its welfare, because in doing | 

this they are advancing their own. Is it not 

a mortifying truth that many farmers are 

seen crowding about circuses, with their 
families, cheerfully buying tickets of admit- 

tance, while they grudge to pay the entrance 
fees to their own county fairs, where is rep- 

resented, to some extent, the agricultural 
wealth and enterprise of their county ? 

Now, we claim only the right that we al- 

low to every one else, that of thinking and 

acting on this and many other subjects as we 

please; but we would earuestly ask our read- 

ers if we have not presented some facts in 

relation to the subject under notice? Is it 
not true that many farmers view the objects 

of agricultural societies under a wrong light? | 

Is it not equally true that if our farmers 

The Agricultural | 

would more generally take an interest in the | 

affairs of our Society, would attend its meet- 

jugs, would beconie personally interested in 

its property, that much prejudice would be 

dissipated and much advantage gained? 

Politicians combine to advance their inter- 
ests; religious men do the same, and so do 

most professions. Why should not Lasor 

unite to advance its own interests? Why 
should not the sons of Labor in Sangamon 

county mect together, and act together, and 
employ all the aids offered by this improve 

age, to advance their welfare? Fathers must 

thought of the improvements in their profes- 

sion, and without the aids of science and im- 

proved intelligence to make their employ- 

ments profitable and pleasant, and worthy 
of cultivated minds, 

The Autumn 
Has been a pleasant one. Farmers have 

had a favorable time for gathering their fall 

crops and preparing for winter. If they 

have not yet done this, they have no time 

to lose. It is much better to drive business, 

than to have it drive you. 

The past season, from spring till this time, 

has been dry. The crop of fodder has been, 

toa great extent, cutoff Cattle will need 

all the food that can be saved for them the 
coming winter. Every thing that will an- 

swer for food for them should be saved—corn 

fodder should be saved—straw should be 

saved—buck-wheat straw should be saved 
—-and the cutting box should be used, which 

which will secure economy in feeding. Our far- 

mers have one advantage over the last fall : 

their stock is in better condition than it was 

then, and this will be a great advantage in 
wintering them. 

Another thing should not be neglected. 
Stock will consume more food when they 
have to undergo all changes and severities 

of weather without shelter, than they will 

when under protection, even when it is slight. 

These shelters can be made without much 
expense for small stocks; and if stock--horses, 

cattle, sheep and hogs-—could express grati- 

tude for this winter protection, they would 

do it in a more effective way than by their 

cheerful appearance, their better health, and 
the less quantity of food they consume. 

Schools. 
There are many school districts where schools 

are only kept in winter. It is full time that the 
houses were put in order and instructors ob- 

tained. Dont employ cheap instructors. They 
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are too dear for any valuable purpose. There 
are a good many of them about the country.— 

Obtain good men, well-qualified men; pay them 
well and they will serve you and your children. 
Cheap labor in this country is the poorest laber 
you can have. Labor which wonld be well di- 

rected, whether it be training children or guiding 
a locomotive, should have mind as well as muscle 

to back it. The great advantage of free labor 
is found in this Jast important item. 

Parents want their children to learn well at 

school ; then give them good instructors, pro- 
vide rooms that are comfortable and pleasant ; 

encourage your children, make them realize the 
anxiety you feel*on their account, and you will be 

likely to see your desires realized in the prog- 

ress they make in their studies. 

Ground and Management for Corn. 
James Beatty, of Lawrence county, Indiana, 

gives his experience in raising corn, at a recent 

meeting of the Agricultural Society. It we 

should criticize his practice at all, it would be 
to discard the use of the plow entirely in work- 
ing corn. We hope farmers will practice upon 

the closiag suggestion of this extract. Mr. B. 
says: 

I raised the best crop of corn last year that | 
ever did. Theseason was fine fer curn, bat 1 
think the process of cultivation had something 
to do with the heavy yield. The principal part 
ofthe !and I planted was old blue grass pastures. 
I commenced breaking in February. I broke 
deep, perhaps, on an average, eieven inches—the 
first plow running five, and the subsoil six inches 
deep. I planted the last week in April and the 
first week in May. I laid the ground off 34 ft. 
apart, running four inches deep. The cut worms 
did not do much damage to my corn, while some 
of my neighbors that broke later than I did, 
and not so deep, had to plant the second time. 
After some reflection, I concluded that early and 

deep breaking combined to prevent the worms 
from coming iato existence. In the first place, 
the surface where the egg is deposited was coy— 
ered so deep that the heat of the sun did not 
hatch them out at the usual time; and in the sec- 
ond place, the eggs that by chance fell near the 
top of the ground were destroyed by the hard 
frost. 
furrows in the row witha steel plow, the bar next 
the corn, not running deep enough tostir the | 
sward. 
the row with the cultivator, and that levelled the 
ground; and in about ten days again, I run two | 
furrows in the row, with the mould board next , 
the row, and followed with the hoe, thinning it 
to three stalks in the hill, and about two weeks 
after laid it by with the cultivator. The curn 
grew large and fine. I begun early to feed my 
hogs, and I selected the best ears for seed and 
put them on the kitchen loft, so that the cob 
dried thoroughly before freezing weather, and I 

When the corn was hand high, Irun two |} 

In about ten days I run two furrows in | 

planted some early and some late, but all came 
up well. I earnestly request my brother farm— 
ers to gather seed corn before hard frosts, and 
lay it up in a dry place so that the cob will be 
thoroughly dry before winter. 

Preparing Produce for Market. 
This is au important subject tor the conside- 

ration of that class of farmers who supply our 

| cities with market articles. It addresses itself 
| to their good taste as well as to their pockets 
, The same articles willalways bring a much high- 

er price in market when well prepared, than if 
| not so prepared. We have seen so much of care- 

| lessness in this respect, and so much loss by it, 
| that we think we may often refer to it, to the 

advantage of all parties concerned. 

How often do we see butter brought to mar- 

| ket in an untidy manner; apples bruised, mang- 
| led, somegrctten and contaioing small and worth- 
_less fruit—sometimes fall and winter apples mix- 

ed together, white and red, large and small.— 

Potatoes of every odor, of every shape and of all 

sizes; Beans, many of which are mouldy aud 
unfit for eating—and many other articles in the 

i same slovenly style. Farmers may suppose that 

| they make money by getting up market articles 
| in this way—but in nothing can they be more 
i] 

| mistaken. A good articie, well prepared, will 

1 readily sell at a good price, while the same arti- 

cles, poorly prepared for market, will hardly 

bring a remunerating price. 

Farming Thoroughly. 
The following extract from a letter of 

' Gen. Washington to Arthur Young, our 
young farmers would do well to copy out in 
a full, fair hand, and putin a frame. It is 
not the least of the lessons of wisdom which 

| he left as a legacy to his countrymen. 
“The agriculture of this country is indeed 

| Jow, end the primary cause of it is, that in- 
stead of improving a little ground well, we 
attempt too much, and do it ill. A half, a 
third, or even a fourth of what we mangle, 
well wrought aud properly dressed, would 

| produce more than the whole.” 
| Wiil such of our friends as think they have 

not capital to improve with, ponder it well? 
| If it be true that one-fourth, or one-third, or 
one half, well wrought and properly dressed, 

will produce more than the whole, then the 
| wisdom of applying the whole value, if need 
be, of the remaining three-fourths, or two- 
thirds, or one-half to the proper working and 

| dressing of the remainder is apparent. Yet, 
| nothing like such an expenditure would be 
| usually necessary. 

In no pursuit is the wisdom of doing things 
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well, se manifest to the observer as in agri- 

‘culture, and in none perhaps is it so neglect- | 
ed. It seems marvelous that a man should | 
expend ten or twenty or thirty thousand dol- | 
lars in land and stock, and devote his time 
with the energies of his body and mind to 
make it productive, and lose one-half and | 
frequently all his profits, for the want of a 
few inches moredepth of soil, or a few dollars 
wisely expended in manures, and yet nothing 
is more common. 

It would be curious to estimate the mil- 
lions of bushels of corn that might have been 
made in Maryland and the more Southern 
States, during the extraordinary drouth of 
this season, by the mere difference of four 
inches more of well pulverized soil underly- 
ing all their corn fields. And how very small 
compared with the amount of capital of which 
the farmer now loses the interest, would 
have been the additional outlay necessary 
for the purpose. 

Talking of deep ploughing, the friend of whom 
we lately made mention, as having by diggin 
down, found anotier farm underneath that whic 
he bought, having caught the infection of the 
politicians we suppose, is willing to make a wa- 
ger, that two men of equal capacity as farmers, 
shall take, one fifty, and one a hundred of sur- 
face acres, and shall treat them in all respects 
alike, using the same expense of manures, &c., 
the only difference being that the one who tills 
fifty, shall plough twelve inches deep, and the 
other but six, and that the man who cultivates 
fifty, will in two rotations of five or six years 
each, make not only more clear money, but 
more crop than he with a hundred. Who will 
take him up? 

Besides the direct good of doing a thing in | 
the best manner, the moral effect i3 not to be 
overlooked. He who ploughs his land thorough~ 
ly, is on that account more apt to manure well, 
and he who manures well, is more apt to have 
good fences and good stock.—[Am. Farmer. 

There were some few ipvstancesof deep and | 

thorough tillage in this county the last seasen. 

We believe in every instance where this wasthe 

case, good crops of corn were secured. We are 
quite sure that such farmers as practiced on this 
system the last seagon, willl continue it the next- 
The article we copy above is worthy of earnest 
consideration by our farmers. 

sac nae: = 

The Orchard. 

Apple orchards can now be planted out with 

advantage. Many of our best fruit growers pre- 
fer to plant out apple trees in the fall. This is 
especially the case where lands have a dry bot- 
tom—so dry that water will not stand about the 
roots of the trees. Nursery trees which stood 

the trial of the last winter, and bave been grow- 

ing this summer, can be relied on. 

Our farmers have more leisure to plant out 
orchards in the fall than in the spring ; and be- 

sides, they can piant the trees out better in the 
fall than in the spring season, The ground is 

in better condition for the purpose, and they have 

more time to do the work well. 

Hints for Autumn. 
AppLes.—Gather winter varieties with care 

and carry them to the fruit room. Pick them 
during dry weather and if they are put in bar- 
rels, allow the heads to remain off for a week or 
until the sweating process is completed. 

Ouerry Trees.—Plant out standards during 
the latter part of the month, or at any time after 
heavy frosts. 

Economy cr Lanp —Plant out an orehard of 
apple, pear or cherry trees in rows say 25 or 30 
feet apart, and set out Raspberries or Blackber- 
ries het weet them, bringing the berries in a line 
with the trees so that the whole ground can be 
worked for a few years with the plow or culti- 
vator. Both of these smaller fruits do well in a 
partial shade, which the fruit trees will soon 
make. The ground must be manured, commen- 
surate with the crops expected from it. 

EVERGREENS may be transplanted early in this 
month. 

Fruit Trees of all kinds may be set out this 
month though the Peach, Nectarine and Apricot 
are more certain to live when transplanted in 
early spring. 

PRUNING may « 
month. 

Asparacus.—Cover oli beds with coarse ma- 
pure m. tol, Plant out new beds trenching the 

wete al any time doring the 

| ground and manuring heavily. 
Brrets— Harvest before hevy frests and keep 

in a cool cellar where they wii not freeze. 

Grape Vines.— Remove layers which are well 
established ; take down tender vines and cover 
with earth. 

Parsnips.—T ake up what are required during 
the winter, covering with sand or earth in the 
cellar; the remainder will keep better in the 
ground. 

Rasp serrirs— Make plantations trenching or 
subsoiling the ground, usiug much compost tree- 
ly. Bend down the canes and cover with earth 
or litter before the ground freezes. 

Ruvsang—Plant out. It is better to plant 
in the fall as it starts very early in the spring. 

Squashes and Pumpkins—Place in an airy 
situation out of the reach of storms. Do not 
allow them to freeze before being carried to a 
cool dry cellar. 

Bulbs——Piant borders and beds. 
months dirnctions, page 281. 

Peonies—Transplant and they will blooin next 
season. 

Perennials of all kinds may be transplanted 
during the month. 

See last 
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Labor. 

“What profit hath a manof all his labor 

which he taketh under the sun,” is a scrip. 

ture saying and ascribed toSolomon. That 

the writer of the Ecclesiastes viewed labor 

with great respect, is evident, though there 

are frequent allusions to the vanity of ha- 

man effort, rather as questions to be after- 

wards answered in lessons of practical wis- 

dom, “that whatsoever thy hand findeth to 
do, do it with all thy might,” and “the hand 

of the diligent maketh rich,” and summing 
up with these words, “that God shall bring 

every work into judgment, with every secret 

thing, whether it be good, or whether it be 

evil.” 
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they are idle; let them work on in all their 

wealth, and pnt the results of their labor to 

some good, and Providence will vindicate 

their position, and exempt them from the 

maledictions of the sacred page against mere 

selfish accumulation. 

The results of man’s labor have often been 
put in invidious comparison with God’s works 

| in the natural world. The late Agricultural 

Paganism has never given encourage- | 

ment to labor; its civilization was of quite | 

another order. War and the warrior were 
ever held up to its esteem and delight. Of 
what are the songs of Homer; of what scu- 

timent does the heathen mythology most 

abound, but of contests, stratagems and 

wars? Virgil wrote on pastoral and agri- 

cultural pursuits, but not as 2 main purpose | 

of life, not as a deep and abiding influence 

acting on social existence; but rather as a 

pastime, as an auxiliary to luxury and pleas- 

ure. But Christianity—-for we have com- 

menced in rather a serious vein—asserts the 

dignity of labor. Jesus Christ selected his 

disciples from those whose professions and 

Shows, Mechanics’ Institates, and other 

Fairs, have shown that works of art and 

man’s device may excite some of the best 

emotions. Au eloquent lecturer at the East, 

rom whom we have drawn largely in this 

article, says: ‘Shall I admire the iron jess 
when itis shaped into the bright bolts and 

levers that form the machinery of the steam 

engine, than when it sleeps a dull and useless 

ore in the veins of the earth; or the walnut 
tree less when it is carved into the cunning 

devices of household comfort or ornament, by 

the artificer, than when it stood waving its 

top and shading cattle in the fields?” “Shall 

I prize the cotton plant above the tapestry, 
or the lime-bed above the sculptor’s model?” 

“LT do not deny the fact, nor the inference 

business would induce sume humility of aim | 

and deportment—characteristics congenial 

to the acceptance of his religion. Our Sav- 

iour himself was a carpenter, or reared un 

der the roof of one, and the common people 

heard him gladly. In the middle ages the 

farmer was only an adjunct to his lord, the 

mechanic and artizan but the retainer to the 

merchant Prince, and all of a nobler order 

than themselves. As civilization has incor- 

porated with it more of the Christian senti- 

ment, so has labor attained a higher dignity, 

and the man who works now stands forth in 

our best communities untrammeled by avy | 

shade or suspicion of inferiority to other 

men: nay, more, we believe there is a grow- 

ing conviction that those who do nothing,be 

they as rich as Greesus of old, or Astor of 

a ee ae 

from it, that the simple beauty of God’s own 

workmanship, iu his creation—the coloring 

of a lilly’s leaf, the splendor of a flower, or 

the course of a water-fall—transcends any 

creative power in man.” Why, again “is 

the mortice and tenon by which the seasons 

plant the roots of an oak in the valley, more 

venerable than a kindred process dene by a 
a cabinet maker’s tools; or why the archi- 

tecture of coral insects, building islands in 

the sea, nobler than the genius of the bridge 

builder, springing his arches across the 

flood?” “Whatever gives their fairest form 

and color even to the growth of hortieulture, 
is the effect of man’s scientificcare and pains, 

and you feel that these are new arguments 

for giving God thanks for labor.” The lat- 

ter years of tue life of Amos Lawrence, of 

Boston, were mostly occupied in the benifi- 

cent duty of giving away some of his accu- 

mulations. He could probably have lived 

to better advantage by not acquiring so 

much, but he redeemed any subserviency of 

our day, will be unhappy in proportion as.’ his earlier life to gain, by the duties which 
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followed his after years. “Labor does noth- | stances, we will cry out with the wise man— 

ing in the light of christianity, to separate 

one man, in houor or in true respectability, 
from another, whether in his hours of labor 

he stands at the plow or the desk; holds in 
his hand a saw or a compass, a trowel or a 

pen, a pencil brush or a sample of merchan- 
dize. We must go within, for all just meas- 

urements of worth; you must estimate, not 

by the outward look or fashion, but by the 

contents of the breast that bends over the 
task and glorifies or disgraces it.” In this | 
country, people rise up to wealth with few | We trust that effectual preparation will be 

early advantages, and it becomes a hardtask | 

to them, in the conventional usages of soci- 

ety, to know how to use and not abuse their | 

privilege. As wealth comes in, so may labor, 

as appears to me, be justly abridged. To 

employ others then to assist us—of whom | 
there are so many everywhere that stand in 

need—is certainly philanthropical, and he 
who employs another is doing some good in 

his day and generation; and we think nore- 

flective person would enter into this relation 

without feeling that there was a higher in- 

terest involved thaa that of mere dollars and 

cents. To bring up a family well, as our 

means augment, is a trial, a temptation. If 

we adopt the levelling system with our child- 
ren, think it is truly democratic to keep 
them at drudgery, at work in which their 

mind and heart is not engaged, that we 

thereby frown down pretension and show, we 

shall doa serious injury to ourselves and 

them. As their opportunities alter so does 

their relations to the world alter, and if we 

ean infringe on labor to cultivate our intel- 

lectual nature the better, we should do so,as 

a favor from God to be used to a good pur- 
pose at our peril. If, then, to delve and 
wash and dig and scrub is not the whole of 

life, what shall we think of those who spend 
their time—girls we will suppose—in sitting 

at the windows to see and be seen, or loung- 
ing in the drawing and other rooms, wait- 

ing for visitors, while the mother is toiling in 
the kitchen, or perchance, following their bad 

example to the neglect of her household if 
there is no proper blending of the duties and 

labors of life, under its changing circum- 

ending in the same strain that we begun— 

“Give me neither poverty nor riches, feed 

me with food convenient for me, lest I be 

fall and swerve from my simplicity and inno- 

cence and reliance on God, or Jest I be poor 

and steal, and lapse into deg.aiation and 

ruin.” 

To Preserve Potatoes. 
Last winter nearly the whole crop of po- 

tatoes in this section of the State, and South 

of us, was destroyed by the intense cold.— 

made for securing the present crop the com- 
ing winter. 

Mr, Henry Enders, of Freport, in this 

State, has published in tie American Ag- 

riculturalist, his plan for preserving potatoes. 
He says : 
“We dig a pit one foot deep six feet wide, 

and as long as may be needed. If deeper 
than one foot the potatoes are more liable to 
heat. The potatoes are then put in and 
heaped up as high as they will lie, in the 
form of a long ridge. We then cover them 
with the soil removed from the pit. We ase 
no straw at all, because itadds to the warmth 
and makes them sooner germinate and de- 
cay. Let any one try two heaps side and 
side, the one with straw under the earth put 
on, and the other without, and he will find 

' a marked difference in ‘favor of not using 
any straw. We do notleave any air-holes; 
finding that they injure the potatoes. In 
winter, on some days of extraordinary cold, 
we cover the outside of the pit with a coat- 
ing of straw. 

At first only two or three inches of soil 
are put on. As it grows colder more soil is 
added. This is taken up from the sides of 
the pits in such away as to form drains one- 
and-a-half to two feet deep. This drain is 
very important to keep the potatoes and the 
ground under them dry. When several long 
pits are arranged side by side, thev are put 
four to five feet apart and a good drain is 
made between every two. <A few pits thus 
arranged together resemble a fort; and pre- 
sent a fine sight; and in spring you may ex- 
pect to dig out exccllert potatoes. 

In the same manner as described for po- 
tatoes—we preserve our turnips and other 
roots. I know of some best sugar manu- 
facturers who cover to thirty to forty acres 
with such pits. In summer this ground is 
used for garden crops raising different kinds 
of seeds, &c.” 
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Vaeanciss in Orchard. 
The last winter destroyed the most tender 

varieties of the apple trees. Trees the most 

valuable, and as we supposed the most hardy, 

were killed. Among those destroyed were 

the Milam, the Jeneting, the Baidwin. 

| 

| 

{ 

| 
Many, which were not destroyed, were so | 

much injured that they will probably die 
within another year. What is to be done? 

We cannot think of abandoning orchards. 

Probably a winter of equal severity with 

the last will not occur again in fifty years. 

We must fill up the vacancies in our or- 

chards-with new trees from the Nurseries. 

Nursery trees now living, having withstood 

the cold weather of last winter, may be con- 

sidered hardy. 

In planting out trees it will not do to re- 

move anold apple tree and put a new one in 

its place without subjecting the soil to some 

preparation. Experience has shown that 

apple trees thus planted out will never make 

good and flourishing trees. To succeed well 

the old apple tree must be removed and the 

stituted. Into this new soil, the new tree 

must be well planted. If in the fall, it 

should be well staked-—so that it shail not 
be loosened in the soil by winds. 

«planted to fill out spaces in orchards, often 

fail for want of proper care in planting them | 
out, 

The St. Louis Fair. 

This has been a splendid affair. 

expense was inVolved in getting it up. 

land and fixtures cost some $150,000. 

The 

St. 

Trees | ion added yearly to the list of evils, to the 

| perfect in health. 
| a physical Eden, in the sense that all his phys- 

Essay on Health. 
THE DECLINE OF HEALTH. 

We doubt not that man in his primitive 
| condition was perfect in bodily functions and 

He lived in and enjoyed 

ical powers acted in harmonious concert — 
Then life and fall measure of sweets was en- 
joyed. Disease and pain were unknown.— 
In the early periods of our race our fathers 

_ lived through centuries in the enjoyment of 
health. Age crept slowly on. Five, six, 
seven snd eight handred years were the com- 
mon age of man. Children outlived their 
fathers. The earth then held no infant grave. 
We read of no disease, no medical profes- 
sion, of no hospitals, of no epidemics, of no 
universal panaceas, for the people were all 
well. fHcalth flowed in all their veins.— 

'- But as mind grewin power, passion augment- 
ed its strength, evil concupiscence poured its 
tides of visciousness among the people, dis- 
ease crept in and increased in form and vio- 
lence; children began to be born in weak- 
ness; hereditary weakness magnified ; child- 
hood suffered and youth faded and died.—— 
Luxury grew and the rose of health paled. 
Century by century things grew worse, till 

. , ; : _ in David’s time the common age of man had 
soil ahout it, and new and good soil be sub- | sunk down to “threescore years and ten.” 

And still the tide of evil rolled on. Mental 
restlessness, morbid ambition, vitiated appe- 
tite, unchecked impulse, red-hot passion, vis- 
cious desires, luxurious greed, pampered fash- 

| poisons corroding the life of man, till now his 

Great | 

Louis will now have her annual fairs, which | 

will draw wuch patronage from our own | 

State. The permanent fixtures for the fair 

give great advantayes, and these will be im- 

preved to the extent of making the Fair 

Grounds of St. Louis one of the leading ob- 
jects of interest near the city. We have not 

yet seen the list of premiums awarded. We 

are told that several first premiums were 
given for Illinois stock. 

ueH. There are ten times as many newspapers 
printed in German in the United States as there 
are in Germany. 

average age is wasted to a little more than 
one-score years and ten, and much of that 
lived in weakness and pain. It is a sad but 
true reflection, that now there are but very 
few, if any, healthy bodies. Hereditary 
frailty or personal transgression of the laws 
of health, is now almost, if not quite univer- 
sal. 

CAUSE OF DISEASE. 

Once disease was a mystery, sometimes 
attributed to evil spirits, sometimes to an 
angry Providence. And even yet there is 
too much of the feeling that human diseases 

are especially and directly connected with 
Providence. Too many are half disposed 
to accept from the superstitious ignorance of 
the past, the idea that God, in anger, sends 
the choleric scourge and every malignant dis- 
ease that preys upon human flesh. But en- 
lightened reason, the science of this age, re- 
jects every such irreverent thought. That 
diseases and pain are the perelty of trans- 
gression, is now the conviction of every en- 
lightened mind. Every diseasehas its cause; 
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every pain originates in a violation of some 
of the laws of health. The physical organ- 
ism has its laws; it has a system of laws, a 
constitutional code, obedience to which se- 
cures health—-disobedience to which canses 
disease. Violent disease is not always the 
immediate result of the violation of physical 
law. The violation is more often slight,and 
the penalty felt is in a scarcely perceptible 
derangement; but repeated from time to time, 
for years it may be,it at length undermines the 
citadel of health, and a violent attack des- 
troys the constitution for life and carries off 
the snbject. Our chief transgressions of the 
laws of health are small ones in themselves 
considered, little deviations from the rule of 
right. “Continual dropping wears the stone,” | 
so do little violations oft repeated complete- 
ly impair the health. These are the great 
points for us to know, that our health is in 
our hands—that its laws are within the com- 
prehension of every ordinary intellect, that 
obedience of them insures soundness of body 
—-that disobedience brings derangement and 
suffering—that small violations are the most 
common, and are usually the most danger- 
ous, because most frequent and less percep- 
tible in their evil results--and that many of 
the most approved customs of society are di- 
rectly and powerfully detrimental to our bod- 
ily interests.—-Valley Farmer. 

A Horse with the leaves. 

patient, with no effect whatever, It is saic 
that in & limestone country this disease is — 
unknown, and lime water was prescribed with 
no apparent advautage. 
to give the horse ginger, and strange to tell, 
I found that a tablespoonful of ginger given 
to the ‘General with his oats would cure 

ceased. It is a jockey’s remedy and will last 
long enorgh to swap upon. Finally I was 
advised to cut my horses’ fodder and give it 
always wet. I pursued that course careful- 
ly, keeping the ‘General’ tied with so short 
a halter that he could not eat his bedding, | 
giving him chopped hay and meal three times | 
a day, 2nd never more than a bucket of wa- 
ter at a time. 

He improved rapidly. Ihave kept him 

five years, making him a factotum—carriage 
horse, saddle horse, plow and cart horse— 
and he bids fair to remain useful for five 
years to come. Keptin this way, his dis- 
ease does not lessen his value for speed or la- 
bor, a single dollar. Wheu the boys grow 
careless, and give him dry hay, he informs me 
of it ina few days by the peculiar cough I 

| ly by a few miles driving. 

Some one told me | 
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have mentioned; but sometimes for 6 months 
together, noindication of the disease is visi- 
ble, and he would pass for a sound horse 
with the most knowing in such matters.— 
There is no doubt that clover hay, probably 
because of its dust, often induces the heaves. 

Stable keepers, with us refuse it altogether 
for this reason. 

Many suppose that the wind of the horse 
is affected by the heaves, so that fast driving 
at any time will, as we express it, put him 
out of breath. With my horse it is not so. 

Whien the ‘General’ was at the worst, 
rapid driving, when just from the stable, 
would increase his diffienlty, but a mile or 
two of moderate exercise would dissipate the 
symptoms entirely. We have occasionally 
what are called wind-broken horses, which 
are nearly worthless for waut of wind.— 
They can never be driven rapidly without 
great distress, and frequently give out entire- 

This is thought 
te be a different disease. The ‘General’s’ 
case is, 1 suppose, a fair example of the 
heaves. 

I have no doubt that regular feeding with 
chopped and wet fodder, and exclusion of 

dust from hay fed to other animals in the 
same stable, would render many horses now 
deemed alijyost worthless, and which mani- 
festly eudure great suffering, equally valua- 

' ble for most purposes, with those that are 
; _ sonnd.—-| Indiana Farmer. 

I tried all sorts of heave powders on my | 

Broughts---Whither are we Tending. 
The degtruction of our forests, a destruction 

which has been going on now ever since the set— 
tlement of the country, and which has been re- 
marxably rapid in the West for the last fiity 
years, is producing the following results, which 
must be very obvious to every observant per- 

him for the day, in half an hour after he had | 5°. 
eaten it; but on giving it daily the effect soon | The surface of the earth is more exposed to 

the drying winds, and to the beams of onr sams 
mer cnn. These causes quieken the drying of 
the soils. 

‘the sources of mapy a well and stream are 
dricd by the remowal of trees from slopes and 
nilis, trom whose bosoms they onee drew 2 per- 
manent supply of water. 

Far less rain falls on the earth during the sum- 
taer months than would fa!l if the earth was 
more generally shaded with trees. Wide forests 
attract showers. Many g forces: enjoys a gener- 
oas rain, when the widc, open plaiu is scorched 
with drought. Forests act as do streams, to di- 
rect the courses of showers, and concentrate 
them upon their own area. Perhaps as mnch 
water {ails in a year ona prairie or open conn- 
try, but it comes in great storfhs, and in the win- 
ter, or epring, or autump. When it is needed 
most it is most lackiug. 

Forests serve as pumps to draw up water from 
deep in the ground. Every one who knows what 
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an amount of water a single large tree,will draw 
trom the ground by its roots, and throw into the 
air from its leaves, can form some idea of the vast 
quantity of moisture which is exhaled by a wide 
forest in a single week, or even in a single day. 
The ordinary vegetation of a farm does this in 
afar less degree. The removal of the forests, 
decrefiiré greatly diminishes the amount of mois- 
ture, which, during the summer, is exhaled into 
the air from the vegetation which coversa given 
area. Consequently much less exists in the air 
as the material for showers, than would exist 
were the forests drawing from the deep earth a 
more generous supply. 

It will be seen from these facts that the des- 
traction of the forests is one grand cause for the 
droughts which have become more frequent and 
intense for the last several years. Some, if net 
all, of these results of the removal of our forests 
have attracted the notice of our farmers, “ar 
they have doubtless prepared them to consider | 
somewhat the question, what remedy is feasible. | 

The only remedy possible is simple and plain. 
It might not cure the evil; but it would doubt- | 

It consists of an adherence to | less diminish it 
the following maxims: Suave all the forest trees 
you can. And plané (on the prairies especially) 
all the trees yon ean. 

Under the head of saving trees, the eourse 
would be somewhat like this. On the older farms 
and in the older districts, clear no more land.— 
Select the least valuable wood for fuel, Allow 
thesecond growth of timber to have a fairchance. 
When trees are felled for Jumber and building 
timber, let them be cut so that in falling they 
shall injure as little as possible the surrounding 
trees. Then use for fuel all those parts of the 
felled trees that you cannot use for lumber or 
timber. If you must elear land. clear the lowest 
round, leaving the hill-sides and the suminits 
eovered with their leafy honors. ‘here are more 
reasons than one for this advice. 

Under the head of planting, we would recom- 
mend the following things. We may repeat the 
same suggestions hereafter. 

Plant trees on broken ground, 
Plant 

bodies of water. 
on the peaks and sides of rocky ledges, 
trees to protect honses and barns and other build- | 
ings from the heats of summer, and trom the 

sterms of winter. If your farm is cleared too 
much. and you decide too keep it, devote a por- 
tion of it to the growth of forest trees. Get the 
best advice you ean. Select the ground with the 
best judgment you can command; fence it up 
well, and plant a good variety of quick growing 
trees, mostly indigenous, for the use of your 
children. If you are not a very old men, you 
may live to use them yourself, and to learn by | 
that time, that they renderthe ground they stand 

on the most valuable part of your estate 
{ Ohio Farmer. 

Fail Treatment of Asparagus. 
Assoon as the heavy frosts come to kill the 

tops, they should be cut and removed to the stye 
or to the compost heap, The surface of the bed 
which has become hard and perhaps weedy— | 
should be thoroughly searified with the hoc, or 

So we will begin | 
now. Plant trees around wells and permauent | 
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0 amonat of water ingle large treeyill draw | forked over, taking care not to injure thecrowns forked over, taking care not to injure thecrowns. 
About the last of the month, spread on a heavy 

| coating of stable manure, at least a half cord to 
| every two rods square. The rains will carry 
down its fertilizing propertses to the roots, and 

| give them great strength and vigor for an oarly 
start in the spring. If near the shore, where 
marsh mud is accessible, a coating of this, one 
inch thick, in addition to the manure, will do 
good service. We have also found it an excel- 
lent plan to cover the beds with sea-weed or old 
hay during the winter. The roots keep active, 
longer before the ground closes up ; the ground 
does not freeze so deep, and starts sooner in the 
spring. The mulch, of course, needs to be re- 
moved as soon us the winter is over. Asparagus 
is a gross feeder and can be had in its perfection 

| oaly by high manuring. This we believe will 
| pay.whether the beds have been thoroughly pre- 
pared or not. 

THE RHUBARB 
Piantation needs much the same treatment, and 

| 60 far as our observation goes, is as much bene- 
| fitted by salt as asparagus. It would probably 
| be killed soouer by an excessive application, but 

it thrives well on a compost of marsh muck, and 
| comes out strong and vigorous from a winter's 
mulch of sea-weed. Old plants should be dug 
around, and the earth removed a foot in depth, 
and the place supplied with rich compost or sta- 
ble manure. The roots ehould be divided every 
| third year. Larger aad more vigorous stalks 

will be produced.—Am. Ag. 

Packing Eggs for Winter Use. 
About Christmas eggs are very scarce, and 

consequently high. With little care in the sum- 
mer when they are abundant, they may be put 
up soas to keep sound and fresh until anew sup 
ply can be hadin the spring. One of the best 
ways we have tried for packing eggs so as to 
keep them long, is to pack them in charcoal dust, 

| in boxes, by setting them vn end; put the boxes 
in a cool, dry place, and turn them over as often 
as once in two days. Put the boxes in some 

| place where they are sure te be seen or they will 
_ be forgotten and the turning neglected. Anoth- 
| er plan, requiring less attention, and may answer 
| just as well, is to pack the eggs in large earthen 
| javs aud fill them with lime-water, made by pour 

ing water ou quick lime and letting it stand a 
day or two covered. The finer particles of the 
lime which run off with the water is deposited 
upon the shells of the eggs, and fills the pores 
and keeps the eggs perieetly sweet for a long 
time, even should the yolk settle down against 
the shells.— Val. Farmer. 

The Horse. 
Hon. Zedock Pratt, in a lecture on the 

- Horse, gives some valaable hints and sug- 
| gestions. 

| POINTS OF A GOOD HORSE. 
| He should be about fifieen anda balfhands 
high; the head and neck clean made; wide 
between the nostrils, and the nostrils them- 
selves large, transparent and open; broad 
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in the forehead; eyes prominent, clear and 
sparkling; ears small, neatly set on; neck 
rather short and weil set up; large arm or 
shoulders, well throw back, and high; with- 
ers arched and high; legs fine, flat, thin 
and small boned; body round and rather 
light, though sufficiently large to afford sub- 
stance when it is needed; full chest, afford- 
ing play for the lungs; back short with the 
hind quariersset on rather obliquely. Any 
one possessing a horse of this make and ap- 
pearance, and weighing eleven or twelve 
hundred pounds, may rest assured he has 
a horse of all work, and a bargain well 
worth getting hold of. 

Care or Horsus.—No horse can endure 
labor all the time. A few months in pas- 
ture, after being high fed and worked for 
several years, will renew his energies, as 
stated periods of rest and recreation will pre- 
serve the vital energies of man, unimpaired 
through a long life; and by a wise law of 

' Providence, which is as beneficial to beast 
as to the man; a horse will do more labor 
in six days, than ifhe were worked the whole 
seven. 

Fruit Trees---What Becomes of them? 
Atthe recent Fruit Grower’s Meeting in West- 

ern New York, the question was raised: “What 

becomes of all the trees that are propagated and 

sold in the nurseries of that section?” 

The opinicn of the meeting, as expressed in 
the discussion, was, that although many trees 
were lost and worthless from improper treatment 
in the nursery, and many from damage sustained 
in transportation, yet more were lost by unskill- 
ful planting, and neglect afterwards, than from 
any and all other causes combined. * 

This, | believe to be the case. In all my ob- 
servations of travel, 1 thinkI can safely say that 
I have not seen ove orchard or one garden in a 
bundred even tolerably managed. By far the 
greater number look as thongh the proprietor 
had abandoned his trees to rnin. 

Blown over to one side, anehored in @ tough 
grass sod, buried up in groves of corn-stalks,torn 
and broken by cattle, barked and bruised by the 
plough, pruned with an axe—thus they perish 
in their youth, or beeome old, deformed, covered 
with lichens, and a prey to swarms of insects, 
before they have yielded their first fruits. What 
folly it is in men to invest their money in trees, 
and then wilfully rain them in this way! In 
Western New York, where cultivation is about 
as good as in any other section, a man who cul- 
tivates his orchard or his garden thoroughly, 
whose trees are healthy and handsome, makin 

of as a rarity—and so he is. 
The specimen trees in the establishment with | 

which I am coonected, are but tolerab'y well | 
managed; the ground is kept clean around them, 
and is occasionally dressed with manure or com- 

post; so that in all seasons, we get a fair growth 
and a fair crop—but amateurs might have theirs 
vastly better. Yet we are daily asked what we 
do to our trees? and many seem +o think that 
we have some secret art—some system of ‘-terra- 
culture”—with which the world at large is un- 
acquainted. 
We need a complete revolution in these mat- 

ters. I cannot now detain you to go into the 
details of planting, and pruning, and mulching; 
but I beg you who understand these matters, to 
constitute yourselves missionaries, and preach 
this doctrine of high cultivation zealously in your 
respective parishes, and give examples of it in 
your own grounds, that your practice may cor- 
respond with your precept. 

Boys and Girls at Schoo! Together. 
Mrs. Jameson, in her ‘Common Place 

Book of Thoughts, Memories and Fancies,” 

says : 
I am convinced from my own recollec- 

tions, and from all I have learned from ex- 
perieuced teachers in large shools, that one 
of the most fatal mistakes in the training 
of childrén has been the early separation of 
the sexes. Isay has been, because I find 
that everywhere this most dangerous preju- 
dice has been giving way before the light of 
truth and a more genial acquaintance with 
that primal law of nature, which ought to 
teach us that the more we can assimilate on 
a large scale the public to the domestic 
training, the better for all. There exists 
still the expression—in the higher classes 
especially, that in early education, the mix- 
ture of the two sexes would tend to make 
the girl masculine, and the boys effeminate, 
but experience shows that it is all the other 
way. Boys learn a manly and protecting 
tenderness, and girls become at once more 
feminine and more truthful. 

Where this association has begun early 
enough, that is before five years old, and 
has beenjcontinued till about ten or twelve, 
it has uniformly worked well. On this 
point the evidence is unanimous and decisive. 
So long ago as 1812, Francis Homer, in 
describing a school be visited at Eamore, 
near Bridgewater, speaks with approbation 
of the boys and girls standing up together 
in the same class; it is the first mention I 
find of this innovation on the old collegiate 
or charity school plan, in itself a continua- 
tion of the monkish discipline. He says, **I 
liked much the placing of boys and girls to- 

vigorous growth, and yielding fine fruit, is talked | gether at Any sarty age; it gave the boys s new spur of emulation.” When I have seen 
a class of girls standing up together, there 
has been a sort of empty tittering, a vacan- 
cy in the faces, an inertness, which made of 
it, as I thought, a very up-hill work for the 
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teacher; so when it has b-en a class of boys 
there has been often sluggishness; a tenden- 
cy to ruffiau tricks; requiring perpetual ef- 
fort on the part of the master. 

In teaching a class of boys and girls ac- 
customed to stand up together, there is lit- 
tle or nothing of this. They are brighter, 
readier and better behaved; there is a kind 
of mutual influence working for good; and 
if there be emulation, it is not mingled with 
envy or jealousy. Mischief, such as may be 
apprehended, is in this case far less likely to 
arise, than where boys and girls habitually 
separate from infancy, are first thrown to- | 
gether at the age when the feelings are 
awakened and the association has all the ex- 
citement of novelty. A very intelligent | 
schoolmaster assured me that he has no 
trouble with a class of fifty boys and girls 
together, (in the midst of which I found him) 
and that there were no inconveniences re- 
sulting, which a wise,careful and efficient su- 
perintendence cannot control. ‘There is,” 
said he, ‘not only more emulation, more 
activity, more quickness of brain, but al- 
together a superior healthiness of tone, body 
and mind, where the boys and girls are train- 
ed together till about ten years old, and it 
extends in their after life. I should say be- 
cause it is in accordance with the laws of 
God in forming us for mutual dependence 
and for help from the beginning of life. 
What is curious enough, I find many peo- 

ple—fathers, mothers, teachers, who are 
agreed that in the schools of the lower classes 
the two sexes may be safely and advantage- 
ously associated, yet have a sort of horror of 
the idea of such an innovation in schools for 
the higher classes. One would like to know 
the reason for such a distinction, instead of 
being encountered, as is usual, by a sneer or 
® vile inuendo. 

To Prevent Cows rrom HoLpDING UP THEIR 

Mixx.— One of the best methods to prevent cows 
from holding up their milk, is to feed them at 
the time of milking. If this is done they wiil 
give down their milk freely. But if you neglect 
to feet them they will hold it up so that it is 
almost impossible to get any from them. Try 
the experiment of feeding them at milking. 

Scratcues 1n Horses.—‘It is said” that this 

often troublesome disease, unless very bad, may 
be cured by washing thoroughly with soap suds, 
and then rubbing with lard fried outof salt meat | 
Keep clean and wash and grease every other 
day until a cure is effected. Leauing mud to 
dry upon the legs of a horse is one great cause of 
this disease, and many horses are in?ured by 
want of care and cloanliness wen driven ic mud- 
dy weather. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

To make Hens lay in Winter. 
Messrs. Epirors: As we are social beings, 

let us talk about poultry a few moments. 
Now to wy caption. First make a house Sby 

10 feet—-a 16 lignt window on the South side, a 
double door on the west, ventilator e:ght inches 
square, in the top, let it run up 24 fect above the 
ridge board. Line the inside o! the room with 
boards, leaving a space of four inches, fill the 
space with sawdust and tanbark. Let the room 
be 6 feet between joints ; lath, plaster and 
whitewash it. Bank it up on the outside four 
feet high with horse manure.’ Now you have a 
room that will not freeze. This room is sufli- 
ciently large for 25 heas and 1 cock. Placein a 
corncr, a box 6 feet long, 1 feot sauare, with 5 
partitions for nests. Place the box on the end ; 
let the front be open except a four inch protec 
tion to each nest. Let the roosts be in the shape 
of a ladder. Your house is finished. 

Keep 2 inches of sand upon the floor, with a 
box of ashes, another with slacked lime, one with 
gravel, and one with old lime mortar. Feed ev- 
ery variety that nature requires—cerp, oats, 
buckwheat, screenings. boiled potatoes, cabbage, 
Indian meal ground with the cob, apples, cut 
hay, Warm puddings, a liitle sulphur mixed with 
it’ Keep fresh wateror milk constantly comecaut- 
able—also plenty of feed. Feed iresh meat three 
times a week, of this fail not at your peril. lu 
a warm day raise your slide and let them roam. 
Cold days let them stay in. Follow these diree- 
tions and your hens will layin winter as well as 
in summer. — : 

I have 15 early pullets kept as per directions 
The 14th of December [ found the first egg, and 
the Ist of March we have sold 36 dozen for eight 
dollars and twenty cents, and they still continue 
laying. Hens kept in this way will lay equaily 
as well in the summer as if they were idle during 
the winter; but two or three years will use up 
any hen—therefore sell the cld and keep the 
young ones. 

I once kept from 300 to 500 hens for years, 
and if rightly managed, they are profitable—it 
not, vice versa. Storrs Barrows. 

South Trenton, Oneida co., N. ¥. 

VeEnTILATION.—It would be well if, taking 
advantage of opportunities, managers of places 
of amusement would endeavor to improve the 
almost universal want of adequate means of exit 
for the foul air generated by them. Science 
would surely show how this could be done, with- 
out creating “draughts” Managers, as caterers 
for the public, are morally uouud to provide 
that most necessary of ali things—air that may 
be breathed; so as to prevent their audiences 
undergoing a peine forte et dure while passing 
the ordea! of a modern “entertainment.” Yet 
scarcely is this deemed worthy of passing notice; 
and the atmosphere is, generally speaking, in 
such places, so compounds of bad gases, as not 
only to render respiration difficult, but to inflict 
a certain and irradicable injury on the audience 
—The Builder. 



A Littie Tove. —“ For want of a nail the 

shoe was lost, for want a shoe the horse was lost, 
for want of a horse the man was lost.” 

Being in the country,I had an example of one 

of those small losses which a family is exposed 

to through negligence. For the want of a latch- 

et of smull value, the wicket of a barnyard lead- 

ing to the fields was often left open. Every one 
who went through drew the door to; but as there 
was nothing to fasten the door with, it was al- 
ways flapping; sometimes open and sometimes 

shut. So the cocks and hens, and the chickens, 
and the pig, got out and ran off to the woods. 
The gardener first caught sight of the runaway, 
and hastening after it, sprained bis ankle; incon- 
sequence of this, the poor man was not able to 
get out of the house for a month. The cook 
found, when she came back from pursuing the 
pig, that the linen she had left by the fire had 
fallen down and was burning; the dairymaid 
having, in her haste, neglected to tie up one of 
her cows, the cow had kicked a eolt that was in 
the same stable, and broken its leg. The gard- 
ener’s loss of time was worth twenty-fivedollars, 
to say nothing of the pain to be suffered. The 
linen which was burned, and the colt which was 
spoiled, were worth as much more. Here, then, 
was caused a loss of fiftydollars, as well as much 
trouble, plague and vexation, for the want of a 
latch that would not have cost three cents. 

[Say. 

Inpian Corn Biscuit.—Sift a quart of corn 
meal and a pint of wheat flour into a pan with 
a teaspoonful of salt and three pints of milk, mix 
them well, beat the whites of four eggs and the 
yolks separately in two pans, the yolks mast be 
beat until very thick and smooth, the whites te 
a stiff froth that will stand alone by itself, then 
stir the yolks a little at the time into the milk, 
butter a sufficient number of cups or small deep 
pans, nearly fill them with batter, set them im- 
mediately into a hot oven and bake them fast, 
turn them out of the cups and send them warm 
to table, pull them open and eat them with but- 
ter. They will puff up finely if at the last you 
stir in a teaspoonful of soda, dissolved in a little 
warm water. 

How Sep Corn Snoutp se Se.ectep.—Let 
no real farmer neglect to save his seed corn in 
due season, and string it up where it may be not 
only above the reach of mice, but above the sus- 
picion of foggy atmosphere and close covers — 
‘The best ears of corn are often rendered unfit for 
‘vegetation by being put in hogsheads and close 
bins. But the seed ears must not be selected in 
harvest time. They should be plucked in the 
field at the time when the very earliest ears can 
be selected. This has an important effect on the 
next harvest, as all farmers know. And as corn 
wants the whole length of the season to insure a 
fall harvest, it is vastly more important to gain 
a few days by selecting the very earliest of any 
of tho English grains, for ovr summers are long 
enough for any of them. As seon as any ears in 
a cornfield have grown to be too hard for boiling 
they may be gathered for seed. The husks should 
be stripped down, and the ears should be braided 
together by means of the husks, ¢o that they may 
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hang for twenty years at Jeast without detriment. 
But should they be closely packed, there will be 
no certainty of their power of vegetation. The 
selection of the best ears at husking time is not 
the thing ; for a great majority of the ears then 
appear sound, though some may have ripened a 
whole week earlier than others. Just think of 
a week’s gain in the latter ppart of August. One 
week wonld save many a field of corn from a cruel 
frost —Massachusetts Ploughman. 

Hasty Pudding---How to make it. 
Corn meal should always be coarsely ground. 

The finest meal should be as coarce grained as 
mustard seed. Fresh corn should be ground at 
least as often as once ix three our four weeks,— 
The meal should be kept in a dry cool room.— 
Second: Our favorite mush is not a very hasty 
pudding. It is made thus: For two quarts of 
pudding put three quarts ef water and one table- 
spoonful of salt intoa kettle and heat it until it 
is quite warm. Then take out one quart of wa- 
ter and stir into it Indian meal eaough to make 
a thick batter, so thick that it will scarcely run. 
Work it over with the ladle or wooden spoon 
until not the smailest lump remains, and then 
return it to the kettle where the other twe quarts 
of water will by this time be boiling rapidly. It 
must now be kept boiliug briskly with constant 
stirring, for not less than twenty minutes, and 
until it hss boiled down so much as to be hard 
to stir. Nothing but constant stirring from the 
bottom will prevent it from burning or scorch- 
ing, the least degree of which will spoil the de- 
licious taste— Am. Agriculturisé. 

There has been a ke!tle invented, which will 
enable housewives ries, hasty pudding, 

&e., without slirtiny © © ticle when in the pro- 
cess of boiling, aud wich cauuot be scorched or 
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burned. These kett!es can bc procured of mest 

tinners. We believe they aro coed “Farina 
Kettles.” 

Bakep Inpian Puppine.—into one quart of 
boiling milk scald ten table spoous full of Indian 
meal; when cold, add a tea cup full of molasses, 
a piece of butter the size of an egg, a tea spoon 
fell of salt, also of ginger and cinnamon; bake 
it in a pudding dish from one to two hours in a 
cook stove, or longer in a brick oven. When 
done it has the appearance of brown bread. 

Corxs on Horses’ Fezet.—J. G. Kemp, of 
Wayne Center, Iils., says in the Prairie Far- 
mer that he knows “ by experience that by par- 
ing the hoof and cutting the corn off slightly, not 
too mueh, becauso that wil] make it sore, and 
then applying spirits of salt, you may cure corns 
of long standing. Three cents worth of spirits 
of salt will last a man his life time. 

To Destroy Mites in Currse.—A piece of 
woolen cloth should be dipped in sweet oil, and 
should then be well rubbed on the cheese. If 
one application be not sufficient to destroy the 
mites, this remedy may be used as often as the 
appear. The cheese shelves should be well 
washed with soap and water. 
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A Horticultural Hint, 

Every year witnesses great improvements 
in the cultivation of all kinds of fruit, and 
we are glad to perceive that there are thou 
sands of intelligent farmers iu all sections of 
the country, who manifest some degree of in- 
terest in this matter, and are beginning to 
realize that few subjects are more worthy of | 
their attention. Still, it must be confessed 
that good cultivation is the exception, and 
an unprofitable and shameful neglect the 
rule, among the geuerality of fruit growers. 
How many trees are planted every year in 
grain or in grass, and lett to wither and to 
die? How many are planted without judi- 
cious pruning, without due preparation of the 
soil, without mulching, or that cultivation 
of the land which is necessary to insure the 
vigorous growth of all the superior kinds of 
fruit trees? We have met with individuals 
who appear to think that the best way to se- 
cure good fruit, is to allow the trees to take 
their natural growth. This is a great mis- 
take. Fruit trees are not, strictly speaking, 
in a natural condition. “Our garden varie- 
ties of fruit,” says the lamented Downing, 
‘fare not natural forms. They are the arti- 
ficial productions of our culture. * * * * 
Transplanted into a warmer aspect, stimula- 
ted by a richer soil, reared from selected 
seeds, carefully pruned, sheltered and watch- 
ed, by slow degrees, the sour and bitter 
crab expands into the Golden Pippin, the 
wild pear loses its thorns and becomes a Ber- 

gamotte or a Beurre, the Almond is deprived 
of its bitterness, and the dry and flavorless 
Peach is at length a tempting and delicious 
fruit.” These results are the work of art.— 
Our fruit trees are in an artificial condition, 
and require treatment. Left to themselves 
they soon deteriorate, aud ultimately return | 

i il pane S | . ° to their natural, or wild state.—{Genessee | eight inches long. 
Farmer. 

Remedy for Borers. 

Mr. N.S. Smith, of Buffalo, says, in the 

Ceuntry Gentleman, that he has found the 

following an effectual remedy for the borer: 

‘Make a mound of goft earth around the 
root, rising about six inches above where the 
borers are at work. Then saturate this 
mound with a strong brine made out of com- 
mon salt. Make the application twice with- 
in four weeks, any time when the ground is 
not frozen. Old pork or beef brine is just the 
thing. Mr. Smith says the brine is taken 
up by the tree and thus destroys the insects. 
He adds that it should be applied cautious- 
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Stopping. 
Pinching off the end of a shoot or branch 

is called “‘ stopping, ” in gardener’s phrase, 
because the growth of the shoot is arrested 
or stopped in that direction. It is often 
done unwisely, and with injury to the crop 
or tree. Sometimes weeds are pulled up 
when there issap enough in them to mature 
all their seeds. If the person was experi- 
enced, he would remove the entire weed, root 
and branch, and a harvest of weed-seeds 
would be avoided. Many people have the 
benevolent but rather officious habit of pull- 
ing up weeds, when walking ina neighbor’s 
garden. It would be better to leave this 
matter for him or his gardener. The work 
would probably be better done, and certain- 
ly more to the taste of the parties concern- 
ed. It is not always best to see a weed ina 
neighbor’s garden.|—Horticalturist. 

Root Grafting Roses. 

This has been done in Engiand for a long 
time, and 12 this country for the last ten 
years, by Mr. Weston, of Ashwood, ‘Tenn. 
He describes the manner substantially as fol- 
lows: Take the root of any hardy variety, 
from a quarter of an inch to an inch through 
and cut it into pieces of six inches long.— 
Rub the thorn from the scion with the back 
of the knife, as far as the bandages will ex- 
tend. Make the cut on the root two inches 
and a half long, and the cut on the scion to 
correspond. As early as possible plant the 

grafted roots, in two rows, two feet apart ; 
the plants one foot apart inthe rows. Plant 
the roots firmly. Leave only one or two eyes 
of the scion above ground. When the buds 
begin to push, loosen the soil with a hoe.— 
Pinch out all the flower buds as they appear. 
Pinch back the shoots when they are about 

Mr. M. says he has been 
quite successful in this mode. The kinds 
that make the stoutest wood do best by root 
grafting. —[ Horticulturist. 

Beet Root Coffee. 
A very good coffee can he made of beet 

root in the following manner. Cut dry beet 
root into very small pieces, then gradually 
heat it in a close pan over the fire for about 
fifteen minutes. Now introduce a little sweet 
fresh butter and bring it up to the roasting 
heat The butter prevents the evaporation 

of the sweetness and aroma of the beet root, 
and when fully roasted it is taken out,ground 
and used like coffee. A beverage made of it 
is cheap, and no doubt equally as good for 
for the human system as coffee or chickory. 

ly to young trees. [Sci. American. | 
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The first volume of the ILtinois Farmer 

is drawing toa close. It has beenpublished 

under some disadvantages, which will here- 

after be avoided. The next volume will be 

improved in typographical appearance, and 

it is designed to embrace illustrations which 

may be of service to its readers. 

We are indebted to many individuals for | 

the interest they have taken in this publi- | 
cation. We hope it has been of some ser- 

vice to them and the public. We aim to 

make it a practical work, which every read- 

er may understand, and especially design it 

for farmers and laboring men of Illinois. — 

Eastern agricultural periodicals, although 

conducted with distinguished ability, are not 

suited to the agriculture of the West. 
Weare impressed, too,with the belief that 

there should be published a paper devoted 

to agriculture in Central Illinois, and that it 

should be preseuted at a cost that will en- 
able every farmer to subscribe for it, and in 

a form that will allow of its convenient pres- 

ervation, Our paper will be published 
monthly, in its present shape, at $1 a year 

for single subscribers, and at 75 cents a year 

in packages of five copies and over. The 

publication is put thus low, because we wish 

for a large patronage. 
We introduce this subject thus early be- 

cause we desire farmers and other men of la- 
bor, to give this paper a helping hand. We 
want them to introduce it among their neigh- 
bors, and to interest themselves for it-—be- 
lieving that in doing so they will advance 
their own and the general welfare. Agricul- 
ture is the great interest of Illinois. Why 
should not those engaged in it—whose hands 
and hearts are engaged in it —labor to give 
this branch of industry the prominence it de- 
serves? Why should not farmers, in this 
easy way, give their boys information that 
will be most useful, and which will create an 
ambition in them to excel in their profession? 
Why should not these same farmers furnish 
their wives and daughters with the means of 
improving themselves in those branches 
of domestic economy which more directly 
come under their care ? 

| Farmer. 

* 

We shall soon submit to the public our pros- 

pectus for the second volume of the Illinois 

We wish to obtain a large sub- 

scription, that will enable us to do ample jus- 

tice to our subscribers, in making the Illinois 

Farmer what we desire it to be——an efficient 

auxiliary in advancing the Agricultural inte- 
rests of the State. 

Poultry---Does it Pay? 
Within a few years there has been a poul- 

try mania over most of the country. Much 

money has been spent in procuring and prop- 

agating divers varieties of the dunghill fowl. 

The great Chiuese fowl, which in our young- 

er days was considered merely as a curiosity 

—unworthy of raising as an article of profit 

in late years has obtained a high reputation, 

which it is hardly entitled to. In cities and 

towns, and the country, where feed is scarce 

and high, such is their inordinate appetites 

and the immense quantities of food they de- 

vour, that they will not pay the cost of 

keeping and the care bestowed upon them. 

They may be kept for fancy, in order to see 

what monstrous birds can be raised, and as 

things of curiosity, but they will not pay, so 

far as dollars and cents are concerned. In 

the country, such a country as ours, where 

there is plenty of food constantly going to 

waste, there may be some reasons in favor of 

rearing the large Chinese fowls. While the 

demand exists for them for propagation,there 

will be profit in raising them. 

Much is said in favor of the large breeds 

on account of their being great layers. Does 

uot this result from their good keeping?— 

Have they not good places for roosting, for 

laying and well furnished with food? — 

Have the common dungbhill fowls failed to 

lay in winter, when they have warin rooms to 

retire to in cold weather; good places,secure 

from winds and cold, to roost in and to lay 
in, and especiaily when they are provided 

with boxes of sand and ashes to roll in, and 

are fed with corn and other grains, and re- 

fuse meat to supply the place of insects, 

which they obtain in summer? While this 

course of treatment is as effectual with the 

common dunghill fowl in causing them to lay 



jury to fowls. 

in winter, as with the larger breeds, it is 

quite certain that if this feeding and care is 

neglected with the larger breeds, they will 

be likely to disappoint us in furnishing eggs 

in winter. 

Our little experience in regard to the large | 

breeds of fowls amounts to this: they are | 

valuable for producing cross breeds with the | 

common fowl. By this process a large fowl is | 

| 
reared, and these fowls make excellent lay- 

ers when they are properly cared for. In our 

opinion itis true, that a good cross of our 

common dunghill fowl, plump, fat and fine, 

is better eating thnn the large fowl. Many 
persons, who seek economy, will go in for 

quantity, and in such case the half breed large 

fowl is most profitable for the table. 

cellence for the table, and as layers among 

the common breeds of the country. It is re- 

duced to certainty, that a race of fowls kept 

on one of the farms in this county, without 

care, made to cater for themselves for food, 

for places to roost and to lay, in the lapse 

of a few years have degenerated so as to be of 

very little account; being too small, tender, 

and ceasing to breed. Fowls, like stock,re- 

quire attention. The system of breeding in 

and in for a long time will work serious inju- 

The common dunghill fowl 

can be greatly improved by attention. The | 

best should be saved for buyers and breeders; | 

exchanges should be made in different neigh- | 
borhoods of fowls, whieh by a judicious | 

change and selection of stocks, would great- | 

ly add to their value. 
These are general remarks. We have no | 

doubt that among the different choice varie- | 
ties of fowls, some are much superior to our 

common neglected dunghill fowl. The Dork- | 

ing has a good reputation. It is larger than | 

our common fowl, has five toes when of full | 

blood, is a good layer and breeder, and cap- | 

ital for the table. The Black Spanish is a | 
good layer. The Black Poland is asmall | 

fowl, excellent as a layer, but a poor breeder. 

If we were to recommenda system to such 

farmers as are disposed to raise the common | 

fowl and desire to improve them, it would 

be this: Select the best and largest and 

. . . . . ! 

But there is a difference in size and in ex- | 

} 
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most beautiful pullets of your early spring 

broods; let them be as nearly one color as 

possible, and let that color be a beautiful 

one. It may be white, ormottled, or blue, or 

yellow as tie predominant color. Now seek 

among your neighbors for a proper propor- 

tion of roosters, so as to make up a suitable 

fowl family. Let these roosters, too, be of 

such a color as suits your taste. Dispose 

of all your poorer specimens of fowl stock.— 

Take care of your fowls. Give them a warm 

place to roost and lay in, in winter. Keep 

for them a supply of gravel and dry ashes 

and lime. Save such fresh meat of hogs 

and beef as does not enter into consumption 

for the family; feed it occasionally to them. 

Now do all this, aud you will have a valua- 

ble stock of poultry, that will weigh heavy, 

be capital for the table, and prove tobe good 

layers, You will be well paid for your trouble 
in furnishing yourself with delicate, health. 

ful and cheap food, and you will have the 

best chickens and lots of eggs to sell. 

A good many of the facts in this article 
are derived from reports published by the 

Massachusetts Agricultural Society. 

The Wheat Crop in Kentucky. 

The “Western Farm Journal,” a monthly 

paper published ia Louisville, Ky., has a 

statistical article which shows a greet falling 

off in the production of wheat in that State, 
The figures stand as followe : 

Product of 1840 4,803,152 bushels. 
Product of 1850 2,142,330 bushels. 

Decrease in ten years 2,661,822 bushels. 

The writer furnishes figures to show that 

Kentucky bad 909,799 bushels of wheat for 

sale in the year 1840, and 2,750,734 bushels 

to buy in the year 1850! The sum of these 
two quantities is 3,660,533 bushels, which 

at $1 per bushel, is the exact difference in 

the money value of her wheat crop, to Ken- 

tucky, between the year 1840 and the year 
1850. A decrease of three and a half mil- 

_ lions per year, in the value of the most im- 

| portant element that goes into the produc- 
tion of the “‘breadstuffs” of the world, is cer- 

tainly not a very encouraging picture for any 

State. 
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Emigration. 
“You have spoken of the rich prarica of the 

West; but can you fancy the dall monotonous 

employment of sowing and harvesting grain al- 
ways upon a dul!, monotonous level surface, out | 
of which the sun rises gloomily in the morning, | 
and into which he sinks in solitary sadness at 
evening, staring with his great white eye all day; 
his glorious light undivided, unvaried by the 
beautiful prisms of nature that everywhere eur— 

¥ ountain, the forest, the | ; : 
regnd you bere; the moun ; _ however, often acclimated without sickness, vale, the river, the cloud ; violet, indigo, blue 
green, yellow, orange, red, and all the variety 
of their combinations. Here can you realize 
the sublimity of the simple thongh wondrous 
words, “God said let there be light, and there 
was light,” ‘Are you sure you will uot find 
among the strangers you meet there, the trace of 
pumerous and fatal diseases? Wil! you not buro 
with fever and shudder with ague? Is it a pleas- 
ant thing to pass through the purgatory of ac- 
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forts he has left; and although he may be 

surrounded with the wonderful scenery of the 
West, the green hills, the sparkling streams 

and the blue mountains of the East will rare- 

' ly ever pass from his mental vision. 

climation? Do you believe that the ease with | 
which you acquire the means of abundant living | 
will be favorable to industry, vigorons effort and 
variety of thought and acquisition? Is it not 
the law of your human nature, that ease and 
leisure beget indolence and lead us into tempta- 
tion? Is not effort, continued effort, the tenure 
by which you hold your health? And is not thet, 
with your habits, education, and mode of life 
your best safeguard against temptation? Is it 
not necessary to the development of the full man 
which you hepe in the best years of life to be- 
come? Yon speak of the facilities of travel, and 
the means of returning frequently to revisit the 
scenes of your nativity. Are you sure there will 
be more of pleasure than melancholy and disap 
pointment, when you find the old scenes changed 
and the companions of your youth no !onger 
h:re?” 

The above is extracted from an address 

by the Hon. Julius Rockwell, before the | 
Berkshire, (Mass.) Agricultural Society.—- 

There is some truth and a good deal of poe- 
try in this extract. 

The people of New England wish toretain 
their population. 

ed greatly within the last two years. Never 

in the history of the country has the emigra- | 

tion from the East to the West been so great 
as within the last year. 

We shall not complain of Mr. Rockwell.— 

He presented, honestly we believe, the ob- 

jections which occurred to him against emi- 

gration to the West; and there is weight in 

some of these objections. The life of a 

Western farmer is one of toil. In opening 

a new farm he is compelled to severe labor, 
and he suffers many privations. He may 

be attacked wish the chills or annoyed by 

The emigration from the | 

Fast to the West, always great, has increas- 

We have sickness here. We have diseases 

peculiar to this country. Men, families, are, 

In many respects our climate differs from 

that of New England. Emigtants are re- 
quired to be prudent, to avoid exposure,and 

when this is done their general health willbe 
as goo! here as in New England. This is 

our judgment and experience. 

Mr. Rockwell would disabuse his mind in 

regard to alleéged sickness in the West, if 
he were to examine the ceusus returns of 

1850. He will there find that Massachu- 
setts is one of the most unhealthy States in 

the Union, while Illinois is one of the health- 

iest. No man should stay in New England 
to avoid sickness and death. We have seen 

cases of mortality here, arising from local 
causes; and we have known, in New Eng. 

land, families swept from existence by that 

dreadful enemy of our race there—consump- 
tion. 

We are quite sure that everything here is 
not the color of the rose. Weknow that we 

have not all of the comforts of older soci- 

ety. Our roads are not as good; mills are 

not as convenient; churches are not as nu- 
merous; schools are not as plenty and con- 
venient. But these inconveniences are rap- 
idly passing away. More can be accomplish- 

ed in Illinois in ten years, in this respect, 
than in some Eastern countries in fifty, or 
even ninety years. Some districts of Illinois, 

settled twenty years, in their improvements, 
are ahead of districts in New England which 
have been settled two hundred or more. 

One fact which binds the inhabitants of 
the West to the West—which makes a West- 

ern man feel that he is in the centre of the 
world,almost—is the rapid increase of wealth, 

population, comforts and improvements here. 

Why, we have in Illinois more miles of rail- 
road than there is in any State of the Union; 

and with the same rate of growth now pro- 
scene 

He will often be reminded of com-. 
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gressing in Illinois, for the next fifteen years, 
she will be, in population and improve- 

ments, not far behind the first State in the 

Union. 
With the means which farmers in this State 

have to accumulate wealth, Mr. Rockwell 

may feel assured that they will spend but lit- 

tle time in idleness. There is quite as much 
industry among our farmers now, as there is 

in New England. Inpustry pays WELL— 

better here than on the farms of New Eng- 

land. No well informed New England farm- 

er, who will come here and examine facts, 

will doubt this truth. 

Reclaiming Bushy Land. 
Sheep have been put to a good purpose in 

Massachusetts, in destroying bushes and weeds in 
pastures. These sometimes take such possession 

of the ground as to render it nearly worthless. 
Why cannot they be used here to destroy the 
hazel bush, blackberry, wild rose, and other wild 

shrubs? 

Mr. B.S. Fay, of Lynn, Mass., gives his ex- 
perience on this subject. He had a large traet 

of land between Cape Anu and Cape Cod. It 
was covered with brambics and other shrubs.— 

Except in a few wet spots these shrubs covered 

the whole tract. A cow would have starved on 
the whole; two hundred acres. Sheep were put 

upon this land as an experiment, in reference to 

killing the bushes. It was soon seen that they 
would do the work. To aid them, some of the 

larger briars and shrubs were cut down. The 
young sprouts were nipped as soon as they start- 

ed; and each renewed effort of the plant to main- 
tain itself was in like manner instantly checked, 

till its vital energies were exhausted, and it was 
forced to yield possession of the soil to grasses 

and clover. It may be taken a: a maxim, that no 
plant cap long bear to be deprived of its leaves: 

they are the lungs, and without them it dies “for 
want of breath.” Acres of this once wild and 

worthless land were thus reclaimed and made 

valuable pastures. The experiment of Mr. Fay 

can well be repeated where the destruction of 

bushes is desired. 

Curr ror Boeopy Murraix.—Take fresh 
droppings of a healthy cow; mix with water, 
hlood warm, as thick as will conveniently pour, 
and give one quart at a time, three doses, two 
hours between each. Eight or ten bours after, 
give oue pint saft soap. I have never known it 
to fail, and have tried it a number of times. 

JESSE MOSS, Jubilee, Ill. 
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Mice. 
Last winter the mice were very destruc- 

tive to fruit trees. More than half of some 
orchards were destroyed. The fall and win- 
ter wasdry. They made their nests about 
the trees, and after eating the seeds about 

their beds, which were deep under the snow 

they had recourse for subsistence to the bark of 

the trees, and when that failed to the roots. 

The prospect is that winter will come in 

upon us, with the ground dry, and with dry 

grass, and trash about the roots of our apple 

trees, furnishing just the places the mouse 
seeks for his winter quarters. If the winter 

be severe, and snow deep, woe to vour trees 

under such circumstances ! 
What is to be done? How are the trees 

to be protected from the ravages of mice ? 

Will it answer 2 good purpose to clean the 

grass away about them, smear the bodies 
and about the roots with tar, assafoetida, 

coal tar or any other nauseous article?— 

Coal tar about the roots of peach trees, it iS 

said, will protect them from the peach borer? 

This tar has a very offensive odor—and if 

mice are delicate in their taste, they will 

avoid any food spread over with this arti 

cle. 
But if any of our readers have a specific 

against the injury of fruit trees by mice, they 
willdo the publica benefit by publishing it 
in the next Illinois Farmer. 

aan 

The Chinese Sugar Cane. 

We have some additional evidences of the 

value of this plant. Richard Peters, of Atlanta, 

Ga., contributed at the late Fair of the Nation- 

al Agricultural Society at Philadelphia, speci- 

mens of the Chinese Sugar Cane and some ef the 

syrup made of it. He raised a quantity of the 

plants the last season, crushed the juice from them 

between vertical iron rollers, sufficient in quan 

tity to make eight gallons of superior syrup ev- 

ery hour. He says that the yield of the plant is 

very great—the juice is easilyexpressed—and he 

is of opinion that the costof the syrup in Upper 

Georgia will not exceed ten or fifteen cents per 

gallon. He anticipates that the Southern States 

can make their own sugar and syrup from this 

cane, and even produce these articles for expor— 

tation. Mr. Peters intends te plant fifty acres 

of this cane the ensuing season. 

The New York Herald has an article on the 
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same subject, by which it appears that the Chi- 
nese Sugar Cane promises to be quite as valua— 
ble‘in the Northern as in the Southern States. 

That paper says: 
A package of seed was planted in Bueks coun- | 

ty, Pa., latitude 40 1-2 degrees north, and has — 
The maximum height of | arrived at maturity. 

the stalk was ten feet, and the product in crain 
much greater than that of any other cereal under 
cultivation. The stalk is perfectly green after 
the seed has reached maturity, and the saccha— | 
rine principle is then fully developed. The juice 
which is most abundant, is very saccharine,quite 
as much so as the variety of cane cultivated at 
the South. 
amount of crystclizable sugar remains to be test- 
ed. Should it be found equal to ordinary cane 
in that respect, a new era in the agriculture of 
the North will be inangurated, and an immense 
breadth of land devoted to its culture as soon as 
the necessary seed can be obtained, which 
will require another year at least. 
having been distributed late in the spring,which 
was cold and backward, there is good reason to 
believe that mueh planted did not reach maturi- 
ty. Should the plant fail, so far as the mann- 
facture of sugar is concerned, yet its value as a | 
forage crop cannot be over estimated at the 
North. 
stalk with avidity, and no doubt would fatten 
rapidly on it. The seed, which is small, has a 
thin black hull, which can be taken off, leaving 
a fine white flour as the residue. We have no 
means at present of estimating the value or this 
flour, as an article of food, but no doubt its 
merits will be tully investigated. The culture 
required for the plantis similar to that adopted 
for Indian corr when planted in rows, and the 
seed shonld be put into the ground about the 
same time. As it is a quick and strong growing 
plant, it should be well manured. 

Qualities of Cattle. 
The London Farmers’ Magazine for October 

contains a letter from Wm H. Sotham, of Owe- 

go, N. Y,, on the qualities of the Flereford aud 
Short horn cattle, in which he writes with his 

usual severity not only againet the latter breed» 
but against their advocates also. 

says, is to stir up a ‘‘fair and liberal discussion 

among English breeders as to which brewd will 

pay the most mouey for the food they consume, 

in order to put that breed first that justly deserve 
it.” He enumerates the qualities of cattie us 
follows: 

“There are three distinct qualities in all cattle. 
The first possesses a moderately thick mellow 

The seed, | 

Cattle, horses and hogs eat the entire | 
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greasy; never sets stiff enough to cut freely ex— 
cept when trozen, and is very profitless beef to 
the consumer. Third quality is a thick, stiff, 
leathery skin, possessing hard handling flesh, 

| which, when hanging in the shambles is as blue 

| 

| 
| 

| 
Whether the juice contains thesamc | 

as a whetstone; theirrump bones large and round, 
with but little flesh upon them. These kinds of 
cattle generally look fleshy if wellkept, but never 
get fat; and what is on them is no better than 
ordinary bull beef ; frequently large in size with 
coarse shank bones, and weigh much lighter 
when dead than they appear to do when living. 

Hereditary Diseases of Horses. 
The following extracts from ‘‘Youatt”and 

“Dunn, Jr.” seem to prove that particular 
diseases become fixed in particular families 
of domestic animals, and when so fixed are 
just as (ransmissible from generation to gen- 
eration, as vigor of constitution, beauty of 
form, excellence of temper, or any merit or 
defect whatever, whimsical or otherwise: 

“There is scarcely a disease by which ei- 
ther of the parents is affected, that the foal 
does not often inherit, or, at least show a pre- 
disposition to it. Even the consequences of 
ill nsnage, or hard work will descend to the 
progeny. There has been proof upon proof 
that blindness, roaring, thick-wind, broken 
wind, spavins, curb, ringbone and founder, 
have been bequeathed to their offspring, both 
by the sire and the dam.—Youatt. 

“A foal had apparently good eyes, but the 
first day had not passed before it was evi- 
dent that it was totally blind. Inquiry was 
then made about the sire, for the mare: had 
good eyes. His were, on the slightest in- 
spection, evidently bad, and not one of his 
colts had escaped the direful effects of his 

_ imperfect vision.—Baker. 
“4 mare had been the subject of farcial 

enlargements, and not being capable of per- 
forming much work, a foal was produced 
from her. The foal, soon after birth, evin- 

ced symptoms of farcy and died.”—Ibid. 

His object, be | 

hide, with elastic handling flesh. T'his quality of | 
meat is always beautifully marbled; when hang- | 
ing in the shambles or stalls, is always free from | 
soit grease, and generally sufficiently stiff to cut | : 

g ? 8 y J rere pression of countevance, fleetness and tem- smoothly in warm weather: does not diminish 
much in size when cooking. Second quality 
carries a thin hide, handles flabby, and when 
hanging in the shambles or stall always appears 

“A mare was lame from navicular disease, 
A foal was bred from her, that at five years 
conld scarcely go across the country, and 
was sold for a few pounds.”—Ibid. 

“The parent transfers to its offspring size, 
shape and general conformation, simglar to 

| its own, and the aphorism, ‘like produces 
like,’ is as applicable to faulty and dispropor- 
tioned, as to beautiful and symmetrical form, 
to diseased and debilitated as to healthy and 
vigorous constitution, to gentle and tracta- 
ble as to firm and indomitable disposition. 
The size, weight, general appearance, ex- 

per of the horse are all hereditary. 
{Dunn, Jr. 

“But besides the general constitntion of 
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the parents, their especial condition at tbe 
time of copulation, appears to be, to acer- | 
tain extent, transmitted to the offspring ; 
and hence the necessity of selecting for 
breeding purposes, animals only of a strong 
and healthy constitution, and of using them 
only when they are in full possession of their 
physical energies. Fora high state of the 
physical energies at the time of impregna- 
tion, is believed to induce a correspondingly 
great development of physical power in the 
offspring; and of this we have a curious ex- 
ample, in the fact that the Arabs, before 
bringing the parents together, give them a 
short gallop, believing the spirit and fleet- 
ness of progeny is thereby enhanced. On the 
other hand, we find that even a slight and 
temporary debility at the time of copulation 
exercises a marked and deteriorating effect 
apon the spirit and vigor of tne offspring. 

Ibid. 
inact Tagine 

Mysterious Providences. 
There are truths in the following article 

which should tell in the hearts and conscien 

ces of thousands of young men io the West 

and elsewhere. 
‘“‘What a mysterious providence,” say the 

farmers wives, as they come together for 
the last time to look on one of their number 
and they glance pityingly at the bereaved 
husband, and the large family of children, 
varying in size from the tall youth, or bloom- 
ing maiden, down to the little child. Truly 
it is a mystery, that she should be taken away 
in the prime of life, when her children need 
her watchful care and cousel more than ever 
before. But let us examine into the life led 
by most farmers’ wives, and see if we can 
gain a clue of this ‘mysterious providence” 
which so often leaves the family circle deso— 
late. 
A young farmer marries, and for a year 

or two his wife can do without help, but by 
and by his work is too much for him alone . 
and he must hire a hand; and one by one, 
little children increase the fawily; and the 
burden is much heavier than when she touk 
it up; but the farmer is just getting a start, 
and they must economize if they waut to 
get rich, as every body does, so she gets 
along somehow without help. She rises 
early, milks the cows, and gets breakfast, 

| | 
addition to this daily routine, she does all 
the washing, ironing, baking scrubbing, 
white-washing, soap-making, and hog-killing 
work; it would cost so much to hire help; 
so, year after year, she toils and drudges, 
not allowing herself the least opportunity 
of improving her mind, so that she may be 
a better guide and counsellor to her chil- 
dren. And very soon her fair face is faded 
and careworn; her temper soured and fretful 
and herself prostrated every now and then 
by severe illness, only to resume her un- 
wearyiny labor as soon as her returning 
streng. . permits. And thus she yearly be- 
comes |.ssable to bear the burden of her 
increasing household duties. Ifthe husband 
is a kind, considerate man, who has been 
taught to assist his mother in boy-hood, he 
makes her work lighter, by carrying wood 
and water, nursing the baby while in the 

_ house, aud by doing numberless little things 
' which may be trifling in themselves, but 
which are of great importance in the aggre- 
gate, but teo many men leave the wife to 
draw water, and if the wood gets cut half 
the time, she considers herself fortunate, and 

| as for the baby, why he thinks it is a wo- 
man’s place to be nurse, and soit frets and 
cries, or mamma must work with it on ker 
arm, while be reads his paper, or talks with 
his hired man. Well, the farm increases in 
value and fertility, and his labor in produc- 
ing for his family becomes lighter, as he is 
able to hire more work done, but it is au 
old thing, both to himself and his wife, for 

| her to doall the housework, with what lit- 
tle help the elder children, if they are girls, 
can give her, for if they are boys, they can’t 
think of making them work in the house, it 
is'nt customary; andso she toils on the same 
old fashion. 

And when the comfortable new house is 
built, and nicely furnished, and her older 
children are beginning to be a real help to 
her, the pale, weak, sickiy wife and mother 
lies down to die. ‘Truly her sun goes down 
at noonday. She has saved, by ceaseless, 
wearying toil, hundreds of dollars for the 
husband, and he has lost the companion of 
his youth, the one who has walked beside 
him inlife’s most thorny path. And friends 
say itis a “mysterious providence !” Just 

| as if God ordaiued that the mother should 
sometimes for several men, dresses the chil- 

"are most exposed to temptation and danger! dren, washes dishes, skims milk, churns, 
sweeps the rooms, makes beds, prepares din- | l 

look at the days spent in toil, when the ner, ‘cleans up,” snatches an hour or two 
to sew, gets supper, milks again, puts chil- — 
dren to bed, and after they and her husband 
are fast asleep, sits up to sew until midnight 

be taken from her children, just when they 

Instead of laying it on Providence, let us 

weak, exhausted frame was suffering from 
disease, induced perhaps by continued over- 
exertion; to the hours stolen from needed 
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slumber, and devoted to labor; to the num- 
berless household duties performed with a 
fretful infant on her arm, to the immense 
amount of time spent cooking over a hot 
fire; and the many sleepless nights, spent 
in anxious wearisome watching over sick 
children. Viewed in this light, is it so very 
mystérious that many women die just when 
they should be enjoying life with the keen- 
est relish ? 8S. S. S. 

——— 

Protecting Trees from Mice. 
Messrs. Kp1rors—l see by your papers seve- 

ral ways for protecting trees from the depreda- 
tions of mice. We have a very simple method 
for keeping Mr. Mouse from our trees. Take 
two horse shoe tile—place their bottoms together 
around the body of the tree—fasten them with a 
cord, or what is much better, some small brass 
wire—-let the lower end into the ground an inch 
or more, so that the mice will not work under 
them. Your tile once purchased, which will cost 
some three or four cents per tree, you are re 
pared with a defence for life, which mice will be 
slow to nibble. Cuarres FENNER. 

Oneida, New York. | Country Gent. 

Bap We can procure for those who desire 

them, plants of the Upland Cranberry and Law- 
ten’s Blackberry. The Cranberry has produced 

from 50 to 300 bushels per acre, so say some 
authorities. The Blackberry is a new variety, 
which has become eelebrated in the Eastern 
States. It produces enormous crops of very 
large fruit, commencing to ripen in the latter 

part of July, and a portion of them will mature 

daily for from four to six weeks. Bushels of 
them can be grown in a very small space. 

Hogs and Pork. 

Cincinnati, Oct. 22d—There has been some 
demand for Pork, for New York delivery in 
December, but packers are not disposed to 
make such contracts, owing to the uncertainty 
of being able to reach that market. Manufac- 
turers have contracted for Lard from early hogs, 
at 10$(@1le, buyers furnishing packages— 
chiefly below llc. With the exception of the 
New York demand referred to, there is no de- 
mand for meat for early delivery. The stock of 
old Bacon is considerable, and there is barrel 
Pork enough to carry consumers over to the 
new season. Packers are therefore not overly 
anxious to secure early hogs, and there is but 
little movement in the market. The total con- 
tracts for hogs, in this market, reach about 
50.000 head—the indications at present are that 
the market will open at about $6 50 $ 100 fb 
net. The high price of Lard and Pork, being 
expected to justify this figure, notwithstanding 
the dull market for other parts of the hog. 

3 
ONIONS. ca 

BUSHELS FOR SALE BY WHOLE- 
sale or retail. FRANCIS & BARRELL. 

eure sen ce Ss Sc isc eG RSet 

MARKETS! 

SPRINGFIELD, Nov. 1, 1856. 

The market for Hogs has opened at $5 gross—and higher 

prices are offered for some superior Hogs. In this part of the 

State, Hogs have been purchased and sent to the market in 

all the summer and fall months. We anticipate good prices 
through the season. We have heard that some pork opera- 

tors, disliking the prospects, have declined going into the 

market. 

We have no change to note in WHzat. Navigation will 

soon close at Chicago, and then Wheat may go South—Flour 

by Cairo and Wheat to St. Louis. 

The crop of Corn is short; but the old stock on hand will 
be sufficient to keep down prices. There is some shipping. 

Potatoes have yielded better than was anticipated. Still 

the supply will not be great. 

APPLEs are in demand at 50@75c # bushel. The crop of 

winter apples is short, and late fall apples this season rot 

early. 

Wuite BEANS are sufficient for the demand. They can. 

not be purchased here at a higher price than $1 50@1 75 @ 

bushel, for exportation. 

Articles belonging to the vegetable market are scarce and 
high. 

WHEAT—90c@$1 $ bushel. 

Ryz-—-50c @ bushel. 

OaTs—23c @ bushel. 

Corn—-23@25c # bushel. 

AppLes—50@75c % bushel. The latter price for winter 
apples. 

PoTATOES—60@75c @ bushel. 

TuRNIPS—40@45c ® bushel. 

BreEts--$1 @ bushel. 

Ontons—$1 50@1 75 ® bushel. 

BuTTER—20@2ic P bb. 

Cueese—Country, 10c @ hb. 

Eacs—12c ® dozen. 

Larp--10c # fb. 

CHICKENS—-$1 25@1 40 3 dozen. 

TURKIES—50c each. 

Fiour--Best, $6 P bbi. 

Corn MEAL—$1 ® 100 ths. 

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR—$4@$5 P 100 Ibs. 
——— - 

St. Louis Market--Oct. 2+ 
Hoas—There are no contracts fur hogs {for packing.— 

Butchers are paying 544@6l4¢, as ® quality. 

Fiour—Is selling from $4 50@7 50 # bbl, as @ quality. 

Wueat—The prices here ranged from $1 06@1 17 @ bu.— 

Market drooping. . 

Oats—Are bringing 45c, bags returned. 

BaRueyY—Winter, $1 75@1 80; Spring, interior, $1; bests 
$1 50. 
Bacon—Sugar cured hams 12}; clear sides 7@744c. 
AppLes-——On levee, sell at $1@1 25 ® bbl. 
Beans--Common white, $1 75@1 90; Navy Beans, $2@ 

2 05 @ bu. 

FLAX Sesp—$2 40@2 50 @ bushel. 

PoTatoz8—75@80c @ bushel. 

On1ons—-Demand duil at $1 40@1 50 @ bushel. 
Re a eeeeal 

Chicago Market--Oct. 28. 
FLouk—@ barrel, from $3 25@6 50. 

WHEAT—92c@$l 18 % bushel. 

Cogn—34c # bushel. 

Rre—60c # bushel. 
Oats-—-26c bushel. 
Baxiey-—-$1 20 @ bushel. 
BEANS--32@2 50 @ bushel. 
Psas—$1 75@$2 B bushel. 
ButteR—l16@17c % hh, for fresh. 
Serps—Timothy, $2 50; Clover, $2 50; Red top, $2. 
Hoes—Are sejling at $4 75@5 1214; choice lots $5 25. 

pork market opeus high. 
The 
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PROSPECTUS OF THE 

ILLINOIS 

Illinois Farmer. We did this with some hesita- 
tion; that hesitation was overcome by the wishes 

and judgment of our friends. Considering the 

short time the prospectus was before the public 
previous to the time fixed for issuing the first 
number, we had reason to be gratified with the 

number of subscribers whose names were 

promptly furnished. We shall not forget the 

kind assistance rendered us by friends, as well 
in neighboring, as in distant counties. It was 

given at atime and ina manner which rendered 

it of great value. 

A year has nearly passed. Those friends 
near us insist that we shall present to the ag- 
ricultural public a prospectus for the second 

volume of the “Farmer.” We feel certain that 
an agricultural paper, published at the Capital 
of the State, is needed—that it can be rendered 
of great value to our farming interests—and 
published in the present form, and at the pres- 
ent price—should receive a very large subscrip- 
tion—so large as to be reasonably remunerative 

to its publishers. 
While many improvements are designed in 

the coming volume,—in illustrations and in the 

roechanical work—we shall still aim to make it 
practical and useful. Progress is a distinguish- 

ing feature in the Agriculture of the present 
day,—but there are humbugs which are sought 
to be forced upon the community which should 

be mercilessly exposed. 
The agricultural papers of other States, al- 

though ably conducted, do not suit the. condi- 

tion of Agriculture in Ilincis. We have a 
peculiar climate, and soils differing from those 
in the East. While therefore Eastern periodi- 
cals are valuable to us, they do not supply the 
want of well conducted agricultural publica- 
tions in our own State. 

An exciting election has now passed. Our 
farmers, as good citizens, have been deeply en- 

SPRINGFIELD, DECEMBER, 1856, 

! 

FARMUME R. | 

In December, 1855, we presented to the pub-  _ aincl ‘th ol Med 

lic the prospectus for the first volume of the | ree ages : convictions that they 
i ight. 

| 
| 
| | 
; 

———— 

NUMBER 12. 

_ gaged in it. In this country, all men should 
make themselves acquainted with the principles 
and designs of parties, and should act under- 

It is only in this way that the in- 

stitutions which have come to us from our 
fathers can be transmitted to posterity. 

But there in now to be a lull in political 
affairs. Our agricultural friends will be able 
to give their attention to matters which especi- 
ally belong to their profession. This will 

' enure to their advantage. They will be dispos- 
ed to patronize the agricultural press, and by 
means of it carry into their families a fund of 
knowledge which will greatly benefit them.— 

There is among our farmers a manifest disposi- 
tion to avail themselves of the experience of 

others, as given in the agricultural press, for 
their own advantage. No farmer can read at- 

tentively any agricultural publication of the 
country without obtaining practical information 

that he would not part with for thrice the 
amount of its subscription. 
We send our prospectus to our old friends,— 

who labored for us in procuring subscribers for 
our first volume,—and to many others,—and 

solicit them to make up clubs wherever pos- 
sible. Send us the names and subscription 

price—and we promisc to do the best we can to 
give them a paper worthy of their patronage. 

S. FRANCIS. 

Terms of the Farmer, 

In Clubs of five or over, sent in one package, 
75 cents each—to be paid in advance. Single 
copies $1 a year in advance. 

ov. 18, 1856. 

Defence of Southern [llinois. 
‘Why is Southern Illinois, with its fine 

climate, its excellent soil, its business advan- 

tages and the fact that it was the earliest 
portion of the State settled, behind other 

partsof the State in population and improve- 
ment. 

That all those triths are readily admitted 
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every where, is most certain. Why then we | poor self amongst the number, Many were 
repeat, is Southern Illinois behind other 
parts of the State, in Agricuitural and other 

improvements? 
We are glad that a distinguished South- 

ern Iilinoisan has taken upon himself the 
duty of answering this question. Wm. S. 

Wait, Esq., of Bond county, delivered an 

address before the Agricultural Society of 
Clinton County, on the 17th October last— 

on the occasion of the county Fair,—in which 
he says : 

“We of Southern Illinois have been com- | 
paratively slow in agricultural development, 

and there is a reason for this state of things 

which is not generally known, and which 
justice to ourselves demands that we should | 

understand. 
“Immediately at the close of the war of 

1815, the Territory of Illinois attracted the | 
attention of the emigrants. The Southern 

portion only was then brought into market, 

and all north of the parallel of latitude which 

strikes Vandalia, was a wilderness. The 

the then government price of two dollars an 

acre, paying one-fourth on entry; with an 

allowance of time to meet the balance. 
Nearly every man purchased on these terms, 
calculating to pay up for his land by the 
earnings of his farm, or by the sale of a part 

of his entry atan advanced price. By an | 
act passed in July, 1820, Congress abolished 

the credit system, and reduced the price of 

public land to one dollar and twenty-five 
cents an acre. This act had the cruel effect 

of reducing the price of all land, whether 
improved or unimproved, to the same price, 
virtually robbing the pioneer of all he had 
paid, and still leaving him to pay one dollar 
and fifty cents an acre, whilst the new comer 
could secure lend as good for adollarand a 
quarter. To thiscalamity was added the 
loss of all confidence in the action of Con- 
gress, which considerate body was as likely’ 
then, as now, to take the measure since ad- 
opted by reducing the price of public land 
to twelve and a half cents an acre. Aun- 
dreds were frequently wholly unable to 
complete the payment on*their lands, my 

wholly discouraged and sold out their im- 

provements for an old horse, or wagon, or 

anything they could get, and very many who 

could get no offer at all for their improve- 
ments, pulled up sticks and quit, leaving no 

sign but their empty cabins and deserted 
fields. By this ill-advised and unjust act of 

Congress, the settlement of Southern Illinois 
which was then the only inhabited portion 

of the State, was effectually arrested. Stran- 

gers who come in upon our trail, found de. 

serted tenements, neglocted fields, and dis- 

couraged and impoverished people. With- 

out understanding the cause of this apparent 

desolation, without suspecting that the Gen- 
eral Government had applied the scourge 
to our naked backs, it is enough for them to 

see that the people did not propose but 
wereready to sell out for a song and aban- 

don their improvemeuts. The inevitable con. 

sequence was, as all who are old enough to 

remember will testify, an entire change in 
the tide of Emigration. It was completely 

pioneers of this region bought their land at | driven from Southern Illinois to the more 
| Central aud Northern portions of the State; 
and beside these portions uf our own State, 
Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa were thus 
innocently profited by our misfortune. For 
this injustice of Congress the pioneer has 
never been compensated; the mockery of 
relief proposed by an act of subsequent. ses- 
sion coming altogether too late even to modi- - 

| fy the calamity to the few who ever heard 
of its enactment; 

“To this day, we suffer under this act of 

legislative injustice, and although it might 
not have been the design of Congress to rob 
the pioneer of his money and his land, and 
force him to seek a new home, yet the igno- 
rance which permits such cruel legislation 
is scarcely less wicked than premediated 
wroug. And many thousand dollars taken 
from the early settlers of Southern Illinois 
went into the National Treasury for which 

‘they received nothing. This actof Congress 
therefore resulted ina practical pecuniary 
fraud upon the poor farmer, besides the loss 
upon improvements he was compelled to 
abandon forever, 
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“Now, my friends, it is important that 
these facts should be understood and reflect- 

ed upon by ourselves, the farmers of South- 
ern Illinois. It explains to us at one view, 

why we, who are residents of a district of 
county which is second to none other upon 

earth in soil and climate, should find our- 

selves far behind our more northern brethren 

in density of population, and agricultural, 

mechanical and educational improvement. 

Not only has the great current of emigra- 

tion been induced to avoid us, but a large 

portion of the enterprising pioneers who | old stock, wil! soon make that portion of the 

came with us into Southern Jilinois whilst 

yet a Territory, were driven off by this 

reckless legislation on the part of the Gen- 
eral Government. The few who have re- 
mained, and the few who have joined us since | 

Illinois became a State, have had not only 
limited means, but & scattered population, 

and a lack of commercial facilities to struggle 

against, 

for that of our children, We have been to 

a certain exteut a persecuted and munch 

wronged people. 

courage from the fact, that no sooner has 

| proud of the successful efforts that we have 

recently made and are still making torank 

with the foremost and the best in perserving 
efforts for useful p-ogres:?’ 

All honor to Mr. Wait for this exposi- 
tion. The old citizens of Southern Illinois 
have caught the spirit of progress, aud she 
is fast going ahead with those improvements 

which will develope her great natural re- 
sources. In addition to this fact, she is re- 

ceiving accessions to her population from the 
East and North, which uniting with her 

State “bud and blossom asthe rose.” 
——— <a - 

Illinots Horticultural Society. 

On the occasion of the State Fair at Al- 
ton there was a large collection of Fruit 

Growers and Nursery-men from the vari- 
ous parts of the State; and it was deemed 

expedient by them to adopt, measures for the 

| formation of a State Horticultural society, 

“It is usefuland necessary that we should | 

advert to these for our own satisfaction and | 

and it was unanimously agreed that the Alton 

Horticultural Society should issue a call 
_ for the friends of the projected association 

| to meet in convention at such time and place 
And now let us gather | 

the sun of a brighter day appeared, no soou- | 

er have the facilities of an improved means 

of intercourseand the strength of an increas- | 
ing population afforded the means, than 

Southern Illinois steps forth, and shows her 
readiness, hex dispositions, and her capabili- 

ty to compete with the best of her neigh- 

bors in meritorious and succesful efforts for 
general improvement. Let, us then take 

renewed courage; aud may we not be par- 

doned for adverting to the fact, that 

ful improvement, may be found a goodly 

portion of those early pioneers who have 

as said society should designate. 

In pursuance with the above resolution 

the Alton Society, at its October meening, 

voted the following : 

“Resolved, That we cordially approve 
the organization of a State Society, and 

invite all persons engaged in horticultural 
pursuits, or that take an interest in the 
same, to meet the delegates of this society in 

the city of Decatur, Wednesday, the 17th 
of December next, at 10 o’clock, A. M., to 

frame a constitution and by-laws, and trans- 

/ act other business that may be deemed ex- 
amongst the warmest friends to every use- | 

endured the peri!s and survived the bard- | 

ships of a frontier life. 

“Have we not then aright to believe and 

to say that if we in Southern Illinois are 

behind some of our neighbors in many of 
the useful institutions and means of improve- 
ment enjoyed by others, that it is owing to 

no fault of our own; and may we not be justly | 

dient.” 

An organization, such as has been pro- 

posed, aided by the State Legislature, o 

supported by its members, with one or more 

central committees to whom specimens could 

be sent, is a consummation devoutly to be 

wished; the friends of the measure are anti- 

cipating a large and enthusiastic meeting at 

Decatur—and it is hoped that everycounty 

in Illinois will be well represented. The 

convention will probably sit two days in the 
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every where, is most certain. Why then we 
repeat, is Southern Illinois behind other 

parts of the State, in Agricuitural and other 

improvements? 

We are glad that a distinguished Sonth- 
ern Illinoisan has taken upon himself the 

duty of answering this question. Wm.S. 
Wait, Esq., of Bond county, delivered an 

address before the Agricultural Society of 
Clinton County, on the 17th October last— 

on the occasion of the county Fair,—in which 
he says : 

“We of Southern Illinois have been com- | 
| couraged and impoverished people. paratively slow in agricultural development, 

and there is a reason for this state of things 

which is not generally known, and which 

justice to ourselves demands that we should 
understand. 

“Immediately at the close of the war of 
1815, the Territory of Illinois attracted the | 
attention of the emigrants. The Southern 

portion only was then brought into market, 
and all north of the parallel of latitude which 

strikes Vandalia, was a wilderness. The 

pioneers of this region bought their land at 
the then government price of two dollars an 

acre, paying one-fourth on entry; with an 
allowance of time to meet the balance. 

Nearly every man purchased on these terms, 
calculating to pay up for his land by the 

earnings of his farm, or by the sale of a part 
of his entry atan advanced price. By an 

act passed in July, 1820, Congress abolished 

the credit system, and reduced the price of 

public land to one dollar and twenty-five 
cents an acre. This act had the cruel effect 
of reducing the price of all land, whether 

improved or unimproved, to the same price, 
virtually robbing the pioneer of all he had 

paid, and still leaving him to pay one dollar 
and fifty cents an acre, whilst the new comer 
could secure land as good for adollar and a 
quarter. To thiscalamity was added the 
logs of all confidence in the action of Con- 
gress, which considerate body was as likely 
then, as now, to take the measure since ad- 
opted by reducing the price of public land 
to twelve and a half cents an acre. Aun- 

dreds were frequently wholly unable to 
complete the payment on*their lands, my 

| poor self amongst the number. Many were 
wholly discouraged and sold out their im- 

provements for an old horse, or wagon, or 

anything they could get, and very many who 

could get no offer at all for their improve- 
ments, pulled up sticks and quit, leaving no 

sign but their empty cabins and deserted 

fields. By this ill-advised and unjust act of 

Congress, the settlement of Southern Illinois 

which was then the only inhabited portion 

of the State, was effectually arrested. Stran- 

gers who come in upon our trail, found de. 

serted tenements, neglocted fields, and dis- 

With- 

out understanding the cause of this apparent 
desolation, without suspecting that the Gen- 

eral Government had applied the scourge 

to our naked backs, it is enough for them to 
see that the people did not propose but 
wereready to sell out for a song and aban- 

don their improvemeuts. The inevitable con. 

sequen-e was, as all who are old enough to 
remember will testify, an entire change in 

the tide of Emigration. It was completely 

driven from Southern Illinois to the more 
Central aud Northern portions of the State; 

and beside these portions uf our own State, 
Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa were thus 

innocently profited by our misfortune. For 
this injustice of Congress the pioneer has 
never been compensated; the mockery of 
relief proposed by an act of subsequent ses- 
sion coming altogether too late even to modi- 
fy the calamity to the few who ever heard 
of its enactment; 

“To this day, we suffer under this act of 

legislative injustice, and although it might 
not have been the design of Congress to rob 
the pioneer of his money and his land, and 
force him to seek a new home, yet the igno- 
rance which permits such cruel legislation 
is scarcely less wicked than premediated 
wroug. And many thousand dollars taken 
from the early settlers of Southern Illinois 
went into the National Treasury for which 

‘ they received nothing. This actof Congress 
therefore resulted in a practical pecuniary 
fraud upon the poor farmer, besides the loss 
upon improvements he was compelled to 
abandon forever, 
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“Now, my friends, it is important that 

these facts should be understood and reflect- 

ed upon by ourselves, the farmers of South- 

ern Illinois. It explains to us at one view, 
why we, who are residents of a district of 

county which is second to none other upon 

earth in soil and climate, should find our- 

selves far behind our more northern brethren 

in density of population, and agricultural, 

mechanical and educational improvement. 

Not only has the great current of emigra- 
tion been induced to avoid us, but a large 

portion of the enterprising pioneers who 
came with us into Southern Jilinois whilst 

yet a Territory, were driven off by this 

reckless legislation on the part of the Gen- 
eral Government. The few who have re- 

mained, and the few who have joined us since 
Illinois became a State, have had not only 

limited means, but & scattered population, 
and a lack of commercial facilities to struggle 

against, 

“It is useful and necessary that we should 
advert to these for our own satisfaction and 

for that of our children. We have been to 

a certain exteut a persecuted and munch 

wronged people. 

courage from the fact, that no sooner has 

the sun of a brighter day appeared, no soou- | 

er have the facilities of an improved means 

of intercourseand the strength of an increas- — 

ing population afforded the means, than 

ty to compete with the best of her neigh- 

bors in meritorious and succesful efforts for 

general improvement. Let, us then take 
renewed courage; aud may we not be par- 

doned for adverting to the fact, 

portion of those early pioneers who have 

ships of a frontier life. 

“Have we not then aright to believe and 

to say that if we in Southern Illinois are 

behind some of our neighbors in many of 

the useful institutions and means of improve- | 
ment enjoyed by others, that it is owing to 

no fault of our own; and may we not be justly 

| proud of the successful efforts that we have 
recently made and are still making torank 
with the foremost and the best in perserving 

efforts for useful p-ogres:?’ 
All honor to Mr. Wait for this exposi- 

tion. The old citizens of Southern Illinois 
have caught the spirit of progress, aud she 
is fast going ahead with those improvements 

which will develope her great natural re- 
sources. In addition to this fact, she is re- 

ceiving accessions to her population from the 
East and North, which uniting with her 

| old stock, wil! soon make that portion of the 
State “‘bud and blossom asthe rose.” 

ee ne Re aR OR 

Illinots Horticultural Society. 

On the occasion of the State Fair at Al- 

ton there was a large collection of Fruit 

Growers and Nursery-men from the vari- 

ous parts of the State; and it was deemed 
expedient by them to adopt, measures for the 

| formation of a State Horticultural society, 

| and it was unanimously agreed that the Alton 
Horticultural Society should issue a call 

' for the friends of the projected association 

| to meet in convention at such time and place 
And now let us gather | as said society should designate. 

In pursuance with the above resolution 
the Alton Society, at its October meening, 

voted the following : 

“Resolved, That we cordially approve 

| the organization of a State Society, and 
Southern Illinois steps forth, and shows her | jnvite all persons engaged in horticultural 
readiness, hex dispositions, and her capabili- | pursuits, or that take an interest in the 

| same, to meet the delegates of this society in 

the city of Decatur, Wednesday, the 17th 

| of December next, at 10 o’clock, A. M., to 

| frame a constitution and by-laws, and trans- 

that | 

amongst the warmest friends to every use- | 

ful improvement, may be found a goodly 

act other business that may be deemed ex- 

dient.” 

An organization, such as has been pro- 

| posed, aided by the State Legislature, o 
endured the peri!s and survived the bard- | supported by its members, with one or more 

central committees to whom specimens could 
be sent, is a consummation devoutly to be 

wished; the friends of the measure are anti- 

cipating a large and enthusiastic meeting at 
Decatur—and it is hoped that everycounty 

in Illinois will be well represented. The 

convention will probably sit two days in the 
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transaction of its business, and all who de- 

sire the development of this great branch of 

our State’s products are cordially invited to 

be present and to bring with them the best 

specimens of Morticaltaral objects that the 

Papers friendly to the cause will confer 
a favor by publishing the above. 

E. Ss. HULL, 
Corresponding Secretary Alton Horticul- 

tural Society. 

Boys! We want a little talk with you. 

There sre many boys in the country, who 
have worked on farms the past season, with 

the idea that when the fall work should be 
over, they would go into stores, or com- 

mence study, to prepare themselves to be- 
come lawyers, doctors, merchants, or specu- 

! | . . 
lators. Boys! we wantto have a word | youth earlier than that age, and sometimes 
with you on these subjects.— We have lived | later. 

a little time, and bave uot been entirely in- | 

attentive to the ways of life. We have seen | 

that “all is not gold that glitters;”—that | 

mercantile life has its cares and anxieties; | 

that the professions require mental labor 

of mind, personal independence, full physical 

development, securing health and mental 
vigor, more than any other class belongs to 

to the farmer. 

Youth looks at the future with joyous an- 

ticipations, Before him everything has the 
color of the rose. He knows little of the 

gréat struggle of life. He has not learnt 

the fact, that in the professions it requires 

the sharpest wit, the best judgment, the 
keenest foresight, to enable one of this class 

to sustain himself in conflict with men who 

possess all these qualities Too late per- 

glitters ;”—and gladly would he return to the 
peaceful, though laborious pursuits‘of agri- 
cultural life, were it in his power. 

The welfare of the community requires 
that inteligent and sprightly farmer's sons, 
‘should remain upon the farm. Their own 
good and that of the country requires this. 

We know that the farmers have been kept 
| path 

in the back ground—that they have not 

occupied the position in society that justly 
belonged to them. In some respects they 

were to blame for this; but in many cases 

it was the result of the want of facilities for 
education in the country, and the inability of 

many to improve by those which existed. 
Latterly farmers have no excuse, if they 

should desire one, for neglect in the educa- 

tion of their children. 

Boys! we suppose you attended schools 
summers and winters most of the time, 

while you were from eight to twelve years 

old. After the last period you went to 
school only in the winter. Perhaps you 

are now between seventeen and twenty one 

years of age. Like most young men of that 

age, you are touched with the “eighteen 

year old fever.” This disease somtimes affects 

Do not complain of us for alluding 

to it—for we have experienced the disease 

in our time. It hardly can be described, 

though easily observed. The boy labors to 

affect the manners of the man;—he aims at 

. . | lofty objects, and his mind is filled with 
and drudgery more tiresome audjexhausting | 

than the labor of the hands;—and that peace | 
golden dreams. He is uneasy. Farming 

seems a monotonous and tame business. Ah, 

| young man you want en object to give full 

employment to your active mind. You 
are for progress in your profession; but are 

without the proper educational facilities to 

make that progress. What is to#e done? 

Sorry are we that we are without an agri- 
‘cultural College in our State, to aid you iu 

the path of progress which your mental 

powers pant to travelou. But there is one 

of these establishments open to you, where 

all the advantages you desire are found, 

Do your wish to know someting of thi: 

| agricultural college and its plan of instruc— 
haps, he willlearn, that “all is not gold that | tion? We cannot de you a greater favor 

than to give you here the official notice of 

officers of the Institution spoken of. Please 

examine it, and seeifthe Ohio Agricultura! 

college does nat offer youthe advantages of 
knowledge iu your profession which you nee] 

and which once possessed will make the 

of the farmer, in all after life, 

interesting—enabling you to appreciate 
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and enjoy the blessings of the first employ- 

ment that God vouchsafed to man. 

Ohio Agrienltural College. 
This institution has been incorporated . 

and put into successful operation at Cleve- 
land, O., where it is permanently located. 

Its design is to place within the reach 
of farmers, boti old and young, the means 
of acquiring a thorough and practical ac- 
quaintance with allthose branches of Science 
which have direct relations to Agriculture. 

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION. 
This consists in courses of Lectures, four 

daily, which are given at the regular annual 
session held during the Winter months, 
commencing on the first Monday of Decem- 
ber, and eontinuing for twelve consecutive 
weeks; a season of the year when the farmer 
himself, or his sons, can best spare time to 
attend. 

The Lectures embrace all the several 

LECTURERS. 
Prof. J. P. Kirtland, Prof. Jas. Dascomb 

Prof. Samuel St. John, Prof. J. H. Fair- 
ebild, Prof. N. S. Townshend, and others. 

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES. 
A Reading Room, supplied with the prin- 

cipal Agricultural Periodicals, will be open 
to students at ail hours. 

TERMS. 
For the entire course, $40, with the priv- 

ilige of a second course tuition free. Board 
and rooms may be obtained at $2,50 per 
week, exclusive of fuel and light. 

For further particulars address the Pres- 
ident or Secretary of the Board, at Cleve- 
land, Ohio. 

HARVEY RICE, Pres. 
THO. BROWN, Secr’y. 

We will adda few words, addresse to an- 

other class in connection with these subjects 

_ —to parents of youths. 

departments of Agricultural Science each | 
rrincipal division being assigned to adifferent 
Lecturer, and systematically presented in the | 
same manner as Medical Science is taught 
in Medical Colleges. 

The whole field of science connected with 
Agriculture is by this method, presented in | 
the shortest period of tiwe, and therefore 
makes the acquisition possible to multitudes 
who cannot attend Universities, or even | 
Schools cn experimantal farms. 

SUBJECTS. 
The branches taught embrace whatever 

pertainsto Animals, Vegetables, Land or 
Labor. 

1. Chemistry, in all its applications to 
Soils, Manures, Animal and Vegetable life, 
and the Domestic arts, &c. 

2. Comparative Anatomy and Physiology 
with special reference to the breeding and 
feeding of stock; History and description of 
Domestic Animals in their several varieties, 
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—Ento- 
mology. 

3. Geology and Mineralogy; Botany, 
Descriptive and: Physiological, with special 

Within a few years farmers bave paid 

great attention to the education of their 

danghters. They are in gthe practice of 

sending them to the best schools; and many 

of them are receiving education which ren- 

der them superior in mind to their brothers. 

We have not a word to say against the 

education females. But we do say 

that the education of males should be equal 
to theirs. A woman does not fancy to ally 

herself to a man who is the inferior. She 
will naturally desire an alliance where she 

can have at least an equal; and your sons 

must in this case seekfor companions among 

of 

| those who do not rank in knowledge with 

refrence to the history and habitudes of plants | 
cultivated in the garden and orchard or the 
field—the various modes of Culture, and | 
Soils adapted to each. 

4. Natural Philosophy; Agricultural Me- 
chanics; Farm Implements; Meteorology; 
Elements of Engineering and Land Survey- 
ing; Rural Architecture, Landscape Garden- 
ing Draining and Farm Book-keepinog. 

5. Political Economy, History of Agricul- 
ture, and general principles of law, relating 
to coutracts, and especially to the acquisition 
possessions, and alienation of Real Estate. 

RL 

their sisters. Give your children an equal 

chance for education and all will be likely to 

be right. 
Now is the season of the year specially to 

give heed to the subjects embraced in this 
We think they are of importance, 

Reader, do you? 

article. 

Cold Winters. 

Within the few last years much attention has 

_ been bestowed on the science of meteorology.— 

It now appears to be a settled fact among men 

| who have given attention to this subject, that 
cold and warm seasons come in regular cycles, 

We have an article ou this subject from the 

Massachusetts Farmer, containing statistics 

which go iar to prove this position 

“Tt was not.” says that paper, “notil A.D. 

1705, tha! observations hegan te he made on 

$a 

1} 

} 

' 
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which this conclusion is founded; and until A. 

D. 1750 tkese were loosely conducted, the ther+ 

mometer not coming into general use before.— 
Noah Webster, LL. D., so long ago as A. D- 

1792, published a series of tables on the weather, 
in which hegave the comparative temperature of 

each year for a century preceding. From these 

tables it appears thet there was a general tend- 
eocy to extreme seasons from the sixth to the 
tenth year of every decade, and especially every 

alternate decade. Since that publication, more 

accurate observations, extending over a large 

portion of the interval, have confirmed his opin- 
ion. The first five years of every decade have 

generally had a mean temperature higher than 

the last five years. Thus from A. D. 1791 to 
to A. D. 1796 was a warm period; and from A. 

D. 1796 to A. D. 1800 a cold one; and so it was 

contiuued, in each decade, except that from A. 

D. 1806 to A. D. 1816, up to the present time. 
These tables also show that,from A. D. 1786 up- 
to A. D. 1830, tyg temperature was gradually 

rising, while from this last period it has been as 

gradually talling, though in both epochs the fluc- 

tuations in the decades have regularly prevailed. 
Some writers attribute these changes to the 

spots on the sun, while others controvert the no- 
tion. The existence of these spots is thought 
to increase the mean heat of the summer, in our 
latitude, while it adds also to the severity of the 
winters. Ou the other hand, the absence of such 

spots is said to make the seasons extreme, with- 

out seriously disturbing the mean of the year. 
In both cases, the result is supposed to be pro- 
duced by the influence of the sun’s rays on ter- 

restrial magnetism, and its consequent effect 

upon the volums of the trade winds and the 
amount of the moisture. This is the opinion of 
Mr, Butler, an American, one of the latest in- 
vestigators of the laws of the weather. But it 

is not concurred in by M. Schwabe, a distin- 

guished European meteorologist, who made ac- 

curate anoual investigaticns, on this very sub- 
ject, from A. D. 1826 to A. D.1850. It must 
be said, however, in favor of Mr. Butler, that 

the magnetic action of this continent is more 
intense than that of Europe, and that, in couse- 

quence effects might be traced here which were 
not observable in the other atmosphere. But 
whatever may be cause, the fact seems indisputa- 

ble, that cold and hot periods of years follow 

each other according to a determinate law, 
which there is hope may yet he discovered.— 

The experience of the present year. as compared 
with that of the five preceding ones, certainly 
favors the idea that we areentering on the colder 
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half of the decade. As fully does the experience 

of the last twenty years favor the notion that the 

mean temperature is declining, and that we are 

now in acold cycle, which, to judge from the past 

may continue twenty or thirty years louger.” 

Making of Cider Vinegar. . 

Almost all the vinegar sold is supposed to 
be made of cider. We doubt if a twentieth 
part of it is made of this article. Much of 
itis manufactured with some villainous com- . 

pound which never ought to be used by 

man. 
A correspondent of the MHorticultoralist 

describes his method of making vinegar from 

cider, which he has never known to fail. He 

says: 
“The cider used for making vinegar, is 

generally made in the early part of the seas- 
on, before the weather becomes cold. The 
process is as follows: Grind the apples; put 
the pomace in open vessels for a day or two, 
then press out the cider, put it in open 
tubs or casks, cover the cider one inch thick 
with pomace; let it remain fermenting until 
the pomace shows signs of separating into 
parts; then skim off the pomace, put the 
clean cider into casks, rejecting the sediment 
at the bottom; place the casks of cider un- 
der cover, and protect it from freezing in 
the winter; place a brick or board over the 
bung-hole, and, for a month keep the vessel 
full; it is important that the casks be well 
cleaned from mould and mustiness; where 
either is suspected, it is proper to burn sul- 
phur within them, and, afterward, rinse car- 
fully. At any time after the cider has 
been drawn from the open tubs, procure 
good cider vinegar, known to be such, and 
not that manufactured in part, from tartaric 
or sulphuric acid, let it be in such quantity 
as you suppose necessary to begin with— 
suppose one barrel, draw off one half, and 
put in another cask, and then once in a 
week add to each a gallon of cider, (or if 
you choose two gallons;) continue to do so 
till the barrels are full, afterwards, draw 
from each, weekly, two gallons, putting it in- 
to other casks, and fill the same quantity 
of cider intoeach that you have drawn from 
in this way, vinegar can be made, with cer- 
tainty, to any extent. Itis better not to 
sell till the succeeding season of cider ma- 
king; first, because, although the vinegar 
many be merchantable, yet it may be wanted 
to increase the stock, and, if not, it will im- 
prove at least till the end ofa year, and 
perhaps longer; and, secondly, the casks 
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(which to the farmer causes the principal 
outlay in making vinegar,) will last longer 
if kept full, or part full, than ifempty.” 

Farmers should grow apples if for no oth- 

er purpose than to make vinegar. It will 

pay well for this purpose. 

Chinese Sugar Cane. 
The Agricultural papers continue to give 

the results of experiments with this plant. 
The Country Gentleman of the 6th instant, 

contains several articles on the subject. 

Levi-Bartlett, of New Hampshire, grew the 
plant very successfully last season. He 
found it to be rich in the saccharine princi- 

ple, and that it made excellent fodder for 

stock. He found that the plant contained 
sugar, alcohol anda liquor which made a 

fermented drink analayous to cider. 

Mr. J.T, C. Hyde of Newton Centre, 
Mass , says: 

“My cane seed wasplanted about the 20th 
of May. Itcame up well and grew well, 
having reached the height of ten feet. A 
few days ago, the plant just being out of 
flower, or in other words past its bloom, I 
cut several stalks and stripped the leaves; 
crushed the cane and pressed out the juice; 
which I boiled down to molasses; and a fine 
article it is—as good as can be bought for 
fifty or sixty cents per gallon. The juice is 
very rich in saccharine matter, yielding 
from a fourth to a fifth of its bulk in good 
molasses. I was anxious to make sugar 
but not knowing the art I did not succeed. 
I have no doubt but the finest of sugar can 
be made from it, and make it pay. I did 
not attempt to make champaigne from it, 
though ic is said to make a good article. | 
The great difficulty is to express the juice | 
from the stalks, and nothing I know of 
will do it effectually but a sugar mill, and 
those we do not have in these parts. But 
if this article proves on a further trial to 
be what I think it is, tugar mills will be 
erected in almost every townin the good old 
Bay State, and we no longer be dependant 
on the South for our supply of sugar and 
molasses. If this article should succeea 
perfectly, we cannot sufficiently estimate 
the glorious results of its successful culti- 
vation. I fully believe from my limited 
experience that we may successfully com- 
pete with Louisiana in producing sugar and 
molasses. Withthis sugar cane no part is 
lost, the leaves are stripped off for fodder; 
the tops will answer for brooms, like broom 

corn, and even the refuse cane is said to 
make a good article of paper. It is a fine 
article for green fodder, it is so rich in sac- 
charine matter cows, pigs, and even horses 
will eat the stalks as wellas theleaves with 
the greatest avidity. The seed when ripen- 
ed is good for fowls, pigs, &c. I believe it 
to be one of the most valuable articles that 
has been introduced for many years, second 
in importance to few things a farmer can 
grow. Itis very desirable that it should 

| be more extensivly grown another year, 
| and careful experiments made with it, soas 

to determine its comparative value as a 
field crop. I hope we may hear from oth >rs 
who have raised it, that we may better 
judge of its value on different soils and un- 
der different circumstances.” 

The American Agriculturist of the pre- 
sent month says : 

We now incline to the opinion that the 
Sorghum Saccharum will not only prove 

| profitable for sugar making, but that it will 
| ina measure, take the place of the sugar 
| caue itself, How far north itmay be grown 
| for this purpose is yet to be determined. 

Everything considered, we advise a pret- 
ty general trial of the Sorghum next seas- 
on. : 
| A small quantity of seed sown in a drill 
| or planted in hills, will require but little 
| care or expense. There is no necessity for 
| paying much for the seed. It is now pretty 
| well scattered over the country. 
{ 

| 
| 
| 
} 

*The literal meaning of Sorghum Saccha- 
Tum, is broom-corn-sugar-eane—the plant 

resembling hroom-corn in its appearance, and 

sugar-cane in the sweetness of the sap or 
| juice. The words are pronounced sor-gum 
sak-ka-rum, both words being accented up- 

on the first syllable. 
| 

| The Lawton Blackberry. 

| Some years since there wes discovered ona 

| farm in New Rochelle, near New York city, a 
| blackberry plant, which yielded extraordinary 

| crops of large ard fine fruit. It was afterwards 
| carefully cultivated, and numerous plants taken 

therefrom, which like the parent plant, made a 
| surprising yield of superior and beautiful fruit. 

Within the last fuur or five years the plant 

| has been extensively propagat:d; and it has 
| under all circumstances sustained its original 
| reputation. The Phrenological Journal thus 

| speaks of it: 
“It is anentirely distinct variety of the black- 

berry. It thrives in almost any soil. It grows 
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and being always healthy and free from blemish, 
it is an embellishment to the garden.” 

Mr. CHartes Downine visited the garden of 
Mr. Lawron, when the plants were iu fruit, and 

thus gives his testimony: 
“There is no humbug aboat this ;lant, The 

fruit is large and sweet. It is an enormous 
bearer; indeed the quantity (considering the 
large size of the fruit,) surprised me, and the 
berries are perfect. Mr. Lawton informed me 
that they continue in bearing five or six weeks, 
and in favorable situations much longer. 

“As to its size, it will surprise most persons 
who see it for the first time. We saw several 
stalks bearing from five to eight quarts. A 
quart of them numbered one hundred and one 
berries. 
& quart measure.” 

The American Agriculturist, (R. L. ALLEN, 

editor,) thus describes the plant: 
“The vines grow quite large, many of them 

over an inch in diameter, and the fruit hangs in 
clusters, in size more like very large green gage 
plums, than like the ordinary blackberry. The 
flavor is not apparently diminished by its large 
size, and the few seeds is not its least recommend- 
ation. We think this berry a valuable acquis- 
ition to our domestic fruits, and worthy of a 
place in every garden.” 

R. S. Parpes, a distinguished horticulturist, 
in writing “on the blackberry,” says: 

“There is only one variety we know enough 
about to strongly recommend for cultivation, 
and that is the New Rochelle or Lawton black- 
berry, and we believe is well worthy of extended 
cultivation by the public. Some growers this 
season have readily contracted their whole crop 
of this truit in New York for 37} cents per 
quart.” 
We add the opinion of the Horticulturist on | 

the Lawton blackberry: 
“Fron what we have seen snd heard of this 

fruit it cannot fail to be an object of very profit- 
able cultivation within any reasonable distance 
of large cities. It ripens after strawberries and 
raspberries and before peaches, and therefore 
comes most opportunely as to season, and then 
its cultivation must be of the easiest possible 
kind.” 

Messrs. Francis & Barret have a few of 
these plants for sale. 

Good Treatment of Hens. 
Eggs at this season of the year are scarce 

and dear. They are worth now 20 centsa 

dozen and will be higher. If farmers were 
to take the necessary care of their hens, 

they would largely increase the number of 

eggs, which would bea source of profit. 
This is not so difficult as one may suppose. 

Some valuable hints are furnished in the 
following article from the Country Gentle- 
man. 
“We have long been firmly persuaded of 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 

We selected seventy two, which filled | 

the truth of the proposition with which we 
began, viz., that hens will furnish eggs very 
nearly in the same measure that they are 
furnished with food, lime, &c., &c.; but this 
truth never made the deep impression which 
it did when some facts giving evidence and 
illustration of it were brought under more 
immediate observation. The hired man at 
one place was working and conversing with 
the hired man en another farm; when one of 
them happened to mention something in re- 
gard to the nice eggs which he had every 
day. The other said at the house where he 
lived they had scarcely had an egg all win- 
ter. 

This great difference in two neigh boring 
flocks having attracted our attention, we 
made some inquiries as to the modes of man- 

, agement, and in the difference in that respect 

ee 

we found a complete explanation of the dif- 
ference between half of a whole flock laying 
every day through the winter, and another 
flock of the same breeds furnishing hardly a 
single layer. In almost every particular in 
the management of these two neighboring 
flocks there was a very marked contrast. 
For example, while the one had only asmal! 
space in the upper part ofa pretty open 
stable into which both wind and snow could 
find their way quite freely; the other flock 
had their roosting place in a warm, well 
sheltered barn-cellar which was open to the 
South, and closed on el! other sides, And 
while the one was tiius much better defended 
againsts the winds oui cold of wintry nights 
thanthe other, ticre was as great a contrast 
in their opportunities for comfort during the 
day. While the one had nowhere to scratch 
or exercise during the long inoaths while 
the earth was covered witii ».uw, save the 
top of the manure heap, or the inside of the 
stable while the cattte were out of it during 
the day, the other flock had abundance of 
room and chance to scratch and exercise in 
lots of lime and gravel and leached ashes 
with which the floor of the open cellar was 
kept well supplied. Then, again, while the 
one never had a drop of drink of any kind, 
the other had water and milk, with pieces 
of buckwheat cakes, potatoes, and other 
fragments from the table soaked in it, every 
day. And, as to food, while the one had 
only a small portion of corn once a day, the 
other had a great variety and that regular- 
ity twice a day. To provide fowls of the 
latter flock with lime so essential to the 
formation of shelis, they were supplied with 
a shovelful every day fron) a large box of 
lime, sand and gravel, which had been pro- 
vided for this purpose, before winter, and 
also with egg-shells pounded and mixed 
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with other fragments from the table. The 
reason why eggs were scarce in the one case 
and plenty in the other, was obvious enough 
when these items in treatment were made 
known. 

Fall management of Bees. 
1, You doubtless looked crreful about the 

hives, and in them during July and August, 
to see whether the bee-moth had laid its eggs 
in the cracks or corners near the bottom. 
If so, you removed them, of course. But 
if you neglected this inspection then, please 
make it now, and carefully observe what 
you see. 

2. Look to see whether plundering is 
going on. In the fall, strong swarms have 
strong proclivities to robbery. They seize 
and appropriate all the honey of the weaker 
swarms that they can. Now you may de- 
tect this operation, by seeing whether great 
numbers of bees are passing from one hive 
to another. The remedies are various. 
The first is, to smother the weak swarms, 
and secure theirhoney. This is better than 
to allow robbery, or to leave the weak 
swarms to eat up the honey and then die of 
starvation. A better way is, to unite two 
weak swarms in one. This may be done in 
the following way:—Place the hive, in which 
you wish the bees to remain, bottom up- 
wards on the ground, or on a table, where 
you can work easily. Place the hive from 
which you wish to expel them, right side up, 
directly on the inverted one; then, with to- 
bacco smoke, or the smoke of a puff-ball, 
fumigate the upper hive. This may be 
done by boring a small hole in the side of 
the upper hive, and blow the smoke through 
with a good fumigatur. In a few minutes 
the bees will be made senseless by the smoke, 
and drop down into the lower hive. A little 
smoke should be blown into the lower hive 
also, to render them insensible, and to give 
both swarms the same odor. Swarms thus 
united will rarely quarrel. ‘f the united 
swarm has not honey enough they should be 
fed. 

8. All weak swarms should be fed, so 
that they may have enough for winter. 
They should be fed now, so that they can 
lay up in store all they need for the winter. 
Ifthe swarm has not from fifteen to twenty 
pounds of honey, it should be fed till the 
bees have that quantity. A little too much 
is better than any too little. Do not set 
the honey, with which you wish to feed the 
weak swarms, out where the rest of the 
swarms will reach it too; for in this way, 
the stronger swarms will get nearly all of it, 
and the swarm that needs it most, will of 

| 
itself, 
then, and put in new honey for food, till 

| 

| 

| 

| 
| 

course get next to none; besides, this course 
provokes all the strange swarms to plunder. 
The best mode we have been able to learn 
is the following: —Get some strong tin dish- 

| es made, 10 by 12, two inches deep, with 
perpendicular sides. Work out a board, 
15 by 24 iches, plump inch thick; at two 

| inches from one end, cut out a hole; the 
longest way, just the size of the dish; then 

| fasten in the dish tight, so that no bees can 
| get through, making the dish firm with cleats 
| nailed to the under-side; then build a little 
rack, with slats two inches wide, running 
from front to rear, just as the comb above 
does; let the slats be about one-fourth of 
an inch thick, and half an inch apart; make 
this rack so that it wiil just fit into the tin 
dish; place it in the dish; pour in the honey 
at the bottom, as much as you think expe- 
dient, and place the dish under the hive. 
If the work has been well done, no bees 
from abroad can get in. The bees in the 
hive can go in and out at their ordinary 

| place. They can go down and get the honey 
for food when they please, and without dan- 
ger of being drowned; and they will be in 
no danger of building comb down in the dish 

You can turn up the hive, now and 

you think the swarm has a sufficient supply 
for the winter. When the feeding is over, 
remove the dish, clear it out, and keep it for 
future use. It will last for several years; 
but if left under the hive, it may prove a 
burrow for the bee-moth. 

English Cattle. 
lt is said by M. Richards in the Paris Siecle 

that at the great Paris Fair the English cattle 
took the lead. The Durbams, Ayreshires, Here- 
fords and Devons, were there on show and all 
made a fine appearance. But he gives the pref- 
erence to the Angus breed. There were thirteen 
males and 26 females of this breed on the grounds 
and all bore a remarkable similarity of character. 
He thinks they will supercede the Durhams. 
‘they are from the counties of Farfar and Kin- 
cardine; are generally without horns, of differ~ 
ent colors but mostly black with white spots.— 
Valley Farmer. 

Advice to young Farmers. 
Allow me to say, to young farmers eszecially 

borious; let us be simple and frugal in our bab- 
its; and avoid useles expenditares; leave fine 
dress; and fast horses, and showy dwellings to 
those who really need such things to recommerd 

let us be studious and inquisitive, as well as la- 

| them. Let us ever remember that for health 
| and substantial wealth, for rare opportunities, 
self-improvement, for long life, and real indepen- 
dence, farming is the best business in the world. 
— Goldwait. 

27 3 
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Value of Sheep to the Farmer. 
It is of more importance to the farmer 

than is generally supposed, that a certain 

proportion of his farm stock should consist 

of sheep. Speaking on the point, R. S. 

Fay, of Lynn, recently remarked at an Ag- 
ricultural meeting in Boston, (as reported 

in the N. E. Farmer,) “Sheep are gleaners 
after other stock, and will help keep the 

cattle pastures in good condition by being 

turned into them occasionally, to eat the 

coarser plants which have been left. They 
will enrich the land. There is no manure 

so fertilizing as that of sheep; and it does 

not so readily waste by exposure as that of 

other animals. Sheep may be made exceed 
ingly useful in helping to prepare land for a 
crop. A German agriculturist has calcu- 
lated that the droppings from one thousand 
sheep during a single night would manure 
an acre sufficientiy. By that rule a farmer 

may determine how long to keep any given 

number of sheep on a particnlar piece of 
land. Mr. Fay said he was accustomed to 
fold his sheep upon land which he designed 
for corn and other crops; and in so doing 
he shut tiem upon half an acre at a time, 
keeping them there by a wire fence, which 
was easily moved from place to place. In 
this way his land was well manured without 
the labor of shoveling and carting.” These 
ideas are worth reading by the farmer. 
We believe any farm will bear a certain 
number of sheep, in proportion to other 
stock, not only without loss to the amount 
of grazing which it will yield to the horses 
and cattle, but to the increase of the same. 
Mr. Fay, by his management, makes the 
lambs and manure pay for keeping the 
sheep, and the wool is clear profit. 

Remepy ror Sweeney.— Mr. J. H. Shepperd 
of Milo Centre, New York, says that he has 
found the following remedy for sweeney very 
effectual, and confidently recommends its trial by 
others. 

“Take equal parts balsam of Sulphur and spir- 
its ef turpentine. Mix, apply, and hold a hot 
iron near enough to heat but not scorch. Ap- 
ply every other day until a cure is effected— 
usually frem ten days te two weeks. ‘I'be ani- 
mal can be worked ‘right along’ during the 
treatment.” 

Painting Faru ImpLewents.—A great saving 
may be made by keeping implements constantly 

er shelter not in use. ut this is nearly im- 
ible; and besides, many of them must of ne- 

cessity be exposed during their employment; to 
wany days of hot sun and occasional showers. 
It is therefore very important to keep them well 
painted. Asa general average, they will last 
twice as long by the protection of a coat of 
paint, renewed as it is worn off —Monmouth 

r. 
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Domestic Receipts. 
Cream Tartar Cake.—Half cup of butter, 

two of sugar, three of flour, three eggs, two 
spoonfuls of cream tartar, one do. soda. dissolved 
in one teacupfnl of milk, one tablespoonful of 
flavoring. Stir tegether quickly and bake in a 
quick oven. 
How To MEND Cutna.—We cut the following 

invaluable recipe for mending china from ap 
English almanac. It is thus made: Take a 
very thick solution of gum arabic in water, and 
stir into it plaster of Paris until the mixture be- 
comes a viscous paste. Apply it with a brush 
to the fractured edges, and stick them together. 
In three days the article eannot be broken in 
the same place. The witness of the cement ren- 
ders it doubly valuable. 

Carar Lemon Fiavorn—When lemons are 
plenty, procure a quantity, cut them into thin 
slices, and lay them on plates to dry in the ov- 
en; when dry, put them into a tight bag, or close 
vessel, in the store room, where they are both 
handy and agreeable tor almost anything. 

Ilow to make Tea Prorerty.—-The proper 
way to ‘make a cup of good tea is a matter of 
some importanee. ‘he plan which J have prac- 
ticed for these twelve months is this: ‘The pot is 
at once filledup with boiling water, then the tea 
is put into the pot, and is allowed to stand for 
five minutes before it is used; theleaves gradually 
absorb the water and as gradua'ly sink to the 
bottom; the result is the tea leaves are not scald- 
ed, as they are when boiling water is poured 
over them, and you will get all the true flavor of 
the tea. In truth, much less tea is required in 
this way than under the old and common prac- 
tic. 

Levon Burrer.—Twelve eggs, 6 lemons, 2 
pounds of white sugar, 2 oz. butter. Rub the 
butier and sugar to a cream, beat the white and 
yolks separate, prate the rinds of the lemons; 
mix the yelks with the butter and sugar over a 
slow fire, then stir in the whites and it is ready 
for use. Set away until cold. It makes a very 
nice sauce. 

Prick or Woo.t.—There has been a steady 
rise ia the price of wool ever since May, with 
no prospect of a decline. This should induce 
farmers to take good care of their sheep during 
the winter. ‘The wools of Jefferson and Harri- 
son are now selling at home for from 55 to 60 
cts. a pound, and the fine wools of Washington 
couaty, Pennsylvania, are held at 65 cents 
Goodale & Co., Cleveland, have furnished us with 
the following:—‘“The wool market presents an 
upward tendency: our salesjamount to over 200,- 
000 ibs. within thelast three days, at an advance 
over former prices. Weare anticipating still 
further advances between this and February, 
owing to the short supply on the market; but 
not owing to any ability of the manuiacturers 
to pay higher prices, for it is evident that wools 
bear much higher rates in proportion, than wool- 
en goods.”— Oho Farmer. 

teh Lieutenant Maury declines the Cross of 
Knighthood which was tendered him by the 
King of Denmark. 
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From the American Agriculturist. 

Hints on Wintering Bees, 
In response to your request, I will offer a 

few suggestions on keeping bees during 
Winter, without stopping to give all the rea- 
sons for the positiuus assumed. 

To ensure success, the first thing to be 
attended to is, to see that you begin the 
winter with none but good stocks. It will 
not do to consider a stock good because it 
has thrown off swarms, stored surplus honey, 
&e.; butit is important to know its condi- 
tion now, This must be learned by close 
inspection. Turn the hive over on a cool 
morning, so carefully as not to arouse the 
bees. Should they chance to be disturbed 
they may be quieted by tobacco smoke 
blown among them. The best stocks will 
show bees between nearly all the combs, un- 
less the number of combs exceeds a dozen. 
Where they are found only between three 
or four combs, the most favorable cirewn- 
stances will be required to get them through 
the Winter, Without superior accommoda- 
tions such should be taken up, and thus save 
further trouble and vexation. 

The brood combs of old stocks should 
also be examined, to see that they contain 
no foul or diseased brood. Such old stocks, 
when healthy, are just as good as young 
swarms, and will stand the cold even 
better. 

As soon as the sunny days of Antuma 
are past, so that there is no danyer of the 
bees beng tempted out, the hives intended 
for winter should be moved to their quar- 
ters, unless they already stand in a suitable 
place. 
When but few are kept, it is generally 

advisable to winter in the open air. Choose 
awarm place in the sun, yes, in the sun, 
where it can strike the hive an hour or two 
each day. 
Many people are alarmed at seeing a few 

bees lying dead upon the snow during Win- 
ter, and there is a prevalent idea that they 
get “snow blind,” and fall down to perish. 
This is an error, for a cluse examination 
will show that just as many perish upon the 
bare ground, only that they are not so 
readily seen as when on snow. I have 
frequently taken them out from their win- 
ters in the house, when the snow covered 
the ground, in many places two feet in 
depth, and yet lost a less number than at 

| 
| 

i weight,—they sink below reach of the sun, 
get chilled and perish., A hard crast or 
melting show is “terra firma” to a bee, In 
case of a light snow put up a board to shade 
the hive, and should the air be su‘iciently 
mild for them to leave when thus shaded, it 
will generally do to remove the board and 
allow them to fly—the majority will return. 
The entrance should be secured against mice 
and yet allow sufficient ventilation, a greater 
amount of which is required than is usually 
supposed. Small pieces or strips of wire 
cloth, partially covoring the entrance, are 
just the things. These should be fastened 
with carpet tacks in such a manner that 
the bees may pass, and still the mice not be 
admitteed. 

To get rid of the vapor that is continually 
passing off from the bees, which often moulds 
the combs and spoils the honey, make half- 
a-dozen or more inch holes through the top, 
and cover with an empty box, in such a way 
us to keep out rain snow, and mice. 

When fully ventilated aud secured from 
the mice, they may be covered two feet with 
snow and no harm will be done. A_ little 
snow only around the bottom is not so well, 

W here {ilty or more stocks are kept, I would 
recommend a small, dark, warm room, or dry 
cellar. A mnch less namber will not be likelygto 
keep the temperature sufficiently high. Very 
little air admitted is sufficient. To get rid of 
the moisture, the hive should be turned bottom 
upward upon shelves. with little blocks under to 
raise thom an inch from the shelf--the holes in 
the top being left open to allow free circulation 
of air. My having several tiers of shelves, one 
above another, a great many may be packed in 
one room; 1 have frequently put in two hundred 
on three tiers of shelves, in a room twelve by 
eighteen feet. The number will keep such a 
room above the freezing point at most times. 
3ut if the room cannot be kept uniformly warm 
by the number of stocks, or by other means, I 
prefer leaving bees out of doors, though housing 
is preferable with a large number. 

M. QUINBY. 
St. Johnsville, N. Y., Oct , 1856 

Be Faithfal to every Trust. 
Jn those scenes of confusion, fright, horror 

and agony, which took place on the Atlantic 
steamer Arctic, which struck another steamer 
and sunk in four hours, carrying down three 
hundred persons, there is one act, between 
the time of her accident and her sinking 

_ which looms up with a mournful grandeur 

many other times when the ground was | 
bare. 
A light snow, newly fallen, is somewhat 

fatal, should the next day or two be still and 
pleasant to tempt them out. If they settle 
on such snow, it will not support their 

never to be.forgotten, the firing of the signal 
gun. This duty belonged to Stewart Hol- 
land, a young man cf the engineering de- 
partment, who, when all his comrades de- 
serted the ship, faced the danger and stood 
at his post. 

“About two honrs after the Arctic wag 
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struck the firing of the gun attracted my. 
attention, says the third mate, “‘and I recol- 
lect when 1 saw Stewart, it struck me as 
remarkably strange that he alone, of all 
belonging to the engineering body, should 
be there, 
to go in the chief engineer’s boat, and be 
saved; but he did not, it seems, make the 
slightest exertions to save himself, while 
there was duty to be done on shipboard. I 
recollect that, about an hour before the 
ship sunk, I was hurriedly searching for 
spikes with which to make araft. I had 
just passed through the’ saloon; on the sofa 
were men who had fainted, and there were 
many of them too: the ladies were in little 
groups, clasped together, strangely quiet 
and resigned. And asI came out again, 
the scene that presented itself was one that 
I hope never to see again. Here and there 
were strong, stout men on their knees in 
the aititude of prayer; and others, who, 
when spoken to, were immovable, stupefied. 

He must have had @ good chance | 

| 

In the midst of this scene, Stewart came | 
running up to me, crying, ‘Dorian, my pow- 
der is out, i want more, give me the key.’ 
‘Never mind the key,’ I replied, ‘take an 
axe and break open the door.’ He snatch- 
ed one close-beside me, and down into the 
ship’s hold he dived, and I went over the 
ship’s side to my raft. I recollect distinctly 
his appearance as he once more hailed me 
from the deck; the right side of his face was 
black with powder, and when he spoke, his 
face seemed to me to lighted up with a quiet 
smile.” 

During al! those terrible hours of anxiety 
and dread, his signal gun boomed over éhe 
wild waters, telling its fearful story of dis- 
tress, of danger and of death. His comrades | reapers and thrashers. 
fled, strong men quailed, and cries of agony | 
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passenger might have been provided with 
the means of escape, either in the boats or 
on rafts, and the public would have had 
the satisfaction of knowing that all had been 
done that brave and faithful men could do 
for the safety of the unfortunates. As it 
was, their posts of duty were deserted, and 
hundreds consequently found an ocean grave. 
Let it early in life become the watchword 
of every boy, ‘Faithful to duty.’ 

Millet. 
Mr. Editor: W. B. shall hear from ene old 

farmer who has raised millet io Illinois years 
ago. 

In the year 1838 I received a little of the 
seeds in a letter from York State, and sowed it 
every year until I had about half am acre, that 
was 80 heavy that I could not cradle it conveni- 
eatly, se | mowed and raked it with a horse 
rake. I should think I had about four tons to 
the acre, and v-ry excellent for horses as it was 
hay and grain together. 

This is the beauty of it; that the seeds are 
mostly ripe while the leaves are green. It is a 
hardy piaot and easily raised, but I never be- 
fore heird of the seed being hard to eradieate. 
i know I had no such trouble with it, I think 
some people are very foolish about weeds. For 
instance; one of my neighbors said that mustard 
was a bad weed. We think it a very good one. 
But I do not like the jamestown weed, nor cockle 
burr, nor the little burr we used to call tory weed. 
I began farming in Illinois iu Greene Oo., in 
1836 on clear prairie, and I told my neighbors I 
was going to keep my land clear of weeds, and I 
did doit for several years.. I also told them we 
onght to have iron plows, and this has proved to 
be a fact though they told me they had been 
tried and would not do. 

There is another, (or rather is to be) simple 
| machine that will bean immense advantage to 
| farmers and will take the place of our present 

went up to heaven, but Stewart never flinch- | 
ed; and his last act when the ship went | 
down, was to fire his signal gun, in the ling- 
ering hope that some passing sail might yet | 
learn their danger and come to their rescue. 
“His whole conduct can be accounted for 
by the simple word duty, and nothing else.” 
It was this which gave him his calmness, 
and inspired him with courage, and made 
him superior to every consideration of per- 
sonal safety, causing the name of Stewart 
Holland to be pronounced all over this 
great land with admiration and reverence. 

Let every boy know and feel the sacred 
responsibilty which is attached to the post 
of duty, and let him never desert it. fall 
the men composing the crew of the ill-fated 
Arctic had stood by the ship and her cap- 
tain, and manfully done their duty, every 

Loami, Sept. 20, 1856. 

Preserve your young Trees. 

W. G. 

| Editor of the Farmer: 

I am afraid of applying coal tar or. grease 
of any kind to the bodies of young apple 
trees to preserve them from injury by mice. 
I think such applications will injure the 
trees. It may preserve them from the mice, 
but I fear may be fatal to the trees. My 
plan is to tear all grass and trash away from 
about the roots of the trees, so that there 
will be no harbor for mice. Mice in such 
case will not remain about the trees. An 
additional preventive would be to raise a 
mound of earth about the roots—say six 
inches high—to be taken awy in the spring. 
I have no idea, that any man will have rea- 
son to complain of mice destroying his trees 
if he give them this care. PEARMAIN. | 
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Mr. Editor: 
I notice in the Nov. No. of the Illinois 

Farmer the enquiry, “how are the trees to 
he protected from the ravages of mice.” It 
is not difficult if properly attended to, In 
Autumn mound up the earth from 12 to 18 
incbes high around the trees packing it hard 
leaving the sides as near perpendicular as 
will stand. Immediately after each snow 
fall, tread the suow around the trees. This 
attended to the mice will not trouble the 
trees. LEWIS ELLSWORTH. 

Du Page county Nurseries 
Naperville, Il]. Nov. 24th 1856. 

EGGS! EGGS! 
At this season of the year there is a 

great demand for eggs, and they are always 

at this time scarce and the price high. In 
our Farmer we have told ladies how they 
can preserve eggs the whole year, at little 

expense. It can be easily done. When 
eggs are plenty and fresh, they can be pre- 
served in pots and kegs, if covered with 

lime water, and the vessels placed in a cool 

cellar. We have seen eggs kept perfectly 
good a whole year in this manner. They 

can be put up when at a low price, and can 

be sold in the winter when they are worth 

25 or 30 cents a dozen. The time however, 

has gone by for putting up eggs. They 
are now worth in market 25 and 30 cents 

a dozen. 
This state of the egg market constantly 

occurs once a year. But we have no idea 

that one person out of a thousand will heed 
the advice we give them—to lay by eggs 
next summer in the way we have spoken 

of, for use the succeeding wiuter. That 
portion of the people who profit by present 
and past experience, is very small. * 

To Fatren Fow.s.—Fowis may be fattened 
in four or five days by the following process:—Set 
some rice over the fire with some skimmed milk, 
as mach only as would serve one day.—Let it 
boil till the rice is swelled out; and a teanspoon- 
fal of sugar. Feed the fowls four or five times 
a day in pans, and give them as much each time 
ae will fillthem. Great care must be taken that 
they have nothing sour given them, as that pre- 
vents their fattening. (Give them clean water or 
milk from rice to drink. By this method the 
flesh will have a clear whiteness. 
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THE ILLINOIS 

STATE JOURNAL. 
A Itterary and News Journal Sor the Family 

and Fireside. 

PROSPECTUS FOR 1857. 
In presenting our Prospectus for the coming year, we take 

occasion to return thanks for the very liberal patronage be- 
stowed upon the Datly and Weekly Journal, since the paper 

passed into our hands. We have endeavored to keep pace with 

this increase, bya corresponding effort upon our part to make 

the Journal still more worthy of public favor and support.— 

In the amount and variety of reading matter furnished, is 

stands unrivalled by any competitor in Illinois, and having 
recently at great expense, clothed it In an entirely new and 

beautiful dress, we flatter ourselves that its typography and 

general appearance is likewise superior. Of this however, it 

does not become us to speak at length—every reader can 

judge for himself. 

A heated partisan contest, just ended, has prevented our 
paying as much attention to pleasing the palate of the gen- 

eral reader as could have been desired. We design to make 

ap for this in the future, and intend to serve up every week 

such a pleasant variety as shall make the Journal a welcome 
visitor into every family. 

Our contents for 1867, we need scarcely say, will be as varied 

as the Life with which we keep pace. Time and the ever 

changing World are the great baskets out of which we pich 

Wisdom and Amusement as we go—the exhaustless variety 

of event and novelty assuring, to us and to our readers, ex- 

haustless themes and subjects of interest. 

LITERATURE, GENERAL NEWS, and interesting MISCRLLANROUS 
READING will occupy much of our space. 

We design making the Journal emphatically and especially s 

Newspaper for the Family and the Fireside. 

Containing Literary Tales, Biographical Notices, Sketches 

of Character, Letters from Abroad, Anecdotes, and generally 

Whatever will be most entertaining and most instructive to 

the great mass of Newspaper Readers. 

In addition to its Literary and Miscellaneous character the 

Weekly Journal will give, in a clear and condensed form, 

Ail the News of the Day, 

From all quarters of the world, and in all departments o¢ 

activity,—embracing 

Agricultural, Commercial and Financial 
Kntelligence, 

Prepared expressly for its columns, and for the use of those 

in all parts of the country who wish to be kept informed upou 

all these topice. 

The Doings of Congress, 
With a synopsis of all important documents, valuable speech- 

es, and full reports of the proceedings of the 

Illinois Legislature, 
For which purpose we have engaged the services of acorps of 

tho best short hand reporters in the west. We have likewise 

made arrangements for the receipt of daily intelligence from 

every quarter by means of 

The Magnetic Telegraph, 

An enterprise never before undertaken in this city, and 

which will involve a large outlay of expense upon our part. 

The Markets, 

Shall constantly receive our especial attention; and we intend 

to give every week, in addition to our home market, the 
latest reports of the markets of New York, Chicago, St. Lovis, 

and other prominent points, as well as 

The Cattle Markets, 

Of every point interesting to our readers. 

ee — 
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The Weekly Journal will be sent to subscribers by mail, on 

the following 

Terms. 

One Copy, one year, for 

Three Copies, “ © see 
Ten 6 « © reccscncscococesscoccessves «» 16 

Payable in advance. Any person sending us ten subscribers 

and $15, shall be entitled to extra copy for his trouble. 

$75 In Premiums! 
We desire to enter on the new year with a largely increased 

subscription, and to reach a circulation of 10,000 copies per 

week before itsclose. This we are sure can be dune by a lit: 

tle effort on the part of those who now take the JouRNAL, 

and who appreciate its general character. As a stimulant to 

our friends, and especially to the young people, we offer the 

following CASH PREMIUMS for subscribers : 

To the person who will send us the largest amount of mon- 

ey for subscriptions between the issue of this number and 

the firat of February next, we wili give twenty-five dollars. 

To the persons sending us the two next largest amounts 

ten dollars each. ‘ 

And to the persons who may send the six next largest 

amounts, jive doilurs each, as follows: 

Total $75 

Those who may contend for the above premiums unsuccess- 

fully may obtain the following :” 
Every person who sends us fifteen subscribers, with the 

cash, shall be furnished with a copy of Godey’s Lady's Book, 
or Harper’s Magazine, for one year. These Magazines are 

each sold at three dollars a year. 

For terms of the paper see prospectus in another column. 

Persons who design competing for the premiums we offer will 

please notify us of the fact when making remittances, 

We hope our friends will now put their shoulders to the 

wheel, and by a combined effort give to the JOURNAL such a 

circulation as it may bd entitled in their opinion to receive. 

We have no traveling agents, and are compelled to rely upon 

friends to aid us in this matter. 

Address: 

BAILHACHE & BAKER, 

Publishers Journal Springfield, Illinois. 
eee a aCe Rae eS 

The Illinois Farmer. 
This is the last number of the 1st volume. 

There are some few subscribers who have 

not found it convenient to pay for it; these 
it is hoped will promptly remit pay for the 

Ist and 2nd volume. 

We appeal to the friends of Agri- 
culture to send us, at this time, a 

helping hand.—We believe our paper 
will be worth to them far more than its 

cost. They can extend its circulation 
greatly with little effort. Few farmers, when 

its character is properly presented to 

them, will refuse to subscribe for it. We 

want @ sufficient subscription to enable our 
printers to do their work well, and afford a 

stimulant for editoria] exertion. 
Our prospectus for the next volume will 

be found on our first page. We respectfully 

invite the readers’ special attention to it. 
If we can havea subscription for ten thous- 

and copies to begin the next volume with, 
we shall be most happy. We ought to have 

this numder. 

The general subscription terms are the 

same as heretofore;—for five copies and 

over 75 cents each, and one copy extra 

will be sent in every package which con- 

tains fifteen or more numbers. 

We expect through your kindness, reader 

to double the present subscription of the 

Farmer ;—whether we will or not, depends 

entirely on the active efforts of these who 
read and like the Farmer. 

Send in the subseriptions as soon as possi- 

ble. 

‘Send us Names. — 
Will our friends, who feel interested in 

' the Illinois Farmer, be good enough to fur- 

| nish us with the names and Post Office ad- 
dress, of such persons--10, 15, or 100—as 
would be likely to want to read the Illinois 

Farmer, that we may furnish them with spe- 
cinen numbers? 

Your Fall Work! 
Is this alldone? Are your arrangements 

made for sheltering and feeding your stock? 

The winter may prove severe and long. 
Have you everything in your power as food 

for your cattle, horses, sheep and hogs ? 

Vegetables which are out must not re- 

main unprotected. Cover your potatoe 

heaps with straw and with earth, alternate- 

ly, until they will be entirely safe from 

frosts.— Do this also for your cabbage, beets 

apples, &c. A little neglect now will be 
ruinous. 

Have you made arrangements for your 

wood; for schools;—for winter reading? 
And withal, in finishing up Your fall work, 
do not forget that your subscription for the 
Illinois Farmer is out, and, we look to you 

to double its circulation the coming year. 
Shall we not hear from you ? 
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Illinois State Agricultural Society. 
The Executive Board of the Illinois State Agricultural So- 

ciety wtll meet at Springfield, on Tuesday, the 6th of Janua- 

ry next, to complete all unfinished husiness, prior to the 

election of a new Board. 
The regular biennial election for officers of the Socicty, 

will take place on Wednesday, the 7th January, being the 

time prescribed by the constitution. 

H.C. JOHNS, President. 

Decatur, Dec. 1, 1856. 

Transactions of Ill. State Agricultural Society- 

VOL. IT. 

The Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society 

has authorized the preparation of a Second Volume of Trans- 

actions, to be submitted to the Legislature at the opening of 

the session—January, 1857. 

In thia connection the undersigned solicits the co-operation 

of the friends of industrial progress, and especiaily the offi- 

cers, and judging committees at fairs, of our county, and 

other associations in Illinoie. 

Premiums are offered for the best Essays, and the under- 
signed believes that copies of the first and second ‘volumes 

will be awardede for every report, or brief practical article 

accepted, for the pages of the forthcoming work. 

Premium treatises are not to exceed ten pages of the vol- 

ume, and must be sent to the Corresponding Secretary, at 
West Northfield, before the first of December. Papers on 

other subjects, and reports of committees may be delayed till 

the 15th of December, and should be carefully written, on 

one side of the paper only. Five pages of the last two years 

reports and proceedings, will be sufficient from a County So- 

ciety ; and it is hoped that each Society will furnish at least 

two pages, which should not include awards, except in cases 

of special merit, and then the committees’ reports should 

contain them. Extracts from original addresses, before Coun- 

ty Societies, may be furnished with the proceedings; and a 

brief history of the rise, progress, and condition of the asso- 

ciation, should be prepared by the reporting officers. 

Good friends and co-laborers, let us not lack material for a 

volume which will be useful and creditable to the State. The 

writer, who is entrusted with the preparation, is now able to 

work, and will try to do his part; and should he havc avy 

hand in the publication, will endeavor to do the contributors 

better justice than in the first harried, but still valuable 
book. I will only add, that, we have every reason to believe 

that the Legislature wtll order the printing,—with engraved 
plates of the Grasees, &c., of Illinois, by one of the best 

draughtsmen and botanists of the West, who has kindly of 

fered to write descriptions and prepare delineations for the 

volume. Respectfully, 

JOHN A. KENNICOTT, 

Corresponding Secretary Ill. State Ag. Society. 

Premiums at the State Fair. 

Those who were awarded dip!onas at the State Fair are in. 

formed that they are now ready, and will be sent to order, by 
S. Francio, Recording Secretary, Springfield, Illinois. The 

medals will be ready about the end of December—at least 

such notice was given by the President, Dr. H.C. Jomns, of 

Decatur, Illinois. , 

pas We shall be under great obligations to | 

our brethren of the press, if they will copy or 
notice the prospectus for the 2d Volume of the 

Inuinors Farmer. We will recinrocate when 
opportunity offers. 

—— 

EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
British and Foreign Agriculture. 

The London Farmer’s Magazine has an 

interesting article on this subject. It as- 
sumes for the fact that Russia, France, Bel- 

gium, and the rest of the European conti- 

nent, are making efforts to develop their 
whole agricultural resources. Russia, espe- 

cially, will make great and unusual efforts 
for this purpose. Railways are to pervade 

that empire, and her experts in grain are to 

be directed to England; and, it is suggested 
that they may in a short time be greater 

than the demand. Population may increase, 

but it is supposed that the production of 

grain will fairly outstrip it in the race, if 

the nations but set about the task in earn- 

est. It is not believed that England, with 

her worn out soil, with crops which barely 

pay the cost of their production, can success- 
fully compete, especially with Russia, in the 

production of grain. 

The London Farmer goes on further to 

state, that England is losing the advante- 

ges which rightfully belongs to her in hav- 

ing origiuated several valuable races of cat- 

tle. Reference is made to the pure Short 
Horns. It says that the best of these ani- 
mals are taken to the United States and 

Europe, especially to France. In two short 

years France had made greater advances in 
stock and graia raising, than England had 

done in twenty. France was purchasing the 

best English cattle and sheep without regard 
to price. ‘This exportation was a serious 

injury to the Agriculture of England. Mon- 

grel breeds existed in that kingdom in every 
direction. It had been often told that a boy 

cut open his goose to secure her golden eggs; 

but English Agriculturists had committed a 
great folly, by parting with the goose and 

eggs together. England, by the indomita- 
ble spirit of its cultivators and breeders had 
achieved a pre-eminence in stock that no 

other nation had arrived at; but other na- 
tions were starting in the race with the very 

animals thus produced, and ere long Eng- 
land might be overtaken and surpassed. 

So speaks the great agricultural press of 
England; and it furnishes facts for our con- 
sideration. It is true we have some of the 

See ee 
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most valuable stock animals ever raised in has been done by high cultivation in grounds 

England; and, at the recent State fair in | made excessively rich by manure. 

Kentucky, a larger number of fine cattle 

were exhibited than were ever seen at any of 

the fairs in England. We have now 4s 
good stock as there is in the world, and such 
is the ambition of our farmers, that it will 

be soon scattered into most parts of the 

Union. 
We apprehend that in a very short time 

there will be a surplus of wheat grown in 
Europe. It is within the power of Euro- 

pean agriculturists to do this. We have the 
satisfaction of knowing, however, that in 

that case we shall be likely still to have a 

good market in this country. The mouths 
to feed may increase as fast as the increase 
of grain; and in case that should not prove 

to be the fact, we can very readily change 
the production of wheat to other crops. In 
the production of wheat for the European 
market, Russia is likely to be our great 
rival. 

The Bhubarb Plant. 
This plant has rapidly came into use as a 

material for making tarts, preserves, and 
wine. In looking over a work on gardening 

published in 1820, it says of the “common 
Rhubarb: 

“This may be propagated by seeds or off- 

sets; they are to be sown or planted about 
two feet apart each way. When the leaves 

make their first appearance in spring they 
come forward like round balls, the size of a 

large hickory nut, and are nearly equal to 
goosebertjes for tarts, &c.” 

The “common rhubarb” of 1820 would 
not compare in size or excellence with the 

same plant at the present day. It was 
then quite small and the buds were only used. 
It was cultivated in gardens more as a 

curiosity than as an article of profit. Itwas 
found on trial that the stalks were just as 
good for use as the buds.—The plant was 

then highly cultivated, improved, in size, and 
by constant planting of seeds and hybridizing 
we have at length plants that produce 

monstrous foliage—a single stalk being 
sometimes eight and ten inches in circum- 
ference and weighing several pounds. This | 

There has been much prejudice against 

the use of thisrhubarb as an article of food. 
It is too near a relation to the rhubarb of 
medicine to please the fancy of many. But 

this prejudice is fast passing away. Those 

who have used the article most liberally, 
give their testimony in its tavor as a desi- 

rable and healthful plant. 

The distery of the “common rhubarb” is 
something like that of the potatoe. That 

was first cultivated in gardens for its flowers; 
and it was many years after this that the 
tubers were used for food. And so of the 

Beet. That vegetable was first grown in 
gardens on account of the beautiful red col- 

or of the root. It is but few years since 

the tomatoe was also grown in gardens as 

a curiosity, under the name of “Love apple.” 

It was beautiful to look at, but the smell 

was scarcely bearable. It is nuw one of the 
greatest luxuries of our gardens. 

There are now many varieties of Rhubarb. 

Some of them come early, and these are not 
large. The larger are alllater. There are 

some red varieties, but most are green. 

Cahoon’s Collossal is the largest; but some 
say it is not the best. All these can be had 
at the Nurseries at from 25 cts. to one 

dollar a root. ; 

Beds for Rhubarb should be well prepared. 
The ground should be moderately dry; it 
should be spaded a foot and a half deep, 

and the ground filled with well rotted ma- 

nure; the plants should be placed two and 

a half feet apart, and kept clean of weeds. 

The first season, it would be well not to 

pluck the stalks; but if there is a fair 
growth, a few may be taken. 

A dozen plants, well taken care of, will 

be sufficient for most families. 

Woor.—This article is advancing in New 
York ; and it is the belief of those who best 

understand the matter, that the consumption of 
the country has risen to the amount of produe- 
tion—a fact which should not be overlooked by 

those farmers who are engaged in wool raising. 
There is at present but a small stock of foreign 
wool in the country. 
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State Fairs, 

It would be useless for us to attempt to give 
satisfactory notices of all the State Fairs. 
Those of Wisconsin, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, 

and our own, were never more successful. The 

St. Louis Fair was a splendid affair--rendercd | 

so by its splendid grounds and excellent features 

to show off the exhibition to the best advan- 
tage. No State Society can compete with an 

‘exhibition got up in the manner of that at St. 
Louis,—so far as the arrangement and display 

of articles is concerned. 

Items. 

Wuat 1s To BE Doxk?—It is manifest that 

the water in our western rivers is annually de- 

creasing. The public have been benefitted but 

little comparatively by steamboat navigation on 

the Llinois, within the last six months. The 

same fact can be stated of the Wabash river. 

The smaller rivers in Ohio, on whicu much boat- 

ing business was formerly done, have entirely 

failed to furnish water for that purpose. ‘The 

Ohio river, at Pittsburgh, bas not becn naviga- 
ble for steambcats for six months. ‘This fact is 

, Causing great distress among merchants and 

| 

W. D. Warp has removed his jewelry and 
watch establishment to the north side of the | 

square. 

Francis & Barret have a large supply of 

fresh Field, Garden and Flower Seeds, and a 

good stock of onion setts on hand for sale—-al! 

of the growth of 1856. 
Brown’s Reaper, which was used in this 

county the last season, is left for sale with Fran. 

cis & Barrell. They have certiticates from some 

of the best farmers, that after having used other 

reapers, this has given them entire satisfaction. 

Arkrns’ Reapsr.--T. W.S. Kidd is the agent 

ot Atkins’ Self. Raking Reapers. Enquirics can 

be made of E. R. Pease & Co. 

this reaper; as also for, Haine’s Harvester. 

Francis & Barrett have a good supply of 

Agricultural Implements for sale, und will iarge- 

ly increase their stock in the spring. ‘T'hose 

manuracturers. Several heavy iron establish- 

| ments have stopped work, and the cotton man- 
ufacturers have only sufficient stock to keep go- 

ing for two weeks longer. A large number of 
laborers are already out of employment. Citi- 

zens of Pittsbnrgh are preparing to improve the 

navigation of the river by slack watcr naviga- 
tion as far down as the mouth of the Cumber- 

land, at a cost of tea millions of dollars. It is 
fortunate that railroads can be made tu do the 

_ transportation of the country,—although at a 

great increase of cost over river transportation. 

Fart PusntinG or Trees.—The season has 

| been very unfavorable for this work, in this re- 

gion. The gronad has been too dry, and there 
was great risk in setting out trees. We have 

_ now had rain, but it is too late to plant out 
Manny's Reaper.—B. F. Fox is agent for | orchards. Those who have planted out trees 

| would do well to raise mounds about them, to 

persons who have purchased heretofore of them, | 

are respectiully reminded that the time has come 

for payment. 

J. H. Currter is agent for the sale of Palmer | 

and Williams’ Self-Raking Reaper. 

Svcark axp Mo.nassEs.—There has been a 8 
rapid decrease in the production of these articles | 

within the last three years in Louisiana ; and it 

is now a settled conviction in the minds of all 

that a supply of these articles for the consump- 

tion of the people of the United States cannot 

be produced in Louisiana. Hence the protection 

afforded by law to domestic sugar and molasses 

made from cane, by common consent, shuull be 

repealed. 

Messrs. Enitors: We used Brown's Mower 

anp Reaper (manufactured at Alton,) last sca- 

son in cutting grain, and were entirely satisfied 

with its performance. 
MARSH A. & MARTIN E. MOWREY. 

Nov. 7, 1856. 

protect them from mice, as recommended by Mr. 
E'sworth, in an article in this paper. 

CurnesE Sucar Canr.—There will be a great 

demand for this seed the coming season. The 

vonviction is increasing that sugar and molasses 

can be made from this plant. 

Larce Hocs.—Mr. Wm. B. Grirritn, of this 

county, furnishes us with the following state- 
ment of the weight of 29 head of hogs raised 

by him and sold to Jacob M. Grecc. Fourteen 

weighed 4,486 fbs., and fifteen weighed 5,000, 

total 9,486 ths. Average 327 3-29th ths. Four 
were 12 months old, and 25 were 18 months 

old. Mr. Griffith wishes to hear of a fiuer lot. 

Prairie Beacon, 5th. 

Pork.—One or two of our inercantile firms 

have commenced their yearly Pork operations. 

Happening at George Greer & Co.’s yesterday, 

we found them hard at it, and paying $4 00 to 

$5 00.--Rushville Times. 5th. 
| 

pas A celebrated wit was asked why he did 

not marry a young Jady to whom he was much 

attached. ‘I know no reason,” replied he, 

“excepting the great regard we have fur each 

' other,” 
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From the Grayville (Ill,) Herald. 

The Chinese Sugar Cane in Southern Illinois, 
Great Success in its Culture. 

THE ILLINOIS FARMER. 

| have changed trom a green to a dark red hue, 
| although it will remain good until fairly ma- 
' tured. 

Being requested by mary to publish a state- | 
ment, through the columns of your paper, of | 
my experience with, and the value of the Chi- 
nese Sugar Cane, I therefore send you the fol- 
lowing statement, which you will please in- 
sert : 

On the 25th of May I planted about half an 
acre of ground, one year old. 
soil was low and wet io the spring; in ‘act 1 
covered the secd with mud; the other part was 

| pare for the slaughter-house. 

A portion of the | 

high and sandy ; the consequence was when the || 
dry season set in the wet part baked very hard, | 
and the high burnt up tor want of rain. I plow- | 
ed it when about ten inches high, ond that was 
all the working it got, with the exception of a 
slight hoeing previous to plowing; my objeet 
was to ascertain the amount of saccharine mat- 
ter contained in the stalks. and supposed enough | 
would grow to make the experiment. Many of 
the staiks grew from sixteen to twenty feet high, 
{ia the low ground it only grew twelve feet.) . 
Having made a mill on which to grind it. I 
commenced on the 24th of September. The 
cane then had received two or three froats,which | 
slightly injured the taste of the water. 

I am convinced that the amount of stalks I | 
used can be grown on less ihan a quarter of an 
acre. The amount of water obtained from 
the piece was 270 gallons; from which [ made 
forty-five gallons, which in flavor and beautiful | 
bright red color, is fur superior to any molasses 
obtained from the South. I did not try to grain 
any of it, a3 it will not grain after being frosted; | 
but I am convinced there wiii be no difficulty in | 
gtaining it if tried previous to frost. Ii it is 
planted by the middle of May it will ripen ly 
the end of August, and remain in good condition 
until frost, end if cut up and put iz sheds, (in 
apprehension of frost,) it will keep well for a 
month or more. 

J. M. KROH. 
McCleary’s Bluff, Wabash Co, Iil. 

Preparing food for Animals. 
Mr. A. has from twenty to fifty swine to fat- 

ten. Mr: B. bas eight to ten bullocks to pre- 
Mr. C. has one 

hundred wethers, which be has contracted to 
Mr. D., tne agent for the city-purveyors of fresh 
mutton. ‘These wethers are to be in prime order 
aud he is to be paid an extra price, if they over- 
goa given weight. 

This fall, too, corn isscarce, and will be likely 
to command @ high price. Ofcourse, it is the 
interest Of all these parties, to make their food 
go as far as possible, that is, to make a given 
amount of food produce the greatest amount of 
flesh and fat, on the animals. The question how 
this may be done; will invelve the statement of 
several points, No one of these may be new to 
our experienced stock-feeders. But'as the large 
majority of farmers, especially the young ones 
may not have thought of all the conditions ot 
the highest success; we will state some things 
which are quite important : 

1. The fattening animals should have good, 
wholesome air, and plenty of it. 

2. ‘I'hey should be ailowed to rest most of the 
time. Very gentle exercise is all they need. 

3. They should have aclean resting places 
Filth is always hostile to the best physical con- 
dition. whether of man or beast. 

4. They should be kept in a tranquil, easy. 
state ofmind. Wesay stateof mind,” designed- 
ly; for nothing is more clear to the careful ob- 
server than that animals have intelligence and 
feeling, and that anxiety and fear depress their 
physical condition, as ceftainly as they do that 

| of man. 
5. ‘They should pe placed where their temper 

| will be as even as possible. For this reasun, as 
I will give a statement of what may be mide | 

per acre, judging from the amount of water ob- 
tained from each stalk. One of my neighbors, | 
Mr. A. Degan, obtained from seven choice stalks 
ove gallon of water, and in another trial made 
by Mr. McCleary, sen., and myse!f, we pressed 
from ten stalks one gal'on and a quart. The 
pumber of stalks in a hill should be from four to 
six. In my calculations I only estimate one 
quart of water to the bill, allowing sixteen bills 
per square rod, which will make 2,560 hills to 
the acre, and this, at one guart per bill, will 
make 640 gallons of water, which will make 110 
gallons of molasses, Valned at 75 cenis per 
gallon, it would amount to $95 50 per acre, and 
I do net hesitate in saying that the amount may 
be doubled. 

I would urge upon the farmers of the Western 
country to try it. You wil! not only save, but 
make money by the operation. I am well con- 
vinced that in 1860 the Southern planter will have 

f) 

the season advances, fattening animals shouid 
have suitable shelter, especialy from cold winds, 
rains, and snow storms. 

They should have plenty of the most nutritious 
food, adapted tothe increase of their fiesh and fat 
as rapidly as may be consistent with flesh and 
solidity. ‘The grains are generally best adapted 
to this end, and accordingly they are generally 
used; but the condition in which they are used, 
in most cases, greatly lessens their value. In 
nine cases out of ten, we doubt not, grain is fed 
entire, that is unground, and unccoked. This 
we are satisfied, is a great mistake, and in his 

‘ oninion we are sustained by scientific writers, 

no sale for his sugar inthe State of Lilinois. | 
From present indications there will be one hun- 
dred acres raised in Wabash county next year, | 
which will save the county $10,000. ‘The time to | 
commence working the cane is wken the seeds | 

and by the most experienced stock-feeders in the 
county. Grain should be crushed and cooked, 
to yield the greatest amount of nourishment, 
with a given expenditure of digestive power. 
With the aid ofa corn-crusher, and with the use 
of some donvenient mode of steaming grain and 
vegetables, [Scott & Hedges’ is altogether the 
best we have seen.] we have no doubt thata 
considerable saving may be made in the use of 
fattening food. But let our friends satisiy them- 
selves. Let some one of them take two animal's, 
as nearly alike in every respect as he can fiad; 
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then let him treat them in every respect alike; 
except that the grain fed to one has been crush- | 
ed and steamed, while that fed to the other is in 
the kernel. At the end of two months, let him 
welgh both. The result will aid him informing 
a £ound judgment in the matter. 

Give Hens meat. 

Many persons complains that their hens 
will not lay, and that, notwithstaning their 
assiduity in furnishing them with all the ar- 
ticles ordinarily recommended to insure 
fecundity, the eggs they produce will not 
“half pay the experses.” Now, we presume 
there is something lacking, or the fowls 
would certainly not run their owners in 
debt. It is not generally understood, even 
by those who profess to be the most deeply 
versed in the mysteries of “henology,” that 
the hen, being emniverous, requires to in- 
sure fecuudity a very liberal allowance of 
meat. When enjoying her liberty in the 
fields, pastures, or door-yards, the priucipal 
part of her sustenance isderived from insects, 
worms, etc, She takes but sparingly at 
such times of grain, and often when that ar- 

the nest and the fowls themselves with @ 
little fine powdered sulphur. When the 

| young were hatched I took a little sulphur, 

| Vermin while the young brooded. 

and gunpowder, and lard mixed, and greas- 
ed their heads and necks to keep off the 

In eight 
| or ten days repeat the dose and put on an- 

. Old; then lessen the bran. 

ticle is supplied, leaves it for the more in- | 
viting food which nature always suppiies her 
with in her favorite haunts. 

Now, if we confine her where the natural 
propensity for this description of food can- 
not be gratified, even though we supply the 
best of grain, and in abundance, she will 
cease to lay. The privation effects her 
health, and will necessarily be an eud to 
profit until the deficiency is supplied. 

When fresh meat or fresh fish cannot be 
supplied, the common scraps of the butcher 
which are hard and compact and can be kept | 
any length of time, answer all the desired 
purposes. —N. E. Farmer. ; 

Raising Domestic Turkeys. 
A writer in one of our agricnitura! jour- 

nals says: It is my opinion that farmers 
can rai:e a pound of fowl easier and cheap- 
er than a pound of pork. Heretofore I 
have been unfortunate in raising turkeys, 
but this year I have adopted a differen 
mode--a plan of my own invention—by 
which I have been very successful. Others 
may have adopted the same course, Sut not 
to my knowledge. 

Young turkeys are apt to die before they 
attain the age of three weeks. I came to 
the conclusion that the fatality among them 
was caused by vermin, heavy feed, and coid 
damp weather. My method-this season 
has been as follows: Take the eggs of the 
first laying and set under barn-door hens; 
the second laying let the turkeys hatch. 
Two or three days before hatching sprinkle 

other coat. 
MODE OF FEEDING. 

1 took equa! quantities of wheat, bran, 
and Indian corn, and wet with sour or lop- 
pered milk, with a good lot of fine cut 
schives once in two or three days in with it; 
and feed them til! a month or six weeks 

Feed them early 
in the morning to keep them from rambling 
in the wet grass or dew. 

Such has Leen my method of feeding and 
management, and I have jost only two out 
of forty hatched. Ducks managed in the 
same way meet with success. 

Culture of the Cranberry. 

The Banger (Maine) Courier, has the 

following in regard to the culture of the 

Crauberry in that region : 

“Mr. Charles A. Snow, of Orrington, has 
preseuted us with a box of the finest cran- 
berries we ever saw. For the past three 
years he has beeu experimenting in the cul- 
iivation of this fruit on a patch of bog near 
his house, and he has succeded in bringing 
them to a higher state of perfection than 

| those raised on the famous fields of Massa- 
shusetts. The muck is about two feet thick 
where the berries are raised, and a peice 
containing four square rods yielded him full 
ten bushels. He first scrapes off the moss, 
etc., from the surface, and scarfs out a place 
with a spade, into which he puts a plant, 
and he has no further trouble with them. 
In two or three years the bushes run togeth- 
er so that it impedes the growth of the ber- 
ry, when he passes over the ground with a 
spade, and takes up alternate spadefuls and 
sets them out in some other place, or throws 
them aside. Mr. S. thinks that in time, 
by attention to cultivating them, he will 
raise still better cranberries tian those he 
now harvests. He estimates that several 
hnnudred bushels may be raised on an acre. 
We see no reason why the culture of cran- 
berries may not be made a profitable busi- 
ness in Maine, as there is ue danger of over- 

| Stocking the market, for every year adds to 
the consumption, and they are not raised at 
all iu the South or in Europe, as we have 
been informed. We hope others may be 
induced to try the experiment. : 
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How to fatten Lambs for Market. 
A correspondent of the Maine Farmer, 

for years fed grain to his sheep, for the pur- 
pose of forwarding his lambs, but received 
but little benefit therefrom. He at last 
thought there might be a better way, so he | 
tried the experiment of feeding his lambs 
with oats, in a trough made by nailing two 
boards together, covering the ends, aud 

lambs learn to eat them, which, he says, they 
will do when about three weeks old. He 

his sheep cannot trouble them, both in his 
barn andin a yard made for the purpose | 
after yoing to pasture, and continues to feed | 
until he sells, which is in Juue. He has 
lambs ten weeks old that will dress fifteeu 
pounds. 

Exhausting the Soil. 
We read in America much of the exhaust- 

ed soil of Europe. I have seen none of it. 
So far from being exhausted, [ think the 
soil of Europe is now better than ever. 
How can soil be exhausted, which has for 
centuries received plentifully of manures, 
and manures made upon the best possible 
system? I think alittle reflection, coupled 
with the proper observance of European 
agriculture, must leak to the conviction that | 
the soil of Europe is constantly receiving 
more back in manures, &c., than is taken 
away in products. Of all farm products, 
the atmosphere and rains furn'sh the larger | peeause briefs and causes did not crowd upon 

| him while be was yet redolent of calf-bound 
ever a proper system of manuring exists, the | volumes, aud had small use for red tape, who 
quantities of its component parts, and whei- 

ground must become constantly enriched, 
In Europe, manure is the ever-present | 

idea of the farmer, aud by gathering all 

| render life uncomfortable. 
leaves a passage for his lambs so small that | 
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farmer, and his land, are always on good 
| terms 

says that Mr, Elisha Soper, of Orland, had | 
| crops.— Charles Reemelin, in Ohio Farmer. 

with each other. The man yields 
good husbandry, and the land yiclds good 

Stick to Your Business. 
There is nothing which should be more fre- 

quently impressed upon the minds of young men 
than the importance of steadily pursuing one 
business. ‘The frequent changing from one em- 

raising it about six inches from the floor, | ploymeut to another is one of the most commen 
hig Drier tials “| errors committed, and to it may be traged more 

He puts in the oats and leaves until the | than balf the fuilares of men in business, and 
much of the discontent and disappointment that 

It is a very common 
thing for a man to be dissatisfied with his busi- 
ness, and to desire to change it for some other, 
aud what seems to him will prove a more iucra- 
tive employment; but in vine cases out of ten 

it1sa mistake. Look rovnd you, and you will 
fiud umong your acqnaintances abundant verifi- 
cation of our assertion. 

Here is a young man who commenced life as 
a mechanic, but from some cause imagined that 
he ought to have been a doctor; and after a 
hasty aod shallow preparation has taken up the 

| saddle-bags only to find that work is still work 
and that his patients are no more profitable than 
his work-bench, and the occupation not a whit 
more agreeable. 

Here are two young men, clerks; one of them 
is content, when bis first term of service is over, 
to continue a clerk till he shall have saved 
erough to commence business on his own ac- 
count; the other cannot wait, but starts off 
without capital and with a limited experience, 
and brings up aftera few years in a court of in- 
salvency, while his former comrade, by patient 
p-rseverence, comes out at last with a fortune. 

That young lawyer who became disheartened 

concluded that he had mistaken his calling, and 
so plunged into politics, finally settled down in- 
to the character of a middling pettifogger, 
scrambling for his daily bread. offals, and making manure in any conceiva- 

|, ble way, be does not only by green manur- 
ing, such as plowing clover under but by 

| stable factory, street, and dwelling manure, 
|, take good care to return to mother earth 

| 
| 

few years, got his farm paid for, but does not 
grow rich very rapidly, as much for lack of con- 
tentment mingled with his industry as anything 
though he is not aware of it—be hears the won- 
derful stories of California, and bow fortunes 
may be had for the trouble of pickiug them up, | 
mortgages his farm to raise money, goes away | 
tothe land of gold, and after mavy months of || 

{ 

4 

| 
There is an honest farmer who has toiled a | 

1 

| 
} 

the rental she requires, and to do it with- 
out grudging and with compound interest. 

'| Soilis only there exhausted where crops are 
'| yaised which are entirely removed, and of 

which nothing is returned to the soil for 
|| instance, tobacco. This is very little the 

ease in Europe. The fine wheat crops which 
| smile upon the traveler, as he is rushed past 
| them by railraid speed, would be an impossi- 
| bility, if the idea of exhaustion were true. 

| 

hard toil, comes home to commence again at the 
bottom of the hill for a more weary and less suc- | 
cessfull climbing up again. 

Mark the men in every community who are 
notorious for ability and equally notorious for 

| 

t 
! 
{ 

never getting ahead, and you will usually find | 
them to be those who never stick to any one 

cupation just when it begins to be profitable. 
Young map, siick to your business. It may 

The meadows, too, which are mown thrice 
every year, and each time give a good crop 
have been mown jfor ages, contradict this 
exhaustion theory. No! the European 

business long, but are always forsaking their oc- 

be you have mistaken your calling—if so. find 
it out as quick as possible and change it ; but 



don't let any uneasy desire to get along fast, or 
a dislike of your calling lead you to abandon it. 
Have some honest calling, and then stick to it; 
if you are sticking type, stick away at them; if 
you are selling oysters, keep on selling them ; if 
you are at the law, bold fast to that professiva ; 
pursue the business you have Chosen, persistent- 
ly, industriously, aud hopefully, and if there is 
anything of you it will appear and turn to ace 
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count in that as well orbetter than in any other | 
calling ; only if you are are a loafer, forsake 
that line of life as quickly as possible, for the 
longer vou stick to it, the worse it will“ stiek ” 
to you.”—Hunt’s Merchant’s Magazine. 

Song of the Season. 
BY CHARLES MACKAY. 

I heard the language of the trees, 
In the noons of the early summer; 

As the leaves were moved like rippling seas 
By the wind—a constant comer. 

It came and it went at its wanton will; 
Aud evermore loved tu delay, 

With branch and flower, from the cope of the hill 
To the wari depths of tlic valley. 

The sunlight glow'd; the waters fluw’d; 
The birds their music chanted, 

And the words of the trees on my senses fell, 
By aspirit of Beauty haunted; 

Said each to each, in mystic speech;— 
“The skies our branches nourish: 

The world is good—the world is fair— 
Let us enjoy and flourish !” 

Again I heard the steadfast trees ; 
The wiutry winds were blowing ; 

There seem'd a roar as of stormy seas, 
And of ships to the depths down-going; 

And every moan thro’ the woods was blown, 
As the branches snapp'd asunder. 

And the leng boughs swung like the frantic arins 
Of a crowd inafright and wonder. 

Heavily rattled txe driving hail! 
And storm and flood combining, 

Laid bare the roots of mighty oaks 
Under the shingle twining. 

Said tree to tree, “* These tempests free 
Our sap and strength shall nourish: 

Tho’ the world be hard, tho’ the worid be cold, 
We can endure and flourish !” 

Apples for Human Food. 
The importance of apples as food, has not 

hitherto been sufficiently estimated in this coun- 
try, nor understood. Besides contributing alarge 
portion of sugar, mucilage, and other nutritive 
matter, in the form ot food, they coatain such a 
fine combination of vegetable acids, extractive 
substances, and aromatic princip'es with the nu- 
tritive matter, as to act powerfully in the capa- 
city of refreshments, tonics, and antisceptics; 
and when freely used at the season of ripeness, 
by rural laborers and others, they prevent debil- | 
ity, strengthen digestion. correct the puirefac- » 
tive tendencies of nitrogenous food, avert scurvy, | 
and probably maiatain and strengthen the pow- 
ers of productive labor. The operatives of 

Cornwall, in England, consider apples nearly as 
nourishing as bread, and more so than potatoes. 
In the year 1801, a year of scarcity. apples, in- 
stead of being converted into cider, were sold to 

the poor; and the laborers asserted that they 
could stand to their work on baked apples with- 
out meat, whereas a potatoe diet required either 

meat or fish, The French and Germans use 
apples extensively; indeed, it is rare they sil 

down, in the rural districts without them in some 
shape or other, even at the best tables. The la- 

borers and mechanics depend on them to a very 
great extent, and frequently dine on sliced apples 
and bread. Stewed with rice, cabbage, carrots, 
or by themselves, witha litle sugar anc milk, 
they make both a p'easant and nutritious dish. 
1f our triencs will only provide themselves with 
plenty of choice fruit, we will venture that not 
one maa, woman or child in fifty wouid care for 
animal flesh to eat. Who doubts for a moment 
that many scrofulous and other diseases are 
traceable to a meat diet? It is well known that 
mich of the meat we eat is in a diseased state 
when slaughtered, and its eff-ct may be well im- 
agined. Yet your fruit ir always in a healthy 
state, and cannot generate disease in the buman 
body.— Water-Cure Journal. 

Curr ror FPiLesa Wouxps in Horsrs.—I 
have never found anything better for wounds ¢n 
horses than human urine; keep it in a vessel 
until it grows stale, then with a swab tied to 
the end of a stick I wasi the cut irequently ; it 
has ua tendency to cleanse and at the same time 
to heal the wound. I sometimes boil it up with 
Squaw or Blacksnake root, which makes it bet- 
ter. I find it excellent for galded shoulders or 
back, healing them up in a sbort time. 1 have 
seen the scratches or grease cured in a short 
time by washing the feet with urine in which a 
little salt had been thrown; the horse should 
have a dose of physic at the same time, to pu- 
tify the blood. I esteem this remedy equal to 
any of the celebrated liniments of the day.— 
Country Gentleman. 

A Luxury ror AniMaLs.—It is related of 
fev. Sidney Smith, that when on Lis farm each 
cow and calf, and borse and pig, were in turn 
visited, and ied and patted, and all scemed to 

welcome him; he cared for their comforts as he 
cared for the comforts of every living being 
sround him. He used to say: “I am for ail 
cheap luxuries, even for animals ; now all ani 
muls have a passion tor scratching their back 
bones ; they break down your gates and palings 
io effect this. Look! there is my universal 
seratcher, a sharp-edged pole, resting on a Ligh 
and low post, sdapted toevery height from a 
horse to a lamb. Even the Edinburg Reviewer 
can take his turn, you have no idea how popu- 
lar it is. Ihave not had a gate broken since I 
pat itup. I have it jo all my fields.” 

Gatis On Horses, &c.—One of the best 
means to prevent galls on horses is to wash the 
parts most lisble to injury with whisky satura- 
ted with alum. We fiud in one of our exchang- 
es tue following receipt for an ointment for 
wounds and sores of ali kinds, avd for horses, 
when galled by the saddle or collar, aud also for 
broken chillblains: ‘ake of honcy twelve oun- 
ces, yellow beeswax four ounces, compound gal- 
banum plaster 1x ounces, sweet oil half a pint. 
Put the honey into a jar by the fire, chen melt 
the other ingredieuts and mix them together, to 
be spread on very thin lindn, and changed twice 
a day.— Genesee Farmer. 
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COMMERCIAL. 
Springfield Market. 

StaTe JOURNAL OF ; 
Springfield, Bec. 9. } 

There is% good demand for wheat, at quotations. All kinds 
of marketing scarce and in request. 
FLOUR—Exira $6 50; Extra White $6; Superfine $5 50. 
WILEAT—Sales of Fairto Prime 8u@85c for Red; for 

WOORN. —Sales of shelled at 35c. 
OATS—Shippers offer 2c. 
POTATOES—Sales at $1 @ bushel 
HIDES—Dry Flint Iu@11c. 
BRAN—Sc @ bushel. 
SHORTS—i2c. 
MARKETING--Chickens, $1 26@1 50 # doz. Butter, 15 

@20c. Eggs 2c # doz. Onions, $1 50 %—% bu. Apples, $1 28 
@I 50c. Cabbages, $10 @ hundred. 
GROCERIES—-Market unsettled. Sugar, 8@10c. Coffee, 

Rio, firm at 14@1l6c; Laraguira, léc; Java 18@20c. Salt, @ 
sack, $2 75; N. Y. @ bbl $3 25. Molasses, N. V., 50c; Belch- 
re’a 70c; Golden Syrup, 90c. Rice, 10c. 

—_—— --—_—-—— ~+or——_——-- --- — 

Chicago Market —December 5. 
The market is very quiet. Owing to the great detention of 

freight trains on the railroads, scarcely any produce has been 

received for two or three days past, and there is but little do, 
ing. This cold weather will cause the [fogs aud Poultry to 

be killed and shipped eastward. Hog buyers and Grain buy- 

ersare plenty, and the tendency is rather upward for Hogs 

and Provisions. For Wheat only 78c is offered to stere for 

spring, though none is on sale; some white winter was held 

at $1 06 to store. Corn is held at 40c in store, and only 35c 

is offered. Rates, theretore, are merely nominal, and we con- 

tinue our quotations of yesterday. 

BEANS.—Plentier; selling al $1 50@$2 50 B bu. 
BEEF.—New Mess $12@$12 50 @ bbl. By the quarter, 

dull at $3@$5 @ 100 ths. The brands of favorite packers are 

he'd at $18@$14 for mess; but little prime mess has been 

packed. 

BUTTER.—More plenty, and common firkin dull; say 15@ 

1€c @ th, Good roll and choice Ohio would bring as before, 

22G@25c. 

EGGS.—Scarce and in demand at 20c @ doz. 

Hay.—Prairie, loose, $7@$1 50 PB ton. 

CHEESE.—Western leserve at 1014@1lc and Hamburg 

(N. Y.) at 12@121 4c. 

SEEDS.—Timothv $2 25@$2 50 @ bu, the latter fora very 

nice article. No other seed in market. 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS.—$4@3$5 @ doz. 

POULTRY.—Chickens are worth 14@18c each. Turkeys 9 

@l0c # bb. 
FRUIT.—Green Apples $1@$5 # Lb at retail. Lemons ¢9 

@ box. Cranberries $8 bu. Dried Apples at $2 25@$2 50 

@bu. Dried Peaches unpared 10@124c @ fh. Raisins, new 

M. R’s, $5; layers $5 15@5 50 @ box. Dried Pluns, in tio 

cans, 18c @ bb. 

CIDER.—35 # bbl. at wholesale, or $6 50 at retail. 

HIDES.—Green, 7@7}4c; dry flint, 15@16c tb; dry salted 
53@lé€c; green salted 74@Sl¥c. 

TALLOW.—Firm at 10@10%c. Millard’s circular quotes 
Kettle Tallow at 1114, and steam rendered at lle ® hb. 

LEATHER.—Harness 35@36c ® b; sole, best Spanish, 31@ 
33c B Ib; upper $33@40 # dozen. 
SUGARS.—We quote New Orleans common to fair I0%¥¢c; 

fair to fully fair 11c; prime 11}¢c; coffee grades 12@13)¢c; 

crushed, powdered and granulated ldc. ; 

MOLASSES.—New Orleans reboiled 70@75c; Syrups 75@ 

85c. 
CANDLES.—Stearine 1C@20c @ Ib; Star 25@27c; Adaman- 

tine 37}4c; Sperm 40c; Pure Sperm 45c; Tallow 14@14i4c 

@ b. 

SALT.—Fine by the cargo $1 70 #@ bbl, $ 90 ®single bbl. 

Coarse, ® package of 320 fbs, $2 25. Dairy, @ cask of 35 

sacks, $3 3714, or $4 for 42 sack casks; 14 tb sacks 134c 
cash. 

Cuicaco, December 1. 

FLOUR.—Exceedingly dull of sale. 
WHEAT.—Is in demand, particularly for Michigan mills. 

Corn is worth but 38@34c in store. Pork is dull of sale, 
probably not over $14 60 $ bbl could be had for mess. Lard 

has sold from the country in small quantities as low as 9}4c 
QD. We give rates of other articles as follows: 
OATS.—Steady at 32@32c in store; 36@3¢c in bags deliv- 

ered. 

BARLEY AND RYE.—Wanted at $1 10@$1 26 for the for- 

mer, and 65@70c for the lat ter. 

BEEF.—New mess $12@$12 50 @ bbl. By the quarten, 
dull at 28@$5 $ 100 fhe. The brands of favorite packers are 

held at $13@$14 for mess; but little prime mess hae been 

packed. 
PORK AND LARD.—Country packed mess $14@14 40 ® 

bbl; city packed held at $15@$5 50 @ bbl. Pickled Hams 
$15 50@$16 # bbl; Green Hams 614@7c # h. Long Middles 

packed at 8c @ fb. Lard 10%c for extra. Grease 7@7Kc PB 
tb for Nos. 1 and 2. 

St. Louis Market—December 4. 
Hogs are very scarce and improving. Good fair will bring 

$5 50 readily. 

The Cincinnati Commercial, of Tuesday says that Hogs 

were rather inactive, buyers holding back and not willing to 

pay much over $6 @ hundred. The weather at that time was 

tuo warm for packing. We hear nothing of interest from 

other points. 

Freights without change. 

in good boating order. 

FLOUR—But small demand for any description; sale of 

1,000 bbls Cherry street Superfine on board at $5 80; 100 

Country Extra, on board, $6; 80 branded do, $5 90; 100 on 

its merits and on board, $6 1244 # bbl.; 150 sks Extra $2 80: 

96 do S. F. $2 50. 

WHEAT.—Liberal receipts and pretty active sales at previ. 

ous prices. Sales to Millers of 400 sks Spring and common 

Fall at 75@90c; 2000 Red, in lote, $1@1 05; 500 Red and 

White, $1 06; 5000 do $1 06; 384 prime Red, $1 08; 128 bbls 

White, $1 09; 1565 Zimmerman, $1 08; 100 Red $1 10; 106 

choice do $1 11, sacks returned. To shippers—727 Zimmer- 

man $1 15; 800 Red and White $1 16@¢1 18; 265 White $1 20; 
505 do $1 24; 2600, in lote, $1 23@$1 25, eacks included. 

CORN.—Sale of 512 sks White, two lota, 46c; 522 do private 

terms, new bage included. 

OATS.—1200 sks, in lots, 58c, part on board; 235 do at 54c, 

sks included. 

BARLEY.—BSale of 194 sacks poor Spring at $) 65, sack, 

returned. 

RYE.—200 sacks at 70 cents, sacks included. 

HAY.—40 bales prime $1 2714; 22 do stained 1 $25 @ 100 

pounds. 

BUCKWHEAT—Sale of 42 and 96 sacks at 75c, sacks in- 

eluded. 

FLAXSEED —Prime sella at $2 @ bushel. 

HIDES—Dry steady at 10c @ b. 

PORK.—Sale of 185 bbls mess at $15; 180 do badly cnt at 

$14 75 @ bbl. 

LARD.—Sale of 150 tcs new at 104c @ bb. 
HOGS.—Sale of 250 head medium at $5 50; 134 do avera- 

ging 205 tbs at $5 50 #100 ths. 

PIG METAL.—50 tons Hot Blast $85, 4 months. 

GROCERIES.—Nothing doing. No change in quotations. 

Rivers above at a stand, and all 

&eThe Louisville Courier of yesterday says:--The im 

proved state of navigation has brought out the big boats, and 

caused a great rejoicing among all classes, especially the boat- 

men, aad freights have materially declined. Shipments were 

made to Pittsburgand Wheeling yesterdey at 3£@380c @ 100 

tbs, and pound freights to New Orleans were at 50 cents.— 

Whisky was taken at $1 15 $@ bbl, and other articles in pro- 

portion. Cattle and horses $10 @ head, and mules $5. 
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word in season,” 16; Premium crops in Ohio, Cattle Premi- 
ums, 16; Adulteration of Food, Agricultural Implements, 
Weights and Measures, 17; Garden Roses, Lectures on Agri- 
culture, Blood Stock—W hat is it? 18; Why is a thorough bred 
better than e common bred? 19; Dairy Stock, 21; A Farmer's 
Ice House, 20; Transactions of the Tlinols State Agricultural 
Society, 21; Propagation of Fish; 22; Be kind to thy Wife, 
Items, The Markets, 23; Canada Thistles, Your Grape Vines, 
Canned Penches, 24. 

NUMBER II. 

General Views, 25; Come to Illinois, 26; Agricultural Edn- 
cation, 27; Value of Fruit, The Weather, 28; Alabama Agri- 
culture, 29; Fraud in Fruit Trees, The Cultivation of the 
Grasses, 30; Pears, 31; Geological Surveys, Country Kesiden- 
ces, 32; Essay on Hedging with Orange, 33; Japan 
Yam and Potatoe, 34; Millet, Urnamental Grass Plata, “ The 
Great Tree,” 35; Plowing by Steam, Fruit in Oregon, Winter 
Management of Lambs, 36; Working Cattle, 37; Progress of 
Pear Culture, How to Feed Horse ;, 38; The Cultivation and 
Preservation of Forests, 39; Raising Fruit Profitable, 40; Do- 
mestic Economy, 41 and 42; Regularity in Feeding Cattie, 
Successful culture of Japanese Potatoe Plant, 43; Product of 
a Lake Superior Farm, Extraordinary yield of Corn, Cultiva- 
tion of Barley, 43; The Garden, Farmers’ Boys—Taka the 
Farmer, 44; News of the Month, 45; Aspect of Foreign Af 
fairs, He is o reliable man, 46; Sang. Co. Ag. Society, The 
Farmer, Cure for Frosted Feet, 47; Murder of Mr. Ellington, 
“Let every Farmer speak his thoughts,” 48; Premiums for 
Hedging by the Illinois State Ag. Society, The Markets, 

NUMBER III. 

Farm Houses, 50; Progress of Illinois, 51; The Yellow Lo- 
cust for our Prairies, 52; Books for Premiums, Improved 
Farming, 53; Seeding Meadow and Pasture Lands, Poultry, 
64; The Peach Trees, 55; The Wool Trade, 56; The Hollyhock, 
The Ox Team, Wind Mills, 57; War with Great Britain, 58; 
Houghton’s Seedling Goosebery, The Flower Garden, 59; Pre- 
miums for Hedges, The Colt, 60; A Word, The Cow, The Vir- 
gilia Lutea, 61; Plows, The new Underdraining Machine, 62. 
ComMUNICATIONS.— Where will the State Fair be held? 62; 

Morgan Horses, From Southern Illinois, Wyandott Corn, 63; 
gg Garden, 64; Miscellaneous Items, 66; Valuable Receipts, 

Epitor1aL Noticgs.—County Fairs, Fine Stock, Canada 
Club Spring Wheat, Stock Sales, Hedge Growers Wanted, 
Will Chess turn to Wheat, Farms and Stock for sale, Ladies’ 
Bonnets, Colds, &c., State Fair, 69; News, 70; Wyandott Corn, 
Birds, Japan Sheep, Early Tomatoes, 71; Crops in Madison 
County, Meeting of Farmers, 72; Mason Co. Agricultural So- 
ciety, 73. 

NUMBER IV. 

The Wind and Weather. 73; Educate the Woman, 74; Way 
to keep Eggs, Annual Flowering Plants, 75; The Ash as a 
Prairie Tree, 76: Fruit, 77; Raising of Onions, 78; Testimony 
for the West, 79; Ayreshire Cattle, A Magazine of Death, 80; 
Boys, Stick to the Farm, Plow Deep, 81; Culture of the Straw- 
berry, 82; Hints on Transplanting, Potatoes—Culture in the 
East, 83; The Osage Plant for Hedgings, 84. 
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CoMMUNICATIONS.—The Illinois Farmer, &c., 85; Raising | 
Wheat, The Blue Bird, 86; “A Yankee Question,” Corn Plant- 
ed in Drills, 87; What shall we do for Roses? Agricultural Pa- 
pers, &c., 88; Receipts, 89. 

EprTortaL NorTices.—Death of Francis Arenz, State Fair, 
Preparation for Spring, Potatoes, Premium Crop, Planting 
Early Potatoes, Blue Grass, &c., Sales of Stock, New Horse 
Medicine, The Honey Bees killed, State Fair, Seed Planters, 
Jersey county Fair Ground, Cultivation of the Grape, Clover 
and Grass Seed, 90; Meeting of the State Agricultural Com- 
mittee of the State of Illinois, 94; Markets, 95. 

NUMBER V. 

Immigration, 97; Our Politics, 98; State Fair, 99; Sanga- 
mon Fair. 99; Cultivation of Beans, 100; Onions, Corn, Premi- 
um Crop, Zampson’s Broad-cast Clover, 101; Wool, Early Flow- 
ers, Evergreens, Potatoes, 102; G Purple Chili Potatoes, 
Grape Vines. 103; The Cyprus soe beaks Tree, Reapers and 
Mowers, Agricnitural Implements. 104; Improvements in 
Breed of Horses, 105; Communications, 108; The Robin, 
Moral Sense of Flowers. Miscellaneous Items, 109. 

EpiroriaL Norices.—Wool Question, The Farmer, Learn a 
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Trade; Comiag West, Mowers and Reapers, Peach Trees, 
Crops, &c,, Fairs, Verbena, News of Month, Corn Planters, 
State Fair, Spireas, 111; Officers Agricultural Society, Fro- 
ven Cherry Trees, State Fair at Alton, 116; Culture of Car- 
rots, Markets, 117. 

NUMBER VI. 

Commerce and its Progress, 121; Farmer Politicians, Free 
Culture in the Prairies, 123; Shade Trees, Orchards—Peddling 
Trees, 125; The Farmer’s Home, 126; Floral Exhibition, 127; 
Millet, Plows and Plowing, Lemon Butter, 128; Extinct Rep- 
tiles, 129; A Rhapsody on Garden Seeds, 130; Cultivation of 
Corn, The Sleep of Plants, 131; Selesian Merino Sheep, Forest 
Trees, 132; Forwarding Cucumber and other vines, 183; The 
Pie Plants, Working Girls, 134. 

ComMUNICcATIONSs.—Centrail Ill. Ag. Society, Sowing Onion 
Seed, New Farms, The Purple Martin, 135; Canada Thistle, 
Japan Potatoe, 136; Miscellaneous Items, 137. 

EpitokiaL Notices.—Work of the last Month, Bees, Corn 
Pianted in Drills, Cucumbers, Gardeus, Grapes, Pot Plants, 
News, The Wheat Crop, The Corn Cob, Rabid Dogs. Mops, 
Vitality of Seeds, Farmer, Pie Plant, Sangamon Premium 
List, The Norman Horse, Reapersand Mowers, The Wool Clip, 
The Apple Cross, The Corn Crop, Carrots, 138; Markets, 143, 

NUMBER VII. 

Facts and Speculations on Rice, 145; The Farmer and Shop- 
keeper, 146, The immigration, 147; Cabbage Plants, Farmer's 
Girls, 148, F. R. Elliott, Fruit Convention, 149; Prices of Pro- 
duce, 150; Wheat. Buckwheat, Morgan County Fair, 151; 
Fruit Trees, I'he Crop of Hay, Potatoes, 152; Turnips, Open 
to All, Salt your Cattic, Varnish, 153; Sile ian Sheep Shear- 
ing, 154; The Wool Trade, Weaning Lambs, Frauds in the 
Sheep Trade, 155; Teas, The Pumpkin Family, 156, The Wild 
Horse, 157; Ornamerta! Trees, 158; Golden Rules for Garden- 
ers, Pruning, 155; Chicago, Alton and St. Louis R. R., Curcu- 
lio, Agricultural Fairs, 160; Gypsum, Harvest, 161; Work, 
Poland Oats, Ragged Farms, Cauliflower, Churning, Eggs, 
162; Cellar Walls, American Wool, Cornstalk Harvesters, 
Fruit Trees, Camels, Striped Bug, 163. 
Notices.—Wheat, We don’t take the Papers, The Season, 

Farms, Potatoes, Corn, Fruit, Turnips, The News, Michigan 
Double Plow, Farms and Hedges entered for Premiums, ihe 
Cultivator, Iranistan, 164; Markets. 168. 

NUMBER VIII. 
Sugar as an article of Consumption, 169; Hygeana, 171; 

Sanitary, 172; Remedy for the Striped Bug, Butter. 173; The 
Early Harvest, Grain Growing, ‘The Orchard, 174: The Weath- 
er and its Signs, 175: Pulverizing Soil in Drouth, Communi- 
cation, California Wheat, 176; The Potatoe Bug, Cranberry 
Cultnre, 177; A Poisoned Valley, Time to Plow, 178; Remedy 
for the Borer, Planting Strawberries, Change of Food for An- 
imals, 179; Chair Trade in New York, To secure Wheat in 
wet Weather, 180; Butter making in New York, 181; Systein 
in Farming, 182; Uur Vinegar Plant, Kicking Cows, 153; To 
divest Calves of Vermin, Potted Cheese, Coffee, Clover Pastu- 
rage, 184; Miscellaneous Items, 185. 

EDITORIAL NoTICES.—The New Plow, Fairs, Mowers ard 
Reapers, Reaper and Mower Trials, Osage Orange, Kitchen 
Garnen, Sale of #urham Stock, News of the Month, Preserv- 
ing Eggs, Fine Stock, 186; Beets in the Garden 190; Fowis, 
190; The French Short Horm Carrot, Machine for Husking 
Corn, The Philosophy of Drowning, 191, Markets, &c., 192. 

NUMBER IX. 

Tea and Coffee. 194; Domestic Wines, Department of Agri- 
culture, 195; Fall in the Price of Wheat, 196; Preparation 
for Sowing Wheat, Sangamon Co. Fair, 197; Frye’s Adjusta- 
ble Prairie Plow, 199; The State Fair. The Garden Raspberry, 
200; The Wheat Crcp for 1857, 201; Planting and Care of 
Fruit and Ornamenta: Trees, 202; Fruits in Summer, Saltin: 
of Asparagus Beds, 203; Preservation of Potatves for Seed; 
Dielytra Spectabilis, 204; The American Goldfinch, Frauds in 
the Sheep Trade, 205; Psalmody vs. Labor, Ihe Cultivation 
of Wheat, the Indix Rubber Tree, 206; American Race Horses 
going to Europe, Care of Chickens, 207. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.—Wheat and Indian Bread, Brown 
Bread, Virginia Corn Bread, Indian Bread, Mush or Hasty 
Pudding, Fried Mush, Rheumatism, A Remedy, Strychnia, 
Lard an Antidote, for Seasoning Sausage Meat, To improve 
the Wicks of Candies, For Soft Gingerbread. Good Yeast, 208. 

Epitoxtat Noricres.—The Sangamon Fair, The Stock Show, 
Morgan County, Planting Orchards in the Fall, Sowing of 
Grass Seed, Cool Weather, County Fairs, Kye for Winter 
Feed, Winter Barley. Sale of Stock. The Apple Crop, Green 
Corn, Lard Oil, Events of the Month. The Adjustable Prairie 
Plow, The Season, Strawberry Beds, The Orchards, The Pota 
tos and Corn Crops, To our Neglected Subscribers, Seed Drills, 
Peaches, A Sermon on Fairs, Steam Piows, Bulbons Roots for 
Planting, Black Spanish Radish, Curing Beet, Millet, Musical 
Practice Among Birds, Grapes and Wine, Tomato Ketchup, 
209; Special Notice, Errata, 215; Commercial, 216. 

NUMBER X. 

Tobacco and Opium. 217; Fallof the “Charter Oak,” Hedge 
Fences, 219; Sule of the Messrs. Browns’ Stuck, 220; Cultiva- 
tion of the Grape in the United States, 221; Of the Moon, 
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Cultivation of Fruit, 222; Valuable Raspberry Patch, Poultry, 
Durham Stock, 224; The Eagle Fan, Apples for Fcod, 

225; The Tulip and Hyacinth, Official List of Premiums, 226; 
Education of the Agricuitu ist, Great Sale of : tock, 228; 
Productive Orchards, The Fireside Fo. ty Years Ago, 229; Do- 

+ monstration of Foreign Animals, 230; Agriculture and Man- 
ufactures, The Railroad, 231. 

MiIscELLANeous Irems.—Canvass Bags for Hams, A first 
rate Suit Pudding, How to mend China, Rice Jelly, Linseed 
Tea for Sick Horses, Antidote for Laundanum, For Cooking 
Vegetable Oysters, To make Yellow Butter in Winter, Pud- 
ding Sauce, Preserving Butter, Voice of the Water Melon, 
Musk Beds, The Turkey, Butter, Sheep, To Prevent a Cow 
from Fretting after her Calf, Stone Cement, Plant a Tree, Bed 
Bugs, Carpets, A Lesson from the Birds, Cure for Corns on 
Horses’ feet, tv Cure Sheepskin with the Wooll on, 232. 

EprrorrtaL Nortices.—The Corn Markets, Morgan County 
Fair, Fall Visiting, 235; Potatoes, Domestic “Port” Wine, 236; 
Market Articles, Cup Cake, Adhesive Plaster, The State Fair, 
Facts to be understood, 237; Early Vegetables, Hydraulic Ce- 
ment for Walks, Buckwheat Porridge, 238; Preserving Fruit 
in Air-tight Cans, Fertilizing Properties from the Air, Im- 
provement in Soap, Molasses from the Sugar Millet, 239; Mar- 
kets and Contents, 240. 

NUMBER XI. 

Beneficent Agencies of the Useful Arts, 241; Chinese Sngar 
Cane, 243; The Want of Water, 244; Drilling in Wheat, 'the 

| Beauty of Trees, The’ County Fairs, 244; The Autumn, 
Schools, 246; Ground and Managemeut for Corn, Preparing 
Produce for Market, Farming thoroughly, 247; The Orchard, 
Hints for Autumn, 248; Labor, 249; ‘To preserve Potatoes, 
25); Vacancies in Orchard, St. Louis Fair, Health, 251; A 

| Horse with the Heaves, Droughts, 252; Fall treatment of As- 
| paragus, Packing Eggs for Winter Use. The Horse, 213; Fruit 
| ‘Trees; Boys and Girls at School together, 254. 

|| MiscetLansous ITeMs.—To make Hens lay in Winter, Ven- 
| tillation, A Little Thing, Indian Corn Biscuit, Hard Seed 

should be selected, Hasty Pudding—How to make it, Indian 
| Pudding, Corns on Horses’ Feet, ‘lo destroy Mites in Cheese, 

255; A Ho ticultura] Hint, Remedy for Borers, Stopping, 
Root Grafting, Kosee, Beet Root Coffee, 257. 

EprrortaL Notices.—'! he next Volume, Poultry—Does it 
Pay? The Wheat Crop in Kentucky, Emigration, Keclaiming 
Bushy Land, Mice, Chinese Sugar Cane, Qualities of Cattle, 

| 258; Hereditary Diseases of Horses, 262; Mysterious Provi- 
| dences, 263; Protecting Trees from Mice, Hogs and Pork, 
| Markets, 264. 

1! NUMBER XII. 
{| Prospectus Illinois Farmer, Defense of Sonthern Illinois, 
|| 265 Iinois Horticultural Society, 267; A tal: with Boys, 
|! 268: Ohio Ag. College, Cold Winters, 269: Cider Vinegar, 270; 
| Chinese Sugar Cane, The Lawton Blackberry, 271; Good treat- 
|| ment of Hens, 272; Fall Mauagoment of Bees, English Cattle, 
| Advice to young Parmers, 273; Value of sheep to Farmess, 
| Sweney, Painting Farm Implements, Domestic recipes, Price 

of Wool, 274; Hints on Wintering Bees, Be Faithful to every 
Trust, 275; Millet, Preserve your Young Trees, 276; Mice, 

' Illinois Journal Prospectus, 277; Liiinois Farmer, Send 
i} us Names, Fall Work, 278. 

Eprrortan Notices.—lIi!. State Ag. Society, Transactions of 
Til. State Ag. Society, Premiums at the State Fair,- British 
and foreign Agri ulture, the Rhubarb Plant, Wool, State Fair, 
Items, What is to be done, Fall Planting of Trees, Chinese 
Sugar Cane, Large Aogs, Pork, 279. 

hiness Sugay Cane in Sodthern MWiinois, Preparing food 
for Animals, 292; Give Hens Meat, Raising Domestic Turkeys, 
Culturo of the Cranberry, 283; How to fatten Lambs for 
Market, Exhausting the Soil, Stick to your Business, 284; 
Song of the Season, Apples for Human Food. Flesh wounds 
in Horses, A Luxury for Auimals, Galls on Horses, &c, 285; 
Commercial, 286; Contente of Volume I, 287. 

| 

| 

| Se 
The Session Journal. 

| 
| 

A paper for every voter and citizen of Illinois 
The only newspaper in the State furnishing 
complete and reliable reports of all the pro- 
ceeding of the General Assembly of Illinois. 

Prospectus. 
The undersigned design to publish, durin 

the ensuing session of the Legislature, a ful 
and accurate report of all the proceedings of 
both branches of that body, in their daily issue. 
presenting every morning an account of all that 
took place the preceding day. The general 

| plan of the enterprise will be similar to that of 
the Washington Daily Globe and Appendix. 

. It will embrace a complete journal of all busi- 
' ness of both Houses—all petitions presented— 
— wud ae 
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all bills introduced—all resolutions offered, and 
the action taken thereon—a verbatim report of 
all speeches made—the vote by ayes and noes 
on every question of interest—messages—Re- 
ports of Committees, &c. In short, it will be 
an indispensable publication to aii who wish to 
receive daily 

Termse=QOne Dollar for the Session, in 
Advance. 

ag Send in your orders early. The Cash 

must accompany all orders. The session will 
begin on the first Monday in January, and 
those who wish to begin then should forward 

their names and money at an early day. 
‘pas Postmasters and other persons, will 

please act as our Agents, and such as succeed 

in obtaining five or more subscribers, shall 
receive a copy gratis. | Address 

BAILHACHE & BAKER 
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Field, Garden and Flower 
SEEDS. 

| 

| 

| 

HE SUBSCRIBERS HAVE RECEIVED || 
a full supply of the above Seeds, which they willsell at | | 

wholesale and-retail. They are all fresh and genuine. 
‘The stock of Garden and Flower Seeds is most perfect.— | 

Included in the Garden are 700 pounds of Red, White and | 
Yellow Union Seed, of the growth of 1856. | 
They have also Qnion Setts—a good supply. | 
Merchants and others wishing to purchase seed by the 

quantity can be supplied on good terms. ‘ | 
nov28-w FRANCIS & BARRELL. | 
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The New Year. 
. 

Man should never be satisfied unless he is | 

This | in a way to benefit himself or others. 
doctrine is simply that of progress,—a doc- 

trine that should ever have an effective influ- 
ence on every rational mind. To uo class of 

society can it have a more useful applica- 
tion than to farmers, in the broadest under- 

standing of the term. 

Probably more improvements have been | 
made in farming within the last few years 

than in any other profession. Men have not | 

been satisfied with the old routine of Agricul- 
tural operations. Land has been worked 

better—seed has been provided with morc 
care—crops in their growth have received 
more attention—causes of failure as well as 

of success have have been ascertained, and 

the farmer now feels that if he does his duty, | 

in nineteen times out of twenty, he will be 

well rewarded for his labor. 

And so of stock. He finds that bis stock 

can be improved, with great profit to himself, 

He seeks better stock of cattle, horses, hogs, 

sheep and mules, and finds a great benefit 

in the change—besides, he feels a pride in 
progress, in a conviction that he is not lag- 

ging behind when all his agricultural breth- 

ren are going ahead with improved stock. 

He is also improving his farm by erecting 

the proper and convenient buildings in good | 

taste—laying off his fields in suitable sizes | 

and forms—planting out his orchards and 

taking care of them—his gardens, his yards 
—and he sees to it that there are no un- 
sightly places about his farm to destroy its | 

beauty; and if there should chance to be, he 

has still plans for improvement which will 

be carried out in due time. 
The New Year! And what of it, brother 

JANUARY, 1857. Yo. 1. 

| Farmer? The old year has passed. It isa 
good time to ask yourself what mistakes 

have you made in farming the past year? 

When you entered upon that year, did you 

| mature plaus for cultivating and improving 

| your farm? Did you determine what lands 

to give to certain crops; how they should be 

cultivated; whether they should be drained, 

| if they needed it; whether you should follow 

the old system of shallow plowing, half cul- 

| tivating, and get half or no crop, or whether, 

' as poor Richard said, you should 
“ Plow we!! and deep, 

| And have corn to sell and to keep.” 

| Have you made up your mind that your 
| success was caused by particular attention 

in working your grounds, or your failure, by 

neglect ? Have you cast your eye over your 

neighbor’s grounds and noticed the success 

| or failure of particular modes of cultivation ? 

These are common questions and common 

thoughts, but they are those which can be 

made most useful. There is no magic in 

| farming. Good farming is brought about 

by industry well directed—we may say di- 

rected by judgment andjknowledge. 

Every advantage gained by new modes 

of cultivation, by changes of seed, by changes 
of stock, by new implements of Agriculture, 

sheuld be seized as new positions from which 
you are to originate and practice other 
plans and improvements. We believe every 

intelligent farmer is wiser in his profession 
: than he was one year ago. We hope, at 

' least, that none of our readers have Lost a 

YEAR ! 

_ We have now entered upon a new year— 
| Editor, Readers, all. We trust it may be 

| @ year of prosperity. Much depends on 
| ourselves. “God helps those who help 


